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ABSTRACT
F,cperimental aerodynamic investigations were a: inducted on a sting
mounted .0405 scale representation of the 1400 outer mold line space
shuttle orbiter configuration in the Rockvell International 7.75 x 11.00
root low speed wind tunnel during the time period from 25 November 1975
to 9 December 1975. NASA designation for this test period was OA163.
Facility designation was NAAL 751.
The primary test objectives were to define the orbiter landing gear
system pressure loading and to record landing gear door and strut hinge-
moment levels.
Secondary objectives included recording the aerodynamic influence
of various landing gear configurations on orbiter force data as well as
investigating 40' x 80' Ames Wind Tunnel strait simulation effects on
both orbiter landing gear loads and aerodynamic characteristics.
Testing was conducted at a Mach number of 0.17, free stream dynamic
pressures of 42.5 PSF, and Reynolds number per unit length of 1.2 x 106
per foot. Angle of attack variation was 0 to 20 degrees while yaw
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a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl -' p,)/q
M MACH Mach number, V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf.
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV2, N/m2, psf
Q(P,SF )
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
Ot ALPHA angle• of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
j PSI angle of yaw, degrees
FRl angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Refereneq & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
•
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
e.g. center of gravity
egg+ LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S 5REF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
IMP moment reference point
MW moment reference point on X axis
MRP moment reference point on X axis
























balance cavity area, ft.2
normal-force coefficient; normal forceqS
axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
aide-force coefficient; side force
qS
base forcebase-force coefficient;	 S
g
- .Ab ( Pb - p.) /9.S
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
gSP.REF
yawing-moment coefficient; YawinF, gSoment ?
body axis
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment_ -..	 qS^
body 4xis
landing gear door or strut hinge moment
coefficient = HMXY * 1000
qS t B
landing gear door or strut hinge moment, in-lbs




= NS, nose landing gear strut
= MS, main landing gear right hand strut
= ND, nose landing gear right hand door
= MD, main landing gear right hand door
DUMMY1
	
artificial geometric variable /dimension
DUMMY2	 used as second dimension in datasets
containing perimeter and strut pressure
taps
x'





TAP pressure tap number, Figures 2d,e,f give
locations
X/CML longitudinal position along main landing
gear door, as a fraction of it's length
X/CNL longitudinal position along nose landing
gear door, as a fractioh of it's length
Y/BML lateral position across main landing gear
door, as a fraction of it's reference width
Y/BNL lateral position across nose landing gear
door, as a fraction of it's reference width
Sbf BDFLAP body flap deflection, degrees
Se ELEVON elevon deflection, degrees
Ssb SPDBRK speed brake deflection, degrees
ON THE-TAN nose landing gear strut position, degrees
OM THETAM main landing gear strut position, degrees
ON PHI-N nose landing gear door position, degrees
PHI-M main landing gear door position, degrees
OP main landing gear strut pressure orifice
location, degrees
CL CL lift coefficient; lift (is—
CD CD drag coefficient; dry
q
base drag
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; 	 qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD -- CDb
Cn CLN yawing moment coefficient; yawing moment__
stability axis	 qSb
Cz CSL rolling--moment coefficient; ro3ling.moment,
stability axis	 qSb




The model provided for test period OA163 was an .0405-scale repre-
sentation of the !40C space shuttle orbiter outer mold line configuration.
The basic model was of the blended wing-body design util.izir+g a double
delta, wing (750 /450 AL.E. ), full span, dual panel el.evons (unswept hinge-
line and 6 11 gaps), a centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or speed
brake deflection capability, a canopy, a body flap, and an orbital
maneuvering system (OMS pods) mounted on the aft fuselage si.dewall.s ad-
jacent to the vertical tail. Landing gear simulation consisted of both
nose and main landing gear systems each with the deployment capability
from full up to full down.
Both the nose and main landing gear systems were instrumented with
static pressure measuring orifices and hinge moment beams as illustrated
in figures 2 c through 2h.
For this test period the following nomenclature was used to desig-




	 140C orbiter fuselage with air vent door and
vent door probe simulation
C12	 140C orbiter canopy
B55	 140C orbiter dual panel elevons	 9
F10	 1400 orbiter body flap
G20	 140C orbiter nose and main landing gear
system. simulation
M16	 1400 orbiter OMS/RCS pods
8
I	 I	 I, 	 I 	 I	 I
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded)
Component	 Description
N28	 140C orbiter OMS nozzles
W127	 140C orbiter double delta wing
R5	 140C orbiter rudder
V8	 140C orbiter centerline vertical tail
X9	 transition grit
Designated configurations are:
0 =- B68 C12 E55 F10 M16 N28 R5 V8 W127 X9
GP - Ground plane installed
SS = Strut simulation (40' x 80 T Ames Wind Tunnel)
I	 i	 I	 I
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
North American Aerodynamics Laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x 11-foot Wind
Tunnel is a continuous flow, closed circuit, single return tunnel capable
of spuds up to 200 miles per hour.
The test section is vented to atmospheric pressure and is 7.75 x 11
feet wide and 12 feet long. Power is supplied by a 1250-horsepower na-
celle-mounted synchronous motor driving a 19-foot, seven-blade, laminated
birch propeller. Airspeed is controlled by using a magnetic clutch to
vary the degree of coupling between the motor and propeller. Turbulence
is minimized by a damping screen and a honeycomb section in the settling
chamber upstream from the contraction cone (ratio 7.53 to l)•
Tests may be conducted using a, variety ^f mounting systems: single
strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection plane, cable suspension, or
two-dimensional. wall, Aerodynamic data may be measured by a planar type
external balance system or sting -mounted internal balances. An Astrodata
Automatic Data Acquipition System collects, multiplexes, digitizes, and
redords on magnetic tape 50 chennels of force or pressure data or both.
Data are then reduced and plotted using automatic data processing equip-
ment and an automatic digital plotter.
The VAAL Wind Tunnel has been opere.ting since June 1943 * Cal.ibm--








I	 I	 I!	 I	 ^
The aerodynamic force data presented in this re =t was Measured by
the Task Corporation 2.5 inch MK IX six--component strain gage balance.
All steady state static pressures were measured by :•2.5 psid Statham
differential pressure transducers installed in a four-pack model mounted
scanivalve referenced to tunnel static pressure. 	 Landing gear strut and
door hinge moment Loads were measured from single beam, bearing mounted
strain gages.
Corrections applied to the aforementioned data were test section
wall effects on model aerodynamic coefficients, model tunnel blockage
effects on test section dynamic pressure, model base pressure drag
effects on model angle of attack and angle of sideslip.
Nose and main landing gear door static pressure tap locations are
presented non-dimensionalized by landing gear door total chord or span.
The coordinate systems used have origins at the forward outer corner of
each respective. door. 	 Tap locations about the door perimeters and left
main landing gear are presented by tap number only.
The following reference dimensions and constants were used in. data
reduction:
Model	 Full




area of model base, {not including
.,	 moo IABO , ft
ARC	 area of balance cavity, ft2




Symbol Scale Scale	 -
t
	bML left main landing gear door
i reference span, in.	 2.794 68.99
bNL left nose landing gear door
reference span, in. 	 1.15+ 28.49
c wing MAC, in.	 19.2300 471.81
cML left main landing gear door
reference chord, in.	 6.11.6 151.01
cNL left nose landing gear door
reference chord, in.	 4.393 108.1+7
S iTing area, ft 2	 4.412q- 2690.00
XMRP reference C.G.,fus. sta. 	 13.6055 1076.68
ZMRP reference C. G.waterplane	 15.1875 375.00
Z$ orbiter body length, in.
	 52.2572 1290.30






Tabulated Pressure Data Character
2 Nose landing gear door outer surface N
Nose landing gear door inner surface E
3 Main landing gear door outer surface M
Main landing gear door inner surface F
4 Nose and main landing gear door perimeter P
Main landing gear strut W
The fourth character in each dataset identifier (i.e., RFFPXX, for




All landing gear pressure data obtained in this test program showed
,good agreement with predicted data trends and evidenced excellent repeat-
ability. No anomalies occurred in their acquisition or reduction.
Likewise, excellent behavior was experienced with main balance and
landing gear door hinge moment data. These were acceptable for immediate
reduction and presentation after the test.
Nose gear strut trunnion-moment outputs were also notable for their
repeatability and consistency with expected trends, although the absolute
magnitude of these loads data was almost double what had been predicted
prior to the test.
Main gear strut trunnion-moments also exhibited exceptional repeat-
ability, both in testing and in all pre- and }post-test calibrations.
However, unusual behavior was observed in the data obtained for the full-
down strut position (and somewhat at the 800 setting). Plots of hinge
moment versus strut position showed a hook in the vicinity of the fully
extended position. After close examination, this was attributed to the
fully-extended main gear drag link taking up part of the strut load when
the strut was deflected under load. Initial calibrations of the strut
hinge moment gage were done with the drag link removed. The gage was
recalibrated with the drag lank installed. This calibration was used
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TABLE II. -- Concluded.
Definition of DATASET IDENTIFIER 4th Character (i)
i
4th
Character	 Type of Data Is
Force Data
0	 Aerodynamic force coefficients
H	 a	 Left nose and main landing gear
door and strut hinge moment	 j
coefficients	 j	 4
Pressure Data
N	 -	 Left nose landing gear door outer
surfac6 static pressure coefficients
E	 T	 Left nose landing gear door inner
surface static pressure coefficients
M	 Left main landing gear door outer




Left main landing gear door inner
surface static pressure coefficients
P	 _	 Left nose and main landing gear door












MODEL COMPONENT:	 BODY - B68
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 1400 orbiter fuselage. Similar to
14OA/B fuselage except aft body revised and midbody-wing glove area
modified. B&8 has the addition of air vent doors and air vent door probes.
MODEL SCIUZ: 0.0405
DRAWING M MBER: VL70-0001400, -000202C, -000205A, -000200B, -000203
DIMENSIONS:
Length (IML: Nose @ Xo = 238), In.
Length (OML: Nose @ X  = 235), In.
Max Width (@ Xo = 1528.3), In.


















MODEL COMPONENT ' _ CANOPY C, 2s
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Conjuration 140C orbiter canopy, vehicle cabin
No. 31 updated to NCR 200-R4. Used with fuselage B^.,
MODEL SCALE: 0,0405





Length (Xo = 434.643 to 578), In.	 143.357
Max Width (@ XO = 513.127) , Tan.	 152.412











_Configuration 1400 dual panel elevon. Elevon Unge-
_line at X A X87. Eleyon split line at Y. = 281.t2 312 5 Upper wing/
elevon &'an Ssealed 1,by f 1pper doors._
MODEL SCALE: 0.0105
DRAINING NUMBER:	 _ VL70-0+00140C , -006089, .-000200s, -006092
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area	 ~ Ft2 210.00 0.344
Span (equivalent) , In. 349.20 14.143
Inb'd equivalent chord	 in. 118.00 1.779
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 55.19 2.235
4--	 Ratio movable surface chard/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord _	 0.210 0.210
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0:100 0.100
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.0 0.0
Tailing Edge -- 10.056 10.056
Hingeli a 0.0 0.0'
Product of Area & c)
3Area Moment (^ ), Ft	 1587.25 0. 1051




MODEL COMPONENT	 BODY FLAP
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Configuration 140C body flap. Hingeline
located at X = 1532	 = 287.






Length (Xd= I525. 5 to X6=1613), In._	 E. ZO
Max Width (@ L.F. , X0=1525.5), In,
	 256.ou
Max Depth(X0






Max. Crass-4Zectlo46 r1 (09. T.- I
P{anform
Wetted







I40DEL COMPONENT:	 Landing Gear - G
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 G	 modified to conform to undated drawings V070-510001
and _V070-510501 i. including web-sj mL	 Lion.
Model Scale — ^ 0.0&.05
Drawing Number:	 YQ70-5 ,QOO1, VcY70 &10501




























Number _	 2. 2
-	 Length	 in. 108.4x,
Height	 in. 3_20.5 0.832
































































Pivot Point to Wheel Axis



































MODEL COMPONENT : 014S POD -. M, 4
GENERAL DESCPIPTION : Configuration !LOG orbiter OMS nod — _short, nod.
140DEL SCALE: 0. 0405
DRAWING NUMBER : 	 V20--009401 -008410
DIMENSIONS
	
FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
Length (OMS Fwd Sta. Xd1310.5), in.	 255.50	 _10.469_..
Max Width (@ X0 = 1531), In.	 - 136.8 _^,	 5.540


















	 T vj^70-QOCTUOA (T^ocatot^} ; SS^-AOa^06. Release	 ^Contourl
DIMEWSIONS: FULL SUiZi MODEL SCALE
M^kCH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbal. Point to Exit Plane













Y-0 -- .88.0 d 2.564
Za 492,0 19.926}
Righ-^--3	 t Nozzles
X0 --15^4Q 61. x.79
YO 88.00 ^^Za t^.^2r0a
-
19,32,,^—__







Yaw 120171 12 017,
jMODEL COMPONENT	 UDDER Rr
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 	 Configuration 140C orbiter rudder (identical
to configuration 140A/p rudder).
MODEL SCALE. 0.0405
DRAWING NUMBER	 VL70-0001A6B, -000095
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area	 - Ft2 100.15 0.1613
Span
	 (equivalent),	 In. 201.00 8.111
Inb'd equivalent chard 91.585 3.709
Outb'd equivalent chord 50.833 2.059
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At lnb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.100
At Outb'd equiv. chcrd 0.400 9.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingeline _	 34.83 34.8.3
(Product of Area & c;
Area Moment (}NBWWRP%XRW^) ,r't3	 610.92 0.0406










GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 14OC orbiter vertical tail (identical
to configuration I. OA/B vertical tail.).
MODEL SCALE:	 0.0105
DRAWING	 R:	 yL70-OOO) OC, 70-00011^6B
DIMENSIONS:	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft 
Pl.anform 413.253 0.678
Span (Theo) - In. 315.72 12.787
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675
Rate of 'raper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio _	 0.104 0-404
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees.
Leading Ec.ge 45.00 45.00
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
0.25 Element Line 41.13 41.13
Chords:
Root ( Theo) 744 268.50 10. 874
Tip (Theo) q`TP 108.47 4.393
MAC 199.81 8.092
Fus . Sta.. of .25 MAC ]J3.-35 59.272'
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 25.738
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0.00
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge tingle - Deg.	 10.00	 10.00
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg.	 14.92
	
14,92 __r
Leading; Edge Radius	 2„00	 0,0810
Void Area	 13.17	 0.022




























































'	 -	 MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL ^.OMPONI ENT:
	 WING-W l 
_),7
=EXE RA: DESCR- 9TIGN:	 Configuration 140C orbiter wing, MCH 200-R4, similar to
14„OA/B win W, 4 g bit !djth refinements: inrorgy^^ } ing-blot-m!dbodv fairing- jX =9 0
to L = 1040); elevon_snlit line_ relocated from Y,, = 281 to YQ = 312.5.
MODEL SCALE: 0.040






















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
EXPOSED DATA
Area (Mo) Fe








Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W . of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC





or (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
Planfc-m Area rt2
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta





MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA	 j
MODEL COMPONENT: TRANSITION GRIT - X9 	 i
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Grit located on model nose and all swept surfaces
to provide forced boundary layer transition.
NOMINAL GRIT DIAMETER - IN.
Fuselage	 0.0054
All surfaces except fuselage	 0.0076
STRIP THICKNESS - In.	 0.10
LOCATION:
i














Positive dire0ions of force coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability











































b. Sign Convention for Control Surfaces






f l 	^^u(I y	 ,^^I 11	 ^^x^^
I^	
^	 1	 1	 ^.Sr^IITI
^	 ^SimycATio/U
w	





a. HAAL Tunnel Installation
Figure 2. Model sketches
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i
b. Model Base Pressure Instrumentation




















a. Sign Convention for Landing Gear
Figure 2. Model sketches
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d. L. S. ALG Door Pressure IuatrImentatiou
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Figure 2. Model. sketches
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a. NAAL Installation, Front View, Model Configuration
B68C12G20M16N28W127E55F10V8R5X9
Figure 3. Model photographs
b. NAitL jns-.allation, Rear view, Model Configuration
B68C12G20M16N28w127E55F10V8R5X9








c. NAAL Installai,u.i, Bottc:n View, Model Configuration
B68C12G20M16N28W127E55FlOV8R5X9
L
d. Nose Landing Gear, ON = 10b', ON = 66"







e. Main Landing Gear, Om 35 0 , 4)M
Figure 3. Model photographs
i.
0 ON
f. NAAL Installation, Side View, Model Configuration
B68c12G2oml6N28Wl27E55F1OV3R5X9 + 40 , x 80 1 Strut Simulation
figure 3. Model photographs
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Volume	 Tabulated Pressure Data 	 Character	 Page
2	 Nose landing gear door outer surface 	 N	 1-351
Nose landing gear door inner surface 	 R	 352-702
3	 Main landing gear door outer surface 	 M	 703-1053
Main landing gear door inner surface	 F	 105+--104
4	 Nose and main landing gear door
perimeter	 P	 1405-1755
Main landing gear strut	 W	 1756-21.06
The fourth character in each dataset identifier (i.e., RFFPXX, for

















.170 ELEVON -	 .000




	 .000	 T14ETAN -	 .000
PHI-M -
	 .000	 THETAM -	 .000
RUN NO - 5.0000
	
DATE 17 	MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	SREF -
	2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	LREF =
	474.6100 INCHES
	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE =	 .0405
	BETA (	 I) = -10.120
	
ALPHA ( 1) a	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.852	 PO/PSF - 2113.5
	
SECTION 	( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	
-.1422 -.1526 -.1215 -.1890
	
.230	 -.1353 -.1492 -.1620 -.2236
	
.410	
-.I371 -.1405 -.1561 -.1941
	
.590	
-.1284 -.1388 -.1474 -.1578
	
.770	 -.1284 -.1353 -.1474 -.1630
	
.878
	 -.1319 -.1336 -.1336 -.1561
	
BETA (
	 1) = -10.120	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090	 Q(PSF) - 42.852
	
SECTION
	( !]MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	.050	
-.0953 -.0936 -.I126 -.1368
	
.230	 -.0936 -.1143 -.I178 -.1368
	
.410	 -.0919 -.090I -.0988 -.1178
	
.590	 -.0667 -.0935 -.0953 -.0970
	
.770	
-.0901 -.0936 -.1022 -.II26
	





ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.220	 Q(PSF) - 42,852
	
SECTION
	( 11 MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




-.0452 -.0383 -.0656 -.0728
	
.230	 -.0452 -.0677 -,0539 -.0539
	
.410	 -.0470 -.0401 -.0401 -.0418
	
.590	
-.0452 -.0470 -.0452 -.0366
	
.770	 -.0504 -.0521 -.0556 -.0625
	
.878
	 -.0573 -.0556 -.0504 -.0608
PO/PSF - 2113.5
	
RUN NO - 5.0000
POIPSF = 2113.5
	 RUN NA - 5.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFMOI)
BETA ( 1) - -10.120
	
ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.200	 0(PSF) a 42.852	 PO/PSI" = 2113.5	 RUN NO r 5.0000
SUCTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .0013	 .0168 --.0280 -.0073
	
.230	 -.0021 -.0142	 .0047	 .0151
	
.410	 -.0055	 .0047	 .0116	 .0237
	
.590	 -.0055 -.0055	 .0013	 .0151
	
.770	 -.0107 -.0107 -.0142 -.0142
	
.878	 -.0193 -.0176 -.0107 --.0159
BETA ( !l = -10.120	 ALPHA t 5) =	 8.310	 0(PSF) - 42.852
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.0547	 .0737	 .0375	 .0495
	
.230	 .0444	 .0426	 .0633	 .0823
	
.410	 .0392	 .0564	 .0668	 .0892
	
.590	 .0392	 .0444	 .0564	 .0737
	
.770	 .0305	 .0357	 .0357	 .0375
	
.878	 .0220	 .0237	 .0392	 .0340
BETA ( 1) = -10.120	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.330	 0(PSF) = 42.852
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
	
.050	 :1013	 .1289	 .0909	 .I047
	
.230	 .0944	 .0858	 .1185	 .1427
	
.410	 .0858	 .1030	 .1165	 .1427
	
.590	 .0823	 .0909	 .1030	 .1254
	
.770	 .0702	 .0737	 .0806	 .0858
	
.878	 .0616	 .0651	 .0806	 .0805
PO/PSF - 2113.5	 RUN NO : 5.0000
PO/PSF = 2113.5	 RUN NO - 5.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-75L 1 PAGE	 705
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM01)
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.090	 ALPHA 1 1)	 .010	 0(P5F)	 =	 42.905 PO/PSF =	 2113.3 RUN NO	 4.0000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1105 -.1122	 -.1002 -.1553
.230 -.1122 -.1174	 -.1449 -.1656
.410 -.1140 -.1174	 -.1277 -.1535
.590 -.1105 -.1191	 -.1277 -.1346
.770 -.1140 -.1208	 -.1346 -.1467
.878 -.1157 -.1243	 -.1243 -.1432
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.090	 ALPHA ( 2)	 a
	2.050	 0(PSF) n 	 42.5115 PO/PSF	 2113.3 RUN NO •	 4.0000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0692 -.0916	 -.0864 -.0916
.410 -.0727 -.0692	 -.0761 -.0847
.590 -.0727 -.0761	 -.0796 -.0778
.770 -.0761 -.0796	 -.0882 -.0968
.878 -.0813 -.0864	 -.0813 -.0985
BETA	 ( 2i =	 -5.090 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.120	 0(PSF) =	 42.905 PO/PSF	 2113.3 RUN NO =	 4.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.054 -.0210 -.0124	 -.0623 -.0572
.230 -.0279 -.0417	 -.0348 -.0348
_410 -.0313 -.0279	 -.0279 -.0245
.590 -.0348 -.0365	 -.0355 -.0262
.770 -.0417 -.0434	 -.0486 -.0554
.87B -.0486 -.0486	 -.0451 -.0537
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-7551 ) PAGE	 705
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFFMOI)
BETA	 ( 21 -5.090 ALPHA ( 4) a	6.220	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.905
	
PO/PSF n 	 2113.3 RUN NO n 	 4.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0220 .0393	 -.0038 .0030
.230 .0151 .0064	 .0185 .0289
.410 .0099 .0203	 .0254 .0324
-590 .0064 10099	 .0134 0254
.770 -.0038 -.0021
	 -.0055 -.0073
.878 -.007 -.0124	 -.0004 -.0090
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.090	 ALPHA 1 51 -	 8.280
	
Q(PSF) n 	 42.905	 PO/PSF n 	 2113.3 RUN NO n 	 4.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0704 .0877	 .0445 .0583
.230 .0583 .0479	 .0738 .0877
.410 .0531 .0652	 .0738 .0928
.590 .0496 .0496	 .0600 .0773
.770 .0376 .0375	 .0410 .G410
.878 .0272 .0272	 .0393 .0358
BETA	 t 21 =	 -5.090
	
ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.320	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.905	 PO/PSF 2113.3 RUN NO	 4.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0995 .0909	 .1219 .1375







DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 707
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFMOI)
BETA 13) _	 .000
	
ALPHA ( 1) -
	
.000	 Q(PSF) a 48.898	 PO/PSF - 2113.3	 RUN NO - 1.0000
SECTION ( l)MA1N LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0831 -.0813 -.0693 -.1330
	
.230	 -.0882 -.0796 -.1106 -.1227
	
.4I0	 -.0917 -.0968 -.1037 -.1210
	
.590	 -.0951 -.1037 -.1069 -.1106
	




-.1072 -.1141 -.1106 -.1261
BETA ( 3) =
	 .000	 ALPHA ( 21 -	 2.050	 Q(PSF) • 42.698
	
PO/PSF - 2113.3	 RUN NO = 1.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT 'VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0452 -.0366 -.0693 -.0952
	
.230	 -.0521 -.0624 -.0641 -.0693
	
.410	 -.0572 -.0555 -.0590 -.0676
	
.590	 -.0524 -.0659 -.0659 -.0641
	
.770	 -.0693 -.0728 -.0762 -.0848
	
.878
	 -.0762 -.0797 -.0745 -.OB48
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	
4.130
	 Q(PSF) - 42.898
	
PO/PSF - 2113.3	 RUN NO - 1.0000









.050	 -.0055	 .0064 -.0418 -.0435
	
.230	 -.0124 -.0383 -.0159 -.0159
	
.410	 -.0193 -.0176 -.0142 -.0142
	
.590	 -.0245 -.0262 -.0280 -.0176
	
.770	 -.0366 -.0383 -.0400 -.0416
	
.878	 -.0435 -.0452 -.0365 -.0469
l
PAGE 70BDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM01)
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.190	 Q(PSF) -	 42.898 PO/PSF -	 2113.3	 RUN NO a	 1.0000







.230 .0255 -.0055	 .0272 .0375
.410 .0185 .0220	 .0269 .0341
.590 .0116 .0099	 .0151 .0255
.770 -.0038 -.0021	 -.0021 -.0004
.678 -.0125 -.0125	 .0013 -.0073
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.300	 Q(PSF) -	 42.898 PO/PSF s	2113.3	 RUN NO	 1.0000





E-C .0771 .0909	 .0495 .0426
. 230 .0533 .0323	 .0753 .0840




.770 .0392 .0374	 .0409 .0461
.878 .0254 .0254	 .0392 .0374
BETA	 13) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.350	 Q(PSF) =	 42.89B PO/PSF s	 2113.3	 RUN NO	 1.0000
SECTION ( ) ) MA I N LND OR OR--0 DEPENDENT VAR I A13LE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1132 .1270	 .0736 .0684
.230 .0994 .0667	 .1167 .1-35
.410 GC343 .1029	 .1115 .1218




.878 .0581 .0598	 .0753 .0702
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 705
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (7FFMD1)
BETA	 ( 4) =	 4.970
	
ALPHA (	 I) _	 010	 0(PSF) -	 42.888	 PO/PSF =	 2113.4 RUN NO =	 3.0009
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR OR-0 IEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.0641 -.0589	 -.0434 -.0968
.230 -.0744 -.0090	 -.0865 -.0951






.878 -.0985 -.1037	 -.1002 -.1106
BETA	 ( 4) =	 4.970
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 4(PSF)	 42.888	 PO/PSF -	 2113.4 RUN NO -	 3.0000





.050 -.0332 -.9245	 -.0470 --.0712
.230 -.0435 -.0073	 -.0487 -.0522
.410 -.0470 -.0487	 -.0487 -.0539
.590 -.0539 -.0508
	 -.0573 -.0539
.770 -.0643 -.0677	 -.0712 -.0746
.878 -.0729 -.0781	 -.0694 -.0781
BETA
	
( 4) =	 4.970
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.898	 PO/PSF =	 2113.4 RUN NO -	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML -
.050 .0013 .01161	 -.0348 -.0331
.230 -.0107 .0064	 -.0107 -.0090






.878 -.0452 -.0486	 -.0366 -.0417
Il'
PASS 710DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMOI)
BETA	 ( 4) 4.970 ALPHA ( 41 s	6.200	 Q(PSF) S	 42.8BB PO/PSF	 2113.4 RUN NO
	
3.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0324 .0427 -.0004 .0047
.230 .0203 .0099 .0255 .0289
.410 .0168 .0168 .02337 .0255
.590 .0082 .0065 .0134 10220
.770 -.0038 -.0055 -.0055 -.0004
.878 -.0176 -.0176 °.0055 -.0124
BETA	 ( 41 =	 4.970 ALPHA	 ( 51 -	 8.250
	
Q(P5F) -	 42.888 POIPSF	 2113.4 RUN NO '	 3,0000
SECTION ( 1)MA(N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0650 .0771 .0254 .0323
.230 .0530 .0357 .0599 .0650
.410 .0512 .0512 .0599 .0581
.590 .0392 .0375 .0478 .0816
.770 .0254 .0254 .0288 .0357
.878 .0151 .0133 .0288 .0254
BETA	 ( 41 4.970 ALPHA ( 5) 10.330	 Q(PSF1 -	 42.888 PO/PSF	 2113.4 RUN NO	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0978 1'081 .0599 .0592
.230 .0875 .0550 .0943 .0995
.410 .0840 .0840 .0926 .0926
.590 .0719 .0719 .0823 .0926
.770 .0582 .0582 .0633 .0719
.878 10461 .0461 .0599 .0582
PAGE 711
c:l b
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-7.51 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFMOI)
BETA ( 5)	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 11




RUN NO a 2.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0574 -.0504 -.0384 -.0919
	
.230	 -.0694 -.0349 -.0729 -.0764
	.410	 -.0729 -,0746 -.0729 -.0815
	
.590	 -.0833 -.0850 -.0650 -.0708
	
.770	 -.0919 -.0953 -.0971 --.0953
	
.878	 -.0988 -.1040 -.0953 -.1023
BETA ( 51 =	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.100	 Q(PSF) - 42.853	 PO/PSF - 2113.4	 RUN NO - 2.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 -.0262 -.0176 -.0383 -.0693
	
.230	 -.0400 -.0245 -.0400 -.0417
	
.410	
-.0452 -.0469	 .0400 -.0452
	
.590	 -.0538 -.0590 -.0504 -.0469
	
.770	 -.0659 -.0693 -.0659 -_0624
	
.878	 -.0745 -.0762 -.0641 -.0693
BETA ( 5) =	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) = 42.853	 PO/PSF - 2113.4
	
RUN NO - 2.0000
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-0






.050	 -.0021	 .0082 -.0315 --.0419
	
.230	 -.0125 -.0073 --.0125 -.0090
	
.410	 --.0159 -.0194 -.0125 -.0159
	
.590	 -.0298 -.0298 -.0263 -.0159
	.770	 -.0419 -.0419 -.0384 -.0350
.878 -.0505 -.0523 -.0402 -.0436
i`
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 712
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMOI)
BETA	 f 5) 10.040 ALPHA l 41 =	 6.200	 Q(PSF) =	 42.853 PO/PSF	 2113.4 RUN NO =	 2.0000
SECTION l I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 .0099 .0054	 .0133 .0099
.590 -.0038 -.0055	 -.0004 .0099




BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.040	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) =	 42.853 PO/PSF	 2113.4 RUN NO =	 2.0000




.050 .0479 .0565	 .0047 .0030
.230 .0375 .0393	 .0393 .0410





.878 .0030 -.0004	 .0134 .0099
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.040
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.370	 O(P5F) =	 42.853 PO/PSF =	 2113.4 RIJN NO	 2.0000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0651 .0634	 .0651 .0651






.878 .0272 .0237	 .0392 .0323
PAGE	 713
(RFFMO2)	 ! 03 FES 76	 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - .000
BDFLAP - .000 SPDRRK - 25.000
PHI-N	 = .260 THETAN - .000
PHI-M	 n .230 THETAM - .000
RUN NO -	 10.000
	
DATE l" 	MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF u	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -
	 .0000 IN. YO
	SREF = 	936.6800 INCHES ZMRP =	 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE _	 .0405







	I ])MAIN  LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1539 -.1574 -.1108 -.1798
	
.230	 -.1401 -.1453 -.1798 -.2315
	
.410	 -.1384 -.1401 -.1487 -.1884
	
.590	 -.1284 -.1367 -.1470 -.[539
	
.770	 -.1298 -.1349 -.1470 -.1808
	
.87B	 -.1315 -.1364 -.1367 -.1608
SETA 111 = -10.050
	 ALPHA ! 21 =	 2.090	 Q(P,F) - 42.872
	
SECTION
	( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1041 -.1007 -.1076 -.1266
	
.230	 --.0920 -.1059 -.1180 -.1422
	
.410	 -.0937 -.0920 -.0972 -.1110
	
.590	 -.0868 -.0920 -.0920 -.0886
	
.770
	 -.0903 -.0920 -.1024 -.1110
	
.878	 -.0955 -.0955 -.0972 -.1145
	
BETA (
	1) = -10.050	 ALPHA (31	 4.170	 Q(PSF) - 42.872
	
SECTION







.050	 -.0540 -.0470 -.0920 -.0643
	
.230	 -.0470 -.0505 -.0591 -.0626
	
.410	 .0522 -.0419 -.0419 -.0436
	
.590	 -.0470 -.0505 -.0453 -.0349
	
.770	 -.0522 -.0522 -.0574 -.0643
	.87B	 -.0574 -.0591 -.0540 -.0578
PO/PSF - 2110.0	 RUN NO - 10.000
PO/PSF - 2110.0	 RUN NO - 10.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA ^- OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.050 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.240	 Q(PSF) a	42.872 POIPSF =	 2110.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0038 .0116 -.0228 .0013
.230 -.0021 -.0021 .0065 .0099
.410 -.0038 .0065 .0151 .0255
.590 -.0021 -.0004 .0082 .0237
.770 -.0090 -.0090 -.0090 -.0090
.878 -.0142 -.0159 -.0090 -.0194
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.050	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 Q(PSF) =	 42.872 PO/PSF	 2110.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.P50 .0443 .0701 .0271 .0598
.230 .0460 .0426 .06!5 .0753
.410 .0409 .0553 .0550 .0839
.590 .0426 .0460 .0546 .0787
.770 .0305 .0322 .0340 .0409
.1878 .0202 ..0202 .0340 .0305
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.050 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340
	
Q(PSF1 -	 42.872 PO/PSF =	 21I0.0
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0224 .1199 .0821 .1164
.230 .0889 .0975 .1164 .1354
.410 .09221 .1027 .1182 .I422
.590 .0821 .0889 .1027 .1285
.770 .0718 .0769 .0803 .0889
.878 .0580 .0614 10786 .0786
PAGE 714
(RFFMO2)
RUN NO = 10.000
RUN NO a 10.000
RUN NO = 10.000
JDATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORO	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 2) _	
-5.030	 ALPHA ( 1) n	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.868	 PO/PSF - 2109.9






.050	 -.1192 -.1209 -.0813 -.1433
.230	 -.1106 -.1123 -.1450 -.1778
.410	 -.1123 -.1158 -.1278 -.1485
.590	 -.1106 -.1192 -.1261 -.1295
.770	 -.1123 -.1192	 -.1313 -.1416
.878
	 -.1175 -.1244 -.1244 -.1450
BETA ( 2) =
	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( F) F	 2.090	 Q(PSF) - 42.868
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 ,0760
	 .3100	 .5824	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.0764 -.0695 -.0816 -.0989
.230	 -.07I3 -.0799 -.0903 -.0969
.410	 -.0747 -.0747 -.0764 -.0868
.590	 -.0730 -.0782 -.0799 -.0764
.770
	 -.0782 -.0816 -.0885 -.0920
.878	 -.0834 -.0885 -.0851 -.1024
BETA ( 2) =	
-5.030
	
ALPHA ( 3)	 4.150
	
QIPSF) - 42.868
SECTION ( IlMAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X I CML
.050	 -.0279 -.0193 -.0659 -.0417
.230	 -.0262 -.0297 -.0348 -.0366
.410	 -.0314 -.0262 -.0245 -.0245
.590	 -.0331 -.0365 -.0314 -.0210
.770	 -.0400 -.0417 -.0452 -.0469
.878
	 -.0459 -.0521 -.0400 -.0555
PAGE 715
(RFFMO2)
RUN NO w 9.0000
PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 9.0000
PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 9.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.030 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.190	 fl(P5F) a	 42.868 PO/PSF m	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0168 .0306 -.0194 .0151
.230 .0134 .0168 .0203 .0203
.410 .0082 .0168 .0237 .0289
.590 .0065 .0082 .0134 .0306
.770
-.0004 -.0038 -.0038 -.0021
.878 -.0107 -.8125 -.0021 -.0142
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5,030 ALPHA ( 5) 8.268	 Q(PSF) -	 42.868 PO/PSF A	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0583 .0773 .0324 .0618
.230 .0566 .0514 .0704 .0791
,410 .0497 .0618 .0704 .0842
.590 .0479 .0479 .0565 .0773
.770 .0341 .0324 .0375 .0445
.976 .0255 .0220 .0358 .0307
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.430	 Q(P5F)	 42.868 PO/PSF m	 2109.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-C, DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1079 .1265 .0976 .1182
.230 .1044 .1113 .1234 .1371
.410 .0959 .1079 .1234 .1371
.590 .0890 .0941 .1079 .1285
.770 .0769 .0787 .0855 .0958
.878 .0532 .0666 .0787 .0769
PAGE 716
(RFFMO2)
RUN NO - 9.0000
RUN NO w 9.0000








DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA183 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFMOR)
BETA ( 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 .030	 Q (PSF) - 42.880	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 8.0000




	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	.050	 -.0866 -.0883 -.0728 -.[090
	
.230	 -.0900 -.0848 -.1090 -.1262
	
.410	 -.0917 -.0952 -.1004 -.1211
	
.590	 -.0935 -.1004 -.1038 -.1055
	
.770
	 -.1021 -.1073 -.1142 -.1176
	
.B78	 -.1073 -.1124 -.1090 -.1262
BETA ( 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(P5F) = 42.880	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO = 8.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0469 -.0469 -.0710 -.0779
	
.230	 -.0503 -.0572 -.0659 -.0693
	
.410	 -.0538 -.0572 -.0572 -.0676
	
.590	 -.0590 -.0607 -.0659 -.0590
	
.770	 --.0659 -.0710 -.0779 -.0779
	
.879	
-.0745 -.0797 -.0762 -.0865
BETA ( 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.200	 Q(PSF) - 42.8B0	 PO/PSF - 2109.9
	
RUN NO = 8.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 -.0107 -.0038 -.0572 -.0245
	
.230	 -.0159 -.0159 -.0141 -.0178
	
.410	 -.0210 -.0193 -.0124 -.0141
	
.590	 -.0252 -.0296 -.0210 -.0107
	
.770	 -.0365 -.0382 -_0382 -.0331
	
.878	 -.0451 -.0486 -.0365 -.0451
DATE I7 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURT DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) .010	 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.190	 Q(P5F) a	 42.8BO PO/PSF a	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0202 .0202	 .0254 .0272
.410 .0168 .0220	 .0272 .0289
.590 .0099 .0099	 .0151 .0306
.770 -.0021 -.0021	 -.0021 .0062
878 -.0124 -.0142	 -.00313 -.0107
BETA	 ( 3) G .010
	
ALPHA	 ( 51 8.290	 Q(PSF) -	 42.880 PO/PSF -	 2109.9
SECTION c I)MAIN LNO GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 .0669 .0807	 .0479 .0634










.	 BETA	 ( 31 = .010	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.320	 Q(PSF)	 42.680 PO/PSF -	 2109.9




.650 .1049 .1187	 .0824 .0980
.230 .0963 .0997	 Illa .1204
.410 .0945 .0997	 .1101 .1153
.590 .0842 .0859	 .0963 .1135





RUN NO - 8.0000
RUN NO - 8.0000
RUN NO a 8.0000
k
DATE I7 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) a	 5.040	 ALPHA	 f	 11 =	 .030	 Q(PSF) =	 42.910 POIPSF	 2109.8
SECTION t 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







0410 -.0813 -.0813	 -.OB47 -.0968
.590 -.9864 -.0862
	 -.OS89 -.0899
.770 -.0950 -.0985	 -.1019 -.0985
.878 -.1037 -.1071
	 -.0985 -.1105
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA t 2) =	 2.060
	 Q(PSF)	 42.910 PO/PSF =	 2109.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 OEPENO£NT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0400 ,-.0348	 -.0452 -.0572
.230 -.0469 -.0503
	 -.0503 -.0521
.410 -.0503 -.0538	 -.0503 -.0555
.590 -.0572 -.0607	 -.0607 -.0521
.770 -.0676 -.0727	 -.0710 -.0624
878 -.0779 -.0796
	 -.0710 -.0779
BETA	 ( 4) 5.040
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 O(P5F)	 42.910 PO/PSF =	 2109.8
j	 SECTION	 I ))MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YISML
i
.9760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0159 -.0176	 -.0107 -.0142
.230 35.2955 -.0280	 -.0211 -.0142
.410 -.0470 -.0383	 -.0366 -.0262
.590 -.0349 -.0487	 -.0383 -.0452
PAGE 719
(RFFMO2)
RUN NO - 7.0000
RUN NO - 7.0000
RUN NO a 7.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 4)	 5.044	 ALPHA ( 4) A	 6.180 "QtPSF) n 42.910	 PO/PSF n 2109.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CHL
	
.050	 .023E	 .0341	 .0013	 .0134
	
.230	 .0185	 .0151	 .0238	 .0255
	
.410	 .0134	 .0151	 .0272	 .0220
	.590	 .0047	 .0047	 .0151	 .0238
	
.770
	 -.0107 -.0107 -.0021	 .0116
	
.878	 -.0194 -.0177 -.0073 -.0090
BETA ( 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.250	 QIPSF) - 42.9I0	 PO/PSF - 2109.8
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.050	 .0616	 .0685	 .0409	 .0426
	
.230	 .0530	 .0513	 .0581	 .0633
	.410	 .0513	 .05I3	 .0599	 .0581
	











BETA 1 41 -	 5.040	 ALPHA 1 6)
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML
	
.050	 .0923	 .1026	 .0648
	
.230	 .0837	 .0820	 .0923
	
.410	 .0937	 .0837	 .09'40
	
.590	 .0717	 .0734	 .0820
	
.770
	 .0552	 .0580	 .0648
	
.878	 .0442	 .0425	 .0597
PAGE 720
(RFFMO2)
RUN NO n 7.0000
RUN NO - 7.0000
C	 10.380
	











DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI53 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 721
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMO2)
BETA
	
( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA (	 11 =	 .000	 Q(PSF) n	 42.815 PO/PSF	 2109.9 RUN NO n	 6.0000
SECTION I ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0643 -.0591	 -.0729 -.0781




.590 -.0833 -.0984	 -.4833 -.0798
.770 -.0954 -.0971	 -.0971 -.0867
.878 -.1040 -.1074	 -.0936 -.1023
BETA
	 ( 51 10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 2) 2.050	 Q(PSF) =	 42.815 PO/P5F	 2109.9 RUN NO =	 6.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND SR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3106	 .5820 .8530
Y /CML
.050 -.0349 -.0298	 -.0643 -.0540
.230 -.0419 -.0436	 -.0471 -.0453
.410 -.0453 -.0471	 -.0453 -.0522
.590 -.0574 -.0592	 -.0557 -.0488
.770 -.0661 -.0695
	 -.0661 -.0557
.878 -.0782 -.0782	 -.0651 -.0713 '^--
BETA
	
( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 3) =	 4.120	 Q(PSF) =	 42 .815 PO/P5F	 2109.9 RUN NO =	 6.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML '-"--
.050 -.00917 -.0004	 -.0367 -.0228
.230 -.0159 -.0211	 --.0142 -.0107
.410 -.0176 -.0194	 -.0142 -.0194




.878 -.0522 -.0522	 -.0384 -.0401
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0AI63 t NAAL-751 I PARE	 722
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFrMO21
BETA	 ( 5) R	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.240	 Q(PSFI w	 42.815 PO/PSF Q	 2108.9 RUN NO r	 6.0000
SECTION t I)MAIN LNO.




.050 .0168 .0220	 -.0142 -.0055
.230 .0082 OOt3	 .0116 .0134
.410 .0064 .0047
	 .0116 .0082
.590 -.0038 -.0055	 .0030 .0116 -•r--°--
.770 -.0176 -.0176	 -.0124 -.COOL:
.878 -.0297 -.0280	 -.0142 -.0142
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) n 	 8.250	 Q(PSF)	 42,815 PO/PSF	 2109.9 RUN NO 	 6.0000
SECTION ( ))MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0324 .0220	 .0341 .0376
.410 .0324 .0289	 .0376 .0324
.590 .0186 .0186	 .0307 .0358
.770 .0047 .0082	 .0151 .0289
.878 -.0090 -.0038	 .0116 .0116
BETA	 ( 5) C	 101090 ALPHA ( 6) 10.340	 QtPSF)	 42.815 PO/PS1:	 2I09.9 RUN NO	 6.0000
SECTION 1 11MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0703 .0754	 .0375 .0358
.230 .0551 .0496	 .0568 .0634
.410 OF;S5 .0634	 .0703 .0616
.590 .0530 .0513	 .0599 .0720





CRFFM031	 ( 03 FEB 76	 7
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 2.000 THETAN -	 .000
PHI-M a	 2.000 THETAM -	 .000
RUN NO -	 15.000
	DATE 17	 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF =	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO
	




BETA (	 Il = -10.040
	





	 ( ])MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML










-.1715 -.1715 -.1923 -.2061
	
.410
	 -.1594 -.1577 -.1629 -.1663
	
.590
	 -.1473 -.1525 -.1542 -.1525
	
.770
	 -.1473 -.1490 -.1560 -.1750
	
.878
	 -.1490 -.1594 -.1542 -.1732
	





SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




-.1856 -.1838 -.1423 -.1336
	
.230	 -.1250 -.13I9 -.1319 -.1111
	







	 -.1077 -.1094 -.1146 -.1302
	
.El-7B
	 -.1146 -.1215 -.1163 -.1250
	
BETA (
	 11 = -10.040
	
ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.100	 Q(PSF) = 42.823
	
SECTION
	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 --.1316 -.1212 -.1178 -.059I
	
.230	 -.0781 -.0798 -.0660 -.0297
	
.410	 -.0660 -.0522 -.0504 -.0297
	
.590	 -.0573 -.0556 -.0573 -.0366
	
.770	 -.0625 -.0660 -.0643 -.0781
	
.878	





RUN NO - 15.000
PO/PSF = 2110.0	 RUN NO = 15.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 t NAAL -751 I
OA163 OR8	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.040 ALPHA ( 4) a	 6.190
	
O(PSF) •	 42.823	 PO/PSF =	 21!0.0
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .58210 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0797 -.0625	 -.0608 .0133
.230 -.0280 -.0314	 -.0004 .0375
.410 -.0211 -.0004	 -.0004 .0306
.590 -.0142 -.0107	 -.0124 10203
.770 -.0228 -.0211	 -.0176 -.0280
.878 -.0349 -.0401	 -.0211 -.0228
BETA	 t	 1) =	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) a	 42.823	 PO/PSF 2110.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0315 -.0090	 -.0246 .0739
.230 .0168 .0186	 .0479 .0912
.410 .0237 .0445	 .0349 .0929




.876 .0030 .0013	 .0237 .0220
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.040 ALPHA [ 61 =	 10.310
	
Q(PSF)	 42.823	 PO/P5F 2110.0
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0202 .0477	 .0305 .1356
.230 .0650 .0719	 .1063 .1183
410 .0736 .0960	 .1132 .1545
.390 .0736 DB56	 .0960 .1321
.770 .0598 .0632	 .0650 .0736
.878 .0460 .0409	 .06!:10 .0719
RUN NO w 15.000
RUN NO - 15.000
PAGE 724
(RFFM03)
RUN NO - 15.000
fPAGE 725DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM03)
BETA ( 2) =
	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 1)	 ,000	 Q(PSF) m 42.815	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 14.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.1939 -.2008 -- ^895 -.1248
	.230
	
-.1369 -.1369 -11559 -.1559
	 41
	
-.1231 -.1248 -.1317 -.1352
	
.590
	 -.1179 °. 1231 -.1352 -.1300
	
.770
	 -.I179 -.1282 -.1455 -.1473
	
.878
	 °.1265 -.1403 -.1334 -.1473
BETA ( 21 =	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.040 Q(PSF) - 42.815	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO = 14.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BM1-
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -,1505 -.1505 -.0901 -.0797
	
.230	 -.0970 -.1056 -.1022 -.1039
	
.410
	 -.0832 -.0815 -.0849 -.0728
	
.590
	 -.0815 -.0849 .-.0935 -.0797
	
.770	
-.0865 -.0935 -.1091 -.1073
	
.878	 -.0953 -.1056 -.1022 -.1091
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.080 Q(PSF) = 42.815	 PO/PSF = 22109.9
	
RUN NO - 14.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









	 -.0522 -.0608 -.0487 -.0677
	
.410
	 -.0435 -.0366 -.0314 -.0107
	
.590	 -.0418 -.0435 -.0452 -.0245
	.770
	 -.0504 -.0539 -.0642 -.0625
	
.B78
	 -.0625 -.0694 -.0677 -.0625
DATE 17 KAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORO	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER 'SURFACE
BETA	 c 2)
-	
-51020 ALPHA 14) 6.170	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF	 2109.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0522 -.0436 -.0539 .0306
.230 -.0055 -.0176 .0065 -.0332
.410 .0030 .0099 .0186 .0445
.590 .0013 .0030 .0082 .0358
.770 -.0073 -.0090 -.0159 -.0159
.B78 -.0194 -.0263 -.0I76 -.0142
BETA	 ( 2) x	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.260	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF -	 2109.9
SECTION I ()MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0090 .0047 -.0246 .0894
.230 .0376 .0255 .0565 .0358
.410 .0410 .0531 .0652 .0877
.590 .0410 .0445 .0531 .0791
.770 .0307 .0272 .0255 .0272
.878 .0134 .0099 .0203 .0272
BETA	 ( 2) -5.020 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.300	 Q(PSF) a	 42.815 PD/PSF :	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)hAIN LND OR DR-D DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0393 .0565 .0462 .1274
.230 .0808 .0721 .1067 .0980
.410 .0F359 .0998 .1136 .1257
.590 .0825 .0859 .0996 .1222
.770 .06B7 .0669 .0721 .0738.
.878 .0531 .0479 .0635 .0587
PAGE 7226
tRFFM03)
Rill@ NO - 14.000
RUN NO - 14.000
RUN NO - 14.000
PAGE 727DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM03)




QtPSF) = 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2109.9
	
RUN NO K 13.000
	
SECTION
	 t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0








	 -.1553 -.1691 -.0778 -.1002
	
.230	 -.1088 -.1174 -.1329 -.1777
	
.410
	 -.1002 -.1054 -.1106 -.1174
	
.590
	 -.1002 -.1068 -.1106 -.1123
	
770
	 -.1071 -.1174 -.1243 -.1347
	
.878
	 -.1174 -.1295 -,1260 -.1329
SETA ( 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(PSF) - 42.917
	
PO/PSF = 2109.9
	 RUN NO = 13.000
	
SECTION








	 -.II61 -.1213 -.0764 -.0798
	
.230	 -.0746 -.0902 -.0833 -.1230
	
410	 -.0626 -.0660 -.0660 -.0746
	
.590




-.0764 -.0816 -.0885 -.0954
	
.87B
	 -.0867 -.0871 -.0885 -.0937
BETA ( 3) _	 .010	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.090	 Q(PSF) z 42.917
	
PO/PSF - 2109.9
	 RUN NO =. 13.000
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0






.050	 -.0764 -.0782 -.0678 -.0419
	
.230	 -.0349 -,0470 -.0349 -.0643
	
.410	 -.0263 -.0263 -.0211 -.0280
	
.590	 -.0315 -.0349 -.0315 -.0280
	
.770
	 -.0419 -.0488 -_0488 -.0574
	
.878	 -.0557 -.0661 -.0540 -.0592
I	 r_	 ^
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 728
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFK031
BETA	 ( 3) a .010	 ALPHA t 4) R	 6.I60	 (1(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF =	 2109.9 RUN NO	 13.000
SECTION t I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0347 -.0330	 -.0501 -.0072
.230 .0064 -.0107	 DII6 -.0021
.410 .9133 .0150	 .0219 .0236
.590 .0047 .0047	 .0098 .0184
.770 -.0089 -.0107	 -.0089 -.0089
.878 -.0244 -• .0295	 -.0141 -.0192
BETA	 ( 31 = .010	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.25Q
	
0(P5F) n	 42.917 PO/PSF 2109.9 RUN NO	 13.000












.770 .0254 .0254	 .0305 .0322
.678 .0116 .0064
	 .0236 .0254
BETA	 ( 3) = .010	 ALPHA ( 61 10.300
	
Q(PSF• )	 42.917 PO/PSF 2I09.9 RUN NO	 13.000
















.878 .0444 .0409	 10599 .0651
^rf
PAGE 729DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
CRFFMO31
BETA ( 41 a	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 1)	 -.010	 Q(PSF) : 42.885
	 PO/PSF - 2109.8	 RUN NO - 12.000
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0





	.050	 -.1297 -.1366 -.0676 -.1487
	
.230	 -.0901 -.0935 -.1056 -.1349
	
410	 -.0883 -.0935 -.0952 -.1090
	








	 -.1142 -.1228 -.1125 -.1211
BETA ( 4) =	 5.060
	
ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.030 Q(PSF) - 42.885	 P0/P5F - 2109.8	 RUN NO - 12.000
	
SECTION
	 ( 1)MA(N LND OR OR-O







.050	 -.0949 -.1052 -.0657 -.1155
	
.230	 -.OF.Jj -.0708 -.0657 -.0760
	
.410	 -.018 -.0571 -.0554 -.0639
	
.590	 -.0539 -.0657 -.0657 -.0639
	
.770
	 -.0760 -.0777 -.0794 -.0777
	
.878	 -.0914 -.0949 -.0811 -.0845
BETA ( 4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.090 Q(PSF) = 42.885
	
PO/PSF - 2109.8	 RUN NO - 12.000
	
SECTION
	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0









-.0625 -.071I -.0573 -.0832
	
.230	 -.0280 -.0418 -.0262 -.0193
	
.410	 -.0262 -.0245 -.0176 -.0176
	
.590	
-.0331 -.0349 -.0297 -.0228
	
.770
	 -.0469 -.0487 -.0452 -.0418
	
.878
	 -.0625 -.0659 -.0504 -.0487
DATE 17 MA" 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE :r-"7M031
BETA	 t 4) =	 5.060 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.160	 O(PSF) =	 42.8B5 POIPSF a	2109.8 RUN NO .	 1e.000
SECTION t ()MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0263 -.0349 -.0314 --.0487
.230 .0030 -.0176 .0082 .0237
.410 .0064 .0082 .0168 .0254
.590 -.0038 -.0004 .0064 .0168
.770 -.0176 -.0159 -.0090 -.0055
.878 -.0349 -.0349 -.0142 -.0159
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060 ALPHA 1 5) 8.250	 0(PSF) A	 42.885 PO/PSF	 2109.8 RUN NO	 I2.000
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0082 -.0038 -.0021 -.0159
.230 .0341 .0151 .0444 .0585
.410 .0341 .0427 .0530 .0651
.590 .0254 .0323 .0410 10582
.770 .0116 .0168 .0202 .0306
.878 -.0055 -.0021 .0151 .0202
BETA	 t 41 =	 5.060 ALPHA ( 6) 10.330	 OtPSFI -	 42.885 PO/PSF	 2I09.8 RUN NO	 12.000
SECTION i I)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0410 .0272 .02272 .0168
.230 .0652 .0514 .0756 .0877
.410 .0Ci52 .0738 .0859 .0946
.594 .0583 .0635 .0738 .0946
.770 .0410 .0462 .0548 .0635




DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM03)
BETA ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 1) z	 .000	 QtPSF) - 42.790 	 PD/PSF - 2109.9
	 RUN NO - 11.000
SECTION 1.11MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1129 -.1251 -.0616 -.1614
	
.230	 -.0887 --.0904 -.0922 -.OBIS
	
.410	 -.0870 -.0670 -.0818 -.0852
	
.590	 -.0956 -.0956 -.0922 -.0870
	
.770	 -.1077 -.1060 -.1043 -.0991
	
.878	 -.1216 -.1216 -.1077 -.1043
BETA 1 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.030	 Q(PSF) - 42.790	 PO/PSF u 2109.9
	
RUN NO - 11.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050
	 -.0585 -.1023 -.0799 -.1300
	
.230	 -.0660 -.0747 -.0626 -.0522
	
.410	 -.0650 -.0609 -.0522 -.0488
	
.590	 -.0712 -.0695 -.0626 -.0557
	
.770	 -.0851 -.OBIS -.0747 -.0695
	
.878	 -.1023 -.0969 -.0799 -.0764
BETA ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.080	 O(PSF) - 42.790	 PO/PSF = 2109.9	 RUN NO - 11.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 OF-PENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0643 -.07$1 -.0712 -.1006
	
.230	 -.0418 -.0505 -.0349 -.0194
	
.41G	 -.0418 -.0315 -.0228 -.0159
	
.590	
-.0487 -.0401 -.0349 -.0(94
	
.770
	 -.0626 -.0556 -.0505 -.0419
	
.678	 -.0798 -.0746 -.0539 -.0487
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 732
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMO31
BETA	 ( 5) 10.110 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.220
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.790 PO/PSF =	 2109.9 RUN NO	 11.000
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0780 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.0364 -.0522	 -.0556 -.0729
.234 -.0194 -.0263	 -.0038 .0064
.410 -.0176 -.0021	 ,0082 .0168
.590 -.0211 -.0142	 -.0021 .0099
.770
-.0384 -.0297	 --.0194 -.0073
.87B -.0556 -.0470
	 -.0228 -.0176
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 5) =	 8.250
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.790 PO/PSF	 2109.9 RUN NO	 11.000
SECTION ( 1)MA]N LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0047 -.0124	 .0220 .0323
.410 .0082 .0237	 .0323 .0462
.590 -.0004 .0134	 .0254 .0410
.770 -.0142 -.0021	 .0099 .0220
.878 -.0314 -.0211	 .0030 .0116
BET.	 ( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 I0.32O	 Q(PSF) =	 42.790 PO/PSF	 2109.9 RUN NO	 11.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0289 .015I	 .0462 .0566
.410 .0359 .0514	 .0618 .0722
.590 .02289 .0393	 .0514 .0705
.770 .0116 .0255	 .0359 .0497
.878 -.0055 .0965	 .0324 .0376




	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM04)	 ( 03 FEB 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 1075.7000 IN. XO MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - .000
LREF	 = 474.8100 INCHES	 YMRP =	 .0000	 IN.	 YO BOFLAP = .000 SPDBRK - 25.000
SREF	 = 935.5800 INCHES
	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N
	 - 4.000 THETAN = .000
SCALE _ .0405 PHI-M	 = 4.000 THETAM - .000
BETA
	 ( 1)	 _	 -10.030	 ALPHA ( 11	 -.010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.878
	
PO/PSF	 2110.7 RUN NO a	 20.000
SECTION (	 ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3201	 -.3132	 -.2009 -.2544
.230 -.1853	 -.2026	 -.1991 -.2147
.410 -.1801	 -.1611	 -.1646 -.1801
.590 -.1594	 -.1576
	 -.161I -.1580




BETA	 1 11	 =	 -10.020	 ALPHA ( 2)
	 =	 2.010	 Q(PSFI p	 42.87.8	 POIPSF g	 2110.7 RUN NO -	 20.000
SECTION I ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2692
	 -.2503	 -.1900 -.2072
.230 -.1382	 -.1624	 -.1365 -.1296
.410 -.1314	 -.1107	 -.1089 -.1158





-.1262	 -.1227	 -.1193 -.1193
BETA	 ( 1) _	 -10.030
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.090	 Q(PSF) =	 42.878
	 POIPSF =	 2110.7 RUN NO =	 20.000
SECTION (	 I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760




.230 -.0920	 -.1144	 -.0747
-.0539
410 -.0885	 -.0626	 -.0557 -.0557




.878 -.0850	 -.0833	 -.0764 -.0695





MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
IRFFM04)
BETA 11) z -10.020	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.150	 Q(PSF) a 42.878	 PO/PSF % 2110.7	 RUN NO a 20.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X /CML
.050	 -.1558 -.1265 -.0591 -.078I
.230	 -.0470 -.0556 -.0090	 .0203
.410	 -.03B4 -.0107	 .0030	 .0099
.590	 -.02BO -.0159 -.0073 -.0021
.770	 -.0332 -.0245 -.0263 -.0280
.878	 -.0436 -.0418 -.0297 -.022B
BETA ( 11 _ -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.220	 O(PSF) - 42.878
	
PO /PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO	 20.000
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.0983 -.0674 -.0021 -.0141
.230	 .0047 -.0055
	 .0459	 .0855
1410	 OOBl	 .0391	 .0563	 .0700
.590	 .0184	 .0305	 .0442	 .0545
.770	 .0081 ' . 0202	 .0219	 .0236
.878	 -.0038	 .0013	 .0167	 .0270
BETA t 11 = -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 6) =
	 10.290	 Q(PSF.) - 42.878
	 PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 20.000
SECTION ( 11MAiN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230	 .0547	 .O461	 .1047	 .1495
.410	 .0581	 .0891	 .1098	 .1288
.590	 .0667	 .0605	 .0943	 .1098
.770	 .0495	 .0633	 .0665	 .0754
.678	 .0392	 .0426	 .0516	 .0735
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -- OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE 735
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
'RFFM04)
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 -.030
	 Q(PSF) = 42.912
	
PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO 	 19.000





.050	 -.2545 -.2820 -.1755 -.2322
.230	
-.1497 -.1721 -.1703 -.1858
.410	 -.1446 -.1343 -.1412 -.1549
.590	 -.1274 -.1343 -.1394 --.1480
.770
	 -.1309 -.1377 -.1497 -.1635
.878	 -.1394 -.1480 -.1463 -.1515
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.020
	
ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.040	 Q(PSF) = 42.912
	
PO/PSF = 2110.7	 RUN NO - 19.000





-.2037 -.2227 -.1658 -.1796
.230	 -.1072 -.1348 -.1106 -,1055
.410	
-.1003 -.0900 -.0882 -.0917
.590	 -.0900 -.0900 -.0934 -.0917
.770	
-.0951 -.0969 -.1055 -.1124
.878	 -.1072 -.1124 -.1037 -.1037
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.020
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.070
	 Q(PSF) = 42.912
	 P01PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO - 19.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0





-.1468 -.1640 -.1158 -.1227
.230	
-.0607 -.0882 -.0555 -.0383
.410	 -.0555 -.041': -.0365 -.0331
.590	
-.0469 -.0451 -.0451 -.0417
.770	 -.0538 -.0555 --0607 -.0658
.878	 -.0658 -.0727 -.0624 -.0607
f
Y
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 736
OA153 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM04)
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.140	 O(PSF) =	 42.912	 PO/PSF a	 2110.7 RUN NO	 19.000
SECTION 111MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.09B9 -.1127	 -.0591 -.0730
.230 -.0176 -.0470	 -.0004 .0255
.410 -.0142 .0013	 .0065 .0220 - -
.590 -.0090 -.0107	 -.0073 .0082
.770 -.0176 -.0263	 -.0246 -.0194
.27B
-.0315 -.0401	 -.0228 -.0159
BETA	 12) _	 -5.020 ALPHA 151 =	 B.270	 QIPSF)	 42.912
	
PO/PSF 2110.7 RUN NO a	 19.000
SECTION I ])MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/ ;3ML 0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0400 -.0556	 -.0038 -.0228
.230 .0254 -.0004	 .0530 .0841
.410 .0323 .0478	 .0599 .0806
.590 .0340 .0375	 .0451 .0599
.770 .0220 .0202	 .0254 ;589
.878 .0064 .0047	 .0202 .Oc•+1




PO/PSF 2110.7 RUN NO	 13.000
SECTION t ])MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .6530
X/CML
.050 .0220 -.0038	 .0461 .0306
.230 .0737 .0513	 .1048 .1410
.410 .0789 .0944	 .1117 .1341
.590 .0806 .0841	 .0961 .1117
.770 .0551 .0668	 .0695 .0754
.878 .0476 .0444	 .0634 .0754
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )




BETA	 1 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 11	
-.020	 OfPSF) =	 42.893 PO/PSF -	 2110.6	 RUN NO
	
19.000
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
t Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
C,' b X/CML
.050 -.1792 -.2377	 1139 -.1991
.230 -.1173 -.1395	 -.1379 -.1517




-	 1 139 -.1225	 -.1293 -.1362




( 3) = _000	 ALPHA 1 2) =	 2.010	 0(PSF) =	 42.893 PO/PSI-	 2110.6	 RUN NO	 I8.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
YfCML
.050
-.1314 -.1917	 -.1107 -.1555
.230
-.0814 -.1090	 -.0883 -.0848
.410 -.0745 -.0728	 -.0693 -.0710
.590 -.0710 -.0745	 -.0762 -.0779
.770 -.0779 -.0865	 -.0900 -.0952
.'878
-.0934 -.1021	 -.0917 -.0934
BETA	 [ 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 3)	 =	 4.0710	 =.](PSF)	 =	 42.893 PO/PSF	 2110.6	 RUN NO -
	
18.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0832 -.1454	 -.0919 -.1091
.230 -.0435 -.0694	 -.0401 -.0245
.410 -.0349 -.0314	 -.0263 -.0194
.590 -.0349 -.0401	 -.0366 -.0314
.770
-.0435 -.0522	 -.0556 -.0556
.87B -.0608 -.0694	 -.0573 -.0556
PAGE 737
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA1B3 I NAAL-751 }	 PAGE 738
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM04)





	 PO/PSF w 2110.6	 RUN NO	 18.000
SECTION ( I) MAIN LNG OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y!BML
	 .0760




	 -.0332 -.I006 -.0670 -.0695
	
.230
	 -.0038 -.0280	 .0055	 .0237
	
.410	 .0047	 .0116	 .0186	 .0289
	
.590
	 .0030 -.0004	 .0030	 .0158
	
.770
	 -.0125 -.0142 -.0125 -.0125
	
.878
	 -.0296 -.03322 -.0194 -.0142
BETA ( 31 =
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.240	 Q(P5F) a 42.893	 PO/PSF a 2110.6
	
RUN NO a 18.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0









	 .0150 -.0539 -.0296 -.0228
	
.230




















	 .00132	 .0254	 .0288
BE'A ( 3) _
	 .000
	
ALPHA ( 6)	 10.310	 0(PSF) - 422.893 	 PO/PSF a 2110.6	 RUN NO a 18.000




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
	.050	 .0564 -.0176 -.0004	 .0047
	
.230





.590	 .0737	 .0754	 ..0857	 .1030
	
.770
	 .0592 ..0582	 .0515
	
.0702
	.878	 .0392	 .x375	 .0547	 .0651
i
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 739
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM04)
BETA	 ( 4) m	 5.050 ALPHA	 (	 1) -.020	 Q(PSF) -	 42.915 PO/PSF a	 2110.5 RUN NO §	 17.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.1038 -.1210	 -.1158 -.1210
.410 -.0969 -.0986	 -.0986 -.1020




.878 -.1244 -.1296	 -.1176 -.1193
BETA	 1 41 =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.010	 q (PSF)
	 42.915 PO/PSF	 2110.5 RUN NO -	 17.000
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIPFk E CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.0933 -.1829	 --.0882 -.1416
.230 -.0761 -.1020	 -.0796 -.0692
.410 -.0719 -.0675
	 -.0658 -.0569
.590 -.0744 -.0744	 -.0727 -.0658
.770 -.0665 -.0847	 -.0865 -.0830
.878 -.1020 -.1002	 -.0899 -.0830
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.070	 Q(PSF) -	 42.915 PO/PSF F	 2110.5 RUN NO -	 17.000
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0624 -.1434	 -.0797 -.1021
.230 -.0400 -.0693	 -.0348 -.0210
.410 -.0400 -.0297	 -.0228 -.0124




.878 -.0745 -.0693	 -.0555 -,0503
_
(RFFM04)
RUN NO - 17.000
RUN NO - 17.000
RUN NO - 17.000
DATE 17 MAY 73
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
8ET.A ( 4)	 5..450
	
ALPHA ( 4) =
	 6.150	 Q(PSF1 = 42.915
	
PO/PSF - c110.5
SECTION ( I MAIN LNO OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/19ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
















-.0246 -.0194 -.0159 -.0090
	
.878	
-.0436 -.0384 -.0194 °.0125
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 B.2I0	 Q(PSF) - 42.915
	
PO/PSF	 2110.5
SECTIC14 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y,BfL




	 -.0055 -.0779 -.0331 -.0486
	
.730



















	 -.0193 -.0090	 .0133
	 .3220
9£TA ( 4)	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.290	 Q(PSF)	 42.915	 PO/PSF Q 2110.5
SECTION ( IlMAIN LNO OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 .0167 -.0519 -.0072 -.0210
	
.230



















	 .0064	 .0202	 .0425	 .0545
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
o OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 5) 10.080 ALPHA (
	
11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) a	 42.775 PO/PSF R	 2110.7O
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE f.P
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1248 -.2009	 -.1024 -.1508
.230 -.1041 -.1110	 -.0989 -.0954
. .410 -.1056 -.0903	 -.0888 -.0851
.590 -.1093 -.0989	 -.0954 -.0985
.770 -.1248 -.1110	 -.1058 -.1041
.878 -.1421 -.1266	 -.1075 -.1058
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070	 Q(P5F)	 42.775 PO/PSF	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 -.0922 -.0628	 -.0558 -.0489
.590 -.0940 -.0732
	 -.0562 -.0558
.770 -.1078 -.0853	 -.0818 -.0714
.878 -.1304 -.1061	 -.0836 -.0749
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.100	 Q(PSF) a	 42.775 PO/PSF
	 2;,0.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0974 -.1549	 -.0835 -.1060
.230 -.0714 -.0766
	 -.0419 -.0315
.410 -.0783 -.0367	 -.0298 -.0160




.878 -.1164 -.0853	 -.0575 -.0471
PAGE 741
(RFFM04)
RUN NO - 16.000
RUN NO . 16.000
RUN NO w 16.000
AL
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -- OA163 ( NAAL-751
	 )
OA163 ORB	 MAID! GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
13ETA	 (	 5) IG.090 ALPHA 1 4) 6.160	 O(PSF) r	42.775
	 PO/PSF x
	2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.0762 -.1399 -.0641 -.0865
.230 -.0538 -.0538 -.0141 -.0004
.410 -.0641 -.0090 .0013 .02I9
.590 -.0589 -.0153 -.0055 .0099
.770 -.0779 -.0365 -.0245 -.0107
.878 -.1020 -.0589 -.0279 -.0141
BETA
	 ( 5) =	 10.090 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.220	 O(PSF) s	42.775
	 PO/PSF 2110.7
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0522 -.1128 -.0418 -.0695
.230 -.0332 -.0246 .0151 .0289
.410 -.0436 .0168 .0324 .0497
.590
-.0367 .00132 .0237 .0410




	 ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA	 ( 6) =	 10.340	 O(PSF) -	 42.775	 PO/PSF A	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0332 -.0971 -.0263
-.0504
.230 -.0280 -.0142 .0358 .0514
.410 -.032 .0410 .0548 .0773
.590 -.0263 .0306 .0479 .06B6
.770 -.0470 .0134 .0306 .0462
.878 -.0729 -.0073 .0254 .0444
PAGE 742
(RFFM04)
RUN NO - 16.000
RUN NO + 16.000




(RFFM05)	 ( 11 MAY 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 . 000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 6.000	 THETAN =	 .000
PHI-M .	 5.000	 THETAM -	 1.100
RUN NO - 25.000
	
DATE 17	 MAY 75
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAIS3 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF =	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 TN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO
	




BETA (	 1) = -10.020	 ALPHA ( 1) _





	 ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5373 -.4804 -.2075 -.2559
	
.230	 -.1799 -.2645 -.2041 -.27I4
	
.410	 -.1817 -.1609 -.1661 -.1713
	
.590	 -.1609 -.1575 -.1609 -.1575
	
.770	 -.1627 -.1609 -.1713 -.1834
	
.878	 -.1596 -.1713 -.1696 -.1747
	
BETA (	 1) = -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070	 Q(PSF) a 42.853
	
SECTION	 ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4942 -.4372 -.1989 -.2110
	
.230	 -.1316 -.2248 -.1402 -.1851
	
.410	 -.1333 -.1109 -.1109 -.1091
	
.590	 -.1160 -.1126 -.1109 -.1022
	
770




	 • .1299 -0333 -.1264 -.t281
	
BETA t	 1) , -10.020	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.150	 Q(PSF)	 42.853
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BMI_	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XIC14L
	
.050	 -.4283 -.3679 -.1315 -.1505
	
.230	 -.0815 -.1729 -.0745 -.0953
	
.410	 -.0832 -.0573 -.0521 -.0452
	
.590	 -.0711 -.0642 -.0556 -.0418
	
.770
	 -.0745 -.0711 -.0745 -.0815
	
.878	 -.0866 -- . 0901 -.0815 -.0780
PO/PSF - 2110.8
	
RUN NO - 25.000
PO/PSF = 2110.8	 RUN NO - 25.DOO
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 11) _	 -19.020 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.210	 O(PSF) =	 42.653 PO/PSF -	 2110.8
SECTION S I)TIAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3661 -.2985 -.0697 -.0853
.230 -.0350 -.1390 -.0160 -.0160
.410 -.0368 -.0090 .0013 .0134
.590 -.0281 -.0360 -.0056 .0117
.770 -.0333 -.029B -.0298 -..0316
.878 -.4454 -.0472 --.0385 -.0281
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.020 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290
	
D(PSF) -	 42.853 PO/PSF	 2110.8
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3I72 -.2466 -.0'.37 -.0331
.230 .0116 -.1226 .0426 .0529
.410 .0082 .0409 .0529 .0736
.590 .0168 .0323 .0443 .0667
.770 .0082 .0133 .0166 .0168
.878 -.0038 -.0072 .0030 .0168
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.020 ALPHA ( 61 =	 I0.360
	
0(PSF) -	 42.853 PO/PSF	 2110.8
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0.760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.2501 -.1778 .0460 .0237
.230 .0633 -.0486 .1029 .1253
.410 .06115 10925 .1115 .1339
.596 .0667 .0805 .0977 .1253
.770 .0547 .0615 .0684 .0719
.878 .0374 vs .8 .0554 .0567
PAGE 744
(RFFM05)
RUN NO - 25.000
RUN NO = E5.000
RUN NO - 25.000
k. :	s
DATE 17 MAY 78	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 745
OAI63 ORB	 M61N GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM05)
BETA ( 2) a	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 1) W	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.943	 PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 24.000
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4587 -.4415 -.2020 -.2502
.230	 -.1434 --.2244 -.1727 -.2347
.410	 -.1468 -.1348 -.1399 -.1520
.590	
-.1346 -.1365 -.1417 -.1382
.770	 -.1382 -.1434 -.1520 -.1523
.87B	 -.1485 -.1554 -.1537 -.1589
BETA ( 2) =
	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 2) =
	 2.090	 Q(PSF) = 42.943	 PO/PSF . 2110.7	 RUN NO - 24.000
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR OR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
.050	 -.3778 -.3830 -.1882 -.2038
.230	
-.1038 -.1882 -.1124 -.1538
.410	
-.1021 -.0917 -.0683 -.0900
.590	 -.0934 -.0952 -.0934 -.0648
.770	
-.1003 -.1021 -.1072 -.1141
.878	 -.1107 -.1193 -.1124 -.1141
BETA 1 21 =
	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.t80 Q(PSF) x 42.943 	 PO/P5F * 2110.7	 RUN NO - 24.000
SECTION [ 11MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 .3104	 .5B20	 .8530
X/cr-
.050	 -.3005 -.3126 -.1297 -.1470
1230	 -.0573 -.1435 -.0573 -.0745
.410	 -.0556 
-.0435 -.0400 -.0331
.590	 -.0487 -.0504 -.0452 -.0314
.770
	 -.0590 -.0607 -.0642 -.0676
.S78	 -.0745 -.0780 -.0711 -.0676
DATE i7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 i NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 746
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFFM05)
BETA	 ( 2) -5.010	 ALPHA ( 4) a	 6.I90	 U(PSF) -	 42.943	 PO/PSF -	 2110.7 RUN NO	 24.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 OEF!^NDENT VARIABLL CP
Y113ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2186 -.2616	 -.0691 -.0897
.230 -.0141 --.1017	 -.0038 -.0055
.410 -.0089 .0030	 .0116 .0219
.590 -.0055 -.0038	 .0030 .0184
.770 -.0210 -.0193	 -.02I0 -.0210
.878 -.0382 -.0416	 -.0279 -.0244
BETA	 ( 2) _	 - .5.010	 ALPHA	 (5) 8.260	 0(PSF) n	 42.943	 PO/PSF' s	 21I0.7 RUN NO -	 24.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1109 -.2077	 -.0194 -.043E











-.0004 -.0021	 .0134 .0220




PO/PSF s	 2110.7 RUN NO v	 24.000





.050 -.0295 -.1599	 .0236 -.0021
.230 .0750 -.0227	 .1008 .1162




.770 .0596 .0613	 .O648 .0733
.8713 .0390 .0390	 .0527 .0630 r - ---
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) .020	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .210	 Q(PSF) =	 42.960	 PO/PSF =	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND	 ..	 DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2120 -.3635	 -.1914 -.2344
.230 -.120B -.1879	 -.1449 -.1879
.410 -.1157 -.1157	 -.1208
-.1311
.590 -.1105 -.1174	 -.1208 -.1191
.770 -.1191 -.1260	 -.1346 -.1397
.878 -.1346 -.I'rl5
	 -.1380 -.1415
BETA	 (3) -	 ' .020	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.060	 Q(PSF) s	 42.960	 PO/PSF 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1483 -.3186	 -.1707 -.1947
.230 -.0829 -.1552	 -.0950 -.1191




-.0864 -.0933	 -.0950 -.0387
.678 -.1053 -.1070	 -.1019 -.1001
BETA	 ( 3) = 020	 ALPHA ( 31 4.110	 O(PSFI -	 42.960	 PO/PSF 2I10.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0936 -.28I7	 -.1436 -.1505
.230 -.0470 -.1177	 -.0452 -.0556









RUN ND a 23.000
RUN NO = 23.000
RUN NO s 23.000
. .
DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI83 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) a .020 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.220	 Q(PSF) =	 42.960 PO/PSF -	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0365 -.2362 -.0899 -.1071
.230 -.0090 -.OB30 .0013 .0030
.410 .0030 .0082 .0150 .0254
.590 -.0004 -.0004 .0064 .0202
.770 -.0176 -.0176 -.0159 -.0107
.878 -.0382 -.0365 -.02E2 -.0176
BETA	 ( 31 = .020 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 Q(PSF) -	 42.950 PO/PSF -	 2110.7
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0013 -.2088 -.0296 -.0606
.230 .0288 -.0486 .0460 .0564
.410 .0357 .0460 .0581 .0702
.590 .0323 .0374 .0443 .0664
.770 .0116 .0185 .0219 .0323
.878 -.0090 -.0021 .0082 .0202
BETA	 ( 31 = .020	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.960 PO/PSF	 2110.7
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5fl2-4 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0391 -.1688 .0064 -.0296
.230 .0649 -.0055 .0889 .1027
.410 .0700 .0355 .0975 .I130
.590 .0683 .0752 .0855 .1061
.770 .0442 .0546 .0597 .0700
.87B .0236 .0288 -	 .0477 .0614
PAGE 748
(RFFM05)
RUN NO - 23.000
RUN NO - 23.000
RUN NO - 23.000
PAGE 749DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 ( RFFM05)
pBETA (	 41 5.030 ALPHA	 f	 1) =	 . 020	 Q(PSF) -	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2110.6	 R"N NO a	 22.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
p





-230 -.1174 -.1690	 -.1208 -.1449
.410 -.1105 -.1019
	 -.1036 -.1086




.878 -.1449 -.1363	 -.1260 -.1277
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q ( PSF)	 42 . 922 PO/PSF	 2110.6	 RUN NO .	 22.000
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
• Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.DB48 -.0658	 -.0624 -.0641








	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.120	 Q ( PSF) =	 42.922 PO/PSF =	 2110.6	 RUN NO =	 22.000




" .050 -.0917 -.2818	 -.1356 -.1521
.230 -.0624 -.1090	 -.03143 -.0366
.410 -.0607 -.0297	 -.0228 -.C,1a3
.590 --.0590 -.0383	 -.0314 -.0159
.770 -.0762 -.0555	 -.04B6 -.(}41'7
.878 -.0952 -.0745	 -.0607 -.0530
PAGE 750
(RFFM05)
RUN NO - 22.000
	 -- T
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.190	 Q(PSF) .	 42.922 PO/PSF a	 2110.6
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WEAL .0760 .3100 .SddU .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0658 .Eoz
.230 -.0314 -.0761 -.0055 .0030
.410 -.03314 .0030 .9116 .0202
.590 -.0314 -.GDSO -.0004 .016E
.770
-.C53B -.0262 -.0176 -.0072
.876• -.0761 -.0486 -.0279 -.0193
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.260	 QIPS^) :	 42.922 P3/PSF	 2I10.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CKL
.250 -.0417 -.2480 -.0779 -.0935
.230 -.0107 -.0452 .0323 .0444
_410 -.0107 .0375 .0461 .0582
.590 -.0107 .0237 .0358 .0547
.770
- .0331 .0064 .0151 .0323
_a-+q
-.C5'73 -.0;59 ^w 7 .0151
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA	 ( 6) =	 10.340	 Q(PSF) a	 42.922 PO /PSF	 2110.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .07bu .3100 .582D .8530
X/CML
.950 -.0159 -.2003 -.0452 -.0641
.230 .0099 -.0228 .0658 .0805
.410 .0099 .0702 .0805 .0926
.590 .0099 .0547 .0702 .0909
.770 -.0107 _0392 .0478 .0668
.876 -.0366 .0151 .037 .0512
RUN NO - 22.000
RUN NO a 22.000
i
PAGE 751DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PREb`,URE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 CRFFMO51
BETA	 ( 51 10.050	 ALPHA (	 1) .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.862 PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO m	 21.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
)(/CML
.050 -.1641 -.3364	 -.1934 --.2020
.230 - 1382 -.1434	 -.1072 -.1141








BETA	 t 51 =	 10.060
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080	 O(PSF) -	 42.862 PO/PSF -	 21I0.7	 RUN NO	 21.000















BETA	 t 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.200	 O(PSF) -	 42.862 PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO -	 21.000
SECTION I A MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. CP






.410 -.1315 -.0383	 -.0297 -.0176
.590 -.1264 -.0487	 -.0366 -.0159
.770 -.1505 -.0642	 -.0556 -.0366
.878 -.1712 -.0884	 -.0642 -.0539
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 ?
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 5) 0	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.210	 O(P5F) -	 42.862 PO/PSF -	 2110.7













.770 -.1439 -.0401	 -.0280 -.0055
.878
-.1629 -:0644	 -.0364 -.0211
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.320	 Q(PSF) -	 42 .8612 PQ/PSF -	 2110.7
SECTION t 1)MAIN LAID OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .85530
X/CML
.050
-.0918 --.2849	 -.1073 -.1211
.230
-.1521 -.0693	 .0099 .0271
.410
-.1159 .0116	 .0289 .0478
.590 -.1056 .0030	 .0237 .0513






BETA	 ( 5) 10.050	 ALPI4A	 ( 6) =	 10.370	 OtPSF)	 42.862 PO/PSF -	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0859 -.2797	 -.0900
-.1004
.230 -.1625 -.0536	 .0358 .05BG
.410 -.IR38 .0392	 .0582 .0771
.590 -.0900 .0306	 .0496 .0840
.770 -.1107 .Oi6B	 .0289 .0582
878
-.1262 -.0107	 .0202 .0392
PAGE 752
(RFFM05)
RUN NO - 21.000
RUN NO - 21.000
RUN NO - 21.000
ti^ y
PAGE 753
IRFFM06)	 103 FES 75	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 n .170 ELEVON m	 .000
BOFLAP - .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N	 - 8.000 THETAN s	 1.000
PHI-M
	 = 8.000 THETAM -	 1.100
RUN NO a	 30.000
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NPAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP a	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA (	 1) = -10.050
	 ALPHA ( 11	 .020	 Q(PSF) w 42.923	 PO/PSF m 2114.2
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





-.5976 -.7116 -.2610 -.2990
	
.230	 -.2058 -.2765 -.2092 -.2265
	
.410	 -.1937 -.I678 -.1764 -.2161
	
.590	 -.1747 -.1661 -.1678 -.1643
	
.770	 -.1747 -.1678 -.1764 -.1782
	
.878	 -.1816 -.1833 -.1764 -.1764
	
BETA (	 1) - -10..050	 ALPHA ( 21 -	 2.100	 Q(PSF) - 42.923	 PO/PSF - 2114.2
	
RUN NO a 30.000
	
SECTION	 I ])MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760




-.5351 -.6455 -.2488 -.2401
	
.230	 -.1539 -.3247 -.1418 -.1591
	
.410	 -.1453 -.1177 -.1159 -.1211
	
.590	 -.1297 -.1194 -.1142 -.1021
	
.770
	 -.1315 -.1246 -.1280 -.1332
	
.878	
-.1418 -.1418 -.1349 -.1297
	
BETA [	 1) = -10.060	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.170
	 O(PSF) - 42.923	 PO/PSF - 2114.2	 RUN NO - 30.000
	






.050	 -.4662 -.5697 -.I850 -.1815
	
.230	 -.1039 -.2764 -.0797 -.0918
.4I0 -.0952 -.0659 -.0590 -.0435
.590 -.0832 -.0728 -.0642 -.0452
.770 -.0901 -.0632 -.0814 -.0832
.878 -.0987 -.0987 -.0918 -.0883
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 [ NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 111 n 	 -10.060 ALPHA 1 4) 6.x'10
	
O(PSF)	 a	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2114.2
SECTION ( I)MA)N LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3962 -.4943 -.0984 -.0984
.230 -.0537 -.2258 -.0210 -.0227
.410 -.0468 -.0176 -.0038 .0219
.590 -.0417 -.0262 -.0158 .0081
.770 -.0451 -.0399 -.0399 -.0348
.876 -.0589 -.0571 -.0465 -.0434
BETA	 t	 11 -	 -10.060	 ALPHA 151 8.300	 O(P5F) =	 42.923 PO/PSF m	 21I4.2
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3340 -.432I -.0606 -.0520
.230 .0047 -.1741 .0391 .0460
.410 .0047 .0339 .0511 .0655
.590 .0116 .0253 .0408 .0515
.770 -.0004 .0081 .0133 .0167
.878
-.0158 -.0124 -.0021 .0064
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.060	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.370	 Q(P5F) s	 42.923 PO/PSF g	 2114.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .6760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2724 -.3619 --.0141 .0047
.230 .0529 -.1174 .1011 .1149
.410 .0512 .0891 .1097 .1493
.590 .0598 .0736 .0908 .t165
.770 .0443 .0546 .0615 .0664
.878 .0288 .0288 .0443 .0546
PAGE 754
tRFFM06)
RUN 1,10 R 3U.000
RUN NO a 30.000
RUN NO Q 30.000
` w
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 755
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 1RFFMCS)
BETA	 ( 2) -5.030 ALPHA 1	 l) n	 .010	 Q(PSF) -	 42.687 PO/P5F	 2114.0 RUN NO	 29.000
SECTION I !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
S
X/CML
.050 -.4671 -.6652	 -,2845 -,2777
.230 -.1554 -.2966	 -.1743 -,1795.
.410 -.1571 -.1450	 -.1536 -.2001
.590 -.1468 -.1433	 -.1468 -.1450
,770
-.1458 -.1485	 -.1571 -.1536
.B78 = .15BB -.1640	 -.1605 •-.15BB
BETA	 c 2) -5.040 ALPHA i 21 2.070
	
Q(PSF) p	 42.887 PO/P5F	 2114.0 RUN NO =	 29,000
SECTION ( 11M,AIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/5 ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CHL
.050 -.3933 -.5947	 -.2450 -.2364
.230 -..1072 -.3518	 -.1175 -.1210
.410 -.1123 -.0917	 -.0968 -.1175
.590 -.1020 -.0986	 -.0934 -.0882
..770
-.1072 -.1072	 -.1106 -.1089
.878 -.1210 -.I244	 -.1175 -.1192
BETA
	
1 2) _	 -5.040	 ALPHA [ 31 =	 4.180	 O1PSF1	 42.887 PO/PSF	 2114.0 RUM NO -	 29.000
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.0729 -.0504	 -.0487 -.0453
.590 -.0525 -.0591	 -.0522 -.0383
.770 -.0694 -.0694	 -.0712 -.0577
.878 -.0867 -.0902
	 -.0815 -.079B
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 758
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRF'FMO61
BETA	 1 2) a	 -5.040	 ALPHA 1 4) n 	 6.210	 O(P37) =	 42.8B7 POIPSF 2114.0 FAUN NO n 	 29.000
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.1750 -.4775	 -.1421 -.1283
.230 -.02I1 -.2925	 -.0073 -.0055
.410 --.0211 -.0004	 .0065 .0203
.590
-.0159 -.0107	 .0013 .0116
.770 -.0253 -.0263	 -.0228 -.0194,^^
.878 -:0436 -.0470	 -.0367 -.0367
BETA	 ( 2) n 	
-5.030
	
ALPHA t 5) 8.290	 Q(PSF) F	 42.887 PO/PSF 2114.0 RUN NO	 29.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.0952 -.4175	 -.0934 -.0814
.230 .0237 -.2951	 .0495 .0530
.410 .0254 .P426	 .0589 ,0806
.590 .0271 .0340	 .0444 .0616.
.770 .0133 .0151	 .0185 .0288
.878 -.0055 -.0055	 .0064 .0116
BETA
	 ( 21 -5.040 ALPHA ( 61 n	 10.340	 Q(PSF)	 42.887 FO/PSF +	 2114.0 RUN NO	 29.000
SECTION c 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 .0719 .09119	 .1064 .1322
1590 .0650 .0754	 D909 .1081
.770 .0495 .0554	 .0599 .0771
.878 .0306 .0288	 .0426 .0495
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 l PAGE	 757
OA163 ORB
	




t 31 -.010 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 OIP5FI =	 42.910 PO/P5F =	 2114 . 0 RUN NO =	 28.000
SECTION 11lMAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530 -
C^ X/CML
.050 -.2002 -.5602	 -.2812 -.2691
.230 -.1313 -.3242
	 -.1433 --.1433
.410 -.1244 -.1209	 -.I261 -.1840
.590 -.1192 -.1244	 -.1278 -.1261
.770 -.1278 •-.1236	 -.1330 -.1278
.878 -.1399 -..1451
	 -.1399 -.1433
BETA ( 31 _ .000	 . ALPHA 1	 2) =	 2.060
	
OIPSFI =	 42.910 PO/PSF =	 2114.0 REIN NO =	 28.000
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5020 .8530
X/CML
.350 -.1590 -.51 113	 -.2470 -.2349
.230 -.0969 -.3608
	 -.0997 -.0969





-.0987 -.1004	 -.1004 -.0918.
.878 -.1142 -.1142	 -.1107 -.1107
BETA
	 ( 31 -.010	 .	 ALPHA t 31 =	 4 . 120	 :Q(PSF) _	 42 .910 =	 PO/PSF -	 2114.0 RUN NO -	 28.000
SECTION I II.MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1108 -.4799	 --.2005 -.1832
.230 -.0538 -.3713	 -.0487 -.0435
.410 -.0435 -.0366	 -.0349 -.0400
.590 -.0452 -.0452	 -.0400 -.0331
.770 -.0642 -.0625	 -.0590 -.0452
.878 -.0832 -A832	 -• .071I -.0711
iE
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 t 3) -.010 ALPHA t 41 6.200	 OIPSFI -	 42.910 PO/PSF	 2114.0
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .07660 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0642 -.4454	 -.1608 -.1384
.230 -.0124 -.3578	 .0013 .0054
.410 -.0090 .0054	 .0151 .0185
.590 -.0142 -.0055	 .0030 .0151
.770 -.0349 -.0262	 -.0193 -.0004
.878 -.0573 -.0504	 -.0331 -.0297
.BETA	 t.31
-
	 -410	 ALPHA ( 51 8.280	 0(PSF % s	 42.910 PO/PSF -	 2114.0
SECTION .1 I)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0142 -.4056	 -.1245 -.1038
.230 .0220 -.2.383	 .0427 .0547
.4)0 .0306 .0461	 .0555 .0702
.590 .0237 .0358	 .0461 .0616
.770 .0713 .0133	 ".0202 .0444
.878 -.0245 -.0107	 .0030 .0099
BETA	 ( 31 -	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.350	 UtPSF1	 42.910 PO/PSF	 2114.0
SECTION.( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .0219. -.3685	 -.0984 -.0709
.230 .0580 -.1913	 .0856 .0976
,410. .0615 .083B	 .0976 .1131
.590 .0546 .0718	 .0807 .1028
.770 .0305 .	 .0477	 .0546 .0838
.878 .0081 .0235	 .0391 .0477
PAGE 758
1RFFM061
RUN NO n 28.000
'(m w a 28.000
" NO • 28.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFM06)
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA [ 1) _
	 .000	 Q(P5F) - 42.940 	 PO/PSF - 2113.9	 RUN NO - 27.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1745 -.4917 -.2693 -.2555
	
.230	 -.1331 -.2762 -.1279 •-.lt59
	
.410	 -.IE62 -.1090 -.1141 -.1348
	
:599	 -.1297 -.li59 -.1159 -.1124
	
.770	 -.1469 -.1245 -.1279 -.lt41
	
.878	 -.1607 -.1452 -.1365 -.1365
BETA ( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070 Q(PSF) - 42.940 	 PO/PSF - 2113.9	 RUN NO - 27.000









.590	 -.092.5 -.0761 -.0710
.770	 -.1.192 -.0899 -.0855
1878	 -.1361 -.1106 -.0958
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA [
SECTION i I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
XICML
.050
	 -.teii -.4713 -.2246
.230	 -.0797 -.3316 -.0435
.410	 -.0763 -.0314 -.0297
.590
	 -.0797 -.0452 -.0366
.770	 -.1004 -,0625 -,0556
.878


















RUN NO # 27.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 4) -
	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180	 O(P5F) = 42.940	 PO/PSF = 2113.9
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR DR-0






.050	 -.0899 -.4396 -.1899 -.1554









.770	 -.0779 -.0262 -.0176
	 .0099
.878.0986 -.0486 -.0314 -.0279
PAGE 760
(RFFMOS)
RUN NO - 27.000
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.270	 Q(P5F) = 42.240	 PO/PSF = 2113.9	 RUN NO - 27.000






.050	 --.0658 -.4101 -.1673
.230	 -.0520 -.3395
	 .0323







BETA ( 41	 5.020	 ALPHA t
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
YIBML	 .0760 . .3100
	 .5820
X/CML





























RUN NO = 27.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.070 ALPHA (	 1) -	 .000	 0(P5F) -	 42.935 PO/PSF =	 2114.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2004 -.4781 -.3177 -.2539
.230 .1901 -.2556 -.1090 -.0952
.410 -.1763 -.0952 -.0952 -.1021
..590 -.1746 -.1056 -.1021 -.0901
.770 --.1918 -.1176 -.1159 -.0952
.878 .-.2108 -.1366 -.1228 -.1245
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070 ALPHA 12) -	 2.050	 O(P5F)	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2114.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Yf8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1931 -.4978 -.2740 -.2293
.230 -.2224 -.2689 -.0795 -.0640
.410 -.1811 -.0692 -.0640 -.0675
.590 -.1725 -.0812 -.0692 -.0572
.770 -.I931 -.0933 -.0830 -.0658
.878 -.2086 -.1157 -.0950 -.0967
BETA	 ( 5: =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 O[PSFI =	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2114.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YJBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1727 -.4984 -.2623 -.2054
.230 -.2520 -:2537 -.0503 -.0314
.410 -.1'727 -.0452 -.0331 -.0279
-590 -.1624 -.4555 -.0365 -.0176
_770 -.1813 -.0676 -.0607 -.0297
.878 -.1951 -.0B65 -.0710 -.0624
PAGE 76I
(RFFM06)
RUN NO = 26.000
RUN NO - 26.000
RUN NO - 26.00D
•
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 I PAGE 762
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURPACE iRFFM06I
BETA	 ( 5) n 	 10.070 ALPH41 141 n 	 6.230	 OtPSFI a	 42.935 PO/PSF a	 2114.1 RUN NO n 	 26.000
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR 012-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100	 ,5920 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1519 -.4893	 -.2500 -.1915
.230 -.2758 -.2517	 -.0245 -.0021
.410 -.1708 -.0227	 -.0072 .0013
.530 -.1553 -. F1331
	 -.0107 .0099
.770 -.1708 -.0417	 -.0331 -.0004
.878 -.1794 -.0554	 -.0468 -.0331
BETA	 151 -	 10.070	 ALPHA t 51 n 	 8.280	 OtP5Fl n 	 42.935 PO/PSF n 	 2114.1 RUN NO n 	 25.000
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1331 -.4780	 -.2297 -.1711
.230 -.2780 -.2469	 -.0021 .02271
.410 -.I624 .0013	 .0220 .0306
.590 -.1435 -.0073	 .0116 .0427
.770 -.1573 -.0159	 -.0090 .0305
.878 -.1676 -.0314	 -.0228 -.0004
BETA	 t 53 : w 10.070
	
ALPHA 161 10.340	 OIPSFI a	 42.935 P0/P5F	 2114.1 RUN NO s	 26.000
SECTION I IIMAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.10.19 -.4580	 -.2051 -.1466
.230 -.2653 -.2189	 .0288 .0553
.410 -.', 535 .0288	 .0563 .0649
.590 -.1277 .0254	 .042G .0787
.770
-.1363 .0167	 .0236 .0549





DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 l PAGE	 763
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM071	 t 03 FEB 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2590.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP
-	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 - .170 ELEVON -	 .000
LREF	 n 474.13100 INCHES	 YMRP s	 .0000 IN. YO SDFLAP - .000 SnBRK -
	
25.000
BREF	 - 935.6800 INCHES	 ZMRP o	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	
- 10.000 T14ETAN -	 1.300
SCALE + .0405 PHI-11	 - 10.000 THETRM -	 1.500
BETA	 (	 1) -10.070	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 OIPSF)	 a	 42.880 PO/PSF -	 2114.2 RUN NO -	 35.000
SECTION t I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3I00	 .5020 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6195	 -.7954	 -.2039 -.2884
.230 -.1763	 -.1654	 -.2056 -.2297
.410 -.1918	 -.1659	 -.1745 -.2159
.590 -.1832	 -.1659	 -.1642 -.1642
.770 -.1666	 -.1676	 -.1694 -.1763
.878 -.1935
	 -.1797	 -.1728 -.1728
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060
	
OIPSF)
	 42.BBO PO/P5F -	 2114.2 RUN NO -	 35.000




.050 -.5525	 -.7113	 -.2091 -.2333
.230 -.1332









	 -.1418	 -.1349 -.1367
BETA	 (	 l) %	 -10.070
	
ALPHA 13) -	 4.120	 O(PSF) •	 42.880 PO/PSF -	 2114.2 RUN NO -	 35.0DO










.410 -.0865	 -.0555	 -.0555 -.0434
.590 -.OB55	 -.0658	 -.0555 -.0417
.770 .0917	 -.0779
	 -.0762 -.0779
.878 -.1003	 -.0969	 -.0865 -.1020
I
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RrFM071
BETA	 (	 Il n	-10.070	 ALPHA ( 41 6.180	 QIP9F) -	 42.8BO PO/PSF	 2114.2	 RUN NO	 35.000














.878 -.0625 -.0556	 -.0435 -.0677
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070
	 ALPHA ( 5) 6	 8.270	 Q(PSF1 s
	42.880 PO/PSF	 2114.2	 RUN NO	 35.0013






.230 .018-5 .0548	 .0427 .0392
.410 .0099 .0427	 10582 .0841




.878 -.0124 -.0107	 -.0004 -.0228
BETA	 t	 1) =	 -[0.070
	
ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330	 QiPSF) '	 42.880 PO/PSF	 2114.2	 RUN NO =	 35.000
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3262 -.3917	 -.0883 -.0055
.230 .0651 .1082	 .?013 .1013
.410 .0564 .0944	 .1133 .1461
.590 .0564 .0771
	 .0926 .1185




DATE 17 MAY 76 TADULATED.PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 765 {
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR -DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFFM071
BETA	 12) *	 -5.050	 ALPHA t	 11 a	 -.010
	
O(PSF)	 42.928 PO/PSF 2114.1 RUN NO s	 34.000
SECTION [ I)MAIN OD GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/AML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .853D j
X/CmL
.050 -.8869 -.7471	 -.3015 -.21325
.230.' -.1346 .-.I390	 -.1707 -.)1327
.410 -.1466 .-.1328	 •-.1483 -.1948
.590. -.1397 ' •-.1397	 -.1449 -.1518
.770 -.1466 -.1449	 -.1483 -.1449
.878 --.I552 .-.1586	 -.1518 -.1535 !
BETA	 t 21 _	 -5.050
	
ALPHA t 2) -	 2.090
	
Q(PSF)
	 42.928 I'0/PSF •	 2114.1 iRUN NO n 	 34.000
SECTION I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y19ML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
XICML
.050 -.6250 -.6B36.3144 -.2385
.230 -.0901 -.0901	 -.1142 -.1.280
.4.10
	 '. -..1073 -.09113	 -.0970 -.1280
590: -.1004 -.0987	 -.0970 -.0935
.770.. -.1091. -.1056	 -.1091' -.1004
:B78 -.1211 -.1229	 -.1142 -.1211
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5:040
	
ALP14A [ 31 4.090
	 Q(PSF1	 42.928 POIPSF 21144 RUN NO -	 34.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN.LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y181"L .0750 .3100	 :5920 .8530
i
X/CML . i
.050 -.5429 -.6135	 -:2811 -.1847 M-=---
..23D. -.0469 :.:-.0417	 -:[1624 -.0658
.41.0 .0606 -.0451	 -,0469 -.0572
.590: -.0589 -.0520	 -.0503 -.0365
.770 -.0693' -.0658	 - 0659 -.0538





DATE 17 MAY 76 	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA 12) _	 -5.040	 ALPHA { 41 -	 6.200	 O(P5F) m 42.928	 PO/PSF - 2114.1










	 -.3966 -.5469 -.2279 -.1331
	
.230
	 -.0055	 .0982 -.0038 -.0073
	










	 -.0297 -.0245 -.0228 -.0073
	
.878
	 -.0417 .-.0435 -.0386 -.0488
BETA 1 2) =	 -5.040	 ALPHA { 51 =	 8.270 O(PSF) a 42.928
SECTION C. I)MAIN LNO GR OR-O.	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML

















	 .0168	 .0185	 .0236	 .0443
	
.878
	 .0013 .-.0021	 .0054 -.0124
BETA { 21	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.310 O(PSF)	 42.928
.SECTION { 11MAIN LND GR OR-0






	 -.2141 -.4037 -.1279 -.0383
	
230	 .0840 ::.1047	 :1064	 .1030
PAGE 766
(RF'FM07)
RUN NO - 34.000
PO/PSF. - 2114.1
	
RUN. NO - 34.000
PO/PSF - 2114.1
	
RUN NO a 34.000
.41.0 .0737 .0979 .1093 .1271
.590 .0737 .0823 .0978 .1166	 3
.770 .0582 .0599 .0685 .0961
.878 ': .0409 .0375 .0478 .0305
DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 f 14AAL-75I 1 . PAGE	 767
OA153'ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFF"MO7)
BETA	 1 31 .000	 ALPHA 1 1) ti	 .000	 Q(P5F) -	 42.928 PO/PSG' =	 2114.1 RUN NO -
	
33.000
SECTION { !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE . GP !
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530 i
X/CML
{
.050 -.3971 -.6886	 -.3143 --.2746 iI
.230 -.110B -.1228	 -.1470 -.1556
.410 -.1194 -.1142
	 -.1297 -.1798
.590 -.1177 -.II94	 -.1297 -.1401
,770 -.1246 -.1280	 -.1366 .1315:
.878 -.1349 -.1418	 -.1401 -.1453
BETA	 .( 31 = .000	 ALPHA [ 2)
	 2.050
	 Q1PSF1	 42.928 PO/PSF -
	 2114.1 RUN NO -	 33.000
SEC UON 1 MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP -
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3520 -.5295	 -.2951 -,2296
.230 -.0762 -.0B31	 -.0952 -.0952
.410 -.0831 -_0745.	 -.0814 -.1.124
.590 -.0814 -.0831	 -.0648 -.0865
'..	 .770 -.0900
-:0952	 -.0952 -.0831
.678 -.1038 -.1107	 -.1020 -.1107
BETA	 ( 31 - .000	 ALPHA [ 31	 4.080
	 Q W5F1 -	 42,929 PO/PSF	 2114.1 RUN 140 =	 33.GOQ -- --
SECTION f AMAIN LND GR.DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML . .0760 .3100.	;5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.2834 -.5873 :
 -.2524 -.1868
.230 -.0401 -.0401	 -.0487 -.0435











DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-75I 1 PAGE	 768
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFFH071
BETA	 ( 31. .000	 ALPHA [ 41 6.170	 [](PSF)	 42,928 POIPSF 8114.1 RUN NO	 33.000
SECTION L IIMAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1983 -.5373	 -.2137 -,1432
,230 -.0604 .0064	 -:0021 .0081
.410 -.0090 .0047	 .0099 .0013
.590 -.0071? =.0038	 .0013 .0115
.770 _..0227 -.0210	 -.0158 .0081
..878 -.0417 -.041'7	 -.0331: -.0434
BETA	 [ 31 .000	 ALPHA [ 5). -	 8290	 O(PSF) m	 48.928 PO/PSF s	 2114.1 RUN NO	 33.000
SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .07611 ,3100	 .5920 .85311
X/CML
t.	 .050 -.0931 -.4779	 -.1876 -.0966
.230 .0:355 .0511	 .0459 .0545
.410 .0305 .0545	 .0545 .0580
.590 .0322 10408	 .0476 .0631
.770 .0133 .0219	 .0270 .0545
.878 -.0072 -.002 1 	 .0099 -.0021
BETA	 [ 31 .000	 ALPHA t 6) 10.350	 O(PSF)	 42.928 POIPSF 2114.1 RUN NO -	 33.000
SECTION i I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113ML. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
XICML
.050
-.0021 -.4279	 -.1521 -.0859 }.-
.230 .0668 .0926	 .0892 .0951
.410 .0530 .0909	 .0961 .1082
.590 ..0564 .0754	 .CB57 .1030
..170 40409 .0564	 .0616:.: .096I
.878
II-
.0202 .0306	 .0425. .0357
DATE 17. MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA183 t NAAL-751 ) PAGE 769
1)0163 ORB	 ?'FAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFN07)
y BETA	 { 41 a	 5.030	 ALPHA {	 1) -.010	 Q(PSF) w	 42.877 PO/PSF #	 2114.0 RUN NO m	 32.000
C) SECTION { 1:IMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8TEL .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
t d .. :/CML
050 -.2145 -.6065	 -.3147 -.2525
! ►^ 230. -.1212 -.1195	 -.1247 -.1195
:410 -.1333 -.1074	 -.1126 -.1489
.590 -.1282 -.1126	 -.1161 -.1195
,770 -,1420 -.1264	 °.1247 -.1178
.878 -.1558 -.1402	 -.1333 -.1385
BETA	 t 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.010	 Q(PSF) _	 $2.877 PO/PSF n	 2114.0 RUN NO a	 32.000
SECTION { 1)MAIN LND OR UR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760. .3100	 .5B:?0 .8530
X/CML
.0511 -.1658. -.5949	 -.2985 --.2209
.230 -,0934 -.0779	 --.0831 -.0710
.410. -.1107 -.0693	 -.0727 --.0934
.590 -.1020. -.0762	 -.0762 -.0727
.770 -.I141 --.0865	 -.0900 -.0727
.878 -.1313 -.1055	 -.0986 -.1020
BETA.	 ( 41 =	 5.030	 ALPHA { 3) 4.100	 Q(PSF)	 42.877 PG/PSF	 2114.0 RUN NO	 32.000
SECTION f I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML.,"-'.
.050. -.1367 -.5699	 -.2782 -:1902
.230 -.0832 -.0435	 -.0452 -.0331
.410 -.1005 -.0331	 -.0349 -.0452
.590 -.0884 -.0452	 -.0418 -.0331
.770 -.1005 -.0625	 -.0556 -.0331
.878 -.1212 -.L'780	 -.0677 -.0694
i
1
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 770
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM07)
BETA 6 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA i 4 1 	6.170	 0(P5F)	 42.877	 POIPSF n 2114.0
	
RUN NO n 32.000
SECTION f 1) MAIN LND OR DR
-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.1022 -..5266 -.2454 -.1574
.230	 -.0694 -.0004 -.0090 	 .0030
.410	 -.0918 -.0004	 .0047	 .0030





-.1004 -.0487 -.0331 -.0400
BETA ( 41 .=
	5.030	 ALPHA 151	 8.230 Q(PSF) n 42.877	 POIPSF n 2114.0	 RUN NO n 32.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE rP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050





.410	 -.0745	 .0306	 .0392	 .0444




-.OB83 -.0193 -.0004 -.0004
BETA ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA i 61	 10.310	 QtPSF)	 42.677	 POIPSF - 2114.0.	 RUN NO - 32.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 ..0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML









	 -.0503	 .0288	 _0461
	 .0874
.878	 -.0659	 ..1099	 .0306	 .0357
1
_w
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 771
OA153 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 1RFFM07)
BETA	 (	 5.1 10.110 ALPHA 1	 1) .000	 O(PSF) .	 42.858 PO/PSF n 	 2114.1 RUN NO n 	 31.000






.050 -.2266 -.5924	 -.3562 -.2543
.230 -.2197 -.1092
	 -.1126 -.0954




-.1213	 -.1144 -.0936 ^-
.878 -.2180 -.1316
	 -.1213 -.1213
BETA.	{	 5) 10.110 ALPHA (2) 2.040	 Q(PSF)	 42.858 POIPSF s	 2114.1 RUN NO	 31.000














.878 -.2059 -.1126	 -.0989 -.1005
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.100	 O(PSF)	 42.85B PO/PSF	 2114.1 RUN NO n	 31.000	
y...._-





.050 -.1988 -.5940	 -.3024 -.2143 ,-





.770 -.1919 -.0694	 -.0608 -.0228
.B78 -.1971 -.0832	 -.0746 -.0711
j
RUN NO - 31.000
RUN NO - 31.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) n 	 10.110 ALPHA ( 4) 6.210	 Q(PSF1 m	 42.858 PO/PSF =	 2114.1
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8NL .0780 .3400 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1730 -.5684 -.2870 -.1955
.230 -.3319 -.0245 -.0297 -.0090
.410 -.2127 -.0280 -.0073 -.0073
.590
-.1782 -.0332 -.0124 .0099
..770 -:.1817 -.0418 -.0314 .0116
.878 -.1817 -.0504 -.0453 -.0349
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 5) 8.250	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.858 PO/PSF n 	 2114.1
SECTION ( I).MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1573 -.5591 -.2556 -.1814
.230 -.3211 -.0055 -.0055 .02202
.410
-.2021 -.0021 .0237 .0220
.590 -.1711 -.0073 .0133 .0392
.770 -.1711 -.0124 -.0038 .0451
.878 -.1728 -.0228 -.0176 .0913
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 6) 10.330
	
O(PSF) n 	 42.858 PO/PSF	 2114.1
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1331 -.5554 -.2314 -.1607
.230 -.3124 ,0151 .0220 .0461
.410 -,1934 .0254 .0495 10513
.590 -.1590 .0220 .0392 .0702
.770 °.1572 ,02'02 .0271 .0788
.878 -.1555 .0116 .0133 .0392
s
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I 	 PAGE 773






	 XMRP - 1078.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -
	 .0000 IN. YO





BETA (	 1) - -10.070	 ALPHA ( 1)
	 .010	 Q(PSFI m 42.667
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0780	 .3100	 .5820	 .0530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6073 -.7590 -.9952 -.2779
	
.230	 -.2055 -.1279 -.1935 -.2159
	
.410	 -.1797 -.1521 -.1590 -.1365
	
.590	 -.1935 -.1710 -.1573 -.1314
	
.770	 -.2021 -.1797 -.1848 -.2297
	
.878	 -.2124 -.1986 -.1917 -.2538
	




SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.5457 -.5717 -.9271 -.2057
	
.230	 -.I557 -.0659 -.1194 -.1557
	
.410	 -.1298 -x.0970 -.0953 -.0642
	
.590	 -.1470 -.1194 -.1022 -.0780
	
.770
	 -.1540 -.1315 -.1364 -.1781
	
.878	 -.1560 -.1540 -.1505 -.2264
	
BETA (	 11 = -I0.070	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 O(PSF) = 42.867
	
SECTION	 ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y!6ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4880 -.5866 -.8338 -.1335
	
.230	 -.1058 -.0125 -.0557 -.0868
	
.410	 -.0799 . » .0436 -.0364 -.0021
	.590	 -.0937 -.0695 -.0505 -.0246
	
.770
	 -.1093 -.0885 -.0903 -.1300
	
.878	




.I70 ELEVON =	 _000
BOFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK =	 25.000
PHI-N -	 15.000 THETAN -	 2.000
PHI-M -	 15.000 THETAM -	 2.400
PO/PSF - 2IP5.6	 RUN NO = 156.00
PO/FSF - 2125.6
	
RUN NO = ISSAD
PO/PSF a 2125.6
	
RUN NO - 156.00
RUN NO	 156.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
OA183 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 1) _	 - 10.070	 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.220	 0(PSF) =	 42.B57 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4377 -.512I	 -.7299 -.0591
.230 -.0488 .0376	 .0065 -.0283
.410 -.034.9 .0082	 .0168 .0583
.590 -.0470 -.0176	 .0013 .0341
.770 - .0626 -.0419	 -.0401 -.0730
.878 -.0799 -.0678	 -.0591 -.1369
BETA	 I	 I) =	 -10.080	 ALPHA (5) 8.300	 Q(PSF) s	 42.857 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0064 .0322	 .0563 .0873
.230 -.0107 .0099	 .0116 -.0141
.410 -.0295 -.0193	 -.0090 -.0795
590 -.0881 -.3807	 -.4186 -.6182
.770
-.0572 .0081	 .0822 .0770
.878 -.0488 .0168	 .0532 .0770
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA (6) -	 10:360	 Q(PSF)	 42.867 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0702 .1202	 .1374 .0951
.410 .0533 .1133	 .1305 .1753
.590 .05I2 .0823	 .1054 .1409
.770 .0375 .0547	 .0516 .0444
.878 .0151 .0271	 .0409 -.0228
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 I PAGE 775
1 OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRl:FMOB)
BETA
	
( 2) -5.050	 ALPHA 1	 11 }	 .020	 Q(PSF) -	 42.923 PO/PSF *	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 157.1311
t^r^ SECTION t i)MAlN LND OR DR-0 P^	 VARDE ENDENT RIABLE CP
ro Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6984 -.5743	 -.9190 -.2855
.230 -.1486 -.1365	 -.1572 -.1986
E 410 -.1434 -.1227	 -.1400 -.1744




.878 -.1744 --.1744.	 -.1675 -.2106
BETA	 t 2) -	 -5.050	 ALPHA t 2) -	 2.070	 Q(PSF) ++	 42.9a3 PO/P5F	 2125.5 RUN NO -
	
157.00
SECTION t 1IMAiN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
- Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6650 -.6117	 -.8200 -.2294
.230 -.0865 -.0968 -.0933 -.1398
.410 -.09B5 -.0761
	 -.0847 -.0985







.( 21 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 3) n 	 4.160	 Q(PSF)	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 157.00
SECTION t IIMAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.8041 -.5471	 -.7179 -.1642




.590 -.0625 -.0538	 -.0383 -.0211
77n - _ n7F3 - _ nsca4	 - nAqu - _ nRRa
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1 PAG:	 776
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM08I
BETA	 ( 21 -5.050	 ALPHA C 4) 6.240	 O(PSF) -	 42.923 PO/P5F	 2125.5 RUN NO =	 157.00
SECTION { I7MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5372 -..4820	 -.6132 -.1057
.230 .0064 .0064	 .0289 -.0176
.410 -.0107 .01613	 .0237 .0341
.590 -.0193 -.0073	 .0099 .0289
.770 -.0332 -.0280	 -.0263 -.0314
.B78 -.0556 -10539	 --.0418 -.0884
BETA	 C 21 -5.050 ALPHA C 51 -	 8.280	 OCP5F1 -	 42.923 PO/P5F =	 2125.5 FAUN NO s	157.110




.050 -.4462 = 142 04	 -.5099 -.0640
.230 .0460 .0581	 .0822 .0340
.410 .0340 .0615	 .0753 .0942
.590 .0236 .0374	 . 0546 .0822
.770 .0064 .0133	 .0168 .0185
.878 -.0141 -.0107	 -.0004 -.0451
BETA	 C 21 =	 -5.050 ALPHA C 61 =	 10.340	 0EPSF1 -	 42.923 PO/PSF	 2125.5 RUN NO =	 157.00
SECTION C 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 18530
XICML
.050 -.3101 -.3634	 -.4150 -.0468
.230 _11925 1062	 .1285 .0890
.410 .0839 .113;	 .1286 .1510
.590 . 1,718 .0856
	 .1062 .1320





PAGE 777DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFMOB)
BETA ( 3)	 .000	 ALPHA ( 1)
	 .000 Q(PSF) c 42.8B3	 POIP5F * 2125.4	 RUN NO = 155.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 . 3100	 .5820
	 .8530
x/CML
.050 ^.6285 -.6955 -.8352 -.2608
.230	 -.1039 -.1194 -.1280 -.1711
.410	 -.1177 -.1108 -.1246 -.1832
.590	 -.1246 -.1280 -.I315 -.1418
.770	 -.1332 -.1384 -.1487 -.I504
.B78	 -.1522 -.1591 -.1522 -.I694
BETA ( 3) -	 .000	 ALPHA ( 2) Q	 2.070 Q (PSF) - 42.883	 PO/PSF	 2125.4	 RUN NO a 155.00
SECTION [ 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.5533 -.f448 --.7485 -.2042
.230
	
-.0660 -.0798 -.0833 -.1109
.410	 -.0816 -.0895 -.0764 -.1161
.591?
	-.0B50 -.0885 -.0850 -.079B
.770
	 -.0971 -.1006 -.1040 -.1023
.878	 -.1161 -.1213 -.11.27 -.1334
BETA ( 3) _	 .000	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.130 Q(PSF)	 42.BB3	 PO/PSF n 2125.4	 RUN NO	 155.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.-CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 ^-.4692 -.5881 -.6591 -.1162
.230	 -.0331 -.0331 -.0366 -.0676
.410	 -.0469 -.0228 -.0279 -.0452
.590	 --.0486 -.4434 -.0348 -.0228
.770
	 -.0607 -.0590 -.0590 -.0572
.87B	 -.OB31 -.0831 -.0728 -.IG21
DATE I7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) a	.000
	
ALPHA t 4) -	 6.200 Q(PSF) - 42.883 	 PO/PSF	 2125.4
SECTION (.1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3838 -.5306 -.5824 -.1644
	
.230	 -.0107	 .0203	 .0030 -.0159
	
.410
	 -.0194	 .0203	 .0185	 .0134
	
.590	 -.0211 -.0055	 .0099	 .0254
	
.770	 - . 0349 -.0263 -.0176 -.0107
.878 -.0556 -.0504 -.0349 -.0677
BETA ( 3) =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280 OtPSF) a 42.883	 PO/PSF	 2125.4
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050 -.2656 -.4758 -.4999 -.1657
	.230	 .0185	 .0788	 .0357	 .0323
	
.410	 -.0004	 .0581	 .0633	 .0684
	
.590
	 .0047	 .0340	 .0512	 .0719
	
.170
	 -.0090	 .0133	 .0219	 .0374
	
.878 -.0279 -.0124	 .0047 -.0296
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA t 6) -	 10.340 0(PSF) = 42.883	 PO/PSF * 2125.4
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/cML
.050 -.1295 -.4327 -.4275 -.1574
	
.230	 .0460	 .1253	 .0719	 .0770
	.410	 .0115	 .0960	 .1063	 .1167
	
.590	 .0271	 .0719	 .0960	 .1167
	
.770	 .0185	 .0495	 .0615	 .0805
	
.878	 -.0038	 .0237	 .0409	 .0150
PAGE 772
tRFFM08)
RUN NO n 155.00
RUN NO a 155.00
RUN NO - 155.00
lDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA1F3 ( NAAL-751 !
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMCB)
13ETA	 ( 4) n	 51000
	 ALPHA 111 .000	 Q(PSF) 9	 42.867 PA/PSF a	 2125.4 RUN NO s	 158.00
SECTION ( MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML












BETA	 1 41 -	 5.000
	
ALPHA ( 21 2.070
	
Q(PSF1 a	 42.857 PO/PSF n 	 2125.4 RUN NO a	 158.00













-.1453 -.0987	 -.0936 -.0815
.878 -.1643 -.1177	 -.IO22 -.1246
BETA	 1 41 =	 5.000
	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.130	 Q(PSF1 r	 42.867 PO/PSF -	 2125.4 RUN NO ffi	 158.00
SECTION ( WAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
PAGE 779
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1990 -.6532 -.6393 -.2387
.230 -.1333 -.0194
-.0591 -.0555
.410 -.1541 -.D349 -.0314 -.0401
.590
-.1333. -.0539 -.0366 -.0245
,770 -..1282 -.0660 - 0573 -.0384






DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 780
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMOS)
BETA	 t 4) z	 5.000	 ALPHA (4) 6.200
	
QfPSF) -	 42.867 PO/PSF =	 2125.4 RUN NO =	 158.00




.050 -.1662 -.6136	 -.5842 -.2456
.230 -.1575 .0116	 -.0280 -.0176
.410 -.15116 -.OD55	 .0047 .0047
.590 -.1247 -.0211	 .0030 .0203 ---
.770 -.1178 -.0349	 -.0228 -.0004
.878 -.1368 -.0608	 -.0349 -.0591
BETA	 14) =	 5.000	 ALPHA (51 =	 8.260	 O(PSF)	 42.B67 PO/PSF -	 2125.4 RUN NO -	 15B.00






.230 -.1828 .0409	 .0013 .0168






.878 -.I209 -.0279	 -.0021 -.0210
BETA	 14) =	 5.000	 ALPHA (6)'= 10.370
	
QtPSF)	 42.867 PO/PSF *	 2125.4 RUN NO -	 158.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














.878 -.1057 .0047	 .0306 .0134
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-7551 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 5) s	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 .000	 O(PSF) a 42.8B7	 PO/PS1	 2125.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




-.2956 -.7393 -.€3823 -.3750
	
.230	 -.3854 -.1126 -.1.350 -.1212
	
.410	 ^-3077 -.1126 -.1091 -.1229
	
.590	 --.2611 -.1247 -.1091 -.0988
	
.770
	 -.2490 -.1296 -.1212 -.1022
	
.878	 -.2628 -.1454 -.1264 -.1454
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 2) -
	 2.050 Q(PSF)
	 42.L87	 PO/PSF = 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0






.050 -.3004 -..7021 -.6469 -.2986
	
.230	 --.4693 -..0745 -.1073 -.0868
	
.410	 -.3452 -.0883 -.0745 -.0797
	
.590	
-.2797 -.1004 -.0710 -.0590
	
.770	
-.2573 -.1038 -.0935 -.0642
	
.B78	 -.2642 -.1176 -.1004 -.1262
BETA ( 51 =
	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	
4.130 Q(PSF) = 42.887
	 POIPSF R 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y.18ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2937 -:6854 -.6268 -.3056
.230 -.4818 -.0487 -.0649 -.0573
	
.410	 -.3558 -.0642 -.033I --.0435
	
.590
	 --.2782 x..0728 -.0383 -.0176
	
.770
	 -.2540 -..0746 -.0659 -.0262
.878 -.2609 -.0B84 -.0728 -.0953
PAGE 781
IRFFMOB)
RUN No = 159.00
RUN NO - 159.00
RUN NO - 158.00
l
PAGE 782DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR C'OOR OUTER SURFACE (RFF'MD8)
BETA	 C 5) R	 10.050	 ALPHA 1 4) 6.200
	
O(PSF)	 42.SB7 PO/PSF 2125.5 RUN NO =	 159.00












	 -.040I	 .0013 -.0090
.590 -.2731	 -.0435	 -.0107 .0203
.770





	 C 5) 10.050	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.28;1	 O(PSF)
	 42.887 PO/PSF 21255.5 RUN NO	 159.00
E
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















BETA	 ( 51. R 10.050	 ALPHA C 61 -	 10.3I?0	 OIPSF)	 42.887 PO/PSF m	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 159.00







.230 .. .4723	 -.0210	 -.0314 -.0004




-.2501	 .0168	 .0202 .085,
.1378
-.2415	 .0082	 .0133 .0150
r
0
sj	 DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA+63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
0	 REFERENCE DATA
SREF a 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
SREF - 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE a	 .0405
BETA ( 1) = -I0.050
	
ALPHA 1 1) _	 .000	 O(P5F) - 42.902	 POIPSF - 2125.6
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0









.050	 -.6258 -.7571 -.9921 -.2492
	
.230	 -.2042 -.I196 -.1723 -.2181
	
.410	 -.1749 -.1472 -.1507 -.1317
	
.590	 -.1887 -.1645 -.1524 -.1282
	
.770
	 -.2077 -.1783 -.1818 -.2319
	
.878	 -.2215 -.2025 -.1904 -.2371
BETA ( 1) = -10.050
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 OtPSF) . - 42.902
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND Gk DR-0







-.5774 -.6724 -.8987 -.1818
	
.230	 -.I558 -.0626 -.1092 -.1541
	
.410	
-.1351 -.0936 -.0936 -.0608
	
.590	 -.1420 -.1144 -.1023 -.0764
	
.770	
-.1593 -.1334 -.1351 -.1887
	
.878	 -.1766 -.1610 -.I507 -.2180
BETA t 1) = -10.050
	
ALPHA t 31 a	 4.120	 O(PSF) a 42.902
SECTION ( MAIN LND.GR
 OR-O 	DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5259 -:5914 -.7896 -.1089
	
.230	 -.0865 -.0055 -.0383 -.0848
	
.410	 -.0848 -.0400 -.0331
	 .0021
	
.590	 -.0900 -.0658 -.0452 -.0176
	
.770	 -.1089 -.084B -.0848 -.1330
	
.878	 -.1262 -.1141 -.1020 -.1744
PAGE	 783
tRFFM09)	 t 03 F£8 76	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 3t .170 ELEVON x .000
BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK a 255.000
PHI-N	 - 20.000 THFTAN s 2.900
PHI-M	 - 20.000 THETAM - 3.100
RUN NO a	 150.00
POIPSF - 21225.6
	
RUN NO - 150.00
POIPSF - 2125.6
	
RUN NO - I50.00
RUN NO - 150.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 (	 1) R	 -10.050 ALPHA f 4) p	 5.200	 Q(PSF) -	 42.902 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION ( t)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4782 -.5127 -.6835 --.0418
.230 -.0245 .0427 .0254 -.0228
.410 -.0400 .0133 .0220 .0582
.590 -.0418 -.0159 .0082 .0358
.770 -.0625 -.0383 -.0356 -.0745
.878 -.8814 -.0676 -.0556 --.1263
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.060 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290	 Q(PSF) =	 42.902 PO/PSF -	 2125.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML + .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.4219 -.4202 -.5579 .0271
.230 .0322 .0855 .0976 .0408
.410 .0099 .0649 .0787 .1114
.590 .0047 .0357 .0596 .0925
.770 -.0159 .0116 .0168 -.0141
.878 -.0330 -.0210 -.0055 -.0692
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.060 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.400	 Q(PSF) a	42.902 PO/PSF -	 21225.6
SECTION I l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-,3565 -.3339 -.4190 .0699
.230 .0872 .1319 .1663 .1010
.4to ..0Fi49 .1165 .1371 .1749
.590 .0546 .0907 .1165 .1457
.770 .0355 .0597 .0656 .0494
.878 .0133 .0253 .0442 -.0090
e^=-1
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.030 ALPHA (	 11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 48.935 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN.LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6955 -.6732 -.8797 -.2585
.230 -.1363 -.1432 -.1397 -.2155
.410 -.1346 -.1191 -.1415 -.1810
.590 -.1449 -.1465 -.1432 -.1397
.770 -.1639 -.1597 -.I638 -.1879
.87B -.1810 -.I810 -11590 -.1862
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.030
	
ALPHA ( 2) 2.070	 13(PSF) _	 42.935 PO/P5F =	 8125.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .4760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5698 -.6009 -.7593 -.1931
.230 --.0744 -.1002 --.0675 -.1535
.410 -.OB64 -.0726 --.0795 -.1071
.590 -.1019 -.0950 -.0881 -.076I
.770
-.1191 -.1122 -.1139 -.1311
.876 -.1380 -.1380 -.1243 -.1570
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.030
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.140	 Q ( PSF)	 48 .935 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML . 0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6346 -.5398 -.6536 -.1348
.230 -.0331 -.0486 -.909 -.0917
.410 -.0469 -.0279 -.0279 -.0400
.590 -.0572 --.0503 -.0400 -.0245
.770





RUN NO a 151.00
RUN NO = 151.00
RUN NO - 151.00
RUN no m 151.00
RUN NO - 151.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
0AIE3 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.030 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.210	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.935 POIPSF n 	 2125.5
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .31.00 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5718 -.4751 -.5459 -.1247
.230 .0082 -.0004 .0462 -.0297
.410 -.0038 .0220 .0306 .0272
.590 -.0142 -.0038 .0099 .0272
.770 -.0314 -.0280 -.0245 -.0332
1878 -.0573 -.0573 -.0401 -.0729
BETA	 ( 2) n 	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 51 n	 8.290	 GIPSF)• -	 42.935 PO/PSF -	 E125.5
SECTION ( I)MA)N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4712 -.4160 -.4453 -.1659
.230 .0478 .0444 .0720 .0271
.410 .0409 .0702 .0823 .0892
.590 .0323 .0427 .0599 .0840
.770 .0116 .0185 .0237 .0202
.878 -.0107 -.0107 .0082 -.0297
BETA	 ( 21 _	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 61 R	 10.420
	
Q(PSF) m	 42.935 pOtPSF n 	 2125.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5920 .85311
X/cmL
.050 -.3426 -.3563 -.3529 -.2050
.230 .0924 .1079 .0941 .0890
.410 .0972 .1199 .1302 .1457
.590 .0752 .0890 .1079 .1337
.770 .0548 10614 .0700 .0735
.878 .0305 .0288 .051I .0185
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) 	 PAGE 787
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (WFM09)
META ( 3)
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 11	 .000 Q(P5Fl w 42.942	 PO/PSF - 2125.4	 RUN NO m 152.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN LNO GR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7508 -.6770 -.7628 -.2683
	








-.1223 -.1292 -.1360 -.1566
	
.7'7 0	 -_1326 -.1429 -.1515 -.1549
	
.878	 -.15;8 --.1669 -.1498 -.1515
BETA ( 3) =
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.070	 Q(P5F) = 42.942
	
pO/P5F = 2125.4	 RUN NO = 152.00




	 .0760	 .3I011	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6441 -.6234 -.6854 -.2362
	
.230	 -.0726 -.1088 -.0830 -.1415
	
.410	 -.0761 -.0623 -.0744 -.1294
	
.590	 -.0813 -.0964 -.0847 -.0916
	
.770	 -.0967 -.1019 -.1036 -.1088
	
.878
	 -.1208 -.1277 = .1105 -.1157
BETA ( 3) =	 .000
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130 Q(PSF) - 42.942	 PO/PSF - 2125.4,	RUN NO - 192.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5403 -.5766 -.6059 -.2867
	
.230	 -.0452 -.0504 -.0642 -.0970
	
.410	
-.0504 -.0159 -.0245 -.0521
	
.590	 -.0538 -.0435 -.0383 -.0280
	
.770
	 -.0659 -.0642 -.0590 -.0625
	
.678	 -.0901 -.0918 -.0694 -.0849
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.220	 Q(PSF) -	 42.948 PO/P5F -	 2125.4
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4336 -.5303	 -.5182 -.3197
.230 -.0176 .0116	 -.0383 -.0401
.410 -.0280 .0254	 .0272 .0082
.590 -.0253 -.0021	 .0116 .0254
.770 -.0401 -.0228	 -.0176 -.0124
.878 -.0625 -.0521	 -.0297 -.0470
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.270	 Q(PSF) =	 42.942 PO/P5F =	 2125.4
SECTION ( i)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.318B -.4754	 -.4307 -.3670
.230 .0133 .0515	 -.0055 .016B
.410 -.0210 .0632	 .0718 .0632
.590 -.0107 .0374	 .0563 .0736
770 -.0193 .0168	 .0254 .0357
.878
-.0399 -.0176	 .0099 -.0090
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.340	 Q(PSF) =	 42.942 PO/PSF =	 2125.4
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1779 -.4312	 -.3623 -.3726
.230 .0357 .1081	 .0168 .0581
.410 -.0090 .0943	 .1116 .)133
.590 .0115 .0736	 .0995 .1185
:770 .0099 .0512	 .0650 .0805
.878
-.0141 .0168	 .0478 .0306
PAGE 78B
C RFF11091
RUN NO s 152.00
RUN NO = 152.00




DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOUR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFM09)
BETA ( 4) n	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .030 Q(PSF) _ 42.938	 PO/PSF a 2125.4	 RUN NO a 153.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5300 -.7285 -.7605 -.2927
	
.230	 -.1465 -.1207 -.1465 -.1620
	
.410	 -.2136 -.1018 -.1190 -.1603
	
.590	 --.1844 -.1225 -.1225 -.1276
	
.770	 -.1775 -.1328 -.1328 -.1293
	
.878	 -.1964 -.1551 -.1328 -.1397
BETA .( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 21 =
	
2.170 Q(PSF) - 42.93B	 PO/P5F - 2125.4	 RUN NO s 153.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.4186 -.6905 -.6922 -.3514
	
.230	 -.1621 -.0744 -.1174 -.1226
	
.410	 -.19B3 -.0692 -.0744 -.1019
	
.590	 -.1742 -.0916 -.0830 -.0778
	
.770	
-.1656 -.1036 -.1002 -.0864
	
.878	 -.1845 -.1312 -.1053 -.1139
BETA ( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.100 Q(PSF) a U2.938
	
PO/PSF - 2125.4	 RUN NO m 153.00









	 -.OS93 -.05U9 -.0417 -.2846
.230 -.0966 -.0675 -.0830 -.2260
	
.410
	 -.3173 -.6411 -.6136 -.3914
	
.590
	 -.1778 -.0245 -.0951 -.0710
	
.770
	 -.1847 -.0365 -.0314 -.0486
.878 -.1606 -.0572 -.0383 -.0279
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-75I )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFMG9)
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 4) 6.210	 Q(PSF) -	 42.93B PO/PSF -	 2I25.4	 RUN NO n 	 153.00
SECTION ( MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3160	 :5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2179 -.6184	 -.5563 -.4389
.230 -.2144 .0047	 = .0660 -.0314
.410 -.1868 -.0073	 .0082 .0013
.590 -.1540 --.0245	 .0030 .0168
.770 -.1350 -.0383	 --.0211 .0013
.87B -.1575 -.0642	 -.0349 -.0522
BETA	 ( 41 w	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 -	 8.270
	
Q(FZF) =	 42.939 PO/PSF	 2125.4	 RUN NO -	 153.00
SECTION ( IIMAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.IB14 -.5745	 -.5072 -.4262
.230 -.2607 .0306	 -.0435 -.0038
.410 -.1900 .0185	 .0444 .0426




-.1469 -.0383	 -.0038 -.0228
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 IO.350	 QIPSF)	 42.938 PO/PSF -	 2125.4	 RUN NO -	 153.00
SECTION t MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1587 -.5306	 -.4359 -.3911
.230 --.2930 ..0477	 -.0296 .0150
.410 -.18BO .0426	 .0839 .0770
.590 -.1415 .0340	 .0718 .0959
.770 -.1174 .0254	 .0409 .OB05
.878 -.1364 -.0039	 .0254 .0150
PAGE 790
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 791
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IR!`FM09f
BETA	 1 5) 10.080	 ALPHA (	 11 _	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.89B PO/PSF +	 2125.5 RUN NO	 154.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP_.,_
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3248 -.7839	 -.7DII -.5544
.230 -.4422 -.1194	 -.1543 -.1471
,410 -.3386 -.1246	 -.1143 -.1298
.590 -.2903
-.1350	 -.1160 -.1056
.770 -.2731 -.1384	 -.1281 -.1091
.878 -,2817 -.1574	 - .1298 --.1402
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA c 2) 2.070	 Q{PSF) R	 42,898 PO/PSF a	2125.5 RUN NO m	154.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
3
Y/6ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3416 -.7241	 -.6621 -.450I
.230 -.5380 -.0917	 -.1296 -.1089
.410 -.3967 -.0951	 -.0814 -.0882
.590 -.3174
-.1038	 -.0779 4.0658
.770 -.2881 -_1089	 -.0951 -.0710
.878 -.2968 -.1295	 -.1020 -.1210
BETA	 1 5) =	 10.080	 ALPHA 1 31 =	 4.130	 Q(PSF) =	 42.898 POIPSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 154.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3541 -.6941	 -.6268 -.4715
.230 -.5612 -.0677	 -.1350 -.0866 r
.410 -.4883 -.0746	 -.0383 -.0504
.590 -.3300 -.0797	 --.0435 -.0245
.770
-.3006 -.08I5	 -.0659 -.0314




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 1
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM0.91
BETA	 t 51 p	 I0.OB0	 ALPHA t 4)	 6.200	 C'PSF) :	 42.898 PO/PSF	 2125.5	 RUN NO •	 154.00
SECTION 1 [)MAIN LNO OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BKL. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3822 -.6534	 -.5411 -.5014
,230 -.5860 -.0643	 -.1731 -.0885
.410 -.4461 -.0556	 -.0004 -.0176
.590 -.3441 -.0539	 -.0159 .0134
.770 -.3044 -.0522	 -.0401 .0099
.878 -.3027 -.0712	 -.0435 -.0574
BETA	 ( 5) 10.084 ALPHA t 51 -	 8.280
	
Qt psFl a	 42.898 PO/PSF -	 2325.5	 RUN NO	 154.00
SECTION t A MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.3739 -.6166	 -.4754 -.5047
.230 -.6011 -.0658	 -.1776 -.1002
.410 -.4444 -.0382	 .0219 .0030
.590 -.3463 -.0296	 .0098 .0426
_770 -.3033 -.0245
	 -.0107 .0443
.87B -.2981 -.0417	 -.0158 -.0193
BETA	 t 51 =	 10.060 ALPHA t 6) -	 10.440	 Q(PSF) a	 42.698 PA/PSF	 2125.5	 RLW NO n 	 154.00
SECTION l 1)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100	 .5820 .6530
XICML
.1350 -.4151 -.5511	 -.3979 -.4599
.230
-.6182 -.0606	 -.1776 -11088
.410 -.4409 -.0210	 .0391 -.0219
.590 -.3514 -.0004	 .0340 .0753
.770
-.3050 .0099	 .0219 .0890
.878 -.2895 -.0107	 .0159 .0150
PAGE 796
PAGE	 793
(RFFMI01	 t 05 APR 76	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON - .000
130FLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK * 25.000
PHI-N -	 30.800 THETAL - 5.000
PHI-M =	 32.200 THETAM - 5.000
RUN NO -	 50.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = 	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF - 936.6906 INCHES ZHRP 	 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA t 11
	 -10.050	 ALPHA 111 =	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.792 	 PO/PSF - 2131.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1619 -.1560 -.1439 --.1439
	
.230	 -.2044 -.1715 -.1456 -.3179
	
.410	 -.2199 -.2026 -.1750 -.2528
	
.590	 -.3219 -.7404 -.7317 -.2096
.770 -.27I8 -.2320 -.1318 -.7653
	
.678	 -.2874 --.2182 -.1456 -.1525
BETA ( 11 = -10.060	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.080
	
Q(PSF) - 42.792
SECTION ( 11 MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .51320	 18530
X/CML
.050 -_6747 -.5522 -.7196 -.0972
	
.230	 -.I681 -.0712 -.0868 -.1542.
	
.410	 -.1653 -.0903 -.0651 -.0747
	
.590	
-.1370 -.1041 -.0903 -.0609
	
.770	
-.1550 -.1231 --.1248 -.1957
	
.878	 -.1750 -.1594 -.1421 -.1715
BETA ( 11 - -30.070	 ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.130	 Q(PSF) = 42.792
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/EKL
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5620	 .8530
X/CHL
.050 -.6048 -.5702 -.6308 -.0263
	
.230	 -.1025 -.0142 -.0159 -.0818
.410 -.
 ma -.0367 -.0246 -.0159
.590 -.0922 -.0523 -.0367 -.0056
	
.770	
-.I077 -.0766 -.0748 -.1372




RUN NO - 50.000
PO/PSF - 2131.0
	
RUN NO - 50.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 794
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFMI01
13ETA t 11	 -10.070	 ALPHA t 4) =
	 8,210	 QIPSFI	 42.792	 PO/PSF
	 2131.0	 RUN NO = 50,000
SECTION { 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 18530
X/CML






.590	 -.0401	 .0013	 .0168	 .0479
.770	 -.0591 -.0297 -.0246 -.0799
	
.878 -.0B16 -.0660 -,04533 -.0747 	 ^^ -
BETA ( 11 = -I0.070
	 ALPHA t 5) =	 8.290 O(PSF)	 42.792	 PO/PSF
	 2131.0	 RUN NO = 50.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND GR DR-0




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4529 -.4077 -.4249
	 .0548
.230	 .0220	 .0996	 .1186	 .0513






-.0124	 .0185	 .0272 -.0211
.878	 -.0331 -.0176
	 .0030 -.0193
BETA ( 1) = --10.070
	 ALPHA t 6)	 10.350 Q(PSF) = 42.792	 PO/P5F a 2131.0	 RUN HU	 50.000
SECTION t I)MA1N LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML _	 .0760	 .3100	 . 5820
	 18530
X/CML
.050	 r-.3855 -.3182 -.3216 -.0142






.590	 .0617	 .0997	 .1239	 .1550
.770







PAGE 795DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFM10)
BETA ( 2)	 -5.040
	 ALPHA t 1)
	
.000 Q(P5F) - 42.810	 PO/PSF - 2130.9
	
RUN NO - 49.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7269 -.6664 -.8290 -.1941
	
.230	 -.1197 -.1007 -.1111 -.1872
	
.410	 -.1405 -.1214 -.1405 -.2183
	
.590	 -.1422 -.1387 -.1457 -.1595
	
.770	 -.1612 -.1543 -.1630 -.2045
	.878	 -.1785 --.I820 -.1682 -.1699
BETA ( 2) _
	 -5.040
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070 Q(PSF) - 42.810	 PO/PSF - 2I30.9
	 RUN NO - 49.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3I00	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7050 -.5641 -.6946 -.I472
	
.230	 -.0643 -.0660 -.0401 -.1299
	
.410	 -.0919 -.0729 -.0815 -.1403
	
.590	
-.0971 -.0936 -.0919 -.0988
	
.770
	 -.1143 -.1092 -.1126 -.1592
	
.878	 -.1368 -.1403 -.1230 -.I264
BETA ( 2) =	
-5.050	 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.110 Q(PSFI	 42.810	 PO/PSF a •2130.9	 RUN NO % 49.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6563 -.5165 -.5838 -.2092
	
-230	 -.0245 -.0245	 .0151 -.0746
	.410	 -.0452 -.0211 -.0228 -.0694
	
.590	 = .0521 -.0435 -.0401 -.0366
	
.770	 -.0711 -.0677 -.0660 -.1108
.878 -.0953 -.0987 -.0798 -.0849
(RFFMI D )
RUN NO v 49.000
RUN NO . 49.000
RUN NO F 49.000
DATE 1 1 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ]
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 2)	
-5.050	 ALPHA (41 a	 6.180	 Q(PSF) - 42.810
	 PO/PSF + 2130.9
SECTION { I)MAIN LND GR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.5680 -.4593 -.4869 -.3247
	.230
	
.0099	 .0168	 .0358 -.0aae
	
.410





-.0055	 .0030	 .0133 .0271
	
.770
	 -.0262 -.0245 -.0211 -.0625
	
.878
	 -.0538 -.0573 -.0383 -.0487
BETA ( 2) _ -5.050
	 ALPHA 1 5) -	 8.250 O(PSF) a 42.810	 PO/PSF a 2130.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



















	 .0411	 .0515	 .0553	 .Oast
	
.770
	 .0203	 .0220	 .0290 -.0004
	
.878
	 -.0090 -.. 0125	 .0099 -.0021
BETA ( 2) = -5.050
	 ALPHA ( 61
	 10.350 Q(PSF) a 42.810
	 PO/PSF - 2130.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0







	 --.2905 -.3492 -.3043 -.4166
	
.230	 .0659	 .1152	 .0652	 .0859
	
.410	 .0928	 .1256	 .1377	 .1498
	











ij PAGE 7.97DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM10)
BETA ( 3) n	 -.020	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .000 Q(PSf) - 42.810	 PO/PSF - 2130.9	 RUN NO - 48.000
SECTIOIJ ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3I00	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	
.050	 -,8128 -.6645 -.7110 -.4868
	
.230	 -.1056 -.1660 -.1297 -.2091
	
.410	 -.1056 -.1004 -.1159 -.2106
	
.550	 -.1142 -.12+6 -.1366 -.1711
	




-.1504 -.1660 -.1539 -.1418
BETA ( 3) _	 -.020	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.090 Q(PSF) - 42.610
	
PO/PSF - 21310.9 	 RUN NO - 48.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





-.7102 -.6166 -.6307 -.5012
	
.230	 -.0781 -.1247 -.1351 -.1610
	
.410	 -.0729 -.0522 -.0643 -.1420
	
.590	 -.0781 -.0781 -.0833 -.1005
	
.770	 -.0953 -.0988 -.1023 -.1368
	
..878	 -.1213 -.1202 -.1109 -.1074
BETA ( 31 =	 -.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.100 01PSF) - 42.910
	
PO/PSF - 2130.9	 RUN NO - 48.000
SECTION ( I1MA1N LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.05b	 -.6085 -.5757 -.5532 -.5501
	
.230	 -.0556 -.0781 -.1317 -.1161
	
.410	 -.0574 -.0125 -.0176 -.0746
	
.590	 -.0574 -.0384 -.0366 -.0366
	
.770	 -.0729 -.0608 -.057-4 -.0816
	
.878
	 -.0971 -.0919 -.0695 -.0695
fgFFMIO)
RUN NO m 48.000
RUN NO - 48.000
RUN NO - 48.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) n	 -.020 ALPHA ( 41 s	 6.200	 0(PSF) _	 42.810 PO/P5F +	 2130.9
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.4924 -.5200 -.4648 -.5856
.230 -.0280 -:0332 -.1126 -.0608
.410 -.0539_ .0306 .0306 -.0090
.590 -.0418 .0047 .0151 .0237
/	 .770 -.0521 -.0211 -.0124 -.0228
.878 -.0746 -.0539 -.0297 -.0332
BETA	 ( 3) -.020 ALPHA ( 5) A	 8.240	 ©(PSF) =	 42.8(0 PO/PSF =	 2130.9
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4160 -.4628 -.3779 -.5459
.230 -.0108 -.0177 -.1060 -.0385
.410 -.0610 .0619 .0654 .0550
.590 -.0333 .0394 .0584\
.770 -.C'333 10117 .0290 .0290
.878 -.0575 -.0246 .0065 -.00733
BETA	 ( 3) W	 -.020 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.360	 Q(PSF)	 42.810 PO/PSF =	 2[30.9
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML %
.050 -.3477 -.3944 -.2907 -.4376
.230 -.0125 -.0090 -.1058 -.0470
.410 -.0436 .0894 .0980 .0894
.590 -.0176 .0739 .1050 .1205
.770 -.02I1 .0497 .0721 .0825
.878 -.0401 .0099 .0427 .0237
y_
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 1 NAAL-751 ) 	 PAGE 729
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFMIO)
BETA ( 4) =	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -.010 Q(PSF) = 42.797
	 PO/PSF	 2130.8	 RUN NO 	 47.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7568 -.7119 -.7257 -.5081
	
..230	 -.1938 -.1679 -.2059 -.2076
	
.410	 -.2525 -.0971 -.1126 -.2041
	




-.2007 -.1385 -.1368 -.1420
	
.878	 -.2162 -.1644 -.1385 -.1454
BETA 1 41 -	 5.000	 ALPHA 1 2) n 	 2.030 Q(PSF) = 42.797
	 PO/PSF = 2130.8
	
RUN NO = 47.000	 i







.050 -:8802 -.6598 -.6267
	
.230	 -.2350 -.1539 -.2316
	
.410	 -.2385 -.06kt2 -.0659
.590 -.2040 -.064 -.0780
	
.770




BETA ( 4) =	 5.000
	 ALPHA
SECTION ( ] ) MAIN LND OR DR-0
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6394 -.BIOS -.5433
	
.230	 -.2978 -.1594 -.2355
	





.770	 -.1854 -.0747 -.0557
	







3) =	 4.110 Q(PSF) = 42.797	 PO/PSF = 2130.8
	
RUN NO R 47.000










RUN NO - 47.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 41 n	 5.000 ALPHA (4) -	 6.190	 O(PSF) n 	 42.797 POIPSF -	 2130.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -:6139 -.5413 -.429D -.5984
.230 -.3702 -.1749 -.2562 -.1939
.410 -.2821 -.0194 -.0211 -.0488
.590 -.2233 -.0263 .0099 .0134
.770 -.I870 -.0436 -.0194 .0002
.878 -.1957 -.0747 -.0418 -.0712
BETA	 f 43 =	 5.000 ALPHA 151 =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) -	 42.797 POIPSF -	 2130.8
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5291 -.5083 -.3995 -.5101
.230 -:4409 -.IIG9 -.1991 -.1714
.410 -.2941 -.0021 .0082 -.0159
.590 -.2336 -.0021 .041a .0531
.770 -.1835 -.0159 .0116 .0445
.878 -.1921 -.0453 -.0159 -.0366
BETA
	 1 4) =	 5.000 ALPHA 16) 10.310	 Q(PSF) -	 42.757 POIPSF -	 2130.8
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CIiL
.050 -.5008 -.4679 -.3751 -.4714
.230 -.4956 -.0714 -.1614 -.1094
.410 -.3151 .0221 .0446 .0307
.590 = .2359 .0272 .0'723 .0896
.770 -.1874 .0134 10428 .0809
.87B -.1908 -.0159 .0151 -.003B
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 801
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMI0)
BETA	 ( 57 R	 10.050	 ALPHA (	 11 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.758 PO/P5F a	 2130.9 RUN NO	 46.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4399 -.7963	 -.6908 -.8361
.230 -.5714 -.1665	 -.2426 -.2218
.410 -.4I22 -.1371	 -.1249 -.1786
.590 -.3447 -.1474	 -.1232 -.1146
.770 -.3136 -.1578	 -.1336 -.I094
.878 -.3136 -.1803	 -.1422 -.I613
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA t 21 =	 2.040
	
Q(PSF1 -	 42.758 PO/P5F p	 2130.9 RUN NO :	 46.000
SECTION t A MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -_5B66 -.7458	 -.6489 -.7492
.230 -.6714 -.1629	 -.2096 -.I941
.410 -.4656 -.1145	 -.1041 -.1439
.590 -.3774 -.1197	 -.0920 -.0851
.770 -.3393 -.1283	 -.1024 -.0834
.878 -.3307 -.1577	 -.1214 -.I49I
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 31 4.120	 Q(PSF) =	 42.75B PO/P5F	 2130.9 RUN NO =	 45.000
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7337 '-.7008	 -.8178 -.6489
.230 -.7700 -.1733	 -.2200 -.I647
.410 -.5417 -.0936
	 -.0730 -.0903
.590 -.4137 -.0955	 -.0592 -.0419
.770 -.3757 -.1059	 -.0799 -.0522
.878 -.3653 -.I439	 -.0969 -.1318
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 802
CA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMIG)
BETA	 ( 5) a	 10.050	 ALPHA c 4) 6.250	 Q(PSF) x
	42.758 PO/PSF	 2130.9 RUN NO =	 46.000
SECTION ( IWAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5459 -.5337	 -.4818 -.6013
.230 -.9667 -.3606	 -.3502 -.3017
.410 -.6342 -.0904	 -.0835 -.0939
.590 -.4800 ,	 '696	 --.0125 -.0021
.770 -.4056 „766	 -.0385 .4055 ` -
.878 -.3744
-.1233	 -.0644 -.0766
BETA	 ( 5) t	 !n.050 ALPHA ( 51 a	8.240	 Q(PSF)	 42.759 PO/PSF m	 2I30.9 RUN NO '.	 46.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3893 -.4222	 -.3461 -.4671
.230 -1.0238 -.4118	 -.3962 -.4101
.410 -.7074 -.1162	 -.1508 -.1525
.590 -.5345 -.0609	 .0047 .0082
.770 4325 -.0522	 -.0055 .0566
.878 -.3893 -.1024	 -.0349 -.0194
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.050 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330	 Q(PSF)	 42.758 PO/PSF	 2'130.9 RUN NO	 46.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.8I93 -.3755	 -.3686 .4-136











(RFFM111	 t 03 FEB 75	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 1170 ELEVON w .000
6DFLAP -	 .000 SPOURK m 25.600
PHI-N -	 30.800 THETAN * 5.000
PHI-M -	 40.000 THETAM + 6.200
RUN NO -	 51.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 	 XMRP a 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA ( 1) - -10.080
	
ALPHA ( 1)	 .020	 Q (PSF) - 42.928	 PO/P5F - 2127.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




	.050	 -.6741 -.6258 -.5690 -.1072
	
.230	 -.2433 -.1296 -.1365 -.2054
	
.410	
-.2209 -.1365 -.1313 -.1279
	
.590	 -.1796 -.1451 -.1365 -.1106
	
.770	 -.2002 -.1675 -.1709 -.2571
	
.878	 -.2209 -.2037 -.1899 -.2192
BETA ( 1) = -10.080	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080	 Q (PSF) w 42.928
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 . 3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050
	 -.6135 -.580B -.5670 -.0486
	
.230
	 -.1778 -.0710 -.0744 ^.1381
	
.410	 -.1657 -.0830 --.0710 -.0658
	
.590
	 -.1313 -.0968 -.0813 -.0537
	
.770
	 -.1502 -.1175 -.1226 -.1984
	
.878
	 -.1726 -.1536 -.1399 -.1726
BETA ( 11 = -10.080
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 Q (PSF) - 42.92B
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








	 -.1090 -.0124 -.0090 -.0710
	
.410
	 -.1107 -.0297 -.0159 -.0073
	
.590	 -.084B -.0435 -.0297 -.0004
	
.770




-..1262 -.I090 -.0917 -.1193
PD/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO - 51.000
PO/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO - 51.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 l NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 004
OA'63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMII )
BETA	 (	 1) -	 - 10.DB0 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.200
	 Q(PSF) =	 42.928 PO/P5F =	 2127.9 RUN NO =	 51.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 -.0504 .0237	 .0352 .0461





BETA	 t	 I) =	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.270
	
Q(P5F)	 42.928 PO/PSF =	 2127.9 RUN NO '	 51.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3601 -.3790	 -.3670 .0305









BETA	 (	 11 W	 -10.080	 ALPHA t 61 =	 10.330	 Q(PSF) :	 42.928 PO/P5F =	 2127.9 RUN NO =	 51.000




.050 -.2518 -.3017	 -.2793 -.0245
.230 .0805 .1545
	 .1735 .1218
.410 .0533 .1287	 .1511 .1666
.590 .0667 .I063
	 .1270 .1553




DATE l7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.050	 ALPHA (	 11 x	 .000	 0(PSF) a	 42,936 PO/PSF	 2127.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7618 -.6707 -.7979 -.1671
.230 -.1275 -.0897 -.1138 -.1625
-'')0 -.1516 -.1241 -.1413 -.2221
.590 -.1430 -.1395 --.14B2 -.1602
.770 -.1602 -.1550 -.1619 -.2135
.878 -.1825 -.IB60 -.1686 -.1722
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.060	 O(PSF) =	 42.938 PAS/P5F	 2127.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
1050 -.7211 -.5801 -.6678 -.1190
.230 -.0692 -.0485 -.0399 -.1242
.410 -.0950 -.0726 -.0829 -.1517
.590 -.0964 -.0898 -.0932 -.0967
.770 -.1156 -.1104 -.1139 -.1638
.878 -.1380 -.1414 -.1242 -.I208
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 0(PSF) -	 42.938 PO/PSF -	 2127.8
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/RML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6381 -.5036 -.5588 -.2175
.230 -.0279 -.0141 .0151 -.0693
.410 -.0469 -.0228 -.0210 -.0762
.590 -.0503 -.0434 - .0383
-.0366
.770 -.0693 -.0641 -.0676 -.1141
.678 -.0934 -.0969 -.0796 -.0796
PAGE 805
(RFFMII)
RUN NO - 52.000
RUN NO n 52.000
RUN NO - 52.000
PACE 806DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFFM111
BETA
	
( 2) =	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 4) a	 6.190	 OtPSFI •	 42.938 PO/PSF ®	 2127.8 RUN NO .	 52.000





.050 -.509B -.4459	 -.4597 -.31,7
.230 .0099 .0289	 .0444 -.O1Sv
.410 .0030 %0306	 .0358 -.0004
.590 -.0036 .0064	 .0151 .0254
.770 -.0228 -.0211	 -.0176 -.0608
.878 -.0504 -.0522	 -.0349 -.0332
BETA	 ! 2) =	 -51060	 ALPHA ( 51 6.250
	
O(PSF) n	 48.936 PO/P5F	 2127.8 RUN NO a	 52.000









.410 .0514 .0807	 .0859 .0790
.590 .0427 .0531
	 .0669 .0859






( 2) =	 -5.060 ALPHA t 61 10.340	 OtPSFI w	 42.93$ PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO a	 52.000







.230 .0872 .1198	 .0614 .0683
.410 .0941 .1267	 .1370 .1404




.878 .0356 .0288	 .0511 .0477
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 I FACE 807
OA1u3 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFFMIII
8^°n	 t	 31 =	 -.010	 ALPHA
	
(	 1) -	 .000	 O(PSFI -	 42.878 PD/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO *
	 53.000




.050 -.8077 -.5504	 -.6971 -.5242












( 3) =	 - .010
	
ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.060	 Q(PSF) -	 42.878 PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO *	 53.000
















BETA	 c 3) =	 -.020
	
ALPHA t 3) -	 4.140	 Q(PSF) a	 42.878 PD/PSF w	 2127.5 RUN WO -	 53.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












-.0762 -.0607	 -.0573 -.0900
`	 .878 -.1021 -.0917 	 -.0710 -.0641
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL -751 ) PAGE	 808
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMII )
BETA	 ( 3) -.020 ALPHA 1 4) n 	 6.220	 Q(PSF) .	 42.878 PO/PSF n 	 2127.8 RUN NO n 	 53.000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5410 -.5082	 -.4633 -.6412
.230 -.0366 -.0591	 - .1299 -.0781
.410 -.0764 .0269	 .0269 -.0263 ^x - -
.590 -.0556 .0047	 .0151 .0203
.770 -.0591 -.022B	 -.0107 -.0194
.878 -.0815 -.0555	 -.0314 -.0349
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.878 PO/P5F n 	 2127.8 RUN NO	 53.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4824 -.434P.	 -.36I9 -.5461
.230 -.0296 -.0692	 -.138I -.0675
.410 -.0761 .06I5	 .0598 .0219
.590 -.0451 .0426	 .0632 .0805
.770 -.0434 .0150	 .0357 .0460
.878 -.0606 -.0193	 .0099 -.0090
BETA	 ( 3) -.010	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340	 Q(PSF) a	 42,878 PO/P5F n 	 2127.8 RUN NO -	 53.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML






.590 -.0469 .0753	 .1098 .1150
:770 -,0383 .0529	 .0805 .0995
.678 -.0486 .0168	 .0461 .0254
DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 609
OA153 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFF1lII)
BETA	 t 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA c	 1) d	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.89B PO/PSF n 	 2127.7 RUN NO' n 	54.000
SECTION i 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530 j
X/CML
.050 -.8266 -.7147	 -.7044 -.6373
.230 -.2121 -.2138	 -.2586 -.2276 j
.410 -.2889 -.0950	 -.1054 --.2310






BETA	 1 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 21 =	 2.090	 Q(PSF) =	 42.898 PQ/PSF n 	 2127.7 RUN NO =	 54.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND CR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.054 -.7655 -.6656	 -.6294 -.7483
.230 -.2726 -.2089
	 -.2692 -.1985
. 1110 -.2840 -.0641
	 -.4607 -.1796
.590 -.2296' -.0917	 -.0762 -.1003
.770 -.2037 -.1072	 -.095I -.OBB2 -	 ---	
-
.878 -.2158 -.1348	 -.1089 --.1244
BETA _( 4) n 	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 3) 4.130
	
QIP5F'1	 42.898 PO/PSF n 	 2127.7 RUN NO	 54.000
SECTION f I )MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT`' VAVIAELE CP -
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7177 -.5950	 -.5310 -.7385
.230 -.3616 -.2458	 -.2925 -.1940




.770 -.2043 -.0764	 -.0522 -.0349




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.020 ALPHA 1 41 6.200	 OIPSFI -	 42.898 PO/PSF	 2127.7
SECTION C 1)MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5903 -.5058 -.3989 -.5024
.230 -.4730 -.2902 --.3230 -.2954
.410 -.3454 -.0383 -.0745 -.0970
.590 -.2246 -.0314 .0047 .0047
.770 -.2143 -.0435 -.0107 .0151
.678 -.2160 -.0763 -.0383 -.0659
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 O(PSF) =	 42.898 PO/PSF a	 2127.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR BR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5414 -.4724 -.3501 -.4414
.230 -.5724 -.2502 -.2915 -.2674
.410 -.3742 -.0176 -.0417 -.0624
.590 -.2261 -.0072 .0374 .0409
.'770 -.2174 -.0176 .0185 .0547
.878 -.2157 -.0486 -.0141 -.0331
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALP14A	 ( 6) 10.330	 0(PSF) =	 42.898 PO/PSF - .2127.7
SECTION 1 (}MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4244 -.4175 -.3158 -.4244
.230 -.6760 -.2468 -.2589 -.2313
.410 -.4071 -.0004 -.0141 -.0262
.590 -.2313 .0168 .0702 .0771
.770 -.?244 .0115 .0530 .0909
.878 -.2158 -.0176 .0168 .0013
PAGE 810
(RFFMII)
RUN NO w 54.000
RUN NO - 54.000
RUN NO - 5+.000
PAGE 911DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 1WFMII)
BETA 1 5) _	 10.120
	
ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 O(PSF) - 42.990	 PO/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO	 55.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7590 -.7890 -.6943 -.8992
.230 -.7202 -.2380 -.3063 -.2724
	
.410	 -.4860 -.1467 -.1381 -,2225
	
.590	 -.2707 -.1571 --.1261 -.1312
	
.770	 -.3465 -.1657 -.1364 -.1123
	
.878	 -.3381 -.1896 -.1502 -.1674
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.120	 ALPHA 12)
	 2.050 0(PSF) - 42.890	 PO/PSF s 2127.9
	
RUN NO - 55.000
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND OR DR-0









.050	 -.8099 -.7495 -.6736 -.8514
.230 -,8065 -.2420" -.2765 -.2507
	
.410	
-.5355 -.1281 -.1195 -.1851
	
.590	
-.3042 -.1350 -.1022 -.0953
	
.770	
-.3680 -.1471 -.1143 -.0884
	
.878	 -.3542 -.IB33 -.1333 --.1592
BETA l 5) =	 10.120	 ALPHA 1 3)	 4.110 0(PSF) - 42.890	 PO/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO x 55.000
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 -:6451 -.6099 -.6399 -.7571
.230 -.9950 -.3917 -.3365 -.2434
	
.410	 --.6 1 58 -.1038 -.0883 -.1296
	
.590	
-.4710 -.1055 -.064I -.0503
	
.770	
-.3958 -.1245 -.0814 -.0486
	
.878	 -.3693 -.1745 -.I072 -.1383
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 t 5)
-	 10.120 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.180	 Q(P5F) -	 42.890 PO/PSF -
	
2127.9
SECTION t I)MA1N LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.059 -.4076 -.4318 -.4145 -.5163
.230 -.9512 -.4749 --.4525 -.4542
.410 -.7458 -.1850 -.2437 -.2385
.590 -.5646 -.0953 -.0452 -.0435
.770 -.4473 -.1004 -.0280 .0099
.878 -.3990 -.1609 -.0688 -.OB15
BETA	 1 5) -	 IG.130 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.260	 O(P5F) =	 42.890 PO/PSF -
	
2127.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5829 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3190 -.3345 -.3448 -.4208
.230 -.7393 -.4189 -.4172 -.4809
.410 -.7410 -.2880 -.3328 -.3414
.590 -.6170 -.1106 -.0693 -.0796
.770 -.4723 -.0951 0030 .0443
.878 -.4051 -.1795 -.0262 -.0159
BETA
	 ( 5) =	 10.130 ALPHA ( 6) 10.330	 Q(PSF) -	 42.890 PO/PSF	 2127.9
SECTION t'l)MAIN LNO GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2801 -.2853 -.3112 -.3803
.230 -.6186 -.3561 -.3768 -.4459
.410 -.6807 -.3043 -.3475 -.3526
.590 -.6117 -.1368 -.98I5 -.0832
.770 -.4770 -.1437 .0220 .0738
-878 -.3941 -.2559 .0013 .0393
PAGE M
(RFFMI11
RUN NO - 55.00D
RUN NO = 55.000
RUN NO - 55.000
fPARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON a .000
BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK . 25.000
PHI-N	 a 50.000 THETAN H 3.1300
PHI-M	 a 48.300 THETAM m 6.20a
PO/PSF a 2127.9	 RUN NO t% 55.000
PO/PSF - 2127.9
	
RUN NO = 56.000
PO/PSF m 2127.9
	
RW NO K 56.0aa
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE 813
OA163 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	




SREF a 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF *	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP .	 . 0000 IN. YO
BREF m 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP a	 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE a	 .0405
BETA ( 1) = -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 1) a	 .010	 0(PSF) w 42.870
S1:CTION t AMAIN LND OR OR-O






.050	 -.1835 -.1265 -.1230 -.1265
	
.230	 -.1973 -.1385 -.1282 -.1040
	
.410	
-.2215 -.1645 -.1662 -.2025
	
.590	
-.7397 -.2025 -.1869 -.2197
	
.770	
-.2857 -.5117 -.4305 -.2854
	
.8713
	 -.3I47 -.2163 -.1230 -.I282
BETA ( 1) = -10:090
	 ALPHA 1 21 -	 2.070 Q(PSF) m 42.870
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 --.4624 -.4452 -.3797
	 .0030
	
.230	 -.I7lD -.0841 -.0624 -.1262
	
.410	
-.1590 -.0728 -.0659 -.0710
	
.590	 -.1366 -.0856 -.0728 -.0504
	
.770	
-.1452 -.1107 -.1141 -.1452
	
.878	 -.1710 -.1521 -.13B3 -.1676 .
BETA ( 11 _ -10.100
	
ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.130 Q(PSF) - 42.870
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/E?ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	




	 -.1004 -.0038	 .0013 -.0573
	
.410	 -.1004 -.0193 -.0ID7 -.0159
	




-.097a -.0642 -.0625 -.0649
	
.878	 -.I177 -.I056 -.0866 -.1108
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TAS3ULATE0 PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 11 = -10.090	 ALPHA ( 41 9	 6.230 Q(PSF) r 42.870
	
PO/PSF m 2127.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.3281 -.4005 -.3850	 .0961
1230	 -.GE97	 .0530	 .0534	 .0064
.410	 -.0435	 .0358
	 .0478	 .0427
.590	 -.0383	 .0151	 .0340	 .0599
.770	 -.0452 -.0159 -.0090 -.0280
.878
	 -.0694 -.0538 -.0331 -.0521
BETA ( 11 0 
-10.100
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.300	 QtP5F) - 42.870
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0

















	 -.7387 -.2263	 .Oise	 .0047
.770 -.0124	 .0358 -.3454 -.3229
.878	 -.0607	 .0220	 .0910	 .1272
BETA ( 1) - -10.100
	 ALPHA ( 6) -
	 10.390 Q(PSF) : 42.870
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1401 -.2765 -.2402 -.0280
.230	 .0962	 .1652	 .1824	 .1324
.410
	 .0789	 .1411	 .1800	 .1618














RUN NO . 58.000
POIPSF . 2127.9
	
RUN NO s 56.000
PO/PSF a 2127.9	 RUN NO - 56.000
PAGE 815DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( 14AAL-751 l
DA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
CRFFMI21
BETA 1 2) s	 -5.040	 ALPHA 11)
	
.010	 Q(PSF) a 42.887 	 PO/PSI" a 2127.8	 RUN NO n 57.000







.050 .-.7391 -.6597 -.7633 -.1350
	
.230	 -.1264 -.0867 -.1143 --.1816
	.410	 -.1471 -.1212 -.1367 -.2092
	
.590	 -.1350 -.13B4 -.1453 -.1626
	
.770	 -.1540 -.1522 -.1609 -.1764
	
.878
	 -.1799 -.IB16 -.1678 -.1626
BETA ( 21 = -5.040	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060 Q(PSF) = 42.1387 	 PO/PSF - 2127.8	 RUN NO - 57.000
SECTION 11)MA1N LND OR DR-0






.059	 -.6698 -.5691 -.6484 -.090G,
	
.230	 -.0693 -.0417 -.0417 -.1141
	
.410	 -.0952 -.0710 -.0831 -.1624
	.590	 -.0934 -.0900 -.0934 -.1020
	
.770
	 -.1089 -.1072 -.1124 -.1227
	
.878
	 -.1348 -.1382 -.1210 -.1107
BETA ( 21 =	
-5.940	 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.120 Q(PSF) : 42.887	 POIPSF a 2127.8	 RUN NO s 57.000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5959 -.4889 -.5372 -.1885
	.230	 -.0245 -.0021	 0203 -.0573
	
.410	 --.0418 - .0193• -.0228 -.0936
	
.590	 -.0504 -.0401 -.0401 -.0452
	
.770
	 -.0642 -.0625 -.0625 -.0713
	
.875	 -.0901 -.4936 -.0746 -.0625
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 }
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM12)
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 4) 8.180	 W PSFI -	 42.BB7 PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO	 57.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0151 .0426	 .0461 -.0124
.410 .0064 .0306
	 .0340 -.0159
.590 -.0038 .0099	 .0151 .0168
.770 -.0159 -.0176	 -.0141 -.0228
.878 -.0452 -.0503	 -.0314 -.0245
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.270	 O(PSF) -	 42.887 PO/P5F -	 2127.8 RUN NO -
	
57.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.3142 -.3884	 -.3608 -.4729
.230 .0530 .0858	 .0461 .0254




.770 .0271 .0289	 .0358 .027I
.878 -.0021 -.0055	 .0116 .0099
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.040 ALPHA i 6) =	 10.320	 O(PSF) -	 42.887 PO/PSF -	 2127.6 RUN NO -	 57.000
SECTION i 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.1848 -.3434	 -.2899 -.4623
.230 .0892 .12)9	 .0633 .0599
.410 .0978 .1254	 .1392 .1271
.590 .0857 .1030	 .1202 .1426
.770 .0685 .0702	 .0823 .0874
.878 .0375 .0323	 .0547 .0530
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -.010 ALPHA ( l) _	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.922 PO/PSF =	 2127.8
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8209 -.6399 -.6899 -.5175
.230 -.1003 -.1538 -.1124 -.1986
.410 -.1021 --.1003 -.1210 -.2434
.590 -.1072 -.1279 -.1469 -.1986
.770 -.1262 -.1417 -.1572 -.1624
.878 -.1503 -.1676 -.1538 -.1227
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 22.070	 Q(P5F)	 42.922 PO/PSF -	 2127.8
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VAF^IABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7272 -.5980 -.6067 -.6325
.230 -.0779 --.1295 -.1295 -.1537
.410 -.0744 -.0555 -.0675 -.1778
.590 -.0813 -.0848 -.0951 -.1330
.770 -.096B -.1037 -.1089
-.1106
.878 -.1209 -.1261 -.1140
-.0968
BETA	 ( 3) _	 .000
	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.120
	 Q(PSF) =	 42.922 PO/PSF R	 2127.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6321 -.5613 -.5355 -.7115
.230 -.0556 -.0901 -.1384
-.1126
.410 -.0694 -.0090 -.0193 -.1126
.590 -.0694 -.0401 -.0401 -.060B
.770 -.0815 -.0625 -.0608 -.0573
.878 -.1039 -.0918 -.0725 -.0642
PAGE 817
IRFFN12)
RUN NO - 58.000
RUN NO - 58.000
RUN NO - 58.000
PAGE ateDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMI2)
BETA	 1	 3) n 	 -.010 ALPHA 1 4)	 6.190	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.922	 PO /PSF	 2127.8 RUN NA n 	 58.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5405 -.5061 -.4683 -.6678
.230 -.0399 -.0726 -.1363 -.0933
.410 -.0898 .0271. .0271 -.0502
.590 -.0640 .0030 .0150 .0150
.770 -.0657 -.0227 -.0124 .0150
.878 -.0864 -.0554 -.0330 -.0416
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -.010 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.270	 O(PSF) n 	 42.922	 PO/PSF	 2127.8 RUN NO	 58.000
SECTION l I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4986 -,4365 -.3865 -.6021
.230 -,0607 -.GSB3 -.1435 --.0728
.410 -.0917 .056'9 .0516 -.002I
.t90 -.0590 .0401 .0633 .0771
.770 -.0555\ .0168 .0323 .0720
. r,78 -.0728 -.0228 .0047 -.0107
BETA	 ( 3) z	 -.010 ALPHA 1 61 =	 10.310	 Q(P5F) -	 42.922	 PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO -	 58.000
SECTION ( SIMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4586 -.3570 -.2605 -.3673
.230 -.0951 -.1123 -.1675 -.1451
.410 -.1123 .0719 .05BI .0357
.590 -.0675 ,0736 .1081 .1098
.770
-.0503 .0512 .0788 .1I15
.878 -.0524 10150 .0478 .02rj2
ry
PAGE 819DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 tRFFM12)
BETA ( 41	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 0 -	 .000 Q(PSF) - 42.835	 PO/P5F - E127.8	 RUN NO - 59.000







.050 -.8518 -.7067 -.6946 -.7775
	.230	 -.2180 -.2439 -.2870 -.2370
	
.410




-.2283 -.1264 -.1247 -.1800
	
.770






BETA c 41 =
	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.040 QtPSF) = 42.835	 PO/PSF - 2127.8	 RUN NO - 54.000
SECTION (1)MAIN LND OR DR-0







	 -.7916 -.6638 -.6378 -.8210
	.230
	 -.2823 -.2422 -.2992 -.2163
	.41




-.2267 -.0936 -.0746 -.1109
	
.770
	 -.2077 -.1092._-.0371 -.0677
	
.878
	 -.2180 -.1368 --.1144 -.1368
BETA 1 4) =
	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.090 Q(PSF) - 42.835	 PO/PSF = 2127.8
	
RUN NO - 59.000








	 -.7291 -.5892 -.5668 -.7947
	
.230	
-.4183 -.27I5 -.3060 -.2197
	
.410	 -.3198 -.0453 -.0401 -.I454
.590 -.2438 -.0625 -.0332 --.0453
	
.770
	 -.2128 -.07B1 --.0556 -.0159
	
.878
	 -.2197 -.1092 -.0798 -.1092
F
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-731 1 	 PAGE El20
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM12)
BETA ( 4) •
	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 4) .	 6.230 Q(PSF) m 42.835	 PO/P5F . 2127.8	 RUN NO - 59.000

















-.3835 -.0435 -.0711 --.1074
	
.590
	 -.2834 -.0366	 .0030 -.0073
	
.770




-.2195 -.0763 --.0418 -.0711
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.330 Q(PSF) - 42.835 	 PO/P5F	 2127.8	 RUN NO A 59.000










-.5421 -.4832 -.3984 -.5023
.230 -.7048 -.2704 -.2807 -.2659
	
.410
	 -.4261 -.0298 --.048B -.0696
	





.878 -.2254 -.0557 -.0159 -.0436
BETA ( 4) C	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) =
	
10.320 Q(P5F) _ 42.1335	 PO/PSF	 2127.8	 RUN NO	 59.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.4318 -.4137 -.3827 -.4567
	
.230
	 -.7616 -.2673 -.2363 -.2087
	
.410	 -.4516 -.0030 -.0296 -.0382
	
.590
	 -.3017	 .0098	 .0529	 .0615
	
.770






PAGE 821DATE 17. :MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM12)
BETA f5)	 10:070	 ALPHA 11l -	 .000	 Q(PSF) u 42.890	 PO/PSF	 2127.9	 RUN NO A 60.000
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
O
 ^YIBML




 -,8177 -.7574 .-.9264
.230 -.6763 -.2153 -.2538 -.2607
►^ 	
.410 -.4504 -.1452 =.1297 -.2332
CC






.878 -.3177 -.2004 -.1556 -.1894
uu	
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 21 -
	 22.060	 O(PSF)	 42.890
SECTION I I MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100. .59220
	 .6530
X/CML
	.050	 -.0I35 -.7772 -.7306 -.8411
	
.230	 -.8152 -.2317 -.2438 -.2455
	
.410	 -.50:0 -.1333 -.1143 -.1920
	
.590	
-.3853 -.14BB -.1126 -.1143.
	




BETA ( 5) =	 I0.060	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.110	 Q(PSF1	 42.890





.050 -.6799 -.6575 -.6989 -.6969
.230 -1.0110 -.3384 -.2970 -.2435
	
.410	
-.59B8 -.1090 --.0900 -.1452
	
.590	 -.4367 -.1263 -.0780 -.0711
	
.770	
-.3677 -.1556 -.1004 .-.0590
	
.878	 -.3436 -.2108 -.1245 -.1435
PO/PSF . 2127.9	 RUN NO w 60.000
PO/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO - 60.000
....	 . .
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 5) m	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 4) w	 6.180	 DtPSF1 - 42.890	 PO/PSF - 2127.9
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR -0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





.050	 -.4637 -.4775 -.4896 -,5688
	
. 230	 -.9134 -.5103 -.4792 -.4620
	
.410	 -.7273 -.1967 -.2346 -.2381
	
.590	 -.5327 -.1192 -.0624 -.17538
	
.770	
-.4241 --.1519 -.0383 -.0090
	
.878	 -.3742 -.2346 -.0727 -.1003
BETA ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA t i)	 8.260	 10(PSF) Q 42.890
SECTION t IIMAIN LND GR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3620 -.3671 -.3964 -.4619
	
.230	 -.6599 -.4567 -.4601 -.5015
	
.4I0	 -.7116 -.3448 -.3706 -.3878
	
.590




.878 -.3758 -.3207 -.0262 -.0469
BETA ( 51 =	 I0-.060	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.330	 (1(P5F) - 42.690
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




.050	 -.3267 -.3388 -.3681 -.4182
	
.230	 -.5909 -.4096 -.4095 -.4614
	
.410
	 -.6513 -.3766 -.3975 -.4165
	
.590	 -.5511 -.2663 -.1178 -.1506
	
.770	 -.4458 -.3578	 10158	 .0565
	
.878
	 -.3629 -.4441 -.0038	 .0168
PO/P5F a 2127.9	 RUN NO - 60.000
PO/PSF a 2127.9	 RUN NO - 60.000
0
DATE 17 MAY 16	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 C100 IN. YO
SREF - 936.6800 INCHES 2MRP =
	 375.0000 IN. 20
	
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA ( l) _ -10.100
	 ALPHA ( l) _
	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.892	 PO/PSF - 2127.6
SECTION [ 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.1523 -.0090	 .0893	 .0617
	
.230	 -.2041 -.OB15 --.0849 -.1505
	 t
	.410	 -.2023 -.1022 -.1039 -.1333
	
.590	 -.1644 -.1195 -.1160 --.1160
	
.770	 -.1764 -.1436 -.1540 -.1902
	
.878	 -.1937 -.9833 -.1747 -.2041
BETA ( 1) m . -10.100
	 ALPHA ( 2) =
	 2.090	 Q(PSF) = 42.892
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1436 -.LG91	 .0254	 .0945
	
.230	 -.1315 -.0314 -.0331 -.0936
	
.410	 -.1367 -.0504 -.0539 -.0936
	
.590	
-.IL60 --.071I -.0694 -.0711
	
.770	
-.1263 -.1005 -.10-r4 -.1402
	
.878	
-.1471 -.1402 -.1281 -.1574'
BETA ( 1) - -10.100
	 ALPHA ( 3) R	 4.120	 Q(PSF) - 42.892
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1298 -.2247 -.1453
	 .1341
	
.230	 -.0556	 .0254	 .0272 -.0297
	
.410	 -.0677	 .0064	 .0030 -.0400
	
.590	 -.0625 -.0176 -.0142 -.0159
	
;770	 -.0728 -.0487 -.0539 -.0780
	
.878






MACH -	 .170 ELEVON =	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDERK -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 65.000 THETA14 -	 20.000
1'HI-M -	 70.000	 THETAM +-	 111200
RUN NO - 62.000
PO/PSF - 2127.6	 RUN NO - 52.0DO
PO/PSF # 2127.6
	
RUN NO - 52.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAIS3 ORB	 MAIN BEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1	 11 -	 - 10.100 ALPHA 1 41 -	 6.180	 QIPSF) -	 42.892 PQ/P5F a	 2127.6
SECTION C I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1211 -.3005	 -.2797 .1685
.230 .0099 .0771	 .0806 .0185
.!+10 -.0090 .0513	 .0582 .0220
.590 -.0279 .0269	 .0392 .0375
.770 -.0228 -.0004	 -.0038 -.0262
.878 -.0452 -.0417	 -.0279 -.0504
BETA
	
1	 11 =	 -10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 Q(PSF) *	 42.892 PO/PSF -	 2I27.6
SECTION I AMAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0772 .1359	 .1480 .0617
.410 .0582 .1065
	 .1100 .0686
.590 -.0021 10824	 .0928 .0945
.770 .0323 .0479
	 .0479 .0358
.878 .0082 O0f;t	 .0254 .0082
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.100	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.330	 Q(PSF) -	 42.892 PO/PSF	 2127.6
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0296 -.2065	 -.1859 .0511
.230 .1284 .1795	 .1936 .1043
.410 .1129 .1524	 .1627 .1284
.590 .0700 .1284	 .1439 .1490
.770 .0820 .0457.	 .0992 .0872








DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM13)
BETA 1 2) n	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
.000	 Q(PSF) c 42.912	 PO/PSF K 2127.5	 RUN NO n 63.000
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.6365 -.6040 -.6471 -.0486
	
.230	 -.1176 -.0814 -.1073 -.1590
	
.410	 -.1400 -.1194 -.1452 -.2625
	
.590
	 -.1245 -.1400 -.1625 -.2177
	
.770




-.1676 -.1797 -.1728 -.1797
BETA ( 23 =






RUN NO = 63.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .BB20	 .8530
XICML
	.050	 -.5874 -.5099 -.5891 -.0107
	
.230	 -.0554 -.0262 -.0348 -.1277
	
.410	 -.0813 -.0658 -.0847 -.1897
	
.590	 -.077B -.0899 --.1105 -.1639
	
.770
	 -.1002 -.1071 -.1226 -.1277
	
.878	 -.1191 -.1346 -.1243 -.1295
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.090 (11PSF) = 42.912	 PO/PSF - 2127.5	 RUN NO - 63.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 . 0760	 .3100	 . 5B20	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.5037 -.4365 -.4BB2 -.0331
	
.2230	 -.0055	 .0099	 .0392 -.0883
	
.410	 -.O?45 -.0124 -.0210 -.1124
	
.590	 -.0314 -.0383 -.0521 -.1003
	
.770
	 -.0503 -.0624 -.0728 -.0797
	
.878
	 -.0728 -.0900 -.0797 -.0831
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( I4AAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.180	 Q(PSF)	 -	 42.912 PO/PSF -
	
2127.5
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.416: -.3816	 -.4092 -.2143
.230 .0306 .0340	 .0582 --.0366
.410 .0254 .0427	 .0392 -.0469





BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060 ALPHA l 5) -	 8.280	 Q(PSr) -	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2127.5
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0616 .0547	 .0305 .0030
.410 .0667 .0943	 .0943 .0202
.590 .0529 .0598	 .0616 .0409
.770 .0357 .0323	 .0340 .0323
.878 .0116 D013	 .0185 .0133
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.300	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/PSF -
	
2127.5
SECTION ( ))MAIM LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.1050 -.3124 -.2865	 -.2882 -.4244
.230 .0823 .0495	 .0202 .0116
.410 .0788 .1323	 .1426 .0582
.590 .0754 .1647	 .1150 .1047
.770 .0516 .0754	 .0823 .0892
.878 .0426 .0426	 .0633 .0633
PAGE DES
IRFFMI3)
RUN NO m 63.000
RUN NO - 63.000
RUIN NO - 63.000
s
PAGE 827DATE l7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM13)
BETA ( 3) a	 .000	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 Q(PSF) = 42.902
	
PO/PSF a 2I19.0	 RUN NO a 67.000
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7830 -.5916 -.6865 -.1607
	
.230	 -.0631 -.1434 -.0831 -.1952
	.410	 -.1003 -.1072 -.1400 -.3020
	
.590	 -.1107 -.1452 -.1831 -.3089
	
.770	 -.1365 -.1590 -.1848 -.2055
	
.878	 -.1555 -.1762 -.1710 -.1624
BETA E 31 =	 .000
	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.040	 Q(PSF) = 42.902	 POIPSF @ 2119.0	 RUN NO - 67.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR -0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .9530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7330 -.5503 -.6020 -.4055
	.230	 -.0659 --.I452 -.0814 -.1452
	.410	
-.0745 -.0555 -.0710 -.2141
	
.590	 -.0797 -.0952 -.1245 -.2296
	
.770	 -.II07 -.1159 -.1383 -.1659
	.878	 -.1331 -.1365 -.1296 -.1245
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.120	 O(PSF) = 42.902
	
PO/PSF r 2119.0	 RUN NO r 67.000







	 -.6870 -.5179 -.5352 -.5938
	
.230	 -.0590 -.1453 -.1366 -.1297
	
.410	
-.0987 -.0038 -.0124 -.1453
	
.590	 -.0797 -.0487 -.0607 -.1435
	
.770	
-.1004 -.0728 -.0865 -.I159
	.978	 -.1211 -,0970 -.0849 -.0916





MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM13)
BETA	 ( 3)
- .000	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200	 0(PSF) -	 42.902 PD/PSF =	 2119.0 RUN NO '	 67.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6066 -.4533	 -.5101 -.6589
.230 -.0951 -.1691	 -.1640 -.1467
.410 -.1399 .0254	 .0237 -.1020
.590 -.0916 -.0055
	 .0030 -.0486
.770 -.0882 -.0262	 --.0227 -.0245
.978 -.1002 -.0537	 -.0331 -.0349
BETA	 ( 31 3 .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 OIPSF) -	 42.902 PO/PSF -	 2119.0 RUN NO -	 67.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 15820 .8530
X/CML





.590 -.1020 .0426	 .0554 .0047
.770 -.0813 .0185	 .0288 .0219
.878 -.Q848 -.0141	 .0116 .0202
BETA	 ( 3) - .000	 ALPHA ( 61 10.320	 "t1tP5F) _	 42:902 'PO/Psr -	 all.9.0 RUN NQ -	 67.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.2490 -.2559	 -.3025 -.3819
.230 -.3301 -.2369	 -.2317 -.2420
.410 -.2679 -.0055	 .0047 -.0521
.590 -.1402 .0686	 .0772 .0444
.770 -.0936 .0513	 .0551 .0582
.878 -.0815 .0231	 .0531 .0651
PAGE 829DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM13)
BETA ( 4)	 5.050	 ALPHA 11) _	 .010	 Q(P5F) x 42.927	 PQ/PSF = 2119.0	 RUN NO i 68.000
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 15820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.8263 -.6904 -.7459 -.7506
	
.230	 -.2464 -.3152 -.2980 -.2653
	
.410	 -.2894 -.0984 -.1242 -.2912
	
.590	 -.2327 -.1466 -.1724 -.2929
	
.770
	 -.2361 -.1673 -.1862 -.2327
	
.878	 -.2395 -.1828 -.1759 -.IB45
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) =
	




RUN NO s 68.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7435 -.BRIG -.6866 -.8142
	
.230	 -.3969 -.3348 -.3210 -.2917
	
.410	 -.3366 -.0745 -.0814 -.2435
	
.590	 -.2573 -.1090 -.1193 -.2314
	
.770	 -.2331 -.1348 -.1400 -.1728
	
.876	 -.2297 -.1521 -.1348 -.1314
BETA 141 =	 5.050	 ALPHA 13) =	 4.140 Q(PSF) - 42.927 	 PO/P5F s 2119.0	 RUN NO - 68.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 
-.4677 -.4918 -.6367 -.7901
	
.230	 -.6194 -.4108 -.4073 -.3573
	
.410	 -.4?28 -.0728 -.0504 -.2021
	
.590	 -.2865 -.0573 -.0504 -.1418
	
.770	 -.2365 -.0883 -,0814 -.1021
	
.878	 -.2211 -.1107 -.0866 -.0728
lip- 1
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 830
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFF"M13)
BETA	 14) 5.050 ALPHA 141 ti	 6.210	 Q(PSF) g	 42.927 PO/PSF *	 2119.0 RUN NO #	 68.000
SECTION 11)MAiN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4111 -.4283	 -.5008 -.5940
.230 -.6320 -.4145	 -,4128 -.4266
-	 .410 -.4957 -.1419	 -.1332 -.2092
.590 -.3214 -.0383	 -.0366 -.0797
.770 -.j471
-.0539	 -.0366 -.0487
.878 -.2213 -.0865	 -.0470 -.0418
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050
	
ALPHA f 5) =	 8.320	 O(PSF)	 42.927 POIPSF a	 2I19.0 RUN NO	 68.000
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/@ML .0760 ,3100	 .5820 18530
X/.CML
050 -.3806 -.3978	 -.4322 -.5612




.590 -:3341 -.0227	 -.0124 -.0244
.770 -.2395 -.4382	 .0133 .0288
.878 -.2051 -.0829	 -.0090 -.0227
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA i 8) 10,370	 Q(P6F) x	42.13E7 PO/PSF a	2119.11 RUN NO E	 68.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT' VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.30B7 -.3259	 -.3587 -.4500 -	 -
.230 -.5206 -.3983	 -.3793 -.3845
.410 -.4I G -.1950	 -.2019 -.2415
.590 -.3259 -.0451	 -.00134 -.0262
.770
-.2260 -.0624	 .0461 .0443
.878 -.1847 -.1227	 .0288 .0133
PAGE 831
CRFFMI31
RUN NO = 69.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) +*	 10.100 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .030	 Q(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF -	 2119.1
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100 .5820 .5530
X/CML
.050 -.7681 -.7337 -.8559 -.9902
.230 -1.0711 -.4755 -.4101 -.4514
.410 -.5839 -.1277 -.1381 -.3223
.590 -.4135 -.1604 -.1467 -.2138
.770 -.3429 -.1897 -.1622 -.1536
.87B -.3257 -.2190 -.1725 -.1949
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.100 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.080
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.917 POIPSF =	 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .BB20 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.7089 -.7244 -.8795 -.9123
.230 -.98I3 -.4641 -.3727 --.4296
.410 -.5951 -.1107 -.1176 -.2779
.590 -.4089 -.1572 -.1159 -.1745
.770 -.3262 -.1952 -.1365 -.1159
.878 -.3055 -.2314 -.1466 -.1659
SETA	 ( 5) -	 10.100 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.110
	
QIPSF) -	 42.917 PO/P5F +	 2115.1
SECTION I AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6261 -.7019 -.9053 -.7726
.230 -.7347 -.5347 -.4020 -.4054
.410 -.5123 -.2072 -.1+00 -.2605
.590 -.3761 -.2158 -.0952 - ..1279
.770 -.3037 -.2520 -•1072 --.0952
.878 '-.2779 -.2899 -.1227 -.1451
RUN NO - 69.000
RUN NO 0 69.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 f
	
PAGE 832
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 iRFFM131
BETA i 51 •	 10.100	 ALPHA i 41	 6.230	 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF n 2119.1	 RUN NO	 69.000
	








.050	 -.5209 -.2917 -.4399 -.4847
	
1230	 -.3B48 -.3468 -.1417 -.1865
	
.410	 -.3089 -.3727 -.0252 -.0452
	
.590	 .1030 -.4675 -.0452 -.0676
	
.770
	 -.2BI3 -.6313 -.4847 -.4951
	
.878	 .0392 -.6744	 .0000 -.5658
BETA ( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) =
	 B.280	 Q(PSF')
	
42.917	 PO/PSF	 2119.1	 RUN NO 	 69.000
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MA'IN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML





.050	 -.4453 -.4573 -.4573 -.5194
	
.230	 -.5487 -.5366 -.5297 -.6091
	
.410	 -.6315 -.5D55 -.4935 -.4970
	
.590	 -.5228 -.4918 -.2176 -.2883
	




BETA ( 5) =	 10.090




	 PO/PSF - 2119.1
	
RUN NO - 59.000
	








.050	 -.4381 -.4432 -.4449 -.4932
	
.230	 -.5104 -.5104 -.4932 -.5604
	
.410	 -.5587 -.4984 -.4708 -.4846
	
.590	 -.48I1 -.5501 -.2692 -.3484
	
.770	 -.3915 -.5190 -.0745 -.0607
.878 -.3068 -.4794 -.0486 -.0055
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 } PAGE	 833
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFF'M)4)	 ( 03 FEB 76	 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
StcF	 - 2690 . 0000 SO FT.	 XMRP a	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 - .170 ELEVON m	 .000 --^-
LREF	 - 474.8100 INCHES	 YMRP W	 .0000 IN.	 YO SDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 INCHES
	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 - 66.000 THETAN -	 20.000
SCALE _ .0405 PHI-M	 - 88.000 THETAM -	 20.000
BETA	 ( 1)	 =	 -10.090	 ALPHA	 ( 1)	 _	 .010	 0(PSF)	 -	 42,902 PO/PSF -	 2119.2 REIN NO m	 70.000
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0864	 .0564	 .1304 .IOqO
.230 -.1691
	 -.0675	 -.0796 -.1777
.410
-.1984	 -.1002	 -.1105 -.1622
.590 -.1522	 -.1260	 -.1260 -.1381




BETA	 ( 1)	 _	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.110	 0(PSF) -	 42.902 PO/P5F	 2119.2 RUN NO 70.000
tjSECTION (	 I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
.8530+
Q
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML .^
.050 --.0556
	 -.1109	 .0272 .1342





-.1057	 -.0763	 -.0711 -.0798
.770 -.1298	 -.0988	 -.1109 .1316
.878 -.1506	
-.1419	 -.1316 -.1609
BETA	 ( 1)	 _	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 3). =	 4.120	 O ( P5F)	 42.902 PO/P5F -	 2119.2 RUN NO -	 70.000
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABL9 CP -
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0211	 -.2B02	 -.2508 .1636
.230 -.0194	 .0393	 .0324 -.0833
.410 -.05c?2	 .0065	 .0013 -.0487
.590 -.0401	 -.0211	 -.0159
-.0228
.770 -.0729	 -.0487	 -.0539 -.0695
.878 -.0954	 -.0902
	 -.07B1 -.1005
PAGE 834DATE 17 MAY 79 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFMI41
BETA	 (	 1) m	 - 10.090	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.190	 O(P5F) =	 42.902 PO/P5A .	 211°,2	 RUN NO -	 70.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .4760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0988 -.3113	 -.3095 .1757
.230 .0498 .0980
	 .0980 -.0384
.410 .0134 .0600	 •.0617 .0065
1590 .0151 .0306	 .0375 .0306
.770 -.0176 -.0021
	 -.0055 -.0142
.676 -.0435 -.0435	 - 1297 -.0470
BETA	 1	 1) n 	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 5) n 	 8.270
	
0(Psr) n 	 42.902 PO/PSI• a	 2119.2	 RUN NO -	 70.000
SECTION ( I)M/IN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1053 -.2395	 -.2464 .1285
.230 .1062 11527	 .t699 .0013
.410 .0821 .1165	 .1251 .0735
.590 .0770 .0838	 .0976 .0873
.770 .0426 10512	 .0512 .0460
.678 .0150 .0099	 .0236 .0064
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.100 ALPHA c 6) =	 10.340	 O(PSF)
	 42.902 PO/PSF n 	 21I9.2	 RUN NO -	 70.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 . 5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0743 -.2034	 -.1862 -.0984
.230 .1406 .1819	 .1733 .0D13
.410 .1338 .1682
	 .1802 .1338
.590 .1269 .1355	 -.1510 .1458
.770 .0959 .0976	 .1045 .1079
.878 .0632 .0563	 .0718 .05811
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.080	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 -.010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.865 PC/PSF a	 2119.1
SECTION I ))MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 . 3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6206 -.5843	 -.6413 -.0211
.230 -.1127 -.0867	 -.1213 -.2560.
.410 -.1472 -.1317	 -.1524 -.2094
.590 -.1386 -.1541	 -.1610 -.1887
.770 -.1593 -.1628	 -.1800 -.1973
.878 -.1748 -.1869	 -.1818 -.2077
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.080	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.070	 Q(PSF) =	 42.865 PO/PSF	 2119.1
SECTION ( ))MAIN LHD OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






_ .410 -.0813 -.0593	 -.0917 -.1640
.590 -.0813 -.0968	 -.1054 -.1399
.770 -.1020 -.1123	 -.1296 -.1365
.878 -.1244 -.1382	 -.1330 -.1537
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.080	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 QtPSFI R	 42.855 PO/PSF	 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MA(N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0780 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5058 -.4402	 -.4920 °.0676
.230 -.0021 -.0159	 .0220 -.2056
.410 -.0211 -.0124	 -.0228 -.1039
.590 -.0280 -.0418	 -.0435 -.0625
.770 -.0538 -.0642	 -.0728 -.0780
.878 -.0797 -.0935	 -.0883 -.1039
PAGE 835
(RFFM14)
RUN NO - 71.000
RUN NO - 71.090
RUN NO - 71.000
i^	 ..e.rsuuurrrrsnra^rtrr^rynti
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.080	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.200	 Q(PSF) a	 42.865	 PO/PSF =	 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML_
.050 -.4699 -.4094	 -.4198 -.2972
.230 .0237 -.0159	 .0064 -.2351
.410 .0203 .0479	 .0444 -.0487
.590 .0203 .0134	 .0151 .0013
.770 -.0055 -.0124	 -.0176 -.0211
.878 -.0349 -.0470	 -.0366 -.0539
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.080	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 Q(PSF) -	 42.865	 PO/PSF -	 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4510 -.3BO2	 -.3854 -.4941
.230 .0305 -.0193	 -.0487 -.2524
.410 .0030 .0997	 .1014 -.0004
.590 .0341 .0703	 .0859 .0841
.770 .0185 .0427	 .0479 .0703
.878 -.0004 .0064	 .0254 .0151
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.080	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.330	 Q(PSF) -	 42.865	 PO/PSF -	 2119.1
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .07510 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4575 -.3350	 -.3781 -.493'
.230 -.0193 -.0400	 -.0487 -.1832
.410 -.0090 .1375"
	 .1531 .0392
.590 .0375 11168	 .1410 .1427
.770 .0427 .0875	 .1048 .1272
.878 .0220 .0496	 .0754 .0685
PA(3: 836
tRFFM14)
RUN NO - 71.000
RUN NO - 71.000
RUN NO - 71.000
DATE I7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 837
DAM ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IRFFMI4)
SETA [ 3)	 .000	 ALPHA. 11) -	 OOD	 O(P5F) A 42.907	 PO/P5F - 2119.1	 RUN NO - 72.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
x)760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.8021 -.6068 -.6967 -le(J94
	
.230	 -.0867 -.1714 -.1058 -.3148
	
.410	 -.!09C -.II44 -.1472 -.2682
	
.590	 -.1196 -.1524 -.1870 -.2716
	
.770	 -.1403 -.1662 -.2060 -.2353
	
.878	 -.1576 -.178"3 -.1973 -.2284
BETA 1 31 =	 1000	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.030	 0(PSF) a 42.907







.050	 -.7749 -.5856 -.6321 -.4789
	
.230	 -.0647 -.2000 -.1449 -.3601
	
.410	 -.1071 -.0640 -.0933 -.2413
	
.590	 -.0950 -.0933 -.I071 -.1518
	
.770	 -.1174 -.1071 -.1174 -.1054
	
.87B	 -.1363 -.!295 -.1226 -.1277
BETA ( 3) =
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 3) 3	 4.120	 Q(PSF) w 42.907
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0






.050	 -.7112 -.5731 -.5939 -.7146
	
.230	 -.1194 -.2126 --.2143 -.3489
	
.410	 r-.1539 -.0142 -.0314 -.1763
	
.590




-.1108 -.0659 -.0642 -.0504
	
.87B	 -.1194 -.0918 -.0745 --.0918
F
^ f
POIPSF - 2119.1	 RUN NO - 72.000
PO/PSF - 2119.1	 RUN NO - 72.000
BATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 . 1 NAAL-751 )
DAM ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) .000 ALPHA ( 4) 6.180	 Q(P6F) -	 42.907 PO/PSF -	 2II9.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND 3R DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X I CPIL
.050 -.6132 -.5065 -.5994 4-,7251
.230 -.2483 -.2431 -.2104 -,2978
.410 -.2052 .0133 .0168 -.1656
.590 -.1260 -.0021 .0202 -.0004
.770 -.1036 -.0245 -.0107 .0099
.878 -.1105 -.0554 -.0296 -.0365
BETA	 1 3) m .000 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.240	 Q(P5F) n 	 42.907 PG/PSF	 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3140 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3933 -.4019 -.5002 -.5364
.230 -.4967 -.3278 -.2BB2 -.3640
.410 -.2916 .0982 .0133 -.1124
.590 -.1555 .0495 .0650 .0754
.770 -.1072 .0254 .0426 .0719
.876 -.1003 -.0073 .0168 .0116
BETA	 ( 31 = .000 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.310	 Q(PSF) =	 42.907 PO/PSF	 2119.1
SECTION i l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0750 .3100 .5820 B530
X/CML
.050 -.3450 -.3381 -.2933 -.3381
.230 -.6224 -.3415 °.3467 -.2623
.410 -.3863 -.0400 -.1244 -.1572
.590 -.2054 .0719 .0736 .0478
.770 -.1175 .0599 .0960 .1047
.B78 --.0934 .0254 .0685 .0599
PAC: 830
(RFFM14)
RUN NO - 72.000
RUN NO m 72.000
RUN NO = 72.000
A
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 839
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM14)
BETA	 ( 4) 5.020	 ALPHA ( 1)	 _	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 m	42.913 PO/PSF b	 2119.0 RUN NO a	73.000
SECTION ( ()MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8714 -.7317	 -.7627 -.8662
.230 -.3074 --.3798	 -.3574 -.4436
.410 -.3108 -.1245	 -.1556 -.3281
.590 -.2487 -.1470	 -.1608 -.2229
.770 -.2349 -.1625	 -.1780 -.2004
.878 -.2367 -.1832	 -.1780 -.2044




Q(PSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF 2119.0 RUN NO	 73.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-D DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7789 -.6770	 -.7910 -.9222
.230 -.5890 -.4026	 -.3611 -.4335




.770 -.2351 -.1264	 -.1195 -.1195
.878 -.2299 -.1505	 -.129B -.148B
BETA	 1 41 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110
	
QtPSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF 2119.0 RUN NO	 73.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5517 -.5947	 -.7188 -.7636
.230 -.7557 -.4776	 -.4672 -.5206
.410 -.5017 - .1330	 --.1072 -.3019
.590 -.3294 -.0607	 -.0572 -.0675




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 41 a
	5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.170	 Q[PSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF o	 2119.0
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5140 -.5191 -.5450 -.5570
.230 -.7949 -.5174 -.5226 -.5071
.41.0 -.5777 -.1606 -.2106 -.3071
.590 -.3675 -.0193 -.0348 -.0590
.770 -.2520 -.0486 -.0176 -.0107
.878 -.2175 -.0917 -.0383 -.0572
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA 15) B.260	 Q(PSF) =	 42.913 PO/P5F	 2119.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .9530
X/CML
.050 -.4764 -.4798 -.4332 -.4781
.230 -.7023 -.5091 -.4902 -.4746
.410 -.5988 -.2039 -.3160 -.3039
.590 -.3984 --.0314 -.0676 -.0883
.770
-.2539 -.0521 .D133 .0099
.1376
-.2090 -.1021 -.0021 -.0038
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.330	 Q(PSF) A	 42.913 PO/PSF	 2119.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3872 -.3975 -.3820 -.4147
.230 -.5023 -.4645 -.4490 -.5212
.410 -.5075 -.3029 -.3459 -.3339
.590 -.3717 -.1396 -.0691 -.0966
.770 -.2445 -.1585 .0442 .0374
.878 - 1791 -.2015 .0356 .0339
PAGE 8140
(RFFMI4)
RUN NO w 73.000
RUN NO m 73.000
RUN NO = 73.000
PAGE 841DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA)63 1 NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM14)
BETA (5)	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 1) x	 -.010
	
Q(PSF) o 42.910	 PO/PSF - 2119.2	 RUN NO a 74.000
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-O






.050	 -.7582 -.7565 -.9614 -1.0956
.230 -1.1337 -.5825 -.5136 -.579I
	
.410	 -.6445 -.157I -.IBBI -.4516
	
.590	 -.4378 --.1674 -.1640 -.2174
	
.770	 -.3431 -.1898 -.1760 -.1691
	
.878	 -.3190 -.2174 -.1829 -.1967
BETA (5) =	 10,080	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.040
	
QIPSF) a 42.910	 PO/PSF - 2119.2
	
RUN NO ar 74.000
SECTION I AMAIN LND CR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.050	 -.7094 -.7749 -.9733 -1.0561
	
.230	 -.8525 -.6231 -.5144 -.5489
	
.410	 -.5990 -.1625 , -.1B84 -.4213
	
.590	 -.4178 -.:577 -.1366 -.1918
	
.770	
-.3247 -.1970 -.1435 -.1384
	
.878	 -.2936 -.2281 -.1522 -.1677
BETA ( 5) =	 10.080	 ALPHA 1 31 =	 4.130 Q(PSF) = 42.910	 PO/PSF : 2119.2
	
RUM NO : 74.000
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR Q%-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7145 -.7714 -1.8095 -1.0078
	
.230	 -.5299 -.7542 --.4678 -.5023
	
.410	 -.4985 -.2971 --.2229 -.3695
	
.590	 -.3661 -.1967 -.1297 -.1798
	
.770	 -.2815 -.2143 -.1194 -.1332"
	




DATE 17 MAY 'P6 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORE?	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.0B0 ALPHA ( 4) p	 6.1e0	 O(PSF) =	 42.910 PO/PSF -	 2119.2
SECTION ( 1)MA)N LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5808 -.6049 -.5601 -.5808
.230 -.7082 -.6720 -.6583 -.7323
.410 -.73411 -.4757 -.5480 -.5239
.590 --.5756 -.2966 -.1984 -.2311
.770 -.3948 -.2966 -.0417 -.0555
.878 --.2983 -.3448 -.0469 -.0451
SETA	 ( 5) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.270	 0(PSF) m	 42.910 PO/PSF -	 2119.2
SECTION ( IiMAIN LND GR DR-D DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5460 -.5718 -.5391 -.5443
.230
-.6355 -.6303 -.6303 --.7044
.410 -.7061 -.5804 -.6080 -.5686
.590 -.5855 -.5185 -.2310 -.29B1
.770 -.4152 -.4978 .0158 -.0210
.878 -.3050 -.4720 .0I68 .0047
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 6) 10.320	 O(PSF) -	 42.910 POIPSF ¢	 2119.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5408 -.5494 -.5287 -.5356
.230 -.5839 -.6012 -.6047 -.6703
.410 -.6444 -.6029 -.5960 --.5684
.590 -.5442 -.5719 -.2835 -.3111
.770 -.3940 -.5391 -.0556 -.0504
.878 -.2973 -.4836 -.0090 -.0055
PAGE 842
(RFFM14)
RUN NO m 74.000
RUN NO - 74.000
RUN NO - 74.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.0100 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 IN. YO
SREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE _	 .0405
BETA ( 1) = -10.090	 ALPHA ( 11 -
	 .010
	
Q(PSF) - 42.948	 PO/PSF - 2117.8
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1229 -.0487	 .1376	 .1083
	
.230	 -.1453 -.0642 -.0677 -.1126
	
.410	
-.2006 -.1039 -.1143 -.1609
	 r
	
.590	 -.1523 -.1333 -.1350 -.1712
	
.770	 -.1712 -.1557 -.1712 -.1971
	
.878	 -.1902 -.1920 -.1902 -.2247
BETA ( 1) = -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 2 ) =	 2.110	 Q(PSF) - 42.948
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.0691 •-.2650 -.9227	 .1353
	
.230	 -.0725 -.0089 •-.0124 -.0519
	
.410	 -.1275 -.0502 -.0605 -.1206
	
.590	 -.0949 -.0794 -.0863 -.1172
	
.770	 -.1189 -.1017 -.1189 -.1378
	
.878	 -.I361 -.1396 -.1378 -.1705
BETA ( 1) = -10.080	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.100
	 Q(PSF)	 42.948
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 _5820	 .8530
X / CML
	








.410	 -.0625 -.0004 -.0055 -.0797
	
.590	 -.0418 -.0297 -.0280 -.0556
	
.770	 -.0659 -.0521 -.0642 -.0728
	








MACH n 	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK =	 25.000
PHI-N -	 GD.000 THETAN -	 35.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM -	 35.000
RUN NO - 75.000
PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 75.000
PO/PSF - 2117.8
	 RUN NO = '-75.000
PACE 644DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM15)
BETA ( II = -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.210
	
Q(PSF) - 42.948	 PO/P5F - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 75.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR OR-0







.050	 -.1366 -.2919 -.3350	 .1841
	
.230	 .0513	 .10	 .1134	 .0340
	
.410	 -.0004	 .0530	 .0547 -.0090
	
.590	 .0133	 .0237	 .0289	 .0013
	.770




-.0349 -.0383 -.0297 -.0521
BETA ( 11 - -10.090	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.280
	
Q(PSF) - 42.948	 PO/P5F - 2117.8	 RUN NO a 75.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LUD OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




























BETA ( 1) = -10.080
	
ALPHA ( 63 =
	 10.350	 Q(PSF) = 42.948	 PO/PSF = 2I17.8	 RUN NO - 75.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR OR-0

























	 .0666	 .0614	 .0769 ..0614
fPAGE 845DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-75I 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM15)
BETA ( 2)	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 11	 .000	 Q(PSF) R 42.932	 PO/PSF	 22117.7	 RUN NO +^ 75.000
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE C:P
O YIBML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6070 -.5520 -.6723 -.0107
	
230	 -.1052 -.0760 -.1069 -.1447
	
.410	 -.1653 -.1344 -.1671 -.3217
	
.590	 -.1447 -.1602 -.1894 -.2582
	
.770	 -.1568 -.1671 -.1877 -.1894
+	 .878	 -.1698 -.1860 -.1825 -.1894
BETA ( 21 = -5.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060 Q(PSF) # 42.932
	
PO/PSF	 2117.7	 RUN NO	 76.000
	
.^	 SECTION	 t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML





.050	 -.5755 -.4860 -.5944 -.0004
	
.230	 -.0555 -.0382 -.0296 -.1639
	
.410	 -.1037 -.17744 -.0899 •.1760
	
.590	 -.0865 -.1020 -.1157 -.1691
	
.770	 -.1020 -.1140 -.1295 -.1295
	
.878	 -.1192 -.1347 -.1295 -.1433
BETA ( 2) W	 --5.060
	
ALPHA ( 3) _	 4.130 12(PSF1	 42 .932	 PO/PSF	 2117.7	 RUN NO " - 76.000
	
SECTION








	 -..5360 -.4327 -.4999 -.1037
	
.230	
-.0159 -.0279	 .0340 -.1330
	
.410
	 -.0434 -.0107 -.0262 -.1364
	
.590
	 -.0331 -.0434 -.0572 --.1123
	
.770
	 -.0520 -.0624 -.0744 -.0761
	
.878
	 -.0693 -.0865 -.0813 -.0968
PAGE C' SDATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM15)






POIPSF o 2117.7	 RUN NO a 76.000
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/amL	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4976 --.4181 -.4354 -.4026
	
.230	 -.0073 -.0314 -,0004 -.0988
	
.410	 -.0038	 .0392	 .0323 -.1039
	
.590	 .0151	 .0092	 .0099 -.0090
	
.770
	 -.0038 --^.142 -.0159 --.0039
	
.878
	 -.0280 -.0435 -.0297 -.4418
BETA ( 2) -	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.250 0(PSF) - 42.932
	 PO/PSF - 2117.7	 RUN NO - 76.000
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND GR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.050	 -.4581 -.3769 -.3838 -.5134
	
.230	 -.0211 -.0418 -.0470 -.1420
	
.410	 -.0073	 .0945	 .0997 -.0435
	
.590	 .0358	 .0669	 .0807	 .0721
	




.878	 .0047	 .0082	 .0272
	
.0134 -
BETA ( 2) _ -5.060	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.320 ((PSF)	 42.932	 PO/PSF - 2117.7	 RUN ND + 75.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.4149 -.3254 -.3667 -.4837'
	
















	 .0288	 .0494	 .0713
	 .0580
V -
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORR	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 31 w	 .000	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000	 O(PSF) - 42.905
	
PO/PSF = 2117.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820 -	.8530
)(/CML
	
.050	 -.7430 -.6034 -.7016 -.2898
	
.230	 -.1210 -.2037 -.1192 -.2554
	
.410	 -.1296 -.1192 -.1572 --.3174
	
.590	 -.1192 -.1537 -.1882 -.2847
	
.770	 -.1348 -.1606 -.1916 -.2GQ2
	
.878	 -.1503 -.1727 -.1796 -.1985
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.050	 Q(PSFJ = 42.905	 PO/PSF	 2117.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0761)
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7296 -.5993 -.6432 -.5879
	
.230	 -.1369 -.2233 -.1663 -.26(3
	
.410	 -.1265 -.0678 -.0937 -.2579
	
.590	 -.0537 -.0971 -.1161 -.1714
	
.770	 -.1058 -.1110 -.1317 -.1507
	
.878	 -.1213 -.1317 -.1317 -.to76
BETA ( 3) =	 .000
	
ALPHA 13) =	 4.100	 G(PSF) 3 42.905	 PO/PSF - 2117.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0






.050 -.7006 -.5782 -.5920 -.7265
	
.230	 -.2160 -.2487 -.2401 -.3298
	
.41Q	 -.1694 -.0245 -.0418 -.2142
	
.590	 -.1038 -.0504 -.0538 -.0969
	
.770	
-.1004 -.0711 -.0745 -.0849
	
.878	
-.1159 -.0952 -.0849 -.1159
PAGE 847
(RFFM15)
RUN NO a 77.000
RUN NO - 77.000
RUN NO - 77.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 X48
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM15)
BETA	 ( 31 n .000	 ALPHA ( 4) m	 6.190	 O(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF =	 2117.7 RUN NO = 77.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP^
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.2062 .0117	 .0099 -.1630
.590 -	 1024 -.0038	 .0065 --.0471
.770 -_OB34 -.0263	 -.0177 -.0280
.878 -.0955 -.0540	 -.0350 -.0730
BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) =	 42.995 PO/PSF 2117.7 RUN NO = 77.000
SECTION ( I)MA IN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.2633 -.0124	 .0219 -.1602
.590 -.1275 .0442	 .0614 .0150
.770 -.0863 .0219	 .0355 .0391
.878 -.0880 -.Ot07	 .0099 -.0210 `--^
BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 6) g	 10.310
	
Q(PBF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2117.7 RUN NO = 77.000





.050 -.3063 -.3097	 -.3475 -.3613
.230 -.4988 -.3269
	 -.3218 =.44313






.878 -.0794 .0219	 .0580 .0425
ri ^
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-761 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 4) .	 55.050	 ALPHA t 11	 -.010	 QtPSF) - 42.870	 PO/PSF - 2117.6
SECTION I I) MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.9040 -.7542 -.7749 -.8644
.230
	 -.4410 -.3962 -.3773 -.4582
.410
	 -.3394 -.1312 -.1673 -.3584
.590
	 -.2293 -.1501 -.1725 -.2430
.770
	 -.2103 -.1639 -.I811 -.2172
.878
	 -.2189 -.1811 -.1811 -.2189
BETA t 4) =	 5.050
	
ALPHA 121 =	 2.050	 Q(P5F)	 42.870
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0










.050	 -.7966 -.6829 -.7794 -.9138
.230 -77360 -.4140 -.3899 -.5053
.410
	 -.3778 -.0986 -.1193 -.3209
.590
	 -.2399 -.1107 -.1176 -.1934
.770
	 °.2072 -.1262 -.1296 -.1589
.875	 -.2124 -.1486 -.1382 -.1710
BETA ( 4)	 5.053
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120 Q(PSF) - 42.870
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CO
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.539B -.5664 -.7363 -.8673
.230 -.7329 -.5019 -.4864 -.4847
.410
	 -.4261 :-.1003 -.0796 -.3I75
.590
	 -.2675 -.0641 -.0590 -.1365
.770
	 -.2089 -.0865 -.0762 -.0865
.878
	 -.1951 -.1124 -.0917 -.1141
PAGE 849
(RFFM15)
RUN NO * 78.000
PO/P5F - 2117.6
	
RUN NO - 78.000
PO/P5F n 2 117.E	 RUN NO.- 78.000
PACE 650DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-75l )
0A163 OR8	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM15)
BETA t 4) =	 5.O550	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180 O(PSF) - 42.870 	 PO/PSF - 2117.6	 RUN NO • 78.000
SECTION ( I)MA)N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




-.5347 -.58B3 -.7525 -.9012
.230	 -.6246 -.5053 -.4534 -.4551
.410	 -.3963 -.1283 -.0816 -.2943
.590	 -.2597 -• .0730 -.0298 -.0920
.770
	 -.1992 -.0955 -.0401 -.0470
.878	 -.1819 -.1318 -.0574 -.0799
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.250 O(PSF) = 42.870 	 PO/PSF = 2117.6	 RUN NO = 78.000





	 -.5149 -.5339 -.6393 -.7360
.230
	 -.4752 -.4890 -.4752 -.5529
.410	 -.3820 -• .2559 -.1868 -.2528






	 -.1713 -.1765 -.0142 -.0435
BETA ( 41
	 5.050	 ALPHA 161 =	 10.310 O(PSF) - 42.870	 PO/PSF - 2117.6	 RUN NO - 78.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
.056	
-.4425 -.4511 -.4131 -.4252
.230 -.5392 -.4891 -.4787 -.5046
.410 -.4528 -.2732 -.3IS9 -.3527






PAGE 851DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFMIS)
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.120	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 O(PSF) =	 42.875 PO/PSF =	 2117.8	 RUN NO *	 79.000
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.4I0 -.5159 -.1383	 -.1986 -.38140 .590 -.3417 -.1814	 -.1883 -.2469






( 51 =	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 O(P5F) _	 42.875 PO/PSF	 2117.9	 RUN NO	 79.000










.410 -.4732 -.1867	 -.1971 -.3835




.878 -.2679 -.2358	 -.1626 -.1764
BETA
	
c 5) =	 10.120
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 o(P5F) g	 42.875 PO/PSF =	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 79.000








.410 -.4915 -.3399	 -.2054 -.3778
.590 -.3519 -.2227	 -.1365 -.1779
.770 -.2899 -:2279	 -.1262- -.1382
.878 -.2606 -.2640	 -.1365 -.1451
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 [ 5) =	 IO.120 ALPHA t 4) s	6.170	 Q(PSF) =	 42,875 PO/P5F =	 2117.8
SECTION ( :)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6454 -.6626 -.6057 -.6057
.230 -.7454 -.6885 -.6902 -.6971
.410 -:6626 -.4315 -.5281 -.5574
.590 -.5160 -.29B7 -.2004 .. -.2470
.770 -.3884 -.3315 -.0711 -.0797
.878 -.3108 -.3677 -.0711 -.0607
BETA	 (5) =	 10.120 ALPHA 15) -	 8.240	 O(P5F) =	 42.875 PO/P5F =	 2117.8
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5973 -.6128 -.5852 -.5766
.230 --.6546 -.6542 -.6542 -.6473
.4t0 -.6715 -.5162 -.5921 -.6145
.590 -.5490 -.4955 -.2471 -.3178
.770 -.4[61 -.4903 -.0211 -.0538
.878 -.3143 -.4834 -.0090 -.0107
BETA	 [ 5) =	 10.120 ALPHA t 61 =	 I0.370	 ©tPSF) =	 42.875 PO/P5F	 2117.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN L'-O OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/sML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5722 -.5843 -.5618 -.5549
.230 -.6102 -.6275 -.6292 -.6430
.4I0	 . -.6257 -.5463 -.5584 -.5964
.590 -.5135 -.5739 --.2733 -.3303
.770 -.4029 -.5359 -.0522 -.0556
.878 -.3131 -.4996 -.0975 -.0021
PAGE 852
(RFFM15)
RUN NO = 79.000
RUN NO = 78.000
RUN NO - 79.000
PO/PSF - 2117.1
	
RUN NO - 80.000
PAGE 853
(RFFM16)	 L 03	 FEB 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH n 	 .170 ELEVON r	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK :	 25.000
PHI-N -
	
65.000 THETAN n 	 50.000
PHI-M n	 89.000 THETAM -
	
50.000
RUN NO - 80.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP d 1076.7000 1N. XO
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = 	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA t 1) = -10'.110	 ALPHA t 1) a	 .010	 QtPSF'l - 42.897	 PO/PSF - 8117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	





.230	 -.0883	 .0558 -.0728 -.1470
.410	 -.1608 -.1107 -.1211 -.1864
.590	 -.1539 -.1470 -.1418 -.1659
.770	 -.1866 -.1728 -.1815 -.1935
.878	 -.2194 -.2108 -.1987 -.2194
BETA 1 11 = -10.110	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.DBO	 Q(PSF) = 42.897
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.1125 -.2920 -.1729 	 .1273
.230 -.0228 -.0004 -.0159 -.OB32
.410	 -.1005 -.0573 -.0659 -.1367
.590	 -.1005 -.0918 -.0867 -.1108
.770
	 -.1298 -.1177 -.1281 -.1402
.878
	 .1574 -.1574 -.1453 -.1764
BETA ( 1) = -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.110	 Q(PSF) - 42.897
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0





.050 -.0693 -.3053 -.3277 	 .1494
.230	 .0357	 .0554	 .0461 -.0124
.410
	 -.0468 -.0021 -.0107 -.0900
.590
	 -.0469 -.0400 -.0314 -.0555
.770
	 -.0762 -.0658 -.0693 -.0813
.678	 -.0986 -.1055 -.0934 -.1227
PO/PSF - 2117.1	 RUN NO - 80.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-701 1 	 SHADE 631
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFNI6)




PO/PSF a 2117.1	 RUN NO m 80.000
SECTION ( WIA1N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5620	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0573 -.2643 -.2832	 .2063
	
.230
	 .0822	 .1.117	 .1134	 .0444
	
.410	 -.0073	 .0530	 .0555 -.0038
	
.590	 -.0C38	 .0185	 .0254	 .0054
	
.770	 -.0193 -.0073 -.0124 -.0159
	
.878	 -.0383 -.0435 -.0331 -.0556
SETA ( 11 = -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 51 n	 8.260	 Q(PSF) n 42.697	 PO/PSF s 2117.1	 RUN NO = 80.000




























BETA ( 11	 -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 6) W	 10.370	 Q(PSF1 = 42.897	 PO/PSF a 2117.1
	
RUN NO a 80.000




























DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
CA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 8) -5460	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .000	 0(PSF) -	 42.948 PO/PSF	 2117.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5780 -.5194 -.6091 .0030
.230 -.0607 -.0642 -.0986 -.1400
.410 -.1B14 -.1400 -.1487 -.2487
.590 -.1607 -.1711 -.1900 -.2831
.770 -.1590 --.1745 -.1969 -.2004
.878 -.1728 -.1935 -.1919 -.2004
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 0(PSF'1	 42.948 PO/PSF -	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5032 -.44BI -.5480 .0237
.230 -.0210 -.0245 -.0210 -.1226
.410 -.1244 -.1779 -.0882 -.1795
.590 -.1071 -.1089 -.1226 -.1846
.770 -.1089 -.1209 -.1433 -.1588
.878 -.1244 -.1381 -.1433 -.1657
BETA
	
( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 Q(PSF') -
	
42.948 PO/PSF -	 2117.0
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4518 -.4070 -.4559 -.0434
.230 -.0072 -.0141 .0426. -.0986
.410 -.0762 -.0210 -.0228 -.1227
.590 -.0572 -.0572 -.0658 -.1106
.770 -.0624 -.0727 -.0934 -.1158
.87B -.0779 -.0968 -.0996 -.1244
PAGE 855
(RFFM16)
RUN NO - 81.000
RUN NO - B1.000
RUN NO - 81.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 ) PACE	 GZ-G
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMIB)
BETA	 ( 21 a ..	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.160
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.948 PO/PSF -	 2117.8 RUN NO A	 81.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 13100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
1050 -.4186 -.3893	 -.3990 -.3618
.230 -.0072 -.0090	 .0185 -.0640
.410 -.0761 .0374	 .0374 -.0726
.590 .0099 -.0004
	 .0030 -.0210
.770 -.0072 -.0245	 -.0331 -.0485
.878 -.0313 -.0520	 -.0503 -.0830
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) Q	 42.948 PO/P5F -	 2117.0 RUN NO -	 @1.000
SECTION [ 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0503 -.0227	 -.0262 -.0933






.878 -.0004 -.0072	 -.0004 -.0434
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.330
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.948 PO/P5F	 2117.0 RUN NO a	 81.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3109	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4187 -.3137	 -.3429 -.4789
.230 -.1949 -.0382
	 -.0382 -.0692
.4I0 -.002 .1259	 .1407 .0219
.590 .0099 .0977	 .1200 .0994
.770 - .0374 .0701	 .0605 .0787
.878 .0219 .0340
	 .0529 .0013
PAGE 957DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-753 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFMI6)
BETA	 13) _ .000	 ALPHA (	 1) .000	 u(P5F) =	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2137.0	 RUN NO =	 82.000
SECTION [ 1lMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.1229 -.1884	 -.1090 -.2281
.410 -.2039 -.1315	 -.1591 -.3126
©




.87B -.1539 -.1884	 -.2057 -.2402
(roj BETE	 t 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.060
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.835 PO/PSF -	 2II7.0	 RUN NO	 82.000
td SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










_ .410 -.2315 -.0780	 -.1021 -.2522
.590 -.1056 -.1125	 -.1297 -.1849
.770 -.1021 -.1280	 -.1556 -.2056
.878 -.1211 -.1470	 -.1608 -.2108
BETA	 ( 3) _ 1000	 ALPHA [ 31 =	 4.120:	 Q(PSF) _ •42.935 . PO/PSF =	 2117.0	 RUN ND -	 82.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/3ML .0760 .3100	 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6865 -.5713	 -:5713 -.6883
.230 -.3013 -.2136	 -.2067
-.2962
.410 -.3185 -.0365	 -.0451
	 . -.2084
.590 -.1345 -.0657	 -.0709 -.1225
.770 -.1001 -.0829	 -.0964 -.1465
.87B -.1053 -.1087	 -.1121 -.1758
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) im .000	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.190	 0(PSFI =	 48.935 POIPSF o	2117.0
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.616I -.5232	 -.5748 -.7124
.230 -.5868 -.2291	 -.2119 -.3185
.410 -.3099 .0064	 .0013 -.1637
.590 -.1208 -.0158	 -.0141 -.0640
.770 -.0606 -.0382	 -.0399 -.0760
.876 -.0743 -.0657	 -.0598 -.1139
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.250	 0(PSF) -	 42.935 POIPSF -	 2117.0
SECTION ( I MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3690 -.4138	 -.5550 -.6739
.236 -.7514 -.3190
	 -.3139 -.3208
.410 -.3363 .0116	 .0547 -.1502
.590 -.1054 .0323	 .0581 .0047
.770 -.0486 .0064	 .0219 .0116
.878 -.0589 -.0245
	 -.0021 -.0486
BETA	 ( 3) =	 :-.010 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10_340	 Q(PSF) -	 42.935 POIPSF -	 8117.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










_590 -.1003 .0495	 .0737 .0582





RUN NO - 82.000
RUN NO = 82.000
RUN NO - 82.000
F.
PAGE 859DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 tt3FFM16)
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA f	 11 =	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.917 Po/PSF =	 2117.0	 RUN NO a	83.000
SECTION i t)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9144 -.7747	 -.7625 -.8247
.230 -.5954 -.3729	 -.3505 -.4557
.410 -.5022 -.1452	 -.1849 -.3729
.590 -.2280 -.1676	 -.1935 -.2642
.770 -.1745 -.1745	 -.2073 -.2573
.878 -.1832 -.1935	 -.2055 -.2573
BETA	 t 41 -	 5.050
	
ALPHA ( 2) 2.090	 QIPSFI =	 42.917 PO/P5F	 2117.0	 RUN NO =	 83.000
SECTION ( ()MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.05D -.8298 -.7296	 -.7797 -.9197
.230 -.9543 -.3944	 --.3719 -.5620
.410 -.4911 -.1092	 -.1386 -.3322
.590 -.2302 -.1248	 -.1369 -.2025
.770 -.1559 -.1352	 -.1507 -.1974
.878 -.1697 -.1576	 -.1593 -.2008
BETA	 t 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA t 3) 4.140	 Q(PSF)	 42.917 PD/P5F -	 2117.0	 RUN NO =	 83.000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5650 -.5098	 -.7991 -.9248
.230	 - 1.0023 -.5013	 -.4428 -.5306





.878 -.1467 -.1209	 -.1054 -.1398
PAGE E80DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IRFFMl6)
BETA	 t 4) 5.050 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.200	 Q(PSF) R	 42.917 PO/PSF =	 2117.0	 RUN NO	 83.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5415 -.6174 -.7759 -.9345
.230 -,8000 -.5088 -.4554 -.5019
.410 -.4861 -.1176 -.0$58 -.3020
.590 -.2227 -.0727 -.0314 -.0B14
.770 -.1417 -.0883 -.0459 -.0572
.87B -.1382 -.1193 -.0693 -.0951
BETA	 ( 4) =	 3.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO	 83.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5188 -.5877 -.7359 -.8220
.230 -.6308 -.506B -.4775 -.5395
.410 -.4465 -.2157 -.0917 -.2587
.590 -.2260 -.1175 -,0090 -.0400
.770 -.1416 -.1175 -.0141 -,0193
.878 -.1347 -.14B5 -.0296 -.0606
BETA	 14) =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.330	 QIPSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO -	 83.000
SECTION I I)MAIN. LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4840 -.4977 -.4669 -.47021
.230 -.6612 -.5081 -.5184 -.5373
.410 -.4547
-.2379 -.2SS1 -.3635
.590 -.2361 -.1587 -.0589 -.8899
.770 -.1518 -.1673 .3030 .0081




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFMIS)
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA	 (	 1) .030	 QtPSF) -	 42.903 PO/P5F a	 2117.1	 RUN NO s	 84.000
SECTION i !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .31013	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.8637 -.8345	 -.9789 -.9481)
.230 -1.2421 -.4320	 -.3615 -.6246
.410 -.6694 -.1603	 .-.2065 -.3925
.590 -.3013 -.1861	 °.19BI -.2532
.770 -.2102 -.2016	 •-.2016 -.2308
.878 -.2171 -.2205	 ... .21133 -.2360
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.903 PO/PSF	 2117.1	 RUN NO	 84.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7575 -.8282 -1.0265 -.8661
.230 -.9282 -.5195	 -.3798 -.5971
.410 --.6333 -,1694	 -.2004 -.3677
.590 --.3004 -.1883
	 -.1728 --.2159
.770 -.2021 -.1987	 -.1728 -.1935
.878 -.2073 -.2211
	 --.1780 -.2004
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA t 3) =	 4.130	 QIPSF) a	 42.803 PO/P5F ++	 2117.1	 RUN NO -	 84.000






-.7263 -.8318 -1.0629 •-.9025
.230 -.6662 -.7386	 -.4420 -.5575
.410 -.5523 -.2608
	 -.1953 -.3471
.590 -.2953 -.1953	 -.1539 -.1849




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL,-761
 )
OA163 ORB	 14AIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
META	 t 5) 10.130	 ALPHA	 t 4) 6.210	 O(P5F) -	 42.903 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5B91 -.7375 -.8272 -.6756
.230 -.6545 -.7185 -.65°' -.7461
.430 -.5890 -.4733 -.709+ -.4319
.590 -.3525 -.3232 -.13B5 -.1626
.770 -.2386 -.2662 -.0953 -.1143
.878 -.2196 -.3076 -.1039 -.1108
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110 ALPHA 1 5) -	 8.260	 OfPSFI -	 42.903 PO/PSF	 2117.1
SECTION i 11MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.6355 -.6510 -.6234 -.6131
.230 -.7304 -.6735 -.6786 -.6269
.410 -.6269 -.4646 -.5544 -.6010
.590 -.4146 -.3973 -.2489 -.3145
.770 -.3145 -.3697 -.0815 -.0848
.878 -.2800 -.3749 -x.0728 -.0521
BETA	 ( 5) -	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340	 OtPSF) -	 42.903 PO/PSF	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5512 -.6033 -.5774 -.5671
.230 -.6446 -.6377 -.5325 -.5912
:410 -:5998 -.4879 -.5395 -.5860
.590 •-.4310 -.4586 -.2899 -.3397
.770 -.3493 -.4155 -.11354 -.1037
.878 -..2984 -.3983 -.0658 -.0434
PAGE 862
IRFFM16)
RUN NO m 84.000
RUN NO s. 84.000




MACH =	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRk -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 65.000 THETAH a	 65.000
PHI-M a	 88.000	 THETAM_=	 65.000
PO/PSF . 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 85.000
PO/PSF = 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 85.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO s 85.090
DATE 17 MAY 78	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL -751 )	 PAGE 883
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE 	 CRFFMI71	 103 FEB 78 )
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 50'.FT. 	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .4000 IN. YO
BREF - 936.6900 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE u	 .0405
BETA ( Il = --10.110	 ALPHA ( 11	 .010	 O(PSF) - 42.940
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.1750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.1246 -.1177	 .1048	 .1065
.230	 -.0787 -.0504 -.0676 -.1453
.410
	
-.1504 -.1056 -.1177 -.1815
.590	 -_18B4 -.1504 -.1418 -.1556
.770
	 -.2039 -.1729 -,1798 -.1970
.878	 -.2143 -.2074 -.1970 -.2194
BETA ( 1) = -10.100	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.110	 0(PSF) = %2.940




	 .0760	 .3100	 15820	 .8530
XICML
.050	 -;0832 -.27B2 -.1367	 .1341
.230	 -.0176	 .0047 --.0090 -.0815
.410
	
-.0849 -.0539 -.0608 -.1281
.590	 -.1281 --.0953 -.0866 -.1039
.-770
	 -.1488 -.1229 -.1281 -.1436
.878	 -.1608 --.1591 -.1505 -.1747
BETA ( 1)	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.170	 OIPSF) it 42.940
SECTION 11.3MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 . 5820	 .8530
XICML
.050	 -.0988 -.2594 -.1420
	 .1911
.230	 .0479	 .0617	 .0548
	
.0099
.4113.	 -.0159	 .0082	 .0047 -.0504
.590 	 -.0746 -.0401 -.0332 -.0470
1770	 -.0971 -.0677 -.0746 -.0650
.878 : -.1074 -.1074 -.0971 -.1247
PAGE 864DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM171
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.100 ALPHA ( 41 6.230	 Q(PSF) =	 42.940 PO/PSF =	 2117.2 RUN NO	 85.000
SECTION ( ')MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0690 -.2579 -.2699 .2157
.230 .1043 .1180 .1163 .0511
.410 .0425 .0614 .0579 .0064
.590 -.OEGI .0081 .0201 .0081
.770 -.0467 -.0210 -.0261 -.0278
.878 -.0605 -.0622 --.0519 -.0759
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.100 ALPHA t 51 =	 8.300	 O(PSF)	 42.940 PO/PSF	 2117.2 RUN NO Q	 85.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0227 -.2032 -.2136 .1680
.230 .1508 .1715 .1852 .0821
.410 .0889 .1165 .1268 .0993
.590 .0288 .0632 .0821 .0804
.770 .0081 .0268 .0271 .0235
.878 -.0090 -.0124 -.0038 -.0330
SETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.110 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.360	 Q(PSF)	 42.940 PO/PSF -	 P117.2 RUN NO .	 85.000
SECTION I 0 MAIN LNO OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .0064 -.1673 -.1465 -.1105
.230 .1750 .2076 .1973 .I062
.410 .1183 .1682 .1819 .1355
.590 .0735 .1114 .1372 .144I
.770 .0580 .0753 .0821 .0839
.878 .0374 .0322 .0460 .0150
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
	
PAGE 855
OA163 ORE	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFM17)
BETA ( 21	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 1) n 	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.932 	 PO/PSF = 2117.0	 RUN NO n 85.000
'	 E
SECTION ( l)MA1N LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.230	 -.0364 -.0519 -.0879 -.1566
.410
	
-.1205 -.1223 -.1377 -.1824
.990
	
-.1892 -.1789 -.1892 -.2785
.770
	 -.1909 -.1944 -.2219 -.2613
.878
	
-.1944 -.2116 -.2201 -.2425
BETA ( 2) _ -5.060
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.120 Q(PSF) = 42.932	 PO/P5F a 2117.0	 RUN NO - 66.000






.050 -.4736 -.4340 -.5356
	 .0357
.230
	 .0116 -.0038 -.0072 -.1019
.410	 -.0761 -.0675 -.0744 -.1380
.590
	 -.1390 -.1225 -.1277 -.1931
.770
	
-.1399 -.1449 -.1656 -.2052
.678
	 -.1484 -.1638 -.1725 -.1983
BETA ( 2) = -5.060
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150 Q(PSF) - 42.932	 PO/PSF - 2117.0	 RUN NO - 86.0[#0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.4092 -.3937 -.4437 -.0073
.230	 10409
	 .0133	 .0582 -.0728
.410	 ^.0487 -.0073 -.0159 -.I159
.590
	 -.0849 -.0675 -.0694 -.1177
.770
	 -.0901 -.0952 -.1159 -.1556
.878
	 -.1055 -.1211 -.1280 -.1625
-tir-
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )




	 ( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.210	 Q(PSF) -	 42.932 POIPSF -	 2117.0	 RUN NO *	 85.000
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3920 -.3731 -.3851 -.3178
.230 .0444 .0082 .0375 -.0418
.410 -.1073 .0375 .0392 -.0642
.590 -.0625 -.0176 -.0090 -.0383
.770 -.0331 --.4504 -.0642 -.1073
.878 -.0556 -.0849 -.0866 -.1436
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060 ALPHA C 5) -	 8.270
	 Q(PSF1 -	 42.932 PO/PSF -	 2117.0	 RUN NO -	 86.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3989 -.3402 -.3420 -.4541
.230 .0202 .0030 -.0073 -.0832
.410 -.1574 .0841 .0979 -.0176
.590 -.0901 .0340 .0530 .0289
.770 -.0504 .0013 -.0021. -.0349
.878 -.0573 -.0383 -.0331 -.0970
BETA
	 ( 21 =	 -5.080 ALPHA 1 6) =	 10.350	 Q(PSF)	 42.932 PO/P5F -	 2117.0	 RUN Na -	 88.000
SECTION (.1)MAIN LND CR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP.
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4036 -.2968 -.3312 -.4.674
.230 -.1210 -.0176 -.0262 -.0795
.410 -.1892 .12;1 .1425 .0271
.590 -.0779 .0805 .i064 .0874
.770 -.0245 .0478 .0564 .0323
.878 -.0279 .0064 .0219 .0452
PAGE 966
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OAt63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR MOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 3) .000	 ALPHA ( 1) A	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.885 PO/PSF '	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
t-d 41 Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
,050 -.7315 -.5715	 -.6524 -.1962
td 230 -.9589 -.1569	 -.0915 -.2068
'FD .410 -..2223: -.1242	 -.1552 -.3135








	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA c 2)	 2.0H0
	 Q(PSF)	 422.885 PO/PSF =	 2117.0
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0937 -.1819 -.1283 -,2234
.410. -.3202 .-.0834
	 -.1076 -.2632
.590 -.2390 -.1387	 -.1491 -.2095
.770
-.1646 -.1594	 -.1888 -,2580
.878
-.1681 -.1836	 -.2009 -.2580
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA 1 3)=	 4.140	 Q(PSF)	 42.885 PQ/PSF m^^'2117.0
SECTION.{ I)MAIN.LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.0.50. -.6533 -.5597. -.5548 -.6737
.230 -.2110 -.1920:	 -.1920 -.2921
.410 -.3988 -.0418	 -.05114 -.2144
.590 -.2339 -.0935	 -.0919 -.14I9,
.770 -.1937 -.1143	 -.1333 -.1955
.878. -.1765 -.1419	 --.1523 -.2179
RUN NO # 87.000
RUN NO - $7.000.
PAGE 857
(RFFM17)
RUN NO - 87.000
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR 13008 OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 3) n .000 ALPHA t 41	 5.180
	
O(PSF) -	 42.865 PO/PSF n 	 2117.0
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6262 -.5212 -.5574 -.6954
.230 -.4850 -.2073 -.2022 -.3505
.410 -.4212 -.0055. -.0021 -.1694
..590 -.3056 -.0485. -.0314 -.0762
.770 -.1815 -.0693 -:0711 -.1178
.878 -.1487 -.1004 -.0935 -.1487
BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290	 0(P5F) n 	 42.885 PO/PSF n 	 2117.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3746 -.4142 -.5539 -.6594
.230 -.7953 -.3090 -.2849 °.3452
.4I0 -.5194 .0185 .0444 -.1497
.590 -.3039 .0064 .0289 -.0021
.770 -.1418 -.0211 -.0124 -.0331
.87.8 - .1021 -.0555 -.0435 -.0866
BETA	 1 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.320	 Q(PSF) -	 42.885 POIPSF -	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0780 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3398 -.3760 -.4'?94 -.4589
.230 -.7774 -.3191 -.2933 -.4897
.410 -.5603 -.0434 -.0159 -.1451
.590 -.3070 .0219 .0564 .0512
.770 -.1210 .0150 _0357 .0392
.876 =.0779 -.OK45 .0013 -.0228
(RFFM17)
RUN NO n 87.000
r
RL1N NO a 87.D00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAIS3 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.050	 ALPHA S
	 l) _	 .000	 Q(PSF) a	 42.983 PO/PSF ;	 2117.1
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BliL .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8920 -.7595 -.7354 -.Sill
.230 -.4892 -.3584 -.3446 -.4651
410 -.5908 -.1539 -.1966 -.3928
.590 -:4806 -.2086 -.2224 -.2678
.770 -.2947 -.2I38 -.2465 -.3085
.878 -.2568 -.2345 -.2534 -.3050
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050
	 ALPHA 1	 2) =	 2.090	 Q(PSF)	 42.983 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -:8448 -.7296 --.7657 -.8999
.230 -.8463 -.3684 -.3615 -.6041
.410 -.6161 -.1294 -.1483 -.3443
.590 -.5095 -.1638 -.1620 -.2171
.770 -.3013 -.1672' -.1861 -.2343
.876 -.2377 -.1930 -.2016 -.2394
BETA	 t 4) =.	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.130
	
Q(P5F),-	 42.SB3 PO/PSF x	 2117.1
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VAF:IABLE'CP
Y/EML .0760 .3100 .5920 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5944 -.6186 -.62206 -.9380.
..230 -1.2074 -.4718 -.4096 -.5719
.410 -.7445 -:0919 -.0988 -.3181
.590 -.5564 -.1195 '' -.1143 -.1506
.770 -.2974 -.1299 -.1402 -.1644
.87B -.:2076 -.1592 -.1575 -.1920
PAGE 859
(RFFM17)
RUN NO n 88.000
RUN NO - 88.000
RUN NO	 88.000
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1DATE 17 MAY 76
OA163 ORB
	
RAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IPFFMI71
BETA	 t 4) n	5.060	 ALPHA ( 41 6.180	 Q(PSF) =	 42.983 PO/PSF *	 2117.1	 RUN NO	 88.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5388 -.6248	 -.7513 -.9206
.230 -.9843 -.5095	 -.4596 - .5370
.410. -.7263 -.1001	 -.0692 -.2929
.590 -.5680 -.1104	 -.0640 -.0932
.770 -.2979 -.1104	 -.0898 -:0950
.878 -.1930 -.1328	 -.1070 -^.1294
BETA	 ( 41 W	 5.069	 ALPHA 4 5) 8.280	 Q(PSF)	 42.983 PO/PSI• W	 2117.1	 RUN NO	 88.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5379 -.5965	 -.6757 -.7153
.230 -.8825 -.5224	 -.4879 -.6499
.410 -.7136. -.1537	 -.1123 -.2812
.590 -5465 -.1,158	 -.0365 -.0452
.770 -.2829 -.1158	 -.0317 -.0349
.878 -.1795 -.1382	 -.0507 -.0796
BETA
	
t'4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370	 Q(PSF). s	 42.983 POIPSF	 2117.1	 RUN NO	 88.000'	 .
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 :8530
X/CML
.050 -.5213 -.5247 -.5264 -.5144
.230 -.8588 -.5264	 -.5664 -.5350
.410 -.7369 -.2282	 -.3208 -.4082
.590 -.5401 -.1477	 -.0689 -.0997
.770 -.2694 -.1648	 -.0141 .0184
.878 -.1683 -.1837	 -:0278 -.0021
PACE 871
( 1
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM173
BETA ( 51 r	 10.120
	 ALPHA t 1) _	 .010 Q(PSF) - 42.933	 PO/PSF - 2117.1	 RUN NO = 89.000








.050 -.9723 -.8708 -.9396 -.9585
.230 -d.2B71 -.3960 -.3582 -.6403
.4101	 -.7865 -.1965 -.2257 -.409B
.590	 .6643 -.2446 -.2326 -.2704
.770 -.3495 -.2326 -.2429 -.2756
.878 -.2876 -.2446 -.2446 -.2756
BETA (.5) =
	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(PSF) a 42.933
	
PO/PSF # 2117.1	 RUN NO - 89.1300









	 -.8116 -.8357 1.0127 --.8649
.230 -1.1485 -.4541 -.3476 -.6484
.41.0	 -.8237 -.I997 -.2186 -.3785
.590	 -.6517 -.2616 -.2101 -.2410
.770 -.3458 -.2496 -.2135 -.2427
.878 -.2874 -.2513 -.2135 -.2290
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.120
	
ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.140 Q(PSF) = 42.933	 POIPSF = 2117.1 	 RUN NO : 89.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050	 --.7599 -.8615 -1.1078 -.8339
.230 -.8690 -.6290 -.3947 -.5859
.410	 -47444 -:2501 -.2070 •-.3500
.590	 -.6496 -.2742 -.I881 -.2001
.770	 -.3620 -.2518 -.f881 -.1915
.678	 .2949	 .2518 -.1881 --.1898
DATE 17.MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75I 1 PAGE 872
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM17)
BETA	 (.5) 10.120 ALPHA t 41 a	 6.220	 Q(PSF) -	 42.933	 PO/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO n	 89.000
SECTION 11)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .9760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7550 --.8880 -1.1487 -1.3128
.230 -.7498 -.8534	 - . 5685 -.6600
.410 -.7395 -.3855
	 -.1938 -.3319
.590 -.6376 -.3285	 -.1558 -.1575
.770 -.3544 -.2698	 -.1559 -.1575 -y----
.878
--.2870 -.2698	 -.1527 -.1610
BETA	 i 5) =	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.270	 QtPSF)	 42.933	 PO/PSF •	 21I7.1 RUN NO a	 09.000












.590 -.6511 -.4560	 -.1989 -.2282




BETA	 t. 51 =	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340	 Q(PSF) -4 42
-W3 L 	 PO/FSF =	 2117.1 RUN. NO	 89.0001
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
.050 -.6686 -.6859	 -.6686 -.6652
.230 -.8099 -.7048	 -.7238 -.6841
.410 -.7289 -.5739	 -.5705 -.6635
.590 7.6135 -.5653 -.2467 -.3001
.770 =.3913 -.4723	 -.1140 -.0693
.878 -.3121 -.4086	 --.0916 -.0417
/I
RATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAOE 873
6 rtl
	
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
IRFFMI8)	 111 MAY 76 10
REFERENCE DATA
yi SREF m 2890.0000 SO-FT. XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP *GOOD IN. YO
BREF -. 935.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0600 IN. ZO
L^.t	
SCALE -	 .0405
VO	 BETA t l) _ -10.I10	 ALPHA ( 11 -	 .020 Q(PSF) - 42.900
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML







.1020 -.0348 -.0452 -.1020
.41.0
	 -.1020 -.0744 -.0951 -.1416
.590	 -.1210 -.1261 -.1261 -.1392
.770
	 -.2157 -.1709. -.1761 -.1950
.878 -.2398 -.2192 -.2037 -.2243
BETA ( . 1) _ -10.110	 ALPHA t 2) =	 2.050	 D(PSF) _ 42.900
SECTION ( IIMAIN LNG OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/C1 LLL
.050





	 -.0331 -.0228 -.0400 -.0900
.590 -.0659 -.0745 -.0773 -.0900
.770
	 -.1624 -.1262 -.1314 -.1435
.878
	 -.1900 -.1745 -.1624 -.1814
BETA E 1) = -10.110	 ALPHA t 33 =	 4.110
	
0(PSF) - 42.900
SECTION t Ijl:"IN LM OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CMl
.050
	 -.1I75 -.2364 -.1192	 .1924
.230





	 -.0159 -.0262 -.0245 -.11383
.770
	
-.1106 -.0796 -.0795 -.OB30
.878
	 -.1332 -.1296 -.1140 -.1330
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH u	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
8DFLAP -	 .COD SPDBRK	 25.000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN	 80.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM Q	 80.000
PQ/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO - 90.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 90.000
POIPSF	 2117.2
	
RUN NO -" 90.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NA.AL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 1) m -10.110	 ALPHA t 4)	 5.150	 O(P5F) - 42.900	 PO/PSF @ 2117.2




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	









	 .0547	 .0530	 .0427 -.0090
	
.590
	 .0099 -.0004	 .0030 -.0124
	
.770
	 -.0866 -.0555 -.0504 -.0555
	
.878	 -.1159 --.1055 -.Bess -.1038
PACE W
(RFR-11R)
RUN NO a 90.000
BETA ( l)
	 10.I10	 ALPHA L 5) w	 6.210 OtPSF) . 42.900
	
POIPSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO = 90.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR )R-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.DB33 -.2560 -.2629	 .2187
	
.230
	 .0963	 .1239	 .1239	 .0600
	
.410	 .0859
	 .0807	 .0721	 .0255
	
.590
	 .0341	 .0272	 .0289	 .0168
	
.770
	 -.0574 -.0280 -.0297 -.0280
	
.878
	 -.0902 -.0816 -.0625 -.0816
SETA ( 1) = -10.110
	 ALPHA ( 6) =
	 8.270 0(PSF) - 42.900
	
PO/PSF G 2117.2	 RUN NO a 90.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR )R-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.0451 -.2002 -.2105	 .1821
	
.230
	 .1443	 .1752	 .1941	 .0926
	




.0805	 .0771	 .0840	 .0874
	
.770	 -.0072	 .0150	 .0185	 .0150
.878 -.0469 -.0383 -.0193 -.0469
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (1) _	 -10.110	 ALPHA ( 7) 10.340	 Q(PSF) s	42.900 PO/PSF =	 2117.2
SECTION I !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.054 -.0176 -.1573 -.1418 -.0762
.230 .1789 .2080 .2097 .1237
.410 .1789 .1823 .1943 .1479
.590 .1168 .1272 .1461 .1513
.770 .0358 .0668 .0720 .0789
.878 -.0004 .0030 .0254 .0013
BETA	 121 =	 -5.000 ALPHA 111 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.950 PO/PSF »	 2117.1
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR--O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YZBML .6760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5317 -.5I62 -.5524 .0237
.230 -.0435 -.0400 -.0745 -.1349
.410 -.0590 -.0935 -.1177 -.1625
.590 -.l2ll -.1539 -.1781 -.2660
.770 -.8091 -.2022 -.2281 -.2660
.878 -.229B -.2384 -.2394 -.2626
SETA	 ( 21 -5.000 ALPHA 12) =	 2.070	 Q(PSF)	 42.850 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND GR'DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
K/CML
.050 -.4914 -.4345 -.5398 .0443
.230 .0116 .0064 .0013 --.0779
.410 -.0D55 -.0400 -.0607 -.1244
.590 -.0813 -.1054 -.1244 -.2054
.770 -.1692 -11589 -.1813 -.2143
.878 -.1916 -.1950 -.1968 -.2250
PAGE 875
1Ri:FM18)
RUN NO Y 90.000
RUN NO - 91.000
RW NO = 91.000
r.a .... _.
- - - - -- -- - -
C
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-701 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (21 m	 -5.000 ALPHA ( 3) n	 "':.110	 QCP5F) -	 42.950 PO/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4557 --.3809 -.4412 .0099
.230 .0480 .0185 .0667 -.0606
.410 .0323 .01.16 -.0004 -.0951
.590 -.0503 -.0555 -.0624 -.1157
.770 -.1330 -.1140 -.1330 -.1845
.878 -.1553 -.158B -.1588 -.2018
BETA	 E 2) =	 -5.000 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.190
	
O(PSF) -	 42.950 PO/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION l l)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4234 -.3495 -.3684 -.2686
.230 .0615 0150 .0580 -.0244
.410 .0253 fig;;6 .0520 -.0485
.590 -.0709 -.0072 -.0038 -.0468
.770 -.1465 -.0674 -.0777 -.1293
.878 --.1551 -.1190 -.II04 -.1586
BETA	 ( 2) W	 -5.000 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF)	 42.950 POIISSF	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4259 -.3208 -.3226 -.4432
.230 .0461 10064 .0030 -.0762
.410 -.0469 .1081 .1081 -.0107
.590 -.i175 .0374 .0512 .0254
.770 -.1416 -:0262 -.0228 -.0641
.878 -.1520 -.0796 -.0607 -.1261
RUN ND - 9I.000
RUN NO . 91.000
IRFFM191
RUN NO a 91.000
PAGE 677DATE 17 MAY 78
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 1 NAAL--751 )
OA163 OR8	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 2)	 -5.000	 ALPHA ( 6) =
	
10.330	 Q(PSF) - 42.950	 POIP5F	 2117.1
SECTION t i)MAIN LND OR DR-0





.050	 -.3907 -.2806 -.3236 -.4560
.230. -.0777 -.0124 -.0141 -.0760
.410	 -.0863	 .1388	 .1509	 .0305




.87B	 -.1173 -.0313 -.01.07 -.0726
BETA ( 3) _	 .000	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 42.B8B	 PO/PSF	 2I17.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7324 -.5649 -.6478 -.1868
.230	 -.0470 -.1506 -.O8I5 
-.1972
.410	 -.1022 -.1057 -.1471 -.3077
.590	 -.2300 -.1799 -.2093 -.3025
.770	 -.3060 .-.2317 -.2680 -.3284
.878 -.3008 -.2680 -.2766 -.3094






SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0








.050	 -.6884 -.5470 -.5849 -.4694
.230	 -.0624 -.1693 -.1124 -.2176
.410	 -.1814 -.0573 -.0935 -.2556
.590	 -.2797 -.1366 -.1504 -.2176
.770	
-.3245 -.1935 . -_2107 -.2797
.878 -.3159 -.22B0 -.2331 -.2763
(RFFMIB)
RUN NO - 91.000
RUN NO - 92.000
RUN NO - 92.000
I
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) .1100 ALPHA t 3) 4.110	 Q(PSF) m	 42,868 PO/PSF .	 2117.1
SECTION t 11MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6558 -.5368 -.5402 -.6575
.230 -.1470 -.1832 -.1832 -.2798
.410 -.2625 -.0211 -.0366 -.2073
.590 -.3160 -.0987 -.0935 -.1452
.770
-.3384 -.1521 -.1590 -.2125
.878 -_3263 -.1901 -.1866 -.2418
BETA	 t 31 R .000	 ALPHA 1 4) Y	 6.180	 Q(PSF) a	 42.886 PO/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION t I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
K/CML
.050 -.6134 -.4963 -.5445 -.6892
.230 -.3758 -.2001 -.1932 -.3671
.410 -.3310 .0099 .0030 -.1639
.590 -.3258 -.0606 -.0400 -.0727
.770 -.3138 -.1123 -.0985 -.1330
.878 -.2948 -.1484 -.1364 -.1812
BETA	 t 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.240	 Q(PSF)	 42.668 PiD/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION { I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$ML .0760 131.00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3804 -.3977 -.5429 -.6552
.230 - .696x6 -.2923 -.2578 -.3459
.410 --.4426 .0c89 .0514 -.[420
.590 -.3442 -.0107 0255 -.0004
.770 -.3027 -.0677 366 - ^437
.878 -.2647 -.1092 -. 764 -.1144
1
RUN NO a 92.000





DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 ( RFFM18)
BETA 1 31	 .000	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.310 Q(PSF) - 42.888	 PO/PSF a 2117.1	 RUN NO u 92.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND GR DR-0
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3275 -.3619 -.4222 -.4514
	
.230	 -.EBBS -.3051 -.2775 -.4686
	
.410	 -.5014 -.0227 -.0004 -.1278
	
.590	 -.3636	 .0064	 .0512	 .0554
	
.770	 -.2913 -.0331	 .0116	 .0202
.878 -.2293 -.0778 -.0296 -.0520
BETA ( 41 ¢	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 1)	 -.020 Q(PSF) n 42.912
	
F01PSF w 2117.1	 RUN NO . 93.000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.050 -.8722 -.7395 -.7257 -.7998
.230 -.3932 -.3484 -.3294 -.4656
	
.410	 -.4535 -.1434 -.1830 -.3863
	
.590	 -.4828 -.2209 -.2295 -.2933
	
.770	 -.5121 -.2588 --.2760 -.3277
	
.878	 -.4449 -.2846 -.2933 -.3277
BETA ( 4) =




RUN NO - 93.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 MPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





.050	 -.8224 -.7035 -.7362 -.8793
	
.230	 -.7604 -.3571 -.3399 --.6070
	
.410	 -.5 1 39 -.1107 -.1331 -.3347
	
.590	 -.4845 -.1796 -.1575 -.2123
	
.770	 -.489B -.2175 -.2I41 -•.2451
	
.878	 -.4105 -.2416 -.2382 -.265B
E.
PANE 880DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA 1 4)	 5.000	 ALPHA t 31 •	 4.110	 OtPSF) - 42.912	 PO/PSF	 2117.1










-.6271 -.6132 -.7755 -.9050
.230 -1.0966 -.4182 -.3550 -.5597
	
.410	 -.6271 -.0780 -.0936 -.2955
	
.590
	 -.5097 -.1506 -.1229 --.1523
	
.770
	 -.4889 -.1903 -.1713 -.I903
	
.878
	 -.3871 -.2179 -.1972 -.2248
BETA ( 41 -	 5.000	 ALPHA 1 4)	 6.170	 0IPSF1 - 42.912
	
PO/PSF - 2117.1







.050	 -.5274 -.5049 -.7789 -.8719
	
.230
	 -.9053 -.4792 -.4068 -.5050
	
.410	 -.6531 -.0744 -.0675 -.25222
	
.590




-.4706 -.1864 -.1261 -.1295
	
.878
	 -.3569 -.2139 -.1502 -.1709
BETA ( 4) -	 5.000
	
ALPHA ( 5)	 8.290 Q(PSF) - 42.912	 PD/PSf: - 2117.1
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




	 -.5231 -.6111 -.7750 -.9010
.230 -.7888 -_5145 -.4862 -.5421
	
.410	 -.6163 -.1453 -:0642 -.2436
.590 -.5059 -:1694 -.0383 -.0459
	
.770
	 -.4507 -.1936 -.0711 -.0694
	
.B78
	 -.3316 -.2177 -.0970 -.1125
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA	 OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 881
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFMLB)
SETA	 ( 4) n 	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.310	 Q(P5F) -	 42.912 PO/PSF m	 2117.1 RUN NO *	 93.000
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP " ^-
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CmL
.050 -.5168 --.5219	 -.5064 -.5064
.230 -.8697 -.5168	 -.5615 -.5151
.410 -.7423 -.2069	 -.2861 -.4014
.590 -.5856 -.1691	 -.0572 -.0830
.770 -.4651 -.2259	 -.03I3 .0115
.878 -.3137 -.2551	 -.0537 -.0176
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.000	 ALPHA (	 1) -	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 42.882 PO/PSF	 2117.2 RUN NO	 94.000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9199 -.8181	 -.8992 -.8129
.230 -1.2132 -.4040	 -.3540 -.5783
.410 -.6749 -.1677	 -.2074 -.3782
.590 -.5990 -.2625	 -.2384 -.2626
.770 -.5835 -.2988	 -.2747 -.2988
.878 -.4679 -.3143	 -.2833 -.3109
6ETA	 ( 51 -	 10.000	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.080	 Q(PSF) -	 42.882 PD/PSF #	 2117.2 RUN NO -	 94.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530X/CML.- -.-
.050 -.8504 -.8262	 -.9538 -.9211
.230 _1.1400 -• .3866	 -.3314 -.6486
.410 -.6935 -.1693	 -.2021 -.3745
.590 -.5986 -.2969	 -.2228 -.2400
.770 -.5348 -.3348	 -.2521 -.2593
.878 -.4228 -.3452	 -.2555 -.2559
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DDOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.000	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120	 Q(PSF) a	 42.8B2 PO/PSF =	 2117.2
SECTION t !)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 ,5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7387 -.8318 -1.0734 -.8353
.230 -.7766 -.6266 -.3365 -.6041
.410 -.6386 -.2435 -.2091 -.3488
.590 -.5524 -.3350 -,2091 --.2108
.770 -_5093 -.3"19 -.2246 -.2212
.878 -.4023 -.3488 -.2281 -.2125
BETA	 t 51 =	 10.000	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.200	 0(PSF) m	 42.862 PO/PSF =	 2117.2
SECfiCN ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.749B -.8653 -1.1065 -1.2581
.230 -.7050 -.8325 -.5896 -.6861
.410 -.7533 -.3966 -.1864 -.3191
.590 -.5965 -.3484 -.1485 -.1468
.770 -.5017 -.3655 --.1795 -.1709
.878 -.4035 -.4018 -.1968 -.1847
BETA	 t 51 10.000	 ALPHA ( 51 -	 8.250	 Q(PSFI =	 42.882 PD/PSF a	 2117.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 .7252 -.7373 -.7148 -.7148
.230 -.9737 -.7373 -.7804 -.7356
.410 -.8995 -.4698 -.5129 -.6355
.590 -.7252 --.4853 -.1936 -.2264
.770 -.5319 -.4698 -.1039 -.0573
.878 -.4491 -.4922 -.1350 -.0625
PACE 882
1RFFH161
RW NO : 94.000
RUN NO a 94.000
RUN NO - 94.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ! NAAL-751 i	 PAGE 803
OA:63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IRFFMIB1
BETA ( 5) a	 10.000	 ALPHA 1 61	 10.360 Q(PSF) w 42.882	 PD/P5F s 2117.2	 RUN NO = 94.000




.31 .00	 .5820	 .9530
X/CML
	.050	 -.6856 -.7098 -.6908 -.590>3
.230 -:8479 -67322 -.7495 -.7201
	
.410	 -.8202 -.6407 -.5820 -.6822
	
.590	 -.6925 -.6200 -.2109 -.2765
	
.7711	 7.5251 -.6079 --.0918 -.0262
	 ^- -
	





t 03	 FEB 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRIC -	 25.000
PHI-N a	 66.000 THETAN -	 95.OD0
PHI-M a	 68.000 THETAM -	 98.000
RUN NO - 145.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -
	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF a 936.6900 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0405
BETA ( t) - -10.070
	
ALPHA 11) -	 .010 QtPSFI - 42.692	 PO/PSF - 2125.6
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR BR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0452	 .0840	 .1580	 .I355
	
.230	
-.1210 -.0383 -.0434 -.1020
	
.410	 -.1192 -.0693 -.0882 -.1399
	
.590	 -.0699 -.1037 -.1158 -.1330
	
.770	 -.1468 -.1537 -.169P -.1830
.878 -.2260 -.2226 -.2054 -.2192
BETA 11) _ -10.070
	
ALPHA 1 21	 2.064 Q(P5F) - 42.892
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-O









•.230	 -.0471	 .Ol)6	 .0065 -.0471
	
.410	 -.0540 -.0194 -.0350 -.0834
	
.590	 -.0315 -.0557 -.0644 -.0799
	
.770	 -.0955 -.1093 -.1214 -.1301
	
.878	 -.1785 -.1802 -.1612 -.1751
BETA ( 1) - - 10.070	 ALPHA 13) -	 4.150 QtPSFI - 42.892







.050	 -.299 -.2179 -.0712	 .1945
	








.590	 .0254 -.0038 -.0124 -.0263
.770 -.0435 -.0608 -.0712 - .0729
	
.578	 -.1281 -.1333 -.1143 -.1264
PO/PSF a 2125.6	 RUN NO - 145.00
PO/PSF - 2125.6	 RUN NO - 145.011
ti -
^ ' L­ L-L
PAGE 885DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAl 63 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
ERFFMI91





SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR- 0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.050	 -.0901	 -.2626	 -.2574	 .2184
.230	 .0875	 .1220	 .1238	 .0358
.410	 .0789	 .0893	 .0824
	 .0548
.590	 .0772	 .0496	 .0451
	
.0392
.770	 .0082	 -.0159	 --.0211	 -.0193
.878
	 -.0815	 -.0884	 --.0728	 -.0866
BETA	 ( 11 =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.250	 O(PSF)	 42.892	 PO/PSF -	 2125.6	 RUN NO	 145.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230	 .1376	 .1739	 .1910	 .0945



















SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0






050	 - 0398	 - 1565	 - 144	 - 07













	 .0870	 .0767	 .07B5
	 .100B





fDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-151 I
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
SETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA (	 )) _	 -.010	 O(PSF) =	 42.965 PO/PSF	 2125.5
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0780 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5455 -.5334 -.5317 .0253
.230 -.0623 -.0468 -.0812 -.1431
.410 -.0691 -.0881 -.1138 -.1620
.590 -.0709 ^.1293 -.1803 -.2411
.770 -.1396 -.1826 -.2153 -.2428
.878 -.2308 -.2428 -.2394 -.2583
8E'i„	 (	 2) a	-5,050 ALPHA 1	 2) -	 2.050	 Q(PSF) ¢	 42.965 PO/PSF -
	
2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5162 -.4423 ,-.5437 .0460
.230 .0013 .0064 -.0021 -.0846
.410 -.0124 -.0313 -.0502 -.1156
.590 -.0244 -.0812 -.1087 -.1843
.770 -.1104 -.1396 -.1706 -.2067
.878 -.2033 -.2033 -.2015 -.2256
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.050 ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.120	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.965 PO/PSF .	 2125.5
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4729 -.3853 -.4420 .0047
.230 .0373 .0219 .0683 -.0622
.410 .0139 .0184 .0047 -.0997
.590 .0099 -.0313 -.0485 -.09I4
.770 .-.0880 -.1000 -.1258 -.1670
.878 -.1911 -.1705 -.169B -.2186
ME 886
(RFFM191
RUN NO - 146.00
RUN NO - 146.00
RUN NO = 145.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.050	 6HA ( 4) m	 6.190	 o(PSF) -	 42.565 PO/P5F	 8125.5
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CPO Q
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .S530b ^
0 X/CML
D .050 -.4438 -.3455 -.3696 -.2626











'yp .770 -.1419 -.0556 -.0711 -.1056
CD .878 -.2454 -.129B -.1194 -.1764
13
a
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.860	 0(PSF) d	 42.965 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4217 -.3146 -.3267 -.4406
.230 .0531 .0082 .0168 -.0556
.410 -.0073 .1170 .1187 .0030
.590 -.0228 .0600 .0634 .0393
.770 -:1402 -.0159 -.0176 -.0401
.878 -.2214 -.0936 -.0746 -.1419	 !.
BETA	 ( 21 -	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 10.310	 O(PSF)	 42.955 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION ( I,-MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3940 -.2737 -.3132 -.4508
.230 -.0365 -.0I07 -.014I -.057I
.410 -.0347 .1525 .1594 .0391
.590 -.0399 .0958 .1147 .0924
.770 -.1276 .0185 .0339 .0150
.878 -.1877 -.0571 -.0296 -.0932
PAGE 8S7
(RFFM191
RUN NO = 146.00
RUN NO - 145.00
RUN NO = 346.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 i NAAL-751 I PAGE 888
OA 163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURPACE (R	 HIS)
BETA	 ( 3) p	 -.010 ALPHA (	 1) -	 -.010	 O(PSF) -	 42.865	 PO/PSF	 2125.5 RUN NO n 	 147.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 ,	.5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7415 -.5631	 -.6455 -.1822
.230 -.0501 -.1393
	 -.0759 -.189)
410 -.0724 -.0B96	 -.1342 -.2938
.590 -.1342 -.1531	 -.1925 -.2903
770 -.3023 -.2217	 -.2629 -.3212
.878 -.4036 -.2869	 -.2938 -.3315
BETA	 ( 31 n 	 -.010
	
ALPHA ( 2) 2.040	 O(PSF) •	 42.965	 PO/PS1~ -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 147.00








.410 -.1156 -.0433	 -.0795 -.2377
.590 -.16B9 -.1087	 -.1328 -.2094
.170 -.3116 -.1826	 -.2101 -.2652
.876 -.3993 -.2531	 -.2480 -.2944
SETA	 ( 31 _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 3) m	 4.110	 O(PSP) -
	 42.965	 PD/PSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 147.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.770 -.3159 -.1504	 -.1555 -.2004
.878 -.38H3 -.2211	 ^.2055 -.2607
i
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 899
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFFli1r)
BETA	 1 3) _	 -.010 ALPHA 1 41 6.200	 OIPSF') -	 42.955	 PO/PSF m	 2125.5 RUN NO $	 147.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP	 -




.230 -.3253 -.1974	 -.1905 -.3512




.770 -.3149 -.1196	 -.1092 -.1334
.678 -.3754 -.1905	 -.1628 -.2095
BETA	 ( 31 -	 -.010
	
ALPHA 1 5) -	 8,280
	
OIPSFI	 42.955	 PO/PSF a	 2125.5 RUN NO x	 147.00




.050 -.3792 -.3878	 -.5239 -.6393
.230 -.5997 -.2880	 -.2656 -.3345
.410 -.3603 .0478	 .0581 -.1312





BETA	 t 3) _	 -.010
	
ALPHA 1 61 10.330
	 O(PSF)	 42.965	 PO/P5F s	 2125.5 RUN NO =	 147.00
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/c"L
.050 -.3167 -.3493	 -.4095 -.4404
.230 -.63B1 -,3012	 -.2737 -.4679
.410 -.4318 -.0175	 -.0004 -.1224
.590 -.3149 .0202
	 .0545 .0563
.770 -.3098 -.0554	 -.0038 .0061
.878 -.3373 -.1396	 -.0622 -.0968
fDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR MUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM19)
BETA	 ( 41 n 	 5.040 ALPHA (	 11 -.020	 0(P5F) .	 42.938 POJPSF r	 M5.4	 RUN NO	 148.00




.050 -.6439 -.7185	 -.7099 -.7958
.230 -,3233 -.3422
	 -.3233 -.4402
.410 -.3766 -.1275	 -.1670 -.3714






BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.040
	
ALPHA ( 21 -	 2.050	 0(PSF) n 	 42.938 PD/PSF	 2125.4	 RUN NO n 	 148.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/er4L .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8018 -.7020	 -.7209 -.8686
.230 -.6676 -.3443
	 -.3374 -.5765
.410 -.4372 -.0949	 -.1207 -.3288
.590 -.3907 -.1603	 -.1551 -.2084
.770 -.4526 -.2325
	 -.2222 -.2480
:878 -.5146 -.2979	 -.2652 -.3013
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.110	 O(PSF)	 42.938 PO/PSF -	 2125.4	 RUN NO -	 148.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
.050 -.6621 -.6173	 -.7396 -.6740
.230 -.9998 -.3691
	 -.3192 -.5346
1410 -.5139 -.0589	 -.0848 -.2778
.590 -.4122 -.1279	 -.1141 -.1434
.770 -.4432 -.2071
	 -.1796 -.1899
.878 -.4898 -.2743	 -.2227 -.2554
PAGE 690
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOM OUTER SURFACE
	 1RFFh1191
BETA	 ( 4) 5.040	 ALPHA t 41 n	 6.200	 O(P5F) .	 42.938 PO/PSF w	 2125.4	 RtJN NO go	 148.00




.050 -.5232 -.5750	 -.7614 -.8011
.230 -.8580 -.4473	 -.3524 -.4646
.410 -.5543 -.0470
	 -.0556 -.2281
.590 -.4214 -.1143	 -.0780 -.D970
.770 -.4249 -.2109	 -.1401 -.1419
.878 -.4611 -.2885	 -.1816 -.1988
BETA	 ( 4) %	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 51 8.240	 O(PSF)	 42.938 PO/PSF p	 212x.4	 RUN NO
	 148.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







.410 -.5556 -.1I59	 -.0452 -.2038





BETA	 1 41 5.040
	
ALPHA E 6) -	 10.310	 Q(PSF) a	 42.938 PO/PSF '	 2125.4	 RUN NO -	 148.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.8I76 -.5055	 -.''x590 -.5055
.410 -.6883 -.1780	 -.2831 --.3675
1590 -.53I4 -.1642
	 -.0452 -.0590 -
.770 •-.4728 -.2883	 -.0452 .0047
.878 -.4538 -.3849	 -.0883 -.0555
PACE 831
PAGE 89c'DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFMIW
BETA	 1 5) 10.080 ALPHA (1) .000	 0(P5F) m	 42.905 PO/PSF	 2125.6	 RUN NO m	 149.00
SECTION ( AMAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9002 -.7867 -.8796 -.7350
.230 -1.1101 -.3617 -.3152 -.5251
.410 -.5871 -.1535 -.1931 -.3462
.590 -.4890 -.2361 -.2275 -.2464
.770 -.5389 -.323B -.2625 -.3015
.878 -.5991 -.3892 -.3152 -.3445
8E7A	 ( 5) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.040	 Q(PSF) '	 42.905 PD/PSF -	 2125.6	 RUN NO w	 149.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7917 -.7934 -.9296 -.9175
.230 -I:054i -.4107 -.3365 -.6124
.410 -.6434 -.1314 -.1762 -.3469
.590 -.4900 -.2503 -.1986 -.2262
.770 -.5124 -.3607 -.2590 -.2693
.878 -.5469 -.4296 -.2883 -.3021
BETA	 ( 51 10.080 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.100	 O(PSF) a	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2125.6	 RUN NO	 149.0D
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5920 .8530
X/CmL.
.050 -,7308 -.8067 -1.0226 -.8430




..Rna -.2127snnn -.1955•nnn -.3457_	 'n..r.
FPAGE 893DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
CA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 tRFFM19)
BETA	 ( 51 r	 10.0BO ALPHA ( 41
	 6.180	 QtPSF) =	 42.905 PO/PSF '	 2125.6	 RUN NO p	 149.00
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7264 -.8557 -1.1110 -1.2921
.230 -.6747 -.866( -.4453 -.5971
.410 -.6729 -.3177 -.1832 -.3177
.590 -.5350 -.3280 -.1590 -.1452
.770 -.4694 -.4125 -.1935 -.1797
.878 -.4522 -.4729 -.2246 -.2073
BETA	 ( 5) =	 IO.OBO ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.260	 0(P5F) =	 42.905 PO/PSF *	 2125.6	 RUN NO .	 149.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -:7147 -.7251 -.7147 -.7130
.230 -.9321 -.7199 -.7751 -.7475
.410 -.8510 -.4749 -.4731 -.5732
.590 -.7113 -.5232 -.1798 -.1884
.770 -.58BB -.5991 -.1229 -.0677
.678 -.4956 -.6302 -.1435 -.0901
BETA	 ( 51 W	 10.080 ALPHA ( 61	 10.310	 A(PSF)	 42.905 PO/PSF o	 2125.6
	
RUN NO v	 149.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6701 -.7011 -.6804 -.6804
.230 -.8354 -.7163 -.7355 -.7045 i
.4I0 -.8130 6425 -.5702 -.6770
.590 -.7372 -.6821 -.2225 -.2827
.770 -.5461 -.6804 -.0641 -.0193
.878 -.4463 -.6580 -.0898 -.0262
PO/PSF	 2117.2	 RUN NO - 130.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
FAGS 894
IRF'FM20)	 ( 03 FEB 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH	 .170 ELEVON	 .000
BDFLAP w	 .000 SPDBRK r	 25.000
PHI-N .	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM m	 98.000
POIPSF n 2117.2	 RUN NO a 130.00
REFERENCE DATA
SREF a 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP C 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF u	 474.8100 INCHES
	
YMRP m	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF . 836.6800 INCHES ZMRP n 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0405
BETA ( 1) _ -10.030
	
ALPHA ( I) p	 .010	 Q(PSF) r 42.885
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760








	 -.1230 -.0349 -.0453 -.1023
	.410
	 -.1195 -.0677 -.0667 -.13B5
	
.590
	 -.0867 -.1057 -.1144 -.1299
	
.770
	 --.1489 -.1541 -.1695 --.1904
.878 -.2301 -.2232 -.2042 -.2249
BETA ( 11 = -10.030
	
ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.090	 Q(PSFI	 42.885
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND GR DR -0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	




	 .0151	 .0082 -.0452
	
.410	 -.0452 -.0142 -.0314 -.0797
	
.590
	 -.0280 -.0521 -.0608 -.0748
	
.770
	 -.0918 -.1073 -.1194 -.1367
	
.878
	 -.1764 -.1781 -.1626 -.1747
BETA 1 1) = -10.030
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150	 tl(PSF) - 42.885
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	










.590	 .0254 -.0038 -.0124 --.0262
.770
	 -.0434 -.0624 -.0744 -.0779
	
.8713	 -.1296 -.I365 -.1175 -.1298
PO/PSF s 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 130.00
PAGE 895DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 CRFFM201
BETA ( 1) 3 -10.030	 ALPHA ( 41 r	 6.240	 (1(PSF) - 42.BB5	 PO/PSF n 2117.2	 RUN NO - 130.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




.050	 -.08B3 -.2607 -.2572
	
.2182
.230	 .0875	 .1254	 .1219
	
.0357
.410	 .078B	 .0909	 .0840	 .0547
.590	 .0788	 .0495	 .0444	 .0444
.770	 .0082 -.0141 -.0210 -.0245
.878
	 -.0831 -.0900 -.0728 -.0900
SETA ( 1) - -10.030
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.310 O(PSF)	 42.885	 PO/PSF a 2117.2	 RUN Nt s 130.00
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/m	
.0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.0590 -.2055 -.2159
	 .1788
.230	 .1392	 .1770	 .[SOB	 .0961
.410	 .1374	 .1403	 .1426	 .1047
.590	 .1254	 .0943	 .0995
	
.0995
.770	 .0530	 .9323	 .0306	 .0392
.878	 --.0400 -.0486 -.0262 -.0366
BETA ( 1) w -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 61 .	 10.350 Q(PSF)	 42.825
	
PD/PSF a 2117.2	 RUN NO - I30.00
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.9383 -.1590 -.1470 -.0728
.230	 .I737	 .2029	 .2098
	
.1237










L - ' -Ll
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
04163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.020 ALPHA (	 1) .030
	
QIPSF) r	 42.927 POIPSF	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .B530
X/CML
.050 -.5385 -.5265 -.5299 .0254
.230 -.0573 -.0418 ^.0780 -.1401
.410 -.0659 -.0832 -.1142 -.1573
.590 -.0676 -.1246 -.1590 -.2364
.774
-.I384 -.1780 -.2142 -.2436
.878 -.2280 -.2401 -.2401 -.2608
BETA	 t 2) a	
-5.020
	
ALPHA ( 21 s	 2.060	 Q(PSF)	 42.927 PO/PSF	 2117.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5I28 -.4438 -.5438 .0461
.230 .0013 .0047 .0013 -.0832
.410 -.0142 -.0331 -.0538 -.1125
.590 -.0245 - .0814 -.1056 -.1815
.770
-.1108 -.1418 -.1712 -.2074
.878 -.2057 -.2057 -.2039 -.2281
BETA	 ( 2) w	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.130	 QIPSFI	 42.927 POIPSF	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .4760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4637 -.810 -.4396 .0013
.230 .1,392 .0219 .0684 -.0599
.410 .0157 _0185 .0082 -.0882
.590 .0116 -.0314 -.0486 -.0899
.770 -.0855 -.0985 -.1244 -.1709
.878 -.1916 -.1726 -.1709 -.2208
PAGE 896
(RFFM201
RUN NO * 131.00
RUN NO a 131.00
RUN NO a 131.00
a
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM20)
SETA	 ( 2) -5.020	 ALPHA t 41 6.210
	
O(PSF) s	 42.927 POIPSF	 2117.1 RUN NO® 131.00








.230 .0553 .0185	 .0615 -.0210
F^ .410 .0529 .0736	 .0649 -.0417
O .590 .0150 .0185	 .0099 -.13262
O .770 -.1398 -^.0572
	
-.0709 -.1036
l .878 -.2465 -.1312	 -.1243 -.1776
rd SETA	 i 21 -	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.290	 QIPSFI n 	 42.927 POIPSF n 	 2117.1 RUN NO Q	 1.31.00
SECTION t !)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
L4
YJBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML




.410 -.0038 .1202	 .ties .0013
.590 -.0228 .0599	 .0650 .0392..
' .770 -.1382 -.0193	 -.0159 -.0486
.678 -.2156 -.0934	 -.0745 ».1434
i BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 6) 10.400	 OIPSF) m	 42.927 POIPSF a	 2117.1 RUN NO *	 131.00
j SECTION t I)MAI N LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5923 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3772 -.2654	 -.3101 -.4478
.230 -.0485 -.0107	 -.0141 -.0520
.410 -.0399 .)544	 X1613 .0426
.590 -.0417 .0959	 .1183 .0925	 1
.770 -.1277 .0202	 .0340 .0133
A
.876 -.1879 -.0554	 -.0279 -.082B
PAGE 897
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) _
	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 1) *
	 .010	 01P5F) = 42.907	 PO/PSF" a 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 15820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7327 -.5570 -.6414 -.1779
	
.230	 -.0469 -.1365 -.0727 -.1865
	
.410	 -.0693 -.0982 -.1330 -.2899
	
.59D	 -.1279 -.1503 -.1899 -.28BI
	
.770	 -.3002 -.2175 -.2623 -.3209
	
.67B	 -.4036 -.2647 -.2916 -.3295
BETA ( 3) =	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 2) *
	 2.060
	 Q(PSF) a 42.907
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y113ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6900 -.5348 -.5745 -.4417
	
.230	 -.0538 -.1590 -.0969 -.2004
	
.410	 -.1159 -.0417 -.0779 -,2365
	
.590	
-.1678 -.1073 -.1366 -.2090
	
.770	 -.3141 -.I848 -.2124 -.2676
	
.879	 -.4021 -.2538 -.2521 -.2952
BETA ( 3) =	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.130 Q(PSF) - 42.907
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O






	.050	 -.6517 -.5225 -.5311 -.6517
	
.230	 -.1I24 -.1778 -.1675 -.2588
	
.410	
-.11365 -.0021 -.0262 -.1934
	
.590	 -.2037 -.0727 -.0796 -.1348
	
.770
	 -.3174 -.1503 -.1572 -.2089
.B78 -.3898 -.2226 -.2054 -.2623
PAGE 898
(F1FF'M20 )
RUN NO - 132.00
PO/PSF - 2117.1
	 RUN NO a 132.00
POIPSF a 2117.1	 RUN NO a 132.00
PAGE 889DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA (3)	 -.010	 ALPHA 141 n 	 6.200	 O(PSF) n 42.907	 PO/PSF n 2117.1
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





-.5942	 '4837 -.5355 -.6805
	




	 .0237	 .0166 -.1523
	
.590
	 -.2334 -.0383 -.0245 -.0694
	
.770	 -.3!!l -.1177 -.I074 -.1402
	
.876
	 -.3698 ~.I868 -.1643 -.2092
BETA 13) s	-.010	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.340	 Q(PSF) n 42.907
SECTION f I)MAIN LND OR Olt-0







.050	 -.3551 -.3775 -.5221 -.6306
	








.770	 -.3034 -.0744 -.0486 -.0572
	.678	 -.3448 -.1485 -.1054 -.L598
BETA [ 3) _
	 -.010
	
ALPHA [ 5) -	 10.350 Q(PSFI	 42.907
SECTION I I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 =.3I -16 -.3486 -.4072 -.4362
.230 -.6313 -.3003 -.2693 -.4675
	
.410	 -.4295 -.0210	 .0030 -.1262
	
.590	 -.3124	 .0185	 .0513	 .0530
	
.770	 -.3107 -.0555 -.0055 	 .0030
	
.878	 -.3382 -.1365 -.0641 -.0969
( RFFHED )
RUN NO n 132.00
PO/PSF n 2117.1	 RUN NO - 132.00
PO/PSF - 21I7.1
	 RUN NO n 132.00
s
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TA9ULA7ED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 900
OA1633 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFF1420)
BETA ( 4) -	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 1) -
	
.020 Q(PSF) - 42.912 	 PO/PSF - 2117.0	 RUN NO a :33.00
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML









-.3331 -.3400 -.3210 -.4365
	
.410	 -.3762 -.1228 -.1659 -.3676
	.590	 -.3710 -.18B3 -.2090 -.2762
	
.770	 -.46242'4 -.2624 -.2779 -.3210
.876 -.5348 -.3227 -.3159 -.3521
BETA t 41 =	 5.030
	
ALPHA t 2) =
	 2.070 Q(PSF)	 422.912
	 PO/PSF - 2117.0
	
RUN NO - 133.00
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 --.8015 -.6913 -.7188 -.8653
.230 -.6723 -.3432 -.3329 -.5707
	.410	 -.4311 -.0900 -.1192 -.3243
	
590	 -.3863 -.1571 -.1554 -.2071
	.7;7	 -.4483 -.2295 -.2209 -.2502
	
.878	 -.5086 -.2933 -.2622 -.2984	 -
BETA 1 41.-	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.120 OtP5F1 n 42.912	 PO/PSF w 2117.0	 RUN NO - 133.00
	SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0






.050 -.6567 -.6222 -.7359 -.8634
.230 -.9674 -.3655 -.3087 -.5223
	
.410	 -.5 1 54 -.0589 -.0813 -.2725
	
.590	 -.4069 -.1261 -.1123 -.1399
	
.770	 -.4379 -.2088 r.1778 -.1933
	
.878	 -.4844 -.2706 -.2191 -.2501
k
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 E NAAL-751 )




-	 5.030 ALPHA ( 4)
-	
6.200	 QtPSF1 -	 42.912 PO/PSF -
	
2117.0	 PUN NO =	 133.00
















BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 51 -	 B.280	 Q(PSF1 -
	
42.912 PO/P5F =	 2117.0	 RUN NO K	 133.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA t 51 =	 10.340	 Q(PSF7 n 	 42.912 POIPSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO -	 133.00
















DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 902
OA153 ORB MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM201
BETA	 t 5) -	 10.050	 ALPHA t	 1) _	 .030
	
OIPSF) =	 42.900	 PO/PSF =	 2117.2 RUN NO =	 134.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9027 -.7905	 -.8716 -.6663
.230 -1.0476 -.3402	 -.2937 -.5197
.410 -.5594 -.1522	 -.1901 -.3437
.590 -.4765 -.2367	 -,2246 -.2436 -^---
.770 -.5300 -.3195	 -.2816 -.3040
.878 -.5887 -.3799	 -.3126 -.3351
BETA	 (5) R	 10.050	 ALPHA 12) -	 2.100	 QIPSFI =	 42.900	 PO/PSF =	 2117.2 RUN NO =	 134.00





.050	 -.7914 -.7880 -.9103 -.7983
.230 -1.0327 -.3916 -.3123 -.5725
	
.410	 -.6139 -.1331 -.1813 -.3347
	
.590	 -.4812 -.2554 -.2054 -.22'44
	
.770	 -.5070 -.3623 -.2623 -.2744
.B78 -.5398 -.4278 -.2847 -.2933
BETA 151 =	 10.040
	
ALPHA I 31 -
	




RUN NO - 134.00




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7146 -.7974 -1.0079 -.7250
.230 -.7439 -.5524 -.3402 -.5645
	
.410	 -.5818 -.2126 -.1988 -.3264
	
• .590	 -.4800 -.3074 -.1988 -.2005
	
.770
	 -.4859 -.4041 -.2419 -.2333
.878 -.5024 -.4627 -.2574 -.2402
PAGE 903DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM20)
BETA f 5)	 10.040	 ALPHA f 4) •	 6.230 Q(PSF) - 42.900	 PO/PSF a 2117.2	 RUN NO - 134.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .:530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7213 -.8452 -1.0551 - 1.2513
	
.230	 -.6663 -.8469 -.5682 -.6680
	.410	 -.6972 -.3531 -.1690 -.3135
	
.590	 -.5492 -.3307 -.1483 -.1363
	
.770	 -.4667 -.4150 -.1810 -.1741
	
.878	 -.4546 -.4664 -.2120 -.2017
BETA ( 5) =	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.2B0 Q(PSF) • 42.900
	 PO/PSF - 2117.22	 RUN NO - 134.00




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.71491 -.7282 -.6989 -.7040
.230 -.9438 -.7230 -.7644 -.7299
	
.410	 -.8489 -.4540 -.4643 -.5B16
	
.590	 -.7213 -.5022 -.1815 -.2004
	
.770	 -.5954 -.5885 -.1176 -.0659
.878 -.5022 -.E247 -.1470 -.0849
BETA f 51 =	 I0.050	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.350 Q(PSF) - 42.900
	 PO/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO - 134.00
SECTION f [)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML








-.8302 -.7146 -.7370 -.6990
	
.410	 -.877 -.63I8 -.5731 -.6818
	




-.5472 -.6697 -.0642 -.0193
	
.878	 -.4437 -.6611 --.0970 -.0211
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
	
PAGE 904
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR BOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
[RFFM211	 [ 03 FEB 76 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
	 XMRP - 1076.7800 IN. XO
	 MACH =	 .170 ELEVON o	 5.000
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 1N. YO	 BDFLAP = -11.70(f SPDBRK =
	
25.1300
SREF m 936.5800 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO
	 PHI-N =	 65.000 THETAN =	 108.1300
	
SCALE n 	 .0405	 PHI-M =	 88.000 THETAM =	 99.000
BETA [ 11 = -10.050
	 ALPHA t 1) _	 .050	 O(PSF) _ 42.917	 Pit/P5F = 2120.7
	 HUN NO = 105.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0











.230	 -.1013 -.0262 -.0348 -.0917
	
.4I0	 -.1055 -.0573 -.0762 -.1262
	 ti
	.590	




-.1314 -.1383 -.1538 -.1762
	
.878	 -.2107 -.2055 -.1883 -.2038
BETA 1 I) _ -10.050	 ALPHA (2) =	 2.160 O(PSF) = 42.917
	 PO/PSF a 2120.7	 RUN NO = 105.00



















	 -.0366 -.0055 -.02I0 -.0710
	
.590
	 -.0107 -.0417 -.0536 -.0641
	
.770
	 -.0796 -.0952 -.1072 -.1210
	
.87B
	 -.1624 -.1624 -.1451 -.1589
BETA (1) - -10.050
	 ALPHA [ 3)	 4.190 G(PSF) r
 42.917	 PO/PSr - 2120.7	 RUN NO - 185.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-0






















.590	 .0444	 .0099 -.0004 -.0142
	
.770
	 -.0283 -.0453 -.0573 -.0609
	
.878	 -.1126 -.1160 -.0988 -.1I09
PACE 905
(RFFM2i1
RUN NO n 105.00
VN 1 Oa uno	 nm 119 uLAn umum uv i Fn 7unr. qyL
BETA ( 11 n -10.050	 ALPHA t 41	 6.250 QtP5F) n 42.917	 PO/P5F - 2120.7
SECTION t AMAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.230	 .0959	 .1287	 .1321	 .0426




	 .0908	 .0581	 .0546	 .0512
.770	 .0185 -.0038 -.0124 -.0107
.878
	
-.0692 -.0778 -.0606 -.0744
BETA ( 1) = -10.1350
	
ALPHA ( 5) n 	 8.340	 Q(P5F) n 42.917
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/m
	 .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050


















.87B	 -.0262 -.0314 -.0141 -.0245
BETA t 11 = -10.050
	 ALPHA t 61 n 	 10.430	 Q(PSF)	 42.917
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR -O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML








.410	 .IRB8	 .2008	 .2093
	 .1552.





.878	 .0064	 .0099	 .0340	 .0150
PO/PSF n 2120.7	 RUN NO f 105.00
PO/P5F - 2120.7	 RUN IUD R 105.00
DATE 17 MAY 75
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA183 ORB
	
14AIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 2) _
	 -5.050
	
ALPHA 1 1) _
	 .070	 Q(PSF) = 42,950 	 PO/P5F = 2120.6
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-0








.050	 -.5365 -.5089 -.5451
	 .0306
	
.230	 -.0452 -.0331 -.0641 -.1279
	
.410	 -.0555 -.0745 -.1003 -.1486
	
.590	 -.0504 -.1141 -.1469 -.2279
	
.770	 -.1262 -.1659 -.2003 -.2279
	
.B78	 -.2141 -.2279 -.2227 --.2452
BETA ( 21 -	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.130 QIP5F) n 42.950	 PO/PSF R 2120.6
SECTION I !)MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 -.49B;:	 .4296 -.5278
	 .0513
	
.230	 .0082	 .1168	 .0099 -.0762
	
.4I0	 -.0038 - "10 -.0417 -.1072
	
.590	 -.0090 -.4 •..	 -.0917 -.1589






RUN NO a 106.00
RUN NO - 105.00
BETA t 2) =
	 -5.050
	 ALPH. 1 3) m	4.160 QIPSF) a 42.956	 PO/PSF = 2120.6	 RUN NO A 306.00



































DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 907
DA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (Rt-FM211
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 41 a	 6.240	 Q(PSF) n	 42.950 PO/PSF =	 2I20.5 RUN NO x	 106.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML . 0760 . 3100	 .5820 .6530 Y -
X/CML
.050 -.4393 -.3360	 -.3550 -.2741
.230 .0632 .0219	 .0657 -.0124
0 a .410 .0581 .0856	 .0770 -.0313
tm y1 .590 .0271 .0271	 .0202 -.0107
.770 -.1329 -.0434	 -.0537 -.0864
y^ .878 -.2310 -.1157	 -.1071 -.1604
0 BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 5) 8.320	 Q(PSF)	 42.950 PO/PSF	 2120.6 RUN NO *	 106.00
SECTION [ t)MA1N LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CPb
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4216 -.3047	 -.3116 -.4398
.230 .0597 .0116	 .0150 -.0519
.410 -.0004 .1285
	 .1302 .0099
.590 -.0141 .0718	 .0752 .0511
.770 -.1242 -.0036	 -.0021 -.0313
.678 -.2015 -.0777	 -.0571 -.1207
SETA
	 ( 21 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.400	 Q(PSF) =	 42.950 PO/PSF m	 2120.6 RUN NO =	 105.00	 ,,	 y
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3669 -.2602	 -.3049 -.4374
.230 -.0503 --.0124	 -.0107 -.0503
.410 -.0331 .1613	 .1716 .0477
.590 -.0313 .1079	 .1269 .1062
.770 -.1174 .0322	 .0460 .0340
.878 -.1724 -.0392	 -.0124 -.0709
i
FO/PSF + 2120.6	 RUN NO - 107.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 tRFFM21)
BETA ( 3)
	
-.030	 ALPHA ( 1) s	 .050 Q(PSF) a 42.928	 POIPSF " 2120.6	 RUN NO a 107.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0750	 .3100	 .5820	 18530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7291 -.5499 -.6309 -.1864
	
.230	 -.0451 -.1399 -.0693 -.1830
	
.410	 -.0693 -.0762 -.1210 -.2812
	
.590	 -.1158 -.1399 -.1795 -.2708
	
.770	 -.2950 -.2071 -.2467 -.3018
	
.878	 -.3314 -.2708 -.2777 -.3156
BETA ( 3) _	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 2) -
	
2.130 Q(P5F) a 42.928	 POIPSF = 2120.6	 RUN NO - 107.00
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML	 ..
	
.050	 -.6881 -.5293 -.5638 -.4559
	
.230	 -.0486 -.1589 -.1020 -.2002
	
.410	 -.1158 -.0296 -.0658 -.2278
	
.590	 -.1571 -.0968 -.1210 -.1899
	
.770	 -.3070 -.1709 -.1950 -.2485
	
.878	 -.3946 -.2398 --.2330 -.2812
BETA ( 31 =	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.230 0(P5F) _ 42.928








	 -.6402 -.5126 -.5247 -.6489
	
.230
	 -.1280 -.1728 -.1746 -.2608
	
.410
	 -.l g35	 .0064 -.0142 -.1797
'	 .590
	




-.3074 -.I349 -.1383 -.1866
	
.878	 -.3746 -.2039 -.1901 -.2435
PAGE 50B
iPAGE 909DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
tRFFM211
BETA ( 31	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.240 Q(PSF) a 42.928	 PO/PSF n 2120.6	 RUN NO - 107;00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-O






.050 -.5660 -.4677 -.5298 -.6660
.230	 -.3401 -.1952 -.1728 -.3401
.410	 -.2539	 .0323	 .0237 -.1435
.590
	 -.2228 -.0280 -.0142 -.0538
.770
	 -.2970 --.1038 -.0900 -.1211
.878	 -.3556 -.1711
	 -.1469 -.1849
BETA ( 3) m	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.310 a(PSF) n 42.928	 PO/PSF - 2120.5	 RUN NO - 107.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3462 -.373B -.5080 -.6216




.590	 -• .2602	 .0202	 .0460	 .0168
.770	 -.2929 -.0640 -.0365 -.0417
.87B	 -.3359 -.1415 -.0933 -.1432
BETA ( 3) _	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.400 0(P5F) n 42.928	 POIPSF - 2120.6
	
RUN NO n 107.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR -0 	DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 _0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.3068 -.3361 -.3860 	 .4101
.230	 -.6167 -.2913 -.2655 -.4652
.410	 -.4256 -.0210 -.0090 -.1260





.878	 -.3223 -.1250 -.0451 -.0727
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ON!	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFM21)
BETA ( 4) a	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 1) a	 .070
	 O(PSF) a 42.917	 POIPSF a 8120.5	 RUN NO a 108.00
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND GR OR-0







.050	 -.8238 -.7032 -.6980 -.7887
	
.230	 -.35B7 -.3380 -.3139 -.4396
	
.410	 -.3793 -.1123 -.1537 -.3552
	
.590	 -.3535 -.1761 -.1967 -.2622
	
.770
	 -.4483 -.2484 -.2588 -.3001
.878 -.5189 -.3g70 -. 2967 -.3363
BETA (-4l =	 5.000.	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.140
	 O(PSF) = 42.917
SECTION I IIMAIN LND GR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML




.050	 -.7825 -.6808 -.7187 -.8617
	
.230	 -.7119 -.3484 -.3294 -.5723
	
.4I0	 -.4345 -.0865 -.1089 -.3139
	
.590	 -.3725 -.1468 -.1416 -.1899
	
.770	 --.4362 -.2191 -.208B -.2312
	
.878	 -.4931 -.2777 -.2484 -.2812
BETA ( 4) =	 51000	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.160 Q(PSF) = 42.917
SECTION ( 11HAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.6056 - .5953 -.7384 -.8505
	
.230	 -.9936 -.3780 -.3142 -.5159
	
.410	 --.5263 -.0486 -.0728 -.2625
	
.590	 -.3952 -.1159 -.1021 -.1297
	
.770	 -.4314 -.1969 -.1642 -.1745
	
.878	 -.4694 -.2607 -.2022 1 -.2331
PO/PSF = 2 120.5	 ;N NO a 108.00
PO ,,PSF = 2120.5	 RUN NO A 108.00
t	
_
PAGE 91IDATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
CA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM211
BETA ( 4) w	 5.000	 ALPHA t 4) m	 6.25D Q(PSF) 4 42.917	 PO/PSF n 2120.5	 RUN NO it 10B.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





-.5148 -.5752 --.7547 -.7927
	
.230
	 -.8169 -.4509 -.3681 -.4595
	




-.4060 -.1108 -.0660 -.0815
	
.770
	 -.4112 -.2075 -.1298 -.1281
	
.678
	 -.4440 -.2766 -.1644 -.1799
BETA ( 4) =
	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 B.320 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2120.5
	
RUN NO - 10B.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100 -- .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .2478	 .2892 -.4208 -.3192
	
.230









.770	 .2551	 .2488	 .2044 -.4191
	
.878	 .2582	 .2665	 .1821 -.4105
BETA ( 41 -	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 6) -
	 10.390 Q(PSF) - 42.917 	 PO/PSF - 2120.5	 RUN NO - 100.00
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4944 -.4996 -.4772 -.4875
	
.230	 -.7601 -.4944 -.5374 -.4823
	
.410	 -.6751 -.1932 -.2792 -.3842
	
.590	 -.5219 -.1673 -.0520 -.0675
	
.770




	 -.4324 -.3859 -.0692 -.0348
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) -	 10.020 ALPHA ( 1)	 .040	 O(PSF)	 =	 42.895 PO/PSF	 2120.6
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y15ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.8827 -.7759 -.8707 -.6932
.230 -1.0568 -.3433 -.2882 -.5122
.410 -.5708 -.1434 -.1830 -.3330





BETA	 ( 51 -	 10.020	 ALPHA (2) -	 2.120
	
OEPSF)	 42.895 PO/PSF -	 E120.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7525 -.7646 -.912 -.7904
.230 -1.0159 -.3997 -.3I51 -.5718
.410 7.6045 -.1312 -.1742 -.3239
.520 -.4582 -.2517
-.1931 -.2138
.770 -.4840 -.3549 -.2448
-.2534
1878 -.5150 -.4169 -.2671 -.2740
BETA	 ( 5) s
	10.020
	 ALPHA (3)	 4.190
	 UIPSF) W	 42.895 PO/PSF -	 2120.6
SECTION 11lMA1N I_ND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.7313 -.5716 -.3404 -.5309
.410 -.5599 -.2075 -.1902 -.3I79
.590 -.45B1 -.3024 -.1919 -.1919





RUN NO - 109.00
RUN NO - 109.00
RUN NO - 109.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 C NAAL-751 1
OA163 ONO
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) *	 10.010 ALPHA 14) a	 5.250
	
Q(P$F) n 	 42.895 POIPSF Q	 2120.6
SECTION S I)MAiN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530	 -
XICMLO
.a5a -.7066 -.e295 -I.04a9 -r.l>;sa
.230 -.6620 -.8243 -.5773 -.6931
.410 -.7000 -.3977 -.1662 -.3095
.590 -.5393 -.3303 -.1334 -.1299
.770 -.4599 -.4011 -,1610 -.1610
.878 -.4236 -.4616 -.2007 -.1852
BETA	 ( 51 10.010	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.360
	
Q(PSF)	 42.895 PO/PSF a	 2129.5
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
- .050 -.6948 -.7017 -.5793 -.6793
.230 -.8860 -.7137 -.7465 -.7120
.410 -.8326 -.4932 -.4932 -.6086
.590 -.6982 -.5397 -.1899 -.1916
.770 -.5621 --5965 -.0968 -.0434
.878 -.4621 -.5948 -.i227 --.0589
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.010	 ALPHA 16) =	 10.420	 Q(PSF)	 42,895 PO/PSF	 2120.6
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR qR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6575 -.6747 -.6644 -.6506
.230 -.7+372 -.7040 -.7178 -.6S50
.410 -.7782 -.6557 -.5626 -.6609
.590 -.7006
-.6954 -.2177 -.2729
.770 -.5229 -.6644 -.0538 -.0055
.878 -.4332 -.6437 -.0866 -.0142
PAGE 913
CRFFM211
RUN NO a 109.00
RUN NO a 109.00
RUN NO - 109.00
PAGE 91u,
(RFFM22)	 t 03 FEB 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA






PHI-N -	 65.000 THETAN - 108.000
PHI-M -	 BB.000 THETAH -	 98.000
RUN NO - 110.00F
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
SREF - 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0405
BETA (1) _ -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 1) -	 .060	 Q(PSF) - 43.010	 PO/PSF - 2120.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML








.230	 -.1020 -.0227 -.0295 -.0865
	
.410
	 -.0985 -.0520 -.0710 -.1192
	
.590	
-.0623 -.0865 -.0951 -.108B
	
.770
	 -.)261 -.1329 -.1467 -.1674
	
.878	 -.2035 -.1967 -.1912 -.1984
BETA (1) _ -10.020
	 ALPHA t 2) a	 2.110	 Q(PSF) - 43.010













-.0313 -.0021 -.0192 -.0656
	
.590	
-.0021 -.0381 -.0450 -.0622
	
.770
	 -.0742 -.0897 -.1034 -.1172
	
.878	 -.1549 -.1567 -.1395 -.1515
BETA ( 1) = -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.160
	 Q(PSF) u 43.010




















	 .0116	 .0030 -.0107
	
.770	
-.0245 -.0435 -.0521 -.0573
	
.878	
-.1073 -.1125 -.0935 -.1056
PO/PSF - 2120.8	 RUN NO - 110.00
PO/PSF - 2120.8	 RUN NO - 11€1.00
t "J
PAGE 915DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFM221
BETA ( 1) - -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.230 Q(PSF) - 43.010	 PO/PSF a 2120.8	 RUN NO - 110.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-0
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.0912 -.2489 -.2558	 .2204
	
.230	 .0973	 .1350	 .1333	 .0458
	
.410	 .0887	 .1007	 .0973	 .06BI
	
.590	 .0973	 .0630	 .0595	 .0561
	
.770	 .0235
	 .0047 -.0072 -.0072
	
.878	 -.0638 -.0706 -.0535	 .0672
BETA ( 1) = --10.020	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290
	
0(PSF) A 43.010
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0691 -.1912 -.1998 	 .1732
	
.230	 .1474	 .1818 ^- 2006	 .1044
	
.410	 .1457	 .1509	 1526' .1096
	
.590	 .1423	 .1113	 .1130	 .1I13
	
.770
	 .0666	 .0477	 .0460	 .0528
	
.878	 -.0244 -.0296 -.0107 -.0227
BETA ( 1) = -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.380	 0(PSF) - 43.010
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.0399 -.1 = 64 -.1310 -.1000
	
.230	 .1817	 .2159	 .2107	 .1370
	
.410	 .1919	 .2022	 .2107	 .1577
	
.590	 .1817	 .1594	 .1680	 .1697
	
.770
	 .0992	 .0906	 .0941
	 .1130
	
.878	 .0133	 .0150	 .0391
	 .0202
PO/PSF - 2120.8	 RUN NO - 110.00
PO/PSF - 2120.8	 RUN NO - 110.00
J
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL.-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM22)
BETA
	
( 2) _	 -5.020 ALPHA (	 1) -	 .020	 Q(PSF) a	 42.915 PO/PSF -	 2120.6	 RUN NO	 111.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5373 -.5148	 -.5511 .0289
.230 -.0452 -.0314	 -.0542 -.1247
.410 -.0556 -.0746	 -.1005 -.1419
.590 -.0504 -.1143	 -.1471 -.2282
.770 -.1264 -.164%	 -.1972 -.2282
.878 -.2127 -.2248	 -.2196 -.2386
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.020	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.100
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.915 PO/PSF	 2120.6	 RUN NO =	 111.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4941 -.4288	 -.5251 .0494
.2 30 .0116 .0150	 .0133 -.0726
.410 -.0004
-.0193	 -.0382 -.1087
.590 -.0055 -.0657	 -.0915 -.1552
.770
-.0967 -.1242	 -.1518 -.1827
.878 -.1844
-.1862	 -.1827 -.2120
BETA	 ( 21 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150	 Q(PSF) =	 42.915 PO/PSF	 2120.6	 Rm NO =	 111.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0495 .0271	 .0805 -.0503
.4I0 .0478 .0357	 .0202 -.0762
.59C .0306
-.0141	 -.0295 -.0727




PAGE 917DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM22)
BETA	 ( 2) n 	 -5.020
	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.220	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.915 PO/PSF -	 2120.6	 RUN NO +	 111.00
SECTION c 11MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4436 -.3350	 -.3557 -.2781
.230 .0534 .0202	 .0551 -.0090
.410 .0547 OB58	 .0772 -.0297
.590 .0271 .0323	 .0254 -.0107
.770 -.1332 -.0418	 -.0521 -.0949
.878 -.2280 -.1125	 -.1004 -.1521
BETA	 ( 2) w	-5.020
	 ALPHA ( 5) g	 8.290
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.915 PO/P5F -	 2120.6
	
RUN NO -	 111.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VA(R1AELE CP




.230 .0599 .0151	 .0151 -.0573
.419 .0013 .1341
	 .1323 .0099




.878 -.1952 -.0711	 -.0521 -.1176





SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3516 -.2551	 -.3102 -.4359
.230 -.0572 -.0107	 -.0038 -.0503
.410 -.0348 .1648	 .1734 .0529




.878 -.170B -.0365	 -.0072 -.UEtil
v;	 - "
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 i NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 31 .010 ALPHA (	 1) -	 1010	 Q(PSF) a	 43.015 PO/PSF 9	 2120.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7240 -.5457 -.6297 -.1941
.230 -.0398 -.1393 -.0690 -.1804
.410 -.0655 -.0758 -.1170 -.2782
.590 -.1118 -.1358 -.1753 -.269E
.770
-.2919 -.2010 -.2439 -.2987
.878 -.3845 -.2644 -.2730 -.3107
BETA	 ( 31 a .010 ALPHA ( 2) 2.090	 O(PSF) m	 43.015 PO/PSF	 2120.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0519 -.I501 -.1017 -.1979
.410 -.1189 -.0296 -.0639 -.2253
.590 -.1549 -.0914 -.1171 -.1875
.770 -.2992 -.1659 -.1893 -.2442
.878 -.3833 -.2322 -.2305 -.2734
BETA	 ( 31 _	 ' .010 ALPHA ( 3) 4.140	 0(PSF) *	 43.015 PO/PSF a	 2120.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00 .5620 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.5391 -.5082 -.5220 -.6477
.230 -.I278 -.1777 -.1674 -.2603
.410 -.1915 .0062 -.0124 -.1794
.590 -.1966 -.0589 -.0623 -.1157
.770 -.3034 -.1329 -.1364 -.1846
.878 -.3698 -.2018 -.1863 --.2397
PAGE 918
(RFFM221
RUN NO a 112.00
RUN NO ® 112.00
RUN NO $ 112.00
I
PAGE 919DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SL ACE 	 (RFFM22)
BETA f 3) _	 .010	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.200	 Q(PSF) a 43.015	 PO/PSF a 2120.6	 RUN NO a 112.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.5881 -.4691 -.5346 ^.6638
	
.230
	 -.3467 -.1882 -.1796 -.3381
	
.410	 -.2537	 .0357	 .0254 -.1434
	
.590	 -.2227 -.0228 -.0124 -.0521
	
.770
	 -.2967 -.1020 -.0900 -.1156
	
.878
	 -.3519 -.1692	 .1417 -.1830
BETA ( 31 =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 5) -
	
8.290 Q(PSF) w 43,015
	
PO/P5F n 2120.6	 RUN NO v 112.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.3377 -.3773 -.5082 -.6183
	











-.2895 -.0540 -.0331 -.0362
	
.879
	 -.3326 -.1329 -.0899 -.1363
BETA ( 3) 4	 .010	 ALPHA ( 6) -
	 10.370 Q(PSF) n 43,013 	 PO/PSF v 2120.6	 RUN NO ' 112.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	




	 -.3011 -.3355 -.3836 -.4076
	
.2311
	 -.6070 -.2H9I -.2657 -.4661
	
.410	 -.4?83 -.0244 -.0089 -.1258
	
.590







	 -.3200 -.1224 --.0399 -.0691
RUN NO - 113.00
RUN NO - 113.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 l NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.040 ALPHA	 (	 1) .000	 Q(P5F) a	 42.905 PO/P5F =	 2120.6
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.8267 -.7030 .7013 -.7717
.230 -.36BO --.3388 -.3199 -.4453
.410 -.3800 -.1103 -.1533 -.5525
.590 -.3525 -.1739 -.1928 -.2598
.770 -.4436 -.2443 -.2563 -.2976
.87B -.5140 -.3027 -.2924 -.3285
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.040 ALPHA ( 21 2.080	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2120.6
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7B38 -.6736 -.7201 -.8647
.230 -.7336 -.3462 -.3275 -.5840
.410 -.4394 -.0847 -.1088 -.3154
.590 -.3723 --.1450 -.1415 -.189B
.770 -.4377 -.2173 -.2035 -.2242
.876 -.4911 -.2758 -.2448 -.2758
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.170
	 O(PSF) =	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2120.6
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 -.6033 -.5930 -.7360 -.8497
.230 --.9824 -.3963 -.3139 -.5155
.410 -.5144 -.0417 -.0693 -.2605
.590 -.3963 -.1141 -.0968 -.1244
.770 -.4276 -.IBBI -.1606 -.1709




DATE: 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) s	 5.030	 ALPHA (	 4) =	 6.220	 O(P5F) x	 42.905	 PO/PSF W	 2120.6
SECTION ( ()MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP
Y / BML. .075n .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5085 -.5724 -.7504 -.7971
.230 -.8040 -.4532 -.3633 -.4532
.410 -.5378 -.0436 -.0467 -.218I
.590 -.4065 -.1110 -.0606 -.0781
.770 -.4099 -.2026 -.1248 -.1213
.878 -.4376 -.2700 °.1576 -.1749
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.030	 ALPHA l	 51 =	 8.280	 0(F'SF) u	 42.905	 PO/PSF 2120.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4991 -.5785 -.7407 -.8822
.230 -.7010 -.4853 -.4353 -.4715
.410 -.5267 -.1246 -.0366 -.1988
.590 -.4180 -.1540 -.0280 -.0297
.770 -.4076 -.2454 -.0728 -.0694
.878 -.4145 -.3162 -.1091 -.1194
BETA	 t 4) 5.030 ALPHA (	 6) 10.350
	
O(PSF) a	 42.905	 PO/PSF m	 2120.6
SECTION ( 1111AIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4873 --.4977 -.4822 -.4752
.230
-.7826 -.4925 -.5322 -.4770
.410 -.6704 -.1972 -.2818 -.3899
.590 -.5184 -.1661 -.0504 -.0712
.770 -.4552 -.2887 -.0314 .0151
.878 -.4252 -.3820 -.0625 -.0245
PAGE: 921
(RFFM22)
RUN NO . I13.00
RUN NO $ 113.00
RUN NO s 113.00
..^	 .l MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA (	 11 .030	 O(PSF) a	 42.840 PO/PSF a	 2120.7
SECTION ( I MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8616 -.7770 -.9616 -.6976
.230 -1.0721 -.3369 -.2869 -.5112
.410 -.5647 -.1402 -.1798 -.3283
.590 -.4560 -.2213 -.2109 -.2299
.770 -.5147 -.3110 -.2644 -.2834	 .
.87B -.5630 -.5714 -.2866 -.3162
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090
	
0(PSF) a	 42.840 POtP5P	 212{1.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7651 -.7651 -.9119 -.7703
.230 -.9999 -.3853 -.3034 -.5683
.410 -.6028 -.1298 -.1730 -.3249
.590 -.4596 -.2490 -.1920 -.2092
.770 -.4820 -.3543 -.2438 -.2524
.876 -.5096 -.4164 -.2628 -.26152
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.150
	 1Q(PSF) -	 42.840 PO/PSF	 2120.7
SECTION c I)MA1N LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.7281 -.5898 -.3305 -.5414
.410 -.5708 -.2078 -.1888 -.3133
.590 -.4567 -.2925 -.1871 -.1871
.770 -.4602





RUN NO - 114.00
RUN NO n 114.00
RUN NO a 114.00
PACE 983DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DAM ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM22)
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.240 Q(PSF) - 42.840	 PO/PSF - 2120.7	 RUN NO + 134.00





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7106 -.6160 -1.0511 -1.1323
	
.230	
-.6640 -.8057 -.5793 -.6812
	
.410	 -.6882 -.4117 -.1714 -.3149
	
.590	 -.5482 -.3450 -.1248 -.1246
	
.770
	 -.4531 -.4099 -.1524 -.1490
	
.878	 -.4151 -.4566 -.1887 -.1784
BETA ( 51 =	 10.060
	




RUN NO - 114.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0






.050	 -.6888 -.7026 -.6802 -.6837
	
.230	 -.8907 -.7130 -.7492 -.7095
	
.410	 -.82.17 -.4990 --.4887 -.6198
	.593	 -.7026 -.5180 --.1902 -.2022
	
.770	 -.5508 -.5922 -.0935 -.0349
	
.878	 -.4507 -.5957 -.1194 -.0573
BETA ( 5) z	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.370 Q (PSFI = 42.840	 PO/PSF = 2120.7	 RUN NO - 114.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-0




.050 -.6540 -.6695 -.6609 -.6575
	
.230	 -.7937 -.7006 -.7195 -.6782
	
.410	 -.7713 -.6575 -.5574 -.6592
	
.590	 -.6902 -.69B9 -.2159 -.2729
	
.770
	 -.5195 -.6644 -.0555 -.0055
	
-.878	 -.4298 -.6368 -.0918 -.0090
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAt63 I NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 924
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM23)	 t 03 FEB 76 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 22690.0000 SQ.FT. 	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
HACH -	 .170 ELEVON r	 10.000
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP w	 .0000 IN. YO
	
SOFLAP b	 .000 SPO8RK •	 25.1700
BREF - 935.6800 INCHES 2MRP R 375.0000 IN. 20
	
Pill-N .	 65.000 THETAN -	 108.000
	
SCALE _	 .0405
	 PHI-m m	 SB.000 THETAM =	 98.000
BETA ( 11 - -10.040	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .110	 Q(PSF) a 42.903	 PO/PSF - 2117.9	 RUN NO - 135.00













.230	 -.0901 -.0107 -.0159 -.0728
	
.410	 -.OBIS -.0383 -.0556 -.1091
	
.590	 -.0521 -.0694 -.0798 -.0936
	
.770	 -.1055 -.1160 -.1298 -.1488
	
.878
	 -.1669 -.1816 -.1626 -.1799
BETA ( Il = --10.040
	 ALPHA ( 21	 2.170
	
Q(PSF) s 42.903	 PO/PSF	 2117.9	 RUN NO ° 135.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML






.230	 --.0159	 .0392	 .0306 -.0176
	
.410	 -.0141	 .0133 --.0038 -.0521
	
.590	 .0047 -.0210 -.0295 -.0434
	
.770
	 -.0555 -.0110 -.0813 -.0969
	
.878
	 -.1365 -.1355 -.1175 -.1330
BETA ( 11 - -10.040
	





RUN NO w 135.00
SECTION ( ;)MAIN LND OR Oft-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




	 -.1072 -.2381 -.1416	 .2095
	
.230	 .0478	 .0909	 .0857	 .0357
	
.410	 .0478	 .0533	 .0495	 .0013
	
.590	 .0547	 .0288	 .0219	 .0082
	
.1170	 -.0055 -.0245 -.0348 -.0365
	
.978
	 -.0882 -.0917 -.0744 -.0865
4
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 925
0AI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM23)
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.300	 0(PSF) n 	 42.903 PO/PSF =	 2117.9 RUN NO .	 133.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0763 -.2384	 -.2470 .2252
.230 .1117 .1452	 .I513 .0582
.410 .1065 .1151	 .1117 .0823




.878 -.0452 -.0487	 -.0349 -.0504
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 5) n	 8.370	 0(PSF1 a	 42.903 PO/PSF +	 2117.9 RUN NO =	 135.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.590 .1530 .1259	 .1306 .1306
.770 .0853 .0651	 .0651 .0754
.878 -.0021 -.0055	 .0099 -.0055
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 10.450	 Q(PSF1	 42.903 PO/PSF	 2117.9 RM NO =	 135.00
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPM.CNT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML -
.050 -.0279 -.I295	 -.1174 -.1261
.230 .1940 .2214	 .2129 .1494
.410 .2x160 .2180	 .2283 .1734
.590 .1906 .1752	 .1854 .1872
.770 .1165 .1132	 .1I65 .1356
.878 .0323 .0391	 .0598 .0443
4:	 .....
-	 -
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 928
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
iRFFM23)
BETA ( 2) _	
-5.030
	
ALPHA t 11	 .100	 Q(PSF) $ 42.937	 PO/PSF • 2117.8	 RUN NO	 136.00













.230	 -.0280 -.0159 -.0469 -.1073
	
.410	 -.0366 -.0556 -.0832 -.1263
	
590	 -.0349 -.0952 -.1263 -.2091
	
.770
	 -.1056 -.1435 -.1763 -.2022
	
.878	 -.1901 -.2005 -.1970 -.2160
BETA ( 21 a	
-5.030	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.160 Q(PSF)	 42.937	 PO/PSF 4 2117.8	 RUN NO w 136.00






	 .3100	 .5820	 8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4963 -.4119 -.5015	 .0581
	
.230	 .0237	 .0237	 .0305 -.0606
	
410	 .0168 -.0021 -.024	 -.1037
	
.590	 .0047 -.0469 -.0675 -.1098
	
770
	 -.0779 -.1020 -.1330 -.1708
	
.878	 -.1657 -.1657 -.1674 -.2087
BETA t 2) - -5.030
	
ALPHA f 31	 4.260 Q[P5F) = 42.937 	 PO/PSF	 2117.8	 RUN NO + I36.00_
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR OR-0
	 DEPUMENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML
	

















.0391	 .0047 -.0124 -.0537
	
.770
	 -.0606 -.0589 -.0B13 -.1209
	
.878
	 -.1674 -.1260 --.1243 -.1708
PAGE 927DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM23)
BETA	 ( 21 _	 °5.030 ALPHA ( 41 a	 6.290	 O(PSF) -	 42.937 PO/PSF -	 2117.8 RUN NO w	 136.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4195 -.3177	 -.3384 -.3039
.230 .0754 .0323	 .0651 -.0038
b 0 .410 .0616 .1030	 .0961 -.0142
O t^ .5"0 .0220 .0513	 .0444 .0116
0
.710 -.1176 -.0193	 -.0280 -.0607
^d
.878 -.2056 -.0900	 -.0745 -.I280
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.390	 Q(PSF) =	 42.937 PO/PSF	 2117.8 RUN NO n 	 I36.00
PSECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
ra
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4019 -.2847	 -.2951 -.4347
.230 .0530 .0185	 .0064 -.0521
.410 .0082 .1460	 .1478 .0288
.590 -.0038 .0892	 .1012 .0719
.770 -.i055 .02I9	 .0237 -.0038
.878 -.1727 -.0521	 -.0297 -.0917
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.460	 Q(P5F) .	 42.937 PO/P5F	 2117.8 RUN NO $	 136.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR BR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3149 -.2324	 -.2977 -.4231
.230 -.0811 -.0193	 -.0038 -.033b
.410 -.0382 .1765	 .1817 .0649
.590 -.0227 .1284	 .150E . .1267
.770 -.0932 .0563	 .0734 ,0566
.878 --.1464 -.0124	 .0184 -.0330
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RF1=M23)
BETA
	 13) _	 --.010 ALPHA S 1)	 .090	 QiPSFI -	 42.953 PO/PSF '	 2117.8
	
RUN NO a	 137.00
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .582'O .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7058 -.5338 -.6112 -.2292
.230 -.0330 -.1311 -.0623 -.1707
.410 -.0571 -.0606 -.1019 -.2602
590 -.1122 -.1191 -.1552 -.2516
.770 -.2757 -.1645 -.2206 -.2774
.878 -.3669 -.2447 -.2516 -.2894
BETA	 ( 3) r	 -.010
	
ALPHA c 21	 2.160
	
Q(PSF) a	 42.953 PO/PSF -	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 137.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.1050 -.6549 -.5120 -.5430 -.5016
230 -.0485 -.1571 -.1089 -.2036
.410 -.1227 -.0141 -.0486 -.2088
.590 -.1571 -.0796 -.1003 -.1640
770 -.2880 -.1485 -.1674 -.2191
.878 -.3638 -.2122 -.2071 -.2519
BETA	 1 3) -	 -.010
	 ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.220	 .O(PSF) " . 42.953 PO/PSF	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 137.00
SECTION 11)MA)N LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6197 -.4993 -.5096 -.6559
.230 -.1432 -.1724 -.1707 -.2602
.410 -.1879 .0202 .0013 -.1655
."190 -.1948 -.0399 -.0451 -.0950
.770 -.2660 -.1156 -.1156 -.1569
.878 -.3496 -.1810 -.1638 -.2154
PAIGE 988
1PACE: 929DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAi63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IRFFM231
BETA	 ( 3) n 	 -.010 ALPHA 141 6.300	 Q(PSF) -	 42.953 POIPSF n 	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 137.00













.590 -.2245 -.0090	 .0064 -.0297
.770 -.2797
-.0814	 -.0659 -.0866
.87B -.3331 -.1469	 -.1176 -.1555
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -.010 ALPHA ( 5) 8.380	 Q(PSF)	 42.553 PO/PSF n 	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 137.00





.050 -.3065 -.3615	 -.4802 -.5816
.230 -.5527 -.2807	 -.2704 -.3391
410 -.3581 .0443	 .0735 -.1190
.590 -.2566 .035-1	 .0632 .0443
,770 -.2738 -.0451	 -.0090 -.0107
.878 -.3099 -.1139	 -.0640 -.1087
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -.010 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.450	 Q(PSF) -	 42.953 POIPSF -	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 131.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2883 -.3159	 --.3400 -.3624
.230 -.5900 -.2846	 -.2814 -.4400
.410 -.4348 -.0366	 -.0435 -.1417
.590 -.3159 .0426	 .0737 .0582
.770 -.2883 -.0273	 .0392 .0461
.878 -.3055 --.1055	 -.0159 -.0331
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA C 4)	 5.930
	
ALPHA ( 1) A	 .110	 Q(P5F1 . 42.938	 POIPSF	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIC3ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.8092 -.6905 -.6905 -.7885
.230 -.3945 -.3325 -.3205 -.4512
	




-.3531 -.1604 -.1776 -.2351
	
.770	 -.4289 -.2275 -.2361 -.2705
	
.876	 -.4943 -.2843 -.2705 -.3050
BETA C 41 =	 5.030
	
ALPHA C 21 - 	 2.160 O(PSF) W 42.938	 POIPSF . 2117.8
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1BKL	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.7526 -.6562 -.7147 -.8627
.230 -.7681 -.3395 -.3205 -.5667
	
.410	 -.4376 -.0744 -.0933 -.2981
	
.590	 -.3739 -.1277 -.1226 -.1708
	
.770
	 -.4186 -.1966 -.1845 -.2035





RUN NO s 138.00
RUN NO . 138.00
BETA ( 4) -	 5.030
	
ALPHA 131 =	 4.210 OtPSF) -t 42.938	 POIPSF s 2117.8	 RUN NO w 138.00


































DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAISS ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFFM23)
BETA	 1 41 «	 5.030 ALPHA 1 4) =	 6.310	 Q(PSF) =	 42.938 POIPSF =	 2117.6 RUN NO a	 138.00
SECTION 1 l)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
•YISML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.	 .050 -.4989 -.5679	 -.7439 -.8094
.230 -.7939 -.4437	 -.3661 -.4403
.410 -.5248 -.0487	 -.0366 -.2039
.590 -.3971 -.1004	 -.0504 -.0607
.770 -.3868 -.1039 -.0987
878 -.4127 -.2678
	 -.1365 -.1487
BETA	 (4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA E 5) -	 8.380
	
QEPSF) *	 42.938 PO/P5F =	 2117.8 RUN NO =	 13840





.050 -.4897 -.5620	 -.7154 -.8360
.230 -.6378 -.4862	 -.4397 -.5000
.410 -.5052 -.1606	 -.0469 -.1933
.	 .590 -.4104 -.1606	 -.0055 -.0124
.770 -.3897 -.2416	 -.0469 -.0417
.878 -.3846 -.3105	 -.0831 -.0899
BETA	 l 43 =	 5.040	 ALPHA (6) 10.440
	
Q(PSF)	 42.938 POIPSF =	 2117.8 RUN NO	 138.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .853-
X/CmL
.050 -.4688 -.4774	 -.4550 -.4567
.230 -.7253 -.4808	 -.5032 -.4653
.410 -.6444 - 2208	 -.3069 -.3861
.590 -.5t53 -.1898	 -.0503 -.0813
.770 -.4395 -.3034	 -.0055 .0392
.878 -.3947 -.3878	 -.0348 .0064
PAGE ¢=`
PAM 932DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )





ALPHA ( 11	 .120	 OtPSF) - 42.885	 PO/PSF - 2117.9	 RUN. NO a 139.00
	








-.8247 -.7608 -.8593 -.'71k41
.230 -1.0701 -.3460 -.2839 -.5119
	
.410	 -.5655 -.1265 -.1680 -.3149
	
.590	 -.4531 -.2112 -.1939 -.2129
	
.770
	 -.4946 -.2942 -.2458 -.2596
	
.878	 -.5413 -.3564 -.2700 -.2924
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.180	 O(PSF) a 42.885	 PO/PSF m 2117.9	 RUN NO a I39.00
	SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YrBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	.050
	 -.7543 -.7561 -.9027 -.7785
	
.230
	 -.9476 -.404! -.3057 -.5611
	
.410	 -.5853 -.1298 -.1694 -.3161
	
.590
	 -.4455 -.2488 -.1781 -.1919
	.770
	 -.4541 -.3403 -.2229 -.2264
	
878	 -.4783 -.3989 -.2402 -.2419
BETA ( 5) F	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.240 O(PSF) R 42.885	 PO/PSF a 2117.9	 RUN NO a 139,01)









.050	 -.6994 -.7855 -1.0300 -.7821
	
.230	 -.6736 -.5944 -.3327 -.5186
	




-.4480 -.2896 -.1743 -.1708
	
770	 -.4325 -.3757 -.2018 -.1898
	
.878	 -.4360 -.4188 -.2173 -.1932
^f
I^	 'l
DATE 17 MAY 75
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 t NAAL-75l )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA t 51 =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 4) +	 6.320	 Q(P5F) = 4$.885	 POIPSF = 2117.9




	 .0750	 .3100	 .a820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.6974 -.7682 -.9890 -1.0443
.230	 -.6595 -.7716 -.6060 -.7026
.410	 -.680P -.4662 -.2195 -.3282
.590
	
-.5404 -.3886 -.1142 -.1229
.770
	
-.4317 -.4145 -.1280 -.1263
.678
	
-.3938 -.4576 -.1556 -.1487
BETA ( 5) -	 10.060	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.360 QIPSFI a 42.885	 POIPSF a 2117.9
SECTION (1 ) MAIN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 . 3100	 .5820	 .8530
K/CML
.050 -.6573 -.6746 -.6556 -.6487
.230
	
-.8108 -.7022 -.7194 -.6953
.410	 -.7832 -.5260 -.5125 -.6211
.590	 -.6746 -.5487	 .1918 -.2038
. 1170	 -.5022 -.5797 -.0676 -.0245
.878	 -.4108 -.5746 -.1004 -.0297
BETA t 5) -	 10.060
	
ALPHA t 61 a	 10.450 Q(PSF) - 42.885
	
PO/P5F	 2117.9




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CKL
.050	 -.6328 -.6500 -.6328 -.6276
.230	 -.7499 -.6996 -.6948 -.6655
.410	 -.7875 -.6552 -.5432 -.6397
.590	 -.6500 -.7000 -.2123 -.2743
.770 -.4932 -.6483 -.0555	 .0013
.878	 -.4174 -.6155 -.0917 	 .0047
PASSE 933
tRFFM231
RUN NO = 139.00
RUN NO - 139.00
RUN NO n 139.00
PAGE	 934
(RFFM24)	 103 FES 76	 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - 10.000
BDFLAP - - 11.700 SP08RK - 85.000
PHI-N	 - 65.000 THETAN - 108.000
PHI-M	 n 80.000 THETAM - 98.000
RUN NO -	 140.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA-163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
Rc:FE'RENCE DATA	 `
SREF w 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA ( 1) 0 -10.030	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 080
	
Q(PSF) - 42.995
	 PO/PSF - 2125
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5920	 18530
X/CML
	




.230	 -.1002 -.0193 -.0262 -.0830
	
' • 10	 -.0950 -.0486 -.0675 -.1174
	
.5911	 -.0640 -.0813 -.0899 -.1036
	
.770	 -.1226 -.1277 -.1415 -.1628
	
.876	 -.2000 -.1949 -.1759 -.1931
BETA 1 11 - -10.030
	
ALPHA 1 2) -
	
2.140 Q(PSF) - 42.995
	
PO/PSF - 2125.0	 RUN NO - 140.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.0S0	 -.0989 -.0606	 .1442	 .'1684
	
.230	 -.0262	 .0288	 .0215 -.0279
	
.410	 --.0296	 .0013 -.0141 -.0641
	
.590	 -.0090 -.0314 -.0417 -.0572
	
.770
	 -.0675 -.OB13 -.0968 --.1089
	
.878	 -.1485 -.1485 -.7347 -.1468
SETA ( 1) = -10:04 10
	 ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.190 Q(PSF) - 42.995 	 POIPSF - 2125.0	 RUN NO - 140.011
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0








.050	 -.1225 -.2377 -.1242
	 .2006
	
.230	 .0408	 .0839	 .0769	 .0288
	
. 1410	 .0374	 .0529	 .0391 -.0090
	
.590	 .o460	 .0157	 :0133 -.0038
	
.770	
-.0156 -.0348 -.0468 -.05022
	
.878	
-.0984 -.1035 -.0863 -.1001
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 935
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFFM241
BETA	 (	 1) 0	 - 10.030 ALPHA ( 4) 0	 6.280	 Q(P5F) r	 42.995 PO/PSF	 2125.0 RUN NO s	 140.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bm .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0881 -.2482	 -.2585 .2230
Q .230 .1011 11389	 .1389 .0512
.	 rs^ .410 .0942 .1062	 .1011 .0718
.590 .0959 .0584	 .0657 .0598
0 .770 .0305 .0099	 .0013 -.0004p .878
-.0589 -.0640	 -.0468 -.0606
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.040 ALPHA ( 51 8.380	 O(P5F')	 42.995 PO/PSF	 2IE5.0 RUN NO	 140.00
SECTION►gyp ( i)MAIN LNp GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
vi Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.0501 -.1823	 -.1926 .15?3
230 .1541 .1858	 .2105 .109-,
.410 .1523 .t609	 .162E .1129
.590 .1438 .1214	 .1232 .1160
.770 .0758 .0579	 .0562 .064»
.878 -.01cti -.0141	 .0030 -.01533
BETA	 (	 11 =	 - 10.040	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.420	 Q(P5F) -	 42.995 PO/PSF -	 2125.0 RUN NO -	 140.00	 -- --^:
SECTION [ ) ) MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530 -
X/CML
.050 -.0279 -.1414	 -.1242 -.1294
.230 .1870 .2178
	 .2127 . 1423 ^^• ----
.410 .1990 .2110	 .2212 .1630
.590 .1836 .1699	 .1750 .1819
_ .770 .I079 .1011	 .1045 .1251
.9'79 .0254 .0288	 .0494 .0305
PAGE 936DATE l7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL^-751 )
CA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM24)
BETA ( 2)
	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 11 n	 .080 O(PSF) m 42.977	 PO/PSf a 2124.8	 RUN NO = 141.00
S£CTIOP' ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
050	 -.5335 -.5060 -.5473	 .0322
	
.230	 -.0348 -.0227 -.0571 -.1207
	
.410	 -.0468 -.0640 -.0915 -.1397
	
.590_	 -.0468 -.1053 -.1379 -.2171
	
.770	 -.1156 -.1534 -.1861 -.2153
	
.878	 -.2016 -.21I9 -.2085 -.2291
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.140
	
Q(PSF) m 42.977	 PO/PSF - 2124.8	 RUN NO a 141.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3130	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
050	 -.5050 -.4275 -.5188	 .0512
	
.230	 .0150
	 .0202	 .0202 -.0693
	
.410	 .00B2 -.0107 -.0348 -.1106
	
.590	 -.0055 -.0555 -.0761 -.1209
	
.770
	 -.0682 -.1140 -.1433 -.1812
.878 -.1778 -.1778 -,1795 -.2226
BETA ( 2) _	
-5.030
	
ALPHA ( 3) n	 4.200 O(PSF) a 42.977
	
PD/PSF a 2124.8	 RUN NO a 141.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4566 -.3673 -.4I90 -.0279
	
.230	 .0512	 .0288	 .0822 -.0469
	
.410	 .0512
	 .0409	 .0254 -.0693
	
.590	 .0288 -.0090 -.0228 -.0675
	
.770
	 -.0593. -.0744 -.0968 -.1365
	
.878	 -.1743': -.1433 -.1399 -.1881
t.
DATE 1? MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUT'R SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) A	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.260	 Q(PSF) w	 42.977 PO/P^7 =	 2124.8





.050 -.43302 -.3305	 -.3494 -.2892
.230 .0583 .0235	 .0597 -.0107






.878 -.2170 -.1018	 -.0898 -.1448
BETA	 1 2) -	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.330	 Q(PSF) -	 42.977 PO/PSF	 2124.8
SECTION ( ITMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.420	 Q ( PSF) =	 42 .977 PO/PSF -	 21224.8
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3412 -.2431	 -.3068 -.4342
.230 -.0554 -.OI24	 -.0072 -.0417
.410 -.0365 1582
	 .1802 .0581
590 -.0296 .1200	 .1424 .1200
.7'7q -.0'985 .0477	 .0650 .0546
.818- -.1570 -.0227	 .0064 -.0503
PAGE 937
(RF"FM24)
RUN NO a 141.00
RUN NO - 141.00
RUN NO - 141.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1 RAM 939
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM24)
BETA	 ( 3) w .010	 ALPHA (	 11 ti	 .070	 Q(PSF) -	 42.998 FO/PSF	 2124.8 RUN NO .	 142.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/B(1L .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7196 -.5441	 -.6233 -.2241
.230 -•.0382 -.1346
	 -.0640 -.1776
.410 -.0623 -.0709	 -.1105 -.2705
.590 -.I208 -.1294	 -.1673 -.2602
.770 -.2808 -.1948	 -.2344 -.2912
.878 -.3772 -.2585	 -.2636 -.2998
BETA	 ( 3) _ .010
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.130	 Q(PSF)	 42.998 POIPSF a	 2124.8 RUN NO
	
142.00
SECTION ( IWAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6727 -.5197	 -.5592 -.4904
.230 -.0485 -.1603
	 -.1001 -.1981




.770 -•.2996 -.1603	 -.1809 -.2342
.878 -.3735 -.2273
	 -.2205'- -.2652
BETA	 ( 31 _ .000	 ALPHA 1 3) 4.180	 DIPSF) a	 42.998 POr'P5F -	 2124.8 RUN NO s	 142.0:




.050 -.6350 -.5129	 -.5163 -.6558
.230 -.;379 -.1844
	 -.1689 -.2600
.410 -.1947 .4099	 -.0107 -.1775
.590 -.1999 -.0537	 -•.0588 -.1121
.770 -.2979 -.1276
	 -.1293 -.1741
.878 -.3615 -.I947	 -.1792 -.230B
ti
PAGE 939DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE tRFFHE43
BETA	 (3) .010
	
ALPHA ( 4) 6.280	 OtPSF) n 	 42.99E PO/PSF	 2124.8 RUN NO a	 142.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .n750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
_	 X/CML
.050 -.5526 -.4545	 -.5354 -.6644
.230 -.3823 -.2016	 -.IB44 -.3324
.410 -.2670 .0374	 .0305 -.1397
.590 -.2292 -.0193
	 -.003B -.0416
.770 -.292B -.0915	 -.0812 -.1036
.87B -.3462 -.1604	 -.1328 -.1724
BETA	 ( 3) - .010	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.360	 0tP5F) n 	 42.998 PO/PSF *	 2124.8 RUN NO H	 142.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3270 -.3734	 -.4920
-.5968
.230 -.5934 -.2857	 -.2702 -.3390
.410 -.3613 .0391	 .07I7 -.1258
.590 -.2616 .0270	 .0563 .0339
.770 -.2923 -.0536	 -.0227 -.0261
.878 -.3201 -.1241	 -.0760 -.1258
BETA	 ( 31 n ALPHA ( 6).000 10.420
	 0(P5F) -	 42.998 PO/PSF n 	 2124.8 RUN NO	 142.00
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2964 -.3257	 -.3670 -.3842
.230 -.5960 -.2947	 -.1775 -.4583
.410 -.4324 -.0331	 -.0331 -.1415
.590 -.3137 .0357	 .6701 .0615
.770 -.2930 -.0365	 .026E .0374
.878 -.3085 -.1157	 -.0262 -.0486
PAGE 940DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFF'M241
BETA	 1 41 -	 5.050	 ALPHA ( l)	 .080	 Q(PSF) a	 42.985 PO/PSF a	 2124.8	 RUN NO a	 143.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/eML
.0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/ CMi_
.050 -.8206 -.7002	 -.6916 -.7845
.230 -.3924 -.3322	 -.3185 -.4406
.410 -.3752 -.1070	 -.1482 -.3460
.590 -.3580 -.1689	 -.1844 -.2514
.770 -.4354 -.2377	 -.2480 -.2841
.878 --.5025 -.2961	 -.2824 -.3219
BETA	 ( 4) .	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) n	 2.120	 QIPSF) w	 42.985 PO/P5f'	 2124.8
	
RUN NO	 143.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
450 -.7707 -.6710	 -.7191 -.8635
.230 -.7311 -.3425	 -.3271 -.5729
.410 -.4354 -.0795	 -.1052 -.3047
.590 -.3804 -.1379	 -.1328 -.1826
.770 -.4268 -.2084	 -.1964 -.2187
.878 -.4835 -.2669	 -.2342 -.2686
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.050 ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.200	 Q(PSF) .	 42.9$5 PO /PSF	 21214.8	 RUN NO	 143.00
SECTION 1 ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5783 -.5835	 -.7331 -.8587
.230 -.9860 -.3719	 -.3151 -.5043
.410 -.5?B4 -.0416	 -.0623 -.2532
.590 -.3994 -.1036	 -.0881 -.1156
.770 -.4166 -.1827	 -.1517 -.1620
.878 -.4527 -.2480	 -.1913 -.2154
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) a	 5.050 ALPHA (4) -	 6.280	 OIPSF) -	 42.985	 PO/PSF w	 2124.8
SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5027 -.5698 -.7487 -.8020
.230 -.7865 -.4545 -.3702 -.4526
.410 -.5405 -.0502 -.0382 -.2102
.590 -.4029 -.1070 -.0588 -.0674
.770 -.3977 -.1965 -.1156 -.1122
.878 -.4236 -.2704 -.1483 -.1603
BETA	 c 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.350	 4[PSF1 =	 42.985	 PO/PSF m	 2124.8
SECTION c 11MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4949 -.5725 -.7276 --.8809
.230 -.6586 -.4915 -.4432 -.4967
.410 -.5242 -.1466 -.0469 -.1951
.590 -.4157 -.1589 -.0124 -.0228
.770
-.3964 -.2364 -.0572 -.053B
.878 -.4019
-.3157 -.0969 -.1072
BETA	 f 41 =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 61 10.460
	
Q(PSF)	 42.985	 PO/PSF s	 2124.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3160 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4805 -.4839 -.7667 -.4598
.230 -.7455 - AB91
-.5235 -.4667
.410 -.65118 -.2137 -.3015 -.3875
.590 -.5183 -.1810 -.0468 -.0744
.770 -.4426
-.3032 -.0124 .0305
.878 -.4099 -.3910 -.0458 -.0021
PAGE 941
(RFFM24)
RUN NO - 143.00
RUN NO - 143.00
RUN NO - 143.00
PAGE 942DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM24)
BETA ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA 1 1) -	 .080	 Q(P5F) a 42.970	 PO/P5F - e125.0	 RUN NO	 144.00
SECTION ( 11M/IN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0.60	 13100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.8534 -.7689 --.0620 -.6931
.230 -1.0602 -.3450 -.2864 ».5139
	
.410	 -.5621 -.1313 -.1744 -.3243
	
.590	 -.4570 -.2192 -.2037 -.2192
	
.770	 -.5018 -.3019 -.2571 -.2744
	
.678
	 -.5518 -.3640 --.2795 -.3054
BETA ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.150 O(PSF) - 42.970
	
PO/P5F	 2125.0	 RUN NO - 144.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7429 -.7670 -.9134 -.7842
.230 -1.0030 -.3983 --.3173 -.5637
	
.410	 -.5878 -.1313 -.1675 -.3225
	
.590	 -.4552 -.2502 -.1830 -.2002
	
.770	 -.4690 -.3501 -.2329 -.2381
	
.878	 --.4948 -.4069 -.2519 -.2553
BETA ( 51 =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.238 O(PSF)	 42.970	 PO/P5F	 2125.0	 RUN NO - 144.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR'DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7112 -.7973 -1.0366 -.7405
	
.230	 -.7250 -.6166 -.3395 -.5408
	
.410	 -.5718 -.2I04 -.1949 -.3102
	
.590	 -.4599 -.2913 -.1845 -.1811
	
.770
	 -.4548 -.3911 -.2138 -.2035
.878 -.4548 -.4393 -.2293 -.2086
L-4
PAGE 943DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM24)
BETA ( 51
	
10.100	 ALPHA ( 4) s	 6.290	 Q(PSF1 = 42.970 	 PO/P5F - 2125.0	 RUN NO - 144.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .(3530
X/CML
	.050
	 -.6990 -.7919 -1.032B -1.0913
	
.230




-.6852 -.4443 -.1845 -.3187
	
.590	 -.533@ -.3634 -.1225 -.1225
	
.770
	 -.4409 -.4151 -.1415 -.1415
	
.678
	 -.3978 -.4495 -.1742 -.1621
BETA ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.360	 Q(PS.' w 42.970
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML




-.8046 -.5245 -.5193 -.6156
	
.590	 -.6929 -.5365 -.1980 -.2255
0 ! 1	 .770
	 -.5262 -.5829 -.OB28 -.0382
	
.878
	 -.4231 -.5778 -.1035 -.0433
BETA ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.430	 Q (PSF) = 42.970
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
^+ ^1 Y/8141.




-.6474 -.6595 -.6423 -.6319
	
230
	 -.7696 -.6990 -.7042 -.66B1
	
.410	 -.7438 --.5526 -.5493 -.6560
	
.590	 -.6664 -.69971 -.2241 -.2740
	
.770	 -.5029 -.6543 -.0537	 .0013
	
.878	 -.4254 -.6268 -.0950	 .0013
PO/PSF - 2125.0
	
RUN NO - 144.00
PO/PSF - 2I25.0	 RUN NO + 144.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 944
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM25)	 ( 03 FEB 76 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF n 2690.0000 S(7.FT.
	 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO	 MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 :000
LREf = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP	 .0000 IN_ YD
	
BDFLAP -	 15.000 SPDBRK -	 2'5:000
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP
	 375.0000 IN. ZO	 PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
	
SCALE -	 .0405
	 PHI-M a	 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
BETA ( 1) = -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .040	 0(PSF) = 42.923	 PO/PSF a 2117,9
	
RUN NO - 129.00
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-0













	 -.1157 -.0384 -.0417 -.0968
	
.490	 -.)088 -.0683	 83 -.1329-.10
	
.590
	 -.0813 -.0985 -.1088 -.1226
	
.770
	 -.1381	 -.1467 -.1622 -.1829
	
.878
	 -.2190 -.2139 -.1967 -.2122
BETA ( 11 = -10.030
	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.120	 0(PSF1 - 42.923
	 PO/PSF - 2917.9
	
RUN ND - 129.00
SECTION ( 9)MAIN LND GR OR-0













.4i0	 .0400 -.0073 -.0262 -.07116
	
_590	 -.0193 -.0452 -.0556 -.13694
	
.770
	 -.0015 -.0987 -.1125 -.1263
	
.678	 -.1660 -.1660 -.1522 -.1643
BETA ( 11 = -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 31	 4.160
	
0(PSF) - 42.923
	 PO/PSF - 2117.9
	
RUN NO - 129.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















	 .0047 -.0038 -.0176
	
.770	




-.1175 -.1227 -.1055 -.1193
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 11 _	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 4) r	 6.260	 O(PSF) a	42.923	 PO/PSF d	 2117.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0918 -.2576	 -.2576 .2203
.230 .0928 .1273	 .1273 .0392
.410 .0859 .0945	 .0876 .0500
.590 .0524 .0548	 .0531 .0479
.770 .0134 -.0090	 -.0159 -.0176
.678 -.0746 -.0649	 -.0660 -.0832
13ETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.030	 ALPHA	 ( 51 =	 8.300	 O(PSF) n 	 42.923	 PO/PSF o	2117.9
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y!8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0624 -.1932	 -.2070 .1752
.230 .1442 .1769	 .1957 .1011
.410 .1425 .1459	 .1459 .1063
.590 .1339 .1029	 .1063 .1046
.770 .0598 .0392	 .0374 .0450
.878 -.0331 -.0365	 -.0176 -.0314
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.030
	 ALPHA (6) 10.400	 O(PSF) -	 42.923	 PO/PSF 2117.9
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0348 -.1517	 -.1397 -.0881
.230 .1794 .2109	 .2126 .1303
.410 .1852 .1955	 .2023 .1509
.590 .1715 .1509	 .1612 .1595
.770 .0924 .0838	 .0838 .1010
.87B .0030 .0030	 .0253 OGB1
PAGE 94°5
(RF1: ME51
RUN NO - 1 u'9.00
RUN NO - 129.00
RUN NO - 129.00
in
-c
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR -DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFF1125)
BETA ( 2) g	
-5.020	 ALPHA t 1)	 .040	 Q(P5F) - 42.925
	 PO/PSF s
 8117.8	 RUN NO w
 128.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0







	 -.5350 -.5212 -.5419	 .02289
.230
	 -.0504 -.0366 -.0676 -.1332
.410	 -.0590 -.0797 -.1073 -.1504
.590
	 -.0624 -,12I1 -,1538 -.2366
.770
	 -.t314 -.1711 -.2073 -.2366
.878
	
-.2211 -.2349 -.2297 -.2521
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090 0(P5F)
	 42.925	 PO/PSF	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 128.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.5057 -.4332 -.5384 	 .0495
.2230
	 .0064	 .0099	 .0064 -.0797
.410
	 -.0038 -.0245 -.0452 -.1107
.590
	 -.0176 -.0728 -.1004 -.1728
.770
	 -.1038 -.1332 -.1642 --.1987
.878
	 -.I970 -.1970 -.1935 -.2194
BETA ( 2) =
	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.150 Q(PSF) - 42.925
	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 128.00
SECTION ! I)MAIN LND OR DR-O
	 DEPENOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CI'L
.050
	 --.4618 -.3775 -.4360 -.0107
.230
	 .0426






	 .0150 -.0245 -.0400 -.0665
1770
	 -.0830 -.0916 -.1192 -.1622
.878
	 --.1898 -.1622 -.1622 -.2122
PACE 846
GATE 17 MAY 16 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI6s ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 2) n 	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) *	 5.200	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.925 P01PSF a	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 . 3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4346 -.3398	 -.3639 -.2640




.590 .0151 .0219	 .0151 -.0193
.770 -.1365 -.0486	 -.0607 -.0959
.878 -.2382 -.1210
	 -.I124 -.1675
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 8.300
	
Q(PSF) u	 42.965 POIPSF R	 2117.8
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIA1LE CP







.410 -.0021 .1255	 .1237 10047
.590 -.0176 .0659	 .0720 .0409
.770 -.1314 -.0090	 -.0090 -.0400
.878 -.2073 -.OB68	 -.0659 -.1314
BETA	 ( 2) a	-5.030
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.360	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.925 PO/PSF	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0451 -.0072	 -.0072 -.0537
.410 -.0313 .1612	 .1663 .0442




.878 -.1809 -.0468	 -.0193 -.0794
PALE 947
(RFFH25)
RUN NO a 128.00
RUN NO - 128.00
RUN NO n IR8.00
F
PAGE 948DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
r OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM25)
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA 1	 1) _	 .010
	
OIP5F) -	 42.953 PO/PSF =	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 127.00





050 -.7303 -.5547	 -.6374 -.1932
.230 -.13434 -.1415	 -.0727 -.1846
.410 -.0692 -.0830	 -.1260 -.2879
.590 -.I260 -.1450	 -.1863 -.2810
.770 -.2999 -.2138	 -.2534 -.3137
.878 -.3946 -,2775	 -.2844 -.3223
BETA	 1 31 - .000	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.100	 a(P5F) =	 42.953 PO/PSF =	 8117.8	 RUN NO -	 127.00
SECTION t DRAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CmL
.050 -.6849 -.5283	 -.5696 -.4681
230 -.1537 -.1603
	 -.0984 -.1981
:410 -.1173 -'.0348	 -.0726 -.2308
.590 -.1689 -.10I8	 -.1293 -.199B
.770 -.3082 -.1759	 -.2015 -.2566
.878 -.3925 -:2445	 -.2411 -.2858
BETA	 1 3) _ .000
	
ALPHA 1 3) -	 4.200•
	
O(PSF) -	 42.953 PO/PSF -
	
2117.6	 RUN ND -	 127.00
,SECTION 1 [)MAIN LND SR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML









.'770 -.3107 -.1435	 -.1486 -.1917
.878 -.3797 -.2107	 -.t952 -.2503
4
PAGE 949DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM251
BETA { 3)
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.220	 Q(PSF) - 42.953	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 127.00








.050	 -.5854 -.4787 -.5339 -.6714
	
.230	 -.3187 -.1955 -.1810 -.3428
	
.410	 -.2550
	 .0208	 .0168 -.1483
	
.590	 -.2327 -.0296 -.0193 -.0588
	
.770	 -.3032 -.1088 -.1002 -.1277
	
.878	 -.3600 -.1793 -.1535 -.1982
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA E 51 -	 8.280 Q(PSF) - 422.953 	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 127.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-0






.050	 -.3467 -.3794 -.5190 -.6327
	
.230














	 -.3019 -.0710 -.0417 -.0503
	
.878	 -.3433 -.1417 -.1003 -.1503
BETA ( 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370 Q(PSF) - 42.953 	 PO/P5F - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 127.00








	 --.3137 -.3447 -.4015 -.4326
	
.230	 -.6271 -.2948 -.2707 -.4687
	
.410
	 -.4326 -.0245 -.0072 -.1295
	
.590
	 -.3172	 .0219	 .0598	 .0598
	
.770
	 -.3103 -.0520	 .0030	 .0099
	
.B78	 -.3327 -.1347 -.0572 -.OB47
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 t 41 .	 5.020	 ALPHA ( I) -	 .030	 Q(P5F) -	 42.922	 PO/PSF -	 2117.7
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -:8372 -.7I12 -.7112 -.7837
.230 -.3523 -.3403 -.3230 -.4507
.410 -.3799 -.1177 -.1608 -.3627
.590 -.3679 -.I850 --.2022 -.2695
.770 -.4576 -.2557 -.2695 -.3092
.878 -.5301 -.3178 -.3058 -.3403
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.100	 Q(PSF) -	 42.922	 PO/PSF 2117.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML ;07130 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7906 -.6890 -.7200 -.8680
.230 -.7028 -.348I -.3309 -.5805
.410 -.4376 -.0699 -.1174 -.3223
.590 -.38613 -.1519 -.1501 -.1983
.770 -.4445 -.2259 -.2156 -.2414
.878 -.5013 -.2879 -.2569 -.2879
BETA	 t 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150	 Q(PSF)	 42.922	 PO/PSF 2117.7
SECTION t I)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT ,VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .6337 -.6061 -.7390 -.8580
.230 -.9926 -.3697 -.31111 -.5232
.410 -.5232 -.0521 -.0746 -.2678
.590 -.4076 -.1229 -.1055 -.1350
.770 -.4370 -.2005 -.17I2 -.1833
.878 -.4801 -.2661 -.2109 -.2420
PAGE 950
(RFFM25)
RUN NO - 126.00
Riles NO - 1226.00
RUN NO - 126.00
i
r . .
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFMP3)
BETA	 ( 4) n 	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.240	 a(PSF) w	 42.922 PO/PSF =	 2117.7	 RUN NO	 126.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5128 -.5765	 -.7570 --.8000








.878 -.4475 -.2807	 -.1705 -.1861
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.300
	
O(PSF)	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2117.7	 RUN NO	 126.00





'^1 .050 -.5078 -.5B72	 -.7615 -.8979
















.878 -.4267 -.3197	 -.1246 -.1333
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.350	 O(PSF)	 42.922 POIP5F n 	 2117.7	 RUN NO -	 125.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.410 -.6732 -.1828	 -.2791 -.3807
.590 -.5304 - .1638	 -.0417 -.0658





DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 1 NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 952
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM25)
BETA (5) n	 10..070	 ALPHA 1 11 `	 .030	 Q(P5F) - 42.907	 PO/P5F - 2117.8	 RUN NO r 125.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.886I -.7791 -.867 1 -.5841
.230 -1.0519 -.3388 -.2818 -.5149
	
.410	 -.5581 -.1454 -.1886 -.3370
	




-.5183 -.3I11 -.2714 -.2973
	
.87B	 -.5719 -.3750 -.3025 -.3267
BETA i 51 =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 23 =	 2.080 Q(P5F) - 42.907 	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 125.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-O	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7716 -.7734 -.9148 -.7803
230 -1.0235 -.3851 -.3092 -.5732
	
.410	 -.6077 -.1349 -.1781 -.3351
	




-.4921 -.3575 -.2540 -.2861
.878 -.5249 -.4248 -.2730 -.2833
BETA ( 5) =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150 W PSF) - 42.907	 PO/P5F - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 125.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760 .3100 .5820 mm
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7155 --.8001 -1.0190 -.7329
	
.230	 --.7553 --..5605 -.3365 -.5588
	
.410	 -.5795 -.2124 -.1951 -.3261
	
.590	 -:4709 -.3054 -.1968 -.1968
.770 -.4726 -.39B5 -.2348 -.,2227
.878 -.4864 -.4519 -.2503 -.2279
PACE 953DATE l7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751 )
` OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM25)
BETA	 15) m	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.220	 0(P5F) =	 42.907 PO/PSF	 2117.8	 RUN NO n 	 125.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR-DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7190. -.8293 -1.0655 -1.2205
,230 -.6673 -.8380	 -.5484 -.6777
.410 -.6932 -.3709	 -.1675 -.3108
1590 -.5398 -.3209	 -.1417 -.1348
.770 -.4605 -.4054	 -.1710 -.1675
.878. -.4433 -.4657	 -.2054 -.1934
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070	 ALPHA (5) =	 8.300	 0(PSF)	 42.907 POIPSF	 21I7.8	 RUN NO	 125.00






.050 -.7076 -.7214	 .6973 -.6973
.230 -.9164 -.7265	 -.7628 -.7301
.410 -.8387 -.4817	 -.4903 -.6024
.580 -.7111 -.5110	 -.1815 -.2091
.770 -.5852 -.5903	 -.1056 -.0538
.87B -.4782 -.5110	 -.1401 -.0780
BETA	 ( 5) 10.070	 ALPH4 ( 6) =	 10.380	 0(PSF) •	 42.907 PO/PSF	 2117.8	 RUN NO a	 125.00




.050 -:E709 -.6881	 °.6692 -.6554
.230 -.817u -.7121
	 -.7310 -.6881
.410 -.7964 -.5520	 -.5712 -.6657
.590 -.7207 -.6789	 -.2118 -.2737
.770 -.5368 -.6743	 -.0623 -.0141
.878 -.4336 -.6468
	 -.0915 -.0158




	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM28)	 ( 11 MAY 76 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.7000 1N. XO
	
MACH a	 .170 ELEVON =	 .000
LREF = 474.3100 INCHES YMRP - 	 .0000 IN. YO
	
BAFLAP •	 I0.000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. 20
	
PHI-N -	 68.000 THETAN s 108.000
SCALE =	 .0405	 PHI-M -	 8B.000 THETAM s	 98.000
BETA 1 I) = -10.080	 ALPHA ( 1) a	 .030	 0(PSF) - 42.901
	
PO/P5l• n 6125.6	 RUN NO = 160.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP	 -- --
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CllL
	
.050	 -.0538	 .0927	 .1444	 .Q951
	
.230	 -.1211 -.0366 -.0435 -.1228
	
.410
	 -.1159 -.0624 -.0745 -.1056
	
.590	 -.0849 -.0969 -.ID04 -.1073
	
.770	 -.140! -.1487 -.1825 -.1763
	
.E178
	 -.222L -.2211 -.2073 -.2366
BETA ( 1) = -10.080
	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.090 0(PSF) p 42.901
	
PG/PSF s 2125.6	 RUN NO - 160.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.0513	 -.0780 -.0228	 .1359 ,
	.1169
.2.113	 -.0487	 .0116	 .0064 -.0694
	
.410	 -.0487 -.0124 -.0222 -.0521
	
.590	 -.02BO -.0487 -•.0504 -.0539
	
.770	 -.0884 -.1039 -.1125 -.1212
	
.878	 -.1746 ..-.1764 -.1608 -.1902
13ETA ('1) = -10.080
	
ALPHA 1 3) T	 4.160	 Q(PSF) _ 42.901 	 PO/P5F	 2125.6	 RUN NO - 160.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	.050	 -.1003 -.2313 -.1141	 .1547	 ^'
	
.230	 .0254	 .0658 .0599 -.0124
	
.410	 .0202	 .0426	 .0323	 .0030
	
.590	 .0254	 .0030	 .0013	 .0013
	
.770	 -.0366 -.0538 -.0641 -.0710
	.876	 -.1245 -.1296 -.115b -.1451
t
r'
PAGE 935DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM26)
BETA
	
f	 1) n 	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 41 6.220	 Q(PSF) -	 42.901	 PO/P5F	 2125.6 RUN NO	 160.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0745 -.2693	 -.2693 .1839
.230 .0909 .1254	 .1236 .0392
.410 .0840 .0926	 .0657 .0581
.590 .0806 .0530	 .0530 .0513
.770 .0099 -.0107	 -.0159 -.0107
.878 -.0779 -.OB48	 -.0710 -.0934
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290	 Q(PSF) =	 42.901	 PO/PSF n	2125.5 RUN NO n 	 160.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN.LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0400 -.2159	 -.2159 .0702
.230 .1426 .178B	 .1874 .0788
.4)O .13?5 .1444	 .1444 .1099
.590 .1288 .1030	 .1054 .1099
.770. .0564 .0357	 .0340 .0478
.878 -.0366 -.0435	 -.0262 -.0383
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.360	 Q(PSF)	 48.901
	
PO/PSF'*	 2125.6 RUN NO	 160.00
SECTIU4 f 11MA)N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0055 -.1744	 -.1502 -.1985
.230 .1752 .2147	 .1992 .109B
.410 .1F338 .1941	 .2010 .1549
.590 .1684 .1529	 .1632 .1718
PA13E 955DA:	 .7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFMEBI
BETA
	 ( 2) a	 -5.050 ALPHA 1	 I) ..	 .030	 Q[PSFI -	 42.900 PO/PSI•	 2125.5	 RUN NO =	 151.00
_SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .060 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5348 -.5297 -.5434 -.0107
..230
-.0521 -.0417 -.0745 -.1228
.410 -.0624 -.0814 -.1107 -.1641
.590 -.0624 -.I228 -.1504 -.2176
.770 -.1331 -.1710 -.1952 -.1917
.878 -:2210 -.2331 -.2228 -.2348
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.080
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.900 PO/PSF =	 212'3.5	 RUN NO =	 151.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4917 -.4504 -.5400 .0030
.230 .0013 .00822 .0047 -.0663
.410 -.0073 -.0279 -.0469 -.1004
.590 -.0210 -.0728 -.0986 -.1624
.770 .1055 -.1331 -.1573 -.1573
.878 -.1986 -.2004 -.1935 -.2107
BETA	 ( 2) -5.050 ALPHA ( 3) 4.140	 Q(PSF) a	 42.900 PO/PSF +	 2125.5	 RUN NO -	 161.00
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4458 -.3982 -.4406 -.1575
.230 .0410 .0254 .0634 -.0556
.410 .0392 .0254 .0134 -.0573
.590 .0151 -.0263 -.0363 -.0642
.770 .0815 -.0936 -.1143 -.1316
.878 -.:920 -.1651 -.1626 -.2093
i
i1l
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.050	 ALPHA t 4) 6.226	 O(PSF) -	 42.900 PO/P5F	 2125.5
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4334 -.3695	 -.3730 -.4265
.230 .0615 .0254	 .0392 -.0331
G .410 .0530 .0772	 .0720 -.0193
.590 .0168 0237	 0220 -.0004
.770 -.1349 -.0521	 -.0590 -.0694
O
.878 -.2436 -.1263	 -.1159 -.1594
r^ BETA	 ( 2) -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.290	 O(P5F) -	 42.900 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
rrj SECTION I ()MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bm, .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
try' X/CML
.050 -,4242 -.3432	 -.3294 -.4810
.230 .0581 .0306	 -.0021 -.0693
.410 -.0021 .1219	 .1270 .0271
.590 -.0193 ..0633	 .0788 .0667
.770 -.1365 -.0124	 -.0038 --.0178
.878 -.2140 -.0899	 -.0710 -.1485
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 I0.350
	
O(PSF)	 42.900 PO/PSF	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4205 -.3068	 -.3051 -.4170
.230 -.0417 .0064	 -.0141 -.0506
.410 -.0365 .1528	 .1717 .0667
.590 -.0400 .1011	 .1304 .1235
l
.770 -.1226 .0236	 .0426 .0409
.878 -.1846 -.0520	 -.0279 -.10[12
PAGE 057
1RFFM261
RUN NO w 361.00
RUN NO - 161.00
RUN NO - 161.00
PAGE 958DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 1RFFM26)
BETA	 ( 3) a	 -.020 ALPHA ( 1)	 .020	 Q(PSF) m	 42.920 PO/PSF	 2125.5	 RUN NO	 162.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7411 -.5775	 -.6360 -.3776
.230 -.0451 -.1382	 -.0830 -.2036
.410 -.0693 -.0848	 -.1175 -.2536
.590 -.1278 -.1451	 -.1778 -.2570
.770 -.2932 -.2123	 -.2501 -.2846
.878 -.3983 -.2794	 -.2863 -.3156
BETA	 t 31 -	 -.020
	
ALPHA ( 2) A	 2.070	 Q(PSF) m	 42.920 P01P5F •	 2125.5	 RUN NO a	 162.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7024 -.5544	 -.5782 -.6110
.230 -.0556 -.1608	 -.1297 -.2280
.410 -.1194 -.0400	 -.0642 -.2056
.590 -.171I -.1039	 -.1228 -.1'746
.770 -.3126 -.1815	 -.2004 -.2263
.B78 -.3971 --.2505	 •-.2470 -.2850
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -.020
	
ALPHA ( 3) _ .	 4.150	 Q(PSF) a	 42.920 PO/,FSF	 2125.5	 RUN NO n 	 162.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3190	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6764 -.5626	 -.5367 -.6902
.230 .1211 -.1745	 -.1918 -.3005
.410 -.1101 -.0021	 -.0090 -.1521
.590 -.2039 -.0676	 -.0607 -.0987
.770 -.3125 -.1470	 -.1452 -.1728
.878 -.3850 -.2194	 -.2421 -.2694
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -.020	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200	 Q(PSF) =	 42.920 PO/PSF *	 2165.5
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6572 -.5434 -.5124 -.6313
.230 -.3124 -.1814 -.1986 -.3003
.410 -.2469 .0237 .0271 -.1159
.590 -.2296 -.0383 -.0159 -.0331
.770 -.3072 -.1I59 -.1003 -.I090
.878 -.3676 -.1883 -.1607 -.2176
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -.020
	
ALPHA ( 5) a
	8.290	 Q(PSF) =	 42.920 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4534 -.4327 -.4B95 --.5502
.230 -.6704 -.2691 -.2432 -.3173
.410 -.3621 .0374 .0478 -.1037
.590 --.2794 .0013 .0305 .0374
.77D -.3I04 -.0744 -.0451 -.0348
.878 -.3517-. -.1468 -.1089 -.1537
BETA
	
( 3) _	 -.420	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.340	 Q(PSF)	 4c'.920 PO/PSF	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
Y.I CML
.050 -.3445 :0322 .0632 -.1449
.230 -.3239 --.0398 .0168 .0288
.410 -.3411 -.1260 -.0485 -.0658
:590 -.3755 -.2996 -.3273 -.3527
.770 .1596 -.6051 -.3222 -.2878
:878 .1836 -.4702 -.0503 -.0348
PAGE 959
(RF'FM26 )
RUN NO - 162.00
RUN NO - 152.00
RUN NO - 162.00
4DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
QA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 41 5.020 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .020	 Q(PSF) -	 42.907 PO/PSF s	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)l1AIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .C760 13100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.8923 -.7563 -.7184 -.8578
.230 -.3430 -.3344 -.3482 --,4635
.416 -.3740 -.1174 -,1450 -.3241
.590 -.36I9 -.1794 -.1898 -.2353
.770 -.4532 -.2586 -.2621 -.2827
.878 -.5255 -.3206 -.3120 -.3568
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.080	 Q(PSF) -	 42.907 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0766• .3100 .5620 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.8$26 -.7671 -.7120 -.8343
.230 --.6537 -.3277 -.3519 -.4949
.410 -.4277 --,0934 -.1020 -.2812
.590 -.3812 -.1572 •-.1434 -.1675
.770 -.4449 -.2278 -.2140 -.2157
.67B -.5069. -.2950 -,2657 ^.3036
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.130	 Q(PSF) -	 42.9D7 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/amL .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7839 -.6993 -.7321 -.8616
.230 -1.0031 -• .3473 -.3162 -.4456
.410 -.5050 -.0608 -.0677 -.2282
.590 -.4077 , -.1281 -.1055 -.1091
.770 •-.4405,: -.2023 -.1747 -.1712
.878 -.485 .;•'.2713 -.2178 -.2403
PACE 980
(RFFM25)
RUN NO - 163.00
RUN NO - 163.00
RUN NO - 163.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORES	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURGACE
BETA	 ( 41 +'	 5.020 ALPHA C 4) -	 6.200	 Q(P5F) -	 42.907 POIPSF -	 21255.5
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5450 -.5778 -.7415 -.8587
.230 -.9501 -.4692 -.3864 -,4175
.410 -.5950 -.0383 -.0400 -.2020
.590 -.4364 -.0969 -.0607 -.0676
.770 -.4295 -.1951 -.1348 -.1227
.878 .-.4588 -.2744 -.1779 -.1796
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.260	 O(PSF) a	 42.907 POIPSF -	 2125.5
SECTION C A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4922 .5474 -.5372 -.6700
.230 -.7528 -.5112 -.4629 -.5267
.410 -.5923 -.1522 -.1263 -.2282
.590 -.4750 -.11'77 -.0366 -.0452
.770 -.4370 -.2282 -.0746 -.0608
.678 -.4422 x.3162 -.1177 -.1125
BETA	 ( 41 -	 5.020 ALPHA ( G) -	 10.350
	
Q(P5F1	 42,907 PO/PSF A	 2125.5
SECTION [:I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.CP
Y/13ML .0750 .	 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CmL
.050 -.4758 -.48I0 =.4793 -.4793
.230 -.7274 --.5169 -.5224 --.5448
.410 -.6895 -.2760 --..3036 -.3658	 v
.590 -.5620 -.1950 -..0469 -.0589
.774
	 . -.4845' -.3105 -.0124 .0202




RUN NO - 163.00
RUN NO = 153.00
PAGE '95I
(RFplm261
RUN NO s 163.00
Y
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.070 ALPHA { II	 A	 .000	 QIPSF') -	 42.912 PO/PSF m	2125.6
SECTION ( ()MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 ,9516 -..8225 -.8628 -.8535
.230 -1.0771 --.3530 -.3100 --.4871
.410 -.5683 -.1517 -.1706 -.2996
.590 -.4734 -.2308 --.2085 -.2119
.770 -.5284 -.3151 -.2721 -.2842
.878 -.5903 -.3822 -.3062 -.3358
BETA	 t 51 =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070	 Q(PSF)	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION 11IMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/1311L .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -,835B -.8065 -.9185 -.9805
.230 -1.132I -.4017 -.3414 -.5223
.410 -.6411 -.1313 -.15I9 -.2932
.590 -.4930 -,2329 -.1847 -.1898
.770 -:5119 -.3483 -.2501 -.2536
.27B -.5412 -.4189 -.2846 -.2897
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA 13) -	 4.140	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.912 PO/PSF .	 2125.6
SECTION I T1MAlN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 = .7269 -.8028 -.9875 -1.0876
.230 -.8391 -.5767 --.3869 -.5474
.410 -.6885 -.1988 -.1796 -.3110
.590 -.4887 -.2886 -.1781 -.1833
.770 -.4853 .-.3938 -.2230 -.2212
.678 -.4956 -.4577 -.2506 -.2299
PAGE 982
(RFFM28)
RUN NO - 164.00
RUN NO - 164.00
RUN NO - 164.00
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 983
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFM26)
BETA ( 5) n	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 4) ¢	 6.230 Q(PSF) z 42.912	 PO/PSF	 2125.6	 RUN NO	 164.00
t





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
a	 X/CML► d	 .050	 -.7167 -.7823 -.B375 -.8444
.230 -.7530 -.7737 -.6304 -.7115
.410	 .7495 -.4353 _.2593 _.3594
O	 .590	 .6183	 .3680	 .1281	 .1315
.770
	 -.5217. -.4353 -.1471 -.13I5
.878
	 -.4647 -.4992 -.1833 -.1557
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 5) a	 8.280 Q(PSF)	 42.912	 PO/PSF	 2125.6	 RUN NO	 164.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
N Y/1314L	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
.050	 -.68B8 -.706c' -.69Z4 -.6907
.230 -.8632 -.7476 -.7614 -.7838
.410	 -.8201 -.5750 -.4663 -.5750
.590	 -.7303 -.6182 -.1453 -.1591
.770 -.5612 -.6078 -.0625 -.0176
.B78	 -.4508 -.5992 --.1141 - . 17452
BETA [ 5) =	 I0.060	 ALPHA [ 6) =	 10.360 Q(PSF)	 42.912	 POIPSF	 2125.5
S£CT10N ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0




.050	 -.5550 -.6856 -.6753 -.6598
.230 -.8010 -.7442 -.7442 -.7597
.410 -.7890 -.69DB -.5565 ^.6684
.590. -.7115 -.7924 -.1915 -.2380
.770	 -.5427 -.7063 -.0434	 .0288
.878 -.4532 -.6788 -.0933 	 .0013
RUN NO - I64.00
r
i
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB*OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 1N. XO
LREF A 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF - 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP m 375.0000 IN.•ZO
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA ( 1) = -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
.000	 Q(PSF) - 43.159	 PO/!'GF - 2I29.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0






	 -.0803	 .0635	 .120D	 .0669
.230	 -.1559 -.0683 -.0734 -.1525
.410	 -.1559 -.0975 -.1095 -.1387
.590	
-.1198 -.1370 -.1439 -.1559
.770	 -.1B17 -41885 -.2074 -.2263
.876 -.2693 -.2624 -.2452 -.2710
BETA ( 1) = -10.090 	 ALPHA ( 2)
	 2.070 0(PSF) - 43.I58	 PO/PSF m 2129.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230	 -.0733 -.0133 -.0184 -.0939
. 1410	 -.0785 -.0407 --.0527 -.0785
.590 -.059S -.0768 -.0870 -.0956
.770	 -.1196 -.1368 -.1522 -.1677
.878 -.2071 -.2123 -.1934 -.2191
BETA ( 13 _ -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.150 0(PSF) - 43.158	 PO/PSF - 2129.0








.050	 -.0940 -.2555 -.1188 	 .1353
.230	 -.0013	 40430
	 .0345 -.0322
.410	 -.0099	 .0139	 .0054 -.0202
.590	 .0003 -.0236 -.0322 -.0373
.770	 -.0666 -;085;4 -.0975 '-.1112
.87B	 -.1576 -.1610 -.1456 -.1696
PAGE 364
IRFFM271
	 103 FES 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH m	 .170 ELEVOR .	 .000
ODFLAP a -11.700 SPDBRK s	 .000
PHI-N r	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M n 	 138.000 THETAM =	 9B.080
RUN NO - 165.00
RUN NO a 165.00
Ej
RUN NO	 165.00
DATE 17 MAY 7C TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 f NAAL-751 )




	 11 =	 -10.090 ALPHA 1 4) A	 5.190	 Q(PSF) -	 43.158 POIPSF n 	 2129.0
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LNO OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0344 .0703	 .0869 -.0116
.410 .0242 .0413
	 .0344 .0054
.590 .0276 -.0013	 -.0048 -.0099
.770 -.0390 -.0630
	 -.0733 -.0802
.878 -.1317 -.1368	 -.1231 -.1454
k
BETA	 1.1) _	 --10.0911 ALPHA 1 51 =	 6.240	 111PS71	 43.158 POIPSF	 2129.0
SECTION E IIMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
'	 YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0819 -.2946	 -.2929 .1693
.230 .0685 .1044	 .10~7 .0173
.410 .0566 .0703	 .0551 .0361
.590 .0532 .0276	 .0242 .0190
.770 -.0133 -.0339
	 -.0441 -.0476
.878 -.1059 -.1145	 -.0956 -.1145
BETA
	
1	 1) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA 1 6) =	 8.3I0	 Q(PSF)	 43.158 P01PSF d	 2129.0
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 --.0423 -.2358	 -.2358 10565
.230 .1246 .. I Bali	 .1774 .0599
.410 .1178 .1229	 .1246 10922
.590 .1093 .0837	 .0803 .0803
.770 .0360 .0156	 .0088 .0139
.878 -.0569 -.0628	 -.0475 -.0595
PAGE 265
IRFFM271
RUN NO a 165.00
RUN NO v 165.00
RUN NO - 155.00
is
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA183 OR8¢OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFM271
BETA	 ( 1) +	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.42E1_	 Q(P5F) -	 43.158 POIPSF -
	 2129.D	 RUN ND a	 165.00
SECTION ( 1'1MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .4760 .310D	 .	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0115 -.1910	 -.1602 -.2235
.230 .1536 .2078	 .1891 .0972
.410 .1704 .1806	 .1874 .1517
.590 .1517 .1330	 .1432 .1500
.770 .0734 .0632	 .0665 .0819
.878 -.0196 -.0166	 .0054 -.0132
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -:10.090
	
ALPHA ( 8) 15.670	 Q(PSF)	 43.158 PO/PSF m	 2129.0	 RUN NO =	 155.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1193 --.05S4	 -.0577 -.1517
.230 .1262 .1619	 .1347 .1364
.410 .1330 .2810	 .3065 .2555
.59D .1381 .2487	 .2810 .3100
.770 .0547. .1806	 .2028 .2436
.878 -.0047 .10D7	 .1313 .1143
BETA	 (	 1)(= -10.090	 ALPHA ( 9) -	 20.910	 Q(P5F) =	 43.158 PO/PSF
	 2129.0	 RIM NO,-	 165.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .1551 .1534	 .1704 .1568
.230 -.0594 .1211	 .1295 .0819
.410 -.0201 .2.096	 .2028 .1891
.590 .0462 .3100	 .3406 .3338
.770 .0666 .RS95
	 .3355 .3219





DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -	 -5.050 ALPHA 1	 1)	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 43.179 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/GML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5727 -.5710 -.6G19
-.0390
.230 -.0836 -.0733 -.1059 -,1591
.410 -.0956 -.1145 -.1454 -.2036
.590 -.0991 -.1574 -.1900 -.2587
.770 -.1694 -.2106 -.2415 -.2552
.878 -.2621 -.2724 -.2655 -.2793
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA (	 2) -	 2.080	 Q(RSF) -	 43.179 PO/P5F -	 i?128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5151 -.4894 -.5751 -.0235
.230 -.0218 -.0I84 -,0201 -.1177
.410 -.0355 -.0578 -.0766 -.1297
.590 -.0492 -.1040 -:I297 -.1999
.770
-.1383 -.1674 -.1931 -.2171
.878 -.2342 -.2359 -.2291 -.2445
BETA
	
( 2) =.	 -5.060
	 ALPHA (. 3) -	 4.150	 0(P5F) -	 43.179 PrjlPSF: w	 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR
-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BM.L .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
-050 -.4637 -.4345 -.4705 -.1965
..230 .0156 .0037 .0361 -.0800
.410 .0,22. .0003 -.0116 -.0835
.590 -.0133 -.0509 -., 0653 -.0955
.770 -.1126 -.1229 -.1468 -.1B28





RUN NO - 166.00
RUN NO - 166.00
RUN NO - 166.00
.. ...... .....
_.
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE.DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB*0P	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 6	 -5.060 ALPHA 14) -	 5.200	 Q(PSF) -
	
43.179 PO/PSF a	2128.9
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
"	 Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CM(.
.050 .4559 -.4147 -.4353 -.3598
.230 .0310 .0054 .0293 -.0665
.410 .0276 .0293 .0208 -.0613
.590 -.0048 -.0270 -.0356 -.0586
.770 -.1316 -.1008 -.1162 -.1437
.878 -.2569 -.1780 -.1694 -.2071
BETA	 12) -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.250	 Q(PSF) m	43.179 PO/P5F	 2128.9
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .853D
X/CML
.050 -.4440 -.3944 -.3978 -.4679
.230 .0394 .0071 .0054 -.0577
.410 .0258 .0584 .05I3 -.0389
.590 -.0132 --.0013 -.0030 -.0235
.770 -.1668 -.0748 -,0850 -.1055
.878 -.2596 -.1517 -.1397 -.1824.
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.310	 Q(PSF) =_	 43.179 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION I ()MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0730 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4450 -.3662 -.3559 a -.5084
.230 ,0310 .0054 -.0235 -.1006
.410 -.0270 .1009 .1043 .00554
.590 -.0458 .0412 .0599 .0412
.770 -.1589 -.0321 -.0287 -.0527
.878 -.2377 -.1126 -.0921 ^.1555
RUN NO - 166.00
(RFFM27)
RUN NO - 165.00
RUN NO = 156.00
PAGE 959
(RFFM27)
RUN NO - 165.00
RUN NO = 155.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 71 -	 10.410
	 Q(P5F) s	 43.179 PO/PSF	 2!28.9
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML ;0760 .3100 .5920 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4378 -.3295 -.3244 -.4395
.230 -.0752 --.0092 -.0305 --.0796
.4I0 -.0580 .1354 .1559 .0482
.590 -.0597 .0824 .1097 .1012
..770 -.1455 .0037 .0242, .0208
.878 -12041 -.0683 -.0425 -.0975
BETA	 1 21 a	 -5.070
	 ALPHA ( 8) 15.870	 Q[PSF) -	 43.179 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND.OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.DBB5 -.0968 --.O8I7 -.1091
.230 -.3846 -.I074 -.0954 -.1433
.410 -.2905 .0411 .0326 -.0064
.590 -.1644 .1559 .1910 .1791
.770 -.1501 .1127 .1723 .1705
.878 -.1536 .0377 .1024 .CB54
BETA	 1 2) =	 -5.070	 ALPHA 1 91 =	 20.940	 Q(PSF)	 43.179 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( 13MAIN LN0 OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -:0200 -.0234 -.0269 -.0269
.230
-.1344 -.0576 -.0627 -.0793
.410 -.1071 -.0303 .0189 .0003
.590 -.0966 -.0866 .1854 .1582
:770 -,0542 7.1770 .2584 .2346
:878 -.0371 -.2180 .2465 .2041
RUN NO - 165.00
i
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 FAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM27)
BETA	 (3) -2.030 ALPHA 11) -	 .000	 O(P5F)	 mg	 43.188 POIPSF a	 21.28.9	 RUN NO .	 167.00
SECTION ( .)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




. L; 10 -.0802 -.1146	 -.1506 -.2639
.590 -:1111 -.1695	 -.2055 -.2828
.770 -.2313 -.2364	 -.2811 -.3360
.878 --.3515 -.305I	 -.3137 -.3497
BETA	 ( 3) -2.030	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.090
	
O(PSF) *	 43.188 PO/PSF s	 212$.9	 RUN NO n	 157.00
SECTION ( I.)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML :0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6840 -.5484	 -.5852 -.4232
.230 -.13390 -.1078	 -.0596 -.1711
.41.0 -.0562 -.0562 • -.0819 -.2002
1 590 -.1042 -.1196	 -.1471 -.2071




BETA	 ( 3) _	 -2.030	 ALPHA 13)	 4.140	 QfPSF) x	 43.188 PO/PSF -	 2128.9	 RUN NO =	 187.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.1023 ''-:0099	 -.0235 -.1537
.590 -.1485 = .0749	 -.0835 -.1263.
.770 -.2P=c -.1554	 -.1691 -.2120
.878 -._R95 -.2303	 -.2188 -.2616
f	 ,
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -2.030	 ALPHA ( 41 5.200	 Q(PSF) -	 43.IBB PD/PSF a	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6274 -.5059 -.5008 -.5599
.230 -.0528 -.1142 -.1313 .-•.2390
.410	 . -.1381 .0139 .0071 -.1210
1590 -.1604 -.0526 -• .0457 -.0851
.770 -.2784 -.1330 -.1347 -.1775
.B70 -.3571 -.2100 -.1929 -.2493
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.030	 ALPHA f 5) 5.230	 Q1PSF) C	 43.188 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5127 -.4995 -.4859 -.6349
.230 -.0972 -.1160 -.1468 -.2530
.410 -.I657 .0292 .0326 -.0955
.50 -.1708. -.0321 --.0184 -.0509
.770 -.2753 -.1143 -.1092 -.1451
.87B --.3455 -.1914 -.I691 -:2325
SETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.030
	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.320 - Q(PSF)
	
43.188 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPF.AIOENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5696 -.4651 -.4SS9 -.5596
.230 -.2923 -.1450 --.ISIS -.2Z^Ya
.410 -.2152 . .0565 .0701 -.0629
.590 -.1984 -.00.13 .0309 .0173
.770" -.2649 -.0749 -.0560 •-.0663
.B78. -.3179 -.1485 -.1194 -.1656
PAGE= 971
( Rr'!: M271
RUN NO - 157.00
RUN ISO - 1617.00
RUN NO - I57.00
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE	 972
0A16_ ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR ODOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM27)
BETA	 ( 3) -2.030	 ALPHA ( 7) 10.410	 0(P5F) a	 43.IBB PO/PSF	 2128.9 RUN NO n	 1£7.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5020 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2789 -.3098	 -.3835 -.4109
.230 -.5532 -.2789	 -.2515 -.3047
. +CIO -.3527 .0412	 .0566 -.0613 ^^---
.590 -.2567 .0480	 .0787 .0753
.770 -.2721 -.OE53	 .0088 .0139
.878 -.3047 -.1024	 -.0578 -.0938
BETA	 ( 3)
-2.030	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.660	 d(PSF)	 43.188 PO/P5F -	 2128.9 RUN NO -	 167.00
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE PP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.i863 -.1931	 -.1777 -.170B
.230 -.4295 -.2171	 -.2222 -.2274
.410 -.4175 -.0936	 -.1246 -.1623




.8-18 -.2599 -.1366	 .0770 .1025
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -2.040
	
ALPHA ( 9) u	 20.930	 0(PSF) a	 43.188 PO/P5F m	 2128.9 RUN NO x	 167.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML -`	




.410 -.21151 -.2542	 -.1003 -.1344
.590 -.1634 -.3700	 .07Pt -.0320
.770 -.0849 -.3734	 .14=0 .2109
.878 -.0559 -.3341	 .I456 .1871
ki ^ L" :
..^^, 	 . _1111 	-.
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) -	 -.030 ALPHA (	 1) s	 -.020	 Q(PSF) =	 43.194 PO/P5F	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
® O YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7920 -.6239	 -.6940 -.4287O .230 -.0767 -.1694	 -.I145 -.2397
0
.410 -.1025 -.1162	 -.I539 -.2929
^v
.590 -.1625 -.1797	 -.2174 -.2997
770 -.3409 -.2517	 -.2946 -.3409
G .87B -.4455 -.3238	 -.3269 -.3553
-tom BETA	 t 4) _	 -.030
	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.070
	 Q(PSF) -	 43.194 PO/PSF =	 21229.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7473 -.6084	 -.6238 -.668E
.230
-.0836 -.1899	 -.1508 -.2671




-.3529 -.2174	 -.2362 -.2843
.678 -.4369 -.2894	 -.2825 -.3151
BETA	 ( 41 =	 -1034	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) =	 43.194 POIPSF -	 i'li'8.9
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7095 -.6035	 -.5761
-.7283
.230
-.1587 -.1929	 -.2151 -.3349
.410 -.2x7.54 -.0266	 -.0372 -.1826
.590 -.2425 -.0971	 -.0902 -.1'330
.770 -.3503 -.1775	 -.1758
-.2202
.878 -.4221 -.2510	 -.2356 -.2921
PAGE 973
(RFFh127)
RUN NO - 168.00
RUN NO = 1613.00
RUN NO - 168.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( WAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) -.030	 ALPHA (	 4) -	 5.220	 Q(PSF) a	 43.184 PO/P5F a	 2128.9
SECTION t 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDCNT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7062 -.5984 -.5608 -.6993
.230 -.2511 -.2049 -.2254 -.3554
.4I0 -• .2596 -.0133 -.0133 -.1587
.590 -.2562 -.0800 -.0646 -.0971
.770 -.3452 -.1604 -.1581 -.1826
.878 -.4119 -.2305 -.2134 -.2648
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.230	 QtPSF) a	 43.194 PO/P5F .	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIEML .0760 .3100 .5821) .8530
x/CML
.050 .6932 -.5853 -.5579 -.6692
.230 -,3781 -.2136 -.2222 -.3335
.410 -.2 907 -.0047 .0003 -.1451
.590 -.2702 -.0646 -.0424 -.0629
.770 -.3455 -.1451 -.1263
.878 -.4072 --.2154 -.1914 -.2325
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -^.030 ALP14A t 61 -	 8.310	 O(PSF) _	 43.184 POIPSF	 2128.9
SECTION t 1)HAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BHL .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4759 -.4553 -.5256 -.5736
.230 -.7312 -.3063 -.2720 -.3534
.410 -• .439 .0173 .0241 -.1246
.59D -.3155 -.0201 .0054 .0105
.770 -.3423 -.0989 -.0681 -.0554
._878 -.3817 -.1692 -.1332 -.1640
RM NO w 168.00
(RFFM27)
RUN NO a 188.00
RUN NO - 168.00
t
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAIB3 ORB+GP	 MA!%' GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) -	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 7) -
	
10.410	 Q(PSF) -	 43.194 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR
-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .BS30
X/CML
.050 -.3234 -.3542 -.4125 -.4314
.230 -.6490 -.3560
-.3114 -.3971
.410 -.5136 -.0767 -.0630 -.1709
.590 -.3800 .0105 .0429 .0241
.770 -.3560
-.0612 -.0065 -.0048
.876 -.3731 -.1503 -.0664 -.0784
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.030	 ALPHA ( B) =	 15.650	 Q(PSF) -	 43.194 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2633 -.2719 -.2616 -.2667
.230 -.4380
-.3130 -.3130 -.3369




-.3164 -.2993 .1145 .1349
.878 -.2838 -.3472 .0923 .1059
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.040 ALPHA ( 9) =	 20.950	 Q(PSF) -
	
43.194 POIPSF -	 2128.9
SECTION ( ?)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.2435 -.2640 -.2913 -.3016




.590 -.2I45 -.4926 -.0337 -.0507
.770






RUN NO - 168.00
RUN NO - 168.00
RUN NO - 168.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
SETA	 ( 5) 1.990	 ALPHA	 (	 11 m	.000	 Q(PSF) =	 43.192 PO/PSF n	2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8348 -.6773 -.7098 -.6807
.230 -.1245 -.2546 -.2152 -.3350
.410 -.2066 -.1279 -.1673 - .3282
.590 -.2580 -.1947 -.2255 -.2939
.770 -.4155 -.2734 -.3008 -.3470
.878 -.5044 -.3419 -.3419 -.3641
SETA
	
( 5) =	 I.990	 ALPHA ( 2) x
	2.100	 Q(PSF)	 43.192 PO/PSF	 212B.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR--O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .07617 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.8068 -.6854 -.6580 -.8102
.230
-•?116 -.2663 -.2817 -.3946
.410 -.2766 -.0B68 -.1056 -.2663
.590 -.3023 -.1569 --.1603 -.2099
.770 -.4186 -.2356 -.2424 -.2869
.878 -.4921 --.3074 -.2920 -.3382 1
BETA	 ( 5) -	 1.990	 ALPHA ( 31 4.150	 Q(PSF)	 43.192 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8017 -.6868 -.6389 -.7623
.230 -.+418 -.2772 -.2978 -.4386
.410 -.3492 -.0578 -.0613 -.2309
.590 -.3321 -.1264 -.1092 -.1418
.770 --.4126 -.2052 -.1949 -.2241




RUN NO • 159.00
RUN NO . 169.00
RUN NO . 169.00
fj
t	 f
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 1.990 ALPHA ( 4)	 4	 5.190	 QIPSF) -	 43.192 PO/PSG' -	 2128.9
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
1C/ CML
.050 -.7584 -.6627 -.6473 -.7447
.230 -.6148 -.2867 -.2857 -.4080
.410 -.3892 -.0440 -.0406 -.2098
.590 -.3414 -.1089 -.0833 -.1004
.770 -.4029 -.1841 -.1636 -.1773
.878 -.4627 -.2542 -.2183 -.2559
BETA	 ( 5) =	 1.990	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 6.270
	 QIPSF) a	 43.192 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
x/CML





.410 -.4599 -.0338 -.0269 -.2015
.590 -.3709 -.0669 -.0646 -.0612
.770 -.4068 -.1655 -.1382 -.1416
.878
-.4513 -.2340 -.1929 -.2254
BETA	 ( 51 =	 1.990
	 ALPHA t 61 8.320	 Q(P5F) -	 43.192 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.4270 -.4683 -.5472 -.5833
.230 -.7876 -.4476 -.4116 -.4751
.410 -.5150 -.0820 -.0785 -.2124
.590 -.4356 -.0339 -.0116 -.0236
.770 -.4116 -.1266 -.0682
-.0682




RUN NO n 159.00
RUN ND s 169.00
RUN NO - 168.00
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR$+GP
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (5) n	 1.990 ALPHA ( 7) m	 10.400	 Q(PSF) -	 43.192	 PO/PSF d	 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3997 -.4186 -.4701 -.4495
.230 -.6899 -.4306 -.4083 -.4753
.410 -.5920 -.1507 -.1782 -.2468
.590 -.4546 -.0425 .0020 -.0202
.770 -.4083 -.1438 -.0184 -.0150
.878 -.4083 -.233I -.0682 -.0614
BETA	 ( 51 -	 1.990	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.670	 O(PSF) y	 43.192	 PO/PSF 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3446 -.3549 -.3566 -.3532
.230 -.4956 -.4012 -.4047 -.4184
.410 -.4768 -.3480 -.2691 -.3240
.590 -.4441 -.4493 -.0253 -.0253
.770 -.3686 -.5042 .1079 .1352
.87B -.3017 -.4974 .0959 .1198
BETA	 (51 =	 1.990
	
ALPHA ( 9) W	 20.920	 O(PSF) -	 43.192	 POIPSF -	 2128.9
SECTION: I ()MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .58P0 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3338 -.3730 -.4158- -.4378
.230 -.3508 -.4702 -.4190 -.4634
.410 -.3511 -.5776 -.3287 -.4958
.590 -.2673 -.5998 -.1445 -.0456
.770 -x.1411 -.5265 -.1053 .1767
.878 -.0882 -.4608 -.0712 .1547
PACC 978
(RFFM27)
RUN NO - 169.00
RUN NO - 169.00
RUN NO - 159.00
31..I
DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) a	 5.020	 ALPHA t	 11 s	 .000	 9(PSF) 0	 43 . 203 as/?5F n 	 21228.9
SECTION ( ! )MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 . 3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.9466 -.8051 -.7633 -,9089
,230 -.3748 -.3746 -.3797 -.5030
.410 -.4088 -.I520 -.1811 -.3677
.590 -.4037 -.2222 -.2324 -.2804
.770 -.4979 -.2958 -.3044 -.3438
.87B -.5732 -.3643 --.3523 -.3866
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.010	 ALPHA 1 2) 2.060	 0 (PSF) u	 43 .203 PD/P5F	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP €
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X / CML
.050 -.9261 -.8131 -.7600 -.8782
.230 -.7155 -.3661 -.3849 -.5425
.410 -.4688 -.1229 -.1349 -.3I64
.590 -.4209 -.1914 -.1794 -.2068
.770 -.4842 -.2650 -.2547 -.2719
.878 -.5476 -.3318 -.2993 -.3301
BETA
	 ( 6) =	 5.010
	
ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.160	 0(PSF)	 43.203 PO/P5F	 2128.9
SECTION ( ! ) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.7972 -.728] -.7767 -.9150
.230 -1.0602 -.3787 -.3394 --.4812
.410 -.5461 -.0884 -.0935 -.2575
.590 -.4453 --.1567 -.1328 -.14I3
.770 -.4795 -.2353 --.2062 -.2193
.878 -.5255 -.3019 -.2506 -.2660
PAGE 979
(R•"FM27 )
RUN NO = 170.00
OO
r^
RUN NO : 170.00
RUN NO = 170.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - O4163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+OP	 RAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 6) 5.010	 ALPHA 1	 4) -	 5.210	 Q(PSF) m	 43.203 PO/P5F a	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6211 -.6365 -.7868 -.9046
.230 -1.1266 -.4572 -.3667 -.4606
.410 -.6194 -.0644 -.0764 -.2386
.590 -.4623 .1396 -.1123 -.I191
.770 -.4760 -.2250 -.107 -.1976
.878 -.5135 -.3018 -.2284 -.2352
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 6.250	 QIPSF) -	 43.203 PO/P5F	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5674 -.6205 -.7864 -.9078
.230 -.9746 -.5247 -.4289 -.4597
.410 -.6461 -.0663 -.0680 -.2373
.590 -.4802 -.I261 -.0919 -.0936
.770 -.4734 -.2305 -.1621 -.1706
.878 -.5007 -.3092 -.2048 -.2082
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.010 ALPHA (	 6) „,	 6.320	 L)(PSF) a	 43.203 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5298 -.5933 -.6859 -.7048
.230 -.7837 -.5624 -.5023 -.5727
.410 -.6516 -.1746 -.)654 -.2655
.590 -.5212 -.1540 -.0595 -.0613
.770 -.4800 -.2672 -.0991 -.0939
.878 -.4817 -.3513 -.1420 --.136B
PACE G90
IRFFM271
RUN NO . 170.00
RUN NO n 170.00
RUN NO a 170.00
I
a
PACE 981DATE 17 MAY 75	 TA8ULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75I )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM27)
BETA ( 6) =	 5.010	 ALPHA ( 7) a	 10.410 Q(PSF) - 43.243	 PO/PSF - 2128.9	 RUN NO = 170.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABL-E CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/AML
.;350
	 -.5126 -.5195 -.5143 -.5075
.230 -.7789 -.5504 -.5583 -.5727
.410	 -.7340 --.3187 -.3410 -.4114
.590
	 -.6070 -.2295 -- . 0715 -.0905
.770 -.5229 -.3592 -.0304 -.0065
.B78
	
-.4817 -.4285 -.0699 -.0373
BETA ( 61 =	 5.010	 ALPHA ( B) =
	
15.660 O(PSF) - 43.203	 PO/PSF = 2128.9	 RUN NO - 170.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4626 - 4849 -.4711 -.4694
.230
	 -.5655 -.5415 -.5312 -.5518
.410	 -.5466 -.5552 -.3820 -.4437
.590
	 -.4952 -.6804 -.1333 -.1796
.770
	 -.3785 -.6049	 .0139	 .0293
.878 -.3048 -.5449
	 .0003. .0293
BETA ( 6) =	 5.010	 ALPHA ( 9) = 20.940 Q(PSF1 - 43,203	 PO/PSF - 2I20.9	 RUN NO . 170.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4696 -.5225 -.5607 -.6064
.230	 -.4611 -.6149 -.6081 -.7192
.410	 -.4'799 -.7363 -.5705 -.7363
.590	 -.34B3 -.7414 -.3551 ^.1090
.770	 -.1758 -.6303 -.2650 	 .0530
.878	 --,1141 -.5363 -.2303	 .0003
Z- -"
DATE 17 MAY 78	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 982
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (ReFM27)
BETA ( 7)
	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 11 -	 .010	 O(PSF) - 43.168	 PO/P5F A 2129.0
	 RUN NO ' 171.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -1.0058 -.8809 -.9459 -.8100
.230 -1.1581 -.3914 -.3504 -.5318
.410	 -.6155 -.1878 -.2049 -.3401
.590	 -.5232 -.2665 -.2494 -.2545
.770	 -.5780 -.3589 -.3127 -.3418
.879 -.6379 -.4257 -.3487 -.3875
BETA ( 7) =
	 10.070
	
ALPHA ( 21 -	 2.080 O(PSF) - 43.168	 PO/PSF ^* E129.0	 RUN NO - 17I.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0785 -.8544 -.9935 -1.0278
.230 -1.1806 -.4407 -.3738 -.5615
.410	 -.6948 -.1661 -.1867 -.3377
.590	 -.5403 -.2828 -.2244 -.2313
.770 -.5592 -.3978 -.2931 -.3103
.878 -.5935 -.4682 -.3223 -.3223
BETA ( 7) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.170 Q(PSF) u 43.168	 PO/P5F a 2129,0	 RUN NO - 171.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0	 DEPENDENT VAR1AULE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CHL.
.050	 -.7678 -.8621 -1.0628 -1.1674
.230	 -.8415 -.6549 -.4403 -.5946
. silo	 -.6872 -.2413 -.R19I -.3511
.590	 -.5432 -.3219 -.2139 -.2225
.770 -.5329 -.4396 -.2636 -.2705
.878 -.5432 -.5003 -.2876 -.2636
PAGE 9B3DATE l7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM27)
BETA ( 71 n	 10,070	 ALPHA ( 4)	 5.230	 Q(PSF) = 43.16E	 PO/PSF - 2129.0	 RUN NO - 171.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7648 -..8746 -1.0136 -1.0410
	
.230	 .7888 -.8008 -.6001 -.7013
	
.410	 -.7665 -.3307 -.2243 -.3414tt
	
.590	 --,6069 -.3273 -.1831 -.1797
	
.770	 -.5417 -.4354 -.2278 -.2312
	
.878	 -.5160 -.5023 -.2552 -.2346
BETA ( 7) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 5) -
	
6.250 Q(PSF) - 43.168	 PO/P5F - 2129.0	 RUN NO - 171.00
SECTION ( I)KA1N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





.050	 -.7704 -.9252 -.8818 -.8818
.230 -.8304 -.8184 -.7036 -.7995
	
.410	 -.8372 -.4689 -.3267 -.4244
.590 -.6865 -.4227 -.1589 -.1709
	
.770
	 -.5820 -.5032 -.1709 -.1657'
.878 -.5220 -.5484 -.2103 -.1897
BETA ( 71 =
	 10.070	 ALPI4A ( S) =	 8.330 Q(PSF) - 43.158	 PO/P5F - 2129.0
	
RUN NO - 171.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7342 -.7547 -.7462 -.7376
	
.230
	 -.9191 -.8061 -.8164 -.8318
	
.4I0
	 -.8952 -.6331 -.5390 -.6314
	
.590
	 -.7821 -.6674 -.1845 -.1965
	
.770
	 -.6195 -.6623 -.0903 -.0458
	
.878
	 -.4844 -.6571 -.1417 -.0698
n.
PAGE 984DATE 17 MA! 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR8¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 IRFFM27)
BETA	 ( 7) a	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 7)	 10.410	 Q(PSF1 =	 43.158 PO/P5f =	 2129.0	 RUN NO m	171.90
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML. .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.8376 -.7603	 -.6109 -.7242
.590 -.7706 .8650	 -.2056 -.2589
.770 -.5937 -.7620	 -.0648 .0020
.878 -.4941 -.7294	 -.)249 -.0270
BETA	 1 73 =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 8) -	 15.690	 Q(PSF) n 	 43.168 PO/PSF	 2129.0
	
FAUN NO	 171.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.590 -.5912 -.8227	 -.3682 -.4814
.770 -.4403 -.7249	 -.3442 -.2551
.878 -.3562 -.6597	 -.3357 -.2911
BETA
	 ( 7) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 20.930	 Q(PSF) -	 43.168 PO/PSF -	 2129.0	 RUN NO -	 171.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR OR-O' DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.6213 -.6951	 -.7922 -.8900
.410 -.5365 -17752	 -.7991 -1.0002
.590 -.4360 -.8110	 -.6559 -.6030
.774 -.2706 -.6763	 -.4905 -.3865'
.678 -.c'075 -.5672	 -.4104 -.3405
i
t
.DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 985
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM28)	 C 03 FEB 76	 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 107S.7000 IN, XO MACH	 ft .170 ELEVON	 .000
LREF
	 - 474.8100 INCHES




	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 - 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
SCALE - .0405 PHI-M	 - 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
BETA	 (	 11 -	 -10.480	 ALPHA( l)	 5	 -.010	 Q(PSF1	 a	 43.316 PO/PSF	 2125.3	 RUN NO -	 172.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .2530
X/CML
.050 -.0800	 .0650	 .1093 .0667
.230 --1656
	 -.0766	 -.0834 -.1622
.410 -.1690	 -.1091	 -.1228 -.1519
.590 -.1314	 -.1433	 -.1536 -.1673
.770 -.1896	 -.I998	 -.2152 -.2358
.878 -.2769	 -.2717	 -.2546 -.2837
BETA
	
(	 1) =	 --10.080
	
ALPHA C 2)	 2.060	 Q(PSF)	 43.316 PO/PSF	 2129.3
	 RUN NO 172.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0936	 -.0235	 .1211 .0905
.230 -.0833	 -.0218	 -.0303 -.P022
.410	 • -.0936	 • -.0526
	 -.0628 -.0902
.590 = .0680	 -.0885	 --.0970 --.1073
.770 -.1329	 -.1466	 -.1637 -.1774
.878 -.2201	 -.2219	 -.2082 -.2338
BETA	 C	 11 c	 -10.080
	
ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.150	 O(PSF) -	 43.316 PO/PSF -	 2129.3
	
RUN NO x	 172.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0764	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML





-.0200	 .0054	 -.0047 -.0336
.590 -.0098	 -.0319	 -.0388 -.0473
.770 -.0745	 -.0987	 -.I085 -.1172
.878 -.1632	 -.1700	 -.1564 -.1819
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABOLATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GA	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM28)
BETA	 1	 1) `	 -10.0BO	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.230	 Q(PSF) n 	 43.316 PO/PSF -	 2129.3	 RUN NO s	 172.00
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0968 -.3015	 -.2913 .1615
.230 .0597 .0935	 .QBB5 .0054
.410 .0478 .0597	 .0546 .0257
.590 .0444 .0172	 .0138 .0088
.770 -.0200 -.0456
	 -.0541 -.0576
.878 -.1173 -.1224	 -.1053 -.1309
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.080
	
ALPHA ( 5) 8.340	 Q(PSF) -	 43.316 F0/PSF
	
2129.3	 RUN NO a	 172.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND O9 DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0507 -.2436	 -.2418 .0662
.230 .1157 .1548	 .1650 .0546




.770 .0274 .0054	 .0020 .0088
.878
-.0661 -.0729	 -.0542 -.0695	 -
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.OBO	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.430	 Q(PSF) -	 43.315 PO/PSF »	 2129.3	 RUN NO a	 172.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0081 -.1994	 -.1686
-.2096
.230 .1583 .202	 .1855 .0903
.41C'- .1651 .1736	 .1804 .1447
.590 .1447 .1250	 .1362 .1413
.770 .0631 .0546	 .0580 .0750
..878 -.0252 -.0252	 -.0030
-.0200
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 7)	 15.630	 Q(P5F) -
	
43.316	 PO/PSF =	 2129.3
Oro,
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
p Y/BML .07613 . 3100	 .5820 .8530
^,rb
X/CML
.050 -.1365 -.0732	 -:0680 -.1571
*gyp .230 .1297 .1555	 .1451 .1356
.410 .1315 .2763	 .3016 .2490
.590 .1297 .2422	 .2746 .3001
^t^tt .770 .0480 .1706	 .1945 .2354
.878 -.0116 .0940	 .12229 .1110
BETA
	
(	 11 =	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 8)	 20.920
	
Q(PSF)	 43.316	 PO/PSF -	 2129.3
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
€DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .B530
X/CML
.050 .1544 .1459	 .1679 .1510
.230 -.0591 .1205	 .I239 .0832
.410 -.0268 .2120	 .1984 .1849




.878 .0578 .21B7	 .2661 .2289
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.050
	
ALPHA ( 11 =	 -.030	 Q(PSF) =	 43.334	 POIPSF 2129.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN'LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.590 -.1089 -.1704	 -.2046 -.2896
.770 -.IBE4 -.2234	 •-.2525 -.2644
• .878 -.2730 -.2849	 -.2798 -.2969
PAGE 987
IRFcrM28)
RUN NO - 172.00
RUN NO = 172.00
RUN NO = 173.00
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA16:: ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 12) -	 -5.050 ALPHA f 2) -	 2.070	 Q(PSF) =	 43.334 PO/PSF	 2125.1
SECTION E 1)MA1N LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5337 -.4936	 -.5849 -.0252
.230 - .0320 -.0252	 -.0320 -.1275
.410 -.0439 -.0644	 -.0866 -.1361
.590 -.0593 -.1139	 -.1412 -.2095
.770 -.1463 --.1770
	 -.2026 -.2231




ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.150	 O(PSF) _	 43_334 PO/PSF =	 2129.1
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5829 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4785 -.4393	 -.4768 -.1836
.230 .0070 -.0047	 .0325 -.0865
.410 .0054 -.0081	 -.0165 -.0916
.590 -.0183 -.0626	 -.0745 -.1035
.770 -.1206 -_1325	 -.1547 -.1887
.876 -.2262 -.2058	 -.2056 -.2450
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 4) 6.250	 QtPSF)
	
43.334 PO/PSF =	 2129.1
-	 SECTION t 1)MA1N LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y118ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4623 -.4010	 -.4027 -.4538
.230 .0375 .0003	 .0121 -.0691
.410 .0273 .0527	 .0426 -.0472
.590 -0098 -.0098	 -.0115 -.0336
.770 -.1680 -.0812	 -.0948 -.1152
.878 -.2734 -.1612	 -.1493 -.1918
PALE 888
1RFFM28)
RUN NO - 173:O8
RUN NO - 173.00
RUN ND - 173.00
I	 j
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 f 21 -5.050 ALPHA ( 51 8.310	 Q(PSFI =	 43.334 PO/PSF =	 2129.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100, .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4519 -.3700 -.3597 --.5151
.230 .0325 .0020 -.0200 -.0951
.410 -.0286 .0971 .1022 -.0013
.590 -.0456 .0359 .0495 .0342
.770 -.1634 -.0405 -.0371 -.0576
.87B -.2454 -.1207 -.1003 -.1851
BETA	 f 21 =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 61 10.450	 Q(PSF) =	 43.334 PO/PSF a	 2I29.1
SECTION f 1lMAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4494 -.3365 -.33I3 --.4476
.230 -.0645 -.0133 -.0303 -.0834
.410 -.0594 .1279 .1500 .0411
.590 -.0863 .0734 .1041 .0939
.770 -.1518 -.0013 .0139 .0054
.87B -.2150 -.0782 -.0543 -.1107
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -•5.050 ALPHA f 71 =	 15.700
	
Q(PSF) =	 43.334 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( I)MAiN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8K. .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.0934 -.0917 -.1020 -.1225
.230 -.3922
-.1122 -.1037 -.1515
.410 -.2949 .0444 .0274 -.0047
.590 -.1B73 .1549 .1871 .1753
.770 -.1583 .1039 _1651 .16I7
.878 -.1566 .0308 .0954 .0784
PAGE 989
(RFFM28)
RUN NO - 173.00
RUN NO - 173.00
RUN NO - 173.00
r
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OAB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 t 2) a	 -5.080 ALPHA ( B)
-	 20.910	 Q(PSF) -	 43.334 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0269 -.0303 -.0303 -.0320
.230 -.1448 -.0594 -.0679 -.0B33
.4I0 -.1226 -.0252 .0071 .0003
.590 -.0867 -.0918 .1805 .1501
.770 -.0577 -.1790 .2537 .2332
.878 -.0457 -.2183 .2435 .1992
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -2.020 ALPHA	 (	 1) =	 -.020	 Q(PSF) -	 43.249 PO/PSF -	 2I29.1
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7178 -.5847 -.6973 -.1432
.230 -.0765 --.1022 -.0970 -.1979
.410 -.0868 -.1244 -.1586 -.2732
.590 -.1176 -.1774 -.2150 -.2937
.770 -.2338 -.2441 -.2886 -.3467
.878 -.3553 -.3108 --.3228 -.3587
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080	 Q(PSF) -	 45.248 PO/P5F	 2129.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6966 -.5510 -.5989 -.3849
.230 -.0441 -.1092 -.0578 -.1759
.410 -.0561 -.0681 -.0937 -.2051
.590 -.1074 -.1297 -.1571 ^.2188
.770 -.2753 -.2051 -.2359 -.2855
.878 -.3883 -.2770 -.27B7 -.3147
PAGE 990
(RFFM28)
RUN NO - 173.00
RUN NO - 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
i itL ,.
r
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) a	 -2.020	 ALPHA (3) a	 4.130	 O(P5F) -	 43.248 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100 .5220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6578 -.5176 -.5364 -.6I16
.230 -.0389
-.1226 -.1056 -.1945
.410 -.1004 -.0166 -.0337 -.1603
.590 -.1432
-.0933 -.0919 -.I380
.770 -.2869 -.1620 -.1774 -.2201
.878 -.3740 -.2389 -.2286 -.2697
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -2.020	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.180	 Q(PSF) -	 43.248 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6431 -.5096 -.5079 -.6585
.230 -.0509 -.1211 -.1296 -.2306
.410 -.1365 .0037 -.0064
-.1313
.590
-.1639 -.0612 -.0612 -.0988
.770 -.2837 -.1433 -.1457 -.1878
.878
-.3641 -.2386 -.2049 -.2597
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.230	 O(PSF1.=	 43.248 P01PSF b	 2129.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6253 -.5039 -.4937
-.6458
.230
-.0885 -.1227 -.1415 -.2577
.410
-.1654 .0207 .0224 -.1056
.590
-.1722 -.0423 -.0303 -.06I1
.770
-.2817 -.1227 -.1175 -.1596
.878 -.3518 -.2013 -.18OR -.2440
WAGE 991
IRFFM2B)
RUN NO o 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE	 992
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN BEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (PFFMeB)
BETA	 t 3) -2.010
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 8.310	 Q(PSF) -	 43.248 PO/PSF -
	
2129.1 RUN NO	 174.00
SECTION t I) MAIN LND OR 
.
DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CHL
-	 .050 -.5966 -.4753	 -.4719 --.5763
.230 -.2751 -.1399	 -.1519 -.2306
.410 -.2i18 .0514	 .0667 -.0663
.590 -.1964 -.0082	 .0207 .0054
.770 -.2699 -.0851	 -.0646 -.0766 --r-
.878 -.3264 -.1587	 -.1295 -.1792
BETA	 13) -2.010
	
ALPHA t 71 -	 10.380	 Q(I'SF)	 43.249 PO/PSF -
	 2129.1 RUN NO -	 174.04
SECTION t I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/1311L .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3097 -.3166	 -.3954 -.4176




.590 -.2514 .0361	 .0702 .0736
.770 -.2754 -.0355	 -.0048 -.0013
.878 -.3097 -.1092	 -.0698 -.1059
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 8) x
	15.690	 Q(PSF) -	 43.248 PO/PSF -	 2129.1 RUN NO -	 174.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1926 -.1943	 -.1789 -.1704
.230 -.4437 -.2199	 -.2216 -.2319
.410 -.4?49 -.0952	 -.1225 -.1601
.590 -.3344 .0343	 .0853 .0751
.770 -.2712 -.0286
	 .1176 .1397
.878 --.2592 -.1345	 .0734 .0989
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 f NAAL-751
 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 3) s	-2.020 ALPHA ( 9)	 20.953
	
Q(PSf) =	 43.248 PO/PSF -
	 2129.1
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .B530
X/CML
.050 -.1581 -.1683 -.1752 -.1803
.230 -•.2331 -.2127 -.1990 -.2110
.410 -.2093 -.2502 -.0950 -.1598
.590 -.159B -.3695 .0630
-.0388
.770 -.1087 -.3866 .1547 .1903
.878 -.0575 -.3491 .1513 .1716
BETA
	 ( 4) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 -.020
	
Q(PSF) `	 43.250 PO/P5F -	 2129.1
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8020 -.6275 -.6925 -.3896
.230 -.0783 -.1724 -.1176 -.2459
.410 -.1073 -.1262 -.1621 -.3007
.590 -.1638 -.1860 -.2254 -.3075
.770 -.3417 -.2630 -.3024 -.3503
.878 -.4495 -.33315 -.3383 -.3623
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.070
	 Q(PSF) =	 43.250 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.7548 -.6143 -.6297 --.6537
.230
-.0835 -.1965 -.1657 -.2667
.410 -.1588 -.0749 -.1057 -.2461
.590 -.2102 -.1468 -.1674 -.2256
.770
-.3592 -.2239 -.2479 -.2907






RUN NO - 175.00
RUN NO = 175.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 994
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM28)
BETA ( 4) a	 -.010
	
ALPHA 13) m	 4.140 Q(PSF) - 43.250 	 PO/P5F	 2129.1	 RUN NO = 175.00






.050	 -.7228 -.6100 -.5860 --.7434
	
.230	 -.1534 -.2013 -.2184 -.33$1
	
.410	 -.2270 -.0372 -.0491 -.1928
	
.590	 -.2458 --.1073 -.1039 -.1449
	
.770	 -.3569 -.1884 -.1911 -.2355
.878 -.4339 -.2F.29 -.2509 -.3039
BETA ( 4) -	 --.010
	
ALPHA ( 4) x	 5.190	 Q(PSF) m 43.250
	
PO/P5F - 2129.1	 RUN NO m 175.00









.050	 -.7233 -.6086 -.5676 -.7079
.230 -.2254 -.2083 -.2322 -.3674
	
.410	 -.2613 -.0218 -.0235 -.1706
	
.590	 -.2562 -.0885 -.0714 -.1073
	
.770	 --.3537 -.1672 -.1635 -.1980
	
.878
	 -.4222 -.2425 -.2P:p,7 -.2784
BETA ( 41 =	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 5) -
	
6.240 Q(PSF) m 43.250	 PO/PSF s 2129.1	 RUN NO m 175.00







.050 -.7039 -.5908 -.5651 -.6782
	
.230	 -.3560 -.2I21 -.2275 -.3423
	
.410	 -.2840 -.0082 -.0013 -.1486
	
.590	 -.2703 -.0715 -.0475 -.0715
	
.770	 -.3474 -.1504 -.1357 -.1606
	
.878
	 -.4091 -.2258 -.2001 -.2480
PAGE 995DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFM28)
BETA	 ( 4) m	-.010	 ALPHA ( 6) a
	8.310	 Q(PSF1 a	43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1	 RUN NO	 175.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.7211 -.2BB5	 -.2731 -.3518
.410 -.3997 .0139	 .0I90 -.1295
.590 -.3159 -.0303	 -.0030 .0037
.770
-.3518 -.1073	 -.OBIS -.0748
.878 -.3894 -.1791	 -.1398 -.1774
BETA	 ( 4) -.010	 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.400	 (1(PSF)	 =	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1	 RUN NO	 175.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR 0R-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3354 -.3680	 -.4297 -.4468
.230 -.6542 -.3577 '-.3200 -.4023
.410 -.5120 -.0715	 -.0612 -.1692
.590 -.3817 .0011	 .0378 .0241
.770 -.3629 --.0732
	 -.0133 -.0099
.678 -.3817 -.1555	 -.0732 -.0904
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.640	 -Q(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2!29.1	 RUN NO	 175.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2670 -.2670	 -.2636 -.2670
.230 -.4560 -.3112	 -.3112 -.3351
.410 -.4441 -.2005	 -.2091 -.2465
.590 -.3743 -.1494	 .0274 .0189
.770 -.3232 -.2636
	 .1037 .1342
.878 -.2925 -.3368	 .0816 .0986
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) -.010 ALPHA ( 9) -	 20.930	 Q(PSF) -	 43.250 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 '	 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2436 -.2624 -.2097 -.3017
.230
-.2932 -.3341 -.2932 -.3205
.410 -:2693 -.4178 -.1822 -.3136
.590 --.2215 -.4895 -.0217 -.0576
.770 -.1242 -.4468 .0478 .2007
.878 -.0678 -.'-n .0495 .1633
BETA	 ( 5) =	 2.000
	
ALPHA (	 1) =	 .000
	
Q1PSF) -	 43.271 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( I)M	 ! K!! -ND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.E459 -.6649 -.7191 --.6560
.230 -.1246 -.2617 -.2086 -.3371
4410 -.2017 -.1315 -.1726 -.3371
"4590 -.2617 -.2000 -.2343 -.3079
.770 -.4210 -.2788 -.3114 -.3559
.878
-.5135 -.3508 -.3508 -.3749
BETA	 ( 5) =	 2.000
	
ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.070	 Q(PSF) -	 43.271 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .9820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8103 -.6923 -.6683 -.8171
.230 -.1963 -.2732 -.2766 -.3930
.410 -.2784 -.0919 -.1124 -.2749
.590 -.3040 -.1638 -.1705 -.2219
.770
-.4203 -.2424 -.2544 -.3006
.87B'
.
-.4973 -.3160 -.3074 -.3485
RUN NO - 176.00
- DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 2.000	 ALPHA 1 3) 4.160	 GIPSF) a	 43.271 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .85300 X/CML
.050 -.8021 -.6928	 -.6433 -.7662
O .230 -.4111 -.2796	 -.3001 -.4435
.410 -.3513 -.0644	 -.0679 -.2352
.590 -.3359 -.1310	 -.1174 --.1464
e^ .770 --.4I45 -.2130	 -.2045 -.2284
.878 -.4828 -.2830	 -.2825 -.3069
C+ BETA	 t 51 2.000
	
ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.I80	 QtA9F}	 43.271 PO/PSF
	
2129.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VAR W^',LE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7749 -.6733	 -,6465 -.7509
.230 -.5934 -.2820	 -.2922 -.4206





.878 -.4736 -.2631	 -.2340 -.2717
BETA	 ( 51 =	 2.000	 ALPHA t 5) =	 6.230	 t7(PSF)	 43.271. PO/PSF n ' 2129.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6904 -.6254	 -.6391 -.7314
.230 -.8032 -.3176	 -.3022 -.4:168
.410 -.4373 '-.0406	 -.0372 -.2065
.590 -.3689 -.0953	 -.0697 -.0765
.770 -.4116 -.1740	 -.1483 -.1534
.678 -.4629 -.2458	 -.2047 -.2389
PACE 997
(PrFM29)
RUN NO a 176.00
RUN NO a 176.00
RUN NO a 176.00
r
PAGE 999DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFF142B)
BETA
	
a 51 =	 2.000	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 8.330	 Q(PSF) =	 43.271 PO/PSF =	 2129.1	 RUN NO =	 178.00
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















BETA	 (5) =	 2.000
	 ALPHA ( 71 z	 10.420	 Q(PSF)	 43.271 PO/PSF =	 2129.1	 RUN NO =	 176.00


















BETA	 ( 5) x	 .2.000
	
ALPHA ( 8) -	 I5.680	 Q(PSF) _	 43.271 PO/PSF =	 2129.1
	
RUN NO -	 176.00













.770 -.3776 -.4934	 .1053 .1341
.1378 -.3129 -.4917	 .0850 .1138
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-161 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 (5) 2.000 ALPHA t 9) =	 20.250
	 Q(PSF) a	 43.2771 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3317 -.31357 -.4117 -.4019
.230 -.3589 -.4611 -.4169 -.4492
.410 -.3640 -.5769 -.3231 -.4935
.590 -.2755 -.5956 ^.1443 -.0302
.770 -.1290 -.5190 -.0949 .1765
.978 -.0864 -.4577 -.0643 .1409
BETA	 t S) -	 5.030 ALPHA 1	 1) _	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 43.320 F0fPSF	 2129.2
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9585 -.8152 -.7691 -.9176
.230 -.3511 .3732 -.38B6 -.4978
.410 -.4091 -.1599 -.1941 -.3732
.590 -.4091 -.2299 -.2436 -.2955
.770 -.5063 -.3067 -.3203 -.3582
.678 -.5848 -.3732 -.3630 -.3988
BETA	 ( 61 =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.110	 Q(PSF) s	 43.320 PO/PSF	 2129.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.6899 -.3762 -.3882 -.550!
.410 --.4632 -.1308 -.1427 -.3251







RUN NO * 176.00
RUN NO - 177.00
RUN NO - 177.00
I..
.	 DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA	 OA163 [ NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1000
OA163 ORS+OP,	MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM28)
BETA	 ( 61 0	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 31	 =	 4.110	 o(PSF) a	 43.320 PO/PSF	 2129.2 RUN NO -	 177.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X / GNiL
.050 -.8374 -.7555	 -.7777 -.9125
.230 -1.0302 -.3698
	 -• .3477 -.4873
.410 -.5439 -.1002	 -.1036 -.26-5
.590 -.4466 -.1668	 -.1446 -.151 ►
.770 -.4876 -.2436
	 -.2146 -.23`s '^^ -
.B78 -.5354 -.3135
	 -.2589 -.2794
BETA	 ( 6) -	 5.930
	
ALPHA ( 41 -	 5.190
	 0(PSF)	 43.320 PO/PSF -	 2129.2 RUN NO -
	
177.00





.050 -.6720 -.6463	 -.7934 -.9115
.230
-1.1527 -.4549	 -.3725 -.4718
.410 -.6052 -.0765
	 •-.0834 %-.2425
.590 -.4632 -.1467	 -.1193 -.1279
.770 -.4855
-.2340	 -.1963 -.2100
.878 -.5265 -.3109	 -.2408 -.2494




21M,2 RUN NO -	 177.00






	 -.7906 -.9083 ------,





.770 --.4718 -.2314	 -.1735 -.1803
.878 -.5127 -.3098
	 -.2178 -.2178
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 f PAGE 1001
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM28)
BETA	 ( 6) a	 5.030 ALPHA t 5) =	 8.330	 U(PSF) a	 43.320 PO/PSF a	 2125.2 RUN NO	 177.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/F"> .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530_,,_
X/CML
.050 -.5364 -.6050	 -.7045 -.7234
.230 -.8057 -.5570
	 -.5090 -.5656
.410 -.6582 -.1762	 -.1608 -.2568
.590 -.5176 -.1453
	 -.0630 -.0699
.770 -.4850 -.2654	 -.1093 -.1076
978 -.4884 -.3563	 -.1539 -.1505
BETA	 ( 61 5.030	 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.380	 Q(PSF) +^	 43.320 POIPSF n 	 2129.2 RUN NO n 	 177.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5151 -.5254	 -.5169 -.5151
.230 -.B063 -.5614	 -.5614 -.5871
.410 -.7430 -.2993	 -.3404 -.4107
.590 -.6094 -.2188	 -.0732 -.0886
.770 -.5271 -.3473	 -.0372 -.0150
.878 -.4946 -.4364	 -.0869 -.0475
BETA	 ( 61 =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.630	 Q(PSI= ) ri	 43.320 PO/PSF n 	 2129.2 RUN NO n 	 177.00
SECTION t !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4640 -.4810	 -.4725 -.4623
.230 -.5678 -.5355	 -.5253 -.5474
.410 -.5525 -.5423	 -.3789 -.4453
.590 -.4997 -.6784	 -.1237 -.1799
.770 -.3960 -.6086	 .0172 .0392
B78 -.3109 -.5559	 .0020 .0409
PAGE 1002
(RFFM28)
RUN NO a 177.00
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 )
OA163 OR8¢OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 6) 5.030 ALPHA ( 9) s	 20.910	 0(P5F) s	 43.320 PO/PSF -	 2169.2
SECTION! ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.0550 -.4782 -.5225 -.5787 -.600B
.230 -.4697 -.6230 -.6025 -.6962
.410 -.41967 -.7575 -.5667 -.7575
.590 -.3641 -.7609 -.3487 --.1154
.770 -.1852 -.6400 -.2823 .0647
.878 -.1186 -.5497 -.2295 .0155
BETA	 ( 7) z	 10.080 ALPHA l 1) =	 -.010
	
0(PSF) x	 43.330 PO/PSF Q	 2129.3
SECTION! ( 1)MAINI LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -1.0383 -.8909 -.9509 -.8995
.230 -1.1154 -.3921 -.3509 -.5309
.410 -.6149 -.1950 -.2155 -.3509
.590 -.5241 -.2755 -.2584 -.2670
.770 -.5875 -.3647 -.3235 -.3544
.878 -.6492 -.4298 -.3595 -.3835
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.080	 ALPHA 1 2) =	 2.060	 0(PSF) -	 43.330 PO/PSF n	 2)29.3
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8694 -.8677 -.9837 -1.0229
.230 -1.2208 -.4464 --.3782 -.5744
.410 -.69B9 -.1650 -.1872 --.3373
.590 -.5420 -.2827 -.2264 -.2349
.770 -.5641 -.3919 -.2997 -.3202
.878 -.6034 -.4601 -.3287 -.3339
RUN NO = 178.00
RUN NO s 178.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 7) 10.090 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.150	 Q(PSF) 0	 43.330 PO/PSF a	 2129.3
SECTION ( I)HAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML 10760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X / CML'
.050 -.7847 -.8581 -1.0562 -1.1534
.230 -.8650 -.6431 -.4365 -.5970
.410 -.6.89 -.2334 -.2232 -.3512
.590 -.5458 -.3341 -.2180 -.2300
.770 -.5407 -.4434 -.2710 -.2846
.878 -.5509 -.5048 -.2931 -.2761
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.190	 QIPSF) =	 43.330 PO/PSF =	 2I29.3
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7641 -.8802 -1.0372 -1.0799
.230 -.7646 -.8017 -.5713 -.6703
.410 -.7385 -.2902 -.2197 -.3494
.590 -.58B3 -.3136 -.1941 -.I841
.770 -.5440 -.4365 -.2402 -.2402
.878 -.5252 -.5081 -.2558 -.2436
SETA	 1 7) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 51 =	 6.230	 Q(PSF) =	 43.330 PO/PSF
	
2129.3
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP'
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7755 -.8319 -.8968 -.9139
.230 -.8199 -.8250 -.6900 -.7806
.410 --.8353 -.4593 -.2867 -.3995
.590 -.6781 -.4183 -.1585 -.1773
.770 -.5806 -.4849 -.1876 -.1773
.878 -.5260 -.5448 -.2252 -.2012
PACE 1003
(R-f'FM2$l
RUN NO = 178.00
RUN NO = I78.00
RUN NO R 178.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 I
CA153 ORB*GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 CRFFM281
BETA	 ( 7) a	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.330	 0(PSF) .	 43.330 PO/PSF o	 2129.3	 RUN NO •	 178.00
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7375 -.7614	 -.7427 -.7444
.230 -.9369 -.7972	 -.8228 -.8364
.	 .410 -.8926 -.6148	 -.5160 -.6353
.590 -.7955 -.6506	 -.1734 -.2058
.770 -.6165 -.6438	 -.0848 -.0541
.87B -.5040 -.6540	 -.1376 -.0831
BETA	 ( 7) 10.080 ALPHA f 7) -	 10.440	 01P5F) a	 43.330 PO/PSF	 2129.3	 RUN NUJ w	 178.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7260 -.7431	 -.7295 -.7209
.230 -.8679 -.7876	 -.8030 -.8149
.410 -.8474 -.7466
	 -.6064 -.7090
.590 -.7755 -.8491	 -.2064 -.2577
'	 .770 -.5978 -.7602
	
-.0645 .0054
.87B -.4953 -.7312	 -.1312 -.0235
BETA	 ( 7) -	 10.080 ALPHA 1 81 15.570	 0(P5F)	 43.330 PO/PSF	 2129.3	 RUN NO -	 176.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6866 -.7239	 -.7341 -.7120
.230 -.7409 -.8347	 -.7478 -.7939
.410 -. 7?90 -.8398	 -.5569 -.6438
.590 --.5978 -.83Bi	 -.3558 -.4785
.770 -.4563 -.7358	 -.3489 -.2722
.878 -.3609 -.6711	 -.3149 -.2859
r' 1
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 I NAAL-75I 1	 PACE 1005
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 IRFFM281
SETA (71	 10.080
	 ALPHA 19)	 20.930 O(P5F) - 43.330	 PO/PSF	 2129.3	 RUN NO a 178.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIAGLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.6346 -.8721 -.7946 -.7980
	
.230	 -.6159 -.7010 -.8134 -1.0058
	
.410	 -.5427 -.8083 -.7912 -.9989
	.590	 -.4320 -.8014 -.6414 -.6125
	 77 	 -.2720 -.6823 -.4882 -.3622
	
.878	 -.2090 -.5784 -.4014 -.3554
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 [ NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - tO76.7000 IN. XO
LREF a 474.8100 INCHES YMRP s 	 .0000 IN. YO
SREF - 935.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0405
BETA ( 1) - -10.080
	 ALPHA ( 11 -	 .120
	
0(PSF) n 43.177	 POIPSF - 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.0631	 .0635	 .1387	 .0857
	
.230	 -.1163 -.0356 
-.0459 -.1232
	.4110
	 -.1129 -.0614 -.0717 -.t00B
	
.590	 -.0802 -.0923 -.1026 -.1146
	
.770
	 -.1335 -.1438 -.1558 -.1764
	
.878	 -.2159 -.2107 -.1953 -.2227






SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





.050	 -.0717 -.1044	 .0926
	 .1166
	
.230	 -.037 10 	.0157
	 .0122 -.0597
	
.410	 -.0425 -.0048 -.0167 -.0442
	.590	 -.0167 -.0408 -.0477 -.0580
	
.770
	 -.0769 -.0907 -.1044 -.1199
	
.878	 -.1577 -.1611 -.1474 -.1732





SECTION i 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	













	 .0105	 .0054 -.0013
	
.770
	 -.0235 -.0440 -.0'560 -.0628
	
.878	 -.1090 -.1175 -.1004 -.1244
PACE 1006
1RFFM29)	 1 03	 FED 75 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH a	 .170 ELEVON *	 10.000
BDFLAP a -11.700 SPDBRK a	 .000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M n 	 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
RUN NO a 179.00
PO/PSF - 2127.0	 RUN NO d 179.00
PO/PSF = 2127.0	 RUN NO - 179.00
fi
PAGE 1007DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (R	 HES)
BETA	 t	 11 w	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 4) B	 5.330	 O( PSF) 0	 43.177 PO/P5F a	 2127.0	 RUN NO m	 179.00
SECTION t [WAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BM1. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
I^ 0 .050 -.0817 -.2819	 -.2597 .1706
.230 .0667 .1007	 .1007 .0190
1-d .410 .0599 .0752	 .0650 .0377
590 .0616 .0360	 .0350 10258
C .770 -.0013 -.0201-.0286 -.0338
w C^?' .878 -.0851 -.0920	 -.0783 -.0988
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.090 ALPHA 1 5) 4	 6.380	 O(PSF)	 43.177 PO/P5F .	 2127.0	 RUN NO	 179.00
ci
{ SECTION t I) MA IN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP
!t^4
+ti U]
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
%/CML
.050 -.0647 -.2652	 -.2704 .1691
.230 .1009 .1333	 .1350 .0531
.410 .0941 .1009	 .0958 .0669
.590 .0907 .0634	 .0617 .05-19
.770 .0259 .0037	 -.0030 -.0013
.878
-.0595 -.0647	 -.0527 -.0715
BETA	 (11 *	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 6) 0	 8.470	 4IP5F)	 0	 43.177 PO/PSF a	 2127.0
	
RUN NO $	 179,00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .1502 .1894	 .1996 .0804





1878 -.0133 -.0184	 -.0013 -.0167
PAGE 1008DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORU#CP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM29)
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 7) 10.590	 O(PSFI ®	 43.177 PO/P5F a	2127.0 RUN NO -	 179.00





.050 -.0082 -.1658	 -.1333 -.2515




.590 .1794 .1708	 .1794 .1879
.771 .1026 .1026	 .1094 .1282
.878 .0224 .0276	 .0497 .0310
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 8) s	 15.840	 0(PSF1	 43.177 PO/P5F' .	 2127.0 RUN NO *	 179.00
SECTION l 1)MAiN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 11059 .1161	 .1297 .1059
.410 .1144 .3001	 .3103 .2678
.590 .1400 .2831	 .3172 .3461
.770 .0786 .2218	 .2490 .2814
.678 .0395 .1502	 .1809 .1655
BETA	 1	 11 -	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 9) 21.050	 O(PSFl	 43.177 PO►PSF .	 2127.11 RUN NO .	 179.00
SECTION 1 A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .1787 .1787	 .1905 .1855
.230 -.0115 .1464	 .1515 .1090
.410 .0(154 .2127	 .2093 .2025
.590 .0655 .3232
	 .3538 .3385
.770 .0954 .3096	 .3623 .3419
.878 .0988 .2450	 .3079 .2705
PAGE 1009DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
QAlc3 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RI:FF1291
BETA ( 2) -	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( if a	 .130 Q(PSF) a 43.168	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN ND a 160.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-0







.050	 -.5487 -.5316 -.6469 -.0218
	
.230	 -.0475 -.0389 -.0714 --.1279
	
.410	 -.0611 -.0800 -.1073 -.1621
	
.590	 -.0611 -.1176 -.1535 -.22220
	
.770
	 -.1330 -.1672 -.1980 -.2031
	
.878	 -.2168 -.2305 -.2220 -.2322
BETA ( 21 -
	
-5.050	 ALPHA ( 21	 2.200 Q(PSF) m 43.168	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RW 14'51 A 180.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR
-0 	DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	






-.0065 -.0235 -.0424 -.1109
	
.590
	 -.0184 -.0647 -.0869 -.1212
	
.770
	 -.1024 -.1264 -.1521 -.1778
	
.878
	 -.1949 -.1915 -.1898 -.2240
BETA ( 21 -	 -5.050
	
ALPHA ( 3) n	 4.270 Q(PSF) - 43.169	 PO/PSF - 2126.9
	
RUN NO - 180.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5620	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4461 -.4033 -.4256 -.2767
	
.230













-.0851 -.0800 -.0988 -.1262
	
.878	 -.1997 -.1518 -.1450 -.1843
PACE 1010DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAA!: 751 1
04163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM291
BETA 121 . -5.060
	
ALPHA ( 4) 0	 5.350	 OIPSF) - 43.168	 POJPSF • 2126.9	 RUN NO n 180.00



























-.1296 -.0577 -.0697 -.0885
	
.678	 -.2357 -.1296 -.1159 -.1570
BETA ( 21 w -5.050	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.380 O(PSF)	 43.168	 POiPSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 180.00
SECTION ( ])MAIN LNO OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML


















.59C	 -.0047	 .0343	 .0326	 .0122
	
.770	 -.1365 -.0355 -.0406 -.0578
	
.878	 -.2256 -.1091 -.0903 -.1382
BETA ( 21 -	 -5.050	 ALPHA t 61	 a.4bO Q(PSF) - 43.168 	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO . 180.00
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	
.0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/C14L.
.050 -.4376 -.3397 -.3259 -.4668
	
.230	 .0310	 .0139 --.0133 -.0906
	
.410	 -.0116	 .1302	 .1387	 .0396
	






	 -.1885 -.0665 -.0425 -.1078
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+0P	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.060	 ALPHA 1 71 g	 10.550	 O(PSF) K	 43.168 PO/PSF m	 2126.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3707 -.2814	 -.2934 -.3996
.230 -.1284 -.0219	 -.0322 -.0648
.4 1 0 -.0648 .1576
	
.1764 .0721
.590 -.0442 .:183	 .1490 .1456
.770 -.1112 .0464	 .0721 .0755
.878 -.1594 -.0219	 .0054 -.0408
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.050	 ALPHA 1 8) =	 15.650
	
0(PSF1 -	 43.168 PO/PSF a	 2126.9
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0'760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0510 -.0527	 -.0339 -.0459
.230 -.3049 -.0785	 -.0750 -.1[45
.410 -.2757 .0310	 .0122 -.0133
.590 -.1797 .1641	 .1932 .1744
.770 -.1299 .1385	 .2102 .2051
.B78 -.1196 .0658	 .1556 .148B
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA 1 9) =	 21.070	 O(PSF) -	 43.168 PD/PSF =	 2126.9




.050 -.0047 -.0115	 -.0167 -.0081
.230 -.0868 -.0372	 -.0406 -.0526
.410 -.0611 -.0338	 .0394 .012L
.590 -.0320 -.1261	 .I943 .0931..






RUN NO - 180.00
RUN NO s 180.00
RUN NO - 1130.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 I NAAL-751 l	 PAGE 1018
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	 (RFFM29)
BETA ( 3) =	
-2.000	 ALPHA (1) -	 .130	 O(PSF) - 43.171
	
PO/P5F W 2128.9	 RUN. NO - 181.00
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6887 -.5547 -.6354 -.I680
	
.230	 -.0408 -.0803 -.0545 -.1645
	
.410	 -.0494 -.0803 -.1113 -.2230
	
.590	 -.0803 -.1284 -.1663 -.2402
	
.770	 -.2075 -.1955 -.2367 -.2883
	
.878	 -.3244 -.2573 -.2677 -.3020
BETA ( 31 =	
-2.010	 ALPHA i 2)
	 2.220 OIPSFI - 43.17i
	 PO/P5F - 2126.9	 " NO - 181.00
SECTION I I1MA1N LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/cML
	
.050	 -.6542 -.5106 -.5499 -.4559
	
.230	 -.0291 -.1038 -.0542 -.1500
	
.410	 -.0354 -.0252 -.0491 -.1670
	.590
	 -.0884 -.0833 -.1072 -.1653
	
.770




-.3431 -.2217 -.2200 -.2598
BETA (3) =	
-2.000	 ALPHA (3)	 4.290 O(PSF) n 43.171	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 181.00
SECTION i AMAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6211 -.4909 -.4909 -.6330
	
.230
	 -.0287 -.1057 -.1057 -.2033
	
.410
	 -.0989	 .0190	 .0088 -.1194
	
.590
	 -.1297 -.0372 -.0424 -.08)7
	
.770
	 -.2478 -.1143 -.1211 -.1598
	






DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QAI63 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORS+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -	 -2.000
	
AL^HA ( 4) 5.330	 Q( PSF) o	 43.171 FO/P5F o	 2128.9
SECTION 5 11MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VAR:ABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
O XICML
O .050 -.6044 -.4896
	
-.4673 -.6301
.230 -.0595 -.1109	 -.1298 -.2309
.410 -.1332 .0378	 .9378 -.0887
.590 -.1401 -.0167	 -.0133 -.0441
►^ ; .770 -.2463 -.0955	 -.0921 -.1229
.878 -.3148 -.1658	 -.1469 -.2052
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.000
	
ALPHA ( 51 6.360	 Q(PSF) _	 43.171 PO/P5F	 2125.9
SECTION c 11MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CmL
.450 -. 5993 -.4776	 -.4568 -.5924
.230 -.1109 -.1178	 -.1349 -.2411
.410 -.1555 .0531	 .0616 -.0664
.590 -.1520 .0003	 .0122 -.0133
.770 -.2394 -.0749
	 -.0664 -.0921
.87B -.35111 -.I469	 -.1246 -.1812
BETA	 ( 3)'- -2.000	 ALPHA ( 6) 8.470	 OSPSFI -	 43.171 PO/pSF -	 2125.9





.050 -.4782 -.4113	 -.4336 -.5177
.230 -.3684 -.1625	 -.1505 -.2174
-410 -.2226 .0771	 .08901 -.0407
.590 -.1831 .0378	 .0634 .0500
.770
-.2346 -.0321	 - 0116 -.0116
.876 -.2775 -.1008	 -.0699 -.1093
RUN NO - 181.00
RUN NO - 181.00
1-
PAGE 1014DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 1 NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GSAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM291
BETA	 1 3) n 	 -2.010 ALPHA 1 71 n 	 10.550	 O(PSFI n 	 43.171 PO/P5F a	 2125.9	 RUN NO	 181.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/cML
050 -.2369 -.2610 -.3281 -.3505
.230 -.4967 -.2473 -.2249 -.2903
.410 -.3556 .0174 .0396 -.0649
.590 -.2455 .0790 .1081 .0996
770 -.2404 .0140 .0550 .0619
.878 -.2645 -.0598 -.OL31 -.0288
BETA	 t 3) -	 -2.010 ALPHA t 83 15.850	 G1PSFl	 43.171 POlPSF w	 2125.9	 IR1N1 NO a	 181.00
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
XIcML
.050 -.1590 -.1607 -.I504 -.1435
.230 -.3509 -.1898 -.1984 -.2052
.410 -.3441 -.0973 -.1041 -.1418
.590 -.2755 .0054 .0992 .0856
.770 -.2224 -.0955 .1623 .1828
.878 -.2035 -.1881 .1357 .1605
BETA	 ( 3) -2.010 ALPHA 1 91 21.080	 1,1(PSFl	 -	 43.171 POIPSF	 2125.9	 RtW NO	 181.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X.CML
.050 -.1290 -.1443 -.1681 -.1903
.230 -.1715 -.2107 -.1901 -.2090
.410 -.1528 -.2686 -.0983 -.1989
.590 -.0881 -.3299 .0443 .0240
.770 -.0183 -.3010 .1019 .21329
.878 .0172 -.2550 .1070 .2545
F-.
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 	 1 PAGE 1015
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE IRFF1429)
BETA	 ( 4) .020	 ALPHA (	 1) a	 1100	 O(PSF)	 o	 43.177 PO/PSF	 2128.9 Ft1NoNO s	 182.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7620 -.5911	 -.6475 -.4594
.230 -.0560 -.1603	 -.1038 -.2184
.410 -.0850 -.0033	 -.1158 -.2560
.590 -.1432 -.1397	 -.1791 -.2457
.770 -.3055 -.2115	 -.2440 -.2885
.878 -.3996 -.2731
	 -.2799 -.3021
BETA	 ( 41 ti .010	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.200	 OIPSF) a	 43.177 PO/PSF	 2126.9 RW NO m	 182.00
SECTION ( 1)r1AIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0765 -.1775	 -.1689 -.2699
.410 -.1518 -.0355	 -.0577 -.2015
.590 -.1843 -.0988	 -.1125 -.1638
.770 -.3161 -.1741
	 -.1878 -.2305
.878 -.3931 -.2425	 -.2323 -.2682
BETA	 ( 4) _ .020	 ALPHA (	 3) 0	 4.260	 O(PSF)	 _	 143.177 PO/PSF a	 2126.9 RUN NO •	 192.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6944 -.5798	 -.5421 -.6927 ^-^--
.230 -.1810 -.1827	 -.2015 -.3402
.410 -.2186 -.0047	 -.0116 -.it-3b
.590
-.2221 -.0529	 -.0543 -.0920
.770 -.3128 -.1399	 -.1348 -.1673
.878 -.3795 -.2067	 -.IB78 -.2404
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l PADS 1016
OA163 ORB•GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE CRFM590
BETA	 ( 4) +s .020	 ALPHA ( 4) a	 5.350	 Q ( PSP) -	 43.177	 PO/PSF	 8126.9 RUN NO	 182.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.2994 -.1915	 -.2086 -.3234
.4I0 -.2566 .0105	 .0122 -.1349
.590 -.2377 -.0492	 -.0321 -.0561
.770 -.3131 -.1246	 -.1109 -.1349
.878 -.3714 -.1897	 -.1658 -.2137
BETA	 1 4) _ .030	 ALPJJ^	 (	 5) 6.360	 0(PSF) -	 43.177	 PO/PSF	 2126.9 RLINNO	 182.07












.590 -.2531 -.0321	 -.0082 -.0184
.	 .770 -.3114 -.1041	 -.0852 -.0881
.878 -.3611 -.1709
	 -.1401 -.1795
BETA	 ( 4) - .030
	
ALPHA ( 6) 8.460	 Q(PSF) =	 43.177	 PO/PSF =	 2126.9 RUN NO -	 182.00




.080 -.3432 -.3673	 -.4515
-.4756
.230 -.6904 -.3467	 -.3175 -.3759









DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR9¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 4) .030 ALPHA 1 7) a	 10460	 Q(PSF) 4	 43.177 PO/PSF a	 2126.9
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13L .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2964 -.3052 -.3259 -.3379
.230 -.6212 -.324I -.3001 -.3688
.410 -.5148 -.0992 -.1146 -.1816
.590 -.3842 .0327 .0550 .0259
.770
-.3327 -.0322 .0447 .0413
.878 -.3327
-.1129 -.0116 -.0150
BETA	 ( 4) = .030	 ALPHA 1 8) Q	 15.780	 OtPSF) a	 43.177 PO/PSF -	 2128.9
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0766 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.2311 -.2413 -.2345 -.2396
_230 -.36'x8 -.2808 -.2825 -.3065
.410 -.3631 -.2156 -.1648 -.2242
.590 -.3219 -.2499 .0395 .0259
.770 -.2636 -.3494 .1607 .1607
.878 -.2173 -.3545 .1504 .1521
BETA	 ( 4) - .030	 ALPHA ( 9) a	 21.050	 0(PSF) a	 43.177 FO/PSF a	 2126.9
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1994 -.2267 -.2574 -.2830
•230 -.2250 -.3104 -.2660 -.2967
.410 -.2 1 13 -.3923 -.1789 -.3394
.590 -.1379 -.4214 -.0457 .0309
.770 -.0354 -.3650 0088 .2552
.878 .0037 -.3067 .0411 .2314
PAGE 1017
(RFF'Mgl
RLW NO a 182.00
RUN NO - 182.00
€U4 WO a 182.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 2.040 ALPHA (	 11 A	 .080	 Q(PSF) m	 43.213 POIPSF a	 2126.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP x^.
Y/8ML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7908 -.6555 -.6709 -.7257
.230 -.1194 -.2513 -.2153 -.3387
.4tO -.2016 -.0937 -.12BO -.2890
.590 -.2427 -.1554 -.1794 -.2410
.770 -.3815 -.2308 -.2530 -.2976
.878 -.4620 -.2958 -.2924 -.3181
BETA	 ( 5) -	 2.040 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.170	 QtPSF)
	
m	 43.213 PO/PSF p	 2126.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .9530
X/CML
.050 -.7826 -.6681 -.6288 -.7826
.230 -.2270 -.2612 -.2748 -.3911
.410 -.2748 -,0577 -.0748 -.2321
.590 -.2868 -.1175 -.1209 -.1671
.770 -.3774
-.1945 -.1979 -.2338
.878 -.4475 -.2629 -.2492 -.2902
BETA	 ( 5) -	 2.040 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.210	 Q(P5F) w	 43.213 PO/PSF	 2126.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3140 .58213 .8530
X/CML
.050 --7662 -.6510 -.6201 -.7301
.230 -.5204 -.2711 -.2763 -.4018
.410 -.3519 -.0339 -.0339 -.1972
.590 -.3158 -.0906 -.0769 -.0992
.770 -.3794 -.1663 -.1525 -.1045
.B78 -.4379 -.2316 -.2041 -.2436
PAGE 1018
(AFFM29 )
RUN NO a 183.00
RUN NO . 183.00
RUN NO n 183.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 1 NAAL-751 ! PAGE 1019
O A 163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM29)
BETA	 1 51 2.040	 ALPHA ( 4) 5.290
	
Q(PSF) a	 43.213 PO/P5F a	 2126.9 RUN NO	 183.00




50 -.6940 -.6102	 -.6222 -.7111
.230 -.7214 -.2303	 -.2852 -.3912
G .410 -.3991 -.0252	 -.0201 -.1860
D
.590 -.3314 -.0697	 -.0543 -.0577
Ci .770 -.3758 -.1467	 -.1227 -.1227
j .878 -.4220 -.2099	 -.1740 -.2048
y BETA	 1 5) 2.040
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.350	 Q(PSF) a	 43.213 PO/PSF m	 21226.9 RUU NO 	 183.00




.050 -_5251 -.4978	 -.5917 -.6446
.230 -.9159 -.3681	 -.3323 -.4125
.4i0 -.4893 -.0149
	 -.0098 -.1838
.590 -.3596 -.0439	 -.0234 -.0183
.770 -.3732 -.1224	 -.0900 -.0866
.678 -.4074 -.1890
	 -.1395 -.1685 ------
BETA	 1 51 =	 2.040	 ALPHA (61 -	 8.420	 Q(PSF) R	 43.213 PO/PSF a	 2126.9 RUN NO a	 183.00
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND GR OR-Q DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3831 -.4224	 -.4875 --.5166
.230 -.6946 -.4190	 -.3813 -.4550
.410 -.59160 -.1057	 -.1040 -.2101
` .590 -.4139 -.0116	 .0173 -.0047
•.770 -.3779 -.0937	 -.0184 -.0184
.878 -.3848 -.1725	 -.0697 -.0749
PAGE 1020DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL.-751 )




	 1 5) a	 2.040
	 ALPHA ( 7) 10.520	 Q(PSF)	 .	 43.213 PO/PSF -	 2126.9	 RUN NO	 183.00









.590 -.4448 -.0374	 .0068 -.0099
.770




BETA	 ( 5) -	 2.040	 ALPHA ( 0) -	 15.770	 Q(PSF) -	 43.213 PO/PSF	 2126.3	 RUN NO 	 183.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML










.678 -.2169 -.4170	 .1212 .1467
BETA	 ( 5) R	 2,030 ALPHA ( 91 21.050	 Q(PSF) -	 43.213 POIPSF -	 2126.9	 RUN NO 	 183.013 -
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.3047 -.4104	 -.3848 -.4584
.410 -.2808 -.4854	 -.3405 -.5178
.590 -.1939 -.5008	 -.1803 -.0081
.770 -.0660 -.4377	 -.(172 .1767
.878 -.0183 -.3610	 -.0831 .1479
x
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 I
	
PAGE 1021
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE 	 (RFFP429)
BETA ( 6)	 5.070	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .090 Q(PSF) - 43.219
	
PO/P5F	 2127.0
	 RUN NO a 184.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP 	
--u --
Y18ML




.050	 -.9241 -.7835 -.7337 -.8778
	
.239	 -.4335 -.3581 -.3701 -.5073
	
.410	 -.4027 -.1248 -.1505 -.3323
	
.590	 -.3821 -.1831 -.1900 -.2363
	
.770	 -.4593 -.2569 -.2603 -.2894
	
.87B
	 -.5279 -.3186 -.3015 -.3340
BETA ( 5) =	 5.060	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.)90 Q(PSF)	 43.219	 PO/P5F	 2127.0	 RUN NO p 184.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.8824 -_7783 -.7339 -.8500
	
.230	 -.8107 -.3530 -.3548 -.4982
	
.410	 -.4572 -.0969 -.1003 -.2830
	
.590	 -.3974 -.1532 -.1396 -.1618
	
.770	 -.4470 -.2233 -.2079 -.2147
	
.878 -.4999 -.2630 -.2472 -.2745
	
^-^--
BETA ( 6) -	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.260 Q(PSF)	 43.219	 PO/PSF - 2127.0	 RUN NO - 1814.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/ CML-----
	
.050	 -.6?37 -.6497 -.7678 -.8876
.230 -1.1186 -.3965 -.3366 -.4478
	
.410	 -.5575 -.0594 -.0680 -.2340
	
.590
	 -.4273 -.1176 -.1022 -.1056
	
.770
	 -.4410 -.2015 -.1621 -.1707
	
.878
	 -. 4803 -.2665 -.2015 -.2117
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE RATA - OA153 L NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1022
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM29)
BETA	 ( 6) a	 5.060
	 ALPHA t 4)	 5.300	 Q(PSF) -	 43.219 PO/PSF a	 2127.0 RUN NO a	 184.00
SECTION ( L)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5740 -.5979	 -.7586 -.8817
.230 -1.0407 -.4765	 -.3859 -.4338







BETA	 ( 6) x	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.360	 O(PSF)	 43.219 PO/PSF	 2127.0 FiU?4 NO	 184.00
SECTION I ()MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3160	 .5820 .6530
X/CML




410 -.6013 -.0885	 -.0714 -.2184
.590 -.4526 --.0987	 -.0543 -.0594




BETA	 ( 5) 5.050 ALPHA ( 6) 8.450	 Q(PSF)	 43.219 PO/PSF	 21277.0 RUN NO a	 184.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML `--^
.050 -.4977 -.5337	 -.5919 -.6056
.230 -.7323 -.5371	 -.4143 -.5611
.410 -.6R61 -.2084	 -.2050 -.2683
.590 -.4995 -.1571
	 -.0372 -.0389
.770 -.4481 -.2581	 -.0406 -.0389
.878 -.4351 -.3402
	 -.0617 -.0597
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 61 =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 71 p	 10.540
	
Q(PSF) n	 43.219 PO/PSF s	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4766 -.4835 -.4732 -.4749
.230 -.6860 -.5281 -.5315 -.5504
.410 -.6688 -.3445 -.3548 -.4183
.590 -.5710 -.3033 -.0682 -.0888
.770 -.4749 -.3857 .0225 .0430
.878 -.4114 -.4440 -.0116 .0275
BETA	 ( 51 R	 5.050 ALPHA ( 81 m	 15.810	 O(PSF)	 m	 43.2151 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WEIML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4338 -.4458 -.4406 -.4303
.230 -.5007 -.5058 -.4870 -.5007
.410 -.4870 -.5333 -.3428 -.3994
.590 -.4115 -.6037 -.1420 -.2707
.770 -.3171 -.5282 -.0528 -.0184
.878 -.2381 -.4698 -.0442 -.0236
BETA	 ( 61 -	 5.040 ALPHA ( 9) 21.080	 GIPSF)	 43.219 POIPSF	 2127.0
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4070 -.4463 -.5213 -.5332
.230 -.3883 -.4872 -.5571 --.6781
.410 -.3542 -.5980 -.5485 -.6679
.590 -.2553 -.6150 -.3729 -.2007
.770 -.1138 -.4991 -.2536 -.0439
.978 -.0575 -.4190 -.2007 -.0609
PASSE 0213
(RFFM29)
RUN NO a 184.00
RUN NO - 184.00
RUN NO - 184.011
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP
	





( 71 10.150 ALPHA ( 11	 .120	 0(PSF) n 	 43.197 PO/PSF n 	 2127.1	 RI NO n 	 185.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .59220 .8530
X/CML _.
.050 -.9468 -.8438 -.9159 -.9331
.230 -1.1973 -.31305 .3530 -.5144
.410 -.6156 -.t540 -.1712 -.3016
.5 1^7 -.5006 -.2346 -.2089 -.2106
.7,1 0 -.5367 -.3239 -.2690 -.2896
.878 -.5830 -.3891 -.298I -.3153
BETA	 ( 71 -	 10.150 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.200	 0(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1	 RUN NO n 	 185.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8239 -.8153 -.9675 -1.0034
.230 -1.0907 -.4545 -.3655 -.5554
.410 -.6631 -.1518 -.1723 -.3091
.590 -.4989 -.2681 -.1928 -.1962
.770 -.4989 -.3758 -.2492 -.2629
.878 -.5229 -.4391 -.2715 -.2595




43.197 P01PSF s	 2127.1	 RUN NO	 185.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.7345 -.8373 -.9914 -1.0771
.230 -.7105 -.7396 -_50I5 -.6265
.410 -.67 11 -.2788 -.2000 -.3216
.590 -.5186 -.2655 -.1709 -.1777
•	 .770
-.4724 -.3953 -.2068 -.2120
.878 -.4518 -.4381 -.2291 -.2086
PAGE 1025DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE	 (RFFM29)
BETA	 ( 71 r	 10.150 ALPHA ( 4) a	 5.320	 Q(PSF) =	 43.197 PO/PSF =	 2127.1	 RUN NO o	185.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7348 -.8017 -.8994 -.8908
.230 -.7194 -.8004 -.6217 -.7006
.410 -.7400 -.4109 -.2481 -.3475
.590 -.5B23 -.3321 -.1435 -.1487
.770
-.4812 -.4075 -.1589 -.1624
.678 -.4366 -.4589 -.1967 -.1709
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150 ALPHA (5) =	 6.370	 O(PSF) n	43.197 POIPSF =	 2127.1	 RUN NO =	 185.00
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7190 -.7461 -.7652 -.7515
.230 -.7995 -.7704 -.7327 -.7978
.410 -.7995 -.5151 -.3558 -.4655
.590 -.6573 -.4963 -.1349 -.1503
.770 -.5186 -.5049 -.1109 -.0989
.878 -.4398 -.5271 -.1469 -.1I09
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150 ALPHA ( 6) 8.450	 Q(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/P5F	 2127.1	 RUN NO -	 165.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6868 -.7074 -.6971 --.6834
.230 -.8360 -.7708 -.7691 -.7645
.410 -.BIBS -.6628 -.5480 -.6406
.590 -.7177 -.7246 -.1709 -.2001
.770 -.5429 -.6611 -.0561 -.0013
.878 -.4452 -.637I -.1041 -.0253
r`
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA161 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI63 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM29)
BETA	 ( 7) 10.150 ALPHA t 71 -	 10.580	 O(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/PSF =	 2127.1
	
RUN NO 	 185.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .D760 .3100 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6747 -.6938 -.6695 -.6627
.230 -.7743 -.7520 -.7485 -.7743
.410 -.7468 -.7142 -.5613 -.6661
.590 -.6609 -.8052 -.2108 -.2521
.770 -.5355 -.7022 -.0975 .0069
.878 -.4479 -.6472 -.1301 -.02I9
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150
	
ALPHA ( E) =	 15.810	 0(PSF) .	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1	 RUN NO	 185.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .076D .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CKL
.050 -.6138 -.6291 -.6394 -.6206
.230 -.6257 -.6957 -.6206 -.6701
.410 -.6103 -.6905 -.4641 -.4858
.590 -.4756 -.6496 -.3152 -.3732
.770 -.3237 -.5336 -.2879 -.4295
.B78 -.2725 -.4636 -.30I5 -.4193
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 21.070	 O(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/PSF R	 2127.1
	
RUN NO	 185.00
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5880 -.6034 -.5966 -.6051
.230 -.6000 -.6324 -.5761 -.5915
.410 -.5559 -.6290 -.5454 -.4908
.590 -.4379 -.4908 -.4891 -.5266
.770 -.3202 -.4038 -.4533 -.5403





( 03 FE9 76
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH r	 .170 ELEVON - - 10.000
BDFLAP - -11.700 SPIDBRK - 	 .000
P141-N -	 86 . 000	 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-11 =
	 88.000	 TMETAM n 	 9B.000
RUN NO - 186.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAIe3 I NAAL-751 1
0:.183 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP -	 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF	 - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF	 - 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE - .0405
BETA	 f 1)	 -	 -10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 11	 m	 -.130	 Q(PSF) -	 43.151
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND OR DR-4 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050 -.0906 .0447 ..1977 .0533












.770 -.2298 •-.2349 -.2504 -.2593
.878 -.3226 -.3140 -.2968 -.3294
-^ BETA	 11) m	 -10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 21	 -	 1.950	 O(PSF)	 -	 43.151
SECTION I	 I)MA1N LND OR DR
-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0873 .0003 .1253 .0773
.230 -.1131 -.0460 -.0529 --.1234
,410 -.1234 -.0770 -.0907 -.1200
.590 -.0976 -.1166 -.1286 -.1389
.770
-.1682 -.1837 -.1992 -.2112
.87B -.2628 -.2628 -.2473 -.2300
BETA	 ( 1)	 -	 -10.100 ALPHA f 31	 -	 4.040
	 Q(PSF)	 -	 43.151
SECTION (1 ) MAIN LND OR qR
-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1039 -.2047 -.0184 .1143
.230 -.0303 .0105 .0054 -.0645
.410 -.0389 -.0167 -.0269 -.0528
.590 -.0337 -.0577 -.0662 -.0748
.770 -.1073 -.1261 -.1380 -.1500
.878 -.2030 -.2082 -.1893 -.2235
PO/PSF - 2127.1
PO/PSF m 2127.1	 RUN NO - 186.00
PO/PSF - RIV-1
	
RUN NO - 186.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 { NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA 1 1) = -10.100	 ALPHA (4) -	 5.099	 Q(PSF) m 43.151	 PO/PSF " 2127.1




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050
	 -.1060 -.2646 -.1782	 .1336
.230
	 .0003	 .0396	 .0327 -.0391
.410
	 -.0116	 .0054 -.0031 -.0253
.590	 -.0099 -.0322 -.0391 -.0425
.770
	 -.0820 -.1060 -.1163 -.1215
.1378
	 -.1782	 .1885 -.1713 -.2022
BETA f 11 = -10.100
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.120
	
O(PSF) a 43.151	 PO/PSF m 2127.1
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-0 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
.050	 -.0971 -.3077 -.2803
	 .1502
.230	 .0326	 .0701	 .0584 -.0133




	 .0190 -.0092 -.0116 -.0150
.770
	 -.0561 -.017 -.0869 -.0903
.878
	
-.1554 -.1639 -.1468 -.1742
BETA 1 1) _ -10.100	 ALPHA t 61 =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) - 43.15I
	
PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR OR-0
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8'=3t
X/Cull.
.050	 .0719	 .0463	 .0463	 .0463
.230	 -.0047 -.0270 -.0321 -.0253
.410	 -.1141 -.1126 -.0438 -.1178
_590	 -.8031 -.0+53 -.26sc- -.2703
.770
	 -.0270	 .0975	 1333	 .1418
.878
	 .0105	 .0855	 .0940	 .0923
PACE 10 1
f RFi: 18301
RUN NO a 186.00
RUN NO * 186.00
RUN NO - 186.00
PAGE 1029DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORS}GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE ERFFM301
BETA	 (	 1) a	 -10.100
	
ALPHA l 71 10.320	 Q(PSF) =	 43.151 PO/PSF r	 2127,' RUN NO a	 186.00
SECTION ( IIHAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Blq- .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0150 -.2157	 -.1934 -.1540
.230 .1403 .1881	 .I013 .0720
.410 .1420 .1488	 .1556 .1198




-.0596 -.0649	 -.0390 -.0545
BETA	 (	 i)._ -10.110	 ALPHA ( 8) p	 15.570	 Q(PSF)	 m	 43.151 PO/PSF A	 2127.1 RUN NO	 186.00





.050 -.1057 -.1091	 --.0851 -.1861
.230 .141L .1859	 .1535 .1280
.410 .1365 .2591
	 .2898 .2353
.590 .1263 .2200	 .2540 .2779
.770 .0258 .1416	 .1638 .2063
.878 -.0440 .0555	 .0854 .0650 .
BETA	 (	 I) _	 -10.110	 ALPHA ( 91 20.810	 Q(PSF) s
	43.151 PO/PSF n	 2127.I RL°N No	 185.00
SECTION l I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 15820 .8530
X/CrL
.050 .1311 .1250	 .148( .1090
.230 -.0867 .0988	 .1141 .0700
.410 -.0?69 .2195	 .2110 .1923
.590 .0326 .2977	 .3402 .3317
.770 .0428 .2586	 .3045 .2960
.878 .0275 .1889	 .2331 .1906
PAGE 1030DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR8*OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
tRFFH30)
BETA	 1 2) _	 -5.070
	
ALPHA t 1 1	-	 - . 110	 O(PSF)	 -	 43.222 PO/P5F -	 2127.0	 RUN NO =	 187.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5858 -.6132	 -.5361 -.0595
.230 -.1264 -.1161	 -.1504 -.1967
.410 -.1384 -.1590
	 -.1864 -.2413
.590 -.1350 -.1984	 -.2293 -.2675
.770 -.2121 -.2567	 -.2892 -.2961
.878
-.3115 -.3270	 -.3201 -.3424
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.070 ALPHA 1 2)	 1.970	 O(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF •	 2127.0	 RUN NO =	 187.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML







.770 -.1757 -.2134	 -.2407 -.2561
.878 -.2801 -.2869	 -.2801 -.3040
BETA	 t 21 R	 -5.070 ALPHA t 31 -	 4.020	 O(PSF) =	 43.222 PO/P5F -	 2127.0	 RUN NO m	 187.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0099 -.0133	 .0139 -.1074
.410 -.0 1 84 -.0355	 -.0475 -.1177
.590 -.0441 -.0903	 -.1109 -.1331
.770 -.1451 -.1657	 -.1596
-.2290
.B78 -.2513 -.2479	 -.2462 -.2907
DATE 17 WAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL--751 )
OA163 ORB•GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 0	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 4) 5.050	 O(PSFT w	 43.222 PO/PSF n 	 2127.0
SECTIC' l 11)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/(AML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/cvL.
.050 -.4786 -.4443 -.4734 -.2863
.230 .4071 -.0082 .0259 -.0871
.'4 1 0 .0003 -.0082 -.0167 -.0906
.5911 -.0287 -.0631 -.0765 -.0991
.770 -.1403 -.1438 -.1678 -.2004
.878 -.2623 -.2262 -.2245 -.2726
BETA	 121 -	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 51 c	 6.110	 Q(P5F) a	 43.222 PO/PSF m	 2127.0
SECTION I !)MAIN LNO GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
XICML
.050 -.4744 -.4247 -.4367 -.4212
.230 .0190 -.0082 .0122 -.0733
.410 .0139 .0207 :0139 -.0696
.590 -.0218 -.0373 -.0458 -.0647
.770 -.1744 -.123D -.1350 -.1624
.878 -.3030 -.2052 -.1932 -.2430
BETA	 (2) c	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 61 -	 8.190	 Q(PSFI ti	 43.222 PO/PSF d	 2I27.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/cmL
.050 -.4605 -.3954 -.3817 -.5376
.230 .0310 .0003 -.0201 -.oaks
.410 -.0321 .0736 .0736 -.0218
.590 -.0612 .0088 .0173 .0020
.770 -.1966 -.0767 -.0749 -.1006
.878 -.2891' -.1605 -.1401 ^.2085
PAGE 1031
CRFFM301
RUN NO in 187.00
RUN NO a 187.00
RUN NO a 187.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
0.A163 ORBtGP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SUR€'ACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.070	 ALPHA (	 7) 10.280	 Q(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF =	 2127.0
5£CTION 1 MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4664 -.3638 -.3484 -.4733
.230 -.0423 -.0081 -.0423 -.1022
.410 -.0560 .1092 .1313 .0275
.590 -.0765 .0513 .0758 .0666
.770 -.1825 -.0355 -.0201 -.0355
.878 -.2527 -.1176 -.0953 -.1637
BETA	 1 2) _	 -5.070 ALPHA l	 8) -	 15.520	 O(PSF) a	 43.222 PO/PSF a	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1122 -.1173 -.1566 -.1719
.230
-.4160 -.1310 -.1190 -.i'754
.410 -.2897 .0614 .0648 .0020
.590 -.1839 .1379 .1786 .1718
.770 -.1754 .0767 .1293 .1260
.878 -.1890 -.0013 .0529 .0223
BETA	 1 2) =	 -5.070
	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 20.800	 O(PSF) m	 43.222 PO/PSF -	 2127.0
SECTION ( I ) MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0353 -.0421 -.0404 -.8438
.230 -.1869 -.0745 -.0796 -.10311
.410 -.16198 -.0115 .0420 -.0064
.590 -.1273 -.0166 .1867 .1782
.770 --.1034 -.1085 .2273 .2256
.878 -.0932 -.1852 .2019 .1799
RUN NO - 187.00
RUN NO	 187.00
Lam= ..^: ^..^.:...,...
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) a	 -2.010 ALPHA (	 II a	 -.110	 Q(PSF) -	 43.250 PO/PSF m	 2127.0
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7309 -.(1213 -.7497 -.1451
.230 -.0972 -.1177 -.1246 -.2119
.410 -.1160 -.1520 -.1879 -.3078
590 -.1466 -.2102 -.2599 -.3695
.770 -.2616 -.2804 -.3250 --.3626
.87B -.3781 -.3507 -.3507 -.3746
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 1.940	 Q(PSF! a	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.7143 -.5721 -.6304 -.3184
.230 -.0578 -.1161 -.06BI -.1812
.410 -.0715 -.0938 -.1230 -.2292
.590 -.1195 -.1590 -.1881 -.2532
.770 -.2841 -.2378 -.2772 -.3389
.878 -.4127 -.3167 -.3218 -.3629
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.010	 ALPHA 1 31 =	 4.040	 Q(PSF) a
	43.250 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION ( I)MA(N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6844 -.5406 -.5628 -.5628
.230 -.0492 -.1280 -.0971 -.1627
.410 -.0954 -.0424 -.0546 -.1862
.590
-11535 -.1091 -.1280 -.1759
.770 -.3197 -.1964 -.2187 -.2632
.878 -.4139 -.2786 -.2718 -.3163
PAGE 1033
(RFFIM30 )
RUN NO a ISS-00
RUN NO - 188.00
RUN NO - 168.O0
r`
DATE 1'. MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE I"t
OA163 ORS+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
IRFF0303
SETA ( 3)	 -L_nin	 ALPHA ( 41	 5.070	 Q(PSF) - 43.250	 PO/PS: A 8127.0
	
RUN NO A 188.00	 ~
	








.050	 -.6643 -.5289 -.5341 -.6523
	
.230	 -.0509 -.1246 -.1229 -.2154
	
410	 -.1332 -.0184 -.0304 -.1589
	 --.
	
.590	 -.1709 -.0869 -.0921 -.1332
	
.770	 -.3114 -.1777 -.1663 -.2308
	
.678	 -.4004 -.2565 -.2463 -.3011
BETA ( 31 =	
-2.010
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.100	 Q(PSF) p 43.250
	
POIPSF	 2127.0	 RUN NO	 188.00
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6531 -.5231 -.5111 -.6770
	
.230	 -.0782 -.1210 -.1464 -.2493
	
.410	 -.1655	 .0020 -.0030 -.1279
	
.594	 -.1850 -.0663 -.0611 -.0988
	
.770	 -.3092 -.1552 -.1552 -.2031
	
.878	 -.3913 -.240S -.2237 -.2904
BETA ( 3) _	 -2.010
	
ALPHA f 6) =	 8.180 Q(PSF)	 43.250











	 -.6208 -.4993 -.4839 -.6037
	
.230	 -.2186 -.1348 -.1621 -.2494
	
.410
	 -.2115	 .0326	 .0463 -.0651
	
.590
	 -.2015 -.0286 -.0099 -.0286
	
.770
	 -.2974 -.1176 -.1057 -.1331
	
U78
	 -.3641 -.19B1 -.1741 -.2375
A-'- L-L
BATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR8+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 31 -2.010 ALPHA ( 7) 10.300	 O(P5F) =	 43.250 PO/PSF o	 2127.0




.050 -.4278 -.3920	 -.4449 -.4926
.230 -.4978 -,2231
	 -.2026 -.2674






.878 -.3357 -.1463	 .1139 -.1588
BETA	 (	 3) =	 -2.010 ALPHA ( BI =	 15.560	 0(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF m	 2127.0
SECTION 1 I)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X: CML













BETA	 1 31 =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 91 =	 20.790	 O(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF =	 2127.0
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .85530
k/CML
.050 -.1663 -.17I4	 -.1765 °.1748
.230 -.2701 -.2072
	 -.2106 -.2276




.770 -.1714 -.4114	 .1781 .1577
.878 -.1289 -.4029	 .1832 .1.425
PAGE 1035
(RFFM30)
RUV NO a 168.00
Wl' NO a 168.00
RUN NO = 168.00
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1036
OA183 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE (RFFM30)
BETA	 ( 41 a	 -.030 ALPHA	 (	 1) -.140
	
0(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0 RUN NO	 1139.00
SECTION ( I1MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8259 -.6562	 -.7350 -.3219
.230 -.1007 -.1744	 -.1350 -.2499
-410 -.1213 -.1538	 -.1950 .3304_




.876 -.4830 -.3733	 -.3853 -.4196
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.030
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 1.970	 0(PSF) m	 43.222 POIPSF a	 2127.0 RUN NO	 189.00





.050 -.7826 -.6240	 -.6581 -.59034
.230 -.0917 -.2009
	 -.1531 -.2589
.410 -.1480 -.I002	 -.1309 -.2742
.590 -.2179 -.1719	 -.1975 -.2674
.770 -.3800 -.2572
	 --.2862 -.3374
.876 -.4773 -.3357	 -.3339 -.3698 -
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.030
	
ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.010
	
Q(P5F) $	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0 RUN NO .	 189.00














-.3869 -.2241	 -.2275 -.2824
.878 -.4726 -.3029	 -.2892 -.3475
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
-	 BETA	 ( 41 -.030 ALPHA ( 41 5.060	 R(PSF) n	 43.222 PO/PSF n 	 2127.0
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7431 -.6269 -.5927 -.7482
.230 -.1944 -.2115 -.2303 -.3602
.410 -.2559 -.0423 -.0440 -.1961
.590 -.2730 -.1107 -.1038 -.1414
.770 -.3807 -.2013 -.2030 -.2474
.878 --.4611 -.2650 -.2662 -.32h+
BETA	 141 =	 -.030
	
ALPHA 1 5) 6.110	 O(P5F) m	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION f AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7297 -.6135 -.5741 -.7058
.230 -.2937 -.2184 -.2373 -.3638
.410 -.2868 -.0286 -.0252 -.1740
.590 -.2834 -.0936 -.0799 -.1090
.770 -.3792 -.1842 -.1774 -.2082
.878 -.4493 -.2629 -.2424 -.3005
BETA	 (4) =	 -.030 ALPHA ( 61 =	 8.190	 0(PSF1 n 	 43.222 PO/PSF n 	 2127.0
SECTION I I MAIN LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 -.6214 -.5480 -.5650 -.6522
.230 -.6078 -.2541 -.2524 -.3344
.410 -.3552 -.0030 .0088 -.1465
.590 -.3158 -.0576 -.0303 -.0354
.770 -.2703 -.1431 -.1209 -.1260
.878 -.4232 -.2199 -.1858 -.2268
PAGE 1837
(RFFM30)
RUN NO a 189.00
RUN NO n 189.00
RUN NO n 189.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) d	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 7) -	 10.280	 0(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF fl	 2127.0
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3642 -.3986	 -.4708 -.4932
.230 -.7047 -	 3762	 -.3418 -.4106
.410 -.5069 -.0546	 -.0322 -.1612
.590 -.3831 -.0133	 .0157 .0086
_770
-_3848 -.1010	 -.0563 --.0494
.878 -.4141 -.1836	 -.1217 -.1457
BETA	 ( 4) m	 -.030	 ALPHA ( B) a	 15.510	 O(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2876 -.2945	 -.2825 -.2842
.230 -.5260 -.3253	 -.3305 -.3442
.410 -.5088 -.1916	 -.2053 -.2465
.59U -.4179 -.0767	 .0327 .0156
.770
-.3646 -.1899	 .0605 .0992
.87B -.3459 -.2928	 .0259 .0566
BETA	 ( 4) -	 -.040
	
ALPHA ( 9) :	 20.800	 Q(PSF) 0	 43.222 POIPSF a	 2127.11
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE Ci~





.230 -.3334 -.3147	 -.2993 -.3181
.410 -.3062 -.3760	 -.1733 -.2789
.590 -.2533 -.5080	 -.0115 -.0898







RUN NO s 189.00
RUN NO	 188.00
RUIN NO o 189.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OAI63 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 5.020	 ALPHA (	 1) -.130	 Q(PSF) =	 43.2212 POIPSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIASIE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.9716 -.8361 -.7964 -.9201
.230 -.3116 -.3904 -.3870 -.5053
.410 -.38B7 -.1881 -.2190 -.4076
.590 -.4196 -.2567 -.2790 -.3373
770
-.5378 -.3441 -.3647 -.4076
.678 -.6218 -.4(44 -.4093 -.4418
BETA	 ( 5) =	 51020
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 1.950	 Q(PSF)	 n 	 43.212 PO/PSF -	 2127.1
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBKL .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.9747 -.8379 -.77I2 -.9183
.230 -.6120 -.3845 -.41i9 -.5744
.410 -.46B3 -.1501 -.1672 -.3554
.590 -.4427 -.2237 -.2220 -.2582
.770 -.5265 -.3109 -.3075 -.3400
.878 -.6052 -.3828 -.3623 -.3965
BETA	 ( 5) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.020	 Q(PSF) -	 43.212 PD/PSF a	2127.1
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.9066 -.8043 -.7907 -.9236
.230 -.9543 -.3781 -.3644 -.5126
.410 -.5315 -.1206 -.1257 -.2996
.590 -.4633 -.1922 -.1735 -.1905
.770 -.5179 -.2792 -.2553 -.2775
.878 -.5758 -.3474 -.3064 -.3286
PAGE 1039
ERFFM301
RUN NO - 190.00
RUN NO n 190.00
RUN NO - 190.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 5) 5.020 ALPHA ( 4) -	 5.1I0
	
Q(PSF)	 R	 43.212 PO/PSF -	 2127.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7634 -.7188 -.8045 -.9261
.230 -1.1384 -.4140 -.3609 -.4825
.410 -.5870 -.1057 -.1040 -.2650
.590 -.4791 -.1725 -.1537 -.1605
.770 -.5185 -.2633 -.2325 -.2564
.878 -.5681 -.3386 -.2B38 -.2958
BETA	 (5) =	 5.020	 ALPHA (5) =	 6.110	 QLPSFI -
	
43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION i AMAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6381 -.6483 -.8195 -.9257
.230 -1.1379 -.5011 -.4155 -.4720
.410 -.6449 -.0783 -.0834 -.2529
.590 -.4977 -.1502 -.1279 -.1348
.770 -.5148 -.2580 -.2118 -.2307
.878 -.5559 -.3368 -.2615 -.2649
BETA	 ( 5) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 6) 8.200
	
QIPSF) -	 43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/19ML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5504 -.6276 -.7546 -.8267
.230 -.8610 -.5710 -.5024 -.5521
.410 -.6K31 -.1454 -.1231 -.2570
.590 -.5230 -.1489 -.0888 -.0957
.770 -.5092 -.2724 -.1540 -.1540
.878 -.5264 -.3685 -.2038 -.PP03
PARE 1040
(RFFM30)
RUN NO - 190.00
RUN NO - 190.00
RUN NO = 190.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA153 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
	
(RFFM30)
BETA	 C 5) 5.020 ALPHA ( 7) .	 10.280	 Q(PSF) s	43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1	 RUN NO	 190.00
SECTION C IWAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5436 -.5573 -.5507 -.5675
.230 -.8515 -.5744 -.5761 -.6069
.4I0 -.7780 -.2818 -.3143 -.3879





BETA	 ( 5) =	 5.020 ALPHA C 81 =	 15.540	 O(PSF) A	 43.212 P01PSF =	 2i27.1	 RUN NO .	 150.00
SECTION I I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0757 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4945 -.5082 -.4979 -.4893
.230 -.6229 -.5527 -.5544 -.5784
.410 -.6024 -.5561 -.4140
-.4756
.590 -.5681 -.7068 -.1263 -.1485
.770 -.4602 -.6691 .0275 .0701
.878 -.3826 -.6161 .0054 .0463
BETA	 ( 5) =	 5.020 ALPHA C 91 -	 20.820	 Q(PSFI -	 43.212 PO/PSF -	 2127.1	 RUN NO -	 190.00
SECTION C I) MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4768 -.5511 -.6103 -.6462
.230 -.4991 -.6736 -.6308 -.7061
.410 -.5572 -.8241 -.5487 -.7711
.590 -.4I35 -.8293 -.3023 -.074B
.770 -.2373 -.7369 -.2373 .1245
.878 -.1723 -.6428 -.2014 .0769
PAGE 1041
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1042
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE CRFFM301
BETA	 ( 5) 10.I00 ALPHA ( I)	 -.110	 Q(PSF) -	 43.232 POIPSF -
	
2127.2 RUN NO `	 191.00










.410 -.6197 -.2211	 -.2452 .3978
.590 -.5475 -.3002
	 -.2933 -.3053




BETA	 ( 6) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 21	 =	 1.980	 Q(PSF) =	 43.232 POIPSF =	 2127.2 RUN NO	 191.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9361 -.8985 -1.0062 -1.0523






	 -.3362 -.3687 '.
.878 -.6609 -.4917	 -.3687 -.3824
BETA	 ( 6) -	 10.090
	
ALPHA ( 31 a	 4.020	 Q(PSF1 -
	
43.232 PO/PSF =	 2127.2 RUN NO -	 191.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8198 -.8745 -1.0591 -1.0779
.230 -.9907 -.5669	 -.4251 -.6113
.410 -.7P5B -.2080
	 -.2303 -.3670
.590 -.5703 -.3430	 -.2439 -.2644
.770
-.5823 -.4712	 -.3106 -.3345
.878 -.6098 -.5396	 -.3413 -.3259
Wv-
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
CA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 1 6) n 	 10.100 ALPHA 14) n 	 55.080	 Q(PSF) n 	 43.232 PO/PSF	 2127.2
SECTION .( 1)MAIN LNA OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XI CML
.050 -.7909 -.8986 -1.0832 -1.2182
^._0 .230 -.8678 -.7687 -.5004 -.6439
'^ .410 -.7448 --.2747 -.2354 -.3722
F_q
.590 -.6063 -.3363 -.2286 -.2354 `
O^
.770 -.5841 -.4627 -.2864 -.2935
.878 -.5892 -.5448 -.3175 -.2918
BETA
	 16) _	 !0.090 ALPHA 1 51 =	 6.130	 Q(PSF) n 	 43.232 PO/P5F n 	 2127.2
p! SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050 -.7941 -.8646 -.9906 -1.0152
.230 -.8453 -.8556 -.6693 -.7599
.410 -.8317 -.3943 -.2627 -.3943
.590 -.6762 -.3618 -.1926 -.1926
.770
-.6130 -.4797 --.2371 -.2439
.87B -.5925 -.5720 -.278,' -.2541
BETA	 1 5) =	 10.090 ALPHA ( 6) -
	 8.190	 Q(PSF) -	 43.232 PO/PSF -	 2127.2
SECTION 1 !)MAIN LNO OR 1)R-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBMI. .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.7829 -.8034 -.7949 -.7932
.230 -1.0121 -.8240 -.8462 -.6702
.410 -.SR42 -.5554 -.4BB7 -.6065
.590 -.8377 -.5628 -.1877 -.20B2
.770 -.6991 -.6524 -.1501 -.1022
.678 -.5999 -.6BB9 -.1860 -.1347
PAGE 1043
(RFFM30)
RUN NO n 191.00
RUN NO - 191.00
RUN NO - 191.00
f
i
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 6) 10.090 ALPHA ( 71	 10.280	 QfPSF) -	 43.232 PO/PSF -	 6127.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5020 .8530
X / C(iL
.050 -.7543 -.7765 -.7611 -.7491
.230 -.9425 -.8073 - .8330 -.8398
.410 -.9117 -.7474 -.6071 -.7286
.590 -.8535 -.7919 --.2118 -.2409
.770 -.6564 -.7748 -.0783 -.0133
.878 -.5264 -.7543 -.1399 -.0577
BETA	 ( 61 10.090 ALPHA ( 8)	 15.530	 Q(P'SF) -	 43.232 POIPSF -	 2127.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7379 -.7653 -.7636 -.7482
.230 -.8047 -.8578 -.GOBI -.8681
.410 -.8030 -.9246 -.6111 -.7122
.590 -.7002 -.957I -.3010 -.4724
.770 -.5340 -.8458 -.290B -.2274
.978 -.4244 -.7807 -.2925 -.2274
BETA'	 1 61 -	 10.090 ALPHA ( 91 .	 2 0.-780	 Q(PSFI	 43.232 PO/PSF '	 2I 7.P
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.7312 -.7876 -.8799 -.8902
.230 -.7004 -.8799 -.9278 -1.0526
.410 -.6987 -1.0389 -.8697 -1.0423
.590 -.5380 -1.0047 -.6372 -.3876
.770 -.3261 -.8492 -_5192 -.2115
.8878 -.2337 -.7156 -.4440 -.2167
PAGE 1044
(RFFM301
RUN NO - 191.00
RUN NO . 191.00
RUN NO !m 191.00
.	 HATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
REFERENCE; DATA
SRE~F	 -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP -	 1076.7400 IN. XO
LREF	 - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF	 - 936.6900 INCHES ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE - .0405
BETA	 (	 I) -	 -10.080	 ALPHA 1 1) -	 .000	 Q(P5F) -	 44.092 POIPSF +	 2117.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML :0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0705 .0366 .1319 .1085
.230
-.1142 -.0504 -.0605 -.1226
.410 -.1176 -.0540 -.1041 -.1461
.590 -.0941 -.1192 -.1360 -.1E28
.770 -.1562 -:1814 -.2015 -.2167
.878 -.2402
-.2553 -.2419 -.?687
BETA	 (	 I) -	 -10.080	 ALPHA 1 21 -	 5.210	 Q(PSF) -	 44.092 PO/PSF -	 2117.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/81L .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CmL
.050
-.0956 -.27B5 -.2601 .IS52
.230 .0566 .0850 .0815 .0032
.410 :0465 .0533 .0416 .0132
.590 .0449 .0115 -.0001 -.0068
.770
-.0235 -.0554 -.0698 -.0705
.878 -.1141 -.1342 -.1208 -.1426
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.070
	
ALPHA 1 3) -	 10.420	 O(PSF) m	44.092 PO/PSF -	 2117.2
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0051 -.1629 -.1427 -.OB23
.230 .1702 .2037 .1670 .1235
..410 .1786 .1836 .1920 .1435
.590 .1559 .1352 .1418 .1502




CRFFM311	 L 11	 MAY 78 )
PARAM£TRI'C DATA
MACK *	 .170 ELEVON +	 .000
BDFLAP - -11.700 SPOBRK R	 .000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM. -	 98.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE









SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WWI- .0760 .3100 .5820 ,8530
X/CML
.050 -.1059 -.0336 -.0706 -.1680
.230 .1236 .1737 .1537 .1754
.410 .1252 .2808 .3042 .2356
.590 :1236 .2455 .2724 .2958
.770 .0433 .1721 .1888 .2206
.878 -.O I 'M .0951 .1202 .090I
BETA	 1	 1) -	 -10..070	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.880	 O(PSF) -	 44.092 PO/PSF -	 2117.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1545 .1511 .1744 .1445
.230 -.0518 .1412 .1445 ,0946
.410 .0131 .26(19 .2492 .2210
.590 .0730. .3191 .3623 .3590
.770 .0795 .2825 .3241 .3191
.878 .0647 .eJ76 .2559 .2243
BETA.	 ( 2) =	 -5.030
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 .00(l	 p [PSF1 -	 44.004 PO/PSF -	 2115.0
SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 -DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y /13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 18530
X/CML
.050 -.5558 -.5238 -.5996 -.0034
.230 -.0539 -.0556 -.0B42 -.1415
.410 -.0724 -.1027 -.1331 -.1836
.590 -.0842 -.1499 -.1903 -.2729
.770 -.1785 -.2155 -.2526 -.2762
.878 -.2779 -.2863 -.2813 -.2981
PACE 1046
(RFFM311
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA 121 - -5.030	 ALPHA (2)	 5.200 QiP5F) = 44.004	 PO/P5F	 2115.0









-.4434 -.3810 -.4029 -.1871
	
.230	 .0351 -.00IB	 .0416 -.0421
	
.410	 .0257	 .0384	 .0233 -.0759
	




-.2040 -.1079 -.1264 -.1652
	
.878	 -.3203 -.1871 -.1804 -.2208
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.410
	
O(PSF) - 44.004	 PO/PSF	 2115.0
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-0	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3840 -.2853 -.3301 -.4480
	
.230	 -.0994 -.0152 -.0168 -.0741
	
.410
	 -.0741	 .1372	 .I490	 .0266
	






.878 -.2257 -.0758 -.0505 -.1078
BETA 12) =	 -5.030	 ALPHA (4) -	 15.650 Q(PSF)	 44.004	 PO/P5F = 2115.0





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1007 -.0957 -.0991 -.1074
.230 -.4013 -.0974 -.0907 -.1897
	






	 -.1662	 .0917	 .1519	 .1595
	
.878
	 -.1662	 .0132	 .0650	 .0850
PAGE 1047
CRFFM311
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-753 )
CA163 ORB+GP+SS
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 t 2) _	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 5) =	 20.890	 R(PSF) =	 44.004 PO/PSF x	 2115.11
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0067 -.0084 -.0001 -.0051
.2301-.1421 -.0401 -.0434 -.0702
410 -.1237 .0131 .0364 .0281
.5901 -.0836 -.0217 .1951 .1911
.7701 -.0618 -. 1?-70 .2543 .2493
.678 -.0451 -.1805 .2343 .2144
BETA	 (3) = .000	 ALPHA (	 1) =	 -.010	 OCPSFl =	 44.164 PO/PSF a	 2114.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$ML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7584 -.5904 -.6524 -.2717
.230 -.0755 -,1778 -.1157 -.2281
.410 -.1275 -.1107 -.1543 -.3153
.590 -.2086 -.1795 -.2231 -.3069
.770 -.400B -.2633 -.3002 -.3438
.878 -.4965 -.3338 -.3338 -.3522
BETA	 i 33 = .000	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.159	 Q(PSF) =	 44.164 PO/P.SF -	 2114.8
SECTION t I)HAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.6534 -.5496 -.5663 -.7003
.230
-.3116 -.2094 -.2128 -.3502
.410 -.2915 -.0201 -.0302 -.2027
.590 -.2899 -.0871 -.OB04 -.1155
.770 -.3820 -.1759 -.1675 -.1927





DATE I7 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 3) .000	 ALPHA 13) =	 10.360	 O(PSF) -	 44.164 POIPSF	 2114.8
SECTION 11)MAIN LNO GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3340 -.3758	 w .4343 -.4526
.230 -.5748 -.3257	 -.2856 -.4894









.878 -.384P -.1887	 -.0885 -.0952
BETA	 c 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 15.640	 Q(P5F) s	 44.164 POIFSF =	 2114.8
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR OR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.2771 -.2821	 -.2636 --.2620
.230 -.4920 -.3056	 -.3157 -.3224
.410 -.4601 -.1763	 -.1948 -.2385
.590 -:3997 -.1612	 .02BC .0182
.770 -.3409 -.2905	 .0867 .1185
.878 -.3140 --.366I	 .0583 .0934
BETA	 1 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 20.910	 O(PSF)	 44.164 PC/PSF -	 2114.9
SECTION t I)MAIN LND GR OR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.2590 -.2680	 -.2774 -.2724
.230 -.3259 -.3108	 .2924 -.3058
.410 -.2991 -.41il	 -.1688 -.2707
.590 -.2624 -.5197	 .0165 -.0769
.770 -.1721 -.4896	 .0614 .1528




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030
	
ALPHA t	 11 -.010	 Q(PSF) s	 44.108 PO/PSF '	 2116.3
SECTION [ 1)MA1N LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .8820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9123 -.7794 -.7507 -.8450
.230 -.4915 -.3804 -.3787 -.5050
.410 -.4545 -.1633 -.1986 -.4040
.590 -.4494 -.2340 -.2474 -.3013
.770 -.5437 -.3198 -.3249 -.3518
.678 -.8144 -.3839 -.3670 -.3905
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030	 ALPHA t 2) 5.200
	
Q(PSF) -	 44.108 PO/PSF	 2116.3
SECTION [ 11MA1N LNO OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIA84E CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5738 -.6241 -.7970 -.8305
.230 -1.0453 -.4782 -.3758 -.5084
.410 -.6309 -.0789 -.0956 -.2617
.590 -.4933 -.1550 -.1325 -.1342
.770 -.5084 -.2651 -.2047 -.2181
.878 -5470 •-.3439 -.2466 -.2500
BETA	 [ 43 =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 3) -	 40.410	 Q(PSF-) m	 44.108 POIPSF .	 2116.3
SECTION [ 1)MAIN.LND GR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBN,L .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5395 -.5479 -.5294 -.5227
.230 -.8705 -.5428 -.5865 -.5479
.410 -.7529 -.2420 -.3344 -.4369
.590 -.6151 -.2235 -.0840 -.0823
.770 -.5411 -.3615 -.0807 -.0235
.878 -.5092 -.4722 -.1160 -.0639
PAGE 1350
(RFFM31)
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA t 41 *	 15.650	 OIPSFI -	 44.108 PO/PSF -	 2116,3
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-0 OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4846 -.4980 -.4846 -.4835
.230 -.5969 -.5433 -.5382 -.5684
.410 -.5869 -.5953 -.4024 -.4695
.590 -.5651 -.7277 -.1375 -.1777
.770 -.4343 -.6841 .0082 .0249
.878 -•.3471 -.6305 -.0218 .0215
@ZETA	 (	 4) =	 5.020
	
ALPHA ( 5) 20.90
	
OfPSF) -	 44.I08 PO/PSF	 2116.3
SECTION I :"IAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPUMENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4681 -.5281 -.5948 -.6247
.230 -.4831 -.6397 -.5831 -.6747
.410 -.4998 -.7547 -.5498 -.7397
.590 -.4048 -.7747 -.3299 -.1283
.770 -.2116 -.6697 -.2882 .0711
	
r.
.878 -.14)E -.5748 -•2532 .0395
BETA	 (.5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 D(PSF) a	 44.046 PO/PSF	 2116.4
-SECTION I i)MAIN LND GR DR-O DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 '- 9455 -.8613 -.9540 -.7702
.230 -1.2219 -.4079 -.3489 -.5781
.41D -.6657 -.1955 -.2326 -.3910
.590 -.5663 -.3051 -.2832 -.2916
.770	 ":-.6169 -.4197 -.3573 -.3826





DATE 17 MAY 76, TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
SETA	 1 51 10.050	 ALPHA ( 21 -	 5.200	 Q(PSF) n 	 44,046 PO/PSF -	 21t%.4
SECTION t I)MA1N LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7872 -.9269 -1.1439 -1.2768
.230 --.7822 -.8613 -.5551 -.7031
.4I0 -.7872 -.3347 -.2136 -.3667
.590 -.6342 -.3517 -.2103 -.1985
.770 -.5904 -.5097 -.2708 -.2641
.878 -.5686 --.5955 -.3062 -.2742
BETA	 ( 5) -	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 10.430	 Q(PSF) a	 44.046 PO/P5F	 2116.4
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND M DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7412 -.7614 -.7530 -.7412
.230 -.9022 -.7848 -.8150 -.8402
.410 -.8855 -.7798 -.6205 -.73tR
.590 -.8301 -.8519 -.2063 -.2750
.770 -.6289 -.8251 -.0771 -.0134
.876 -.4964 -.8066 -.1274 --.0419
BETA	 1 5) =	 10.070	 ALPHA 1 41 a	 15.660	 Q(FSFI a	 44.046 PO/PSF -	 2116.4
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-0 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 18530
x/CML
.050 -.7329 -.7547 -.7648 -.7430
.230 -.7731 -.8402 -.7849 -.8302
.416 -.7831 -.9073 -.5853 -.6826
.590 -.6524 -.9107 -.3539 -.5115
.770 -.4998 -.8033 - 3337 -.2130




DATE 17 MAY 75
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI6? ORB+GP+SS MAIN GEAR DOOR OUTER SURFACE
BETA ( 51 =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 5) a 20.900 Q(PSF) * 44.046	 Po/PSF * 22116.4
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-0
	 OSPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
	
.050	 -.6562 -.6913 -.8269 -.8604
.230 -16RS4 -.7382 -.9202 -.9609
	
y .0	
-.5892 -.8621 -.8186 -1.0211
	
.590	 -.4654 --.8671 -.6I77 -.4687
	
.770	 -.2879 -.7165 -.4838 -.2913
	




(RFFFOI)	 103 FES 76	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - .000
BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK A	 25.000
PHI-N	 - .000 THETAN r .000
PHI-M	 - .000 7KETAH - .000
RUN NO -	 5.0000
	
DATE 17	 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SUR7ACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF -	 2680.0000 S(.1.FT.	 XMRP - 1075.7000 IN. XO
	LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO





	 1) - -14.120	 ALPHA 1 11 -	 .010	 Q(PSF) - 42.852	 PO/PSF - 2113.5
	SECTION	 11)MAIN LND GR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1699 -.1699 -.1414 -.I665
	
.230	 -.1667 -.1688 -.1329 -.1665
	
.410	 -.1699 -.1709 -.1709 -.1682
	
.590	 -.1709 -.1720 -.1699 -.1665
	
.770	 -.1709 -.1688 -.1709 -.1688
	
.878	 -.1688 -.1677 -.1709 -.1445
	
BETA t	 1) = -10.120	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.090	 O(PSF) a 42.852
	
SECTION	 I ))MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.1179 -.1158 -.1316 -.1160
	
.230	 -.1179 -.1169 -.0990 -.1126
	.410	 -.1169 -.1169 -.1169 -.tIGG
	
.590	 -.1200 -.1179 -.1179 -.1160
	
.770
	 -.1169 -.1179 -.1200 -.1169
	
.878	 --.1200 -.1158 -.1179 -.1328
BETA 11) = -10.120	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4,2220	 OIP5F3 = 42.852
	
SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND GR 0R-I







	 -.0673 --.0684 -.0705 -.0642
	
.230
	 -.0673 -.0663 -.0516 -.0625
	
.410	 -.0694 -.0663 -.0673 -.0642
.590 -.0673 -.0673 -.0663 -.0659
	
.770	 -.0684
 -.0663 -.0584 -.06L4
.8713
	
-.0694 -.0573 -.0684 -.0905
PO/PSF = 2113.5
	
RUN NO :, 5,0000
POIPSF - 2113.5	 RUN NO - 5.0000
i.
PAGE 1055DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORS
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF01)
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.120 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200
	
Q(PSF1 n 	 42.852 PO/PSF	 2113.5 RUN NO	 5.0000
0. SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















.87B -.0231 -.0210	 -.0210 -.0442
rA BETA	 (	 () _	 -10.120 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.310
	 Q(PSF) -	 42.852 PO/PSF -	 2113.5 RUN NO n 	 5.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.120 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330	 0(PSF) n 	 42.852 PO/PSF	 2113.5 RUN NO .	 5.0000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.590 .0704 .0683	 .0693 .0720
.770 .0652 .0672	 .0583 .0551
' .875 .0670 .0672
	 .0672 .0462
PAGE 1055DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
04153 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFFOI)





SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 15820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1469 -.1459	 .1144 -.1449
.230 -.1459 -.1459	 -.1112 -.1449
.410 -.1448 -.1448
	 -.1459 -.1432
.590 -.1480 -.1469	 -.1448 -.1432
.770 -.1480 -.1459	 -.I469 -.1459
.878 -.1448 -.1469	 -.1469 -.1291
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.090	 ALPHA t 21	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/P5F -
	
2113.3	 RUN NO -
	
4.0000
SEM'ZON ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-t DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/eML
.050 -.0997 -.0997	 -.1060 -.0985
.230 -.0997 -.1008	 -.0808 -.0968
.410 -.1018 -.1008	 -.0997 -.0969
.590 -.1008 -.1008	 -.0987 -.0968
.770 -.0997 -.1008
	 -:1008 -.1008
.878 -.1008 -.0997	 -.1008 -.1165
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.090	 ALPHA t 3) a	 4.120	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.905 :.	 PO/PSF =	 2113.3	 RUN NO -	 4.0000
SECTION t i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CO
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CM1.
050 -.0567 -.0567	 -.0672 -.0537
:230 -.0577 -.0556	 -.0441 -.0537
.410 -.0967 -.0567	 -.0567 -.0520





DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 l NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 lRFFFGt1
BETA ( 2) a	 -5,090
	
ALPHA E 41	 61.220 QIPSFI - 42.905	 PO/PSF - 2113.3	 RUN NO - 4.0000




	 .3100	 15820	 .6530
x/CM1L
.050	 -.0137 -.0137 -.0189 -.0107
.230	 -.0116 -.0126	 .0010 -.0090
.410	 -.0126 -.0125 -.0116 -.0090
.580	 -.0137 -.0147 -.0126 -.0090
.770	 -.0126 -.0126 -.0137 - . 0147
.878	 -.0105 -.0126 -.0137 -.0421
BETA ( 2) = -5.090
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.280 QIPSF) a 42.905	 PO/P5F - 22 113.3	 RUN NO - 4.0000


























BETA l 21 _ -5.090
	
ALPHA l 61 =
	 10.320 Q(PSF) * 42.905 	 PO/PSF - 2113.3	 RUN NO - 4.0000








.050	 .0735	 .0735	 .0651
	 .0737











.878	 .0703	 .0724	 .0714	 .0430
f
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) 	 FAUE IUW
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 tRFFFOI)
BETA 1 3) _	 .000
	
ALPHA t 1) _	 .000 Q(PSFI . 42.898	 PD/P5F - 2113.3	 RUN NO a 4.0800
SECTION t !)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0768	 .3.100	 15820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 .1250 -.1271 -.1187 -.1227
.230	 -.1250 -.1261 -.0987 -.1227
.410	 -..1250 -.1250 -.1261 -.1210
.590	 -.1261 -.1240 -.1250 -.1213
.770	 .1261 -.1261 -.1261 -.1261
.878	 -.1261 -.1261 -.1271 -.1250
BE1A ( 31 =
	 .000	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.05c,	 Q(PSF)	 42.898	 PD/P5F ae 2113.3




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820.	 8530
x/CML
.050	 -.0841 -.0841 -.11I4 -.0831
.230	 -.0841 -.0820 -.0736 -.0831
.410	 -.0841 -.4851 -.0841 -.0814
.590	 -.0851 -.0841 -.0851 -.0814
:770	 -.0841 -.0841 -.0851 -.0851
.878	 -.0841 -.0841 -.4830 -.1114
BETA ( 31 _
	 .000
	
ALPHA ( 3)	 4.130 QiPSF)	 42.898	 PD/PSF a 2113.3
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR DR-[	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.5452 -.0463 -.0588 -.0435
.230	 -:0431 -.0452 -.0326 -.0418
.410 -.0442 -.0452 -.0453 -.0435
.590 -40452 -:0453 -.0452 -.0418
.770 -.0473 -.0463	 04.3 ,-.0452
.878 -.0452 -.0452.0463 -.0853
RUN NO - 1.0000
RUN NO - 1.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 04163 t NAAL-751 l PAGE 1059
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF01)
BETA
	
1 3).. 0 .000	 ALPHA E 4) =	 6.190	 QIPSF) =	 42.898 PO/PSF -	 2113.3 RUH NO =	 1.0400
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
i
X/CML
.050 -.0063 -.0063	 -.0I79 -.0038 1
.230 -.0042 -.0074	 .0010 -.0055 iI.	
.410 -.0074 -.0063	 -.0063 -.0055
.590 -.0063 -.0074	 -.0053 -.0055
:770 -.0063 -.0074	 -.0084 -.0095
.878 -.0063 -,0063	 -.0074 -.0453
BETA	 t 3).= .000	 ALPHA 1 5) 8.300	 O(P5F)	 42.8913 PO/PSF -	 2113.3 RUN NO -	 1.0000
SECTION '1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
W13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/Ci1L
.050 .0335 .0346	 .0188 .0340
.230 .0335 .0335	 .0377 .0357
.410 .0325 .0335	 .0325 .0357
.590 .0325 .0325	 .0314 .0357
.770	 .: .0325 .0335	 .0314 .0272
.878 .0304 .0304	 .0325 -.0042
BETA	 1 31.= .000	 ALPHA 1 61 -	 10.350	 QIPSFI a
	42.890 PO/PSF a	 2113.3 RUN NO =	 1.0000
SECTION .t 17MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100	 .5820 .8530
X/CKL




:410 .0682 .0692	 .0682 .0702
.590 .0682 .0703	 .0682 .0702
.770 .0692 .0661	 .0682 .0629
.878 .0650 .0682	 .0682 .3293
`t
DATE 17 MAY 76 . TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB
	








.010	 O(PSF) -	 42.889 PO/PSF	 2113.4	 RUN N0 -	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1113 -.1124 -.0650 -.IOB9
.230 -.1124 -.1113 -.0798 -.1089
.410 -.1124 -.1124 -.1113 --.1089
.590 -:1113 -.1 . 124 -.1124 -.1071
.770 -.1113 -.1103 -.1124 -.1124
:878 -.1113 -.I113 -.1124 -.0977
BETA	 ( 41 =	 4.970 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060
	
G(PSF) -	 42.899 PO/PSF -	 2113.4	 RUN NO -	 3.0000
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .31.00 .5920 .8530
X/CML
:050 -.0769 -.0769 -.0790 -.0763
.230 -.0769 -.0769 -.0590 -.0746
.410 -.0779 -.0769 -.0748 -.0763
.590 -.0758 -.0769 -.0769 -.0746
.770 -.0758 -.0779 -.0769 -.0779
.878 -..0779 -..0769 -.0758 -.0974
BETA	 ( 41 =	 4.970	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4:150	 G(P5F) -	 42.888 PO/PSF	 2113.4	 RUN NO -	 3.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0410 -..410 -.0578 -.0400
:230 -.0420 -.04iO -.0284 -x.0400
.410 -.0410 -.0420 -.0410 -.0417
.590 -.0431 -.0420 -.0420 -.0417
.770 -.0431 -.0431 -.0420 -.0452






DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA,163 { NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFOI)
BETA	 ( 4) =	 4.970
	 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.200	 Q(P5F) -	 42.BBB PO/PSF -	 2113.4 RUN NO	 3.0000
.SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0105 -.0095	 -.0232 -:0030
.230 --.0095 -.0 1 26	 .0031 -.0090
.410. -.0116 -.0095	 = .0105 -.0090
.590 -.0126 -.0084	 -.0095 -.0073
.770 -.0116 -.0095	 -.0095 -.0116
.878 -.0105 -.0074	 -.0095 -.0411
BETA
	
1 4) =	 4.970
	
ALPHA ( 5) C	 8.250	 Q(PSF) a	 42.8BB PO/PSF -	 2113.4 RUN NO -	 3.0000
SECTION S 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0750 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0199 .0199	 .0094 .0219
.230 .0209 .0220
	 .0314 .0237
..410 .0209 .0199	 .0205 .0219




.878 .0IBB .0220	 .0230 -.0158
BETA	 ( 4) 4.970	 ALPHA ( 6) x	 10.330	 Q(PSF)	 42.88B PO/PSF	 2113.4 RUN NO -	 3.0000





.050 .0546 .0535 .0388 .0564
.230 .0535 .0535 .0519 .0547
.4I0 .09135 .0546 .0535 .0547
.590 .0525 .0546 .0546 .0564
.770 .11525 .0546 .0535 .0514







RUN NO a 2-0000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10:040 ALPHA	 (	 1) m	.020	 Q(PSF) -	 42.853 PO/PSI:' -	 2113.4
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -,1043 -.1032 -.0916 -.1023
.230 -.1043 -.1043 -.0769 -.1023
.410 -.I043 -.1043 -.1021 -.1023
.590 -.1053 -.1032 -.1032 -.1023
.770 -.1043 -.1011 -.1043 -.1043
.878 -.1032 -.1032 -.1032 -.1000
SETA
	 ( 51 =	 10.040 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.100	 O(PSF) a	 4$.853 PO/PSF	 2I13.4
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0746 -.0757 -.0883 -.0710
.230 -.0746 -.0746 -.0610 -.0710
.410 -.0746 --.0757 -.0757 -.0693
.590 -.0767 -.0746 -.0746 -.0710
.770 -.0767 -.0736 -.0736 -.0778
.878 -.0767 -.0745 -.0736 -.0914
BETA
	
( 5) =	 10.040
	
ALPHA ( 3) _	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.853 PO/P,SF R	 2113.4
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/cML.
.050 -.0485 -.0496 -.0749 -.0436
.230 -.0485 -.0475 -.0380 -.0453
.410 -.0485 -.0475 -.0485 -.0453
.590 -.0506 -.0485 -.0475 -.0435
.770 -.0496 -.0485 -.0485 -.0456
.878 -.0475 -.0496 -.0464 -.0728
BATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 5) -	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200	 Q(PSF) a	42.853 PO/P5F	 2113.4
SECTION [ IlMAIN LNO GR AR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML 10760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
1050 -.0220 -.0231	 -.0567 -.0210
.230 -.0231 -.0220	 -.0136 -.0210
.410 -.0231 -.3231	 -.0210 -.0227
.590 -.0231 -.0220	 -.0220 - .0210
.770 -.0241 -.0220	 -.0231 -.0241
.87B -.0231 -.0231	 -.0231 -.0493
BETA
	
( 5) 10.040 ALPHA t 5) 8.250	 Q(PSF) =	 42.853 PO/PSF
	
2113.4
SECTION t 11MAIN LND GR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0031 .0020	 -.0337 .0065
.230 .0020 .0031
	 . .0083 .0065








BETA	 t 51 =	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370	 O(PSF) =	 42.853 PO/PSF =	 2I13.4
SECTION .I 1)MAIN LND GR BR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0252 .0283	 -.0095 .0289
.230 .0273 .0252	 .0304 .0306
.410 0P52 .0273	 .0252 .0289
.590 .0262 .0283	 .0273 .0289
.770 .0273 .0273	 _0283 .0273
.878 .0252 .0283	 .0262 .0031
PAGE 1063
tRFFFOI)
RUN NO = 2.0000
RUN NO = 2.0009
RUN NO " 2.0000
EDATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL.-751 } PAGE 106`1
CA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF02)	 t 03 FEB 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2630.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP . =	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH
	 - .170 ELEVON -	 .000
LREF 474.8100 INCHES
	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK =	 225.000
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 = .250 THETAN =	 .000
SCALE _ .0405 PHI-M	 - .230 THETAH =	 .000
BETA	 E 1) _	 -10.050	 ALPHA E 11 -	 .040	 QIPSFI -	 42.872 PO/PSF	 2110.D	 RUN NO =	 10.000
SECTION E	 IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760


















BETA	 ( 1) -	 -10.650
	 ALPHA (2) a	2.030
	
QIPSFI -	 42.872 POrPSF -	 2110.0	 RUN NO -	 10.000
SECTION I	 IIMAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760
	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1160	 -.1149	 -.1097 -.109$
.230 -.1149
	 -.1149	 -.0875 -.1093




	 -.1139	 -.1128 --.1149
.878 -.1170	 -.II18	 -.1128 -.1181
BETA
	
( 1) _	 -10.050	 ALPHA 131 =	 4.170	 Q(PSF)	 42.872 rO/PSF	 2110.0	 REIN NO =	 10.000
SECTION I	 IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WWI. .0760





	 -.0654	 -.0390 -.0643
.4I0 -.9654 -.0643	 -.0643 -.0626
.590 -.0654 -.0654	 -.0643 ^.0626
.770 -.0643	 -.0632	 -.0632 -.0654
.'.878 -_0685	 -.0643 -.0643 -.0696
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 I NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1065
OA163 ORO	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF02)
BETA	 11) x	 -10.050
	
ALPHA (4) 6.240	 Q(P5F) -	 42.872 PO/PSF 2110.0 RUN NO a	 10.000
SECTION ( I)MA.IN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760
	 .3100	 .5820 .8530 -	 --
X/CML j
.050 -.01.79
	 -.0200	 -.0084 -.0176
.230 -.0179	 -.0200	 .0052 - .0159
.410 -.0189	 -.0168	 -.01B9 -.0159
E	
.590 -.0168	 -.0179	 -.0168. -.0142
.770 -.0179	 -.0168	 -.0168 -.0211
.878 -.0189	 -.0168	 -.0168 -.0242
BETA	 11) =	 -10.050	 ALPHA (5) z	 8.270	 Q(PSF)	 42.872 PO/PSF 2110.0 RUIN NO =	 10.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Li	 Y/13ML .0760	 .3100	 .5E20 .8530
?	 X/CML
j	 .050 .0230	 .0251
	
.0293 .0268
.230 .0251	 .0251	 .0450 .0271
.410 .0262








	 .0251	 .0272 .0115
BETA	 (1) =	 -10.050	 ALPHA 16) R	 10.340	 QIPSF) -	 42;872 POIPSF - 2110.0 RM NO *	 10.000




.050 .0702	 .0712	 .0712 .0735
C	 .230 .0702	 .0712	 .0859 .0735
.410 .0722	 .0702	 .0702 .0735
.590 .0702	 .0702	 .0681 .0735
.770 0702	 .0712	 .0702 .0649
.878 .0681	 .0702	 .0702 .0513
i
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 ) PAOE 1066
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR D0013 INNER SURFACE 2RFFFO2?
BETA	 t 2) _	 -5.030
	 ALPHA ( 1) .010	 QIPSF) n	 42.868	 PO/PSF *	 2109.9 iAltr`t? m	 9.0000




.050 -.1386 -.1397	 -.0966 -.1364
.230 -:1386 -.1386	 -.0977 -.1399
.410 -.1397 -.I396	 -.1397 -.1364
.590 -.1397 -.1386	 -.1397 -.1382
.770 -,1397 -.I407	 -.1376 -.1407
.878 -.1407 -.1386	 -.1386 -.0977
BETA	 ( 2) z	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 21 2.090	 Q1PSF) •	 42.868
	
PD/PSF' n 	 2109.9 RUN M	 9.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .0530
X/CM`






:590 -.0949 -.0949	 -.0938 -.0920
.770 -_0970 -.0226	 -.0928 -.0938
.878 -.0959 -.0938	 -.0949 -.0938
8E7A	 1 21 -	 -5.630	 ALPHA t 31 -	 4.150	 Q(PSF) A	 42.668	 Pt?/PSF s
	 MUM Fm No a 9.0000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPEIrXKT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .6530
X /CmL
.050 -.0494 -.0505	 -.0515 -.0452
.230 -.0494 -.0484	 -.0273 -.0452
.4I0 -:0505 -.0505	 -.0505 -.0452




.878 -.0526 -.0484	 -.0484
-.0662
DATE 17 MAY 76 'TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( KAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 [ 2) n	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 4) R	 6.190	 Q(PSF) -	 42.858	 PO/PSF =	 2109.9
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -:11064 ^-.0074	 .0147 -.0055
.410 --.0063 -.0074	 -.0074 -.0055
.590 -.0074 -.0074	 -.00B4 -.0038
.770 -.0074 -.0063	 -.0063 -.0084
.878 -.0074 -.0063	 -:0953 -.0242
BETA	 t 2.1 =	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.260	 Q(PSF)	 42.868	 PO/PSF R	 2109.8





.050 .0347 .0336	 .0326 .0341











BETA	 c 29 _	 -5.030	 ALPHA { 61 =	 10.430	 Q(PSF) =	 42.868	 PO/PSF =.° 2109.9
SECTION t I MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP.





.230 .0765 .0786	 .0964 .0804







.878 .0765 .0796	 .0796 .0660
PAGE 1067
(RFFFOR)
RUN NO - 9.0000
RUN NO = 8.0000
RUN NO = 9.9000
PAGE 1068DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 IRFFF02)
BETA	 ( 3) .010	 ALPHA	 (	 1) .030	 QtPSF1 x	 42.SBO PO/P5F -	 210Lf:S ,	RUN NO n 	 8.0000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1195 -.1199	 -.0904 -.1193
.230 -.1188 -.1186	 -.0783 -.1193
.410 -.1199 -.1188	 -.1178 -.1159
.590 -.1199 -.117B	 -.I1S9 -.1153
.770 -.1I99 -.Ilse	 -.1188 -.1188
.878 -.1178 -.1178	 -.118B -.0778
BETA	 ( 3) = .010	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.050	 Q(P5F) -	 42.880 PO/PSF -	 2109.9	 RUN NO -	 B.0000
SECTION ( IlMAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML






.590 -.0809 -.0778	 -;0788 -.0728
.770 -.0799. -.0778
	 -.0778 -.0788
.878 -.0798 -.0788	 -.0767 -.0735
BETA
	 ( 3) = .010	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.200	 QiPSF) -	 42.BB0 PO/PSF -	 2109.9	 RUN NO -	 8.0000





.050 -.0399 -.0399	 -.0441 -.0365
.230 -.03117 -.0357	 -.0158 -.0382
.410 -.0378 -.0376	 -.0378 -.0355
.590 -.0378 -.0367	 -.0367 -.0348
.770 -.0378 -.0378	 --:0357 -.0388
.878 -.0399 -.0378	 -.0357 -.0525
I
i-^
PAGE 1069DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFORI
BETA
	 ( 31 = .010	 ALPHA
	 ( 41 6.190	 Q(P5F) a	 42.880 PO/PSF =	 2109.9 RUN NO	 8.0000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0021 -.0010	 .0020 -.00x4g .230 -.0010 -.0010	 .0189 -.0004
1410 .0010 .0000	 .0000 -.0004
.590 -.0021 .0000	 -.coat -.0004
.770 .00ou .0000	 -.0010 .0000
.878 -.0021 -.0010	 .0010 -.0147
BETA	 ( 3) = .010	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.290
	
O(PSF') =	 42.680 PO/PSF -	 2109.9 RUN NO =	 8.0060
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0389 .0357	 .0410 .0358l
.230 .0368 .0378	 .0557 .0375
.410 .0378 .0368	 .0389 .0410
.590 .0368 .0378	 .0378 .0393
.770 .0378 .0378	 .0378 .0368
.87B .0357 .0369	 .0399 .0220
BETA	 ( 3) = .010	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.320	 Q(PSF)	 42.880 PO/P5F	 2109.9 RUN NO -	 8.0000
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.950 .0715 .0715	 .0726 .0738
.230 .0726 .0747	 .0884 .0738
.410 .0728 .0726	 .0736 .0755
.590 .0726 .0736	 .0736 .0755
.770 .0726 .0726	 .0726 .0715
.0705 .0726	 .0725 .0515
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ?
OA163 ORB	 MAIN BEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) n	 5.040
	
ALPHA (	 11 .030	 Q(PSF)	 *	 42.910 PO/PSr:	 8109.8
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8534
X/CML
.050 -.1081 -.1081 -.0945 -.1054
.230 -.1071 -.1081 -.0745 °.1019
.410 -.1081 -.1071 -.last -.101(3
.590 -.1071 -.1071 -.t071 -.1037
.770 -.108! -.1081 --.1081 -.1071
.870 -.1071 --.1071 -11060 -.0908
BETA	 [ 4) 5.040 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.060	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF A	 2109.8
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/HML .0760 .3100 .58?0 .6530
XI CHL
.050 -.0714 -.0735 -.06933 -.0710
.230 -.0714 -.0714 -.0494 -.0710
.410 -.0785 -.0714 -.0714 -.0693
.590 -.0714 -.0725 -.0714 -.0710
.770 -.0735 -.0714 --.0725 -.0735
.878 -.0714 -.0725 -.0725 -.0746
BETA	 ( 4) 5.:40 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.110	 Q(PSF) a	48.910 PO/PSF a	 2109.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
;050 -.031}8 -.0358 -.0368 -.0331
.230 -.0379 -.0358 -.0368 -.1643
.410 -.0379 -.0347 -.0379 -.0379
.590 -.0379 --.0389 -.0379 -.0589
.770 -.0379 -.0379 -.0379 -.0179
.B78 --.0274 -.0368 -.0379 -.0379
PAGE 1070
ERFFF021
RUN NO n 7.0000
RUN NO n 7.0000




DATE ;7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
13LTA 1 4)
	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.180	 Q(PSF) - 42.910	 PO/PSF - 2109.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050	 -.0053 -.0063 -.0021 -.0055
.230
	 -.0063 --.0042	 .0147 -.0055
.4i0
	 -.0063 -.0053 -.0042 -.0055
.590
	 -.0063 -.0042 -.0953 -.0055
.770
	 -.0053 -.0042 -.0063 -.0063
.878
	 -.0053 -.0032 -.0053 -.0316
BETA ( 41 =	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) = 42.910
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE OP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 .0251	 .0251	 .0293	 .0271
-230
	 .O251	 .0272	 .0451	 .0271
.410	 .0251	 .0251	 .0251	 .0306
.590







	 .0251	 .0272	 .0272
	 .0125
BETA ( 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.380	 Q(PSF) = 42.910
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-[	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .:,100	 .5820	 18530
X/CML
.0 $ 0	 .05B6	 .0586	 .0638	 .0580
.230
	 .0575	 .0575	 .0743	 .0580
.410	 .0575	 .0575	 .0565	 .0614
.590
	 .0575
	 .0575	 .0575	 .0597
.770
	 .0575
	 .0596	 .0596	 .0575
.878
	 .0586	 .0595	 .0596	 .0429
PAGE 1071
(RFFF02)
RUN NO - 7.0000
PO/PSF - 2109.8	 RUN NO - 7.0000
PO/PSF $ 2109.8	 RUN NO - 7.0000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN SEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	
( 5) _	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF -	 2108.9
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.0990 -.0990 -.0800 -.0971
.23D -.0979 -.0990 -.0674 -.0971
.410 -.0969 -.0979 -.0979 -.0936
.590 -_0969 -.0969 -.0969 -.0936
.770 -.0990 -.0979 -.0959 -.0990
.876 -.0969 -.0969 -.0969 -.0748
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF	 2I09.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0685 -.0696 -.0559 -.0643
.230 -.0685 -.0696 -.0453 -.0E5I
.410 -.0706 -.0596 -.0706 -.0661
.590 -.0706 -.0706 -.0685 -.0651
.770 -.0696 -.0696 -.O696 -.0636
.878 -.0696 -.0696 -.0685 -.0696
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF -	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0432 -.0422 -.0348 -.0349
.230 -.0432 -.0422 -.0211 -.0367
.410 -.0422 -.0422 -.0422 -.0357
.590 -.0432 -.0400 .0411 -.0367
.770 -.0432 -.0411 .0432 -.0422
.678 -.0422 -.0422 -.0411 -.0559
PAGE 1073DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF02I
BETA ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.240 O(PSF) - 42.B15	 PO/PSI" 0 2109.9	 RUN NO . 6.0000















	.410	 -.0147 -.0158 -.0158 -.0142
	
.590	 -.0147 -.0147 -,0147 -.0050
	
.770
	 -.0158 -.0147 -.0147 -.0158
	
.87B	 -.0158 -.0137 --.0137 -.0337
BETA ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 51
	 8.x50	 O(P5F) = 42.815	 POIPSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 6.0000
SECTEON ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-I









	 .0094	 .0105	 .0136
	
.0082






















BETA 1 51 =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 51 =
	
10.340 OEPSFI - 42.815
	
POIPSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 6.0000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML


















	 .0345	 .0357	 .0346	 .0499
	
.770





	 .0357	 .0357	 .0167
DATE l7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 l PAGE 1074
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF03)	 1 03 FEB 76	 l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 - .170 ELEVON ar	 .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 INCHES	 YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO BOFLAP = .000 SPDBRK A	 25.000
BREF
	 - 936.6800 INCHES	 ZMRP =	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 - 2.000 THETAN -	 .000
SCALE = .0405 PHI-M	 = 2.000 THETAM -	 .000
.	 BETA	 ( 1)	 =	 -10.040	 ALPHA	 ( 11 -	 .000	 O(PSF) -	 42.823 PO/PSF -	 2110.0	 RUN NO = 15.000
SECTION (	 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1824	 -.1824	 -.1244 -.1784
.230 -.1792	 -.1824	 -.1328 -.1784
.410 -.1855	 -.1824	 -.1845 -.1767
.590 -.1876	 -.1824	 -.1845 -.1784
.770 -.1655
	 -.1803	 -.1803 -.1803
.878 -.1855
	 -.1792	 -.1803 -.1128
BETA	 ( 1) =	 -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 2) R	 2.050	 O(PSF) =	 42.823 PO/PSF '	 2110.0	 RUN NO = 15.000
SECTION (	 I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP.
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1414	 -.1382	 -.1203 -.1354
.230 -.1404	 -.1361	 -.1045 -.1371
.410 -.1361
	 -.1372	 -.1361 -.1336
.590 -.1351	 -.1382	 -.1361 -.1354
.770 -.1361	 -.1351	 -.1340 -.1361
.878 -.1404	 -.1372	 -.1340 -.1161 :'r
BETA	 ( I) m	 - 10.040
	
ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.100	 O(PSF)	 42.923 PO/PSF =	 2110.0	 .RUN NO 15.000
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 15820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0969
	 -.0916	 -.ills -.0902
.230 -.0916	 -.0916	 -.0737 -.0919
.410 -.0905	 -.0927	 -.0916 -.0884
.590 -.0B95	 -.0905	 -.0905 -.0884
.770 -.0916	 -.0895	 --.0916 -.0916




RUN NO a 15.000
RUN NO - 15.000
RUN NO - 15.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) -	 • 10.040	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.190	 Q(PSF) a	 42.823 PO/PSI• n 	 2110.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3I00	 .5820 .85530
X/CML
.050 -.0525 -.0494	 -.0400 -.0470
.230 -.0494 -.0473	 -.0283 -.0435
. 1-10 -.0484 -.0473	 -.04B4 -.0435
.590 -.0463 -.0421	 -.0473 -.0435
.770 -.0463 -.0484	 -.0484 -.0473
.878 -.0505 -.0473	 -.0463 -.0610




Q(PSF) a	 42.BP3 POIPSF a	 2110.0
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0053 -.0010	 .0031 -.0038
.230 -.0010 -.0010	 .0178 -.0021
.410 -.0010 -.0010	 .0000 -.0021
.590 -.0010 -.0010	 -.0021 -.0021
.770 --.0010 -.0010	 -.0010 --.0042
.878 -.0032 -.0032	 -.0021 -.0I90
BETA	 ( 11 =	 -10.040 ALPHA 16) =	 10.310	 Q(PSF) -	 42.823 PO/PSF	 2110.0





.050 .0398 .0430	 .0472 .0391
.230 .0430 .0430	 .0596 .0409
.410 .0419 .0409	 .0430 .0426
.590 .0430 .0419	 .0440 .0443
.770 .	 .0419 .0440	 .0440 . .0430
.878 .0419 .0440	 .0430 .0357
eDATE 17 MAY 7E TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORO	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.020	 ALPHA (	 11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 POAPSF -	 2109.5
SECTION I IIMAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIY9LE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1549 -.1507 -.1359 -.1490
.230 -.1517 -.1517 -.1159 -.1473
.410 -.1517 -.1507 -.1507 -.1455
.590 -.1528 -.1507 -.1507 -.1455
.770 -.1517 -.1507 -.1507 -.1517
.878 -.1528 -.1517 -.1496 -.0990
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( a) 2.040	 Q(PSF) -	 42.815 PO/PSF -	 2109.9
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5B29 .8530
XICML
.050 -.1157 -.1136 -.1063 -.1091
.230 -.1126 -.lti5 -.0863 -.1091
.410 -.tII5 -.1115 -.1105 -.1073
.590 -.1115 -.1105 -.1115 -.1073
.770 -.1I15 -.1115 -.1105 -.1115
.878 --.1136 -.1i05 -.IL05 -.0878
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.080	 Q(PSF'	 42.815 PO/PSF -	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE'CP
Y/BML .0763 .3100 .5829 .8530
XICML
.059 -.0747 -.0726 -.0632 -.0729
.230 -.0737 -.0716 -.0495 -.0684
.410 -.0726 -.0705 -.0716 -.0677
.590 -.0705 -.0705 -.0655 -.0677
.770 -.0716 -.0695 -.0705 -.0695
.878 -.0737 -.0705 -.0595 -.0853
PAGE 1076
(RFFF03)
RUN NO - 14.000
RUN NO - 14.000





DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	
( 2) -	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.170	 Q(P5F) Q	 42.8[5 PQ/PSF A	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
•, 1050 -.0327 -.0284 -.0232 -.0246O
.230 -.0274 -.0284 -.0084 -.0211
0 .4I0 -.0274 -.0274 -.0274 -.0211
r^? .590 -.0284 -.0263 -.0285 -.0211
C` .770 -.0295 -.0284 -.0264 -.0316
,0 b .878 -.0316 -.0263 -.0253 -.0537
BETA	 ( 2) 3	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 5) 8.260	 QtPSF) p	 42.815 PO/PSF	 2109.9
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
W
` Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0.105 .0136 .0220 .0151
.230 .0168 .0157 .0347 .0151
.410 .0157 .0157 :Oise .0168
.590 .0126 .0168 .0157 .0186
.770 .0126 .0157 .0168 .0115
.87B .0126 .0168 .0157 .0052
13ETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.020 ALPHA t 6) =	 10.300
	 Q(PSF)	 42.615 PO/PSF .	 2109.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0525 .0558 .0610 .0565
.230 .0568 .0558 .0737 .0565
. 4 10 .0579 .0589 .0579 .0583
.590 .0547 .0579 .0579 .0617
.770 .0536 .0568 .0568 .0568
.878 .0515 .0579 .0579 .0547
PAGE 1077
(RFFF03)
RUN NO - 1 4.000
RUN NO - 14.000
RUN NO - 14.000
ia.
	 _^	 ._
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) a .010	 ALPHA	 (	 1) _	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.917 PO/PSF 9	 2109.9
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1281 -.1261 -.1029 -.1260
.230 -.1270 -.1270 -.0903 -.1243
.410 -.1281 -.1270 -.1270 -.1226
.590 -.1281 .-.1260 -.1260 -.1226
.770
-.1291 -.1270 -.1261 -.1270
.878 -.1291 -.1249 -.1260 -.0903
BETA
	
( 3) _ .010	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/P5F	 2109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0959 -.0927 -.0779 -.0865
.230 -.0927 -.0916 -.0664 -.0919
.410 -.0938 -.0916 -.0895 -.0885
.590 -.0938 -.0916 -.0895 -.0885
.770 -.0948 -.0927 -.0927 -.0906
.878 -.0959 -.0915 -.0906 -.0885
13ETA
	 ( 3) _ .010	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.090	 Q(PSF) =	 42.917 PO/P5F =	 2:109.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050. -.0590, -.0580 -.0453 -.0557
.230 -.0569 -.0559 -.0306 -.0540
.41.0 -.0569 -.0559 -.0527 -.0505
.590 -.0601 -.0559 -.0538 -.0522
.770 -.0611 -.0548 -.0559 -.9538
.878 -.0622 -.0559 -.0569 -.0601
PAGE 1078
(RFFF03)
RUN NO v 13.000
RUN NO - 13.000
RUN NO a 13.000
( -1
PAGE 1079DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 }
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 tRF.'Ffl31
BETA ( 3) '+
	
.010	 ALPHA ( 41 -	 6.160	 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/P5F - 2109.9	 RUN NO a 13.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.0188 -.OISS -.0146 -.0210
	
.230
	 -.0199 -.0199	 .0010 -.0175
	




-.0220 -.0188 -.0168 -.0158
	
.770
	 -.0220 -.0188 --.0188 -.0188
	
.876	 -.0241 -.0188 -.0209 -.0262
BETA ( 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA t 51	 B..250 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 13.000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 .019B	 .0188	 .0230	 .0202
	
.230	 .0198	 .0199	 .0356	 .0202
	







.770	 .0146	 .0209	 .0177	 .0198
	
.878
	 .0146	 .0198	 .0209	 .0094
BETA ( 3) _	 .010	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.300 Q(PSF)	 4?..917	 RD/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 13.000i
SECTION ( i)MA1N LNO OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	







.230	 '.0567	 .0557	 .0714	 .0582
	
.410	 .0515	 .D578 . .0557	 .0599
	
.59D	 .0515	 .0567	 .0567	 .0599
	




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF03)
BETA	 141 5.060 ALPHA t	 11 -	 -.010	 QIPSFI %	 4P.885 PO/P5F r	 2109.8	 RUN NO .	 12.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
•.050 -.1178 -.1189 -.0915 --.1159
.230 -.1167 -.1178 -.0841 -.1159
.410 -.1178 -.1167 -.1157
-.1159
.590 -.1210 -.1157 -.1167 -.1142
.770 -.1231 -.1167 -.1146 -.1157
.878 -.1231 -.1157 -.1167 -.0715
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA f 21 -	 2.030	 QIPSF)	 42.885 PO/PSF	 2109.8
	
RUN NO	 12.000
SECTION t 1)MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
K/CML
.050 -.0859 -.0849 -.0702 -.0829
.230 -.0849 -.4659 -.0597 -.0846
..410 --.0891 -.0838 -.0838 -.0829
.590 -.0870 -.0849 -.0828 -.0829
.770 -.OB70 -.0838 -.0849 -.01349
.878 -.0880 -.0849 -.0849 -.0723
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA f 3) -	 4.090
	 Q(PSF) v	 42.885 POIPSF s	 2109.8	 RUN NO	 12.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.0526 -.0526 -.0431 -.0487
.230 -.0515 -.0515 -.0305 -.0487
.410 -.0557 -.11505 -.0484 -.0452
.590 -.0535 -.0494 --.0494 -.0469
.770 -.0547 -.0505 -.0505 -.0515
.878 -.0547 -.0515 -.0515 -.0600
PACE 1080
PAGE 1081DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSUR9 DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA M ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFVF03)
BETA
	
( 41 s	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 4) R	 6.160	 0(PSF) =	 42.885 PO/PSF =	 2109.8	 RUN NO s	 12.000
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 •-.0179 -•0179	 .0010 -.0159
.410 -.0210 -.0168	 -.0158 -.0142
.590 -.0221 -.0168	 -.0179 -.0142
.770 -•.0231 -.0189	 -.0168 -.0179
.878 -.0221 -.0179	 -.0179 -.0326
BETA	 14) =	 5.060 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 OIPSF)	 42.885 PO/PSF	 2139.8	 RUN NO	 12.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CNL
.050 .0157 .0146	 .0189 .0I51
.230 .0167 .0157	 .0325 .0168
.410 .0135 .0178	 .0157 .0185
.590 .33145 .0167	 .0178 .0185
.770 .0136 .0178	 .0189 .0178
.878 .0135 .0178
	 .0167 -.0010
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060 ' ALPHA ( 6) =	 I0.330	 QIPSF1 =	 42.BB5 PO/PSF	 2109.8	 RUN NO	 12.000




.050 .0505 .0515	 .0579 •0514
.230 .0494 .0505
	 .0673 .0531
.410 .0473 .0515	 .0526 .05I4
.590 .0505 .0515	 .0505- .0531




DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 [ NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 1082
OAIB3 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF03)
BETA ( 5) a	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 1) =	 .000	 Q(PSF) = 42.790	 PO/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO	 11.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1077 -.1056 -.0834 -.1043
	
.230	 - 1077 -.I067 -.0739 -.1025
	
.410	 -.1088 --.I045 -.1045 -.1025
	
.590	 -.1088 -.1077 -.1035 -.1008
	
.770	 -.1088 -.1045 -.1045 -.1067
	
.878
	 -.1I19 --.1067 -.1055 -.0718
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.030	 Q(PSF1	 42.790	 PQ/PSF - 2109.9	 RUN NO - 11.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0780 -.0790 -.0622 -.0764
	
.230	 --.0780 -.0769 -.0516 -.0747
	
.410	
-.0801 -.0769 -.0759 -.0747
	
.590	 -.0780 -.0769 -.0780 -.0730
	
.770	 -.0801 -.0769 -.0769 -.0759
	
.878	 -.0811 -.0769 -.0769 -.0717
BETA ( 5) =	 10.1I0	 ALPHA ( 31	 4.080 0(PSF) - 42.790	 PO/PSF	 2109.9	 RUN NO = 11.000






.050	 -.0495 -.0516 -.0390 -.0453
	
.230	 -.0495 -.0474 °.0263 -.0453
	
.410	 -.0905 -.0474 -.0484 -- . 0453
	
.590
	 -.0506 -.0474 -.0463 -.0435
	
.770	 -.0495 -.0463 -.0474 -.0463
	
.878	 -.0506 -.0463 -.0474 -.0569
E	 '
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA a OA163 t NAAL •751 } isAGE 1083
OA163 ORB	 Wim GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE CRFFF031
BETA	 ( 5) 10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 4) a	 6.220
	
0(PSF) a	 4R.'7r0 PO/PSF m	2109.9 RUN NO n	 11.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 15820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0200 -.0189	 -.0105 -.0124
.230 -.0210 --Oit39	 .0000 -.0107
.410 -.0221 -.Olf B
	
-.0189 -.0124
.590 -.0210 -.0179	 -.0179 -.0142
.770 -.0200 -.0179
	 -.0179 -.0179
.878 -.0210 -.0179	 -.0189 -.0337
BETA	 1 51 10.110	 ALPHA	 (	 5) a	B.E50	 Q:PSF)	 42.790 PO/PSF ++	 2109.9 RUN NO •	 11.000
SECTION ( 1}MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.770 .0083 .0104	 .0094 .0104
.878 .0083 .0104	 .0104 -.0063
@ETA	 ( 5) 10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 6) A	 10.320	 Q(PSF) m
	42.790 PO/PSF a	2109.9 RUN NO •	 11.000
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
Y.I CML
.050 .0400 .0400	 .0400 .0411
.230 .0389 .0400	 .0537 .0445






.878 .0379 .0410	 .0432 .0178
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) 	 PAGE 1004
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF04)	 ( 03 FES 76 )
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LKEF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 IN. YO
SREF = 935.6800 INCHES ZMRP r 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE =	 0405
BETA ( I) _ -10.030
	
ALPHA ( 1) _	 -.010
	
Q(PSF) 0 42.878




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.2139 -.2013 -.1244 -.I991
	.230
	 -.2024 -.1992 -.1486 -.1974
	
.410	 -.1992 -.1960 -.1971 -.1974
	
.590
	 -.2024 -.1971 -.1981 -.1939
	
.770
	 -.2013 -.1960 -.1971 -.1950
	
.878	 -.2024 -.1971 -.1971 -.1170
BETA ( 1) = -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.010
	
Q(PSF) - 42.878








	 -.1765 -.1608 -.1314 -.1555
	
.230	 -.1629 -.1598 -.1272 -.1555
	
.410	 -.1566 -.1566 -.1586 -.1520
	.590	 -.1608 -.1555 -.1555 -.1520
	
.770
	 -.1608 -.1566 -.1566 -.1555
	
.878	 -.I619 -.1587 -.1576 -.1282
BETA t 1) _ .-10.030
	 ALPHA t 31 =	 4.090
	
Q(PSF) - 42,878
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




-.1349 -.1180 -.1170 -.1127
	
.230	 -.1201 -.1149 -.0917 -.1110
	
.410
	 -.1159 -.1149 -.1149 -.1110
	
.590	 -.1180 -.1149 -.1159 -.1092
	




-.1201 -.1149 -.1149 -.1212
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH m	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BOFLAP i	 .000 SPOPAK -	 25.000




PO/PSF s 2110.7	 RUN NO a 20.000
PO/PSF - 2110.7
	
RUN. NO - 20.000
PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO = 20.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OAIS3 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1	 11 0	 -I0.020 ALPHA 1 41 =	 6.150
	
OcPSFI =	 42.878 PO/P5F d	 2I10.7
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0895 -.0748	 -.0674 -.0677
.230 -.0737 -.0727	 - . 0495 --.0712
.410 -.0716 -.0727	 -.0706 -.0677
.590 -.0727 -.0685	 -.0685 -.0650
.770 -.0769 -.0706	 -.0706 --.0685
.878 -.0758 -.0706
	 -.0727 -.0885
BETA	 1	 1) =	 -10.020	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.220
	
9(PSF) a	 42.878 PO/PSF w	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/E3ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0440 -.0293	 -.0199 -.0227
.230 -_0272 -.0272	 -.0073 -.0244






.878 -.0325 -.0272	 -.0283 -.0409
BETA	 1	 11 =	 -10.020	 ALPHA i 5) =	 10.290	 >O(PSF)	 m	 42.878 PO/PSF A	 2110.7
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













.878 .0157 .0199	 .0199 -.0073
PAGE 1085
(RFFF04)
RUN NO - 20.000
i
I.. p
RUN NO o 220.000
RUAI NO - 20.000
{' 1
PACE 1086DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-754 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 CRF'FF041
BETA	 ( 21 -5.020
	 ALPHA (	 1) -.030	 O(PSF) a	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO	 19.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.4675 -.4644	 -.1235 -.1618
.410 -.1665' -.1654	 -.1623 -.1600
.590 -.1707 -.1633
	 -.1623 -.1600
.770 -.1717 -.1644	 -.1633 -.1623
.87B -.1717 -.1833	 = .1633 -.0942
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.020
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.040	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2II0.7	 RUN NO m	 19.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP y
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1429 -.1292	 -.1240 -.121D
.230 -.1261 -.1250	 -.1009 -.1210
.410 -.1282 -.1250	 -.1250 -.1210
.590 -.1334 -.1240	 -.1250 -.1210
.770 -.1345 -.1261	 -.1250 -.1250
.878 -.1334 -.1261	 -.1250 -.1009
BETA	 ( 21 _	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.070	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN w	 19.000
SECTION ( 1114AIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1019 -.0903	 -.0854 -.0813
.230 -.086I -.0851	 -.0641 -.0796
.410 -.0882 -.0840	 -.0830 -.0762
.590 -.0914 -.0851	 -.0851 -.0779
.770 -.0924 -.0851	 -.0840 -.0840
.878 -.6924 -.0861	 -.0851 -.09i4
:,
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 ] PAGE 1087
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SUnFACE (RF-FO41
t:	 BETA	 ( 2) -5,020 ALPHA ( 4) 6.140	 QIPSFI	 =	 42.912 PO/PSF A	 2110.7 RUN NO	 19.000
SECTION ( 1}MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.059 -.0685 -.0465	 -.0379 -.0453
.230 -.0464 -.0443	 -.0242 -.0436
.410 -.0485 -.0422	 -.0422 -.0401
.590 -.0527 -.0443	 -.0422 -.0401
.770 -.0559 -.0506	 -.0443 -.0443
.878 -.0611 -.0537	 -.0453 -.0632
BETA	 1 21 -	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 -	 8.270
	 Q(PSF)	 42.912 PO/PSF w	 2110.7 RUN NO	 19.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
1050 -.0168 -.0010	 .0041 -.0021
.230 .0010 -.0021	 .0157 -.0004
.410 .0052 .0000	 .0000 .0030
.590 -.0116 .0000	 -.0010 .0030
.770 -.0085 -.0021	 .0020 .0000
.878 -.0105 -.0021	 -.0021 -.0189
13ETA	 ( 2) -5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.309	 Q(PSF] -	 42.912 PO/PSF -	 2110.7 RLNI	 NO .	 19.000
SECTION [ IIMAIN LND GR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 - .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0252 .0388	 .0451 .0444
.230 .0430 .0430	 .0588 .0444





.878 .0325 .0430	 .0420 .0262
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 I NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) _
	 .000
	 ALPHA ( 11	 -.020	 Q(PSF) - 42.893	 PO/PSF - 2110.6





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1499 -.1384 -.1080 -.1328
	
.230	 -.1342 -.1353 -.0996 -.1293
	
.410	 -.1384 -.1353 -.1353 -.1276
	
.590	 -.1447 -.1342 -.1342 -.1276
	




-.1468 -.1374 -.1353 -.0986
BETA ( 3) =
	 .000
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.010
	 Q(PSF) = 42.893
	
PO/PSF - 2110.6




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1135 -.1009 -.0841 -.0952
	
.230	 -.0998 -.0998 -.0736 -.0900
	
.410	 -.1062 -.0988 -.0977 -.0883
	
.590	 -.1093 -.1009 -.0988 -.0900
	
.770	 -.1125 -.0998 -.0998 -.0988
	
.878
	 -.1093 -.0988 -.1009 -.0946
PAGE 1035
(RFFF04)
RUN NO - I8.000
RUN NO - 18.000
BETA ( 3)	 .000	 ALPHA ( 3) =
	
4.070 Q(PSF) -' 42.£93
	 PO/PSF - 2110.6
	
RUN NO - 18.000





























PAGE IOS9DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF04)
BETA ( 3) +► 	 .000	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.140	 O(P5F) = 42.893	 PO/PSF n 2110.8	 RUN NO - 18.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.0390 -.0274 -.0200 -.0246
	
.230	 -.0242 -.0263 -.0063 -.0228
	
.410	 -.0316 -.13232 -.0232 -.9194
	
.590	 -.0337 -.0242 -.0263 -.0194
	
.770
	 -• .0337 -.0242 -.0263 -.0253
	
.878	 -.0348 -.0253 -.0253 --.0401
BETA ( 31 =	 000	 ALPHA ( 51	 8.240	 Q(PSF)	 42.693	 PO/PSF = 2110.6	 RUN NO = 1B.G00










	 .0157	 .0167	 .0158
	
.230	 .017E	 .0136	 .0335	 .0168
	
.410	 .0115	 .0146	 .0146
	 .0168
	
.590	 .0083	 .0136	 .0146	 .0185
	
.770
	 .0062	 .0146	 .0157	 .0146
	
.87B
	 OL	 0125	 .0178 -.0031
BETA ( 3) _
	 .900	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.310 Q(PSF)	 42.893	 PO/PSF = 2110.6	 RUN NO s 18.000
SECTION [ 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
















.770	 .0409	 .0504	 .0504	 .0504
	.878	 .0409	 .0493	 .0514	 .024(
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1090
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF04)
BETA	 ( 41 n 	 5.050 ALPHA (	 11 n 	 -.020
	
Q(PSF) m	42.915 PO/PSF -	 2110.5 RUN NO	 17.000
SECTION ( 11 MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1272 -.1198 -.0925 -.1141
.230 -.1156 -.1177 -.OB41 -.1158
.410 -.1209 -.1145 -.1166 -.1124
.590 -.1240 -.1156 -.1166 -.1124
.770 --.1251 -.1166 -.1156 -.1145
.878 -.1272 -.1156 -.1166 -.8736
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 21 2.010	 Q(PSF) a	 42.915 PO/P5F -	 2110.5 RUN NO -	 17.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0997 -.0B6I -.0714 -.0847
.230 -.0BB2 -.0850 -.0609 -.0830
.410 -.0945 -.0871 -.0819 -.0796
.590 -.0955 -.0882 -.0829 -.0795
.770 -.0955 -.0903 -.0850 -.0829
.876 -.0966 -.0882 -.0840 -.0756
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.050 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.070
	 O(PSF) n 	 42.915 PO/PSF -	 2110.5 RUN NO -	 17.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BMI- .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0631 -.()525 -.0420 -.0521
.230 -.0525 -.0525 -.0305 -.0486
.410 -.0978 -.0494 -.0494 -.0486
.590 -.0568 -.0494 -.0494 -.0486
.770 =.0589 -.0494 -.0494 -.0504
.878 -.0578 -.0494 -.0494 -.0641
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 I
OA163 DRS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	
{ 41 n 	 5.050
	 ALPHA 1 41 6.160	 41P5F1	 n 	 42.915 PO/PSv *	 2110.5
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .5530
X/CML
.050 -.0316 -.0179	 -.0126 -.0125
.230 -.0169 -.0165	 .0000 -.0107
.410 -.0211 -.0158
	 r-.0147 -.0073
.590 -.0211 -.0147	 -.0137 -.0090
.770 -.0221 -.0158
	 -.0147 -.0137
.878 -.0211 -.0159	 -.0158 -.0274
BETA	 1 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.210
	
Q(PSF) n 	 42.915 PO/PSF n 	 2110.5




.050 .0052 .0188	 .0209 .0220
.230 .0178 .02ns	 .0325 .0237








BETA	 1 4) W	 5.050	 ALPHA 16) =	 10.290
	
O(PSF)	 42.916'.. PO/P5F *	 2II0.5
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR DR-3 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CMI.
.050 .0418 .0555	 .0585 .0590
.230 ,0513 .0565	 .0690 .0597
.410 .0902 .0597	 .0555 .0614
.590 .0502 .0586	 .0586 .0597
.770 .0523 .0565	 .0576 .0597
.578 .0523 .0565	 .0576 .0418
PAGE 1093
IRFFF04)
RUN NO n 17,000
RUN NO n 17.000
RUN NO = 17.000
Y 1r.f
E
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - f'i63 [ NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 5)	 10.080	 ALPHA 1 11 _	 .000	 O(PSF) n 4R.775	 PO/PSF	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .076D	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.1128 -.1022 -.0791 -.1006
	
.230	 -.1012 -.1012 -.0717 -.0989
	
.410	 -.1075 -.1001 -.0991 -.0972
	




-.1075 -.1012 -.1012 -.0991
	
.878	 -.1065 -.1022 -.1012 -.0643
BETA i b1 =	 10.080	 ALPHA 121 W	 2.070	 Q(PSF) - 42.775
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .6530
XICML




-.0719 -.0676 -.0444 -.0645
	
.410	 -.0729 -.0655 -.0666 -.0610
	
.590	 -.0729 -.0666 -.0645 -.0628
.770 -.0729 -.0676 -.0666 -.0645
.878 -.0740 -.0676 -.0666 -.0613
BETA ( 5) E	 10.090
	
ALPHA ( 3)	 4.100	 O(PSF)	 42.775
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-]	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0496 -.0359 -.0253 -.0350
	
.230	 -.0401 •-.8349 -.0137 -.0333
	
.410	 -.0401 --.0349 -.0338 -.0298
	
.590	 -.0391 -.0327 -.0349 -.0315
.770 -.0380 -.0310 -.0349 -.0336
.878 -.0380 -.0338 -.0338 -.0359
PAGE 1092
CRFFF041
RUN NO n 16.000
PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 16.000
PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 16.000
f'
PAGE 1093DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF04)
BETA ( 5) n	10.090	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.160	 Q(PSF) = 42.775	 PO/PSF = 2110.7	 RUN NO = 16.000










-.0063 - .0010 -.0060	 .0064
	
.590
	 -.00;31	 -.0010	 .0000	 .0030
FU	
.770	 -.0042	 .OU00 -.0021	 .0010
O 	 .878 -.0052	 .0000	 .0000 -.0126
BETA ( 5) =	 10.090
	
ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.220 Q(PSF) = 42.775
	
PO/PSF = 2110.7	 RUN NO = 16.000
b	 SECTION ( 11MA1N LND OR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 .6210	 .0305	 .0347	 .0376
	
.230	 .0284	 .0337	 .0463	 .0376
	
.410	 .0305	 .0347	 .0347	 .0410
	





.678	 .0315	 .0347	 .0337	 .0147
BETA ( 5) -	 10.090
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340 Q(PSF)	 42.775	 PO/PSF = 2110.7	 RUN NO = 16.000




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 .0505	 .0631	 .0736	 .0669
	
.230	 .0599	 .0673	 .0800	 .0686
	
.410	 .0631	 .0684	 .0684	 .0686
	
.590	 .0631	 .0663	 .0654	 .0885
	
.770	 .0631	 .0663	 .06:3	 .0705
	
.878	 .0642	 .0663	 .0653	 .0441
PAGE 1454
(RFFF05)	 ( 11	 MAY 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH a	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP a	 .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
Pict-N -	 6.000 THETAN a	 .000
PHI-M 0	 5.000 THETAM a	 1.100
RUN NO - 25.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 C NAAL-751 l
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO-FT.
	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP - 	 .0000 IN. YQ
SREF - 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP a 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA 1 11 = -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .020	 O(PSF1 m 42.853
	
POIPSF a 2110.8
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR--1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





	 -.2790 -.2074 -.1242 -.1920
	
.230
	 -.2032 -.2011 -.1442 -.1851
	
.410
	 -.1990 -.1969 -.1958 -.1868
	
.590
	 -.1990 -.1969 -.1948 -.1886
	
.770
	 -.2021 -.1927 -.1937 -.1927
	
.871P	 -.2021 -.1937 -.1927 -.1095
BETA C 11 = -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 21 n	 2.070	 OtP5F) - 42.853
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR








	 -.2327 -.1653 -.1263 -.1488
	
.230	 -.1611 -.1579 -.1221 -.1454
	
.410	 -.1558 -.1527 -.1527 -.1419
	
.590	 -.1558 -.1527 -.1527 -.1471
	
.770	
-.1600 -.1516 -.1516 -.1453
	
.878	 -.16n0 -.1495 -.1516 -.1200
BETA ( 1) = -10.020	 ALPHA 1 31	 4.150	 t1CPSF1 - 42.853
SECTION C A MAIN LND GR DR-1








	 -.1852 -.1168 -.1189 -.1022
	.230	 -.1147 -.1105 -.0905 -.1004
	
.410	 -.1105 -.1084 -.1064 -.0970
	
.590	
-.1105 -.1063 -.1041 -.0970
	
.770	
-.1105 -.1031 -.1052 -.1031
	.878




RUN NO - 25.000
PO/PSF - 2110.8
	
RUN NO - 25-000
f	 raj
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) 	 PAGE IDS5
OA163 ORB	 MAIN SEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF05)
BETA t 1) n -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 41
	
6.210 Q(PSF) - 42.853	 PO/PSF a 2110.8	 RUN NO = 25.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100.	 .58E0	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.1384 -.0729 -.0602 -.0593
.230	 -.0719 -.0634 -.0423 -.0558
.410	 -.0623 -.0634 -.0634 -.0524
.590	 -.0655 -.0602 -.0592 -.0541
.770	 -.0687 -.0581 -.0602 --.0571
.878	 -.0697 -.0571 -.0581 -.0782
BETA ( 1) = -10.020	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8,290
	
0(PSF) - 42.853	 PO/P5F = 2110.8	 RUN NO = 25.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML




-.0147 -.0126 -.0147 -.0055
.590	 -.0189 -.0115 -.0126 -.0072
.770	 -.0220 -.0136 -.0105 -.0094
.678
	 -.0220 -.0094 -.0105 -.0368
BETA ( 11 = -10.020
	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.380	 Q(PSF) = 42.853	 PO/PSF	 2110.13	 RUN NO	 25.000














.410	 .0314	 .0367	 .0356	 .04-+3
.590	 .0304	 .0356	 .0367	 .0443
.770	 .0262




DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 1095
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFFOS)
BETA ( 21
	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 11 m	 .010	 Q(P5F) = 42,943	 PO/PSF	 2110.7	 RUN NO - 24.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.2312 -.1702 -.1166 -.1623
.230
	 -.1692 -.1639 -.1187 -.1520
.410	
-.1518 -.1608 -.1618 -.1503
.590 -.1671 -.1587 -.15B7 -.1503_
.770	 -.1692 -.1565 -.1565 -.1544
.878
	 -.1723 -.1587 -.1555 -.0861
BETA ( 2) - -5.010
	 ALPHA ( 1?) =	 2.090 QIP5F) a 42.913	 PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 24.000






	 -.1892 -.1272 -.1104 -.1210
.=30
	 -.1261 -.1230 -.0946 -.1089
.410	 -.1209 -.118B -.1188 -.1107
.590	 -.1272 -.1167 -.1177 -.1141
770
	 -.1303 -.1156 -.1156 -.1146
.878	 -.1303 -.1167 --.1146 -.0925
BETA ( 2)
	 -5.010
	 ALPHA ( 31	 4.180 Q(PSF)	 42.933	 PO/PSF	 21!0.7	 RUN NO - 24_000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.1483 -.OB41 -.084I -.0763---
.230	 -.0873 -.0799 -,0578 -.07I1
410 -.0778 -.0768 -.0757 -.0659
.590	 -.0820 -.0736 -.0736 
-.0694
.770
	 -.0883 -.0736 -.0726 -.0705
.878 -.0905 -.0715	 .0694 -.0841
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 2) _	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 4) a	6.190	 Q(PSF) a	42.943 PO/PSF n 	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .853;
X/CML
.050 -.1075 -.0440 -.0304 -.0347
.230 -.0503 -.0388 -.0157 -.0279
.410 -.0346 -.0325 -.0325 -.0227
.550 -.0419 -.0325 -.0325 -.0261
.770 -.0482 -.0293 -.0304 -.0272
.978 -.0461 -.0283 -.0283 -.0629
BETA	 1 21 =	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 51 s
	8.260	 Q(PSF1 m	 42.943 PO/PSF n 	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0653 -.0031 .0104 .0082
.230 -.0116 .0052 .0231 .0151
.410 .0073 .0104 .0083 .0195
.590 -.0010 .0115 .0115 .0168
.770 -.0031 .0126 .0126 .0157
.878 -.0084 .0126 .0136 -.0053
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.010	 ALPHA ( 61 10.340	 QIPSFI n 	 42.943 PO/PSF n 	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/811L .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0136 .0449 .0512 .0527
.230 .0282 .0460 .0616 .0562
.410 .0491 .0564 .0522 .0596
.590 .0449 .0564 .0564 .0595
.770 .0397 .0564 .0596 .0596
.878 .0376 .0575 .0596 .0418
PAGE 1097
(RFFFO5)
RUN NO a 24.000
RUN NO n 24.000
RUN NO - 24.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 ) PACE 1098
OA163 ORB	 MAIN [SEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF05)
SETA	 ( 3) n 1020	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 n 	 42.960 PO/PSf =	 6i1O.7 RUN NO	 23.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .076a .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1994 -.1438	 -.1112 -.1329
.230 -.1490 -.1364	 -.1007 -.I243
.410 -.1333 -.1301	 -.1333 -.1208
.590 -.1417 -.1291	 -.1291 -.1225
.770 -.1458 -.1291	 -.1291 -.1228
.878 -.1458 -.1280	 -.1270 -.0829
E. - A 	( 3) = .020
	
ALPHA f 2) =	 2.060	 (]IPSF) n 	 42.960 PO/PSF -	 2110.7 RUN NO	 23.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3I00	 .5820 .13530
X/CML
.050 -.1605 -.1049	 -,0829 -.0950
.230 -.1175 -.0996	 -.0734 -.OB46
.4I0 -.0975 -.0923	 -.0954 -.0846
.590 -.1038 -.0923	 -.0913 --.0864
.770 -.II01 -.0902	 -.0902 -.0871
.878 -.1101 -.0913
	 -.0892 -.0818
SETA	 ( 3) _ .020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 O(PSF) n 	 42.950 PO/PSF -	 2110.7 RUN NO .	 23.00[1
SECTION t MAIN LND OR DR--I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.1189 -.0673	 -.0495 -.0573
.230 -:082) -.0631
	 -.0389 -.0487
.410 -.0000 -.0547	 -.0537 -.0487
.590 -.0642 -.0537	 -.0537 -.0452
.770 ^-.0726 -.0516
	 -.0505 -.0505
.876 -.0747 -.0537	 -.0505 -.0631
PACE 1099DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )




	 .020	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.220 Q(P5F) - 42.960	 PO/P5F - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 23.000








p	 .050	 -.0724 -.0252 -.0136 -.0176
	
.230	 -.0420 -.0220 -.0031 -.0090
	
.410	 -.0210 -.0126 -.0157 --.0072
	
.590	 -.0283 -.0147 -.0136 -.0038
	
.770	 -.0304 -.0126 -.0105 -.0094
	
.87B	 -.0325 -.0105 -.0105 -.0220
BETA ( 3) =	 .020
	
ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.270 Q(PSF)	 42.950	 PO/PSF = 2110.7	 RUN NO - 23.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR OR-I

































BETA ( 3) _	 .020
	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340 Q(PSF) - 42.960 	 PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 23.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-i
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML








.230	 .0335	 .0576	 .0775
	 .0700
	
.410	 .0565	 .0670	 .0670
	 .0717
	












DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN BEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) a	 5.030	 ALPHA (	 1) 1020	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.922 PO/PSF a	 21i0.6
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1574 -.1196 -.0892 -.1122
.230 -.1375 -.1186 -.0819 -.1071
.410 -.1186 -.1070 -.1081 -.1036
.590 -.1217 -.1070 -.10131 -.1002
.770 -.1217 -.1070 -.1049 -.0976
.878 -.1238 -.1060 -.1060 -.0598
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.050	 Q(PSF) 0	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2110.5
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1198 -.0840 -.0662 -.0779
.230 -.1009 -.0830 -.0557 -.0710
.410 -.0809 -.0714 -.0746 -.0658
.590 -.0840 -.0704 -.0714 -.0624
.770 -.0851 -.0683 -.0693 -.0820
.878 -.0861 -.0683 -.0572 -.0609
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030 ALPHA"( 3) -	 4.120	 O(PSF) =	 42.922 POIPSF *	 2110.6
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0715 -.0442 -.0336 -.0417
.230. -.0578 -.0442 -.0221 -.0348
.410 -.0452 -.0315 -.0335--.0331
.590 -.0452 -.0315 -.0294 -.0279
.770 -.0473 -.0273 -.0273 -.0252
.878 -.0464 -.0284 -.0273 -.0463
PACE 1100
(RFFF05)
RUN NO - 22.000
RUN NO - 22.000
RUN NO * 22.000
PAGE 1101DATE I- MAY 78	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF05)
BETA ( 41	 5.030 - ALPHA ( 4) n	 6.190 4(PSF) a 42.922	 PO/P5F - 2110.5	 RUN NO - 22.000
	
SECTION	 ( I) MAIN LND OR DR -1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0378 -.0I15 -.0010 -.0072
	
.230
	 -.0210 -.0084	 .0115	 .0047
	




















BETA t 41 m	 5.030
	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.260 Q(P5F) • 42.922 	 PO/PSF - 2110.6	 RUN NO m 22.000
	SECTION









.050	 .0041	 .0272	 .0325	 .0271
	.230	 .0188	 .0283	 .0441
	
.0375
	 41 	 .0315	 .0399	 .0399	 .0461
	







	 .0272	 .0430	 .0441
	
.0241
BETA 1 41 =	 5.038
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.340 Q(PSF) - 42.922	 PO/PSF s 2110.6	 RUN NO - 22.000
	SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-]
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .0452	 .0651	 .0714	 .0668
	.230	 .0577	 .0693	 .0829	 .0788





.590	 .0724	 .0819	 .0829
	 .0892
	
.770	 .0714	 .0840	 1OB29	 .0871
	
.878	 .0661
	 .0819	 .0829	 .0588
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 1RFFF05)
BETA ( 51	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000 Q(PSF) a 42.862	 PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO - 21.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1	 DEPENDENT VAPV^BLE CP
Y/BML	 .13760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1208 -.0967 -.0756 -.0969
	
.230	 --.IOW.l -.0967 -.13651 -.0865
	.410	 -.0977 -.0862 -.0904 -.0814
	
.590	 -.0977 -.0862 -.0872 -.0779
	
.770
	 -.0977 -.0841 -.0841 -.0799
	
.878	 -.1009 -.0851 -.0830 -.0483
BETA ( 5) -	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080 Q(PSF) - 42.862





.050	 -.0810 -.0621 -.0452 -.0590
	
:230	 -.0705 -.0610 -.0368 -.0470
	
.410	 -.0589 -.0495 -.0505 -.0401
	
.590	 -.0589 -.0484 -.0473 -.0366
	
.770	 -.0579 -.0452 -.0452 -.0410
.878 -.0600 -.0473 -.0442 -.0410
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.200 Q(PSF)	 42.862
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0431 -.0231 -.0116 -.0211
	
.230	 -.0389 -.0231 --0021 -.0124
	
.410	 -.0210 -.0116 -.0137 -.0021
.5SQ_ 7.0200 -.0105 -.0105 -.0004
	
.770	 -.0179 -.00B4 -:0074 -.0021
.878 -.0200 -.0074 -.0063 -.0231
PO/PSF - 2110.7	 RUN NO s 21.000
PO/PSF w 2110.7	 RUN NO - 21.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 51 10.060	 ALPHA t 4) =	 6.210	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.862 PO/P5F a	 2110.7
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0032 .0115	 .0200 .0134
.230 -.0042 .0105	 .0294 .0186
.410 .0136 .0242	 .0210 .0289
.590 .0168 .0242	 .0273 .0341
.770 .0178 .0273	 .0284 .0326
.878 .0147 _0263	 .0284 .0052
BETA	 ( 5) z	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.320	 Q(P5F1 =	 42.852 PO/PSF a	 2110.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML




.410 .0504 .0620	 .0620 .0702
.590 .0556 .0630	 .0641 .0702




BETA	 C 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA	 ( 6) =	 10.370	 Q(PSF) =	 42.862 PO/P5F =	 2110.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0756 .0872	 .0903 .0858
.230 .0641 .0840	 .0967 .0927
.410 .0851 .0988	 .099B .1065
.590 .0925 .0998	 .1009 .1082
.770 .0946 .1030	 .1019 .1009
.876 .0893 .1009	 .1030 .0798
PAGE 1103
(RFFF05)
RUN NO a 21.000
RUN NO a 21.000
RUN NO = 21.000
Ii
^ 	 DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DAT - CA163 i NAAL-751 ]









BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK 25.000
PHI-N	
-




RUN NO - 30.000
r
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT,	 XMRP a 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF . 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE _	 .0405
BETA 1 1) - -10.050	 ALPHA E 1)
	 .020	 Q(PSF) - 4R.923







.050	 -.33B9 -.2484 -.2158 -.2092
	
.230	 -.2421 -.2263 -.2137 -.2005
	
.410	 -.2158 -.2168 -.2200 -.2040
	
.590	 -.2168 -.2147 -.2125 -.2058
	
.770	 -.2147 -.2095 -._105  -.2105
	
.878	 -.2158 -.2095 -.2105 -.1831
BETA C 1) = -10.050	 ALPHA 121	 2.100	 Q(PSF) = 42.923
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




-.2830 -.1978 -.1830 -.160B
	




-.1683 -.1633 -.1725 -.1573
	








-.1704 -.1609 -.1630 -.1788
BETA 1 11 = --10.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.170	 Q(PSF)	 42.923










.050	 -.2251 -.1462 -.1410 -.L177
	
.230	 -.1452 -.1315 -.1325 -.1073
	
.410	 -.1199 -.1210 -.1231 -.1108
	
.590	 -.1210 -.1158 -.1189 -.1108
	
.770	 -.1231 -.1147 -.1147 -.1147
	
.878	 -.1231 -.1136 -.1128 -.1368
PO/PSF - 2114.2
PO/P5F - 2114.2	 RUN NO - 30.060
POIPSF - 2114.2	 RUN NO	 30.000
ti
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF06)
BETA	 t	 1) =	 -10.060	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.210	 Q(PSF) -	 42.923 PO/PSF =	 2114.2	 RUN NO	 30.000
SECTION t 1)MA(N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
.050 -.1752 -.0965	 -.0839 -.0726
.230 -.0855 -•OB50	 -.0818 -.0675
.410 -.0724 -.0745	 -.0766 -.0658
.590 -.0755 -.0703	 -.0724 -.0558
.770 -.0776 -.0671	 -.0692 -.0661
.878 -.0776 -.0692	 -.0661 -.0766
BETA	 t	 1) =	 -10.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.300	 Q(PSF) =	 42.923 PO/PSF =	 2114.2	 RUN NO =	 30.000
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.1175 -.0461	 -.0482 -.0279
230 -.0461 -.0346	 -.0430 -.0262
.410 -.0262 -.0282	 -.0273 -.0141
.590 -.0262 -.0231	 -.0231 -.0158	 -
.770 -.0294 -.0189	 -.0199 -.0147
.87B -.0273 -.0168
	 -.0178 -.0388
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.060	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370	 O(PSF) . =	 42.923 PO/PSF a	 2114.2	 RUN NO 	 30.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .31D0	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0596 .0041	 .0000 .0185
.230 .0000 .0125	 .0062 .0236
.410 .0178 .0199	 .0209 .0288
.590 .0220 .0272	 .0251 .0323
.770 .018E .03(4	 .0293 .0293
.878 .0167 .0314	 .0314 .0083
r
PACE 1105
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
-	 BETA	 ( 21 n	 -5.030 ALPHA (	 1) .010	 0(P5F) =	 42.887	 PO/PSF a	 2114.0
SECTION I I) MAIN LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2752 -.1974 -.1817 -.1795
.230 .1985 -.1859 -.1775 -.1657
.410 -.1817 -,1754 -.1764 -.1640
.590 -.1806 -.1712 -.1722 -.1874
.770 -.1805 -.1691 -.1691 -.1680
.878 -.1796 -.1680 -.1670 -.1449
BETA	 [ 2) =	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.070	 O(PSF)	 42.887	 PO/PSF 2114.0
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2206 -.1492 -.1534 -.1347
.230 -.1544 -.1418 -.1429 -.1227
.410 -.1355 -.1313 -.1324 -.1192
.590 -.1366 -.1282 -.1282 -.1210
.770 -.1355 -.1240 -.1250 -.1240
.878 -.1345 -.1229 -.1229 -.1355
BETA	 12) -5.040	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.180	 O(PSF)	 4,-2.W	 POfPSF -	 2114.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VAPiABLE"CP
Y/13ML` .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1706 -.1011 -.1053 -.0919
.230 -.1084 -.0969 -.1011 -.0815
.410-' -.0927 -.0863 -.0884 -.0798
.590 -.0948 -.0842 -.0821 -.0798
.770 -.0927 -.0800 -.0811 -.0790
.878 -.0927 -.0790 -.0790 -.0958
PAGE 1105
(RFFF06 )
RUN NO n 29.000
RUN NO - 29.000
RUN NO - 29.000
iPAGE 3107DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF061
BETA ( 27	 -5.G40	 ALPHA ( 4) a	 6.210 Q(P5F) - 42.887	 PO/PSF - 2114.0	 RUN NO - 89.000
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 10760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	050	 -.1181 -.0569 -.0622 -.0436
	
X30	 -.0685 -.0559 -.0580 -.0367
	
.410	 -.0485 -.0400 -.0432 -.0332
fU	 .590	 ±.0506	 .0400 =.0379 +.0280
	




- .0516	 .0316	 .0337	 0537




ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.290	 Q(PSF) - 42.887








.050	 -.0662 -.0063 -.0189 -.0055
	
.230	 -.0242	 .0052 -.0158	 .0082
	
.410	 .0000	 .0094	 .0052	 .0116
	
.590	 -.0042	 .0094	 .0094	 .0185
	
.770	 -.0073





BETA ( 2) =
	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.340	 QIPSF) - 42.BB7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






-.0189	 .0451	 .0251	 .0392
	








.0430	 .0548	 .0598	 .0657
	
.770
	 .0388	 .0619	 .0609	 .0619
	
.878
	 .0367	 .0540	 .0630	 .0283
PO/PSF - 2114.0	 RUN NO - 29.000
PO/PsF - 2I14.0	 RUN NO - 29.000
T..	 •
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RrFF06)
BETA	 ( 31 -.010 ALPHA (	 1) .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSI• -	 2114.0	 RUN NO '
	
26.000
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2132 -.1523 -.1481 -.1468
-230 -.1744 -.1523 -.1460 -.1382
.410 -.1481 -.1408 -.1418 -.1365
.590 -.1523 -.1397 -.1376 -.1261
.770 -.1534 --.1345 -.1334 -.1303
.878 -.1523 -.1355 -.1313 -.1176
BETA	 ( 31 - .000	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.060
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF -	 2114.0	 RUN NO -	 28.000
SECTION [ I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.1714 -.1115 -.1251 -.1090
.230 -.1325 -.1115 -.1157 -.0952
.410 -.1073 -.0999 -.1009 -.0952
.590 -.1136 -.0967 -.0967 -.0868
.770 -.1146 -.0946 -.0946 -.0925
.878 -.1136 -.0936 -.0904 -.1083
BETA	 ( 3) -.010 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.120	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF	 2114.0	 RUN NO -	 28.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .6760 .3100 .5820 .6530
XICML
.050 -.1294 -.0673 -.0799 -.0642
.230 -.0905 -.0715 -.0768 -.0556
.410 -.0673 -.0578 -.0589 -.0521
.590 -.0736 -.0547 -.0547 -.0435
.770 -.0747 -.0526 -.0515 -.0526





DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -.010 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.200	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF -	 2114.0
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0652 -.0231	 -.0389 -.0280
.230 -.0557 -.0294	 -.0368 -.0159
.410 -.0242 -.0147	 -.0137 --.0124
.590 -.0305 -.0116	 -.0126 -.0021




BETA	 ( 3) -	 -.010 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF	 2114.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0368 .02209	 .0031 .0202
.230 -.0158 .0125	 .0041 .0323
.410 .0199 .0304	 .0304 .0358
.590 .0178 .0315	 .0336 .0478
.770 .0115 .0357	 .0346 .0346
.878 .0073 .0367	 .0388 .0082
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.350	 Q(PSF)	 42.910 P(l/PSF =	 2114.0
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0094 .0639	 .0429 .0598
.230 .0282 .0545	 .0440 .0735
.410 .0618 .0723	 .0723 .0804
.590 .0597 .0754	 .0765 .0890
.770 .0545 .0796	 .0775 .0754
.879 .0492 .0765	 .0796 .0503
PAGE 1109
(RFFF05)
RUN NO s 28.000
RUN NO - 28.000
RUN NO - 28.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) +	 5.020 ALPHA (	 I) +	 .000	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.940	 PO/PSF 2113.9
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1713 -.1209 -.1240 --.1279
.230 -.1482 -.1261 -.1251 -.1141
.410 -.1219 -.1114 -.1125 -.1072
.590 -.1251 -.1104 -.1072 -.0934
.770 -.1293 -.1072 -.1041 -.0978
.878 -.1272 -.I072 -.1030 -.0988
BETA	 ( 41 -	 5.020 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070	 Q(PSF1 a	 42.940	 PO/P5F +	 2113.9
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1302 -.0819 -.0966 -.0847
.230 -.1039 -.0892 -.0945 -.0727
.410 -.0808 -.0714 -.0745 --.0623
.590 -.0861 -.0672 -.0882 -.0503
.770 -.0882 -.0640 --.0640 -.0577
.878 -.0903 -.0861 -.0619 -.OB71
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 Q(PSF3	 42.940	 PO/PSF .	 2113.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0852 -.0400 -.0578 -.0469
.230 -.06B4 -.0484 -.0557 -.0349
.410 -.0431 -.0336 -.0326 -.0245
.590 -.0463 -.0294 -.0273 -.0107
.770 -.0463 -.0231 -.0242 -.0221
.678 -.0515 -.0263 -.0242 -.0473
PAGE 1110
(RFFF06)
RUN NO - 27.000
RUN NO + 27.000
RUN NO + 27.000
r
e	 .
JPAGE t 111DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF06)
BETA	 ( 4) 9.020	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.180
	
Q(PSF) 3	 42.940 PO/PSF	 2113.9 RUN NO =	 27.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CmL
.050 -.0441 -.0031	 -.0231 -.0f72
.230 -.0263 -.0115	 -.0210 .O047






.878 -.0115 .0125	 .0157 -.0178
BETA	 ( 41 5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.270	 O(PSF) =	 42.940 POIPSF =	 2113.9 RUN NO =	 27.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .076C .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0010 .0377	 .0157 .0305
.230 .0115 .0263	 .0167 .0426
.410 .0335 .0461
	 .0461 .0598
.590 .0356 .0524	 .0524 .0684
.770 .0325 .0576	 .0545 .0524
.878 .0293 .0534	 .0545 .0283
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.370	 Q(PSF) =	 42.940 PO/PSF a	 2113.9 RUN NO	 27.000
SECTION	 111MAIN LND OR OR--I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML











.878 .0723 .0953	 .0995 .0712
PAGE It 12DATE 17 MAY 76	 TA9ULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF06)
BETA ( 5) a	 10.070	 ALP14A ( 1)	 .000	 O(PSF) = 42.935	 PO/PSF = 2114.1	 RUN NO = 26.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	








-.0947 -.0831 -.0841 -.0711
	
.590	 -.0957 -.0769 -.0778 -.0607
	.770
	
-.0968 -.0757 -.0747 -.0673
	 8 8	 -.0989 -.076B -.0735 -.0947
13ETA ( 5) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.050	 Q(PSF) = 42.935	 PO/PSF - 2114.1	 RUN NO n 26.000
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	




	 -.0808 -.0545 -.0808 -.0692
	
.230	 -.0787 -.0630 -.0756 -.0554
	
.410
	 -.0598 -.0430 -.0441 -.0365
	.590	 -.0567 -.0389 -.0378 -.0262
	
.770	 -.0535 -.0346 -.0357 -.0294
.87B -.0577 -.0367 -.0346 -.0619
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.070	 ALFHA ( 31 =	 4.110 0(PSF) - 42.935	 PO/PSF - 2114.1	 RUN NO - 26.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.0410 -.0147 -.0672 -.0262
	
.230	 -.0473 -.0242 -.0431 -.0176
	
.410	 -.0210 -.0042 -.0042	 .0047
	.580	 -.016B -.0010	 .000,1	 .0133
	 77 	 -.0137	 .0041	 .0031	 .0073
	
.878
	 -.0200	 .0052	 .0041 -.0326
DATE 17 MAY 76 	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I	 PACE 1113
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 IRFF'F061
BETA ( 5) a	 10.070
	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.230	 Q(PSF) a 42.935	 PO/PSF - 2114.1	 RUN ND - 26.000





Y/BML	 .0760	 13100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .0031	 .0230 -.0157	 .0133




	.590	 .0209	 .0388	 .041'..	 .0529
	.77 	 .0262	 .0419	 .0419	 .0451
	.8 8	 .0209	 .0419	 .0430	 .0041
BETA ( 5) =
	




RUN NO - 228.000
SECTION I IlMA1N	 LND OR DR-i	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP











.410	 .0504	 .0693	 .0735	 .0737
	




	.8 8	 .0588	 .0798
	
.0798	 .0346
BETA ( 51	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.340 Q(PSF) a 42.935	 PO/PSF a 2I14.1	 WN NO - 26.000




















.770	 .ICP7	 .1174	 .1174	 .1195
	.678	 .0964	 .1164	 .1185	 .0807
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 1114
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF071	 t 03 FES 76 ?
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF =	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -
	
.0000 1N. YO
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP m




BETA t	 11 - -10.070
	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .000	 QtPSF) - 42.880
	
SECTION	 t 11MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





	 -.4911 -.6246 -.5836 -.2_'16
.230 -.2534 -.2377 -.2334 -.2228
	
.410
	 .2282 -.23032303 -.2292 -.2245
	
.590	 -.2292 -.2313 -.2292 -.2245
	
.770	 -.2250 -.2250 -.2261 -.2313
	
.87B
	 -.2219 -.2261 -.2261 -.2219
	
BETA (	 11 = -10.070




SECTION	 ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-1








.050	 -.4282 -.5387 -.5303 -.1953
	
.230	 -.2010 -.1883 -.1831 -.1712
	
.410	 -.1768 -.1810 -.1778 -.1764
	
.590	 -.1799 -.1810 -.1799 -.1764
	
.770	 -.1757 -.1757 -.1757 -.1915
	
.878	 -.1747 -.1768 -.1757 -.1757
	
BETA (	 I) = -IO.C70	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120	 O(PSF) - 42.880
	
SECTION	 ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3593 -.4571 -.4245 -.1434
	
.230	 -.1429 -.1345 -.1345 -.1193
	
.410	
-.1282 -.1324 -.1303 -.1227
	
.590	 -.1303 -.1303 -.1303 -.1261
	
.770	 -.126I -.1292 -.1261 -.1555
	
878




.170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP .-	 .000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N -
	
10.000 THETAN -	 1.300
PHI-M -	 10.000 THETAM %	 1.600
PO/PSF - 2114.2	 RUN NO - 35.000
PO/PSF - 2114.+'	 RUN NO - 355.000
PO/PSF - 2114.2	 RUN NO - 35.000
r.`
PAGE 1115DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF07)
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180	 Q(PSF) =	 42.880 POIPSF m	 21)4 2	 RUN NO	 35.000





.050 -.3062 -.3852	 -.3714 --.0935
t'd .230 -.0863 -.0873
	 -.0831 --.0694




.770 -.0789 -.0758	 -.0779 -.1084
.878 -.0789 -.0768	 -.0758 -.0758
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.270	 Q(PSF)	 42.680 PO/PSF -	 2114.2	 RUN NO	 35.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y ► BML 0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2568 -.3694	 -.5157 -.0418
.230 -.0263 -.0379	 -.0389 -.0159
.410 -.0253 --.0316	 -.02134 -.0297
.590 -.0295 -.0295	 -.0295 -.0314
.770 -.0263 -.0231	 -.0284 -.0579
.878 -.0252 -.0252	 -.0263 -.0274
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA E 6) =	 10.330	 Q(PSF) R	 42.880 PO/PSF	 2114.2	 RUN NO	 35.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1976 -.2902	 -.4458 .0082
.230 .0336 .0178	 .0157 .0323
.410 .0272 .0230	 .0251 .0237	 .
.590 .0230 .0241	 .0230 .0220
.770 .0272 .0304	 •0283 -.0010
.878 .0272 .0272	 .0262 .0251
t
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-731 ) PAGE 1116
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF07)
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.050
	
ALPHA (	 1) _	 -.3I0	 Q(PSF) =	 42.928 PO/PSF	 2114.1 RUN NO	 34.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4427 -.5561	 -.5802 -,1879
.230 -.1710 -.1909	 -.1825 -.1776
.410 -.1742 -.1752	 -.1742 -.1673
.590 -.1783 -.1815	 -.1794 -.1759
.770 -.1763 -.1763	 -.1783 -.1742
.87B -.1742 -.1794	 -.1773 -.1773
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090	 Q(PSF)	 40.928 PO/PSF -	 2114.1 RUN NO =	 34.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3651 -.4703	 -.5429 -.1470
.230 -.1210 -.1399	 -.1369 -.1332
.410 -.1273 -.1305	 -.1294 -.1298
.590 -.1326 -.12536	 -.1315 -,1332
.770 -.1336 -.1326	 -.1325 -.1315	 !
.87B -.1305 -.1315	 -.1336 -.1315
BETA	 ( 21 _	 --5.040	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.090
	
Q(PSF)	 42.928 PO/PSF n 	 2114.1 RUN NO -	 34.000	 -




.050 -.3277 -.3949	 -.4559 -.1020
.230 -.0767 -.0935	 -.0903 -.0761 ----^
.410 -.079B -.0840	 -.0830 -.0613





DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1117
0A163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF073
BETA
	 t 2) n 	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200	 Q(PSFI a	 42.928 PO/PSF 2114.1 RUN NO n	 34.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.770 -.0378 -.0347	 -.0347 -.0504
.878 -.0399 -.0347	 -.0368 -.0357
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 5) 8.270	 Q(PSF) a	 42.928 PO/PSF x	 2114.1 RUN NO a	 34.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2131 -.2698	 -.3486 -.0038
.230 .0220 .0052	 .0041 .0254
.410 .0125 .011 51 	 .0146 .0185




.878 40052 .0136	 .0115 .0115
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 6) 10.310	 Q(PSF) C	 42.928 PO/P5F ¢	 2114.1 RUN NO -	 34.000





	 -.2975 .0461 -}-----







.770 .0555 .0609	 .059B .04141
.878 .0546 .0630	 .0619 .0609
PAGE 1118DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 :RFFF071
BETA ( 3) a	 .000	 ALPHA ( 11	 .000	 Q(PSF) d 42.928	 PO/PSF m 2114.1	 RUN NO m 33.000
	
SECTION









.050	 -.3618 -.4081 -.5386 -.1453
	
.230	 -.1315 -.1452 -.1399 -.1401
	
.410	 -.1304 -.1304 -.1294 -.1263
	
.590	 -.1357 -.1388 -.1367 -.1263
	
.770	 -.1399 -.1399 -.1388 -.1294
	
.878	 -.1399 -.1399 -.1409 -.1388
BETA ( 31 _	 . 000	 ALPHA ( 21 s	 2.050 QIPSF) w 42.928	 PO/PSF - 2114.1
	
RUN NO 0 33.000
	










	.050	 -.3195 -.3458 -.4687 °.1089
	
.230	 -.0904 -.1009 -.0988 -.0917
	
.410	 -.0914 -.0904 -.0883 -.0831
	
.590	 -.0935 -.0977 -.0956 -.0865
	
.770	 -.09BB -.0977 -.0956 -.0872
	
.878	 -.09BB -.0977 -.0977 -.0967
BETA ( 3) _	 . 000	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.080 Q(PSF) - 4R.928	 PD/PSF : 2114.1
	
RUN NO - 33.000
	SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/C14L
	
.050	 -.2758 -.2821 -.402! -.0711
	
.230	 -.0505 -.0568 -.0589 -.0452
	
.410	 -.0516 -.05I6 -.0463 -.0452
	
1590	 - . 0526 -.0526 -.0528 -.0470
	
.770	 -.0558 -.0526 -.0537 -.0484
	
.878	 -.0579 -.0547 -- . 0558 -.0547
F y
t
PAGE 1119DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF071
BETA	 131 .000	 ALPHA ( 4) 8.170	 Q(PSF) `	 42.928 PO/PSF
	
8114.1 RUN NO n 	 33.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2235 -,2256	 -.3295 -.0262
.230 -.0042 -.0073	 -.0136 -.0004
.410 -.0094 -.0073	 -.0042
-.0038
.590 -.0073 -.0073	 -.0063 -.0072
.770 -.Oc26 -.0063	 -.0094 -.0084
.878 -.0126 -.0052	 -.0094 --.0073
BETA	 ( 3) = .000
	
ALPHA 151 =	 8.290
	 Q(P5F)	 42.928 PO/PSF R	 2114.1 RUN NO
	 33.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML




.410 .0334 .0376	 .0397 .0476




.878 .0355 .0429	 .0397 .0408'-
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.350	 Q(P5F)	 42.928 PO/PSF	 2114.1 RUN NO +	 33,000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP















DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1120
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF07)
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030
	 ALPHA (	 1) -.010	 Q(PSF)	 a	 42.877 PO/PSF s	 2114.0 RUN NO	 32.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2875 -.2980	 -.4170 -.1161
.230 -.1064 -.1053	 -.1074 -.1092
.4I0 -.1074 --.1042	 -.1000 -.0988
.590 -.1053 -.1042	 - .1053 -.0988
.770 -.1054 -.1064	 -.1074 -.101)
.878 -.1074 -.1074	 -.1095 -.1074
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) n 	 2.010	 A(PSF)	 42.877 PO/PSF	 2114.0 RUN NO	 38.000
SECTION t ])MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2543 -.2501	 -.3667 -.0796
.230 -.0683 -.0620	 -.0704 -.0607
.410 -.0757 -.0672	 -.0630 -.0555
.590 -.0704 -.0630	 -.0630 -.0572
.770 -.0683 -.0651	 -.0704 -.0620
.878 -.0651 -.0630	 -.0672 -.0693
!ETA	 (	 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 31 4.100	 Q(PSF) i	 42.877 FO/P5F	 2114.0 RUN NO .	 32.000











.590 -.0400 -.0263	 -.0284 -.0297
.770 -.0316 -.0242	 -.0263 -.0263
.878 -.0273 -.0179
	 -.0242 -.0273
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) a	 5.030 ALPHA t 4) -	 6.170	 Q(PSF) a	 42.877 PO/PSF *	 2114.0
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2483 -.1084 -.196B .0013
.230 -.0084 .0136 .0062 -.0055
.410 -.0063 .0073 .0052 .0082
.590 -.0074 .0052 .0094 .0116
.770 -.0063 .0094 .0125 .0125
.878 -.00523 .0157 .0294 .0336
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030 ALPHA 15) =	 8.230
	
O(PSF) *	 42.877 POIPSF m	 22114.0
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1988 -.0757 --.1357 .0358
.230 .0199 .0525 .0525 .0306
.410 .0357 .0504 .0451 .0409
.590 .0315 .0473 .0504 .0495
.770 .0325 .0483 .0525 .0557
.878 .0283 .0483 .0662 .0778
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 61 -	 10.310	 QIPSF) a	 42.877 PO/PSF	 2114.A
SECTION i ])MAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.1682 -.0504 -.0725 .0668
.230 .0483 .0892 .0945 .0702
.410 .0745 .0945 .0850 .0823
.590 .0714 .0871 .0871 .0961
.770 .0703 .0850 .0935 .0977
.878 .0640 .0871 .1061 .1176
PAGE 1121
IRFFF07)
RUN NO a 32.000
RUN NO = 32.000
R1lN NO .= 32.000
;,
4--
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
IRFFF07)
BETA	 ( 5) 10.1)0 ALPHA ( I) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.858 PO/PSF -	 2114.1	 RM NO =	 31.900
SECTION ( AMAIN LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3370 -.1938	 -.3360 -.0867
.230 -.1011 -.0706	 -.0842 -.0815
.410 -.1074 -.0842	 -.0821 -.0781
.590 -.0969 -.OB32	 -.OB1l -.079B
.770 -.0895 -.0800	 -.0779 -.0832
.878 -.0821 -.0653	 -.0727 -.0727
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.110	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.040	 O(PSF) -	 42.85B PO/PSF -
	
2114.1	 RUN NO -
	 31.000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4475 -.1737	 -.2106 -.0453
.230 -.0779 -.042I	 -.0368 -.0600
.410 -.0653 -.0421	 -.0463 -.0453
.590 -.0653 -.0495	 -.0463 -.0418
.770 -.0590 -.0463	 -.0421 -.0390
.878 -.0569 -.0379	 -.0221 -.0084
BETA	 t 5) =	 10.110 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.100	 QIPsF)	 42.858 PO/PSF =	 2114.I	 RUN NO =	 31.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
0'.0 -.4009 -..1536	 - .1357 -.0176
.230
-.0526_ -.0095	 .0041 -.0331
.410 -.0?73 .0010	 -.0095 -.0055
.590 -.0252 -.0095	 -.0095 -.0004
.770 -.0242 --.0095	 --0021 .0000
.878 -.0231 -.0042	 .0157 .0304
PACE 1122
t:r
PAGE 1123DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF07)
BETA
	 ( 5) a	 10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 41 6.210	 Q(PSF) =	 42.859 PO/PSF A	 2114.1 RIN NO a	 31.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR- I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





050 -.4022 -.1369	 -.0474 .01160 .230 -.0200 .0262	 .0441 .0013
.410 .0104 .0483	 .0315 .0341
.590 .0125 10336	 .0315 .0479
t0 .770 .0147 .0315	 .0368 .0410
C^ .878 .0157 .0315	 .0526 .06841 BETA	 ( 5) 10.110	 ALPHA	 (	 5) -	 B.250	 Q(PSF)	 42.859 POIPSF a	 2114.1 RUN NO	 31.000
L
c^
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.410 .0430 .0961	 .0693 .0702






BETA	 ( 5) =	 I0.100
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 ID.330	 Q(PSF) a	 42. 858 PO/FSF n	 2114.1 RUN,
	
NO •	 31.000






.230 .0346 .0977	 .1145 .0633
.410 .0703 .I197	 .1029 .1081
.590 .0903 .1019	 .1040 .1185




MACH	 .170 ELEVON o	 .000
80FLAP a	 .000 SPDSRK -	 25.000
PHI-N a	 15.000 TH TAN -	 2.000
PHI-Fl =	 15.000	 THETAM m	 2.400
PO/PSF a 2125.6
	
RUN ND a 155.00
PO/PSF = 2125.6	 RUN NO a 156.00
PO/PSF a 2125.6	 MIN NO - 156.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - UA:63 ( NA,AL-751 ) 	 PACZ 11611
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR: ININIER SURFACE
	
(RFFFOBI	 ( 03 FED 76 1
REFERENCE DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT.
	 XMRP a 1075.7000 IN. X0
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = 	 . 0000 IN. YO
BREF -	 936.6800 INCHES 2MRP a 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA t 1) a -10.070	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 .0:0
	
Q(PSF) - 422.857
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.5719 -.7265 -1.1344 -.2969
.230	 -.2744 -.2681 -.2986 -.2452
.410	 -.2670 -.2786 -.2744 -.2624
590	 -.2649 -.2723 -.2754 -.2710
1770	 -.2626 -.2681 -.2670 -.2733
.878 -.2586 -.2618 -.2628 -.2628
BETA ( 1) = -10.070
	
ALPHA t 21	 2.050	 Q(PSf) n 42.867
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1






.050	 -.5114 -.6461 -1.0187 -.2471
.230	 -.2357 - . 2115 --.2494 -.E240
.410	 -.2157 -.2284 -.2273 -.2092
.590	 -.2168 -.2210 -.2305 -.2230
.770	 -.2136 -.2168 -.2189 -.2252
.878	 - .2084 -.2626 -.2178 -.2147
BETA ( 1) = -10.070
	
ALPHA 1 31 =	 4.130	 QtPSF) - 42.607
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1




.050	 -.4587 -.5747 -.9036 -.1958
.230	 -.1856 -.1529 -.1982 -.1577
.410	 -.1624 -.1782 -.1782 -.1629
.590	 -41655 -.1719 -.1782 -.1750
.770	 -.1624 -.1676 -.1698 
-.1782
.878	 -.1592 -.1645 -.1708 -.1851
PAGE 1125DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF081
BETA ( 11 . -10.070
	
ALPHA ( 4) m	 6.220 Q(PSF) m 42.867	 PO/PSF a 2125.6
	
RUN NO o 158.40








.050	 -.3965 -.4965 -.7780 -.1456
.230	 -.1328 -.0854 -.1434 -.1110
.410	 -.1044 -.' mP3 -.1191 -.1075
.590	 -.1138 --:--3 -.1265 -.1231
.770
	 -.1138 -.1150 -.1181 -.1297
.1378
	 -.1086 -.1107 -.1191 -.1181
BETA ( 1) = -10.080
	 ALPHA ( 5) W	 8.300
	
OtPSF) m 42.867	 PO/PSF Q 2125.6	 RUN NO	 155.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
XICML
.050	 -.0588 -.0577 -,0619 -.0698
.230	 -.0556 -.0546 -.0672 -.1363
.410	 -.0693 -.3400 -.4145 -.0714
.590	 -.0441 -.0661 --.0136 -.0588
.770	 -.0556 -.0399 -.0619 -.0619
.878 -.0965 -.0567 -.0651 -.0693
BETA ( 1) = -10.070
	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.350 Q(PSF) m 42.867	 POIPSF . 2125.6
	
RUN NO	 156.00
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 f'EPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/GML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .6530
X/CML
.050	 -.2816 -.3300 -.5391 -.0314
.230	 .0020	 .0598 -.0273 -.002I
.410	 .0?20 -.0010 -.0063	 .0099
.590	
-.0010 -.0115 -.0126 -.0107
.770
	 -.0010	 .0000	 .0000 -.0158
.878	 -.0010	 .0073 -.0084 -.0042
_....	
•,.,--•tea--•-^--	 ..^.^..^^-^,,
-PAGE llc3	 --^DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 [ NAAL-751 I
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF06)
BETA	 121 n	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .020	 Q(PSF) •	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO u	 157.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5717 -.6653	 -.9765 -.2382
.230 -.1755 -.1955	 -.2439 -.1986
.410 -.1913 -.2228	 -.2226 -.2055
.590 -.20BI -.2217	 -.2238 -.2210
.770 -.2154 -.2196	 -.2249 -.2239
.87B -.2091 -.2133	 -.2238 -.2207
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA t 21 -	 2.070
	
O(PSF) -	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 157.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5103 -.5849	 -.8558 -.1932
.230 -.1407 -.1270	 -.1932 -.1467
.410 -.1396 -.1690	 -.1743 -.1553
.590 -.1696 -.1722	 -.1764 -.1726
.770 -.1539 -.1690	 -.1743 -.1701
.678 -.1617 -.1596	 -.1732 -.1711
BETA	 i 2) _	 -5.050 ALPHA l 3) =	 4.160	 0(PSF) s	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 157.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/Ciri
.050 -.4502 -.499-".	 -.7363 -.1435
.230 -.0999 -.0631	 -.1386 -.0952
.410 -.OF162 -.1157	 -.1209 -.1038
.590 -.1094 -.1241	 -.1262 -.I211
.770 -.1125 -.1178	 -.1199 •-.1199
.978 -.1115 -.1062	 -.1220 -.1178
DATE 17 MAY 78 	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) R	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 41 a	 6.240	 Q(P5F) w	 42.923 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3695 -.4179	 -.6189 -.0953
.230 -.0558 .0083	 -.1853 -.0470
.410 -.0337 -.0621	 -.0653 -.0521
.590 -.0579 -.0737	 -.0758 -.0746
.770 -.0589 -.0631	 -.0705 -.0747
.878 -.0589 -.0537	 -.0695 -.0642
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.280'	 Q(PSF) a	 42.923 PO/P5F	 2125.5






.230 -.0084 .0702	 -.038B -.0124
.410 .0104 -.0073	 -.0189 -.0141
.590 -.0136 -.0262	 -.0315 -.0279
.770 -.0136 -.0105	 -.0147 -.0126
.878 --.Oils .0000	 -.0010 -.0042
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 I0.340	 O(PSF) -	 42.923 POIPSF	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2581 -.2591	 -.4281 .0116
.230 .0345 .1363	 .0145 .0288
.410 .0%5 .0451	 .0272 .0305
590 .0356 .0240	 .0240 .0322
.770 .0355 .0366	 .0365 .0503
.878 .0345 .0482	 10566 .0597
PAGE 1127
(RFFFOB)
RUN NO • 157.00
RUN NO n 157.00
RUN NO - 157.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I PAGE 1168
OAI63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF08)
BETA	 ( 3) ,. .000
	 ALPHA	 (	 1) g	 QD0	 QIPSF) -	 42.883	 PO/P5F a	 2125.4 RUN NO	 155.00
SECTION I IIMAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0700 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
,050 -.5080 -.5469	 -.7173 -.2263
.23'D -.1546 -.1083	 -.1841 -.1522
.410 -.1409 -.1630	 -.1651 -.1625
.590 -.1588 -.1693	 -.1704 -.1625
.770 -.1620 -.1693	 -.1756 -.1599
.878 -.1599 -.1652	 -.1767 -.1735
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 2) 2.070
	 0(PSF) -	 42.883	 PO/P5F	 2125.4 RUN NO r	 155.00
SECTION ( I)MAI-N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0750 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4625 -.4857	 -.6574 -.1593
.230 -.1032 -.0579	 -.1380 -.1075
.410 -.1043 -.1180	 -.1222 -.11'44
.590 -.1169 -.1254	 -.1275 .1230
.7710 -.I148 -.1201	 -.1285 -.1222
.878 -.1138 -.1117	 -.1264 -.1254
BETA
	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 31 4.130	 Q(PSF) -	 42.583	 PO/PSF -	 2 125.4 RUN NO -	 155.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.0494 .0094	 -.0935 -.0883
.410 -.0599 -.0641	 -.0788 -.0779
.590 -.0746 -.0820	 -.0830 -.0814
.770 -.0704 -.0715	 -.0746 -.0694
.B7d -.0662 -.0536	 -.0546 -.0515
M
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN MAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 31 .000	 ALPHA 141 6.200	 O(PSF) =	 42.883 PO/$SF -	 2125.4
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML-
.050 -.3528 -.3402	 -.4897 -.0677
.230 .0031 .0684	 -.0453 -.0435
.410 -.13200 -.0158	 -.0337 -.0349
.590 -.0".26 -.0379	 -.0358 -.0314




BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA t 51 -	 8.280	 O(PSF1 =	 42.863 PO/PSF•	 2125.4
SECTION I IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0780 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3099 -.2668	 -.4202 -.0193
.230 .0640 .1165	 .0020 .0030
.410 .0230 .0293	 .0125 .0133
.590 .0125 .nIB4	 .0136 .OI85
.770 .0167 .0209	 .0241 .0335
.878 .0178 .8356	 .0461 .0556
BETA	 (3) _ .000	 . ALPHA 1 61 =	 10.340	 O(PSF) a	 42.BB3 PO/PSF• .	 2125.4
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .9530
X/CML
.050 -.2899 -.1964	 -13403 .0305
.230 .1049 .1459	 .0493 .0460
.410 .0629 .0734	 .0565 .0564
.590 .0535 .0566	 .0587 .0684
.770 .0566 .0650	 .0703 .0776
.878 .0555 .0797	 .0934 .1049
PAM 1129
(RFFF08)
RUN NO n 1555.00
RUN NO v 155.00
RUN NO m 155.04
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
^ •.163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFFOB)
BETA { 4)	 5.000	 ALPHA ( I) -
	 .000 O(PSF) w 42.867	 PO/PSF r 2125.4	 RUN NO v 158.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5620	 .9530
X/CML
.050
	 -.5249 -.4355 -.4849 -.1470
.230
	 -.0831 -.0576 --.1315 -.1384
.410	 -:1168 -.1125 -.1178 -.1125
.590	 -.1210 -.1241 -.1304 -.1297
.770	
-.1094 -.1115 -.1210 -.I252
.87B	
-.1062 -.0915 -.0978 -.1062
BETA 14) =	 5.000	 ALPHA (2) -	 2.070 QCPSF) - 42.867
	 PO/PSF - 2125.4 	 kuN NO	 158.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .85312
XICML
.050	
-.5020 -.3683 -.4799 -.1143
.230	 -.0473 -.0158 -.0947 -.1091
.410	 -.OBIO -.0705 -.0831 -.0797
.590	 -.0873 -.0942 -.0852 -.0815
.770
	 -.0779 -.0726 -.0737 -.0758
.878
	 -.0716 -.0558 -.0505 -.0452
BETA 14) r	 5.000
	
ALPHA (3) -	 4.130 Q(PSF)	 42.867	 PO/PSF - 2125.4	 RUN NO - 158.0D
S€CTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-1





.050	 -.4802 -.3075 -.4149 -.0625
.230	 -.0116	 .0241 -.0495 -.0712
.410	 -.0330 -.0305 -.0432 -.0401
.590	 -.0474 -.0463 
-.0400 -.0349
.770







DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 6A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR8	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF08)
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.000 ALPHA t 4) -	 6.200	 Q(PSF) -.	 42.867 PO /PSF n 	 2125.4	 RUN NO	 158.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.456( -.2791	 -.3276 -.0280
.230 .0241 .0569	 .0010 -.0349
.410 .0073 .0178	 .0031 -.0004
.590 -.0074 -.0031	 .0041 .0116
.770
-.0084 -.0010	 .0169 .0241





ALPHA t 51 -	 8.260	 O(PSF) n 	 42.967 PO/PSF *	 2125.4	 RUN NO	 158.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
-0-160 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/Chit
.050 -.4304 -.2383	 -.235I .0099
.230 .0545 .0902	 .0503 .0064
.410 .0503 10639	 .0471 .0426
.590 .0388 .0409	 .0492 .05BI
.770 .0325 .0377	 .0608 .0713
.878 .0230 .0482	 .4891 .tIB5
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.000
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.370	 O(PSF) w	 42.867 PO/PSF n 	 2125.4	 RUN NO -	 158.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.41I6 -.2169	 -.1705 .0531
.230 .0915 .1294	 .0978 .0531
.413 .0936 .1157	 .0905 .0859
.590 .0862 .0883	 .0936 .1100
.770 .0736 .0820	 .1052 .1210
.878 .0578 .0862	 .13I5 .1694
PAGE 1131
i. - -
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 5) 10.050 ALPHA f	 1)	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.887 PO/PSF n 	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5580 -.3780 -.3232 -.1022
.230 -,0811 -.0495 -.0853 -.1264
.410 -.0905 -.0731 -.0811 -.0815
590 -.0979 -.0884 -.0853 -.0867
.770
-.0937 -.0832 -.0716 -.0758
.878 -.0895 -.0632 -.0442 -.0368
BETA	 ( 51 n 	 10.050 ALPHA ( 21 2.080	 O(PSF) -	 42.887 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5498 -.3869 -.2923 -.0797
.230 -.0441 -.0042 -.0357 -.0883
.410 -.0378 -.0147 -.0368 -.0348
.590 -.0505 -.0410 -.0347 -.0262
.770 -.0568 -.0410 -.0221 -.0147
.878 -.0662 -.0347 .0094 .0504
BETA	 ( 51 -	 10.050 ALPHA ( 31 4.130	 O(PSF) 0	 42.887 PO/PSF -	 2125.5
SECTION t I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x / Cl'iL
.050 -.Cp93 -.3209 -.2894 -.0228
.230 -.0031 .0462 .0136 -.0590
.410 .0(141 .0357 .9073 .0064
.590 -.0010 .0083 .0083 .0254
.770 -.0179 -.0010 .0157 .0325
.878 -.0358 -.0010 .0525 .1115
PAGE 1132
(RFFFOS)
RUN NO - 158.00
RUN NO s 159.00
RUN NO : 159.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -• OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) STAGE 1133
0:63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFOB)
® BETA	 ( 51 10.050	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.200	 Q(PSF) a	 42.887 PO/PSF =	 8125.5 RUN NO	 159.00
roSECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 .0462 .078B	 .0 1+83 .0479
i .590 .0441 .0504	 .0462 .0720
i-; .770 .0294 .0357	 .0567 .0767
.878 .0000 .0294	 .0946 .1578 --- -- -
BETA	 1 51 =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q (P5F) =	 42.867 PO/PSF	 2I25.5 RUN NO •	 159.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
--^
.050 -.4528 -.2070	 -.1534 .0581
.230 .0629 .1239	 11092 .0013
.410 .0787 .1165	 ..Iasi .0805
.590 .0640 .0892	 .0808 .1115
.770 .0640 .0714	 .0955 .1144
.878 .0283 .0587	 .1323 .2022
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.320	 Q ( PSF) s	 42.887 PO/PSF =	 8125.5 RUN NO -	 159.00	 +---^
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3876 -.1449	 -.1008 .0977
.230 .0923 .1564	 .1533 .0271 -r ---




.770 .0944 .1060	 .1344 .1533
.878 .0535 .0923	 .1753 .2477
i - I__
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 c NAAL-751 ) 	 PAQZ 11zis
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR BOOR INNER SURFACE
	




SREF m 	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP a 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP - 	 .0003 IN. YO
	
BREF -




SETA (	 11 - -10.050	 ALPHA ( 11 -	 .000	 O(PSF1 - 42.902
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.050	 -.5953 -.7522 -1.1094 -•.3010
	.230	 -.3782 -.20I2 -.3213 -.2733
	
.410	 -.2887 -.2929 -.2992 -.2751
	
.590	 -.2887 -.299c -.3024 -.3010
.770 -.2845 -.2897 -.2960 -.2876
.878 -.2813 -.2887 -.2939 -.2739
	
BETA (	 1) _ -I0.050
	 ALPHA ( 2) -




( A MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CHL
	
.050	 -.5352 -.6689 -.9882 -.2491
	
.230	 -.309" -.1275 -.2676 -.2336
	
.4ID	 -.2233 -.2349 -- . 2444 -.2267
	.590	 -.2318 -.2433 -.2486 -.2526
	
.770
	 - . 2307 -.2360 -.2381 -.2328
	
.B78	 -.2286 -.2339 -.2402 -.2212
	
SETA (	 1) = -10.060
	
ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.120	 Q(PSF) a 42.902
	
SECTION	 ( ])MAIN LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




	.050	 -.4855 -.5832 -.864B -.IBB2
	
.230	 -.2280 -.0546 -.2081 -.1744
	
.410	 -.1418 -.1734 -.1839 -.1623
	
.590	 -.1755 -.I860 -.1891 -.1882,
	.770
	 -.1776 -.1807 -.1860 -.1734
	
.878	 -.1776 -.1776 -.1797 -.1681
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH *
	 .170 ELEVON -
	
.000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK -
	
25.000
PHI-N u	 20.000 THETAN	 2.900
PHI-M -
	
20.000 THETAM =	 3.100
PO/PSF - 2125.6	 RUN NO a 150.00
PO/PSF w 2125.6	 RUN NO a 150.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SLR3FACE
BETA ( 1) a -10.060	 ALPHA t 41 n 	 6.200	 Q(PSF) a 42.902	 POfPSF a 2125.6
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR RR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	
.3 'w	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.4397 -.5028 -.7469 -.1280
	
.230	
-.1641 -.0158 -.1483 -.1159
	
.410	 -.0642 -.1094 -.1273 -.1021
	
.590	 -.1178 -.1336 -.1357 -.1315
	
.770	 -.1231 -.1241 -.1283 -.1147
	
.878	 -.1252 -.1169 -.1241 -.1136
PAGE 1135
(RFFF091
RUN NO a 150.00
BETA t 1) n -10.060
	 ALPHA ( 5) a	 8.290 QIPSF) a 42.902	 PO/P5F a 2125.6	 RUN 140 a 150.00




























BETA ( 1) a -10.060	 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.400 Q(PSF) a 42.902	 POrPSF a 2125.6	 RUN NO m 150.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR )R-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y41 ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XfCmL
	
.050	 -.3260 -.3334 -.5I26	 .0013
	
.230	 -.0681	 .0429 -.0199 -.0107
	
.410	 .0586	 .0146 -.0084	 .0081
	
.590
	 .0031 -.0178 -.0178 -.0193
	
.770
	 -.0052 -.0073 -.0126 -.0042
	









DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER 51h"' CAM	 CRFFF09)
BETA
	
i 21 n 	 -5.030
	
ALPHA t 11	 .000	 YIPSFl =	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2125.5	 RLIN NO =	 151.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5020 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6I49 -.6736	 -.9737 -.2430







.770 -.2214 -.2350	 -.2382 -.2371
.878 -.2256 -.2350	 -.2434 -.2487
.	 BETA	 ( 21 -5.030	 ALPHA t 2)	 2.070
	
O[PSF)	 42.935 PO/P5F n 	 2125.5	 RUN NO n 	 151.00
SECTION [ I)MAIN Ltd GF3 OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.5625 -.5887	 -.8521 -.1948
.230 -.2235 -.0650	 -.2057 -.1621
.410 -.0955 -.I647	 -.1657 -.1604
.590 -.j532 -.1857	 -_1920 -.1793
.770 -.1689 -.1836
	 -.1878 -.1868
.878 -.1721 -.I826	 -.1899 -.1962
BETA	 L 2! _	 -5.030	 ALPHA [ 31 =	 4.140	 O(PSF) _	 42.935 POIPSF a	 2125.5	 RUN NO -	 151.00




.050 -.5045 -.5150	 -.7386 -.1520
.230 -.1892 -.0483
	 -.1482 -.1124
.410 -.0536 -.1082	 -.1282 -.10b2
.590 -.1019 -.1377	 -.1387 -.1331
.770




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-7551 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
IRFFF091
BETA	 ( 2) n 	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.210	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.935 PO/PSF -	 2125.5	 RUN NO	 151.00





.050 -.44I1 -.4316	 -.6264 -.1039
.230 -.1505 -.0379	 -.0895 -.0608




-.0610 -.0737	 -.0832 -.0653
.878
-.0663 -.0663	 -.0810 -.0642
BETA	 ( 2) a	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.935 POIPSF	 2125.5	 RUN NO	 151.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3723 °.3502	 -.5226 -.0555
.230 -.0946 .0020	 -.0315 -.0279
.410 .0252 .0094	 -.0242 -.0331
.590






BETA	 ( 21 _	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.420
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.935 PO/PSF -	 2125.5	 RUN NO -
	
151.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.0314 .0177	 .0303 .0322
.410 .0549 .0681
	 .0303 .0288
.590 .0408 .0240	 .0219 .0253
_770 .0377 .0335	 .0345 .0502
.678 .0335 ..0450	 .0555 .0639
PAGE 1137
E.
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1138
OA163 ORB
	 "AIN GEAR DOOR INNER SUIFACE CRFFF091
BETA	 ( 3) .000	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000
	
0(PSF) -	 42.942 PO/PSF a	 2125.4 RUN NO	 152.00
















.876 -.1665 -.1822	 -.1948 -.2010
BETA	 ( 3) - .000	 ALPHA ( 21	 2.070
	 0(PSFI -	 42.942 PO/PSF -	 2125.4 RUN NO -	 152.00








.230 -.1973 -.0944	 -.1395 -.1157
.410 -.0892 -.0997	 -.1322 -.1122





BETA	 ( 3) a .000	 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.130
	
OIPSF) -	 42.942 PO/PSI= -	 2I25.4 RUN NO
	
152.01)

















PAGE 1139DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-7 151 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
IRFFF09)
BETA	 ( 31 u .000	 ALPHA ( 4) m	 6.220	 01PSF) s	 48.942 PO/PSF w	 2165.4	 RUN ND n 	 152.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 -.0084 .0052	 -.0347 -.0349
.590 -.0326 -.0410	 -.0452 -.0366
.770 -.0284 -.0284	 -.0274 -.0210
.B78 -.0295 -.0105	 .0020 .0115
BETA	 (3) m .000	 ALPHA ( 5) m	 8.270	 0(PSF) s	 42.942 PDIPSF	 2125.4	 RUN NO 	 152.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/cML
.050 -.3920 -.2750	 -.418B -.0262
.230 .0356 .0220	 .0209 -.0090
.410 .0356 .0545	 .0136 .0099
1590 .0136 .0115	 .0062 .0168




BETA	 ( 31 .000	 ALPHA 1 6) 10.340	 0(PSF) m	 42.942 PO/PSF -	 2125.4	 RUN NO m	 152.00




.050 -.3405 -.2091	 -.3247 .0254
.230 .0976 .0945	 .CB29 .0392
.410 .0808 .0955	 .0619 .0547




.878 .0483 .0766	 .:071 .1239
. .. . . . . . . . . 	 .
PO/PSF - 212:3.4	 RUN NO - .153.00
PO/PSF a 2125.4	 RUN NO - 153.00
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 IRFI'F091
BETA 1 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 11 r	 .030 Q(PSF) a 42.938
	
PO/PSF n 2125.4	 RUN NO - 153.00
SECTiON t AMAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML




.050	 -.6124 -.5065 -.5547 -.1861
	
.230	 -.092B -.0608 -.1269 -.1483
	
.410	 -.1059 -.0965 -.1227 -.1087
	
.590	 -.1174 -.1248 -.1374 -.1293
	
.770
	 -.1070 -.1122 -.1216 -.1353
	
.878	 -.1122 -.0902 -.0912 -.0986
BETA ( 41 -	 5.020	 ALPHA S 21
	 2.070 O(PSFI r 42.538
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CMt
	
.050	 -.5667 -..4303 -.5195 -.1552
	
.230	 -.0441 -.0252 -.08IB -.1329
	
.410	 -.0693 -.0546 -.0850 -.0795
	
.590	 -.0808 -.0839 -.0902 -.0916
	
.770	
-.0724 -.0703 ^-.0745 -.0776
.878 -.0755 -.0535 -.0399 -.0304
BETA ( 41 a	 5.020
	 ALPHA ('31 -	 4..100
	
Q(PSF) - 42.93B
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0420 -.0441 -.1451 5.7925
	
.230	 -.0336 -.0241 -.0210 -.1502
	
.410	 -.0136	 .0157	 .0251 -.1674
	
.590	 -.5273 -.3687 -.4601 -.1072
	
.770
	 .0000	 .0241 -.0273 -.0331
	
.878	
-.0231 -.0105 -.0357 	 .1786
V	 DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 L NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 141 a	 5.020
	 ALPHA ( 41 n 	 6.210	 QIPSF) a	 42.939
	
PO/PSF n 	 2125.4







^d +O .230 .0335 .0610	 .0304 -.0418
O .410 .0210 .0336
	 .0094 .0082
9 .590 .0031 -.0021
	
.0041. .0168




.87B - .0147 .0157	 .0641 .0862
r^n BETA
	
l 4 3 5.020
	
ALPHA (5) -	 8.270	 Q(PSF)	 42.938	 PC/PSF	 2125.4



















	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.350	 Q1PSF) -	 42.938
	
PO/PSF	 2125.4
SECTION C !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















RUN NO s 153.00
RUN NO - 153.00




PACE 1142RATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INWR SURFACE (FtFFF091
BETA	 t 51 10.080
	
ALPHA t	 I) Q	 .000	 O(PSF) -	 42.898	 PO/PSF -	 8125.5 RUN NO '	 154.00
SECTION ( I.)MAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
450 -.6462 -.4547	 -.3873 -.1471
.R30 -.0716 -.0452	 -.0652 -.1367
.410 -.0768 -.0642
	 -.08a1 -.0746
.590 -.0921 -.OB52	 -.0863 -.0901
.770 -.0768 -.0716	 -»0684 -.0779
.878 -.0652 -.0517	 -.0337 -.0242
BETA	 ( 51 R	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.070	 01P5F) a	 42.898
	
PO/PSF 9	 2125.5 RUN l4"O :	 154.00





.050 -.7009 -.4928	 -.2900 -.1486
.230 --.0168 .0073
	 -.0200 -.1020
.410 -.0094 '	 .0031	 -.0263 -.006
.590 -.0263 -.0336	 -.0336 -.0228
.770 -.0399 -.036S	 -.0147 -.0094
.878 -.0651 -.0336
	 .0304 .0693




PO/PSF	 RIMS RISE W s	 1514.00
SECTION l I)MA1N LND OR OR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6398 -.4009	 -.3231 -.0590
.230 .0399 .0694	 .0346 -.0711
.410 .0452 .0557	 .0231 .0220
.590 .0336 .0210	 .0199 .0341
.770 .0031 0062	 .0294 .0525
.B78 -.0368 -.0105	 .0767 .1515
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE 1343
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF091
BETA ( 51	 10.090	 ALPHA 1 41 n 	 6.$00 Q(PSF) n 42.898	 PO/PSF a 8125.5	 RUN NO n 154.00
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5920	 .13530
X/ CIt
	
.050 -.5067	 -.2549 -.2560	 .0203
.230	 .0831	 .1263	 .1105 -.0556
.410	 .0916	 .0958	 .0642
	 .0635
.590	 .0800	 .0652	 .0568	 .0756
.770	 .0347	 .0347	 .0715	 .1010
.878	 -.0137	 .0147	 .1211	 .2090
BETA ( 51 n - 10.080	 ALPHA 1 51 -	 8.280 O(PSF) n 42.898
SECTION ( I1MAIN	 LNO GR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .9530
X/CML




.410	 .1353	 .1385	 .1007	 .0994
.590	 .1269	 .1059	 .0975	 .1166
.770
	 .0671	 .0713	 .1091	 .1427
.878	 .0094	 .0419	 .1616	 .2589
BETA ( 5)
	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.440	 QIPSF) or 42.898
SECTION ( MAIN	 LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .
	 0760	 .3100	 .51320	 .6530
X/cML
.050	 -.3788	 -.1480 --.0850
	 .0959
.230	 .1573	 .1761	 .I803 -.0262
.410	 .1,751	 .1772	 .1363	 .1372
1590	 .1566	 .1469	 .1384	 .1579
.770	 .1007	 .1059	 .1552	 .1834
.878	 .0450	 .0713	 .1578	 .3105
PO/PSF * 2125.5
	
RUN NO n 154.00
PO/PSF s 2125.5	 RUN ND n 154.00
MACH .170 ELEVON w .000
8DF'LAP - .000 SPDBRK n 25.000
PHI-N
	
a 30.800 THETAN = 5.000
PHI-M	 - 32.200 THETAM a 5.000
POIPSF .	 2131.0	 RUN NO Q 50.000
PARAMETRIC DATA
POIPSF - 2131.0	 RUN NO a 50.000
POIPSF - 2131.0
	
RUM NO a 50.000
Y
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1	 PAM 1144
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFFID)	 ( 05 APR 16 1
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF ®	 2690.0000 SQ X T.	 XMRP v 1075.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF r	 474.8100 INCHES
	
YMRP n 	 .0000 IN. YO











SECTION	 t ])MAIN LND GR DR-1







.050	 -.3152 -.3089 -.3142 -.3133
	
.230	 -.3173 -.3078 -.3152 -.2078
	
.410	 -.2762 -.3152 -.3226 -.30I5
	
.590	 -.2309 -.7021 -.7348 -.3036
	
.770
	 -.2246 -.1602 -.4438 -.2984
	




	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.080	 O(PSF)	 42.792
	
SECTION	 t IIMAIN LND OR DR-I









.050	 -.6347 -.6484 -.9521 -.2597
	
.,230	 -.3922 -.4122 -.2330 -.2I65
	
.410	 -.11I7 -.1687 -.2446 -.2320
.590 -.2182 -.2488 -.2551 -.2632
	
.770
	 -.2541 -.2551 -.2615 -.2499
	
.878	 -.2604 -.2804 -.2636 -.2541
	
BETA (	 11 = -10.070	 ALPHA (3) -	 4.130
	 Q1PSF1 = 42.792
	
SECTION	 t ))MAIN LND GR DR-1








.050	 -.5724 --.5592 -.8449 -.2238
	
.230	 -.3612 -.3696 -.1669 -.I597
	
410	 -.08I3 -.0993 -.1859 -.1787
	
.590	 -.1552 -.1836 -.2006 -.2065
	
.770	 -.1954 - .2006 -.2070 -.1975
	
.878	 -.2039 -.2091 -.2059 -.2102
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA.- OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1143
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFIO)
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.210	 O(PSF) =	 42.792 PO/PSF =	 2131.0 RUN NO	 50.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP-
Y/BML .0760 .31.00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5185 -.4932	 -.7409 -.21I2
.230 --.3246 -.3119	 -.1012 -.1041
.410 -.0495 -.0369	 -.1275 -.1179
.590 -.0948 -.1265	 -.1402 -.1455
.770 -.1370 -.1391	 -.1475 -.1380
.678 -.1433 -.1528	 -.1465 -.1602
BETA
	
(	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.290	 O(PSF)	 42.792 POIPSF =	 2131.0 RUN NO	 50.000
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .58220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4683 -.4146	 -.6314 -.2782
.230 -.2694 -.2389	 -.0242 -.0487
.4 .10 -.0169 .0178	 -.0694 -.0608
.590 -.043I -.0652	 -.0673 -.0864
.770 -.0726 -.0768	 -.0905 -.0726
.878 -.0884 -.OB84	 -.0905 -.1105
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA 1 6) m	 10.350	 0(PSF) =	 42.792 PO/PSV s	 2131.0 RUN NO .	 50.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4244 -.3307	 -.5403 -.1144
w
.230 -.2043 -.1622	 .0452 -.0228
.410 .OP31 .0684	 -.0189 .0013
.590 .9094 -.0031	 -.0253 -.0314
.770 -.0116 -.0147	 -.0316 -.0200
.878 -.0274 -.0189	 -.0274 -.0453
PAGE 1145DATE l7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFFID)
BETA
	
( 2) #	 -5.040
	
ALPHA 11) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) .	 42.810 PO/PSI• a	 2130.9	 RUN NO n	 49.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 -.6761 -.6361	 -.9 .135 •-.2841
.230 -.4314 •-.4325	 --.2057 -.2287
.410 -.1403 -,1287	 -.2405. -.2201
.590 -.1730 -.2310	 -,2532 -.2356
.770 -.2057 -.2437	 -.2532 -.2679
.878 -.2215 -,2595	 -.2584 -.2816
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.040	 ALPHA 1 2) 2.070	 Q(PSF) *	 42 . 810 PO/PSF -	 a'I30.9	 RUN NO -	 49.000





.050 -.6498 -.5566	 -.8162 -.3026
.230 -.3986 -.3707	 -.1411 -.1748
.410 -.1179 -.0800	 -.1843 -.1662
.590 -.1327 -.1748	 -.2001 -.1817
.770 -.1569 -.1864	 -.1980 -.2233
.878 -.1727 -.2022	 -.2075 -.2327
BETA	 1 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.110	 Q ( P5F)	 42.810 PO/PSF a	 2130 .9	 RUN NO s	 48.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5084 -.496$	 -.7294 -.2437
.230 -.3221 -.2926	 --.0726 -.1384
.410 -.0821 -.0337	 -.1368 -.1091
.590 -:0916 -.1189	 -,1358 -.1367




4	 . ^ '..-.tea ,
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 OR8	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.050 ALPHA ( 41 6.180	 O(P5F)	 -	 42.810 PO/PSF -	 2130.9
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5439 -.4166 -.6165 -.3816
.230 -.2230 -.2041 .0031 -.1401
.410 -.0337 .0041 -.0810 -.0538
.590 -.0421 -.0600 -.0905 -.0866
.770 -.0536 -.0694 -.0915 -.0831
.876 -.0705 » .0726 -.0778 -.0905
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.250
	 0(P5F) n 	 42.810 PO/PSF -	 2130.9
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4856 -.3526 -.5205 -.4695
.230 -.1235 -.1t93 .0706 -.1389
.410 .0136 .0421 -.0105 -.0281
.590 .0000 -.0063 -.0274 -.0350
.770 -.0074 -.0137 -.0285 .C'}J
.878 -.0253 -.0169 -.0042 -.0105
BETA	 ( 2) R	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.350	 Q(P5F) n 	 42.810 PO/PSF w	 2130.9
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4160 -.2706 -.4I28 -.5374
.230 -.0316 -.0368 .1305 -.0850
.410 .0584 .0831 .0557 .0375
.590 . . 0452 .03I5 .03'16
.770 .0399 .0420 .0336 .0578
.878 .0220 .0378 .3569 .0515
PAGE 1147
IRFFF101
RUN NO - 49.000
IMJ W
r
RUN NO a 49.000
RUN NO a 49.000
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3)
	
-.020	 ALPHA t 1) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) - 42.810	 PO/PSF - 2130.9
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR OR-]	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
x/CML
	
.050	 -.6953 -.5606 -.7815 -.3246
	
.830	 -.2945 -.9208	 .0957 -.2332
	
.410	 -.1220 -.0B41 -.1830 -.1608
	
.590	 -.1399 -.1820 -.1841 -.1694
	
.770	 -.1494 -.1735 -.t99B -.2009
	
.878	 -.1672 -.1756 -.1883 -.2104
BETA t 31 -	 -.020	 ALPHA t 21 -	 2.090 O(PSF) - 42.810	 PO/PSF = 2130.9
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.GtiO -.49I8 -.6929 -.3199
	
.230	 -.1896 -.2359 -.0295 -.2111
	
.410	 -.0779 --.05I6 -.1211 -.1040
	
.590




-.1042 -.1190 -.1411 -.1474
	
.878	 -.1222 -.1169 -.1095 -.1106
13ETA E 31 -	 -.020	 ALPHA E 31 -	 4.100 QIP5F1	 42.810	 PO/PSF - 2130.9




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5784 -.4298 -.5910 -.5100
	
.230	 -.1043 -.1527	 .0220 -.2008
	
.410	 -.0411 -.0295 -.0695 -.0816
	
.590	 -.0632 °.0716 -.9938 -.1040
	
.770	 -.0674 -.0695 -.0811 -.0758
.878 -.0843 -.0706 -.0506 -.0527
PAGE 1148
tRFFF10)
RUN NO - 48.000
RUN NO - 48.000
RUN NO - 48.000
y
t
PAGE 1149DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFIO)
BETA	 1 3) -.020	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 5.200	 Q(PSF) A	 42.810 POIPSF	 2130.9 RUN NO	 48.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5190 -.3590	 -.4874 -.5891
.230 -.0179 -.0747	 .0652 -.1557
.410 .0082 .0178	 -.0021 -.0253
.590 -.0158 -.9200	 -.0305 -.0349
.770 -.0231 -.0200	 -.0231 -.0084
.878 -.0442 -.0242	 .0094 -.0021
SETA	 t 3)
-	




2130.9 RUN NO	 48.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-i OEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4658 -.2947	 -.3908 -.5858
.230 .0527 -.0105	 .1002 -.II12
. 1+10 .0517 .0717	 .0569 .0238
.590 .0316 10295	 .0253 .0255




BETA	 ( 3) -	 -.020	 ALPHA 16) -	 10.360	 Q(PSF) -	 42.810 PO/PSF -	 2130.9 RUN No -	 48.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML _0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4068 -.2329	 -.2940 -.5240
.230 .1032 .0663	 .1316 -.0729
.4I0 .1000 .1232	 .1085 .08010
.590 .0779 .0811	 .0800 .OB25
.770 .0510 .0705	 .0895 .1190
.878 .0305 .0558	 .11410 .1190
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORE
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
CRFFFIDI
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.000	 ALPHA (	 11 d	 -.010	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.797 PO/PSF =	 2130.8	 RUN NO =	 47.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LN4 OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.5655 -5150	 -.5540 -.3440
.230 -.0758 -.1053	 -.0548 -.2007
.410 -.OB53 -.^716	 -.1053 -.1I95




.87P., --.1274 -.1074	 -.0769 -.0748
BETA	 t 4) _	 5.000
	 ALPHA 1 2) 2.030	 Q1PSF) =	 42.797 PQ/PSP =	 2130.8	 RUN W =	 47.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5800 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4987 -.4430 -.5513 -.4473
.230 -.0337 -.0589	 .0031 -.1936
.410 -.0442 -.0242	 -.0442 -.3711
.590 -.0600 -.0663	 -_0715 -.0849
.770 -.0663 -.0652	 = .0589 -.0505
.878 -.0926 -.0715	 -.0242 -.0337
BETA	 t 41 5.000 ALPHA ( 31 4.110	 O(PSF)	 42.797 PO/PSF	 2130.8	 RUN NO	 47.000
SECTION 1 I)HAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0094 -.0042	 .0431 -.1664
.410 .0020 .0284	 .0083 -.0263
.590 -.0158 -.0169	 -.0200 -.0283
.770




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1151
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE SRFFFIG)
BETA	 14) 5.000
	 ALPHA 14) =	 6.190	 0 = P5F) =	 42 . 797 P01PSF =	 2130.8 RUN NO	 47.000
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3710 -.3520	 -.3446 -.5690
.230 .0473 .0589	 .0631 -.1404
.410 .0494 .0716	 .9526 .0203
.590 .0294 .0273	 .0263 .0255
.770 .0062 .0147	 .0421 .0726
.878 -.0337 -.0074	 .0663 .0811




QIPSFI m	 42.797 PO/PSF R130.8 Rtf^	 NO	 47.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0916 .1I48	 .0747 -.1006
.410 .1000 .1169	 .0926 .0659
.590 .0821 .0895	 .083I .0877
.770 .0494 .0631	 .8937 .1253
.878.
-.0021 .0273	 .1074 .1369
•t
lL.
BETA	 14) =	 5.000
	
ALPHA 161 -	 10.310	 QIP5F1	 42.797 P01PSF 2130.8 RUN NO 	 47.000
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR OR-) DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.3083 -.2661	 -.2840 -.1406
.230 .1425 .1689	 .1245 -.0835
.410 .1530 .1710	 .1403 .1311
.590 .1382 .1467	 .135I .1519
.770 .0886 .1076	 .1467 .IB97
.878 10253 .0495	 .1467 .1991
. .. . . . . . . .
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1152
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFl0)
BETA	 ('S) _	 10.050 ALPHA ( 11 :	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.758 PO/P5F o	 2130.9 RUN NO =
	 46.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YtBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7639 -.6014	 -.518: -.6960
.830 -.0527 -.0475	 -.0696 -.1942
.410 -.0517 -.0359
	 -.0538 -.0748
.590 -.0622 -.0717	 -.0707 -.0800
.770 -.0749 -.0717	 -.0549 -.0401
.87B -.1I08 -.0886	 -.0243 -.0169
BETA	 S 51 =	 10.050	 ALPHA 1 2) =	 2.040	 Q(PSF) =	 42.758 PO/PSF b	 2130.9 RUN NO *	 45.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6517 -.5283	 -.40BI -.4621
.230 .0083 .0062	 -.0285 -.1283
.410 .0157 .0284	 .0020 -.0159
.590 .0041 _0020	 -.0010 -.0004
.770 -.0253 -.0:69	 .0105 .0284
.878 -.0728 -.0538	 .0231 .0559
BETA	 1 5) =	 10.050 ALPHA ( 3) 4.120
	
O(PSF) =	 4;:..758 PO/PSF	 2130.9 RUN NO	 46.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 :0811 .0727	 .0326 -.1526
.410 .0991 .1043	 .0653 .0532
.590 .0801 .0758	 .0532 .0828
.770 .0189 .0231	 .0685 .1107
.878 -.0538 -.0453	 .0695 .1360
DATE l7 MAY 75	 IA^XLATE=D PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA i 5) a	 I0.050	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.250	 Q(PSF) - 42.759	 PO/PSF - 2130.9
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
XICHL

















BETA ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 5l	 8.240 OIPSF) - 42.758
SECTION I I)MA1N LND OR DR-1




	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
x/CML
	

















BETA ( 51	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330	 DIPSFI - 42.758
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-1






























RUN NO - 46.000
P01PSF a 2130.9
	
RUN NO - 46.000
PO/PSF - 2130.9	 RUN 'W - 45.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
PAGE 1154
1RFFFIIl	 d 03 FE8 76	 }
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - .000
BDFLAP . .000 5POORK -	 25.000
PHI-N	 - 30.800 THETAN - 5.000
PHI-Ii	 A 40.000 THETAH a 5.200
RUN NO 51.000
	
SREF m	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP - 	 .0000 IN. YO







ALPHA c 11	 .080
	
Q(PSF) - 42.92B





.050	 -.7165 -.7449 -1.0223 -.4897
	
.230	 -.5190 -.5117 -.2784 -.2726
	
.410	 -.1565 -.1755 -.3026 -.3002
	
.590	 -.2669 -.3057 -.3162 -.3295
	
.770
	 -.3225 -.3267 -.3320 -.3057
.878 -.3278 -.3320 -.3352 -.2984
	
BETA (	 1) - -10.0B0





SECTION	 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6753 -.6606 -.9116 -.4895
	
.230	
-.4778 -.4610 -.2111 -.2105
	
.410	 -.1281 -.I134 -.2457 -.2398
	
.590	 -.2006 -.2415 -.2583 -.2690
	
.770	 -.2615 --.2741 -.2762 -.2541
.678 -.2762 -.2773 -.2804 -.2457
	
BETA (	 1) - -10.080
	 ALPHA '1 3) z	 4.110- Q1PSF) - 42.928
	
SECTION	 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050 -.6276 -.5751 -.8095 -.5159
	
.230	 -_4468 -.3953 -.I482 -.1452
	
.410	 -.1020 -.0652 -.1903 -.1648
	
.590	 -.I398 -.1703 -.1997 -.2124
	
.770	 -.1966 -.2176 -.2168 -.2018
	
.878




RUN NO m 51.000
PO/PSF - 2127.9	 RUN NO - 51.900
PAGE 1155DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INTER SURFACE	 IRFFFIII
BETA
	
(	 1) a	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 41 s	 $.200
	 0(PSF) n 	 42.928 PO/PSF n 	 2127.9	 RUN NO n 	 51.000







.230 -.3975 -.3208	 -.0831 -.0780
r	 .410 -.0789 -.0210
	
-.1283 -.1211
.590 -.0831 -.0989	 -.1409 -.1522
.770 -.1283 -.1483	 -.1578 -.1399
.878 -.1504 -.1630	 -.1609 -.1420
BETA	 1	 1) a	 -10.080	 ALPHA t 5) 8.270	 Q(PSF) a	 42.928 P0/P5F	 2127.9	 RUN NO a	 51.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














.878 -.0840 -.0923	 -.1007 -.0881
BETA	 (	 1) n 	 -10.080	 ALPHA (6) a	 0.330
	
LI(PSF) -	 42.928 PO/P5F '	 2127.9	 RUN No -
	
51.000












.770 -.0042 .0000	 -.0336 -.0094
.878 -.0210 -.0241	 -.0420 -.0357
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
iWFF11)
BETA	 t 2l ffi	 -5.050 ALPHA (	 11 u	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.938 PV/P5F
	
2127.8	 RUN ND	 52.000
SECTION 112MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7452 --.6247	 -.8825 -.6873
.230 -.4821 -.4486	 -.1865 -.1911
.410 -.1771 -.1195	 -.2285 -.2307
.590 -.1719 -.1960	 -.2421 -.2410
.770 -.1949 -.2484	 --.2746 -.2851
.878 -.2190 -.2725	 -.2693 -.2620
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA t 2) -	 2.060	 Q(P5F) -	 42.938 PO/PSF =	 2127.13	 RUN NO a	52.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 -.1384 -.0829	 -.1678 -.1758
.590 -.1322 -.1426	 -.I982 -.1965
.770 -.1479 -.1846	 -.2171 -.2318
.878 -.1699 -.2077	 -.2150 -.2108
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.130	 QtPSF)	 42.938 POIPSF	 2127.8	 R1 1 M	 52.000
SECTION t 11MAIN LND GR OR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




















DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE QATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 1RFFF11)
BETA ( 2) d	 -5.060
	 ALPHA 141	 6.190 Q(PSF) w 42.938	 POIPSF - 2127.8	 RUht NO s 52.000
SECTION I I1MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.050	 -.6013 -.4265 -.6002 -^.705D
	
.230	 -.2222 -.2022-.0326 -.0608
	
.410	 -.0379 -.0031 -.0453 -.0522
	
.590	 -40442 -.0421 -.0769 -.0864
	
.770	 -.0569 -.0590 -.1032 -.0864
	
.878	
-.0727 -.0758 -.1042 -.0916




RUN NO $ 52.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1


















.0178	 .0419	 .0158 -.0073
	
.590	 ..0052	 .0062 -.0221 -.0332
	
.770
	 -.DO74 -.0053 --.0253 -.6147
	
.878
	 -.0284 -.0179 -.0109 -.0168
BETA (21 - -5.060	 ALPHA 1 6) . ,10.340 Q(PSF)	 42.93E	 PO/P51' - 2127.6
	
RUN NO . 52.000
SECTION I I111AIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML






















.878	 .0177	 .0324. .0586
	
.0429
PAGE I158DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFFII)
BETA	 E.3) -.010 ALPHA f	 11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.878 PO/P5F	 2127.8	 RUN NO =	 53.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR PR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.7422 -.5693	 --.7664 -.7933
.230 -.2741 -.3194	 -.1149 -.1957
.410 -.1212 -.1054	 -.1497 -.1560
1590 -.1318 - 1434	 -.I729 -.1663
.770 -.1434 -.1592	 -.2077 -.2056
.878 -.1644 -.1760	 -.2151 -.2066
BETA	 131 =	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.060
	
Q(PSF)	 42,878 PO/PSF -	 2127.8	 RUN NO *	 53.000
SECTION [ ()MAIN LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 --,1788 -.2450	 -.0778 --.1504
.410 -.0757 -.0652
	 -.0915 -.IO2[
.590 -.0925 -.1041	 -.1241
.
-.1211




BETA	 ( 3) =	 -.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.140	 Q(P5Fl -	 42.878 PO/PSF -	 2127.8	 RUN NO -	 53.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.0820 -.1587 . -.0336 -.0952







.878 -.0641 -.-0757 '-.0620 -.05S9
DATE 17 MAY 76 TA9ULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 3) -.020 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.220	 Q(PSF) m	42.878 PO/PSF -
	
2127.8
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND GR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0780 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5361 -.3718	 -.4803 -.8934
.230 -.0042 --.0843	 .0010 -.0729
.410 .0115 .0241
	 .0210 -.0194
.590 -.0063 -.0095	 -.0105 -.D211
.770 -.0200 -.0147	 -.0074 -.0042
.B78 -.0453 -.0326	 .0062 -.0326
BETA
	
( 31 =	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.260	 Q(PSF)	 42.878 PO/P5F -	 2127.8
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 '	 .5820 .8530
X/CmL







.770 .0220 .0283	 .0472 .0671
.878 -.0094 .0052	 .0555 .0176
BETA	 ( 31 -.010	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.340	 Q(PSF) -	 42.878 PO/P5F -	 2127.8
SECTION[ I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3971 . -.2374	 -.2826 -.6015
.230 .0997 .0545	 .0766 - .0228
.410 .1018 .1250	 .1218 .0736
.593 .0871 .0955	 :0976 .0925
.770 .0529 .0766
	 .0976 .1323
.878 .0262 .0440	 .1018 .0840
PAGE 1153
(RFFFII)
RUN NO - 53.000
RUN NO - 63.000
RUN NO - 53.000
!"ors	 r 'j
1
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 [RFFFIII
BETA	 (4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 1) _	 .000
	 Q(PSF) -	 42.89B PO/P5F
	
2127.7	 RUN NO =	 54.000
SECTION 1I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 :5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6749 -.5164	 -.6372 -.8043
.230: -.0756 -.1364	 -.0586 -.1363
1410 -.OBIS --.0661	 -.0B5O -.1054
.590 -.0976 -.1039	 -.1176 -.I226
.770 --.1039 -.1018	 -.1016 -.1186
.878 -.1302 -.1165	 -.0798 -.0945
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.090	 O1PSF) =	 42.898 PO/PSF =	 2127.7	 RUN NO	 54.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
_050 -.6200 -.4529	 -.5359 -.8672
.?30 . -.0326 -.0714	 -.0357 -.1331
.410 -.0368. -.0136	 -.0863 -.0624
.590 -.0525 -.0536	 -40567 -.0745
.770 -.0672 -.0630	 -.8483 -.0389
.87B -.1009 -.OBB3	 -.0376 -.0862
BETA	 1 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.130
	
Q(PSF) _	 42.89B PO/PSF -	 2127.7	 RUN NO =	 54.200
SECTIO14 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 --.5555 -.3868	 -.4248 --.8162
.230. .0136
-.0053	 -.0053
.410 .0073 .0400	 .0252 -.0194
.590 -.0074 .0000	 .0020 -.0211
.770 -.0316 --.0211
	 .0041 .0294
.878 -+0696 -.0548	 .0073 -.0306
PAGE 1160
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 41 -	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) 5.200	 0(PSF) -	 42.898	 PO/PSF a	 2127.7







.230 .0525 .0494	 .0168 -.I073






.878 -.0400 -.0252	 .0546 .0325
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250
	 O(PSF) -	 42.898	 PO/PSF a	 2127.7





.050 -.4581 -.2900.	 -.3488 -.3639
.230 .0945 .1123	 .0503 -.0659
.410 .101.8 .I323	 11081 .0735
.590 .0913 .1071	 .1018 .0874




BETA	 t 41 _	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.330	 Q(PSF) s	 42.898	 PUIPSF a	 2127.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML





.590 .1386 .1587	 .1576 .1529
.770 .0798 .1040	 .1481 .2023
.878 .0145 .0335	 .1313 .1481
RUN NO a 54.000
RUN NO - 54.000
PAGE 1151
tRFFFIII
RUN NO - 54.000
RUN NO - 55.000
RUN V0 m 55.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	
1 5) 10.120	 ALPHA 1	 1)
-	
.000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.890 PO/P5F	 2127.9






.230 -.0367 -.0378	 -.0987 -.1433
.410 -.0315 w oiia	 -.0367 -.0589








( 5) -	 10.120	 ALPHA t 21 -	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.890 PO/PSF	 2127.9







.230 .0199 .0157	 -.0442 -.0849






.878 L.0831 -.0684	 .0158 .0441
BETA
	
( 5) r	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.110
	
Q(P5F) -	 42.890 PO/P5F -	 2127.9








.410 .0924 .1229	 .0909 .0392
.599 L







DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESrURE DATA - OA153 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE





SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-[ 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 ^.5030 -.2946 -.2399 -.1298
	
.230	 .1199	 .1367	 .0693 -.1877
	
.410	 .1293	 .1766	 .1314	 .0772
	
.5911	 .1083	 .1567	 .1325	 .1410
	
.770






BETA 1 51 -	 10.130	 ALPHA t 51 -	 8.250
	
OtP5F) - 42.890
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBmL	 .0760	 .3100	 .5B20	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3760 -.2027 -.0977 -.0365
	
.230	 .1669











	 .0986	 .1396	 .2218
	
.878	 -.0388 -.0084	 .0976	 .1606
BETA 15) =	 10.130	 ALPHA 1 61 =	 10.330	 OtPSF) - 42.890
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YISKL	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 .2243 -.1390 -.0189	 .0721
	
.230	 .2151	 .2255	 .1579 -.1644
	
.410	 .2?03
	 .2753	 .2245 " .1928
	
.59D	 .1809	 .2514	 .2224	 .2444
	
.770	 .0653
	 .1315	 .1642	 .2546
	
.878	 -.0179
	 .0094	 .1105	 .1819
PAGE 1163
(RFFF11)
REM NO - 55.000
PO/PSr - 8127.9	 RUN NO - 55.000
POIPSF n 2127.1	 RUN NO	 55.000
GDATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL,-751 1 PAR 1164
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SU41FACE (RFrr121	 1 03 FES 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 a 2690.0000 SO XT.	 XMRP a	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 a .170 ELEVON a	 .000
LREF	 a 474.8100 INCHES	 YMRP a	 .0000	 IN. YO BDFLAP a .000 5PDBRK a	 25.000
BREF	
- 936.6800 INCHES	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N
	 a 50.000 THETAH -	 9.600
SCALE n .0405 PHI-19	 a 48.300 THETAM a	 6.200
BETA	 I I)	 -	 -• 10.090	 ALPHA 1 1) a	 .010	 O(PSF) a	 42.870 PO/PSF =	 2127.9
	
RUN NO a 56.000
SECTION 1	 1)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2833	 -.3076	 -.3255 -.3493
.230 --.3392	 -.3434	 -.3402 -.1645
.410 -.3392	 -.3423	 -.3444 -.3023
.590
-.2138	 -.7068	 -.733I -.3044
.770
-.2538	 -.5446	 -.5677 -.2623
.878 --.2370
	 --.1559	 -.1622 -.3023
BETA	 ( 1) =	
-10.090	 ALPHA 1 2) +	 2.070	 OIPSFI a	 42.870 POIPSF	 2127.9	 RUN NO a 56.000






	 -.6487	 -.9178 -.6624
.230 -.5015	 -.4931	 -.1966 -.2262









-.2860	 -.2817	 -.2912 -.2576
BETA	 11) _	 -10.100
	
ALPHA 13) -	 4.130	 Q(PSF) =	 42.870 P01P5F	 2127.9	 RUN NO - 56.000
SECTION I	 I)MA T 9 I.ND OR qR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.590 -.1339	 -.1599	 -.2019 -.2332
.770


































BETA ( 1: = -10.100
	










DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-753 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 I) -	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.230	 QtPSF) m	 42.870	 PO/PSF	 2127.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5575 -.4786 -.7100 -.7197
C .230 -.4365 -.3208 -.0799 -.0780410 -.0726
-.0031 -.1210 -.1297
llu .590 -.0747 -.0841 -.1409 -.1677
01 .770 -.1325 -.1451 -.1630 -.1325
.878 -.1588 -.1641 -.1599 -.1504
BETA	 (	 I1 =	 -10.100 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.300
	
Q( PSF) a	 42.870	 PO/PSF r	 2127.8
^` ►'^ SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X / CML
.050 -.0547 -.0031 -.0820 -.1004
.230 -.0739 -.0642 -.I0I0 -.0400
.410 -.1473 -.0894 -.0978 -.0726
.590 -.0021
-.5354 -.3955 -.0883
.770 .0315 -.3482 -.2251 -.0515
.878 .0988 -.0484 .0567 -.0463
RUN NO m 56.000
PAGE 1166
tRFFFl2)
RUN NO a 55.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABUILATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I PAM tISS
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE tRFFrI2)
BETA	 t 2) r	
-5.040
	
ALPHA t	 11 -	 .010	 Q(PSF) a	 42.887 PO/PSF n	 2127.8 RUN NO -	 87.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.05D -.7410 -.5115	 -.8746 -.9635
.233 -.5105 -.4473	 -.1863 -.1781




-.1937 -.2579	 -.2863 -.2978
.878 --.2252 -.2810	 -.2810 -.2694
BETA	 1 2) _	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060
	
Q(PSF) a	 42.887 PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN NO -	 57.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7178 -.5434	 -.7809 -.9449
.230 -.4204 -.3657	 -.1450 -.1089
.410 -.I345 -.0704	 -.1597 -.1727
.590 -.I177
--.1219	 -.1976 -.1951
.770 -.1429 -.18131	 -.2323 -.2375
.878 -.1681 -.2175
	 -.2239 -.2186
BETA	 ( 2) ¢	 -5.040 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.120
	
QtPSF) a	 42.887 PO/PSF	 2127.8 RUN NO !	 57.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6694 -.4821	 -.6905 -.7668
.230 -.3158 -.2789	 -.1052 -.0608
.410 -.DA31 -.0305	 -.0979 -.1177
.590 -.0768 -.0716
	 -.1505 -.1385
.770 -.0979 -.1200	 -.1747 -.1726
.878 -.1189 --.1484	 -.t674 -.1600
iS
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA183 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR 0048 INNER SURFACE
BETA 1 2)	 -5.040	 ALPHA ( 41 -
	
6.180 Q(PSF) - 42.887	 PU/PSF - 2127.8
SECTION ( IWAIN LND GR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6118 -.4225 -.5955 -.9519
	
.230	 -.2092 -.2144 -.0809 -.0348
	
.410	 -.0328	 .0094 -.0158 -.0521
	
.590	 -.0336 -.0242 -.0799 -.0779
	
.770
	 -.0515 -.0525 -.1104 -.0925
	
.878	 -.0694 -.0757 -.1093 -.0883
BETA ( 2) = -5.040
	
ALPHA { 5)	 8.270 Q(PSF) w 42.Gd7	 PO/PSF - 2127.8
SECTION l IIMAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 . 160
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5521 -.3702 -.4785 -.9989
	
.230	 -.0747 -.1304 -.0357 -.0348
	





	 .0146 -.0031 --.0297
	
.770	 -.0063
	 .0000 -.0179 -.022I
	
.87B	 -.0284 -.0189 -.0210 -.0116
PAGE 1167
(RFFF12)
REIN NO - 57.000
RUN NO - 57.000
BETA 1 2) = -5.040
	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.320 Q(PSF) - 42.9E7 	 PO/PSF - 2127.8	 RIN (SO - 57.000
	SECTION
	( IIMAIN LND GR )R-I	 DEPENDENT VAR)A2LE CP
YIBML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4793 -.2953 -.3773 -.8105
	







	 .0651	 •. 0619	 .0392
	
.770





04TE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PReSSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) a	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) . 42.922
	
PO/PSF n 2127.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.7558 -.5676 -.7505 -1.1522
.230	 -.2712 -.3300 -.1619 -.1607
.4I0	 -.1093 -.0935 -.1209 -.1538
.590	 -.1230 -.1282 -.1776 -.1710
.770	 -.1387 -.1577 -.2228 -.2226
.878	 -.1640 -.1881 -.2250 -.2113
BETA ( 3) _	
-.010	 ALPHA (2) +T	 2.070 Q(PSF) a 42.922
	 PO/PSF - 2127.8
	
RUN NO a 58.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LN=O OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .9530
X/CML
.050	
-.6995 -.5146 -.6491 -1.1905
.230	 -.1502 -.2458 -.127I -.1192
.410	 -.0683 -.0557 -.0704 -.1054
.590	 -.0840 -.0903 -.1103 -.1227
.770	 -.0998 -.1082 -.1449 -.1544
.B78	 -.1250 -.1292 -.1491 -.1176
BETA ( 3) -	 .000	 ALPHA l 31	 4.120 OIPSF) * 42.922
	 PO/PSF	 2127.8
	
RUN NO - 59.000
SECTION c 11MA1N LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.6378 -.4494 -.5673 -1.1051
.230	 -.0642 -.1684 -.0705 -.0832
.410	 -.0305 -.0158 -.0263 -.0625
.590	
-.0463 -.0516 -.0631 -.0763
.770 -_0589 -.0631 -.0695 -.0947




DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3)
	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.190 0(PSF) - 42.922	 PO/PSF - 21227.8
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.5654 -.3860 -.4647 -.9104
.230	 .0073 -.0776 -.0273 -.0795
.410	 .0135	 .0335	 .0262 -.Oi24
.590	 .0000 -.0031 -.0031 -.0141
.770	 -.0199 -.0157 -.0021
	 .0083
.878	 -.0493 -.0430 -.0094 -.0661
BETA ( 3) 3	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.270	 0(PSF) - 42.922
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0769	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4920 -.3143 -.3690 -.8003




.590	 .0483	 .6535	 .0556
	 .0392
.770	 .0251	 .0315	 .0584	 .0830
.878	 -.0094 -.0042
	 .0378 -.0179
BETA ( 3) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 61	 10.310	 0(PSF) - 42.922
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.050	 -.4181 -.2479 -.2763 -.5981
.230	 .1071	 .0871	 .0745 -.0451
.410	 .1(18)	 .1354	 .1186	 .0840
490	 .0924	 .1050	 .1081	 .0960
.770	 .0629	 .0787	 :1039	 .1491
.878	 .0230	 .0314	 .0929	 .0388
PAGE 1169
(RFFF12)
RUN NO - 58.000
PO/PSF - 2127.8	 RUN NO - 58.000
PO/PSF - 2127.8
	
RUN NO - 58.090
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 [ NAAL-751 I PAGE 1170
OA1S3 ORB
	
MAIN SEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE tRFFF121
SETA	 ( 4) -	 5.030	 ALPHA t 11 -	 .000	 a(P5F) -	 42.835 POIPSF *	 2127.8 RUN ND -	 59.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND.GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Bh1L .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6940 -.5318	 -.6245 -1.0815
.230 -.0737 -.1235	 -.0874 -.1731
.410 -.0800 -.0600	 -.0769 -.1040




.878 -.1369 -.1295	 -.0958 -.1506
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) n 	 2.045	 GIPSFI ti	 42.835 PO/PSF =	 2127.9 RUN NO -	 559.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .853E
X/CHL




-.0379 -.0095	 -.0274 -.0626
.590 -.0516 -.0495
	 -.0527 -.0764
.770 -.0727 -.0664	 -.0484 -.0274
.878 : .1064 -.1011
	 -.0590 -.1433
BETA	 t 4) -	 5.030	 ALPHA t 31 -	 4.990	 O(PSF)	 42.835 PO/PSF -	 2127.8 RUN ND *	 59.000







.230 .0094 .0115	 -.0168 -.1437
.410 .0f173 .0357	 .0168 -.0176





-.0748 -.0695	 -.0179 -.0779
PACE 1171DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
tRFFF181
BETA t 4) -
	
5.030	 ALPHA E 41 -
	




RUN NO a 59-000
SECTION t i)MAIN LND GR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.5398 -.3894 -.3883 -.6510
	







.590	 .0357	 .0494	 .0504	 .0254
	
.770






BETA 1 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 5) -	 8.330 OIPSF) - 42.835	 PO/PSF - 2127.8
	 RUN. NO - 59.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR--1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/VML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.05o -.5192 -.3778 -.3842 -.3569
	
.230
	 .1012	 .IIBl	 .0580 -.0956
	
.410




















BETA ( 4) -	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 fit -
	
10.320 O(PSF) - 42.835	 PO/P5F a 2127.8	 RUN NO .. 59.080
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR DR
-1 	DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML















	 .1249	 .1627	 .1658	 .1545
	
.770	 .0692	 .1070	 .1448	 .1959
	
.878
	 .0104	 .0314	 .0976	 .0955
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
DAI63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR: INNER SURFACE
BETA f 51	 10.070	 ALPHA 11! -	 .000 Q(PSF) - 42.890 	 PO/PSF ' 2127.9





.050 -.8013 -.6509 -.5857 -.9229
.230	 -.0547 -.0589 -.1083 --.1866
.410	 -.0536 -.0399 -.0610 -.0797
.590	 -.0641 -.0683 -.0715 -.0986
.770	 -.0873 -.0852 --.0620 -.0315
.878	 -.1230 -.1262 -.0694 -.1041
BETA ( 51 -
	 10.060	 ALPHA t 2)	 2.050 Q(PSF) = 42.890	 PO/PSF	 2127.9
SECTION (1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5$20	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.6485 -.5284 -.4348 -.4958
.230	 .0010 -.0010 -.0516 -.1177
.410	 .0020	 .0283	 .0031 -.0332





.878 -.0968 -.0832 -.0231 -.0305





SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.5753 -.4322 -.2524 -.1366
.230	 .0704	 .0883	 .0294 -.1211
.410	 .0725
	 .1198	 GB51	 .03223
.590	 .0554	 .0925	 .0862	 .0685
.770	 -.0126	 .0294	 .0630
	
.1114




RUN NO - 60.000
RUIN NO - 60.000
RUN NO a 60.000
rDATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
DA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR ODOR INNER SURFACE
BETA t 51	 10.060
	
ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.180	 Q(P5F) - 42.890	 PO/PSF - 2127.9
SECTION ( ]]MAIN LND OR DR-1






	.050	 -.4590 -.3256 -.2437 -.1640
	
.230	 .1249








	 .1617	 .1512	 .1408
	






BETA ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 51 n	 8.260	 Q(PSF) W 42.89P
SECTION ( I]MAIN LND GR OR-I







.050	 -.3444 -.2331 -.I701 -.0951
	
.230	 .1679	 .1980	 .I291 -.1743
	












BETA ( 5) =
	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 61 =
	 10.330 Q(PSF1 = 42.890
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.2358 -.1495 -.0990 -.0245
	
.230	 .2172	 .2462	 .1694 -.1074
	
.410	 .1985	 .2836	 .2410
	 .1962
	
.590	 .1568	 .2659	 12514	 .2444
	
.770	 .0431	 .1463	 .1663
	 .2639




RUN NO - 60.000
POIPSF = 2127.9	 RUN NO - 60.000
PO/PSF : 2127.9	 RUIN NO - 60.000
POIPSF a 2127.6	 RUN NO a 62.000
POIPSF - 2127.6
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT.
	
XMRP - 1078.7000 1N. XO
LR£F - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP z	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE =	 .0405
BETA [ 1) = -10.100	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 .010	 R(PSF1 - 42.>S92 	 PO/PSF - 2127.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-i
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760




	 -.7484 -.7200 -.9779 -.9947
.230 -.6726 -.4874 -.3189 -.2524
	
.410	 -.1779 -.1305 --.2421 -.2472
.590 -.2558 -.2579 -.2758 -.3868
.770 -.3337 -.2958 -.3031 -.3253
.878 --.3379 -.2884 -.2842 -.2842
BETA ( 11 = -10.100
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090
	
0(PSF) - 42.692
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1






.050 -.6651 -.6325 -.8724 -.8132
	
.230	 -.6155 -.4052 -.2589 -.1816
	
.410	 -.1379 -.0631' -.1789 -.2057
	
.590	 -.1821 -.1915 -.2220 -.3145
	
.770	 -.2589 -.2389 -.2452 -.2589
.878 -.2768 -.2357 -.2368 -.2441
BETA t I) = -10.100	 ALPHA t 3) n	 4.120	 t1(PSF) - 42.89a
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1






.050	 -.5861 -.5577 -.8071 -.7165
.230 -.5230 -.3220 -.2052 -.1229
	
.410	 _.1136	 .0062 -.1105 -.1298
	
.590
	 -.1115 -.1168 -.1557 -.24V
	
.770
	 -.1789 -.1768 -.1851 -.2020
	
.878	 -.2094 -.1810 -.1785 -.1834
PAGE 1t?4
(RFFF13)	 c 03	 FEB 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON 8	 .000
80FLAP *	 .000 SPDBRK a	 25.000
PHI-N a	 66.000 THETAN a	 20.000
PHI-M -	 70.000 THETAM a	 11.200









PACE 11"75DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 QRS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF131
BETA I 11 = -10.100	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.I80 O(PSF) - 42.892	 PO /PSF - 2127.6	 RUN NO - 62.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1








-.5100 -.4910 -.7350 -.6287
	
.230	 -.4290 -.2408 -.1619 -.0745
	
.410	 -.0915	 .0504 -.0347 -.0452
	
.590
	 -.0505 -.0336 -.0904 -.1693
	
.770	 -.0967 -.1020 -.1199 -.I346
	
.878	 -.1262 -.1157 -.1178 -.1262
BETA i 11 s -10.100	 ALPHA ( 5)	 13.270 fl(PSF) = 42.892
	
PO/P5F - 2127.6	 RUN NO - 62.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




-.4316 -.4316 -.6359 -.5494
	
.230	 -.3021 -.1411 -.0905	 .0064
	
.410	 -.0389	 .0915	 .0325	 .0134
	
.590	 -.0042
	 .0399 = .0274 -.0815
	
.770	
-.0231 -.0274 -.0558 -.0747
	
.878
	 -.0516 -.0505 -.0558 -.0705
BETA 11) = -10.100
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330 0(P5F)	 42.892	 PO/PSF a 2127.6	 RUN NO a 62.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 1 3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3425 -.3436 -.5332 -.3199
	
.230	 -.2043 -.0618 -.0314	 .0803
	







	 .0313	 .0345	 .0093 -.0178
	
.878	 .0135	 .0062 -.0031 -.0073
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 f NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF131
K TA t c') A	 -5.050	 ALPHA t 11	 .000	 Q(P5F) - 42.912	 PO/PSF - 2127.5
	
RUN NO u 63.000
SECTION ( I ) MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML




.050	 -.6972 -.6394 -.9054 -.9506
.230	 -.5111 -.4038 -.2955 -.1987
.410	 -.1672 °.0820 -.1409 -.1504
.590	 -.1472 -.1714 -.2219 -.2263
.770
	 -.1861 -.2387 -.2545 -.2692
.878	 -.2093 -.2398 -.2650 -.2776
BETA 1 21 =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 21	 2.050 Q1PSF) . 42.212
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-i
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y.IBML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
.051	 --6298 -.5931 -.8283 -.8319
.23U	 -.4104 -.3065 -.2309 -.1226
_410	 -.1260 -.0430 -.0840 -.1002
.590	 -.1050 -.0913 -.1565 -.1587
.770	 -.1291 -.1659 -.2026 -.2163
.878	 -.1543 -.1858 -.1994 -.2120
BETA t 2) _
	 -5.060
	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.090	 Q(PSF) = 42.912
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR OR-!








.050	 -.5697 -.5277 -.7358 -.5451
.230	 -.2996 -.2186 -.1745 -.0745
.410	 -.0704 -.0031 -.0263 -.0435
.590	
--.0589 -.0336 -.0851 -.0952
.770	 -.0799 -_1.019 -.1461 -.1.619
.878	
-.ID 30 -.1261 -.1482 -.1608
PO/PSF - 2127. 5 	 RUN NO s 63.000
i,
iPO/PSF a 2127.5	 RUN NO n 63.000
^r
L f
DATE 17 MAY 76 TAEULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA M I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.180	 O(PSF) -
	
42.912 PO/PSF -	 2127.5
SECTION ( ])MAIN LNO OR DR-) DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5081 -.4534 -.6680 -.5935
.230 -.1462 -:1252 -.1283 -.0435
.410 -.0095 .0367 .0178 .0082
.590 -.0095 .0083 -.0305 -.0383
.770 -.0315 -.0536 -.0894 -.1020
.878 -.0568 -.0820 -.0926 -.1094
BETA	 ( 21 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.280	 Q(PSF) -	 g2.9I2 PO/PSF -	 2127.5
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4433 -.3803 -.5893 -.6223
.230 -.0210 -.0420 -.I019 .0185
.410 .0461 .0756 .0850 .0564
.590 .0388 .0566 .0209 .0323
.770 .0167 .0125 -.0199 -.03I5
.878 -.0084 -.0220 -.0399 -.0420
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 I0.300	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/PSF -	 2127.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .076U .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.3647 -.3122 -.5130 -.5072
.230 .0661 .0441 -.0589 .0702
.410 .0435 .l	 B7 .I492 .1271
.590 .0872 .1019 .0945 .1047
.770 .0651 .0672 .0357 .0272
.8?8 .0367 .0325 .0041 .0146
PACE 1177
IRFFF13)
RUN NO - 63.000
RUN NO - 63.000
RW NO - 63.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-"'_+1 ) PAGE 1178
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE iRFFF131
BETA	 t 31 .000	 ALPHA 1	 1) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) *	 42.902 PDIPSF -	 2119.6 RUN NO	 67.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6801 -.6160	 -.8462 -.7451
.230 -.2376 -.2628	 -.2449 -.1745
.410 -.1051 -.0757	 -.09BB -.1210
.590 -.1135 -.1135	 -.1577 -.1417
.770 -.1430 -.1892	 -.2239 -.2323
.878 -.1650 -.2228	 -.2386 -.2228
BETA	 t 31 .000	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.040	 LI(PSF) -
	
42.302 POIPSF -	 2119.0 RUN NO -	 67.000
SECTION ( 1114AIN LND GR DR--I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/C11L
.050 -.6286 -.5603	 -.7726 -.7959
.230 -.1356 -.1787	 -.2239 -.I400
.410 -.0620 -.0420 -.0357 -.0697
.590 -.0767 -.0631	 -.0967 -.07622
.770 -.1041 -.1230	 -.1619 -.1724
.878 -.1251 -.1671	 -.1934 -.1787
BETA	 f 31 *	 .000	 ALPHA ( 33 -	 4.120	 Q(PSFI_ -	 42.902 POIPSF -	 2119.0 RLW NO -	 67.000
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 10760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
"(ICML
.050 -.5597 -.5029	 -.7111 -.7715
.230 -.0505 -.0926	 -.2072 -.OB32
.410 -.0231 .0010	 .0315 .0030
.590 -.0347 -.0210	 -.04UO -.0159
.770
-:0608 -:0642	 -_IG41 -.I136
.878 -.0963 -.1073	 -.1 1462 -.1083
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) .000	 ALPHA ( 4) y	 6.200	 01PSF) .	 42.902 PO/PSF	 2)I9.0
SECT10N ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.350 -.4925 -.4347	 -.6427 -.6221
.230 .0167 -.0073	 -.1859 -.0346
.410 .0157 .0388	 .0629 .0150
.590 .0073 .0146	 .0052 .0185
.770 -.OIGS -.0136	 -.0252 .0020
.878 -.0483 -.0535	 -.0745 -.0399
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA t 5) 8.2270
	
Q(PSF) m	 42.902 POIPSF =	 22119.0
SECTION ( I)MA!N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0619 .0587	 -.128I -.0346
.410 .0545 .0639	 .1112 .1053
.590 .0482 .0550	 .0850 .I063
.770 .0199 .0345
	 .0220 .0598
..878 - .0084 --_0105	 -.0378 .0052
BETA	 ( 31 - .DUD	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.320	 O(PSF)	 42.902 PO/P5F	 2119.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .1010 .1115	 -.0863 -.0366
.410 .0404 .1294	 .1505 .1515
.584 .0852 .1104	 .I431 ,'1532
.770 .0576 .0789	 10925 .0966.
.878 .0273 10294	 .0220 .0578
PAGE 1176
CRFFF13)
RUN NO - 67.000
RUN NO w 67.000
RUN NO - 67.1300
_	 r
DATE l7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE 1180
OAI63 ORB
	




	 5.050	 ALPHA ( l) _	 .010 Q(PSF;	 42.927	 PO/PSF = 2119.0	 RUN NO	 58.G00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X'/CML
.050	 -.6421 -.6243 -.7901 -.8504
.230	 -.0650 -.0955 -,2728 -.2017
.410	 -.0934 -.0535 -.0325 -.0589
.590	 -.1060 -.0766 -.0703 -.0675
.770
	 -.1290 -.1133 -.1479 -.1616
.878	 -.1542 -.1584 -.2014 -.1500
BETA 1 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.040 Q(PSF) a 42.927	 PO/P5F	 2119.0	 RUN NO a 69.000
SECTION I !)MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5919 -.5552 -.7065 -.6866
.230	 -.0347 -.0,284 -.2313 -.I797
.410	 -.0610 -.0073	 .0115 -.0855
.590	 -.0683 -.0315 -.0126 -.0073
.770	
-.0999 -.0683 -.0851 -.1020
.878	
-.1219 -.1188 -.1524 -.0936
BETA (41 =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.140 Q(PSF)	 42.927	 PO/PSF	 21I9.0	 RUN NO	 68.0[30
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5037 -.4606 -.5857 -.5435
.230	 -.0158	 .0073 -.1851 -.1538





-.0589 -.0210 -.0252 -.0315




RUN NO - 68.000
RUN NO w 68.000
RUN NO - 68.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.050 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.210	 Q(PSF) -	 42.927 POIPSF -	 2119.0
SECTION ( I]MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4578 -.3883 -.4367 -.3938
.230 .0157 .0441 -.1357 -.1332
.410 .0052 .0652 .0778 .0703
.590 .0020 10515 .0715 .0858
.770 -.0252 .0167 .0325 .0410
.878 -.0558 -.0410 -.0421 -.0095
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.320	 Q(P5F1 x	 42.927 PO/PSF *	 2119.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .58220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4469 -.3504 -.2665 -.1345
.230 .0545 .0807 -.1028 -.1380
.410 .0440 .I153 .I069 .0443
.590 .0419 .0995 .1153 .0494
.770 .0094 .0571 .1017 .1300
.878 -.0273 .0031 .0324 -.0210
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.370	 Q(P5F) -	 42.927 PO/PSF R	 2119.0
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3739 -.2815 .0I45 .1132
.230 .1071 .1564 .0367 -.1468
.410 .0818 .1835 .1918 .1029
.590 .0692 .1585 .1877 .1132
.770 .0314 .1176 .1533 .I575
.878 -.0052 .0451 .0850 .0377
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1182
OA163 ORB	 MAIN [SEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE WFF133
BETA	 ( 5) a	 10.100 ALPHA (	 1) R	 .030	 QtPSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF	 2119.1 RUN NO	 69.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.7915 -.5805	 -.5836 -.5925
.230 -.0777 -.0714	 -.2813 -.2517
.410 -.0682 -.0304	 -.0386 -.1604
.590 -.0703 -.0441	 -.0441 -.1174
.770 -.0987 -.0735	 -.05I4 -.Ol6B
.87B -.1354 -.1333	 -.ties -.1816
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 21 a	 2.080
	
J(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF B	 2119.1 RUN NO	 69.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .310D	 .5620 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.7653 -.5319	 -.3332 -.345I
.230 -.0473 -.Oc52	 -.2039 -.2124
.4I0 -.0420 .0199	 -.0O2l -.0676




.878 -.1146 -.0883	 -.0725 -.1514
BETA	 ( 5) x	 10.100	 ALPHA t 33 =	 4.110	 Q(P5F) -	 42.917 PO/PSF m	 2119.1 RUN XO =	 69.000
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6023 -.3542	 .1218 -.0055
.230 -.0042 .0557	 -.0799 -.2141
.410 -.0 1 37 .0935	 .0851 .0254
.590 -.0231 .0593	 .0798 .0064





DATE I7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 51
	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.230	 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2119.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML






.410	 -.6654 -.0073	 .0388	 .1397







BETA ( 51 -	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.280	 Q(PSF) - 42.917
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-I




.050	 -.2828 -.1072	 .1555	 .1737














BETA ( 51 =	 I0.090	 ALPHA (5) =	 10.340	 Q{PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2119.1

















	 .0398	 .0987	 .0398
PACE 11183
tRFFF13)
Rt^d NO - 69.000
RUN NO - 69.1100
PO/PSF - 2119.1
	
RUN NO - 69.000
__L^
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 [ NAAL-751 1
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
DATE 17 MAY 76
REFERENCE DATA
	SREF G	 2690.0000 SOFT.
	 XMRP - 1075.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO








	[ !)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML
	 ,0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050
	 -.B914 -.7706 -.9B38 -.5875
	
.230
	 -.6856 -.4147 -.4357 -.4170
	
.410
	 -.2751 -.1501 -.2698 -.2879
	
.590
	 -.2467 --.2089 -.2856 -.3723
	
.770
	 -.2866 -.2436 -.2761 -.2982
.878 -.3202 -.2572 -.2635 -.2625
	




SECTION 	[ !)MAIN LND GR OR-]	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIHML
	 .0760	 . 3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8022 -.6854 -.8823 -.5425
	
.230
	 -.5527 -.3274 -.3716 -.3664
	
.410	 -.2316 -.1221 -.2000 -.2265
	
.590	 -.1863 -.1579 -.2137 -.2973
	
.770




-.2358 -.2042 -.2084 -.2063
	
BETA [	 I) _ -10.090	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120
	 Q(PSF) s 42.902
	
SECTION 	( !)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .,3100	 .5620	 .8530
XICML
.050 -.7226 -.5951 -.7826 -.5998
	
.230	 -.4150 -.2412 -.3118 -.2940
	




-.1422 -.1095 -.I401 -.2249
	
.770
	 -.1369 -.1285 -.1443 -.1622
	
.878	 -.1530 -.I485 -.1505 -.1432
PAGE 118+
(RFFF14)
	 103	 FES 76 l
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPOBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 20.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAN -	 20.000
RUN NO - 70.000
PO/PSF - 2119.2
	 RUN NO - 70.000
PO/PSF - 2I19.2






HATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 1) W -10.090
	 ALPHA 141	 6.190	 Q(PSF) - 42.902	 PO/PSF - 2119.2
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.6467 -.5087 -.5783 -^.5721
.230	 -.2686 -.1464 -.2475 -.2093
.410	 -.1264 -.0432 -.0853 -.1126
.590	 -.1022 -.0569 -.0706 -.1541
.770
	 -.0874 -.0663 -.0769 -.0916
.878	 -.1000 -.0895 -.0927 --.0832
BETA ( I) _ -10.090
	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.27D	 QIPSF) +- 42.90e
SECTION ( IMAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5B2D	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.5434 -.4102 -.5581 -.2980
.230
	 -.1059 -.0545 -.1773 -.1070
.410	 -.0556	 .0073 -.0304 -.0330
.590
	 -.0503 -.0042 -.0136 4.0915
.770
	 -.05I4 -.0073 -.0168 -.0409
.878	 -.0608 -.7294 -.0336 -.02I0
BETA t 1) - -10.100
	
ALPHA ( 6) R	 10.340	 Q(P5F) . 42.902
SECTION t DRAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4102 -.3399 -.5508 -.3015
.230	 -.0021
	 .0335 -.1028 -.0692







	 .0 1.429	 .0282




RLV4 NO p 70.000
PO/PSF - 2119.2
	 RUN NIO s 70.000
PO/PSF' . 2119.2 	 RUN NO s 70.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 } PAGE 1185
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF14)
BETA	 ( 2) n	 -5.080 ALPHA (	 11 -	 -.010
	
Q(P5F) a	 42.865	 PO/PSF '	 2119.1 RUN NO A	 71.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.4077 -.3297	 -.4309 -.3493
.410 -.2138 -.1633	 -.1854 -.2249






BETA	 ( 2) W	 - -5.080	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.070
	
Q(PSF)	 42.865	 PO/PSF -	 2119.1 RUN NO -	 71.000
.	 SECTION ( 1)MAiN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.080
	




PO/PSF -	 2119.1 RUN NO a	 71.000






.230 -.I336 --.1273	 -.2987 -.2263
.410 -.0757 -.0642
	 -.1157 -.1194
.590 -.0789 -.0757	 -.0925 -.1263 ,...-----




PAGE 1187DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
O4163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF14)
BETA ( 2) = -5.080
	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.200 Q(P5F) - 42.855
	
PO/PSF - 2119.1
	 RUN NO . 71.000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5178 -.4757 -.7220 -.4733
	
.230	
-.0379 -.06I0 -.2589 -.2006
	
.410	 -.0189 -.0126 -.0379 -.0729
	
.590	 -.0252 -.0252 -.0347 -.0521
	
.770	 -.0347 -.0242 -.0200 -.0442
	
.878	 -.0579 -.0495 -.0347 -.0610
BETA 1 21 -	 -5.080	 ALPHA 1 5) -	 8.270 Q(PSF) - 42.865	 PO/PSF = 21[9.1	 Fr= NO - 71.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4622 -.4401 -.7517 -.4682
	
.230	 .0157 -.0505 -.2853 -.1678
	
.410	 .0252	 .0231	 .0094 --.0401
	
.590	 ?294	 .0315	 10389	 .0047
	
.770	 .0147	 .0178	 .0262
	 .0157
	
.878	 - O0B4 -.0105 -.0274
	 10115
BETA ( 2) =
	 -5.080	 ALPHA ( 61 -	 10.330
	
Q(PSF') - 42.865 	 PO/P5F - 2119.1	 RUN NO - 71.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050	 -.3713 -.3597 -.4797 -.4023.
	
.230	 .0714 -.0052 -.2240 -.1039
	
.410	 .0714	 .0714	 .0576	 .0220
	
.590	 .0799	 .0851	 .1146	 .0841
	
.770	 .0620
	 .0651	 .0862	 .0830
	
.878	 .0367	 .0283	 .0252	 .0714
f	 -
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-731 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) =	 .000'	 ALPHA 1 11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) + 42.907	 PO/PSF a 2119.1
SECTION t MAIN LNO OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6764 -.6722 -.9272 -.653B
.230	
-.1596 -.1802 -.3508 -.32I7
.410	 -.1380 -.1243 -.1770 -.1472
.590	 -.1370 -.1349 -.1549 -.1835
.770
	 -.1380 -.1233 -.1791 -.1780
.878	 -.1495 -.1686 -.1812 -.1749
BETA ( 3) =	 .000	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.030 O(PSF) 0 42.907	 PO/PSF	 21L9.1
SECTION ( 1)M[AIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.6319 -.6560 -.9058 -.6682
.230	 -.1123 -.1879 -.4167 -.2930
.4I0	 -.0976 -.0871 -.1333 -.1656
.590	 -.0913 -.0913 -.1249 -.1604
.770	 -.1008 -.0987 -.1133 -.0829
.878	 -.1175 -.1249 -.1490 -.0850
BETA 13) _
	
.000	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120 O(PSF)	 42.907	 PO/PSF a 2119.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	
-..5386 -.6523 --.8890 -.6180
.230 -.0558 -.1599 -.3892 -.2574
.410	 -.06110 -.0421 -.0726 -.12I1
.590	 -.0494 -.11379 -.0294 -.0556
.770	
-.0610 -.0526 -.0410 -.0021
.878 -.0852 -.0873 -.0968 -.0600
PAGE 1188
(RFFF14)
RUN NO - 72.000
RUN NO - 72.000
RUN W - 72.000
r	 +
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 { NAAL-751 1 PACE 118
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF141
BETA	 ( 31 .000	 ALPHA ( 41 5.180	 Q(PSF1 a	 42.907 PO/PSF R	 2119.1 RUN NO =	 72.000
SECTION { I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/81;- .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5007 -.5732	 -.5784 -.5530
.230 -.0273 -.1186	 -.3317 -.2104
.410 -.0210 .0000	 -.0304 -.0727
.590 -.OI15 .0104	 1039B .0185




BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) :	 8.240	 Q(PSF)	 42.907 FO/PSF s	 2119.1 RUN NO	 72.000
SECTION { IIMAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5320 .8530
X/CML




.410 .Cl25 .0451	 .0157 -.0314
.590 .0262 .0577	 .0861 .0909
.770 .0104 .0346	 .0672 .1165
.87B -.0147 -.0094	 .0062 .0483
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.310	 Q(PSF)	 42.907 PO/PSF	 21ts.1 RUN NO ;	 72.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5S2O .8530
X/CHL
.050 -.3825 -.3856	 -.2154 -.1554
.230 .0252 -.0210	 -.2101 -.1210
.410 .0409 .0903	 .0589. .0030
.590 .0598 .0997	 .1239 .1322
70 .0409 .0777	 .1039 .1670
.878 .0161 .0283	 .0419 .0955
DATE 17 MAY 7^! TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAM 1150
OA163 ORB .	MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF14)
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA (	 1) 11	 ,000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF =	 2119.0 RUN NO	 73.000
SECTION ( ] )MAIN LND GR DR- 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7362 -.7920	 -.9382 -.7920
.230 -.1693 -.2451	 --.4701 -.3263
.410 -.1525 -	 1041	 -.1346 -.1642
.590 -.1399 J946	 -.0620 -.1228
.770 -.1514 -.1136	 -.0999 -.0547
.878 -.1693 -.1504	 -.1588 -.1178
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF =	 2119.0 RUN ND =	 73.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7179 -.6958	 -.6695 -.6719
.230 -.1537 -.2021
	 -.4242 -.2852
.4I0 -.1263 -.0600	 -.0916 -.1419
.590 -.1063 -.0495	 -.3263 -.0366
.770 -.1242 -.0737	 -.042I .0125
.878 -.1421 --.1158	 -.1084 -.0758
BETA	 ( 41 r	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.110	 QIPSFI	 42.913 PO/PSF	 2119.0 RUN NO =	 73.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5894 -.5883	 -,4696 -.4604
.230 -.1313 -.1534	 -.3677 -.2536
.410 -.1(119 -.0168	 -.0494 -.1175
.590 -.0767 -.0073	 .0167 .0133
.770 -.0924 -.0294	 -.0042 .0545
.878 -.1124 -.0788
	 -.0693 -.0347
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 i NAAL-751 ) PAOE list
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 1RFFF141
BETA	 ( 41 5,020 ALPHA t 4) 5.170	 Q(PSF) -	 42.913 PO/PSF	 2119.0 1i NO	 73.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.0956 -.0977	 -.3006 -.2175
.4:a -.0725 .0272	 .0010 -.0710





BETA	 1 4) -	 5.030	 ALPHA 1 51
-	
8.260	 Q(PSF) _	 42.913 Po1PSF n+	 2116.0 RUN NO	 73.000




.050 -.5153 -.3691	 -.0873 .0064
.230 -.0526 -.0273
	 -.2124 -.1745




-.0315 .0546	 :0620 .1135
.878 -.0515 .0000	 .0020 .0178
BETA	 t 41 r	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 6) n 	 10.330	 Q(PSF) -
	
42.913 PO/PSF	 2119.0 RUN NO '	 73.000
SECTION t !)MAIN LNO GR DR-I DEPEND£HT.YARIABLE CP




.230 .0073 .0523	 -.I205 -.1310
.410 .Ot120 .1393	 .0943 .0116
.590 .0125 .1341	 .1215 .0958
.770 -.0105 .1005	 .0954 .1509
.878 -.0293 .0397	 .0408 .0366 _,,,_
PAGE 1192DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-76l )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF14)
BETA ( 5)
	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 -.010 Q(P5F) - 42.914	 PO/PSF = 2119.2 	 RUN NO = 74.000









.050 -.7856 -.6480 -.5094 -.5153
.230	 -.2174 -.2016 -.4148 -.3000
.410	 -.1670 -.0541 -.1061 -.1674
.590
	 -.1365 -.0557 -.0494 -.0727
.770	 -.1491 -.079B -.0693 -.0231
.878
	 -.1659 -.1302 -.1334 -.1334
BETA ( 5) =
	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.040 Q(PSF) - 42.910	 PO/PSF - 2119.2	 RUN NO	 74.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I









	 -.7459 -.5144 -.1620 -.1987
.230	 -.1736 -.1304 -.3029 -.2522
.410	 --.1367 -.0147 -.0569 -.1228
.590	 -.1083 -.0126 -.0210 -.0487
.770	 -.1273 -.0400 -.0379
	 .0010
.878	 -.1462 -.0915 -.0989 -.1262
SETA ( 5) =
	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.130 Q(PSF) - 42.910	 PO/PSF	 2119.2	 RUN NO a 74.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/l3ML	 .0780








. 590	 -.0926	 .0451	 .0241 -.0021
.770
	 -.1104	 .0083	 .0052
	 .0462
.87B	 -.1304 --.0494 -.0526 -.1073
PAGE 1193
(RFFF14)
RUN NO a 74.000
RUN NO s 74.000
RUN NO - 74.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 I NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.080 ALPHA t 4) p	 5.180	 Q(PSF) -	 42.910 PO/PSF a	 2119.2





.050 -.4306 -.1145	 .3595 .1046
.230
-.1218 .0104	 -.1995 -.2380
.410 -.1344 .1091	 .0608 -.0675




.878 -.1470 -.0157	 -.0157 -.0315
BETA	 ( F) =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 5) 8.270	 Q(PSF) =	 42.910 PO/P5F	 2119.2
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.878 -.1375 .0394	 .0083 .0104
BETA	 t 5) =	 10.080	 ALPHA t 6) =	 10.320	 Q(PSF) a	 42.9L0 PO/PSF +	 21!9.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .5530
X/CML
.050 -.0832 .4495	 .6281 .2633
.230 .- -.0410 .I136	 -.1105 -.1972
.410 -.0726 .1840	 .1336 -.0073
.590 -.0695 .1684	 .1557 .1204
.770
-.1084 .1199	 .1199 .1964
.878 -.1137 .0347	 .0325 .0147
DATE I7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 t NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1194
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFIS)	 t 03 FES 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	
-	
2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.7000 1N. XO MACH .170 ELEVON a .000
LREF	 - 47+1.6!00 INCHES	 YMRP -	 .0000	 IN. YO BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK m 25.000
BREF	 = 935.6800 INCHES	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 a ' 65.000 THETAN - 35.000
SCALE - .0405 Pk„-M	 = 88.000 THETAM ¢ 35.000
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( l) -
	
.010	 OtPSF) 0	 42.948 PO/PSF	 2117.8 RUN NO •	 75.000








	 -.3936	 -.2663 -.1678




-.3169	 -.2B94	 -.2821 -.3452
.878 -.3431	 -.2979	 -.3052 --.2979
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.080	 ALPHA 12) =	 2.110	 O(PSF)	 42.948 FO/PSF a	 2117.8 RUN NO =	 75.000 0
SECTION t !)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP y
Y/8ML .0760






.230 -.2693	 -.3416	 -.2242 -.0777 'rA^
.410 -.2473	 -.2253	 -.1876 -.1344 y
.590 -.1624	 -.1551	 -.2400 -.2839
.770 --.2264	 -.2295	 -.2305 -.2892
.878 -.2651	 -.2452	 -.2410 -.2557
BETA	 ( 1)
-	
- 10.080	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.100	 O(P5F)	 42.949 PO/PSF -	 2117.8 RUNT NO -	 75.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP









.590 -.1031	 -.0936	 -.1904 -.2229
.770 -.1420	 -.1610
	 -.1652 -.2230
.878 -.1620	 -.1831	 -.16911 -.1952
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
CA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 1)	 u	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.210
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.948 PO/PSF =	 8117.8
SECTION [	 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
C) X/CMI-
p .C111'-_ -.4313 -.3219	 -.3408 -.8008
0 ^ 230 -.1672 -.3114	 -.2125 -.02BO
410 -.2063 -.1483	 -.1094 -.0400
:^ .590 -.07B9 -.0242	 -.1241 -.[608
.770 -.0694
-.0873	 -.101 11 -.1462
.878 -.0862 -.1178	 -.1125 -.1157
BETA	 ( 1)	 =	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.948 PO/PSF =	 2117.8
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3784 -.2778	 -.2778 -.5934
.230 -.1142 -.3103	 -.2526 -.0588
.410 -.1834 -.1289	
-.1237 -.0055
.590 -.0755 .0219	 .0020 -.0605
.770 -.0430 .0020	 -.0398 -.0566
.878 -.0482 -.0262	 -.0608 -.0514
BETA	 [ 11	 =	 -10.080 ALPHA 1 6) 10.350	 OlPSF)	 42.948 PO/PSF	 2117.8
SECTION ( A )MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2977 -.2254	 -.1971 -.4422
.230 -.0514 -.2705	 -.2369 -.0072
.410 -.1469 -.0860	 --.0964 .0013
.590 -.0356'; .0586	 .0785 .0185






RUN NO a 75.000
RUN NO - 75.000
RUN NO - 75.000
i
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 1150--
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 IRFFF151
BETA	 t 2) Q	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .000	 O(PSFI =	 42.932 PO/PSF =	 2117.7	 RUN NO *	 76.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6005 -.5418	 -.5376 -1.1157




.590 -.1666 -.1519	 -.2557 -.2589
.770 -.1761 -.2253	 -.2421 -.2693
.B78 -.1970 -.2389	 -.2358 .2295
BETA	 t 2) _	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 OtPSF) a	42.932 PO/PSF	 2117.7	 RUN NO -	 76.000








	 = .4169 -.2018
.410 -.2772 -.2552	 -.2478 -.1037





BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.130
	
O(PSF)	 42.932 PO/PSF -	 2117.7	 RUN NO	 78.000
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.2080 -.4989	 -.3644 -.0899









RUN NO . 76.000
RUN NO v 76.000
RUN NO - 76.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BE-A	 ( 2) *+	 -5.069	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.190	 Q(P5F) a	 42.932	 POIPSF 2117.7
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3906 -.4085	 -.3284 -.5822
.230 -.1590 -.4611	 -.3853 -.0884
.410 -.1758 -.1895	 -.2095 -.0919
.590 -.0853 -.0189	 -.0137 -.0504
.770 -.0568 -.0156	 -.0474 -.0589
.878 -.0653 -.0463	 -.0810 -.0874
SETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 B.250	 QIPSF) -	 42.932
	
PO/PSF 2117.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3244 -.3750	 -.2633
-.5185
.230 -.1306 -.4097	 -.3518 -.0556
.410 -.1127 -.1390	 -.153B -.0591
.590 -.0253 .0199	 .0452 .0289
.770
-.0031 .0294	 .0126 .0526
.B78 -.0189 -.0021
	 -.0242 -.0305






SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -,2811 -.3063	 -.2129 -.4493
.230 -.1070 -.3566	 -.3073 .0013
.410 -.0451 -.0891	 -.0902 .0030
.590 .0450 .0628
	 .0985 .0804





MAIN ULAK UUUK II'NtK =NrA61;	 lt(rrr ICI
BETA	 (3) .000	 ALPHA 1 1)	 ti	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 G	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2117.7	 RUN NO -	 77.000
SECTION 1 T)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5BB4 -.6157	 -.4554 -.7637
.230 -.3131 -.6577	 -.4812 -.1727
.410 -.2711 -.3036	 -.2963 -.1606
.580 -.1597 -.1093	 -.1860 -.2037
.770 -.1313 -.1523	 -.2059 -.2606
.878 -.1492 -.1776	 -.2122 -.1734
BETA	 t 3) = .000	 ALPHA (2)	 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2117.7	 RUN NO .	 7".000
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760. .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5690 -.5691	 -.4278 -.7141
.230 -.3330 -.6344	 -.5185 -.1663
.410 -.2234 -.2835	 -.2940 -.1593
.590 -.1222 -.0B32	 -.0938 -.1196
.770 -.0348 --.0811	 -.1307 -.1359
.878 -.1106 -.1191	 -.1602 -.1496
BETA	 (3) _ .000	 ALPHA (3) =	 4.100	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF a	 2117.7	 RUN NO -	 77.000
SECTION I t)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.3218 -.5837	 -.4975 -.1401
.410 -.1662 -.2398	 -.2493 -.1487
.590 -.0705 -.0515	 -.0431 -.0418
.770
-.0526 -.0389	 -.0641 .0209
.878 -.07351 -.0736	 -.1062 -.1167
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( 14AAL-751	 ) PAGE 1199
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (fRFFF15)
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.190	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF 2117.7 RUN NO =	 77.000
SECTION [ !)MAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3103	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 -.5043 -.4515	 -.3302 -.5955
.230
-.283B -.5306	 -.4621 -.0921
.410 -.1129 -.I899	 -.1994 -.0799
590 -.00B4 -.0010	 .0157 .0082
.770 -.0010 .0147	 .0073 .1191 -
.878 -.0306 -.0316	 -.0475 -.1013
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(PSF) =	 42.905 PO/PSF =	 2117.7 RUN NO a	 77.000
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.2431 -.4705	 -.4066 -.0536
410 -.0618 -.1425	 -.1425 -.0158
.590 .0481 .0502	 .0701 .0752





BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.310	 Q(PSF) _	 42.905 POIPSF 2117.7 RUN NO 	 77.000
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3333 -.2117	 -.1907 -.3235
.230 -.2012 -.4171
	 -.3553 -.x399
.410 -.0220 -.0975	 -.0901 • .0374
590 10900 .O9B4	 .1215 .1265
.770 .0859 .1079
	 .1142 .2668
.87B .0523 .0481	 .0418 -.1111
--
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF15)
BETA	 ( 4) P+	 5.050 ALPHA (
	 1) -	 --.010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.870 POIP5F =	 2117.6	 RUIN NO	 78.000
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7693 -.6423 -.4880 -.7422
.230 -.4681 -.7378 -.6329 -.1948
.410 -.2351 -.3191 -.3233 -.1828
.590 -.1217 -.0965 -.0892 -.0864
.770 -.1081 -.0840 -.1102 -.0378
.878 -.1322 -.1291 -.1522 -.1837
BETA	 ( 4) 5.050 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2,050	 O(PSF)	 42.670 PO/PSF -	 2117.6	 RUN NO -
	
78.000
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6968 -.5370 -.4382 -.7104
.230 -.4330 -.6716 -.5906 -.1693
.410 -.1881 -..2680 -.2795 -.1382
.590 -.0736 -.0588 -.0357 -.0452
.770 -.0673 -.0420 -.0546 .0672
.878 -.0956 -.0914 -.1145 -.1860
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.120	 0(PSF) -	 42.870 PQ/PSF -	 2117.6	 RUN NO -	 78.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/cML
.050 -.5675 -.4288 -.3920 -.5647
.230 -.3657 -.5833 -.5066 -.1400
.410 -.1398 -.2165 -.2270 -.0814
.590 -.0210 -.0210 .0020 .0047
.770
-.OR42 -.0031 --.0084 .1365
.878 -.0557 -.0567 -.0746 -.2007
PAGE 1200
y^.p1
PAGE 1201DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
0A163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF15)
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050
	
ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180	 Q(PSF) a 42.870	 170/PSF n 2117.6	 RUN NO - 78.000
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR DR- 1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.5314 -.2720 -.2351 -.3790
	
.230	 -.3174 -.4913 -.4102 -.1179
	
410	 -.0866 -.1581 -.1624 -.0349
	




.770	 .0115	 .0347	 .03613	 .1655
	
.878	 -.0211 -.0295 -.0337 -.1487
BETA ( 4) -	 5.050
	
ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.250	 Q(PSF) = 42.870 	 PO/PSF = 2117.6	 RUN NO a 78.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CR
Y/8ML
	 .0760






.230	 -.2506 -.4138 -.3264 -.9936
	
.410	 -.0400 -.IU32 -.0853	 .0513
	
.590	 .0725










BETA ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.310 Q(PSF) = 42.870 	 PO/PSF - 6117.6	 RUN NO - 78.000
SECTION ( I)MA1N LNO OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 .0989	 .2286	 .0514
	
.230	 -.2138 -.3654 -.2496 -.0453
	
.410	 .0010 -.0505 -.0232	 .1291
	
.590	 .1136











RUN NO - 79.000
RUN NO - 79.000
RUN NO - 79.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.120 ALPHA (	 11 =	 .000	 Q(PSF) =	 42.875	 PO/PSF 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 10750 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7370 -.3322 -.3438 -.5538
.230 -.4573 -.6066 -.5235 -.2072
.410 -.1861 -.2712 -.2817 -.1607
.590 -.0683 -.0830 -.0589 -.0814
.770 -.0694 -.0662 -.0715 .0209
.678 -.1009 -.1209 -.1282 -.2176
BETA	 ( 5) 10.120	 ALPHA (	 2) 2.060	 Q(PSF) -	 42.875	 PO/PSF 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5914 -.1494 -.0810 -.3403
.230 -.4115 -.5578 -.4515 -.1747
.410 -.1399 -.2168 -.2052 -.0711
.590 -.0158 -.0200 .0062 -.0090
.770 -.0379 -.0231 -.0179 .0967
.878 -.0779 -.0915 -.0905 -.1947
BETA	 ( 5) M	 10.120	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.130	 O(PSF)	 42.875	 PO/PSF -	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4014 .0945 .1930 -.0614
.230 -.3657 -.5286 -.3920 -.1434
.410 -.1030 -.1776 -.1398 .0219
.590 .0346 .04'72 .0651 .0788
.770 -.0084 .0188 .0314 .1576
.878 -.0694 -.0630 -.0578 -.1406
lDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFFI5)
BETA	 15) 10.120	 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 5.170	 Q(PSF)	 o	 42.875 PO/PSF a	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 79.000





.050 -.2429 .2553	 .3278 -.0038
.230 -.3681 -.5269	 -.4080 -.1366
.410 -.0925 -.1462	 -.1115 .0772
.590 .0556 .0735	 .1051 .1479





( 5) =	 10.120
	
ALPHA ( 5) 8.240	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.875 PO/PSF -	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 79.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.3208 -.4650	 -.3598 -.1021
.410 -.0578 -.0989	 -.0694 .1220
.590 .0809 .1062
	 .1398 .1892
.770 .0125 .0620	 .0852 .2854
.878 --.0536 -.0369	 -.0337 -.1904
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.120
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.370	 Q(PSF) =	 42.875 PO/PSF =	 2117.8	 RUN NO -	 79.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .0947 .581"7	 .6108 .1895
.230 -.8581 -.3929
	 -.2886 -.0591j,-	 .410 -.0074 -.0506
	 -.0232 .168E
.590 .1211 .1442	 .1'789 .2290





DATE 17 MAY 78	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 ) PACE 12011
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF161	 ( 03 FC8 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP =	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 - .170 ELEVON c	 .000
LREF	 = 474.8100 INCHES	 YMRP =	 .0000	 IN.	 YO 80FLAP - .000 SPD9RK a	 25.000
BREF	 = 936.6800 INCHES
	 ZMRP =	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N
	
- 68.000 THETAN -	 50.000
SCALE m .0445 PHI-M	 = 88.000 THETAM -	 50.000




( 1) n	 .010	 Q(PSF) -	 42.897	 PO/PSF =	 2117.1	 RUN NO 80.000







.230 -.1777	 -.1977	 -.2051 -.2298
.410 -.2156





-.3302	 -.3176	 -.3502 -.4091
.876 -.3576	 -.3471
	 -.3723 -.2976
SETA	 1 1) ^	 - 10.110
	 ALPHA ( 2) a	 2.060	 Q(PSF)	 42.897	 PO/PSF c	 2117.1	 RUN NO =	 80.000





















BETA	 ( 1)	 =	 -10.110	 ALPHA ( 3)	 a	 4.110	 Q(PSF)	 42.897
	
PO/PSF =	 2117.1	 RUN NO o	 (30.000



















DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) a	 -10.110 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.180	 Q(PSF) -	 42,897 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4891 -.2892 -.2703 -.7127
.230 .1993 -.0063 -.1188 -.0176
.410 -.2093 -.1641 -.0137 -.0055
.590 -.1998 -.0662 -.0915 -.1194
.770 -.0673 -.0904 -.1535
-.1735
.876 -.Oslo -.1188 -.1556 -.1578
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 51 =	 6.260	 Q(PSF) -	 42.897 POIPSF	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5959 -.3100 -.2344 -.6019
.230 .1878 .1618 -.0504 -.0314
.410 -.2091 -.1976 .0146 .0219
.590 -.1818 -.0137 .0073 -.0021
.770 -.0557 -.0126 -.0441 -.0399
.878 -.0567 -.0336 -.0799 -.0820
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 6) =	 10.370	 Q(PSF) -	 42.897 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5224 -.2575 -.1324 -.3934
.230 .2210 .2396 -.0158 .0254
.410 -.1565 -.1682 .0357 .0599
.590 -.1240 .0420 .0672 .0599
.770 -.0063 .0451 .0220 .0535
.878 -.0116 .0136 -.0189 -.0147
PACE 1205
(RFFF16)
RUN NO - 80.000
RUN NO - 80.000
RUN NO = 80.000
f^
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1	 PAC-, 111.103,
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 IRnFFF18)
BETA ( 2) a	
-5.060	 ALPHA ( 1)
	 .000
	





SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.5678 -.3932 -.4931 -1.0384
	
.230	 .0988 -.2271 -.2818 -.2107
	
.410	 -.3449 -.2765 -.1409 -.1262
	
.590	 -.2166 -.1850 -.2103 -.1959
	
.770
	 -.1609 -.2124 -.2839 -.3175
	
B78
	 -.1987 -.2397 -.2912 -.2744
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.050
	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.050
	 Q(PSF)	 42.948	 PO/PSF n 2117.0
	
RUN NO n 81.000
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5965 -.3986 -.4222 -.9131
	
.230	 .1144 -.1029 -.2269 -.1330
	
.410	 -.3245 -.3056 -.1323 -.0899
	
.590
	 -.2006 -.1449 -.1607 -.1536
	
.770




	 -.1250 -.1691 -.2415 -.2247
BETA ( 2) _
	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130 QtPSF) a 42.948	 PO/PSF - 2117.0	 RUN NO = 81.000
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1














	 .0409 -.1628 -.0486
	
.410	 -.2952 -.2942 -.1114 -.0572
	
.590	 -.1691 -.0987 -.0914 -.0882
	
770	 -.0630 -.0893 -.	 - 41513	 .1 lB
	
.678
	 -.0819 -.1103 -.18I8 -.1796
^ 1
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
.. BETA	 ( 2)
-5.060 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.948 PO/PSF R	 2117.0
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP














.410 -.2655 -.2918 -.0829 -.0210
b .590 -.1280 -.0546 -.0420 -.0141
.770 -.0252 -.0462 -.0777 -.0126
CtxJ 878 -.0483 -.0661 -.1091 -.1070
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 5) 8.250
	 Q(PSF1	 42.948 PO/PSF a	 2117.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR
-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3662 --.2330 -.1962 -.6216
.230 .1468 .1947 .0387 -.0090
. .410 -.2256 -.2508 -.0504 .0271
.590 -.0619 -.0042 .0136 .0495
.770 .01b8 -.0031 -.0252 .1122
.878 -.0084 -.0283 -.0661 -.0420
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.070
	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.330	 0(PSF) •	 42.948 PO/PS-F.-	 2117.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2918 -.1658 -.1365 -.5874
.230 .1720 .2238 .1301 .0546
.4I0 -.1879 -.2036
-.0021 .0839
.590 .0041 .0440 .0702 .1087
.770 .0713 .0451 .0325 .2093
.878 .0398 .0157 -.0157 •.0189
PAGE 1207
(RFFFI6)
RUN NO . BI.000
RUN NO - 81.000
RUN NO s 81.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1 PAOZ IaM
OA183 ORB
	
MAIN BEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 1RFF1"1B1
BETA	 1 31 .000	 ALPHA t	 11 .000	 Q(PSF) a	42.935 PO/PSF a	 2117.0 RUN NO n 	 92.000
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0430 .0020	 -.1525 -.1108
.410 -.4387 -.4229	 -.1999 -.1211
590 -.1841 -.1809	 -.1652 -.1436 - -
.770 -.1157 -.1694	 -.2230 -.2009
.878 -.1431 -.1862	 -.2546 -.2556
BETA	 (3) = .000	 ALPHA t 21 2.050	 O(PSF)	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2117.0 RUN NO	 82.000
SECTION ) 11MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0209 .1124	 -.0683 -.1159
.410 -.4:386 -.427D	 -.1914 -.0935
.590 -.1472 -.1409	 -.1178 -.0745
.770 -.0789 -.1304	 -.1556 -.0526
.878 -.1115 -.1472
	 -.1925 -.1830
BETA	 f 31 =	 .000	 ALPHA t 31 =	 4.120	 Q(PSF)	 42.935 PO/fGF	 2117.0 RUN NO	 82.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0073 .1247	 .0198 -.0967
.416 --.4184 -.3995
	 - . 1405 -.0416
.590 -.1007 -.0954	 -.0650 -.0193
.770 -.0388 -.0912	 -.1038 .0733




JPAGE 1209DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF16)
BETA	 ( 3) .000	 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.190	 Q(PSF")	 w	42.935 PO/PSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO	 82.000
SECTION I I)MAIN LNO OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP Ir
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4992 -.3220	 -.2695 -.7365
.230 .0188 .1373	 .0775 -.0227
.4I0 -.4069 -.3639	 -.0902 .0081
.590 -.0482 -.0503	 --.0052 .0322
.770 .0083 -.0461	 -.0440 .1667
.B76 -.0294 -.0713	 -.1007 -.1835
BETA	 i 31 = .000
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.250	 Q(PSF) -	 42.935 POIPSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO n 	 82.000
SECTION ! I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4013 -.2573	 -.2342 -.5637
.230 .0398 .1617	 .1144 .0374
.410 -.3929 -.3267	 -.0420 .0598
.590 .0010 -.0094	 .0409 .0960
.770 .0503 -.0126
	 .0020 .2332
.878 .0167 -.0294	 -.0641 --.1754
BETA	 (3) -.010 ALPHA (6) =	 10.340	 Q(PSF) =	 42.935 PO/PSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO -	 82.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR OR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3322 -.I80B	 -.1882 -.3951
.230 .0703 .1951	 .1586 .0892
.410 -.3690 -.2733	 .0125 .1081
.590 .0409 .0283
	 .0914 .1547
.770 .0882 .0251	 .0483 .2925
.878 .0556 .0062	 -.0200 -.1419 r
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.050 ALPHA (	 I) a	 .000	 Q(PSF) s	 42.917	 PO/PSF d	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/2ML .0760 .3100 .5B20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -17519 -.5006 -.4080 -,8954
.230 -.1462 .0555 -.0189 -.1314
.410 -.6383 -.5374 -.2051 -.1056
.590 -.14133 -.1651 -.1220 -.0780
.770 -.0988 -.1462 -.1556 .0094
.B78 -.1388 -.1630 -.1998 -.2240
BETA	 (4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 21 2.099	 Q(PSF) -	 42,917	 PO/PSF H	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .9760 .3t00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6923 -.4500 -.3688 -.8454
.230 -.1328 .0705 .0199 -.0816
.410 -.6312 -.4974 -.1612 -.0643
.590 -.1117 -.1285 -.9674 -.0297
.770 --.0685 -.1159 -.1043 .1179
.878 -.1054 -.1264 -.1633 -.2698
BETA	 ( 4) -	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 3) a	 4.I40	 Q(PSF) =	 42.917	 PO/P5F -	 22117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5742 -.3884 --.3422 --.6562
.230 -.1123 .0944 .0492 -.0262
.410 -.6615 -.4524 -.1144 -.0090
.590 -.0787 -.0840 -.0220 .0271
.77fl -.0367 -.9714 -.0546 .1782
.878 -.0714 -.9871 -.1218 -.2530
PACE MO
IRFFFIS)
RUN NO o 83.000
RUN NO n 83.000
RUN NO - 133.000
PAGE 1211DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 I NAAL •
-751 )
OA153 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 IRFFFI6)
BETA ( 4) ++	 5.050
	
ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.200	 Q(PSF) a 42.917	 PO/PSF - 2117.0	 RUN NO a 83.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 15820	 .8530
X/CML
	








.410	 -.5601 -.3857 -.0546
	 .0323
	
.590	 -.0399 -.0357	 .0367	 .0771
	
.770	 -.0126 -.0315 -.0084	 .2137
	
.878	 -.0494 --.0504 -.0809 -.2112
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 POIPSF - 2117.0
	 RUN NO = 83.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3014 -.1586 -.1176 -.1140
	
.230	
-.0241	 .1732	 .1407	 .0305
	







.770	 .0031	 GG94	 .0356	 .2332
	
.878	 -.0399 -.0199 -.0347 -.1334
BETA ( 4) =	 5.050
	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.330	 Q(PSF) - 42.917	 PO/PSF = 2117.0
	
RUN NO - 83.000




























-.0388	 .0125 -.0031 -.0682
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PACE 1212
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFI6)
BETA	 ( 5) 10.110	 ALPHA	 (	 1) m	 .030	 Q(PSF) -	 42.9D3 PO/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO b	 64.000




.050 -.6313 -.4520	 -.4667 -.6814
.230 -.2066 .006'	 -.0430 -.1001
.410 -.6554 -.4834	 -.I804 -.1053
.590 -.1447 -.1279
	 -.0860 -.0709
.770 -.1112 -.1227	 -.1112 .0691
.679 -.1521 - .1395	 -.1741 -.2517
BETA	 ( 5) =	 i0.I10	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.060
	
0(PSE)	 42.903 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO
	
84.000




.050 --.4259 -.2177	 -.2082 -.3160
.230 -.1746 .0693	 .0230 -.0693
.410 -.6470 -.4175	 -.0957 -.0435
.5590 -.1I46 -.0726
	 -.BIBS -.0107
.770 -.1146 -.0747	 -.0652 .1103
.878 -.1588 -.0988
	 -.1335 -.2261
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.110 ALPHA ( 3) 4.130	 Q(PSF) =	 42.903 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 84.000






:.:	 .230 -.1346 .1514	 .1156 -,0142
.410 -.6469 -.3671
	 -.0031 .0409
.590 -.0989 -.0336	 .0525 .0695
.770 -.1210 -.0368	 -.0231 .1461
.878 -.1683 -.0684	 -.0936 -.1662
f
i`
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 t 51 =	 10.110 ALPHA t 41 -	 6,210	 Q(P5F)	 -	 42.903 PO/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0916 .IBBI .3043 .0738
.230 -.1231 .2296 .2088 .0513
.410 -.6895 -.3737 .0568 .1273
.590 -.1021 -.0I37 .1041 .1584
.770 -.1516 -.0021 .0178 .2441
.878 -.1905 -.0389 -.0789 -.1958
BETA	 151 =	 10.110 ALPHA t 5) 8.250
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.903 PD/PSF	 2117.1
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0473 .3457 .3768 .1324
.230 -.1273 .2627 .2503 .0769
.410 -.6893 -.3494 .0852 .I549
.590 -.1052 .0073 .1304 .1841
.770 -.1800 .0294 .0431 .2897
.878 -.2063 -.0168 -.0621 -.1978





SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1991 .5034 .5407 .22284
.230 -.0861 .3005 .2943 .1218
.410 --.6460 -.3025 .1281 .1341
.590 -.0851 .0377 .1648 .2164
.770 -.1859 .0650 .0745 .3202




RUN NO * 84.000
RUN NO = 84.000
F	 `
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PACE 121 t)	 r
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RF€'F17)	 c 03 FED 75 )
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF =	 2590.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
	LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA (	 11 = -10.110	 ALPHA ( 11	 .010	 O(PSF) - 42.940
	
SECTION
	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I







.050	 -.1988 -.1736 -.1651 -.2591
	
.230	 --1851 -.1956 -.2293 -.2557
	
.410	 -_2219 -.2177 -.2461 -.28I5
	
.590	 -.3334 -.2556 -.2851 -.4040
	
.770	
-.3545 -.2903 -.2977 -.3734
	
.878	 -.3461 -.2640 -.3366 -.2914
	
BETA (	 1) = -10.100	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.ii0	 O(PSF1 = 42.940
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050	 -.1420 -.1157 -.1010 -.1988
	
.230	 -.1305 -.1357 -.1799 -.1712
	
.410	 -.1705 -.157B -.1873 -.2333
	
.590	 -.2820 -.2073 --.2389 -.3231
	
.770
	 -.2788 -.2378 -.2673 --.2968
	
.87B	 -.2725 -.2462 -.3020 -.2610
	
BETA i	 1) W -10.100	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.170
	 Q(PSF)	 42.940
	
SECTION	 ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.3443 -.3138 -.5192 -.8486
	




	 .0926 -.0179 -.0504
	
.590	 -.3033 -.0663 -.0948 -.1333
	
.770	
-.1980 -.IB22 -.1832 -.1706
	
.878	 -.I990 -.2106 -.2264 -.1895
	 ,.
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH	 - .170 ELEVON - .000
BDFLAP - .000 SPDBRK - 25.000
PHI-N	 - 65.000 THETAN - 65.000
PHI-M	 * 88.000 THETAM - 65.000
PO/PSF n 	 2117.2	 RUN NO -	 85.000
PQ/PSF a 2117.2 RUN NO n 85.000
PO/P5F a 2117.2 RUN NO - 65.000
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 l	 PACE 1215
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF171
BETA ( 1) _ -10.100	 ALPHA ( 41 s	 6.230	 Q(PSF) - 42.940
	
PO/PSF a 2117.2	 RUN NO v 85,000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.3497 -.2544 -.4335 -.7439
	
.230
	 -.2481 -.1204 --.0660 -.0141
	
.410	 -.0523	 1182	 .0450	 .0013
	
.590
	 -.2555 -.0408 -.0241 -.0587
	
.770
	 -.1277 -.1267 -.1194 -.0911
	
.878
	 -.1288 -.1560 -.1822 -.1413
BETA ( 1) n
 -10.100	 ALPHA ( 5) m	 8.300	 Q(PSF1 = 42.940
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-I









	 -.3858 -.2264 -.3271 -.7569
	


















-.0744 -.1069 -.1363 -.1101
13ETA ( 1) r -10.110	 ALPHA ( 61	 10.360	 Q(PSF)	 42.940
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP



























.878 -.0283 -.0829 -.0839 -.0420
PO/PSF = 2117.2	 RUN NO = 85.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2




RUN NO s 85.000
RUN NO m 86.000
RUN NO 0 86.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 V NAAL-791 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.060	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .010	 Q(PSF) -	 42.932 PO/PSG' -	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
Y^CML
.050 -.5968 -.4094 -.5989 -1.0890
.230 -.3675 -.2869 -.2555 -.1858
.410 -.0712 -.0073 -.0523 -.1171
.590 -.3309 -.1581 -.1298 -.1446
.770 -.2282 -.2513 -.2471 -.2314
.878 -.2293 -.2743 -.3172 -.2722
BETA	 12) -	 -5.060 ALPHA t 2) =	 2.120	 Q(PSF) .	 42.932 POtPSF .	 2117.0
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5331 -.3547 -.5236 -1.0174
.230 -.1805 -.2088 -.1647 -.1019
.410 -.0325 .0230 -.0021 -.0692
.590 -.2875 -.1291 -.0829 -.1053
.770 -.1752 -.2099 -.1889 -.1553
.878 -.1794 -.2319 -.2718 -.2571
BETA	 (2) =	 -5.060 ALPHA i 33 =	 4.150	 Q(PSF) m	 42.932 PO/PSF	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4797 -.3009 -.4313 -.8630
.230 .0115 -.1336 -.0999 -.0193
.410 -.0nio .0536 .0399 -.0262
.590 -.2504 -.0957 -.0284 -.0452
.770 -.1283 -.1673 -,1241 -.0705
.878 -.1389 -.1936 -.2220 -.2114
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 2)
	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 43	 6.210	 Q(PSF) - 42.932
	
PO/PSF - 2117,0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -,4429 -.2788 -.3346 -.7423
	










-.0999 -.1241 -.0631 	 .0494
	
.8713
	 -.1147 -.1662 -.1789 -.1662
PAGE 1217
(RFFF171
RUN NO - 85.000
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270	 Q(PSF) - 42.932
	
PO/PSF - 2117.0'	 RUM NO - (36.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR 0R-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML








-.0621 -.0831 -.0031	 .1545
.BIB	 -.0768 -.1283 -.1357 -.0999
BETA ( 21 - --5.060	 ALPHA	 it =	 10.350 Q(PSF) - 42.932
	 PO/PSF	 2117.0
	
RUN NO - 86.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.2963 -.1555 -.1828 -.6311
.230	 .23B5	 .2085	 .1857	 .0857
.410	 .0861	 .1638	 .1607	 .1340
.590
	 -.14(13
	 .0262	 .1344	 .1374
.770
	 -.0169 -.0347	 .0535	 .2447
.878
	 -.0326 -.0862 -.0872 -.0714
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 1
DAM ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFFI7)
BETA (3) s	 .000	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .000	 Q(PSF) a 42.865	 PO/PSF • 8117.0	 RUN NO s 87.000





	 .3I00	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5644 -.3965 -.5434 -1.0102
	
.230	 -.0210 -.1731 --.0955 -.0795
	
.410	
-.6892 -.0105 -.0189 -.0761
	
.590	 -.3924 -.1857 -.0839 -.0967
	
.770	 -.2444 °.2539 -.1899 -.1080
	
.878	 -.2402 -.2822	 .3000 -.2864
BETA ( 3) -
	 .000	 ALPHA 12)	 2.080	 O(PSF) a 42.885	 PO/PSF	 21I7.0	 RUN NO . 87.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I


















-.3827 -.1486 -.0337 -.0384
	
.770	
-.2203 --.2161 -.1297	 .0073
.878 -.2193 -.2594 -.2594 -.2572
BETA ( 3) =	 .000	 ALPHA t 3) =	 4.140 Q(PSF) a 42.885
	 PO/PSF	 2117.0	 RUN NO	 87.000
SECTION ( I)MAiN LND OR OR-I







.050	 -.4611 -.3664 -.3954 -.8981
	
.230	 .1410
	 .1220	 .0883 -.0522
	
.410	 -.0542	 .0578	 .0526	 .0185
	
.590	 -.3695 -.1137	 .0192	 .0203
	
.770
	 -.1853 -.1758 -.0842
	 .1073
	
.878	 -.1874 -.2211 -.2253 -.2274
PAC= I2IO
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	 (	 31 n 1000	 ALPHA ( 4) n 	 6.180	 O(PSF) n 	 42.885 PO/PSF	 2117.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4617 -.3439	 -.3050 -.7834
.230 .1514 .1796	 .1377 .0030
.410 -.0452 .0925	 .0946 .0582
.590 -.3492 -.0726	 .0735 .0685
.770 -.1504 -.1293	 -.0326 .1952
.878 -.1472 -.1735	 -.1893 -.2345
BETA
	 ( 3) n .000	 ALPHA ( 51 n 	 8.290	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.885 PO/PSF n 	 2117.0





.050 -.3964 -.2986	 -.2534 -.5573
.230 .1682 .212B	 .1796 .0685
.410 -.0210 .1335	 .1440 .1168




.878 -.1115 -.1304	 -.1440 -.2303
BETA
	 ( 31 .000	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.320	 0(PSF) n _	 42.@6'.a PO/PSF	 2117.0






.230 .1870 .2498	 .2229 .1270






.678 -.0851 -.0993	 -.1051 -.1996
PAGE 1219
(RFFF17)
RUN NO n 87.000
RUN NO n 67.000




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA	 (	 11 -	 .000	 Q(PSF) x	 42.983	 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.678.1 - .511) -.4681 -.9936
.230 .0272 .0933 .0450 -.0950
.410 -.1889 .0031 -.0010 -.0365
.590 -.5626 -.1879 -.0315 -.0399
.770 -.2991 -.2383 -.1427 .0524
.878 -.2844 -.2802 -.292B -.3191
BETA	 ( 41 5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.090	 Q I PSF) -	 42.983
	
PO/PSF p	 2117.1
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0780 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6901 -.4698 -.3891 -.8706
.230 .0377 .1184 .oBBD -.0468
.430 --.1615 .0419 .0450 -.0004
.590 -.5559 -.1425 .0209 .0133
.770 -.2706 -.1909 -.0870 .1394
.878 -.2527 -.2349 -.2527 -.3031
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.130	 Q(P5F1 -	 42.983	 PO/PSF 2117.1
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6107 -.4328 -.3685 -.6531
.230 .0599 .1526 .1242 .0168
.410 -.127u .0652 .0894 .0479
.590 -.5591 -.1032 .0610 .0617
.770 -.2559 -.1537 -.0421 .1923
.878 -.2295 -.2001 -.2169 -.2917
PA13E 1220
(RFFF17)
RUN NO - 88.008
RUN NO w 88.000
RUN NO - 86.000
PAGE 1221DATE 17 MAY 76 TABILATED PRESSUPE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 Oi48
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFF'F171
BETA	 ( 4) 5.060	 ALPHA ' 41 -	 6.180	 O(PSF) -	 42.983 PO/PSF -	 aI17.1	 RUN NO =	 88.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5203 -.3430	 -.3115 -.3581
.230 .0954 .1988	 .1667 .0580
.410 -.0671 .1342	 .1363 .0924
.590 -.5276 -.0524	 .1069 .1131
.770 -.2339 -.1091	 .0000 .2432
.878 -.2024 -.1584	 -.1783 -.2633
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 51 a	 8.260	 Q(PSF) =	 42.983 PO/PSF *	 2117.1	 RUN NO =	 68.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3761 -.2217	 -.1964 -.1881
.c30 .1365 .2467	 .2126 .0657







.878 -.1838 -.1166	 -.1282 -.2196
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.060	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370	 Q(PSF) -	 42.983 PO/PSF	 2117.1	 RUN NO	 86.900
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 .0239 .2320	 .2289 .1658
.590 -.4326 .0480	 .1908 .1777
.770 -.2090 -.0178	 .0783 .2B35
.878 -.1588 -.0742	 -.0773 -.1369
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - JAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF171




SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP .
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.689I -.5266 -.4972 -.7727
.230 .0010 .a723 .Oast -.0709
.410 -.1710 .0156 -.0042 -.059B
.590 -.6073 -.1479 -.0325 °.0468
.770 -.2968 -.1657 -.I185 .0765
.678 -.2507 -.2255 -.2591 -.2B53
BETA
	 ( 5) =	 10.120 ALPHA ( 2) 2.050	 Q(PSF) -	 42.933 PO/PSr -	 2117.1
	 RUN NO -
	
89.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND ^;:z DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .31110 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4287 -.2348 -.1907 -.3682
.230 .0324 .1383 .0827 -.0296
.410 -.1079 .0880 .0607 .00I3
.590 -.5785 -.0775 .0293 .0064
.770 -.2914 -.1436 -.0723 .1131
.878 -.2243 -.1::07 -.2159 -.2683
BETA	 1 5) 10.120 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.140
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.933 PO/P5F -	 2117.1
	
RUN NO -	 89.000
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2436 -.0115 .1301 .0013
.230 .0550 .2228 .1700 .0202
.410
-.0,714° 1669 .1511 . a68-tr
.590 .5524 -.0199 .1070 .0788
.770 °.3065 -.1061 -.0304 .1543
.878 -.2174 -.1575 -.1733 -.2079
PAGE 1222
I -
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RF'FF171
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.120 ALPHA ( 4 ) 6.220	 Q(PSF] =	 42.933 PO/P5F -
	
2117.1 RUM NO -
	
89.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0979 .2193 .3677 .1014
.?30 .0978 .3200 .2930 .1135
.410 -.0632 .2535 .2598 .1791
.590 -.5381 .0347 .1995 .1791
.770 -.3285 -.0937 .0199 .2565
.878 -.2190 -.1548 -.1590 -.1959
BETA	 ( 51 10.120 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.270
	 Q(PSF) -	 42.933 PO/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 89.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0241 .3323 .4650 .2031
.230 .0915 .3613 .3509 .1497
.410
-.0852 .2866 .3032 .2220
.590 -.5463 .0536 .2306 .2288
.770
-.361 -.GB31 .037E .3240
.878 -.2400 -.1431 -.1537 -.2389
BETA	 (5) =	 10.120 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.340
	
Q(PSF] -	 42.93:, POfPSF -	 1117.1 RUN NO -	 89.000
SECTION 11)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
..050 .1773 .5003 .5883 .2678
.230 .1217 .4009 .3937 .1906
4!0 -.0704 .3212 .3440 .2643
.590 -.5419 .0976 .2684 .2575
.770 -.3707 -.0515 .0692 .3481
.878 -.2142 -.1134 -.1302 -.2321
PAGE 122.3
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH n	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
80FLAP +	 . 000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N fl	 66.000 THETAN -
	
80.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM -	 80.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 90.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 90.000
PO/PSF - 2117.2
	
RUN NO - 90.000
DATE l7 MAY 16	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAX.- 75I )	 PAC 12^l
OA163 ORS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF18)	 ( 11 KAY 76 1
REFERENCE DATA
	SREF =
	2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
	LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO
	





	BETA I	 :1 = -10.110	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .020	 Q(PSF) - 42.900
	
SECTION 	( IIMAIN LND OR OR-I




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4559 -.4686 -.7c38 -1.1357
	
.230	 -.3929 -.4223 -.2952 -.1761
	
.410	
-.1103 -.0956 -.1639 -.1744
	
.590	
-.1303 -.1208 -.2112 -.2760
	
.770	 -.3477 -.2479 -.2427 -.2511
	
.878	 -.3992 -.3414 -.3141 -.2605
	
BETA (	 11 = -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.050
	 Q(PSF) - 42.900
	
SECTION
	( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	
-.3953 -.4090 -.6487 -.9400
	
.230	 -.3490 -.3480 -.1934 -.0986
	
.410	
-.0568 -.0179 -.02x3 -.1090
	




-.2786 -.1976 -.1829 -.1924
	
.878	
-.3249 -.3017 --.2765 -.2124
	
BETA ( 	11 = -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 Q(PSF) - 42.900
	SECTION
	( 11MA1N LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.3550 -.3466 -.5557 -.7307
	
.230	
-.3235 -.2542 -.0924 -.0434
	
.410	 -.0136
	 .0734 -.0199 -.0434
	
.590	 -.0283
	 .0220 -.0504 -.4934
	
.770
	 -.2153 -.1407 -.1145 -.1082
	
.678	
-.2594 -.2510 -.2405 -.1607
cPAGE 1225DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFFIS)
[i-TA ( 11 - -10.110	 ALPHA ( 4) m	5.150	 Q(PSP) a 42.900	 PO/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO o 90.000





.0760	 .3100	 .51320	 .8530
X/.CM1.
	
.050	 -.3333 -.3144 -.5015 -.65013
	
.230	 -.3IO2 -.1808 -.0557 - . 10297
	
.410	 .0073	 .1208	 .0157 -.0193
	
.590	 -.0126	 .0509 -.0095 -.0573
	
.770	 -.1840 -.1072 -.0788 -.0673
.878 -.2240 -.2292 -.2208 -.1346
BETA ( I1 = -10.110	 ALPHA ( 5)	 5.210	 O1PSF) w 42.9DO	 PO/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO a 90.000





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3361} -.2749 -.4624 -.6637
	
.230	 -.2939 -.1411 -.9411 -.0090
	
.410	 .0358
	 .1569	 .0600	 .0i51
	
.590	 .00031	 .0947	 D336 -.0142
	
.770
	 -.1559 -.13748 -.0432 -.0274
	
.878	 -.I907 -.2054 -.2012 -,1148
BETA ( 11 = -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 B.270
	
0(PSF) = 42.900 	 PO/PSl: - 2117.2	 RUN NO a 90.000





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3530 -.2132 -.3509 -.75I5
	














-.1019 --.QQ34	 .3283	 .0377
	
.878	 -.1387 -.1544 -.161S -.0935
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OPB 	 MAIN GEAR CIOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.110 ALPHA ( 7)	 -	 10.340	 01PSF1 -	 42.900 POIPSF -	 2117.2
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3180 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3228 -.1506 -.2482 -.5815
.230: .0514 .0230 .0588 .1030
.410 .1713 .2262 .2014 .1410
.590 .1072 .1869 .1786 .1306
.770 -.0536 .0399 .1051 .1366
.878 -.0915 -.1030 -.1073 -.0641
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.000	 ALPHA ( () _	 .000	 0(PSF) =	 42.950 PO/PSF -	 E117.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5786 -.4240 -.6365 -1.0096
.230 -.3903 -.2925 -.2272 -.1694
.410 -.0221 .0336 -.0368 -.1021
.590 -.0578 .0020 -.0778 -.1I77
.770 -.2609 -.1904 -.1757 -.1725
.878 -.2946 -.3219 -.3356 -.2535
BETA	 ( 21 _	 -5.000	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.070
	 0(PSF) c	 42.950 PO/PSF .	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5253 -.3593 -.5494 -.9738
1230 -.2626 -.2164 -.1481 -.0865
.410 .0409 .0724 .0220 -.0503
.590 -.0189 .0335 -.0326 -.0779
.770 -.2227 -.1429 -.1113 -.1071
.878 -.2574 -.2784 -.2910 -.2290
PACE I22v
(RFFF18)
RUN NO a 90.000
RUN NO a 91.000
RUN NO ¢ 91.000
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - QA163 ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.000	 ALPHA (	 33 4.110	 4(PSF)	 a	 42.050 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4789 -.3035 -.4652 --.8545
.230 -.1040 --.1449 -.0714 -.0004
.410 .1028 .0986 .0734 -.0055
.590 .0146 .0650 .0398 -.0210
.770 -.1922 -.0903 -.0231 -.0168
.878 •.2342 -.2373 -.2321 -.2279
EVA	 ( 2) _	 -5.000	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.190	 O(PSF) a	 42.950 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4I74 -.2517 -.3702 -.7966
.230 .0586 -.0419 .0377 .0271
.410 .1520 .1509 .1321 .0597
.590 .0555 .1100 .1090 .0529
.770 -.1667 -.0419 .0440 .0733
.878 -.2108 -.1961 -.1835 -.1909
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.250	 Q(P5F) =	 42.950 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3562 -.2049 -.2816 -.6448
.230 .1565 .0798 .1239 .0374
.410 .1898 .1960 .1732 .1098
.590 .0851 .1523 .1691 .1150
.770
--.1418 .0052 .1165 .1888
.878 -.1860 -.1555 -.1282 -.1387
PAGE 1227
IRFFF18l
RUN NO - 91.000
RUN NO . 91.000
RUN NO m 91.000
DATE	 7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -5.000 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.330	 O(PSF) -	 42.950 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2904 -.1604 -.2076 -.6314
.230 .2070 .2018 .2039 .0958
.410 .2204 .2359 .2121 .1646
.590 .1121 .1835 .2153 .1698
.770 -.1227 .0450 .1698 .2742
.878 -.1552 -.1153 -.0839 -.0912
BETA	 ( 3) - .000 ALPHA 11) -	 .010	 O(PSF) -	 42.888 PO/PSF $	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5759 -.4074 -.5875 -.9344
.230 -.0905 -.1758 -.0358 -.0677
.410 .0410 .0504 .0147 -.0539
.590 -.0747 .0031 -.0105 -.0746
.770 -.3464 -.1579 -.0653 -.0555
.878 -.3716 -.3127 -.2885 -.2979
BETA	 1 33 W .000 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 O(PSF) -	 42.888 PO/PSF -	 2117.1
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5079 -.3764 -.41352 -1.0057
.230 .0346 -.0515 .0430 -.0524
1410 .0683 .0966 .0662 -.0038
.590 -.0557 .0472 .0609 -.0021
.710 -.3354 -.1157 .0104 .0441





RUN NO - 92.000
RUN NO - 92.000
DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL.-751 1 PACE 1229
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFIB)
BETA	 ( 31 a .000	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.110	 i0(P5F)	 .	 42.888 PO/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO b	 92.000
SECTION I IIMAIN LND OR DR--I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/91:_ 10760 .3100	 .5820 .8530 --
X/r.,9L
.050 -. ts517 -.3723	 -.4238 -.8938
.230 .1030 .0986
	 .1040 -.0366









BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.180	 Q(PSF) w	 42.888 PO/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO s	 92.000
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4442 -.3518	 -.3287 -.7839
.230 .1207 .1690	 .1511 .0219
.410 .1154 .1762	 .1480 .0874
.590 -.0157 .1291	 .1606 .0994
.770 -.2993 -.0346	 .1091 .2187
.878 -.2982 -.2069	 --.1764 -.1890
BETA	 ( 31 = unrl	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.240
	 Q(PSF) -	 42.888 PO/PSF .	 2117.1 RUN NO '► 	 92.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760' .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3824 -.3097	 -.2623 -.5619
.230 .1411 .2028	 .1913 0790,
.410 .1400 .2204	 .1986 .1447
.590 .0073 .1747	 .2132 .1654
1770 -.2676 .0010	 .1474 .2765
.878 -.2570 -.1622	 -.1422 -.0864
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 ( NAAL-751 ) PACE 1230
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (R77r181
BETA	 13) .000	 ALPHA (6) -	 10.310	 Q(PSF) a	 42.888 POIPSF o	 2111.1 RUN NO a	 92.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3580 -.2457	 -.2068 -.x157
.230 .SSE .2393	 .2362 .1476
.410 .1547 .2500	 .2435 .1923
.590 .0377 .2176	 .2579 .2162
.770 -.2341 .0545	 .2052 .3345
.878 -.2194 -.1197	 -.0966 -.0462
BETA	 t 41 a	 5.000 ALPHA t	 11 a	 -.020	 Q(P5F1 .	 42.912 PO/PSF	 21I7.1 RUN NO	 93.000
SECTION i [)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/Em .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6682 -.5306	 -.5032 -1.0083
.230 -.0052 .0766	 .0566 -.0693
.410 -.0178 .0850	 .0493 -.0090
.590 -.I597 .0367	 .0577 -.0159
.770 -.4585 -.1408	 -.0031 .0756
.878 -.4381 -.3110	 -.2942 -.3604
BETA	 ( 4) G	 5.000 ALPHA t 21 =	 2.100	 QLP5Fl -	 42.912 POIPSF	 2117.1 RUN NO	 93.000
SECTION 1 [)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0020 .1040	 .0913 -.0383
.410 .0073 .1250	 .0924 .0202
.590 -.1324 .0787	 .1071 .0306
.770 -.4340 -.0967	 .0440 .1586
.878 -.3962 -.2701
	 -.2596 -.250I
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DAYA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1231
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFIB)
BETA	 ( 4) 5.000 ALPHA ( 31 -	 4.110	 Q(PSF)	 -	 42.512 PO/PSF a	 21[7.1 RUN NO	 93.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP --
Y/BML 10760 .3100	 .5620 .8530 0
X / CML
.050 -.6211 -.4643	 -.4221 -.5804
.230 .0210 .1357	 .1273 .0289
.410 .0304 .1594	 .1410 .0755
.590 -.1053 .1199	 .1535 .0859
.770 -.4106 -.0610	 .0736 .2005
.878 -.3705 -.2337	 -.2232 -.1747
BETA	 ( 4) z	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 41 6.170	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PD/PSF	 2117.1 RUN NO	 93.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5B20 .8530
b +^ XICMLd .050 -.5440 -.3686	 -.3182 -.1984
O
.230 .0577 .1814	 .1773 .0719
i .4I0 .0587 .2125	 .1887 .1201
.590 -.0735 .1648	 .1980 .1408
770 -.3749 -.0231	 .1144 .2529
^y .878 -.3382 -.1943	 -.1775 -.12292
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.0011	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.290	 O(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/P5F	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 93.000
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML ter-.. -
.050 -.4050 -.2399	 -.1420 .0030
.230 .0967 .2346	 .2346 .1134
.4ID .0904 .2585	 .2398 .1686
.590 -.0442 .2046	 .2429 .1892
.770 -.3493 .0146	 .1525 .2958
.878 -.3146 -.1567	 -.1399 -.0905
DAME 11 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA M ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFFIS)
BETA 1 4) d	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 6)	 10.310
	
Q(PSF) - 422.912 	 PO/PSF	 2117.1
	 RUN NO = 93.000

























.878	 -.2960 -.1165 -,1018 -.0598
BETA ( 5)	 10.000	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 .000	 Q(PSF) = 42.882
	 PG/PSF - 2117.2	 RUN NO - 94.000
























.770	 -.4408 -.1294 -.0242
	 .0977
.878 -.3945 -.2840 -.2945 -.2672
BETA ( 51	 10.000	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080 Q(PSF) - 42.882	 PO/PSF	 2117.x:	 RUN NO - 94.000
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4479 -.3196 -.3164 -.4917
	
.230	 -.0200












.770	 -.4058 -.0799	 .0084	 .1208
	




HATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 51 a	 10.000 ALPHA ( 3) 4.120
	
0(P5F)	 m	 42.882 PO/PSF a	 2117.2
SECTION C IIMAIN LND OR OR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YiBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2125 .0872 .1776 .0220
.230 .0157 .1942 .1661 0513
.410 .0136 .2149 .1724 .0910
.590 -.0841 .1640 .1714 .0996
.770 -.3913 -.0242 .0672 .1693
.878 -.3587 --.2009 -.1956 -.1557
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.000 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.200	 Q(PSF) m	 42.892 PO/PSF a	 2117.2
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-: DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X /CML
.050 -.1387 .2457 .3948 .1339
.230 .0419 .2933 .2995 .I288
.410 .0010 .3037 .2902 .IS59
.590 -.1124 .2364 .2695 .1975
.770 -.4444 .0104 .1344 .2747
.878 -.3940 -.1902 -.1775 -.1271
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.000 ALPHA ( 5) 8.250	 O(PSF) a	 42.882 PO/PSF	 2117.2
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.0231 .3032 .4570 .2099
.230 .0378 .3384 .3550 .1569
.410 -.0200 .3395 .3405 .2425
.590 -.1410 .2648 .3158 .2494
.770 -.4672 .0283 .1683 .3395
.878 -.3831 -.1789 -.1652 -.1105
PAGE 1233
I RFFF I$)
RUN NO a 94.000
RUN NO - 94.000
RUN NO . 84.000
r
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR IWiER SURFACE	 IIsrr1s)
BETA ( 5) a	10.000	 ALPHA ( 6) a	10.360
	
O(PSF) - 42.882	 PO/PSF n 2117.2
	 RUMP NO Q 57.119()
SECTION ( IMAIN LNO OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 E530
XICML
	
















	 -.4505	 .0557	 .1932	 .3727
	
.878	 -.3579 -.1537 -.1452 -.1031
PAGE i 23lt
f	 ^
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -- OA153 1 NAAL-751 1 PAM 1235
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (R"FFI9)
	
t 03 FEB 76	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 = 2b90.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP =	 1076.7000 IN. XO MACH	 a .170 ELEVON o	 .000




IN. YO BOFLAP v .000 SPDSRK a	 25.000
BREF	 a 936.6B00 INCHES
	 ZMRP =	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 a 66.000 THETAN a	 °5.000
SCALE - .0405 PHI-m	 a 88 .000 THETAM m	 SB.000
BETA	 1 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 11	 =	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 v	 42.892 PO/P5F o	 22125.6	 RUN NO -	 145.00
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.4959	 -.5095	 -.7963 -1.0737
.230 - .4171
	




.390 -.1324	 -.1282	 -.2290 -.3001
.770 -.1765	 -.1597	 -.2301 -.2532
.878
-.3110	 -.2656	 -.2784 -.2437
BETA	 ( 1)	 =	 -10.070	 ALPHA	 ( 2) =	 2.060
	
Q(PSF) =
	 42.892 PO/PSF =	 2125.6	 RUN NO -	 145.00
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 . 3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4345




-.0738	 -.0432	 -.1044 -.1232 r
.590 -.0380	
-.0422	 -.1550 -.2010
.770 -.0949	 -.0960	 -.1593 -.1835
.878 -.2373	 -.2204	 -.2268 -.1888
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.070	 ALPHA ( 3)	 =	 4.150	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.892 PO/PSF p	 2125.6	 RUN NO -	 145.00
SECTION (	 I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760	 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3822	 -.3896	 --.5928 -.7049
.230 -.3443	 -.2822	 -.0800 -.0522
.410 -.0221	 .0420
	 -.0263 -.0556
.590 .0336	 .0315	 -.0705 -.1126
.770 -.0169	 -.0295	 -.0800 -.0990
.876 -.1737	 -.1685	 -.1674 -.1284
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAG£ 1236
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE tRFFFl91
BETA
	
t	 1) n	 -10.070 ALPHA ( 4) 6.2t0	 Q(PSF) -	 42.892	 PO/PSF 2125.6 RUN NO
	
145.00
SECTION ( IIFIAIN LND GR OR-? DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4187 -.3156	 -.4913 -.6957
.230 -.3188
-.1799	 --.1178 -.0935
.410 .0(341 .1367	 .0799 .0237
.590 .0820 .1356	 .0536 .0099
.770 .0430 .0662	 .0220 -.0305
.878 -.1241 -.0947	 -.1063 -.0821




PO/PSF 3	 2125.6 RUN NO	 145.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.1631 -.1021	 -.0421 .0134
.410 .0715 .1673	 .1357 .0738
.590 .1346 .1767	 .1220 .0513
.770 .0873 .1336	 i220 .0662
.878 -.0768 -.035B	 -.0253 -.0189
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.070	 ALPHA	 ( 6) =	 10.360	 Q(PSF) =	 42.6x`2	 PO/P3F a	 2125.6 RUM] NO a	 V45.00
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.950 -.3348 -.1757	 -.2814 -.5802
.230 .0155 .0000	 .0512 .0956
.410 .1454 .2127	 .1910 .1265
.590 .1910 .2251	 .1862 .1248
.770 .1422 .1859	 .1931 .I516
.87B -.0251 .0208	 .0439 .0365
DATE 11 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAISS ( NAAL-751 f
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 2) a	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 1) a	 -.010	 0(PSF) m 42.955	 Po/P5F	 212s.5
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-[
	 DEPENDEN; VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




-.6029 -.4635 -.5937 --.9444
.230	 -.4330 -.3240 -.2307 -.19B1
.410
	






	 -.0472 -.0503 -.1332 -.1709
.878
	 -.2191 -.2107 -.2296 -.2076
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.050	 D(PSF) n 42.955
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.5452 -.3921 -.6018 -.8976
.230
	 -.2946 -.2443 -.1331 -.0932
:4I0	 10031	 .0492	 .0031 -.0554
.590	 .0523	 .06113 -.0304 -.0'760
.770
	 -.0052	 .0114 -.0430 -.1101
.878
	 -.1856 -.1552 --.1531 -.1667
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.120 0(PSF) n 42.965
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.5040 -.3332 -.4977 -.8612
.230	 -.1289 -.1593 -.0775 -.0158
.410
	 .06180	 .0879	 .0617 -.0158






	 -.1477 -.0974 -.0503. -.1226
PAC, 1937
(RFFF191
RUN NO = 146.00
PO/PSF - 2125.5
	
RUN NO = 146.00
PO/PSF m 2125. 5 	RUN NO a 146.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )




	 i 2) -5.050	 ALPHA c 41 6.190	 Q(PSF) m	 42.955 PO/PSF =	 2125.5	 RUW4	 NO m	 116.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4377 -.2725	 -.4019 -.8217
.230 .4273 -.0537	 .0283 .0254
.410 .1251 .1388	 .1188 .0479
.590 .1472 .1535	 .1230 .0461
.770 .0736 .1199	 .1451 .0809
.878 -.1241 -.0515	 .0146 -.0305
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.050	 ALPHA 1 51 =	 8.260	 O(P5F) a	 42.965 PO/PSF	 2125.5	 RUN NO	 146.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3738 -.2127	 -.3043 -.6686
.230 .1263 .06I0	 .1199 .0358
.410 .1653 .1840	 .1715 .1083
.590 .1850 .2006	 .1912 .1170
.770 .0989 .1663	 .2141 .1933








SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/SML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3103 -.1761	 -.2285 -.6536
.230 .1852 .1739	 .1914 .08B9




.770 .1235 .2038	 .2617 .2834
.e78 -.0786 .0230	 .1058 .1247
PAGE 12ZO
aPAGE 1239DATE 17 MAY 76	 TAGULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF19)
BETA E 3) _	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 1)	 -.010	 Q(P5F1 = 42,955	 POIPSF m 2125.5	 RUN NO n 147.00
j	 SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6026 -.4373 -.6257 -.9011
	
.230	 -.1255 -.2040 -.0544 -.0793
	
.410	 .0083	 .0271 -.0052 -.0690
	
.590	 .0250	 .0459 -.0010 -.0827
	
.770
	 -.0638	 .0198	 .0344 -.0533
	
.878	 -.2783 -.1548 -.0826 -.1622
BETA ( 31 =
	 - . 010	 ALPHA E 2) =	 2.040 Q!P5F) - 42.955	 PO/PSF - 2125.5
	
RUN NO - 147.00
SECTION f 1)MA1N LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML	 .0760	 .3I00	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	






.410	 .0408	 .0723	 .0502 -.0124
	
.590	 .0523
	 .091I	 .0670 -.0158
	
.770	 -.0472	 .0628	 .1037	 .0324
.878 -.2653 -.1206 -.0367 -.0965
BETA E 31 =	 -.010
	
ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.110 O(PSF) - 42.965	 PO/PSF c 2125.5
	
RUN NO - 147.00
SECTION c 11MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.4752 --.3838 -.4489 -.8694
	
.230	 .0777	 .0746	 .0914 -.0400
	
.410










-.2492 -.0841	 .0073 -.0410
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA •- OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF19)
BETA	 ( 31 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.985 POIPSF *	 2125.5	 RUN NO =	 147.00
SECTION ( I)MAZN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.590 .I064 .1862	 .1852 .1050
.770 -.0137 .1506	 .2I74 .2298
.878 -.2339 -.0516	 .0431 .0484
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 9,280
	




SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .58220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3843 .3255	 -:2804 -.5911
.230 .1196 .1835	 .1783 .0650
.410 .1196 .2063	 .1949 .1442
.590 .1333 .2259	 .2332 .1666
.770 .0135 .1856	 .2539 .2806
.878 -.1985 -.OI15	 .0650 .0430
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -.010
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 I0.330	 Q(PSF)	 42.965 PO/PSF =	 2125.5	 RUN NO =	 147.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .1477 .2204	 .2224 .1354
.410 .1435 .2462
	 .2390 .1937
.590 .1540 .2627	 .274I .2142
.770 .0314 .2162	 .2865 .3299
.878 -.1667 .0196	 .0922 .0481
PAGE 1241DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR BOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFFI9)
BETA 1 4) -
	
5.040	 ALPHA t 1) A	 -.020 Q(PSF) - 42.938	 PO/PSF - 2125.4	 RUN NO	 148.00





.050	 -.6568 --.5510 --.5385 -1.0191
	
.230	 -.0251	 .0523	 .0439 -.0828
	
.410	 -.0419	 .0659	 .0429 -.0175
	









-.3740 -.1477 -.0471 -.1320
BETA ( 4)	 5.040	 ALPHA 1 2) =
	
2.050 Q(PSF) n 42.938
	
PO/PSF • 2125.4	 RUN NO - 149.00









-.6848 -.5086 -.4404 -.9290
	
.230
	 -.0210	 .0766	 .075+ -.0485
	
.410	 -.0199	 .1016	 .0928	 .0185
	
.590	 -.0021	 .1226	 .1216	 .0271
	




-.3387 -.1311 -.0556 -.0692
BETA ( 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.1I0 Q(PSF)	 42.938	 PO/PSF n 2125.4	 RUN NO - 148.00









.050 -,6357 -_5023 -.4613 -.5673
	








.590	 .0262	 .1617	 .1607	 .0840
	
.770	 -.0977	 .1123	 .1575	 .1815
.878 -.2953 -,0967 -.0536 -.0767
PAGE I R42DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF19)
BETA	 ( 4) 5.040	 ALPHA (4) 6.200	 Q(PSF) -	 42.938	 PO/P5F +	 $125.4 RUN NO	 148.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5535 -.4020	 --.2957 -.1332
.230 .0367 .1641	 .1652 .0720
.410 .0410 .1953	 t880 .1238
.590 .0515 .2055	 .2098 .1393
.770 -.0726 .1493	 .1973 .2326
.878 -.2599 -.0600	 -.0168 -.0421
BETA	 l 4) =	 5.040 ALPHA (5) -	 8.240	 Q(PSF) -	 42.938
	
PO/PSF -	 2125.4 RUN NO -	 148.00
SECTION! ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4469 -.2650	 -.0873 .0633
.230 .0767 .2200	 .23224 .1289
.410 .0651 .2459	 .2426 .IB40
.590 .0693 .22490	 .2635 .1960
.770 -.0557 IB79	 _2459 .2884
.878 -.2471 -.0252	 .0230 .0041
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.040 ALPHA t 61 =	 10.310	 QlP5F) -	 42.93$.
	
PO/PSF.-	 2125.4 RUN NO -	 148.00
SECTION• ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR--I DEPENDENT V4RIABLE CP
Y/qmL. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2807 -.1146	 .0220 .I185
.230 .1030 .2719	 .2863 .1599
.410 .0746 .2904	 .2915 .2251
.590 .0798 .2873	 .3018 .2406
.770 -.0505 .2221	 .2832 .3433
.878 -.2250 .0104	 .0588 .0430
- - - - - - - - - - -
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 5) ++	 10,080
	
ALPHA ( I) a	 .000	 A(PSF) 0 42.905	 PO/PSF . 2125.6
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR -I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920
	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.8666 -.5991 -.5687 -.6301
.230	 --.0399
	 .0356	 .0219 -.0571





.770	 -.1416	 .0355	 .0765
	
.0964
.878	 .3347 -.1637 -.1248 -.1479
BETA ( 5) =	 10.080
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.040	 Q(PSF) c 42.905






	 -.5312 -.4121 -.4068 -.5227
.230
	 -.0368	 .0830	 .0661 -.0159
.410
	 -.0347	 .I187	 .0872	 .0168
.590
	 -.0189	 .1292 	 .1134	 .0289
.770
	 -.1188	 .0735	 .1008
	 .1208
.876
	 -.2891 -.1261 -.1051 --.1324
BETA ( 5) =	 10.080
	
ALPHA (3) =	 4.100
	 Q(PSF1 - 42.909
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-]
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.2853 -.0274	 .0831 -.0556
.230
	 -.0084	 .1579	 .1484	 .0444
.410
	 -.0210	 .1840	 .1610	 .0876
..590
	 -.0063	 .1819	 .1715	 .0928
.770
	 -.1116	 .1199	 .1442	 .1589
.878 -.2653 -.0905 -.0725 -.0905
PAGE 1243
(RFFF191
RUN NO - 149.00
PO/PSF - 2125.6	 RUN NO - 149.00
PO/PSF - 2125.6
	
RUN NO - 149.00
PACT- lE4L^DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF19)
BETA	 15) =	 IO.OBO ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.180	 Q(PSF) ¢	 42.905 PO/PSF -	 2125.6 RUN NO	 149.00









.410 -.7284 .2656	 .2636 .1771
.590 -.0200 .2573	 .2636 .1789
.770 -.1367 .1627	 .2252 .2480
.878 -.2955 -.0484	 -.0179 -.0431
BETA	 c 51 =	 10.080
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.260	 Q(PSF) -	 42.905 PO/PSF	 2125.6 MIN NO	 149.00




.050 -.0705 .2834	 .4528 .1995
.230 .0146 .3114	 .3404 .1652





.878 -.3188 -.0210	 .0199 .0136
BETA	 1 5) =	 10.060 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.310	 Q(PSF) a	 42.905 PQ/PSF	 RIMS RUN NO -	 149.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP







.410 -.0336 .3500	 .3759 .2865
.590 -.0483 .3293	 .3525 .2796





	 RUN NO - 130.00
PACE 1245
1RFFF20)	 1 03	 FEB 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 .000
HDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK -	 E5.000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.700
PHI-M. -	 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
RUN NO - 130.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INTER SURFACE
tl	 REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 	 XMRP r 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES
	
YMRP -	 .'0000 IN. YO




BETA ( 1) = -I0.030 	 ALPHA ( 11 -	 .010	 Q(PSE= ) - 42.885	 PO/PSF r 2117.2











-.4929 -.5487 -.7900 -1.0817
	
.230
	 -.4160 -.4782 -.28?5 --.2007
	
.410
	 -.1327 -.1338 -.1791 -.1921
	
.590
	 -.1243 -.1222 -.2296 -.2975
	
.7"10	 -.1727 -.I580 -.2275 -.2559
.878 -.3076 -.2665 -.2739 -.2433
BETA ( 1) = -10.030	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.080	 0(PSF) - 42.685
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4325 -.4630 -.6966 -.8994
	
.230	 -.3746 -.3BB3 -.1831 -.1177
	
.410
	 -.0747 -.0431 -.0957 -.1194
	
.590
	 -.0368 -.0389 -.1526 -.2005
	
.770
	 -.0842 -.0894 -.1547 -.1820
	
.878	
-.2347 -.2189 -.2262 -.1894
BETA 1 1) = -10.030	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) - 42.885
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.3824 -.3814 -.5915 -.6913
.230 -.3467 -.2805 -.0777 -.0572
	
.410
	 -.0231	 .0493 -.0284 -.0538
	
.590
	 .0388	 .0325 -.0746 -.1072
.770 -.0147 -.0263 -.07255 -.0956
	
.876
	 -.1713 -.1660 --.1681 -.1303
POIPSF - 2117.2
	
RUN NO o 130.00
PAGZ 16150DATE 17 MAY 76 'TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 turre0)
QETA	 (	 Il -	
-10.030	 ALPHA (41 -	 6.240	 Q(PSF) -	 42.885 PO/PSF m	 2117.8	 RUN NO	 130.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4194 -.3111	 -.4898 -.7054
.230 -.3185 -.1766	 -.1145 -.0917
.410 .0083 11366	 .0766 .0237
.590 .0861 .1324	 .0555 .0099
.770 .0441 .0672	 .0241 -.0315
.878 -.1261 -.0977	 -.105I -.0862
BETA -(	 1) =	 -10.030	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.310	 Q(PSF) -	 42.885 PO/PSF	 21I7.2	 RUN NO	 130.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3784 -.2333	 -.3878 -.7398
.230
-.1555 -.0988	 -.0368 .0133
.410 .0755 .1660	 .1376 .0719
.590 .1387 .1774	 .1250 .0564
.770 ..0914 .1344	 .1239 .0651
.878 -.0788 -.0336	 -.0210 -.0221
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 61 10.360	 Q(PSF) m	 42.885 PO/PSF -	 2117.2	 RUN NO	 130.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
:050 -.3302 -.1735	 -.2776 -.5971
.230 .0115 .0000	 .0493 .0944
.410 .1461 .2138	 .1941 .1272
.59L] .1941 .2252	 .1972 .1231
.770 .1419 .1848	 .1952 .1514
.878 -.0284 .0178	 .0451 .0346
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( 1tiAAL-751 ]
OA163 CRB	 MAIN GEAR DDDR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.020 ALPHA (	 1) .030	 Q(PSF) -	 42.927 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6016 -.4638 -.6742 -.9542
.230 -.4333 -.3218 -.2230 -.1866
.410 -.0631 .0115 -.0505 -.0935
.590 .0073 .0199 -.0989
-.1280
.770 -.11421 -.0505 -.1304 -.1651
.878 -.2167 -.2083 -.2272 -.2051
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 Q (P5F] -	 42.927 PO/PSF =	 2117.1
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5471 -.3882 -.6007 -.9010
.230 -.2893 -.2409 -.1389 -.0987
.410 .0031 .0525 .0031 -.0607
.590 .0525 .0662 -.0294 -.07BO
.770 -.0042 .0115 -.0431
-.1094
.878 -.1841 -.1536 -.1504 -.1662
BETA	 ( 2) =	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 31 4.130	 QIPS.^) m	 42.927 PO/PSF a	 2117.1
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENMENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5052 -.3287 -.4937 -.8668
.230 -.1407 -.1585 -.0840 -.0I41
.410 .0582 .OB50 .0619 -.0141
.590 .1028 .1070 .0555 -.0227
.770 .0377 .0745 .0734
-.003I
.878 -.1502 -.0977 -.0504 -.1197
PAGE 1247
(RFFF20)
RUN NO a 131.00
RUN NO a 131.00
RUN NO - 131.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA)63 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF20)
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.020 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.210	 OIPSF) m	42.927 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO	 131.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
Y/CML
.050 -.4366 -.2666	 -.4009 -.8145
.230
-OP09 -.0545	 .0303 .0271
.410 .1238 .1374	 .1175 .0443
.590 .1468 .1510	 .1227 .0450
.770 .0744 .1217	 .1437 .0828
.878 -.1228 -.0483
	 .0104 -.0325
BETA	 ( 21 _	 -5.030	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.290	 0(PSF) -	 42.927 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 131.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/COIL
.050 -.3709 -.2154	 -.3037 -.6504
.230 .127I .0588	 .1197 .0357
.410 .1650 .1826
	 .1691 .1064
.590 .1805 .2012	 .1867 .1167
.770 .1018 .1681	 .2105 .1940
.878 -.1019 -.0105	 .0630 .0556
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.400	 :I(PSF) -	 42.827 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 131.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CmL
.050 -.3053 -.1752	 --.2245 -.6439
.233 .1865 .1802	 .1937 .0942
:410 .2030 .2278
	 .2123 .1655







DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF20)
BETA
	 ( 3) _	 -.010
	
ALPHA 11) -	 .010	 QIPSF) -	 42.907 POIPSF a	 2117.1 RUN NO	 132.00







.230 -.1282 -.2007	 -.0504 -.0779
.410 .0083 .0293	 -.0031 -.07[0
.590 .0262 .045I
	 -.0052 -.0796
.770 -.0620 .0209	 .0367 -.0536
.878 -.2764 -.1524	 -.0BRO -.1650
BETA
	 ( 3) _	 -.0)O
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060	 Q(PSF) -	 42.907 PO/P5F -	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 132.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML











-.2618 -.1198	 -.0347 -.0967
BETA	 1 33 _	 -.BIO ALPHA ( 3) =
	 4.130	 Q(PSF) =	 42.907 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUV NO -
	
132.00










.410 .06193 .1239	 .1018 .0392
.590 .0829 .1428	 .1355 .0455






PACs 1250DATE I7 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -• OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF20)
BETA
	
13) n	 -.010 ALPHA ( 4) 6.200	 Q(PSFI =	 42.907	 Pa/PSF n 	 8117.1 RUN NO n 	 I32.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4431 -.3694	 -.3547 -.8168
.230 .1041 .1504	 .1410 .0134
.410 .0957 .1662	 .1462 .0876
.590 .1083 .1870	 .1870 .0997
.770 -.0105 .1536	 .2171 .2316
.878 -.2295 -.0484	 .0441 .0452
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -.010
	 ALPHA t 51 3.340	 Q(PSF) =	 42.907	 PO/PSF -	 2117.1 RUN NO -	 132.00





.050 -.3833 -.3224	 -.2751 -.5858
.230 .1217 .1835
	 .1783 .0684









l 31 =	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.350	 QIPSFI -	 42.907	 POz'PaSF -	 2;17.1 RUN NO =	 132.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP

















DATE 17 MAY IS	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORE	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 tRFFF20)
BETA ( 4) =
	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 1) _
	
.020 Q(PSF) - 42.912
	 P01PSF - 2117.0	 P.UN NO R 133.00
SECTION ( I)HAIN LND OR DR-i
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5620	 .8530
XIC L














	.878	 -.3721 -.I472 -.0483 -.1324
BETA ( 4) =	 5.030
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070 Q(PSF) = 42.912 	 PO/PSF = 2117.0
	 RUN NO = 133.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1























.878 -.3393 -.1303 -.0588 -.0641
BETA ( 4) =	 5.030
	 ALPHA t 3) =	 4.120 QtPSF) - 42.912	 PO/PSF - 2117.0	 RUN NO - 133.00
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .85330
X/CML
.050 -.6449 -.5000 -.4695 -.5895
	









	 .1102	 .1554	 .1815
.878 -.2920 -.0986 -.0548 -.0746
PAGE 1251
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 f NAAL-751 f
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
SETA	 ( 4) 5.030 ALPHA 1 41 =	 5.200
	 OiPSF) -	 42.912	 PO/PSF .	 2117.0
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5683 -.3999	 -.3094 -.1384
.230 .0367 .1605	 .1620 .0686
.410 .0378 .1932	 .1797 .IIs6
.590 .0515 .2036	 .2035 .1359
.770 -.0716 .1473	 .1932 .2254
.878 -.2568 -.0610	 -.0210 --.0473
BETA	 1 41 =	 5.030
	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912	 PO/PSF =	 2117.0
SECTION { t)MAIN LNB GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5620 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4531 -.25BI	 -.0809 .0564
.230 10798 .2189	 .2283 .1237
.410 .0661 .2428	 .2407 .1788
.590 .0756 .2469	 .2573 .1943
.770
-.0526 .185E	 .2365 .2790
.878 -.2355 -.0273	 .0199 10000
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.030
	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.340
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.912	 Pi)/PSF -	 2117.0
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .1039 .2704	 .2818 .1552
..410 .0'155 .2880	 .2880 .2231
.590 ..0797 .2859	 .2973 .2358





RUN NO - 133.00
RUN NO - 133.00
RUN NO - 133.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 NAAL-751
OA163 ORE	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 5)	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .030	 Q(PSF) u 42,900	 POIPSF - a117.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML.	 .0'760	 .3100	 .51320	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.85S4 -.6081 -.5S28 -.SO59
	
.230
	 -.0431	 .03134	 .01S7 -.052t
	
.410	 -.0368	 .0693	 .0357 -.0262
	
.590	
_10263	 OBt+I	 .0683 -.0107
	
.770	 -.1515	 .0335	 .0715	 .087a
	
.878	 -.3409 -.1673 -.1294 -.t546
BETA ( 51 =
	 10.050	 ALPHA C 2)	 2.100	 Q(PSF) - 42,900
SECTION I)MAIN LND GR
.
OR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CKL
.050 -.5559 -.3962 -.367a -.4398
	
.230	 -.036B	 .0640	 .0714 -.0124
	
.410
	 -.0399	 .1176	 .0913	 .0202,
	
.590
	 -.0252	 .1302	 -lies	 .0340
	
i .770
	 -.1314	 .0735	 .0987	 .1166
	
.878	 -.2995 -.1293 -.1061 -.1366
BETA 1 51
	 10.040	 ALPHA C 3) -	 4.170	 Q(PSF)	 42.900
SECTION ( ])MAIN LNO OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/EML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5220	 .6530
X/cmL.
	
. 050	 -.2788 -.0137 - .1230	 .0082
	









-.0084	 .1952	 .1890 - .16B2
	.770	 -.1.231	 .1348	 .1609	 t755
	
.878	
-.2819 -.081a. -.0500 -.076B
PAGE la33
4RFFF20)
RUN NO a 134.00
POIPSF w 2117.2	 RUN NO u 134.00
POIPSF a 2117.2	 RUN NO z 134.00
ED PRESSURE DATA - 0A163 l NAAL-751 I 	 PACE 8€s:,i
OAt63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (R FF20I
	








	 -.1511	 .1864	 .2288	 .2588
.878	 -.3043 °.0493 -.0168 -.0388
BETA ( 53 =
	 I0.040	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.280 Q(PSF) v 42.900	 PO/PSF	 2^[17.2	 RUM NO	 134.00
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




-.0789	 .2501 ..4595	 .1995
.230
	 .0136	 .31022	 .3382	 .1651
.410
	 -.0536	 .3:13	 .3309	 .2424




	 -.1946	 .21453	 .2771	 .3269
.878
	 -.3281 -.02u c	 .0230	 .0167
BETA ( 5) =	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 61	 10..350 Q(PSF] = 42.900	 POIPSF, 2117.2	 RUN NO	 134.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-!	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 .0736	 .4161	 .5512	 .2733
.230	 .0483	 .3559	 .3870	 .2081
.410
	 -.0315	 .3476	 .3725
	
.2836






.878	 --:3072 -.0021	 .0409
	
.0441
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TA6ULAT
BETA ( 5) m	 10.040	 ALPHA ( 41
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3)00	 .5820
X/CML
	










	 -.0357	 .2723	 .2702
	
.590	 --.0262	 .2630	 .27054 l
DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE IR55
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 1RFFF2i)	 1 03 FEB 76 1
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
XMRP w 1076.7000 1N. XO
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES LYMRP a	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA i 11 - -10.050
	
ALPHA 1 1)	 .050	 Q(PSF) - 42.917





	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4784 -.5025 -.7727 -1.0366
	
.230	 -.4016 -.4510 -.2712 -.1648
	
.410	 -.1209 -.1135 -.1640 -.I728
	
.590	 -.1114 -.1104 -.2166 -.2779
	
.770	
-.1577 -.1514 -.2113 -.2429
.878 - -.2902 -.2492 -.2586 -.2302
BETA 1 1) - -10.050
	 ALPHA ( a) =	 2.160	 Q(PSF1 . 42.917








	.050	 -.4194 -.4456 -.681I -.8622
	
.230	 -,3616 -.3679 -.1650 -.1072
	
.410	 -.0641 -.0284 -.0841 -.1107
	
.590	 -.0242 -.0221 -.1293 -.1813
	
.770
	 -.0767 -.0778 -.1419 -.1619
.878 -.2176 -.2060 -.2102 -.1724
BETA i 1) = : 10.050	 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.190	 Q(PSF) - 42.917
SECTION i 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH a	 .170 ELEVON -	 5.000
BDFLAP = -11.700 SPDBRK :	 25.000
PHI-N -	 66.100 TH£TAN - 108.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
PO/PSF - 22120.7 	 RUN NO - 105.00
PO/PSF - 2120.7 " RUN NO - 105.00
PO/PSF - 2120.7	 RUN NO - 165.00	 4
.050 -.3727 -.3717. -.5686 -.6651
.230 -.3390 • -.2611 -.0737 -.0453
	 --'-^
.410 -.0084 .0694 -.0147 -.0401
.590 .0473 .0483 -.0600 -.0988
.770 -.7053 -.0147 -.0600 -.0821
.876 -.1558 -.1537 -.1558 -.1148
rDATE 17 MAY 16 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0AIS3 1 NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORD	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1	 1) -	 -10.050 ALPHA ( 4) a	 6.250	 O(PSF) a	 42.917 POIPSF	 2120.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0769 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050	 ..-.4199 -.2971 -.4713 -.6976
.230 -.3013 -.1679 -.1050 -.0830
.410 .0199 .1437 .0891 .0323
.590 .09I2 .1437 .0550 .0202
.770 .0513 .0776 .0356 -.0199
.878 -.1123 x-.0850 -.0913 -.0714
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.050 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.340	 O(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF s	 2120.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.3721 -.2260 -.3710 --.7191
.230 -.1419 -.0820 ^.0242 .0254
.410 .0871 .1754 .1471 .0788
.590 .1492 .1888 .1386 .0650
.770 .0998 .1450 .1365 .0796
.878 -.0631 -.0189 -.0105 -.0105
BETA	 (	 1) .-	 -10.050	 ALPHA (fit =	 10.430
	
O(PSF) -	 42.917 PO/PSF -	 2120.7
SECTION ( 11MA1N LND GR OR-1 DEPENDANT VARIABLE CP
Y/BmL .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 °.3169 .-.1627 -..2613 -.5752
.230 .0356 .0178 .0713 .1045
.410 .1594 .22io .2041 .1372
.590 .205I .2361 .2072 .1372
.770 .1542 .1979 42082 .1657
.878 -.0147 60335 .0629 .0513
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 C NAAL-751 )
	
PAGE 1257
OAi63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF21)
BETA C 21 K -5.050
	
ALPHA C 1) _	 .070 QCPSF) R 42.950	 PO/PSF B 21&0.6	 RUN NO	 106.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR.DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP-
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CM
.050 -.5908 -.4489 -.6544 -.9192
.230	 .41I0 -.3080 -.2039 -.1676
,410	 -.0504	 .0209 -.0389 -.0831
.590	 .0157	 .0314 -.0862 -.1176
.770
	 -.0357 -.0368 --.1167 -.1545
.876	 -.2060 -.1945 -.2123 -.1966
BETA C 2)	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.130 Q(PSFI » 42.950
	
PO/P5F	 2120.6	 RUN NO a 106.130
SECTION C AMAIN LND GR OR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5392 -.3784 -.5833 -.BBBO
.230	 -.2859 --.2270 -.1230 -.BB83
.410	 .0157	 .0588	 .0104 -.0538
.590	 .0661	 .0735 -.0158 -.0693
.770	 .0073	 .0209 -.0126 -.0862
.876	 -.1734 -.1377 -.1303 -.1471
BETA 1 2) = -5.050	 ALPHA C 31	 4.160 (IIPSFI	 42.950	 PO/PSF	 2120.6	 RUN NO a 106.Q0	 i
SECTION C ])MAIN LND GR OR-1






.050	 -.4971 -.3226 -.4865 -.8087
.230	 -.1177 -.1503 -.0651 -.0038
.410	 .0787	 .0945	 .0724 -.0055






.878	 -.1408 -.0830 -.036B -.1061
DATE 17 MAY 76 'TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR BOOR INNER SIr7ACE
BETA	 f Z) -5,060 ALPHA ( 4) m	 6.240
	 Q(P5F) a	 42.950 PO/PSF a	 2120.6
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .58_20 .8530
XICML
.050 ^-.4230 -.2593 -.3863 -.8043
.230 .0398 -.0483 .0419 .0340
.410 .1332 .1448 .1280 .0564
.590 .1563 .1637 .1343 .0564
.770 .0839 .1332 .1574 .0975
.878 -.1134 -.0388 .0283 -.0168
BETA	 ( 2) n	 -5.060 ALPHA f 5) m	 8.320	 Q(PSF) a	 42.950 PO PSF -	 2120.6
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8mL .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3596 -.2086 -.2915 -.6451
.230 .1394 .0795 .1320 .0442
.410 .1708 .1915 .1760 .1147
.590 .1915 .2080 .1977 .1285
.770 .1110 .1770 .2194 .2070
	 ..
.878 -.0912 -.0010 .0775 .0681
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.400
	 OSPSF)	 42.950 PO/PSF a	 2120.6
SECTION f 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICKL
.050 -.2980 -.1647 -.2151 -.6319
.230 .1947 .1937 .2040 .1028
.410 .2492 .2350 .2195 ..1733
.590 ..2257 .2537 .2526 .1836
.770 .1353 .2164 .2743 .2971
.878 -.0661 .0355 .li85 .1405
tR,=FF'2i 1
RUN W +^ 106.00
RUN NO - 106.00
f	 ,
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1 3) p	 -.030	 ALPHA 111 .050	 Q(PSF) =	 42.928 FO/PSF .	 2120.6
SECTION i 11MAIN LND OR OR
-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML.
.050 -.5883 -.4255 -.6114 -.8996
.230 -.1113 -.I859 -.0336 -.0727
.410 .0167 .0398 .0041 -.0589
.590 .0346 .0556 .0073 -.0693
.770 -.0557 .0335 .0482 -.0378
.878 -.2679 -,1429 -.0620 -.1460
BETA	 ( 3) -.030	 ALPHA (2)	 2.130	 DIPSF) a	 42.928 PO/PSF -	 2120.6
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5179 -.3887 -.5148 -1.0255
.230 .0I46 -.0578 .0493 -.0607
.4I0 .0503 .OB29 .0619 -.0021
.590 .6619 .1029 .0829 -.4038
.770
-.0357 .0787 .1I97 .0535
.878 -.2532 -.1082 -.0I78 -.0861
BETA	 (3) ;	 -.030	 ALPHA ( .3) -	 4.230
	 O(PSF) =	 42.926 POIP5F
	 2120.6
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.4617 -.3628 -.4323 -.8765
.230 .0883 .OB72 .1030 -.0280
.410 .0756 .1314 .1124 .0513
.590 .0925 .1535 .1482 .0582
.770 -.0189 .1240 .1817 .1598
.878 -.2398 .0715 .0252 -.0284
PAGE 1209
WFFF21)
RUN NO a 107.00
S
RUN NO a- 107.00
RLN NO a 107.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL.-751 )
OA133 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SWAFACE
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -.030	 ALPHA 141 5.240
	 Q(PSF! a	 42.928 POIPSF -	 2120.6
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .1093 .1598	 .1482 .0254




.770 -.0031 .1587	 .2252 .2407
.878 -.2219 -.0399	 .0557 .053$
BETA	 1 31 -	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.310
	
Q(P5F) -	 42.928 PO/PSF *	 2120.6
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .9530
X/CmL
.050 -.3715 -.3148	 -.2696 -.5631
.230 .1248 I69&	 .1885 .0787











131 m	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 61 -	 10.400
	
QSPSF) -	 42.928 POIPSF -	 2120.6





.050 -.3433 -.2572	 -.2100 -.3705
.230 .1542 .2279
	 .2310 .1442
.410 .1511 .2559	 .2485 .2008
.590 .1637 .2724	 .2BL7 .2248





RUN NO - 107.00
MA NO - 107.00
RU04 NO a 107.00
PAGE 1261DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF21)
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.000
	 ALPHA (11 .070	 Q(P5F) n 	 42.917 PO/PSF =	 @120.5	 RUN NO =	 108.00
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 = .6544 -.5420	 -.5147 -.9978
.230 -.0231 .0608	 .0514 -.0675
,410 -.0347 .0734	 .0534 -.0055
.590 -.0168 .0966	 .0882 -.0090
,770 -.1429 .0650	 .1239 .0945
.87B -.3603 -,1344	 -,0399 -.1197
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 2) c	8.140
	
QtPSF) n 	 42.917 PO/P5F =	 2120.5	 RUN NO =	 106.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6744 -.5063	 -.4296 -.6410
.230 -.0147 .0850	 .0619 -.04[0
.410 -.0126 .1123	 .0924 .0254






BETA	 t 41 +	 5.u'10	 ALPHA ( 31 4	 4.160
	
Q(P5F) *	 42.917 PO/PSF =	 2120.5	 RUN NO =	 106.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LRD OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0094 .1177	 .1156 .0323
.410 .0146 .1545	 .1377 CB23
.590 10345 .1692	 .I671 .0927
.770 -.0862 .1198
	 .1650 .1889
.878 -.2786 -.OB31	 -.0420 -.0704
PAGE 1R2DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 i NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFFel )
BETA	 ( 4) *	 5.000 ALPHA t 41 -	 6.250	 O(PSF) •	 42.917 POIPSF n 	 2120.5	 RUN NO	 108.00
SECTION t 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5547 -.3853	 -.2779
-.1039
.230 .0462 .1704	 .1725 .0755
.410 .0483 .2035	 .1881 .1290
.590 .0641 .21I9	 .2109 .1463
.770 -.0579 .1557	 .2016 .2368
.878 -.2432 -.0505	 -.0095 -.0347
BETA	 ( 4) .	 5.000	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.320	 O(PSFI .	 42.917 POIPSF -	 2120.5	 RUIN NO n 	 108.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2522 .1123	 -.2217 .1950
.230 .1659 -.4455	 -.1334 -.0136
.410 .0000 -.0357	 -.1555 -.4298
.590 .0000 -.0336	 .1250 .0871
.770 .0000 -.0326	 .1113 .0829
.87B .0000 -.1324	 .0672 --.0420
BETA	 ( 41 5.000	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 19.390	 Q(PSF1 a	 42.917 PD/PSF -	 2120.b	 RUN NO s	 108.00
SEC7t0N ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8-ML. .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -,2572 -.0871	 .0492 .1c:8
.230 .1112 .2795	 .2920 .16SI
.410 .DRIB .2962	 .3003 .2299
.590 .0870 .2941	 .3075 .2419
.770
-.L38B .2279	 .2838 .3407
.$7d -.2047 .0199	 .0639 .0492
F
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 ) PAOE 1263
Ok163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF211
BETA	 1 5) +	 10.020 ALPHA (	 11 +	 .040	 Q(PSF) -	 42.895 PD/P5F +	 2120.6 RUN NO c	 109.00
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR AR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP r-
I Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
b `^ X/CHI,p .050 -.8397 -.5937	 -.5507 -.5932
.230 -,4368 .0430	 .0283 -.0452
.410 -.0264 .0799	 .0483 -.0159
.590 -.0221 .0924	 .0766 -.0038
C{e ►^ .770 -.1429 .0430	 .0808 .0976
.878 -.3226 -.1524	 -.1177 -.1419
BETA	 C 51 =	 10.020	 ALPHA t 2) =	 2.120
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.885 POIPSF m	 2120 .6 RUN NO -	 109.00
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5020 .13530
x/CML













.878 -.2823 -.1154	 -.0924 -.1238
BETA	 C 51 =	 I0.020	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.190
	
Q(PSF) - 42.895 POIPSF a	 2120.6 RUN NO =
	
109.00





.050 -.2547 .0135	 .1620 .0495
.250 .0010 .1777	 .1735 .0720




.770 -.1105 .1430	 .1694 .1829
.878 -.2684 -.0684	 -.0463 -.0694
ED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 L NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 CRFFF211
	









.878	 -.2812	 -.0347 -.0053 -.0305
BETA ( 5)	 10.010	 ALPHA ( 51 p	 8.360 QtPSF) A 42.895	 PO/PSF ' 2120.6	 RUN NO	 109.00



















	.590	 -.0515	 .3068	 .3358	 .2524
	







BETA ( 5) =	 10.010	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.420 O(PSr) * 42.S95
	
PO/P5F s
 2120.6	 RUN NO . 109.00
SECTION f ])MAIN	 LND GR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP































DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULAT
BETA ..( 5) v	 10.010
	 AL °HA	 41
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I
Y/6ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
XICML











tRFFF22)	 t 03 FES 76 f
PARAMETRIC DATA





.000 SPD13RK r	 25.000
PHI-N -
	






RUN NO - 110.00
	
DATE 17	 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO






BETA 1	 11 = -10.020	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .060	 QIPSF1 - 43.010	 PO/PSF - at20.8
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4704 -.4903 -.7613 -1.0335
	
.230
	 -.3885 -.4515 -.2635 -.1794
	
.410	 -.1123 -.1050 -.1575 -.1674
	
.590	 -.1039 -.I008 -.2058 -.2621
	
.770
	 -.1522 -.1354 -.2037 -.2341
	
.878
	 -.2803 -.239+ -.2509 -.2226
	
BETA (	 1) - -10.020
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.110	 Q(PSF) - 43.010
	







.050	 -.4158 -.4367 --.6734 -.8574
	
.230	 -.3571 -.3582 -.1581 -.1000
	
.410	
-.0555 -.0209 -.0817 -.1034
	
.590	 -.0188 -.0167 -.1246 -.1790
	
.770	
-.0670 -.0754 -.135I -.1592
	
.878
	 -.2095 -.194B -.2042 -.1655




SECTION	 t I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.3713 -.3650 -.5649 -.6611
	
.230	 -.3356 -.2598 -.0652 -.0418
	
.410	 -.0084	 .0714 -.0105 -.0349
	
.590	 .0536	 .0494 -.0526 -.0901
	
.770	 .0010 -.0116 -.0505 -.0789
	
.87B	 -.1525 -.1462 -.1483 -.1062
POIPSF - 2120.8	 RUN NO - 110.00
PO/PSI: - a120.8
	
RUN NO - I10.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
SETA	 (	 1) n 	 -10.020 ALPHA C 4) 6.230	 A(PSF) -	 43.010 PO/PSF v	 2120:8
SECTION C IIMAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/2ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4077 -.2948 -.4662 -.6878
.230 -.2990 -.1631 -.0993 -.0741
.410 .020B .1473 .0909 .0373
.590 .0982 .1463 .0689 .0253
.770 .0564 .0856 .0407 -.0125
.878
-.1056 -.0773 -.0847 -.0569
SETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.020 ALPHA l 5) 8.890	 OCPSFI =	 43.010 PO/PSF -	 2!20.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 ' .0760 .3100 .58217 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3566 -.2160 -.3607 -.7140
.230 -.1237 -.0870 -.0210 .0288
.4I0 .0911 .1780 ,1520 .0821
.590 .1540 .1915 .1415 .0700
.770 11058 .1499 11415 .0901
.878 -.0566 -.0136 -.0010 -.0042
13ETA	 1	 1) a	 - 10.020 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.380	 QIPSF) -	 43.010 PO/PSF a	 2120.8
SECTION I I)RAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3123 ^.1551 -.2547 -.5558
.230 .0418 .0230 .0733 .1078
.410 .1645 .2268 .2079 .1405
.590 .2110 .2379 .2110 .14222
.770 .15132 .2007 .2100 .159'
.878 -.0073 .0376 .0638 .0555
t
PACE 1267DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - RA153 1 NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 CRFFF22)
BETA ( 2) x	 -5.020	 ALPHA ( t) _	 .020 OtPSF) a 422.915	 PO/PSF - 2120.6	 RUN NO ° 111.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML





.050	 -.5864 -.4485 -.6580 -.9188
	
.230	 -.4074 -.3032 -.2053 -.1661
	
.410	 -.0495	 .0241 -.0379 -.9832
	
.590	 .0199	 .0347 -.0811 -.1143
	
.770	 -.0316 -.0316 -.1]16 -.1516
	
.878	 -.2021 -.1905 -.2053 -.1864
BETA ( 2) R	 -5.020	 ALPHA t 21	 2.100 QCP5F) - 42.915	 PO/PSF a 2120.6	 RUN NO - 111.00
SECTION l 11MAIN LND OR DR-1






.050	 -.5330 -.3735 -.5812 -.8761
	
.230	 -.2759 -.2256 -.1154 -.0795
	
.410	 .0167	 .0639	 .0146 -.0468
	
.590	 .0592	 .0795 -.0136 -.0606
	
.770	 .0115	 .0303 -.0094 -.0797
	
.878	 -.1679 -.1322 -.1227 -.1416
BETA 1 21 = -5.020
	
ALPHA (3) a	 4.150 Q(PSF) w 42.915	 PO/P5F s 2120.6	 RUN NO - 111.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR OR-I






.050	 -.4895 -.3151 -.4780 •.8204
	





.590	 .I165	 .1186	 .0703 -.0090
	
.770
	 .0545	 .OB02	 .0692	 .0115
	
.878	 -.1345 -.0746 -.0273 -.1908


























PAGE 1268DATE 17 BAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SUWACE
BETA ( 2) _	 -5.020
	 ALPHA ( 4) -
	
6.220 Q(PSF) - 42.915	 PO/P5F - 2120.6
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-i
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.4196 -.2535 -.3807 -.8058
	
















	 -.1083 -.0311	 .0315 -.0063
(RFFF221
RUN NO - 111.00
BETA ( 2) -	
-5.020	 ALPHA 1 51 -
	
8.290 GIPSF) - 42.915









BETA ( 21 °' -5.020
	
ALPHA t 6) *	 10.380 0(PSF1 = 42.915	 PO/P5F - 2120.6	 RUN NO - 111.00
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR )R- I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.2918 -.1638 -.2099 -.6253
	
.230	 .I979	 .1969	 .2103	 .1046
	







	 .1374	 .2227	 .2817	 .3003
	
.878	 -.0619	 .0430	 .1259	 .1437
DATE 17 MAY .78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1 31 n .010 ALPHA 1 11	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 n 	 4 3.0155 PO/PS a	 2120.6
SECTION ( .I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML . 0760 . 3100 .5820 .8530
X/cML
.050 -.5845 -.42I4 -.6075 -.8835
.230 ^-.105H -.1924 -.0324 -.0672
.410 .0219 .0407 OOB3 -.0552
.590 .0365 .0606 .0104 -.0638
.770 -.0533 .0365 .0522 -.0366
.878 -.2635 -.1359 -.0606 -.1401
BETA	 t	 31 n .010 ALPHA 1 21 n 	 2.090	 QIPSFI n 	 43.015 PO/P9F p	 2120.6
SECTION i 11MAIN LND OR DR- 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5100 -.3643 -.5100 -1.0205
.230 .0114 -.0534 .0502 -.0570
.410 .0512 .0879 .063B .0013
.590 .0648 .1057 .0658 .0013
.770 -.0335 .08I6 .1214 .0575
.878 -.2482 -.1026 -.0157 -.0775
BETA	 1 31 w .010 ALPHA 1 31 n 	 4.140	 Q1PSF'1 a	 43.015 PO/PSF n 	 2120.6
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICHL
.050 -.2522 .0000 -.4315 -.8715
.230 .1668 -.5742 -.77513 -.0245
.410 .Orloo .0566 .3062 .0546
.590 .0000 .0335 -.0178 .0615
.770 .0000 .0325 -.0262 .1637
.875 .0000 -.0892 - .01E9 - .0252
PAGE 1289
SRFFF221
RUN NO n E12.00
RUN NO n 112.00
RUN NO n 112.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6,4L
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	







.410	 .1280	 .2175	 .2072	 .1562
	
.590	 .1448






	 -.1816	 .0052	 .0818	 .0597
BETA 13) =	 .010	 ALPHA (6) =	 10.370
	 O(P5F)	 43.015	 PO/PSF	 2120.6
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML













RUN NO $ 112.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA 13) a	 .010	 ALPHA 14)	 5.200
	
O(PSF) - 43.015
	 PO/PSF W 2120.6
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0750
	 .3100	 .5820	 .853D
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4340 -.3552 -.3341 -.7844
	
.23D	 .1113	 .1628	 .1523	 .0288
	




	 .2002	 .1991	 .1187
	
.770	 .0010	 .1639	 .2292	 .2457
	.878	 -.2133 -.0357	 .0609	 .06I9
BETA c 3) =	 .010	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.290 Q(PSF) - 43.415
	 PO/PSF - 2120.6
	





















RUN NO a 112.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAIB3 I NAAL-751 ) PAOE= 1271
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE CRFFF221.
BETA	 ( 4) 5.040 ALPHA (	 I) m	 .000	 O(PSF) a	 42.905 PO/PSF =	 2120.5 RUN NO =	 113.00




.050 -.663I -.5385	 -.5123 -.9916
.230 -.0220 .0638
	 .0544 -.0639
.410 -.0325 .0785	 .0554 -.0021




.878 -.3551 -.1299	 -.0346 -.1152
BETA	 C 41 -	 5.040
	 ALPHA (2) =	 2.080
	
O(PSF) =	 42.905 PO/PSF	 2120.8 RUN NO F	 113.00
SECTION I i1MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .58RO .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6740 -.5008	 -.4294 -.8785
.230 -.0136 .0871	 .0650 -.0355
.410 -.0105 .1133	 .0944 .0254
.590 -0083 .1343	 .1301 .0426
.770
-.1155 .0923	 .1469 .I668
.878 -.3181 -.1123	 -.0430 -.0577 ----
BETA	 C 4) -	 5.030
	
ALPHA ( 3) _	 4.I70
	 0(PSF)	 42.905 PO/PSF n 	 2120.6 RUN NO =	 113.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.6145 -.480I	 -.4412 -.4895
.230 .0II5 .1218_	 .1218 .0374
.410 .0188 .1564	 .1428 .0874
.590 .0367 .1732
	 .1701 .0960
.770 -•..0809 .1249	 .1701 .1939




PAGE 1272DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ?
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA t 4) is	 5.030
	
ALPHA ( 4) p	 5.220	 Q(P5F) . 42.905	 PO/PSF w 2120.6
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-]
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5459 -.3762 -.2540 -.1006
	
.230	 .0494	 .1738	 .1779	 .0773
	













	 -.2371 -.0432 --.0053 -.0306
(RFf F22 )
RUN NO - 1t3.00




RUN NO - 113.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR )R-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	




	 .2326	 .2420	 .1359
	 41 	 .0788	 .2595	 .2534	 .1810
	.5913
	 .0852	 .2617	 .2700	 .2065
	
.770 -.0379 .2005	 .2523 .2897
.878 -.et57 -.0074 .0346 .0135
BETA ( 41 -	 5.030
	
ALPHA t 6) x	 10.350 Q(P6F) - 42:905	 PO/PSI: m 212G:G	 RUN NO 	 113.00




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	
.050	 -.2496 -.0790	 .0589	 .I291
	




.4I0	 .0852	 .3013	 .2982
	 .2305
	




.770 -.0368	 .2307	 .2847	 .3438
	
.878 -.1990
	 .0220	 .0694	 .0505
t
PAGE 1273DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA1d3 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF22)
BETA	 ( 5) 10.060	 ALPHA	 (	 1) -	 .030	 O(PSF) -	 42.840 PO/PSF a	 2120.7 RUN NO	 114.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-( DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





^d .230 -.0337 .0441
	 .0315 -.0401
.410
-.0274 .0831	 .0536 -.0090O
590 -.0210 .0978	 .0809 .0030
^d
.770 -.1379 .0483	 .0809 .0999
.878 -.316B -.1473
	 -.1158 -.1358
►^ `p BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.090	 O(PSF) =	 42.840 PO/PSF.s	 2120.7 RUN NO	 114.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4874 -.3453	 -.2947 -.3802
.230 -.0274 .0989
	 .0862 -.0004
.410 -.0295 .1304	 .1052 .0341
.590 -.0147 .1420	 .1273 .0479
.770 -.1147 .0852	 .I126 .1273
.878 -.2716 -.1053	 -.0863 -.1179
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 3) 4.150	 0 ( PSF) -	 42.840 PO/PSF	 2120..7 RUN NO -	 114.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND.GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6531)
X/CML
.090 -.248B .0136	 .1622 .0393
.230 .0052 .1852	 .1821 .0773
.410 -.0 1 37 .2081	 .1946 .1205
.590 -.0010 .2112	 .2070 .1292
.770 -.1086 .1464	 .1759 .1873
.878 -.2593 -.0601
	 -.0422 -.0522
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 i 5) a	 10.060 ALPHA ( 41 a	 6.240
	
0(PSF) a	 42.840 PO/PSF a	 2120.7
SECTION I I) MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1349 .2235 .3784 .1378
.230 .0241 .2745 .2880 .1309
.410 -.0274 .283E .2880 .2033
.590 -.0168 .2766 .2859 .2033
.770 -.1317 .2018 .2454 .2735
.878 -.2740 -.0274 .0031 -.0232
BETA	 [ 51 m	 10.060	 ALPHA 15) 8.290
	 O(PSF) -	 42.840 PO/PSF *	 2120.7
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.9505 .2907 .4690 .2157
.230 .0241 .3228 .3539 .1790
.410 -.0421 .3238 .3445 .2545
.590 -.0494 .3104 .3373 .2545
.770 -.1694 .2295 .2907 .3394
.878 -.2914 -.0063 .0357 .0315
BETA	 ( 5) W	 I0.060	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.370	 OIPSF) -	 42.640 PO/PSF a	 2120.7
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0998 .4564 .5870 .2939
.230 .0609 .3703 .3994 .2252
.410 -.0?00 .3610 .3859 .2990
.590 -.0326 .3413 .3734 .2939
.770 -.1535 .2542 .3175 .3776
.878 -.2818 .0167 .0567 .0588
RUN NO s 114.00
RUN NO - 114.00
iRFFF22)
RUN NO # II4.00
-i
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 f NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YQ
SREF - 936.5800 INCHES ZMRP ¢ 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE -
	 .0405
BETA ( 1) - -10.040
	
ALPHA ( 11 a	 1110	 Q,PSF) - 42.903	 PO/P5F = 2117.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR







-.4568 -.4757 -.1884 -1.0100
.230	 -.3768 -.4378 -.2515 -.1643
.410	
-.0979 -.0905 -.1705 -.1522
.590	 -.0863 -.0758 -.1873 -.2437
.770
	 -.1305 -.1168 -.1894 -.2820
.87B	
-.2568 -.2210 -.2326 -.2357
BETA ( 1) = -10.040	 ALPHA 1 2) =	 2.170
	 O(PSF) R 42.903
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1






.050	 -.3961 -.4161 -.6493 -.8274
.230	
-.3257 -.3436 -.1376 -.0848
.410	
-.0378 -.0021 -.0651 -.0882
.590	 -.0010 -.0052 -.1135 -.1554
.770
	
-.0473 -.0525 -.1145 -.1387
.878	 -.1828 -.1744 -.1828 -.1450
BETA i 1) = -10.040	 ALPHA 13) -	 4.240 OCPSF) - 42.903
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5920	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.3414 -.3435 -.5421 -.6395
.230	 -.3194 -.2332 -.0515 -.0331
.410	 .0010	 .0892
	 .0010 -.0210
.590	 .0692	 .0714 -.0305 -.0693
.770
	 .0220	 .Oil5 -.0315 -.0599
.87B	 -.1261 -.I198 -.I20S -.0893
PAGE 12275
iRFFF231	 { 03	 FEB 76 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH -	 .170 ELEVON -	 10.000
BDFLAP -	 .000 SPDBRK -
	
25.000
PHI-N -	 65.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M -	 8$.000 THETAM -	 98.000
RUN NO - 135.00
PO/PSF - i?)17.9	 RUN NO - 135.00
POfPSF - 2117.9	 RUN NO - 135.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
IRFFFE33
BETA	 (	 1) 4	 - 10.040 ALPHA t 4) 6.300	 O(PSF) -	 trP.SG3 PO/P5F -	 2117.9	 RUN NO +	 135.00
SECTION ( 11 MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.38B1 -.2714	 -.4428 -.5921
.230 -.2682 -.1451	 -.0799 -.0573
.410 .0420 .1598	 .1083 .0530
.590 .1135 .1630	 .0883 .0478
.770 .0746 .1040	 .0599 .0041
.878 -.0841 -.0505	 -.0589 -.0452
SETA	 (	 1) a	 -10.040	 ALPHA 1 51 -	 8.370	 0(P5F) A	 42.903 PO/PSF	 0117.9	 RUN NO •	 135.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LNO GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3480 -.1977	 -.3396 -.6781
.230 -.1051 -.0620	 -.0063 .0547
.410 .1114 .19i0	 1661 .0944
.590 .1692 .2055	 .1608 .0875
.770 .;271 .1661	 .1608 .1019
.878 -.0315 .0073	 .0230 .OI25
BETA	 1	 1) a	 -10.040	 ALPHA ( 6) A	 10.450	 OIPSF) n	 42.903 PO/PSF	 2117.9
	
RUN NO	 135.00
SECTION c 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2919 -.1355	 -.2310 -.5548
.230 .0577 .0419
	 .0976 .1270
.410 IA24 .2383	 .2207 .1597
.590 .2259 .2507	 .2259 .1580
.770 .1762 .2187	 .232I .1886
.878 .0157 .0619	 .0913 .0808
PAGE IM
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
0AI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.030 ALPHA (
	 1) .100	 O(PSF1 u	 42.937 PO/PSF =	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5828 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5649 -.4271 -.6354 -.8992
.230 -.3787 -.2819 -.1830 -.1349
.410 -.0294 .0336 -.0231 -.0694
.590 .0357 .0462 -.0663 -.09B7
.770 -.0116 -.0126 -.0915 -.1357
.87B -.1778 -.1641 -.IBD9 -.1662
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.030	 ALPHA 1 2) f	 2.160	 0(PSF) m	 42.937 PO/PSF n 	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5208 -.3570 -.5513 -.8941
.230 -.2469 -.2100 -.1145 -.0555
.410 .0314 .0703 .0283 -.0296
.590 .0839 .0913 .0041 -.0486
.770 .0325 .0545 .0220 -.0514
.878 -.1439 -.1039 -.0650 -.1397
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.260	 O(PSF) =	 42.937 PO/PSF	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4651 -.2951 -.4546 -.7769
.230 -.0777 -.1207 -.0367 .0099
.410 .IRIB .1133 .0902 .0185
.590 .1322 .1354 .0881 .0099
.770 .0724 .1070 .1144 .0335
.878 -.1102 -.0535 -.0010 -_0661
PAGE 1277
(RFFF231
RUN NO u 136.00
RUN ND - 136.00
RUN NO m 136.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 C NAAL-751 1
CHI63 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 C 21 _	 -5.030 ALPHA C 41 -	 6.290	 QCPSFI -	 42.937	 PO/PSF a	 2117.8
SECTION C 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3975 -.2345 -.3534 -.7972
.230 .0672 -.0158 .0725 .0444
.410 .1514 .1608 .1450 .0806
.590 .1734 .1807 .1565 .0806
.770 .1030 .1535 .1807 .1219
.878 -.0873 -.0105 .0546 .0188
BETA	 C 21 =	
-5.030 ALPHA C 51 =	 8.390	 QCPSFI =	 42.937	 PO/PSF =	 2117.8
SECTION C 11MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.3384 -.1871 -.2638 -.6466
.230 .1607 .1155 .1554 .0616
.410 .1898 .2106 .1971 .1374
.590 .2095 .2271 .2199 .1478
.770 .1313 .1992 .2468 .2364
.878 -.0630 .0325 .1071 .0955
BETA	 C 21 =	 -5.030
	
ALPHA C 63 -	 10.469	 O(PSF) -	 42.937	 PO/PSF =	 2117.8
SECTION C 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .2100 .2162 .2234 .1250
.410 . 2?34 .2533 .2368 .1885
.590 .2420 .2730 .2709 .2039
.770 .1561 .2379 .2947 .3194
.878 -.0367 .0691 .1424 .1592
PACE 1279
CRFFF231
RUN NO u 136.00
RUN NO = 135.00
RUN Nn = 136.00
lL4
DATE 17 MAY 75
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3) _	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 11 d	 .090	 Q (PSF) % 42,953	 PO/PSF R 2117.8







.050	 -.5613 -.4071 -.5865 -.9072









	 -.2424 -.1144 -.0409 -.1123
BETA ( 3) =	 -.010
	 ALPHA ( 2) n 	 2 ISO Q(PSF) a 42.953
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4905 -.3729 -.4905 -.9857
.230	 .0335 -.0338	 .0713 -.0520
.410	 .0640	 .1018	 .0808	 .0168
.590	 .0755	 .1218
	 .1050	 .0185




BETA ( 3) =	
-.010
	 AL.'HA ( 3) =	 4.220
	
O(P5F) a 42.953
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4438 -.3672 -.4102 -.8778
.230	 .0985	 .1132	 .1206 -.0124
.410	 .0849
	 .1457	 .1248	 .0664
.590	 .1027	 .1694	 .1625	 .0752
.770





RUN NO w 137.00
PO/PvF - 2117.8
	
RUN NO a 137.00
PO/PSF a 2117.8	 RUN NO n 137.00
^.. .,.^
	
. . . . . . . . . . . .
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 31 -	 -.010 ALPHA f 4)	 6.300	 O(PSF) -	 42.953 PO/PSF -	 2117.8
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4174 -.3428 -.3102 -.7297
.230 .1198 .1723 .1650 .0478
.410 .1124 .1910 .1723 .1168
.590 .1282 .2138 .2138 .1375
.770 .0146 .1795 .2459 .2635
.878 -.1935 -.0116 .0777 .0819
BETA	 ( 31 n	 -1010 ALPHA ( 5) A	 8.380	 O(PSF) m	 42.953 PO/PSF -	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3481 -.2947 -.2422 -.5042
.230 .1383 .2060 .2070 .1062
.410 .13E3 .2328 .2246 .1765
.590 .1551 .2545 .2587 .1972
.770 .0408 .PI 84 .2804 .3093
.878 -.1562 .0282 .1048 .0796
.BETA	 ( 31 -	
-.010 ALPHA ( 6) a	 10.450	 0(P3F) v	 42.953 PO/PSF a	 2117.8
SECTION ( I)HAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3290 -.2313 -.1840 -.3176
.230 .1650 .2448 .2479 .1633
.410 .1629 .2738 .2676 .2165
.590 .1775 .2904 .2987 .2440
.770 .0609 .2479 .3132 .3578
.B78 -.1240 .0630 .1282 .0840
PAGE 1280
(RFFF23)
RUN NO + 137.00
RUN NO . 137.00
RUN NO - 137.00
PAGE 1881
^ ro
DATE l7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 )
OAI63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RF'FF23)
13ETA ( 41 n 	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 1)
	
.110	 Q(PSF) n 4R.938	 PO/PSF w 2117.8	 RUN NO m 138.0J
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 . 0760	 . 3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.6548 -.5194 -.4848 -.9727
	
.230	 -.0157	 .0755	 .0692 -.046B
	
.410	 -.0231	 .0902	 .06B1	 .0081
	
.590	 -.0052	 .1153	 .1059	 .0081
	
.770	 -.1217	 .0860	 .1437	 .1185
	
.878	 -.3306 -.1102 -.0147 -.0881
BETA ( 41 =	 5.030	 ALPHA 1 2) =	 2.160 Q(PSF) - 42.938
	
PO/PSF = R117.8	 RUN NO a 13B.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
K/CML
	
.050	 -.6634 -.4870 -.4146 -.8369
	
.230	 -.0031	 .0996	 .0975 -.0262
	
.410	 .0000	 .1280	 .1049	 .0391
	
.590	 .0199	 .1469	 .1437	 .0581
	
.770	 -.0976	 .1070	 .1595	 .1782
	
.878	 -.2697 --.0903 -.0304 -.0556
BETA ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.210	 Q(PSF) n 42.938
	
PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO A 138.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND GR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0750	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5894 -.4633 -.4181 -.4173
	
.230	 .0188	 .1365	 .1354	 .0512
	
.410	 .OP83	 .1722	 .1554	 .0995
	
.590	 .0482	 .1867	 .1836	 .1115
	
.770
	 -.0662	 .14C7	 .1845	 .2053
	
.B78	 -.2490 -.0557 -.0168 -.0431
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF23)
BETA ( 4) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 41 n	 6.310 QIPSF) x 42.938	 PO/PSF r 2117.8	 RUN NO - 138.00














.410	 .0588	 .2222	 .2188	 .1479
	
.590	 .0788	 .2315	 .2305	 .1659
	
.770	 -.0358





BETA a 4) =	 5.040	 ALPHA c 5) -	 8.360 Q(PSF) - 42.938	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 138.00







.050	 -.3B03 -.2038	 .00133	 .109B
	
.230	 .1029	 .2467	 .2602	 .1529
	
.410	 .0861	 .2726	 .2705	 .2061
	




	 .2177	 .2664	 .3058
	
.878	 -.1912	 .0157	 .0587	 .0346
BETA ( 4) -	 5.040	 ALPHA t 61 -	 10.440 QIPSF) a 42.938	 POIPSF % 2117.8	 RUN NO c 138.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
WWI-




-.2037 -.0325	 .1070	 .1545
	
.230	 .I291	 .2973	 .3128	 .1759
	
.410	 .0976	 .3128	 .3180	 .2437
	
.590	 .1007	 .3108	 .321I	 .2557
	
.770






PAGE 1283DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 !
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF23)
BETA t 5)
	 10.050	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .t2O	 Q(PSF) x 42.865	 PO/PSF - 2117.9	 RUN NO r 139.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






	 -.7914 -.5575 -.5111 -.5326
	
.230
	 -.0253	 .0568	 .0442 -.0297
	
.410	 -.0200	 .0948	 .0653	 .0030
	




-.I233	 .0642	 .0959	 .I148
	
.878	 -.2930 -.1243 -.0938 -.1191
BETA ( 5) a	 tO.050	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.180	 Q(PSF) = 42.885	 PO/PSF it 2It7.9	 RUN NO a 139.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-i
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






	 -.4429 -.2756 -.2472 -.3092
	
.230





-.0200	 .1452	 .1220	 .0548
	
.590








-.2451 -.0852 -.0663 -.0915
BETA ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.2150	 Q(PSF) a 42.885
	
PO/PSF a 2117.9	 RUN NO - 139.00
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML














	 -.0052	 .2259	 .2114	 .1373
	
.590




	 .1646	 .1917	 .2093
	
.87B
	 -.2299 -.0399 -.0I89 -.0366
V-1 _ -
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.060 ALPHA ( 4) -	 6.320	 Q(PSF) =	 42.865 PO/PSF v	 2117.9
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.1094 .2585 .4172 .1479
.230 .0346 .2696 .3052 .1445
.410 -.0179 .2999 .3052 .22184
.590 -.0084 .2938 .3021 .2184
.770 -.1147 alai .2606 .2896
.878 -.2472 -.0074 .0241 -.0010
BETA
	 ( 51 =	 10.060 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.360	 Q(PSF) n	 42.BB5 PO/PSF x	 2117.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.0073 .3319 .4957 .2355
.230 .0378 .3381 .3572 .1908
.410 -.0305 .3361 .3589 .2698
.590 -.0336 .3225 .3516 .2646
.770 -.1451 .2438 .3029 .3547
.878 -.2650 .0136 .0556 .0514
BETA
	 ( 5) =	 10.06C ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.450	 Q(PSF) -	 42.885 PO/PSF -	 2117.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 _3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 .1439 .4922 .6134 .3090
.230 .9756 .3855 .4176 .2387
.410 -.0063 .3742 .4000 .3107
.590 -.0200 .3545 .3876 .3022
.770 -.1397 .2696 .3317 .3887
.87B -.2564 .0377 10756 .0745
PASSE 1284
IRFFF231
RUN NO * 139.00
RUN NO = 139.00
RUN NO . 139.00
PAGE 1285










PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M -	 88.000	 THETAM -	 9B.000
RUN NO - 140.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR "1"1FR SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SR£F - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN, XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO
	
BREF -	 936.6800 INCHES ,ZMRP = 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE =	 .O405
BETA ( 11 = --10.030
	




Q(PSF1 = 42.995	 PO/PSF - 2125.0









.050	 -.4712 -.4912 -.7620 -1.0296
	
.230	
-.3915 -.4451 -.2519 -.1759
	
.410	 -.1123 -.1039 -.1553 -.1656
	
.590	 -.1039 -.0986 -.2057 -.2654
	
.770
	 -.1459 -.1343 --.2026 -.2288
	
.878	 -.2771 -.2361 -.2466 -.2162
BETA ( 11 = -10.030
	
ALPHA ( 2) -	 2.140	 Q(PSF) - 42.995








.050	 -.4139 -.4296 -.6723 -.8496
	
.230	 -.3503 -.3529 -.1523 -.0951
	
.410	
-.0525 -.0178 -.0787 -.1003
	
.590	 -.0168 -.0168 -.1260 -.1743
	
.770	 -.0641
	 -.0683 -.1281 -.1534
	
.878	
-.1996 -.1901 -.1985 -.1607
BETA ( 1) = -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.190
	 O(PSF)	 42.995
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR








.050	 -.3608 -.3608 -.5579 -.6470
	
.230	 -.3303 -.2538 -.0577 -.0392
	
.410	 -.002:	 .0744 -.0094 -.0279
	
.590	 .0576	 .0576 -.0472 -.0853
	
.770	 .0083 -.0010 -.0451 -.0724
	
.878
	 -.1416 -.1374 -.1674 -.1017
PO/PSF - 2125.0
	 RUN NO - 140.00
PO/PSF = 2125.0
	 RUN NO - 140.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA 163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF24)
BETA ( 1) = -10.030	 ALPHA ( 4) a	 5.280
	 O(PSF) - 42.995	 PO/PSF • 2125.0	 RUN NO = 140.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND GR DR-I





.050	 -.4006 -.2865 -.4544 -.6835
.230	 -.2749 -.1542 -.0902 -.0640
.410	 .0314	 .1531	 .0965	 .0391






	 -.0976 -.0650 -.0766 -.0598
BETA ( 1) - -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.380
	
Q(PSF) n 42.995	 PO/P5F	 2125 . 0	 RUN NO	 140.00
SECTION ( 13MAIN LND GR DR-(





.050	 -.3570 -.2104 -.3496 -.6939




	 .1839	 .1559	 OBBB
.590	 .15eo	 .1974	 .1507	 .0802
.7.70
	 .1161






BETA ( 1) = - 10.040	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.420 Q(PSF) - 42.995	 PO/P5F	 2125 . 0	 RUN NO	 140.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050	 -.3053 -.1458 -.2434 -.5612
.230	 .0576	 .0356	 .0796	 .1165
.410	 .1'119	 .2350	 .2133	 .1509
.590	 .2165
	 .2433	 .2185	 .1492
.770
	 .167B









DATE I7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 	 PAGE 1287
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF24)
BETA ( 2)	
-5.020	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .080 Q(PSF) = 42.977	 PO/PSF s 2124.8	 RUN NO 6 141.00




	 .0760	 3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.5757 -.4394 -.6491 -.89BI
.230	 -.39R5 -.2978 -.1982 -.1534
.410	 -.0419	 .0293 -.0346 -.0760
.590
	 .0251	 .0377 -,0786 -.1087
.770
	 -.0231 -.0241 -.1028 -.1447
.878
	
-.1909 -.1793 -.1961 -.1804
BETA 1 2) -	 -5.020	 ALPHA 1 21 p	 2.140
	
Q(PSF)	 42,977








.050	 -.5430 -.3729 -.5703 -.9081
.230
	
-.2636 -.2206 ^.1250 -.0675
.410	 .0209	 .0619	 .0178 -.0434
.590	 .4724





	 -.1575 -.1187 -,0998 -.1491
BETA ( 2) =
	
-5.030	 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.200
	
Q(PSF) - 42.977
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.4874. -.3099 -.4717 -.8083
.230	 -.0914 -.I313 -.0483 -.0004





.770	 .0608	 .0913	 .0976	 .0199
.878
	 -.1250 -.0683 -.0199 -.0914
PO/PSF m 8124.8	 RUN NO - 141.00
PQ/PSF is 2124.8	 RUN NO a 141.00
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 128$
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF24)
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.034	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.260	 Q(P5F1 =	 42.977 PO/P5F ¢	 2124.8 RUN NO	 141.00
SECTION [)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4089 -.2485	 -.3732 -.8102
.230 .0534 -.0293	 .0555 .0374
.410 .1425 .1530	 .1362 .0700
.590 .1656 .1708	 .1446 .0700
.770 .0922 .1425	 .1677 It00^
.878 -.0954 -.0231	 .0408 .0020
BETA
	 ( 2) R	
-5.030 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.330	 QIPSF)	 42.977 POIPSF	 2124.8 RUN NO	 141.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BM(, .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3493 -.1941	 -.2801 -.6352
.230 .1476 .09222	 .1447 .0563
.410 .1812 .1998	 .1854 .1286
.590 .1998 .2164	 .209E .1372
.770 .1206 .ISB5	 .2319 .2225
.878 -,0713 .018B	 .0933 .0838
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.030	 ALPHA ( 5) 10.424	 QiP5F1 =	 48.977 PO/PSF :	 2124.8 RUN NO =	 141.00
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2803 -.1532	 -.2005 -.6149 ^-^-
.230 .2020 .2041	 .2155 .1149
.410 .2186 .2445	 .2279 .1820
.590 .2341 .2551	 .2620 .1940
.770 .1469 .2320	 .2879 .3086
878 -.0483 .0545	 .1311 .1532
PO/PSF + 2124.8	 RUN NO * 142.00




DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF241
BETA c 31 -	 .010	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .070	 0(PSF) = 42.998	 PO/P5F - 2124.8	 RUN NO - 142.00
SECTION ( AMAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5782 -.4187 -.6002 -.8917
	
.230	 -.0965 -.1752 -.0252 -.0640
	
.410	 .0261	 .0440	 .0145 -.0503
	
.590	 .0429	 .0639	 .0188 -.0640
	
.770	 -.0483	 .0419	 .0597 -.0294
	
.878	 -.2550 -.1291 -.0514 -.1259
BETA t 31 =
	 .010	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.130	 0(PSF) - 42.99B
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760




-.5065 -.3817 -.5033 -1.nI84
	
.230	 .0177 -.0493	 .0576 -.0571
	
.410	 .0544	 .0922	 .0681	 .0064
	
.590	 .0691	 .1121	 .0932	 .008I
	
.770	 -.0304	 .0890	 .1269	 .0639
	
.878	 -.2412 -.0954 -.0063 -.0692
BETA t 31 -	 .000	 ALPHA ( 31 Y	 4.180	 0(P5F) - 42.998
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.4541 -.3775 -.4237 -.8843
	
.230	 .0911	 .0995	 .1079 -.0244
	
.410	 .0796	 .1383	 .1174	 .0580
	
.590	 .0953	 .1614	 .1520	 .0632
	




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 12290
DA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF241
BETA	 t 31 = .010	 ALPHA	 14) 6.280
	
Q(P5F) =	 42.998 PO/PSF	 2124.8 RUN NO '	 142.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4312 -.3525	 -.3252 -.7625
.230 .1132 .1657	 .1573 0340,_




.770 .0062 .1698	 .2350 .2536
.878 -.2046 -.0252	 .0661 .0765
BETA	 ( 3) .010	 ALP14A	 151 =	 8.360
	 QIPSF)	 42.998 POIPSF =	 2124.8 RUN NO =	 142.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0780 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050
-.3595 -.3061	 -.2526 -.5281
.230 .1320 .1987	 .19137 .0924
.410 .1330 .2255	 .2141 .1646
.590 .1488 .2451
	 .2503 .1851
:.	 .770 .0324 .2069	 .2720 .2978
.878 -.I677 .0I67	 .0953 .0712
BETA	 t 3) = ,000	 ALPHA (6) 10.420
	
Q(PSF)	 42.998 PO/PSF #	 2124.8 RUN NO =	 142.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5620 18530
X/CML
.050 -.3336 -.2425	 -.1942 -.3395
.230 .1616 .2392	 .2414 .1579
.410 .1563 .2662	 .?EDO .2094
.590 .1700 .2838	 .2900 .2334
.770 .0534 .2403	 .3065 .3479
.878 -.I344 .05I3	 .1196 .0775
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 1 NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1291
*A163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF24)
BETA	 141 5.060	 ALPHA (	 11 ti	 .080	 Q(PSF) -	 42.985	 PO/P5F =	 2124.8 RUN NO *	 143.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .31170	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6522 -.5327	 -.5012 -.9891
.230 -.0189 .0670	 .0597 -.0623
.410 -.0283 .0817	 .0588 .0013
.590 -.0105 .1048	 .0953 -.0021
.770 -.1321 .0765	 .1341 .1058
.878 -.3429 -.1216	 -.0262 -.1059
BETH	 ( 4) =	 5.050	 ALPHA 121 =	 2.120	 O(PSF) -	 42.985	 PO/PSF =	 2124.8 RUN NO =	 143.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 W20 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6658 -.4949	 -.4194 -.8756
.230 -.0115 .0911	 .0890 -.0365
.410 -.0073 .1104	 .0985 .0271
.590 .0114 .i4O4	 .1362 .0443
.770 -.1059 .0965	 .15I9 .1698
.878 -.3041 -.1027	 -.0388 -.0545 nr---^
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050	 ALPHA t 3) =	 4.200	 Q(PSF) -	 42.985	 PO/P5F 2124.8 RUN NO =	 143.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X / CML -^,--.--
.050 -.6104 -.4793	 -.4395 -.4717
.230 .0146 .126B	 .1258 .0477
.410 .0?I9 .1635	 .1468 .0890
.590 .0408 .1791	 .1771 .1062
.770 -.0745 .132I	 .1750 .1977
.878 -.2SS1 -.0671	 -.0273 -.0514
DATE 17 MAY 76 TAOULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 1
OA153 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURF.,CE
SETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050 ALPHA ( 4) =	 6.280	 0(PSF1 n	42.985	 PO/PSF -	 2124.8
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5339 -.3671 -.2465 -.0778
.230 .0513 .1802 .1823 .0856
.410 .0534 .2122 .2009 .1389
.590 .0681 .2205 .2226 .1561
.770 -.0451 .1667 .2112 .2464
.878 -.2245 -.0336 .0041 -.0220
13ETA	 ( 4) =	 5.050 ALPHA t 5) 8.350
	
O(PSF) n 	 42.985	 PO/PSF-	 2124.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.3909 -.2165 -.0147 .1012
.230 .0955 .2395 .2520 .1409
.410 .0819 .2644 .2534 .1976
.590 .0903 .2696 .2779 .2130
.770 -.0305 .2095 .2602 .3017
.878 -.2017 .0041 .0493 .0293
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.050
	 ALPHA ( 6) -	 10.460
	
0(PSF) n 	 42.985	 PO/PSF :	 1'124.8
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --.2141 -.0483 .0933 .1475
.230 .1227 .2919 .3044 .1716
.410 .8891 .3085 .3085 .2367
.590 .0944 .3044 .3166 .2504
.770 -.0210 .2402 .2930 .3509
.878 -.1784 .0355 .0776 .0681
PAGE 1292
(RFFF24)
RUN NO = 143.00
RUN NO = 143.00
RUN NO . 143.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 10.7390 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .080	 Q(PSF) n 	 42.970 POIPSF	 2125.0
SECTION ( 11MA(N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 16530
X/CML
.050 -.8081 -.5800 -.5317 -.562I
.230 --.0315 .0472 .0355 -.0348
.410 -.0242 .0871 .0556 -.0073
.590 -.0159 .1006 .0871 .0064
.770 -.1324 .0535 .0871 .1039
.878 -.3079 -.1366 -.1040 -.1324
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.090 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.150	 Q(PSF)	 42.970 PO/P5F	 2125.0
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4853 -.3257 -.2868 -.3587
.230 -.0242 .1018 .0934 .0064
.410 -.0273 .1354 .1134 .0409
.590 -.0105 .1459 .1323 .0529
.770 -.1082 .0913 .1176 .1333
.878 -.2626 -.0977 -.0777 -.1050
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.090 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.230
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.970 PO/P5F =	 2125.0
SECTION ( I1MA)N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIEBLi~ CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2246 .0535 .1844 .0581
.230 .0073 .1917 .1855 .0822
.410 -.0 1 26 .2144 .2020 .1235
.590 .0020 .2155 .2113 .1269
.770 -.0997 .1553 .1803 .1948
.878 -.2446 -.0514 -.0294 -.0483
PAGE 1293
(RFFF24)
RUN NO - 144.00
RUN NO - 144.00
RUN NO n 144.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1294
04163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF24)
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.100 ALPHA ( 4) 6.240	 Q(PSF) a	 42.970 PO/PSF w	 2125.0 RUN NO	 144.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0282 .2837	 .2940 .1406





.878 -.2592 -.02I0	 .0094 -.0147
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.100	 ALPHA	 ( 5) 8.360	 Q(PSF) -	 422.970 PO/PSF =	 2I25.0 RUN NO	 144.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/GML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML











BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 6) 10.430	 Q(PSF) a	 42.970 PO/PSF :	 2125.0 RUN NO =	 144,00




















	DATE 17	 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	





2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF a	 474.8100 INCHES
	 YMRP a	 .0000 IN. YO
	








SECTION	 ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.4883 -.5040 -.7812 -1.0749
	
.230	 -.4158 -.4662 -,2793 -.1932
	
.410	 -.1302 -.1228 -.1711 -.1812
	
.590	 -.1186 -.1197 -,2142 -.2810
	
.770	
-.1606 -.1491 -.2173 -.2446
	
.878
	 -.2972 -.2530 -.2646 --.2341
	
BETA I	 11 = -I0.030
	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.120	 Q(P5F) - 42.923
	
SECTION
	 ( AMAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.4230 -.4462 -.6851 -.8943
	
.230	 -.3599 -.3683 -.1736 -.1074
	
.410
	 -.0663 -.0305 -.0894 -.1108
	
.590
	 -.0263 -.0284 -.1336 -.1850
	
.770	
-.0737 -.0800 -.1494 -.1705
	
.878
	 -.2178 -.2462 -.2105 -.1747
	
SETA t	 1) = -10.040
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.160	 Q(PSF) = 42.923
	
SECTION	 ( [)MAIN  LNO OR DR-I







	 -.3720 -.3741 -.5748 °.6896
	
.230




-.0168	 .0546 -.0189 -.0434
	
.590	 .0440	 .0409 -.0651 -.0986
	
.770	
-.0094 -.0179 -.0651 -.0904
	
.878
	 -.1608 -.1545 -.1555 -.1187
PAGE 1295
(RFFF251	 ( 03	 FEB 75 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH m	 .170 EL£VON n 	 .000
80FLAP =	 15.000 SPDBRK -	 25.000
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN =	 108.000
PHI-M =	 88.000	 THETAM .	 98.000
RUN NO - 129.00
PO/PSF - 2117.9
	 RUN NO . 125.00
PO/PSF w 2117.9	 RUN NO - 129.00
PAGE 1296DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF25)





SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4137 -.3021 -.4768 -.6908
.230 -.3042 -.1716 -.1042 -.0849
.410 .0146 .1431 .0894 .0306
.590 .0925 .1431 .0641 .0185
.770 .0515 .0746 .0336 -.0210
.878 -.1126 -.0831 -.0958 -.0758
BETA	 (1) =	 -10.030 ALPHA 1 5) =	 8.300	 4(PSF) .	 42.923 PO/PSF	 2117.9	 RUN NO	 129.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNB OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0780 .31D0 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3686 -.2268 -.3717 -.7288
.230 -.1449 -.0913 -.0325 .0237
.410 .0871 .1762 .1490 .0788
.590 .1448 .1835 .1343 .0667
.770 .0986 .1427 .1333 .0734
.878 -.0661 -.0220 -.0105 -.0126
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.030 ALPHA 1 61 =	 10.400	 O(PSF) -	 42.923 PO/PSF	 2117.9	 RUN NO	 129.00
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3178 -.1646 -.2674 -.5799
.230 .0293 .0125 .0649 .1027
.410 .1551 .2184 .1988 .1320
.590 .2019 .2316 .2039 .1303
.770 .1520 .1936 .2050 .1604





DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 1
GAi63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
IIIFFF251
BETA i 21	 -5.020	 ALPHA t 1 1 -	 .040	 QIPSFI - 42.925	 POIPSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 128.00





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
	.050	 -.5921 -.4532 -.6678 -.9230
	
.230	 -.4175 -.3113 -.2124 -.1780
	
.410	 -.0536	 .0188 -.0410 -.0849
	
.590	 .0146	 .0283 -.0936 -.1211
	
.770	 -.0357 -.0410 -.11BB -.1556
	
.878	 -.2061 -.1977 -.2187 -.1966
BETA ( 21 m -5.020	 ALPHA 1 21 -	 2.090 OIPSF) - 42.925	 PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 128.00
SECTION t 11MAIN LND GR DR-1
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5620	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.5374 -.3859 -.5899 -.8816
	
.230	 -.2892 -.2313 -.1230 -.0883
	
.410	 .0125	 .0556	 .0073 -.0555
	
.590	 .0609	 .0714 -.0210 -.0693
	
.770	 .0083	 .0209 -.0264 -.0999
	
.978	 -.1725 -.1408 -.1346 -.1567
BETA t 21 -	 -5.020	 ALPHA t 31 -	 4.150 QIPSFI - 42,925
	
PO/PSF - 2117.8	 RUN NO - 128.00
SECTION t IWA1N LND GR DR- I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 :5B2O	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4977 -.3213 -.4862 -.8286
	
.230	 -.I176 -.1543 -.0630 -.0072
	
.410	 .0'745	 .0944	 .D724 -.0055
	
.590	 .1102	 .1123	 .0629 -.0141
	
.770
	 .04x3	 .0808	 .0829	 .0041
	
.878	 -.1407 -.0640 -.0409 -.1113
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA a
 OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1298
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF25)
BETA	 t 2) _	 -5.020
	
ALPHA ( 41 6.200	 Q(PSF) =	 42.9255 PO/PSF =	 2117.8 RUN NO
	 128.00
SECTION [ 11MAIN LNI1 OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 1292 .1407	 .1250 .0530
.590 .1544 .1607	 .1292 .0495
.770 .0908 .1302	 .1512 .0913
.878 -.1166 -.0399	 .0230 -.0231
BETA	 t 23 _	 -5.020	 ALPHA [ 5) =	 8.300	 OIPSFI	 42.925 PO/P5F	 2117.8 RUN NO ti	 128.00
SECTION [ !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3618 -.2081	 -.2955 -.6437
.230 .1335 .06B3	 .1272 .0461
410 .1724 .1900	 .1755 ..1099
.590 .1900 .2055	 .1962 .1186
.770 .1082 .1745	 .2221 .2045
.876 -.0915 .0000	 .0767 .0651
BETA	 [ 2) _	 -5.030 ALPHA [ 6) =	 10.360	 O(PSF)	 42.925 PO/P5F	 2117.8 RUN NO	 128.00
SECTION ( I)MA)N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
w-
.050 -.3019 -.1688	 -.2201 -.6348
.230 .1904 .tB63	 .2007 .IO27
410 .2(149 .2328	 .2162 .1749
.590 .2204 .2514	 .2472 .1817
.770 .1310 .2152	 .2700 .2906
.878 -.0692 .0345	 .I152 .1331
IL
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 1) _	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 42.953 PO/PSF	 2117.8





.050 -.5942 -.4273	 -.6173 -.9025
.230 -.1197 -.2005	 -.0378 -.0709




.770 -.0577 .0314	 .0440 -.0441
B78 -.2688 -.1428	 -.0703 -.1491
BETA	 ( 31 .000	 ALPHA ( 21	 2.100	 Q(PSF) n	 42.953 PO/PSF	 2117.8






	 -.5159 - 1.0305
.230 .0052 -.0650	 .0440 -.0623
.410 .0482 .0838
	 .0597 -.0038
.590 .0597 .1027	 .0775 -.0021
.770 -.0377 .0733
	 .1153 .0482
.878 -.2548 -.1090	 -.0220 -.0881
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.200
	
Q(PSF) =	 42.953 PO/PSF =	 2117.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/C(4L
.050 -.4657 -.3795	 -.4342 -.8162
.230 .0651 .0882	 .1008 -.0279
.410 .0735 .1303	 .1082 .0513
.590 .0882 .1513	 .1439 .0554
.770 -.0210 .1229	 .1775 .1545
.878 -.2407 -.0725	 .0220 -.0273
PAGE 1299
(RFFF25)
RUN NO x 127.00




DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1300
OA183 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF251
BETA	 ( 3) _ .000	 ALPHA ( 4) F	 6.220	 Q(PSF) .	 42.953 PO/PSF -	 2117.8 RUN NO w	 127.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4365 -.3620	 -.3441 -.8005
.230 .1059 .I552	 .1447 .0236
.410 .0995 .1699	 .1531 .0976 -----
.590 .1132 .1926	 .1925 .1114
.770 -.0063 .1573	 .2237 .2402
.878 -.2214 -.0420	 .0566 .0555
BETA	 ( 3) = .000	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.280	 QIPSF) w	 42.953 PO/PSF 2117.8 RUN NO	 127.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/5ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3740 -.3184	 -.2721 -.5742
.230 .1239 .1888	 .1846 .0771
.410 .1228 .2116	 .2002 .1512
.590 .1376 .2323	 .2374 .1753
.770 .0167 .1939	 .2582 .2881
.878 -.I891 -.002I	 .0787 .0556
BETA	 ( 3) W .000	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.370	 Q(PSF1	 42.953 PO/PSF 2117.8 RUN NO =	 127.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR OR -I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .1511 .2259	 .2300 .1407
.410 .1469 .2518	 .2445 .1974
.590 .1606 .2694	 .2776 .2214
.770 .0377 .2249	 .2911 .3335
.87B -.1596 .0314
	 .1018 .0556
DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAIS3 I NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1301
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF25)
BETA	 141 =	 5.020 ALPHA
	 111 n	 .030	 QIPSFI -	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2li7.7 RUN NO m	 126.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6681 -.5450	 -.5197 -.9994
.230 -.0221 .0609	 .0504 -.0694
.410 -.0379 .0725	 _0`94 -.0073






BETA	 (41 =	 5.020 ALPHA 12) 2.100	 Q(PSF)	 n 	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2117.7 RUN NO	 126.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6897 -.5018	 -.4336 -.8973
.230 -.0178 .0828	 .0786 -.0417
.410 -.0157 .1091	 OBBI .0202
.590 .0020 .1290	 .1259 .0374
.770 -.1218 OB49	 .1416 .1616
.878 -.3275 -.1207	 -.0514 -.0640
BETA	 14) =	 5.020	 ALPHA 13) 4.150	 O(PSF)	 42.922 PO/PSF	 2117.7 RUN NO	 126.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0062 .1167	 .1157 .0323
.410 .0136 .1546
	 .1346 .0789
.590 .0315 .1683	 .1662 .0910
.770 -.0905 .1188	 .1651 .1870
.878 -.2820 -.0863	 -.0452 -.0673
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA1S3 ( NAAL-751 )
tW 63 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF25)
BETA ( 4)	 5.020	 ALP14A ( 4)	 5.240	 Q(PSF) . 42.922
	
PO/P5F a 2117.7	 REIN NO n 126.00










050	 -.5589 -.3890 -.2842 -.1070
	
.230	 .0429	 .1655	 .1698	 .0735
	
.410	 .0429	 .1996	 .1874	 .1285
	
590	 .0576
	 .2080	 .2101	 .11423
	
.770
	 -.0661	 .1541	 .2008	 .2328
	
.878	 -.2485 -.0524 -.0126 -.0367
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 8.300 Q(PSF) - 42.922	 PO/PSF s 2117.7	 RUN NO . 1226.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML	 .0760	 .3I00	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.4410 -.2463 -.0747	 .0720
	
.230	 .0852	 .2254	 .2389	 .1290
	
.' ! 10	 .0694	 .2524	 .24'2	 .1859
	
.E,90	 .0757	 .2544	 .2638	 .1996
	




.878	 -.2284 -.0179	 .0273	 .0062
BETA ( 4) =	 5.020	 ALPHA 1 5) =	 10.360	 Q(PSF) m 42.922	 PO/PSF m 2117.7	 RUN NO n 125.00




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.2581 -.0976	 .0419
	 .1252
	




















DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1303
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF25)
BETA	 ( 51 10.070	 ALPHA	 1	 1) .030	 Q(P5F) =	 42.907 PO/PSF	 2I17.8 RUN NO .	 125.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5B20 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.8381 -.5991	 -.5549 -.5926
.230 -.0421 .0378	 .024I -.0470
.410 -.0326 .0757	 .0441 -.0176
.590 -.0232 .0905	 .0757 -.0038
770 -.1421 .0420	 .0778 .0947
.678 -.3285 -.155B	 -.1200 -.1484
BETA	 ( 5) 10.080 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.080	 Q(PSF) *	 42.907 PO/P5F	 2117.8 RUN NO *	 125.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5376 -.3724	 -.3430 -.4179
.230 -.0316 .0893
	 .0799 -.0073
.410 -.0326 .1241	 .0999 .0271
.590 -.0189 .1346	 .1199 .0392
.770 -.1231 .0809	 .1041 .1230
.878 -.2851 -.1157	 -.0947 -.1294
BETA	 ( 51 =	 10.080 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.150	 O(PSF) d	 42.907 PO/PSF -	 2117.8 RUN NO 4	 125.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2648 -.0147	 .1386 .0168
.230 -.0021 .1743	 .1712 .0668
.410 -.O?00 .1961	 .1867 .1064
.590 -.0073 .2033	 .1971 .1150
.770
-.1167 .1376	 .1681 .1785
.878 -.2733 -.0736	 -.0525 -.0704
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.220
	
Q(PSF) -	 42.907 POIPSF a	 2117.8
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .0199 .2695	 .2758 .1254
.410 -.0315 .2769	 .2800 .1907
.590 -.0221 .2695	 .2610 .1942
.770 -.1419 .1919	 .2385 .2655
.878 -.2901 -.0399	 -.00B4 -.0347
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 5) 8.300	 Q(PSF)	 42.907 PO/PSF -	 2117.8
SECTION t 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0621 .2740	 .4710 .2098
.230 .0146 .3165
	 .3466 .1703




.770 -.1862 .2211	 .2813 .3352
.878 -.3166 -.0147	 .0283 .0210
BETA	 t 5) =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 61 10.380	 Q(PSF)	 42.907 PO/PSF	 2117.8
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 .0859 .4384	 .5738 .2793
.230 .0544 .3599	 .3919 2177
.410 -.0304 .3537	 .3785 .2912
.590 -.Uti51 .3351	 .3650 .2844
.770 -.1730 .2483
	 .3103 .3743
.878 -.299B .0083	 .0471 .0502
PAGE 1304
(RFFF25)
RUN NO - 125.00
RUN NO = 1?5.00
RUN NO - 125.00
1
PAGE 1305
(RFFF26)	 ( It MAY 76 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 0	 .170 ELEVON =	 .000
BDFLAP a	 10.000 SPDBRK w	 25.000
PHI-N a	 66.000	 THETAN a	 108.000
PHI -M 0	 88.000	 THETAM w	 98.000
RUN NO o 160.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF a 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMAP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF a 474.8100 INCHES YMRP -	 ODOD 1N. YO
BREF = 935.6804 INCHES ZMRP 0	 375.0000 IN. ZO
	SCALE _
	 .0405
BETA 111 0 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 1) 0	 .030	 Q(PSF) 0 42.901
	
PO/PSF - 2125.6
SECTION i 11MAIN LND GR DR-1









-.5216 -.5258 -.7592 -1.2162
	.230
	 -.5058 -.4512 -.3744 -.2970
	
.410




-.0883 -.0694 -.1988 -.2573
	
.770




-.2608 -.?366 -.2576 -.2261
BETA ( 1) = -10.080
	 ALPHA f 2) =	 2.090	 Q(PSF) = 42.901











- .4630 -.4683 -.6777 -1.0495
	
.230	 -.4430 -.3536 -.2694 -.2609
	
.410
	 -.1063 -.0147 -.0769 -.1091
	
.590
	 -.0031	 .0041 -.1168 -.1798
	
.770	 -.0484 -.0621 -.1263 	 1641
	
.878	 -.1894 -.1894 -,2115 -.1747
BETA (1) = -10.080
	
ALPHA (31 =	 4.160	 QIPSF) - 42.901
SECTION 113MAIN LND GR BR-1







	 -.44I4 -.3B78 -.5844 -.8587
	
.230
	 -.4235 -.2522 -.1860 -.1348
	
.410




.0514	 .0808 --.0368 -.0665
	.770
	 .0199	 .0083 -.4483 -.0925
	 8 8	 -.1450 -.1303 -.1576 -.1177
PO/PSF - 2125.6	 RUN NO 0 160.00
PO/PSF - 2125.6	 RUN NO a 160.00





MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF26)
BETA	 111 =	
-10.080 ALPHA	 141 n	 6.220	 QIPSFI	 r	 42.901 PO/PSF a	 2125.6 RUN NO a	 160.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






.410 .0125 .1450	 .0651 .0185
.590 .0914 .1366	 .0430 -.0141




-10.070 ALPHA 151 =	 8.290	 QIPSFI -	 42.901 PO/PSF -	 2125.6 RUN NO a	 160.00
SECTION [ AMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 --3585 -.2260	 -.3911 -.7382
.230
-.1619 -.0925	 -.0242 .0375
. lt10 .0798 .I733	 .1324 .0582
.590 .1418 .1785	 .1155 .0476
.770 .0956 .1376	 .1229 .0661
.878 -.0694
-.0116	 -.0168 .0020
BETA	 111 =	 -10.080 ALPHA 151 =	 10.360	 OIPSFI -	 42.901 PO/PSF	 2I25.6 RUN NO -	 160.00
SECTION I )MAIN LNB OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 . -.3068 -.1555	 -.2773 -.6119
.230 .0199 10000	 .0671 .1115
.410 .1512 .2156	 .1939 .1219
.590 .2001 .2260	 .1949 .1270
.770 .1460 .1807	 .1970 .1543
.878
-.0189 .0430	 .0514 .0577
,--- -
J
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75I ) PAGE 1307




1) -	 .030	 Q(PSF)	 m	 42.900 PO/P5F a	 2125.5 RUN NO n	 161.00
SECTION t I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENWIT VARIABLE CP
Y/BM1_ . 0760 . 3I00	 .5820 .6530
0O X/CML
.050 -.5488 -.4605	 8781 -.8900
.230 -.4121 -.3248	 -.1461 -.1435
C' .410 -.0452 .0094	 -.0631 -.0952
p] .590 .0136 .0136	 -.1104 -.1348ro
r^ .770 -.0441 -.0526	 -.1335 -.1693
.878 -.2145 -.IB71	 -.2187 -.1829
BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.050 ALPHA 1 2) =	 22.080	 Q(PSF) 4	 42.900 PO/PSF *	 2125.5 RUN NO -	 161.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -_5I73 -.3879	 -.6056 -.8693
.230 -.3038 -.2376	 -.0883 -.0865
.410 .0083 .0514	 -.0105 -.0555
.590 .0598 .0651	 -.0368 -.0814
.770 .0031 .0115	 -.0431 -.09ei8
.87B -.1766 -.1325	 -.1461 -.1356
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.I40	 Q(PSF) a	 42.900 PO/PSF	 2125.5 RUN NO *	 161.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML . 0760 . 3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4927 -.3179	 -.4927 -.8774
.230 -.136B -.1579	 -.0705 -.0176
.410 .0715 10883	 .0631 -.0142
.590 .1073 .1104	 .0504 -.0211
.770 .0473 .0757	 .0715 -.0053
.878 -.1421 -.0779	 -.0505 -.1137
i
DATE l7 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1.308
CAI53 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF26)
BETA ( 2) =
	
-5.050	 ALPHA ( 4)	 6.220	 Q(PSF) u 42.900	 PO/P5F = 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/5ML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	




.410	 .1272	 .*9377	 .1209	 .0496






-.1136 -.0284	 .0199 -.0315
13ETA l 21 =	
-5.050	 ALPHA t 51 =	 8.290	 Q(PSF) n 42.900	 PO/PSF = 2125.5
SECTION l 11MAIN LND GR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	 -.3540 -.2049 -.2994 -.6661
.230	 .1302










	 .0115	 .0714	 .0440
BETA ( 2) =	
-5.050	 ALPHA ( 6)
	 10.350	 Q(PSF) 0 42.900	 POIPSF	 2125.5
SECTION t 1)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 8530
X/CML
.050	





	 .2290	 .2145	 .1648
.590	 .2197	 .2485	 .2455	 .1820
.770




RUN NO = 161.00
RUN NO a 151.00
RUN NO = 161.00
k
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 f NAAL-751 1	 PAGE 1309
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF261
BETA ( 3) _	
--020	 ALPHA ( 1) R	 .020	 Q(PSF) m 42.920	 PD/PSF v 2125.5	 RUN NO	 I62.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-1





	.050	 -.5914 -.4286 -.6166 -.9692
	
.230	 -.1229 -.1995 -.0399 -.0744
	
.410	 .0146	 .0335 -.0042 -.0693
	
.593	 .0335	 .0514 -.0031 -.0813
	
.770	 -.0525	 .3272	 .0398 -.0515
	
.878	 -.2647 -.1269 -.0767 -.1681
BETA ( 31 =	 -.020
	
ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070 Q(PSF) . 42.920	 PO/PSF - 2125.5	 RUN NO - IS2.00
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR DR-1 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML












.590	 .0568	 .0977	 .0734 -.O1D7
	
.770
	 -.0379	 .0735	 .1104	 6409
	
.878	 -.2566 -.0957 -.0273 -.0976
BETA ( 3) =	 - . 020	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.150
	
Q(PSF) - 42.920	 PO/PSF - 2125.5	 RUN NO - 162.00















.410	 .0704	 .1251	 .1061	 .0409
	
.590	 .0872	 .1482	 .1387	 .0547
	
.770	 -.0231	 IIBB	 .1734	 .1471
	
.878	 -.2429 -.0578	 .0167 -.0515
PACE 1310DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
^_A163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF26)
BETA ( 31 =	 -.020
	 ALP1H1 ( 4) n	 6.200
	
Q(P5F) a 42.920	 PO/P5F a 2125.5
	
RUN NO a 162.00





	 .3100	 .51320	 .8530
XICML
	










.590	 .1124	 .1878	 .1899	 .1099
	
.770	 -.0031
	 .1544	 .2210	 .2313
	
.878
	 -.2239 -.0263	 .0525	 .0387
BETA ( 3) _	 -.020	 ALPHA ( 5)	 8.290 Q:I_ZF) a '22.920	 PO/P5F a 2125.5	 RUN NO a 162.00










	 -.4086 -.3130 - . 2594 -.5877
	
.230
















BETA ( 3) =	
-.020	 ALPHA ( 8) -	 10.340 Q(PSF) - 42.920	 PO/P5F a 2125.5
	
RUN NO - 162.00








	 .0387	 .2237	 .2775	 .2196
	
.230	 -.1626
	 .0450	 .2899	 .0908
	
.410	 -.5289 -.3389 -.2563	 .3447
	
.590
	 .0786	 .1458	 .2195	 .1111
	







DATE 17 MAY 73 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.020 ALPHA (	 11 .020	 Q(PSF) K	 42.907 POIPSF g	 2125.5
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6583 -.5428 -.5197 -.9939
.230 -.0231 .0565 .0514 -.0451
.410 -.0367 .0724 .04B2 -.0124
.590 -.0199 .0944 .0829 -.0038
.770 -.1407 .0661 .1196 .0923
.878 -.3580 -.1165 -.0420 -.1543
:.	 BETA	 (	 41 -	 5.020 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.080	 Q(PSF)	 42.907 PO/PSF =	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
I.f	 .050 -.6996 -.4980 -.4308 -.8878
.230 -.0189 .0829 .0787 -.0159
.410 -.0168 .1071 .0650 .0(68
.590 .0052 .1281 .1228 .0357
.770 -.1166 .0661 .1407 .1659
.87B -.3247 -.1030 -.0525 -.0851
BETA	 ( 4) =	 5.020 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.130	 Q(PSF)	 a	 142.907 PO/PSF	 2125.5
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .58220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6704 -.4852 -.4504 -.5630
.230 .0041 .1136 .1083 .0375
.410 .0125 .1483 .1304 .0686
.590 .0315 .1662 .1620 .0927
.770 -.0831 .1157 .1630 .1953
.878 -.2799 -.0694 -.0505 -.0558
PAGE 13t1
(RFFF26)
RUN NO a 163.00
RUN NO - 163.00
RUN NO - 163.00
PAGE: 1312DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB	 MAIN GE=AR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF26)
BETA ( 41	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 4) -
	 6.200	 Q(PSF) - 42.907	 PO/PSF = 2125.5
	 RUN NO w 153.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR DR-I







.050	 -.5654 -.3962 -.3111
	 -.1296
	















.87B	 -.2438 -.0368 -.0210 -.0305
BETA ( 41 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 8.260 Q(PSF) = 42.907	 PO/PSF - 2125.5	 RUN NO - 163.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML	 .0760
	 _3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	

























BETA ( 41 =
	 5.020
	
ALPHA ( 6) =
	 10.350	 Q(PSF) - 42.907	 PO/PSF - 22125.5	 RUN NO s 183.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I







	 -.2710 -.1134	 .0293	 .1460
	.230	 .108)









	 .2892	 .3005	 .2335
	.770
	
-.0368	 .2219	 .2767	 .3461
	
.878	 -.2080	 .0304	 .0524	 .0598
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070 ALPHA (	 1) -	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 42.912 PO/PSF c	 2125.6
SECTION ( I)MA)N LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y19ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.8454 -.5978 °.5580 -.5697
.230 -.0419 .0356 .0209 -.0348
.410 -.036 .0744 .0408 -.0244
.590 -.0252 .0891 .0733 -.0038
.770 -.1405 .0398 .0765 .1027
.878 -.3293 -.1395 -.1280 -.1531
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 2) r	 2.070
	
O(PSF) w	 42.912 PO/PSF	 2125.6
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5420 -.3928 -.3687 -.4362
.230 -.0389 .0850 .0724 .0064
.410 -.0368 .1218 .0902 .0185
.590 -.0189 .1312 .1176 C374
.770
-.1218 .0787 .1028 .13J2
.878 -.2815 -.1019 -.1029 -.1260
BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.060 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.140	 O(PSF)	 42.9I2 PO/PSF -	 2125.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
XICML
.050 -.2831 -.0095 .1041 -.0021
.230 -.0147 .1683 .1641 .0548
.410 -.0P52 .1991 .1704 .0927
.590 -.0116 .1911 .1839 .1031
.770 -.1147 .1304 .1557 .1787
.878 -.2704 -.0642 -.0663 -.0947
PAGE 1313
(RFFF26)
RUN NO v 154.00
RUN NO - 164.00
RUN NO - 154.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75t 1
OA163 ORB
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 CRFFF26)
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.230	 Q(PSF) = 42.912	 PO/PSF = R125.6	 RUN NO = 164.00
	





.0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1747	 .1964	 .3385	 .1773
	
.230	 .0062	 .2596	 .2690	 .1169
	
.410	 -.0442	 .2690	 .2690	 .1807
	
590	 -.0316	 .2607	 .2669	 .1842
	
.770	 -.1358	 .1881	 .2275	 .2607
	
.878	 -.2600	 -.0221 -.0168 -.0368
BETA ( 51 =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 8.280	 O(PSF) = 42.912	 PO/PSF	 2125.6	 RUN NO - 164.00
	
SECTION	 ( IIMAIN	 LND OR OR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3120	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.0768	 .2513	 .4556	 .2700
	
.230	 .0157	 .3094	 .3332	 .I635
	
.410	 -.0473	 .3146	 .3322	 .2356
	





	 -.1715	 .2191	 .2741	 .3363
	
.878	 -.3041	 .0000	 .0167	 .0304
BETA ( 5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 10.360	 Q(PSF) = 42.5112	 PO/PSF = 2125.6	 RUN NO = 164.00
	
SECTION	 ( 11MAIN	 LND OR DR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .0808	 .4235	 .5663	 .3653
	
.230	 .0493	 .3573	 .3863	 .2094
	
.410	 -.OP83	 .3521	 .3759	 .2848
	
.590	 --.0441	 .3345	 .3645	 .2831
	
.770	 -.1711	 .2455	 .3076	 .3780
	
.878	 -.3055	 .0241	 .0356	 .0587
DATE I7 MAY 76
	 TA8ULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )	 PAGE 1315
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF27)	 1 03 FEB 76 )
REFERENCE DATA
	SREF =
	2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP © 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF =	 474.8100 INCHES
	
YMRP =	 .0000 IN. YO
	





	 ALPHA c 11	 .000
	
O(PSF) - 43.158
	SECTION 	( I) MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML





.050	 -.5B56 -.5689 -.8109 -1.2796
	
.230	 -.5312 -.4987 -.4253 -.3999
	
.410	
-.1917 -.1362 -.1969 -.2109
	
.590	




-.1634 -.1666 -.2357 -.2713
	
.878	 -.3090 -.2776 -.2986 -.2692
BETA (1) = -10.090
	





	( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML






-.5042 -.5063 -.7333 -1.0941
	
.230	 -.4906 -.4006 -.3034 -.2792
	
.410	
-.1360 -.0355 -.1171 -.1437
	
.590	
-.0376 -.0376 -.1558 -.2191
	
.770
	 -.0795 -.ID14 -.1558 -.1966
	




	 ALPHA (3) =	 4.150	 OIPSF) n 43.158
	SECTION 	I AMAIN LND OR DR-I







	 -.4724 -.4242 -.6201 -.9204
	
.230
	 -.4609 -.2902 -.2242 -.1696
	
.410
	 -.0922	 .0627 -.0314 -.0683
	
.590	 .0193	 .05113 -.0597 -.1198
	
.770
	 -.0147 -.0241 -.0785 -.1236
	








MACH -	 .170 ELEVON a	 .000
BDFLAP -	 -11.700	 SPDI3RK -	 .000
PHI-N =	 68.000	 THETAN =	 10B.000
PHI-M -	 BB.000 THETAM -	 98.000
PO/PSF a 2129.0	 RUN NO - 165.00
PO/PSF = 2129.0
	
RUN NO r 165.00
PO/PSF - 2129.0
	 RUN NO . 165.013
^	 ^	 t
r	 .
PADS 1316DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE ERFF"F27)
BETA
	 (	 1) _	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.190	 O(PSF) -	 43.158	 PO/PSF a	 2129.0 REIN NO $	 165.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 -.4594 -.3778 -.5640 -.8285
.230 -.4154 -.2396 -.1695 -.1231
.410 -.0533 .0935 .0048 -.0339
.590 .0389 .0843 -.0199 -.0819
.770 .0028 .0121 -.0418 -.082226
878 -.iS43 -.1339 -.1611 -.1235
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.240
	 O(PSF) m	 43.158	 PO/PSF	 2129.0 RWi	 NO	 165.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-( DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4320 -.3347 -.5114 -.7714
.230 --.3389 -.1914 -.1223 -.0682
.410 -.0146 .1203 .0420 -.0048
.590 .0626 .1121 .0193 -.0339
.770 .0193 .0430 -.0012 -.0481
.878 -.1464 -.1035 -.1297 -.0931
BETA	 (	 1] _	 -10.090
	
ALPHA
	 ( 61 =	 8.310	 Q(PSF) -	 43.158	 PO/PSF -	 2129.0 RUN NO -	 165.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X.CML
.050 -.3851 -.2515 -.4112 -.7647
.230 -.1816 -.1116 -.0428 .0105
.410 .0552 .1540 .1)(8 .0394
.590 .1180 .1612 .0923 .0309
.770 .0686 .1128 .1036 .0460
.878 -.0949 -.0365 -.0428 -.0250
PAGE 1317DATE 17 MAY 16 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFM
BETA	 (	 I) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA t 7) m	10.420	 O(PSF)	 d	 43.158 PO/PSF	 2129.0 RUN NO =	 165.00
SECTION l I)MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.0023 -.0125	 .0470 .0955
.410 .1322 .2021
	 .1795 .1074
.590 .1785 -2103	 .1605 .1142
.770 .1271 .1702	 .1795 .1374
.878 -.0406 .0192	 .0264 .0355
BETA	 1	 1) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA	 (	 8) =	 15.670	 O(PSF) =	 43.159 PO/PSF	 2129.D RUN NO a	 !65.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




230 .2555 .2659	 .2823 .2266
.410 .2936 .3203	 .3039 .2691




.876 .0819 .1456	 .1857 .1970
BETA	 1	 11 -10.090	 ALPHA 1 9) =	 20.910
	
Q(PSF)	 43.153 PO/P5F	 21c3.0 RUN NO	 165.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
W SML .0760 .3100
	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0182 .1477	 .1199 .0445





.590 .4179 .4364	 .44138 .42C6




DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 r NAAL-751 ) PAGd 1310
04163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE CRFFF271
BETA	 ( 2) -5.060 ALPHA (	 11 .	 .000
	
Q(P5F) r	 43.179 PO/P5F a	 2128.9 RUN NO	 166.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5943 -.5043	 - . ^272 -.9382
.230 -.4520 -.3568	 --.1852 -.179.7
.410 -.0837 -.0230	 -.0941 -.1317






BETA	 ( 2) a	 -5.060	 ALPHA 1 2) -	 2.080	 Q1P5F) a	 43.179 PO/PSF 2128.9 RLIN NO s	 166.€10
SECTION 1 A MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.5556 •-.423L	 -.6465 -.9073
.230 -,3206 -.2632	 -.1107 -.1160
.410 -.0198 .0275	 .0323 -.0852
.590 .0295 .037E -.1092
.770 -.0303 -.0177	 -.06 7 -.1326
.878 -.2120 -.1639	 -.1807 -.1775
SETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060
	
ALPHA 1 3) 4.150
	
Q(PSF)	 43.179 PO/PSF 2128.9 RUN NO	 166.00
SECTION i ))MAIN LND GR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 -.1535 -.183x3	 •-.0677 -.0389







.878 -.1754 -.1075	 -.0814 -.1556
^F.
PAGE 1319DATE 17 MAY 75 TAEULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF27)
BETA	 ( 2) d	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.200	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.179 PO /PSF 4	 2128.9 RUN NO
	
166.00








.230 -.0586 -.1"	 '	 -.0314 -.0184
.410 .0801 .0904	 .0698 -.0099
.590 .1048 .1069
	 .0688 -.0133
.770 .0358 .0750	 OB94 .0172
.878 -.1600 °.0826
	 -.0418 -.1129
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.250	 Q(PSF)	 43.179 PO/PSF a	 2I28.9 RUN NO x	 166.00




.050 -.4555 -.2897	 -.4190 -.8850
.230 .014I -.0740
	 .0?02 .0088
.410 .1045 .1168	 .0993 .0275





BETA	 ( 21 =	
-5.060 ALPHA ( 6) =	 8 ^;:7	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.179 PO/PSF	 2128.9 RUN NO Q	 165.00
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML














RUN NO n 165.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORS+UP	 MAIN GEAR COOR INNER SURFACE
BETA 1 2) s	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 7) -
	 10.410	 Q(P5F) u 43.179	 PO/PSF n 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR CR-I	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




	 -.3207 -.1823 -.2368 -.6424
	
.230
	 .1763	 .1712	 .18257 	 IC29
	
.410







	 .1133	 .1950	 .2507	 .2724
	
.878
	 -.0891	 .0255	 .0896	 .0947
BETA ( 21 =	




PO/PSF = 2128.9	 RUN NO - 16C.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR )R-1
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML
	
.050	 -.1189 -.0595 -.0563
	
.230











	 .1828	 .2928	 .3576
	
.878	 .0007	 .1334	 .1735
BETA t ?) =	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 9)



















	 .3761	 .4469	 .4684
	
.770













20.940 Q(PSF) o 43.179
	









DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRE5SURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3) -2.030 ALPHA l 1) a	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 a	 43.188	 PO/P5F =	 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6500 -.4679 -.6866 -1.0673
.230 -.2847 -.2931 -.1538 -.1249
.410 -.0282 -.0178 -.0566 -.1249
.590 .0069 .0048 -.0879 -.1352
.770 -.0628 -.0303 -.0503 -.1256
.878 -.2669 -.1842 -.1580 -.2323
BETA	 (	 31 =	 -2.030	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.090	 Q(PSF) -	 43.186	 PO/PSF 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5888 -.4142 -.5909 -.9961
.230 -.117I -.1872 -.0554 -.0767
.4fn .0234 .0358 .0069 -.0647
.590 .0450 .0554 .0069 -.0716
.770 -.0376 .0265 .0389 -.0387
.878 -.2520 -.1370
-.0836 -.1767





SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5107 -.3582 -.4804 -1.0033
.230 .0100 -.0689 .0386 -.0424
.410 .0615 .0851 .0666 .0003
.590 .0769 .1047 .0831 -.0013
.770 -.0157 .0728 .1129 .0553
.878 -.2318 -.0940 -.0313 -.1055
PAGE 1321	 ^^
(RFFF27)
RUN NO n 167.00
RUN NO n 167.00
RUN NO m 167.00
PAGE 1322DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DAI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF27)
BETA	 ( 31 _	 -2.030 ALPHA 1 4) -	 5.200	 0(PSr) m	 43.188 PO/PSF a	 2128.9	 RUN NO d	 167.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4704 -.3369	 -.4360 -.8771
.230 .0562 .0038	 .0717 -.0235
.410 .0809 .1128
	 .0953 .0275
.590 .0953 .1313	 .1200 .0377
.770 -.0043 .0974	 .1477 .1126
.8719 -.c232 -.0730	 -.0074 -.0813
META	 t 3) =	 -2.030	 ALPHA (5) =	 6.230	 Qf(z3F)
	
a	 43.128 PO/PSF a	 2128.9	 RUN NO	 167.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPEN.JENT VARIABLE CF
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4438 -.3300	 -.3958 -.8062
.230 .0954 .0748
	 .1057 .0088
.410 .0954 .1386	 .1161 .0548
.590 .1119 11561	 .1489 .0701
.770 10059 .12il	 .1778 .1705
.878 -.2120 -.0564	 .0131 -.0449
BETA	 ( 31 a	 -2.030	 ALPHA ( 61 8.320	 O{P5F)	 a	 43.188 PO/PSF	 2128.9	 RUN NO s	 157.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .1345 .1643	 .I540 .0667
.410 1283 .1818	 .1612 .1059
.590 .1437 .2003	 .2013 .1263
.770 .0336 .1633
	 .2260 .2507
.878 -.1847 -.0146	 .0450 :0336
!1
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-751	 )
OA163 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER( SURFACE
4 (
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -2.030
	 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.410	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.188 PO/PSF =	 2128.9
0
.*^ SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/EML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML









.590 .1717 .2449	 .2510 .1930
.770 .0563 .2016	 .2665 .3108
.876 -.1494 .0265	 .0759 .0697
BETA	 (	 3) =	 -2.030	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.660	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.188 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-] DEPENDFNT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1619 -.04BO	 -.0002 -.0116
.230 .2540 .3250	 .3342 .2389
.410 .2365 .3425	 .3445 .2917
.590 .2385 .3507	 .3672 .3173
.770 .1201 .2941	 .3600 .4331
.878 -.0595 .1181	 11623 .1675
BETA	 ( 3) =	
-2.040	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 20.930	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.188 PD/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3104	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .2593 .3239	 .5065 .5048
.230 .31365 .4675
	 .4819 .3604
.410 .31126 .4655	 .4737 .4165
.590 .3393 .4562	 .4768 .4301
.770 .2285 .3834	 .4419 .5127
878 .0684 .2110	 .2418 .2531
PAGE 1323
(RFFF27)
RUN NO = I67.00
RUN NO - 167.00
RUN NO m 167.00
I	 4
i	 --
DATE 17 MAY 76 TAM.ATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR MOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.030 ALPHA ( 11	 -.020	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.194 PO/PSF =	 2126.9
SECTION ( 1)MA(N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6443 -.4717 -.6610 -1.0305
.230 -.1485 -.2332 -.0753 -.1093
.410 -.0188 .0018 -.0313 -.1025
.E90 -.0012 .0203 .0303 -.1110
.770
-.0910 -.0064 .0069 -.0795
.678 -.3085 -.1663 -.1161 -.2207




QtP5F) =	 43.194 PO/PSF R	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y t BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5637 -.4298 -.5595 -1.1195
.230 -.0230 -.0993 .0193 -.0750
.410 .0152 .0512 .0275 -.0390
.590 .0286 .0696 .0461 -.0424
.770 -.0721 .0409 .0801 .0121
.878 -.2959 -.1297 -.0638 -.1537
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.030 ALPHA 1 3)
	 =	 4.150	 Q(PSF) -	 43.194 PO/PSF =	 2128.9
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5059 -.4100 -.4684
-.8926
.230 .0562 .0521 .0758 -.0286
.410 .0429 .1015 .0819 .0139
.590 .0593 .1220 .1146 .0309
.770
-.0553 .0912 .1457 .1241
.B78 -.2816 -.OB97 -.0177 -.1053
PAGE 1364
(RFFF27)
RUN NO + 168.00
RUN NO - 168.00
RUN NO . 168.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 ( NAAL-75I )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 41 -.030 ALPHA ( 4) C	 5.220	 Q(PSF) =	 43.194 PO/P5F -	 2129.9
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1BML 0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML r
.050 -. L:872 -.4037 -.4236
-.8876
.230 .0696 .1056 .1005 .0003
.410 .0583 .1251 .1046 .0411
.590 .0717 .1478 .1447 .0616
.770 -.0427 .1107 .1755 .1735
.878
-.2691 -.0720 .0007 -.0553
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.030
	
ALPHA ( 5) =	 5.230	 Q(P5F) c	 43.194 PO/PSF	 2128.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.4825 -.3885 -.3645 -.8200
.230 .0810 .1325 .1191 .0275
.410 .0717 .1479 .1284 .0667
.590 .0872 .1665 .1565 .0889
.770 -.0334 .1294 .1973 .2159
.878 -.2590 -.0543 .0192 -.0012
BETA	 ( 41 =	 -.030	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 8.310	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.194 PO/PSF =	 2128 ?
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 IL-35 .1675 .1655 .0923
.410 I(}OS .1933 .1789 .1247
.590 .1140 .2118 .2170 .1537





RUN NO = 168.00
RUN NO a 168.00
RUN NO - 168.00
	 ....^^
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF27)
SETA ( 41 _	
-.030	 ALPHA ( 71	 10.410	 Q(PSF) = 43.194	 PO/PSF = 2128.9
	 RUN NO	 168.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND GR DR-I





.050	 -.3678 -.2769 -.2131 -.3851
.230	 .1294	 .2087	 .2098	 .1418
.410	 .1243	 .2355	 .2293	 .1708
.590	 .1367	 .2520	 .2623	 .2049
.770	 .0131	 .2026	 .2705
	
.3282
.878	 -.1870	 .0193	 .0697	 .0790
BETA { 4) =	 -.030
	 ALPHA ( 81 =
	 15.650	 Q(PSF) - 43.194	 PO /PSF m 2128.9	 RUN NO	 168.00
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




.230	 .2416	 .3373	 .3455	 .2269
.410	 .2138	 .3507	 .3517	 .2'49
.590	 .2107	 .3466	 .3569	 .3002
.770	 .0954	 .2807	 .3352	 .4052
.878	 -.0731	 .1036	 .1273	 .1335
BETA ( 41 =	 -.040	 ALPHA ( 91	 20.950
	
0(PSF) = 43.IS4	 PO/PSF - 2128.9	 RUN NO - 168.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5B20	 .8530
X/CML
.450	 .3545	 .4806	 .6519	 .5181
.230	 .3781	 .4929	 .511'
	
.3772
.410	 .3319	 .4857	 .4.970
	 .4366
.590	 .3135	 .4683	 .4898
	
.4451
.770	 .1996	 .3904	 .4447	 .51,65






RUN NO w 169.00
RUN NO	 169.00
RUN NO - 169.00
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PREv-vJRE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 5) 1.990 ALPHA 1 1)	 a	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 0	 43.192 POIPSF -	 2128.9
SECTION [ i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.616B -.4968 -.6345 -1.2182
.230 -.0584 -.1336 -.0012 -.1125
.410 -.0271 .0161 -.0115 -.0749
.590 -.0188 .0377 .0036 -.0800
.770 -.1263 .0120 .0460 -.0271
.878 -.3559 -.1586 -.0908 -.1920
BETA	 1 5) =	 I.990 ALPHA	 (	 21	 =	 2.100	 QIPSF) =	 43.192 PO/PSF s	 2126.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.5725 -.4860 -.5381 -.9932
.230 OIL41 .0316 .0501 -.0680
.410 -.0053 .0686 .0449 -.0218
.590 .0089 .0901 .0809 -.0098
.770 -.1105 .0603 .1158 .0768
.878 -.3399 -.1230 -.0448 -.1606
BETA	 ( 5) =	 1.990 ALPHA ( 3)
	 =	 4.150	 Q(PSF) W	 43.192 PO/PSF R	 2128.9
SECTION 1 I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5779 -.4640 -.4264 -.9165
.230 .0244 .0934 .0852 -.0116
.410 .0172 .1099 .0893 .0276
.590 .0327 .1315 .1315 .0446
.770 -.0951 .0975 .1614 .1738
.878 -.3229 -.0888 -.0136 -.0679
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 ) PACE 1S2LY
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF27)
BETA	 ( 5) 1.990
	 ALPHA 141 =	 5.19U
	
QIPSF) =	 43.I92	 PO/PSF =	 2128.9 RUN NO	 169.00




.050 -.5752 -.4335	 -.3751 -.8199
230 .0325 .1066	 .1024 .0122
.410 .0295 .1312	 .1116 .0479
.590 .0459 .1507	 .1548 .0717
.770 -.0802 .1156	 .1815 .2061
.878 -.3043 -.6696	 -.0043 -.0385
BETA	 ( 5) 1.990 ALPHA 151 =	 6.270	 QfPSFI	 43.192	 PO/PSF 2128.9 RUN -Co	 169.00







.230 .0429 .1272	 .1252 .0445
.410 .0449 .1529	 .1375 .0752
.590 .0604 .1755	 .1786 .1024




BETA	 c 5) g	 1.990 ALPHA 1 6) 8.320
	
Q(PSF) n 	 43,192	 PO/PSF 2128.9 RUN NO n 	 169.00
SECTION f I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4835 -.3612	 -.2900 -.4785
.230 .0688 .1648	 .1648 .0691
.410 .0668 .1968	 .1823 .1199 «-- --„
.590 .0853 .2112	 .2153 .1523
.770 -.0345 .1586	 .2143 .2700
.878 -.2313 -.0240
	 .0048 -.0002
^..,•nr..Vw-+_..v...u.^.u..s- 	 ..	 u., ,. _-_. _.uu....__.u... ^...____.vr-.. ,u_.___.	
. _•-_^__-_
PAGE 1329DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF27)
BETA	 ( 5) 1.99`i	 ALPHA	 (	 7) q	 10.400	 Q(PSF)	 a	 43.192 PO/PSF	 2128.9	 RUN NO •	 169.00
SECTION t 1lMAIN LND GR .R-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4367 -.2722	 -.2241 -.1472
.230 .1481 .2154	 .2175 .1216
.410 .0967 .2412	 .2329 .1660
.590 .1070 .2464	 .2505 .1917
.770 -.0074 .1844	 .2329 ,2949
.878 -.1885 -.0002	 .0183 .0193
BETA	 ( 5) -	 1.99n ALPHA ( 8) 15.670	 Q(PSF)	 !	 43.192 PO/PSF m	 2128.9	 RUN NO	 169.00
SECTMN t 11MAIN LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML




.410 .1926 .3804	 .3917 .3282
1590 .1782 .3711	 .3958 .3402
.770 .0513 .2978	 .3649 .4371
.878 -.1151 .1039	 .1338 .1534
BETA	 ( 5) -	 1.990	 ALPHA (9) d	 20.920	 QIPSF) s	 43.198 PO/RSF `	 2128.9	 RUN NO .	 169.00




.050 .4435 .6474	 .7232 .5161
.230 .3625 .5142	 .5275 .3770
.410 .3020 14988	 .5080 .4381
.590 .2845 .4742	 .4978 .4517
.770 .168B .3902	 .4414 .5142
.878 .0151 .2006	 .2290 .2293
PAGE 1330DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 OAS+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 CRFFF27)
EFTA c 6)
	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 logo	 Q(PSF) = 43.203
	
PO/PSF a 2128.9	 RUN NO s 170.00
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
















.590	 -.0532	 106225	 .0522 -.0389
	
.770	 -.1806	 .0316	 .0861	 .0604
	
.878
	 -.4072 -.1556 -.0804 -.2140




PO/PSF * 2128.9	 RUN NO - 170.00



















-.0439	 .0789	 .0563 -.0133
	
.590




.770	 -.1514	 .0542	 .1098	 .1345
	
.878	 -.3655 -.1389 -.0919 -.1336
BETA ( 6) =	 5.010	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.160	 Q(PSF) = 43.203
	
PO/PSF = 2128.9	 RUN NO - 170.00
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML















	 -.0 1 46	 .1249	 .1054	 .0462
	
.590
	 .0038	 .1403	 .1393
	 .0666
	.770
	 -.1197	 .0690	 .1342	 .1680
	
.B78	 -.3187 -.1000 -.0822 -.0989
f	 ^
DATE [7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA183 i NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE CRFFF271
BETA	 [ 61 n	 5.010	 ALPHA (4) 5.210	 QIPSFI	 -	 43.203 PO/P5F	 2128.9 RUN NO	 170.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML ,0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6456 -.4758	 -.4061 -.2881
.230 -.0064 .1146	 .1135 .0393
.410 .0007 .1516	 .1362 .0733
.590 .0182 .1639	 .1629 .0971
.770 -.1041 .1075	 .1567 .1967
.878 -.3009 -.0612	 -.0645 -.0801
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.020 ALPHA [ 5) =	 6.250	 QfPSFI	 n 	 43.203 PO/PSI'	 2128.9 RUN NO	 170.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5924 -.4190	 -.3025 -.1467
.230 .0110 .1416	 .1436 .0547
.410 .0131 .1775	 .1642 .0990
.590 .0295 .1858	 .1688 .1245
.770
-.0918 .1272	 .1755 .2228
.878 -.2826 -.0626	 -.0459 -.0730
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.010 ALPHA ( 61 =	 8.320	 Q(PSF) =	 43.203 PO/PSF -	 2128.9 RUN NO -	 170.00
SECTION [ 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.4656 -.2762	 -.1067 .0534
.230 .0543 .2029	 .2I21 .1061
.410 .0399 .2317	 .2276 .1574
.590 .0502 .2348	 .2441 .1813
.770 -.0774 .1719	 .2224 .2771
.878 -.2605 --.0261	 -.0054 -.02UO
PAGE 1331
. L_
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1332
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF27)
BETA ( 6) =
	 5.010
	
ALPHA ( 7) -	 10.410	 Q(PSF) = 43.203
	 PO/PSF - 2128.9	 RUN NO
	
170.D0
SECTION ( I) MAIN
























BETA ( 5) =





PO/?:SF	 2128.9	 RUN NO
	 170.00























BETA ( G) =	 5.010	 ALPHA ( 91 =	 20.940	 Q(PSF) = 43.203
	 PO/PSF	 2128.9	 RUN NO	 170.00
SECTION ( I) MAIN	 LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
















.878	 -.0365	 .1897	 .2082
	 .2113
/-
PAGE 1333DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF27)
BETA	 ( 7) 10.070
	
ALPHA	 1	 1) _	 .010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 43.168 PO/PSF a	 2129.0 RUN NO =	 171.00









.230 -.0751 .0079	 -.0064 -.0529

















BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.070	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.480
	
O(PSF) =	 43.168 PO/PSF	 2129.0 RUN NO	 171.00
!LU SECTION I !)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.5380 -.3988	 -.3590 -.4493
.230 -.0711 .0637	 .0461 -.0201
.410
-.0722 .0987	 .0688 -.0065
.590 -.0534 .1101	 .0936 .0105
.770
-.1663 .0513	 .0771 .10[8
.878 -.3381 -.1350	 -.1360 -.1758
BETA	 ( 71 =	 10.070 ALPHA 1 3) =	 4.170	 O(PSF)	 -	 43.168 PO/P5F =	 2129.0 RUN NO =	 171.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.2980 .0079	 .1213 .0003
.230 -.0428 .1574
	 .1450 .0344
.410 -. 1.606 .1790
	
.1574 .0873
.590 -.0439 .1780	 .1718 .0690
.770 -.1589 .1100	 .1388 .1594
.878 -.3179 -.0899	 -.0920 -.1380
5DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( 14AAL-751 1 PADS. 1334
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF271
BETA ( 7) s	 10.070
	





PO/PSF = 2129.0	 RUN NO	 171.00
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN	 LND OR DR- 1






	.050	 -.2333	 .1224	 .2534	 .1095
	
.230	






590	 -.0554	 .2193	 .2204	 .1385
	
.770	 -.1726	 .1471	 .1771
	 .2131
	
.878	 -.3337	 -.0080 -.0648 -.1109
BETA ( 7) =	 10.070
	 ALPHA ( 5) -	 6.250
	
O(PSF) - 43.158




SECTION	 ( I)MAIN	 LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML




















.770	 -.1953	 .1654	 .2138	 .2530
	
.878	 -.3478
	 -.0480 -.0407 -.0804
BETA ( 7) =	 10.070
	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 8.330 Q(PSF) - 43.168
	
POIPSF	 2129.0	 RUN NO - 171.0
	
SECTION	 ( I)MAIN	 LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 .2693	 .4556	 .2746
	
.230	 -.0095	 .2992	 .3301
	 .1485
	










.878	 -.3623	 -.0240 -.0074 -.0012





DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 7) 10.070 ALPHA ( 71 p	 10.410	 O(PSF) a	43.168	 PO/PSF n 	 2129.0
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0843 .4538 .5680 .3625
.230 .0286 .3506 .3795 .1951
.410 -.0534 .3392 .3561 .2754
.590 -.0764 .3185 .3547 .2737
.770 -.2146 .2278 .2938 .3551
.878 -.3487 .0036 .0152 .0358
BETA
	 ( 7) =	 10.070 ALPHA ( 6) =	 15.690	 O(PSF) a	43.168	 PO/PSF ;	 2129.0
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .4222 .7345 .7592 .5037
.230 .1459 .4759 .5067 .3074
.410 .0430 .4408 .4707 .3774
.590 .0213 .4130 .4449 .3552
.770 -.1171 .3130 .3717 .4181
.878 -.2342 .0863 .1017 .0502
BETA	 ( 7) W	 10.070 ALPHA ( 91 20.930	 0(PSF) =	 43,168	 PO/PSF n 	 2129.0
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .6103 .8593 .8921 .6093
.230 .2691 .6021 .6287 .4278
.410 .1595 .5447 .5734 .4871
.590. .1278 .4997 .5294 .4481
.770 -.0043 .3890 .4362 .47I0
.878 -.1164 .I687 .1708 .0714
PAGE 1335
(RFFF27)
R04 NO n 171.00
RUN NO n 171.00
RUN NO n 171.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAOG 1335
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF281	 ( 03 FES 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 	 XMRP -	 1076.7004 IN. XO MACH	 - .I70 ELEVON -	 .000
LREF	 = 474.8100 INCHES
	 YMRP a
	.0004	 IN.	 YO SDFLAP - -11.700 SPDBRK -	 85.000
BREF	 = 936.6800 INCHES
	 ZMRP =	 375.0004 IN. ZO PHI-N	 - 66.000 THETAN -	 108.000
SCALE = .0405 PHI-M	 - 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
BETA	 ( 1)	 -	 -19.080	 ALPHA
	
( 1)	 _	 -.010	 Q(PSF)	 -	 43.316 PO/PSF	 2129.3
	
RUN NO ++	 172.00





.050 -.5657	 -.5814	 -.8225 -1.3194
.230 -.5636	 -.5146	 -.4551 -.3998
.410 -.2066	 -.1628	 -.2129 -.2238




-.3121	 -.2912	 -.3110 -.2776
BETA
	
( I) _	 -10.080	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.060
	
Q(PSF)	 =	 43.ZIS PO/PSF =	 2129.3	 RUN NO -	 172.00




.050 -.4942	 -.5140	 -.7455 -1.1042
.230 -.5234	 -.4056	 -.3045 -.3142
.410 -.1439	 -.0375
	 -.1241 -.1500







SETA	 1 1) _	 -10.080	 ALPHA 1 33	 =	 4.150	 0(PSF)	 43.316 PO/PSF =	 2129.3	 RUN NO -	 172.00




.050 -.4865	 -.4292	 -.6340 -.9387
..230 -.4677	 -.2972	 -.2390 -.1768
.410 -.1029	 .0448	 -.0322 -.0814
.590 .0099	 .0396	 -.0758 -.1376
.770 -.0218	 -.0343	 -.0914 -.1309
.878 -.18B1	 -.1756	 -.2037 -.1590
sPAGE 1,337
(RFFF28)
RUN NO - 172.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 11 _	 -10.080 ALPHA ( 41 =	 6.230	 Q(PSF) =	 43.316	 PO/P5F 2I29.3
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4411 -.3422 -.5222 -.7B26
.230 -.3547 -.2018 -.1373 -.0746
.410 -.0249 .1135 .0365 -.0149
.590 .0540 .1032 .0089 -.0541
.770 .0130 .0325 -.0105 -.0551
.B78 -.1539 -.1123 -.1373 -.0996
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.080 ALPHA 15) =	 8.340	 Q(PSF) R	 43.316	 PO/PSF 2129.3
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.3829 -.2580 -.42:4 -.7759
.230
-.1883 -.1217 -.0489 .0020
.410 .0489 .1463 .1043 10308
.590 .1104 .1535 .01328 .0223
..770 .0612 .1063 .0971 .0387
.876 -.1030 -.0385 -.0510 -.0301
BETA	 (	 1) W	 -10:080 ALPHA ( 61 =	 10.430	 Q(PSF) -	 43.3I6	 PO/P5F 2129.3
SECTION ( ()MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML 10760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.34I5 -.1864 -.3030 -.6417
.230 -.0074 -.0187 .0407 .0886
.410 IF59 .1937 .1711 .0966
.590 .1731 .2060 .1721 .1039
.770 .1198 .1639 .1731 .1331
.878 -.0458 .0151 .0(71 .0284
RUN NO = 172.00
RUN NO = 1722.00
PACE 1338DATE 17 MAY 75
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CAM ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF28)
BETA ( 1) - -10.080
	 ALPHA 1 7)	 15.630
	
Q(PSF) a 43.316	 PO/PSF = 2129.3	 RUN NO = 172.00




	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.2182 -.0167 -.0522 -.3385
	
.230	 .2518	 .2590	 .2724	 .2149
	
.410	 .289E	 .3156	 .3022	 .2609
	
.590	 .3115	 .3259	 .3248	 .2899
	
.770	 .2446
	 .2868	 .3320	 .3619
	
.878	 .0779	 .1395	 .1787	 .1972
BETA ( 11 = - 10.090	 ALPHA ( 8)	 20.920	 Q(PSF) a 43.316	 PO/PSF	 ?129.3	 RUN NO = 172.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE Cz
Y/13ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 .0109	 .1419	 .1142	 .0392
	
.230	 .3791	 .4088	 .4047	 .3525
	
.4I0	 .3986	 .4190	 .4180	 .3795
	
.590	 .4139	 .4303	 .4456	 .4152
	
.770	 .3403	 .3914	 .4415
	 .4988
	
.878	 .1869	 .2533	 .2840	 .2912
BETA ( 21 _
	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 - . 030	 Q(PSF) = 43.334	 PO/PSF = 2129.1	 RUN NO = 173.00
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 	DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.5908 -.5189 -.7451 -.9395
	
.230	 -.4627 -.3772 -.1948 -.1927
	
.4113	 -.0448 -.0291 -.1031 -.1431
	
.590	 -.0302 = .0323 -.1625 -.1858
	
.770	 -.0927 -.1021 -.1865 -.2115
	
.878	 -.2657 -.2417 -.2730 -.2355
r,
PAGE 1339DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75I )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF28)
BETA ( 2) S	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.070	 O(PSF) = 43.334
	
PO/PSF K 2129.1	 RUN NO - 173.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050	 -.5661 -.4329 °.6587 -.8852
.230	 -.3475 -.2775 -.1207 -.1275
.410 , -.0291	 .0192 -.0425 -.0917
.590	 .0192	 .0264 -.0749 -.1207
.770	 -.0395 --.0291 -.0905 -.1457
.1376	
-.2237 -.I779 -.1935 -.1925
BETA ( 21 =	
-5.060	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150
	
Q(P5F) = 43.334	 PO/PSF - 2128.1
	
RUN NO - 173.00
SECTION ( i1MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	
-.5415 -.3617 -.5384 -.9148
.230	








.878	 -.1850 -.1174 -.0925 -.1663
BETA ( 21 =	




RUN NO - 173.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-i
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050	
-.4657 -.2956 -.4294 -.8841
.230	 .0007 -.0809
	 .0089	 .0036
.410	 .0978	 .1101	 .0917	 .0223
.590	 .1203	 .1265	 .0948	 .0172
.770	 .0467	 .0917	 .1142	 .0580
.878	 -.1545 -.0653 -.0207 -.0767
-DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 f PAGE I340
OA163 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF28)
BETA	 ( 2) -5.050 ALPHA ( 5) n 	 8.310	 Q(PSF) n 	 43.334
	
PO/PSF a	 2129.1 RUN NO	 173.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP










.770 .0766 .1423	 .1664 .1669
.878 -.1249 -.0229
	 .0345 --.0023
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050
	 ALPHA ( 51 =	 10.459	 Q(PSF) =	 43.334
	
PO/PSF 2129.1 RUN NO	 173.00





.050 -.3285 -.1929	 -.2419 -.6495
.230 • .1672 .1662
	
.1755 .0990
.410 .1837 .2114	 .1919 .1415
.590 .1981 .2279	 .2248 .1602




BETA	 ( 21 =	 -5.060 ALPHA ( 71 =	 15.700
	
Q(PSF) -	 43.334	 PO/PSF -	 2!29.1 RUN NO -	 173.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML






.590 .2B16 .3352	 .3475 .3044






RUN NO - 173.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 )
OA163 ORB+GP
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) -	 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 81	 -	 20.910	 Q(PSF) -	 43.334 PO/PSF -	 2125.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1116 .1743	 .2585 .2690
.230 .3951 .4362	 .4454 .3455
.410 .3776 .4454	 .4495 .4016
.590 .3725 .4444	 .4549 .4237
.770 .2657 .3638	 .4475 .5173
.878 .0993 .2246	 .2616 .2686
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -2.020	 ALPHA ( 1) -	 -.020	 0(PSF)	 =	 43.248 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( A MAIN LND GP BR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6580 -.47+37	 -.7049 -1.0684
.230 -:3034 -.3055	 --.1606 -.1364
.410 -.0386 -.0250	 -.0730 --.1398
.590 -.0023 -.0095	 -.0990 -.1449
.770 -:0709 -.0396	 -.0646 -.1428
.878 -.2753 -.1950	 -.1720 7.2388
BETA	 ( 31 =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 2)	 2.080	 Q(P5F) -	 43.248 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5952 -.4198	 -.6036 -1.0014
.230 -.1368 -.2099	 -.0752 -.0852
.410 .0172 .0265	 -.0023 -.0766
.590 .02'97 .0450	 -.0054 -.0835
.770 -.0459 .0162	 .0306 -.0511
.878 -.2600 -.1472	 -.0929 -.1911
RUN NO - 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
PAGE 1342DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF28)
BETA	 ( 31 -2.020 ALPHA ( 3)	 4.130
	
Q(PSF) -	 43.248 PO/PSF R	 2129.1 RUN NO	 174.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0780 .3140	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.5191 -.3649	 -,4952 -1.0339
.230 -.0035 -.0813	 .0233 -.0474
.410 .05552 .0778	 .0562 -.0081
:590 .0696 .0953	 .0706 -.0098
.770 -.0250 .0624	 .1024 .0408
.876 -.2387 -.1053	 -.0417 -.1167
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -2.020	 ALPHA ( 41	 5.180	 O(PSF) m	 43.248 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO s	 174.00
SECTION ( 1)MA(N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.480! -.3444	 -.4498 -.9067
.230 .043 -.0156	 .0614 -.0338
. L)10 .0738 .1048	 .0871 .0190
.590 .0861 .1211	 .1087 .0275
.770 -.0105 .0882	 .1365 .0954
.878 -.2306 -.0845	 -.0167 -.0918
BETA	 ( 3) =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 5)	 6.230
	
O(PSF) w	 43.248 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO a	 174.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.4524 -.3325	 -.4076 -.8117
4230 .0829 .0583	 .0953 -.0013
.410 .0922 .1271	 .1096 .0462
.590 .1035 .1466	 .1405 .0598
.770 .0007 .1107	 .1662 .1528
.878 -.2200 -.0646	 .0059 -.0573
4'.A	 _ `'
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI53 ( NAAL-751
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 3)2.010
	 ALPHA ( 6) p	 8.310	 Q(PSF) R 43.248	 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND GR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0750
	 .3100	 .5820	 .6530
ro	 X/CML
O	 .050	 -.3944 -.3120 -.3172 --.7474O	 .230	 .1303
	 .1550	 .1478	 .0582












B78	 - . 1941 -.0250
	 . 0408	 .0388
BETA ( 3) _	





^i	 SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .5530
XICML
	.050	 -.3228 -.2601 -.2298 -.5462
'	 .230	 .1490	 .2005	 .1964	 .1230
	
.410	 .1521
	 .2201	 .2077	 .1537
	







	 -.1567	 .0193	 .0677	 .0594





SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND GR OR-I


























RUN NO n 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
RUN NO - 174.00
iI
W% .7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (3) a	 -2.020 ALPHA ( 9)	 20.950
	
Q(PSF) .	 43.249 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION I i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .2528 .3204 .4884 .5092
.230 .A29 .4659 .4761 .3565
.410 .3522 .4559 .4700 .4159
.590. .3368 .4-557 .4741 .4227
.770 .2220 .3819 .4382 .5141
.878 .0642 .2108 .2395 .2538
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 1)	 -	 -.020	 Q(PSF) -	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6520 -.4778 -.6780 -I.027B
.230 -.I517 -.2493 -.0845 -.1193
.410 -.0250 -.0095 -.0438 -.1108
.590 -.0074 .0089 -.0438 -.1?27
.770 -.1001 -.0167 -.0054 -.0970
.878 -.3I71 -.1773 -.1231 -.2305
BETA	 ( 4) -.010	 ALPHA 1 21 =	 2.070
	
Q(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF -	 2129.1
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050, -.5764 -.4323 -.5722 -1.1401
:230 -.0386 --.1180 .0059 -.0800
.410 .0(390 .0429 .0172 -.0458
.590 .0213 .0584 .0337 -.0526
.770 -.0793 .0316 .0707 -.0002
.878 -.3038 -.1399 -.0720 -.1606
PAGE 13t)4
(RFFF'29)
RUN NO - 174.00
RUN NO . 175.00
RUN NO - 175.00
F-
DATE 17 MAY 75
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFFPB)
BETA ( 4) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 31 -
	
4.140
	 Q(PSF) * 43.250
	
PO/PSF - 2129.1	 RUN NO * 175.00
SECTION t !)MAIN LND OR OR-1













	 .0942	 .0737	 .0037
	







-.2898 -.1022 -.0250 -.1147
BETA 1 41 -	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 41 =	 5.190	 Q(PSF) - 43.250	 PO/P5F a
 2129.1	 RUN NO = 175.00
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR OR-I


























-.2765 -.0803 -.0074 -.0720
BETA i 4) -	
-.010	 ALPHA ( 5) C	 6.240
	 Q(PSF) m 43.250
	 PO/PSF	 2129.1	 RUN NO = 175.00
SECTION ( 1)14AIN LND OR OR-1








-.4880 -.3950 -.3772 -.8342
	
.230	 .0749
	 .1253	 .1130 '.0190
	
.410	 .OR97	 .1408	 .1192
	 .0651
	
.590	 OBil	 .1624	 .1604	 .0804
	








PAGL 131)GDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 1RFF728)
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.010 ALPHA ( 6) -	 8.310	 O(PSF)	 =	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO	 175.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4515 -.3441	 -.2878 -.6305
.230 .0963 .1610	 .1580 .0802
.410 .0963 .1847	 .1713 .1143
.590 .1076 .2042	 .2093 .1432
.770 -.0156 .1610	 .2278 .2638
.87B -.2294
-.0208	 .0305 .0172
BETA	 ( 4) =	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.400	 Q(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO	 175.00
SECTION ( l)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3804 -.2853	 -.2215 -.4040
.230 .1253 .2016	 .2016 11333
.410 .1192 .2294	 .2201 .1623
.590 .1326 .2458	 .2572 .198I
.770 .0079 .1974	 .2664 .3221
.878 -.1954 .0141	 .0635 .0708
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.010	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.640	 0(PSF) a
	43.250 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO =	 175.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1578 -.0074	 .0693 .0986
.230 .2300 .3273	 .3354 .2189





.878 -.0841 .0959	 .1225 .1317
F
DATE 17 MAY 76 TASULhTED PRESSURE DATA - QA153 i NAAL,-75I 1 PAGE 1347
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF28)
BETA	 ( 4) _	 -.010 ALPHA ( 9) =	 20.930	 Q(P5F) =	 43.250 PO/PSF 2129.1 RUN NO =	 175.00
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .3362 .4644	 .6378 .5133
.230 .3762 .4860	 .5065 .3723
.410 .3280 .4798	 .4901 .4351
'	 .590 .3095 .4644	 .4870 .4419
.770 .1946 .3834	 .4418 .5137
.878 .0376 .2018	 .2264 .2459
BETA	 ( 5) 2.000 ALPHA ( 1)	 _	 .000	 Q(P5F)	 43.271 PO/PSF =	 2129.1 RUN NO	 176.00
SECTION ( 1).MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0760 .3100	 .5E20 .8530
XICML
.050 -.6320 -.5035	 -.6519 -1.2297
.230 -.0658 -.1441	 -.0105 -.1178
.410 -.0324 .0100	 -.0177 -.0835
.590 -.0240 .0325	 -.0023 -.0886
.770 -.1337 .0048	 .0378 -.0355
.87B -.3614 -.1682	 -.1003 -.1965 .-^-
BETA	 ( 5) 2.000 .	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.070	 Q(P5F1 -	 43.271 PO/PSF =	 2I29.1 RUN NO -	 176.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
XICML^
.050 -.5778 -.4944	 -.5465 -1.0121
.230 .0cie .0120	 .0408 .0731
.410 -.0!25 .0593	 .0377 -.0269
.590 .1007 .0799	 .0665 -.0167
.770 -.1199 .0501	 .1035 .0634
.878 -.3504 -.1356	 -.0542 -.1721
i
L1♦
DATE I7 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - DA163 t NAAL-751 I
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF28)
BETA ( 5)	 2.000
	 ALPHA ( 3) a	 4.160	 Q(PSF) - 43.271	 PQ/PSF - 2129.1
	
RUN NO	 176.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1







.050	 -.5851 -.4685 -.4373 -.9182
	













.878 -:3269 -.097B -.0198 -.0749
BETA ( 51 =
	
2.000
	 ALPHA ( 4)	 5.I80
	
Q(PSF) = 43.271	 PO/PSF - 2129.1
	
RUN NO Y 176.00





























.878	 -.3141 -.0814 - -.0105 -.0292
BETA t 5) W	 2.000	 ALPHA t 5) =
	 6.230 Q(PSF) - 43.271	 PO/P5F - 2129.1
	
RUN NO m 176.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I





























	 -.2919 -.0594 -.13033 -.0312
PAGE 1349DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA153 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 (RFFF28)
BETA ( 5)
	 2.000	 ALPHA ( 61	 8.330	 Q(PSF) - 43.271
	
PO/P5F - 2129.1	 RUN NO - 176.00
SECTION ( I MAIN LND OR OR-[
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.4945 -.3690 -.293B -.5037








	 .2048	 .2099	 .1453
1770
	 -.0397	 .1532	 .2110	 .2676
.878
	 -.2405 -.0313 -.0023 -.0023
BETA ( 5) =	 2.000	 ALPHA 1 71	 10,420	 Q(P5F) R 43.271	 POIPSF a 2129.1	 RUN NO a 176.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1




	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.4442 -.2826 -.2294 -.1842
.230	 .1014	 .2094	 .2094	 .1160
.410	 .0912
	 .2361	 .2258	 .1619
.590	 .1025
	 .2392	 .2474	 .1875
.770
	 -.0146 , .1765	 .2279	 .2916
.878
	 -.1981 -.0053	 .0110
	
.0141
BETA ( 5) =	 2.000	 ALPHA ( 8) =
	 15.580	 Q(PSF)	 43.271	 PO/PSF = 2129.1
	
RUN NO a 176.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1






.050	 -.0074	 .1409	 .2985	 ,3551
.230	 .2269	 .3661	 .3865	 .2612











	 .0979	 .1256	 .1532
F--_.,
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( 14AAL-751 1 PACE 1350
OA163 ORB+GP
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF28)
BETA	 ( 51 m	2.000	 ALPHA ( 9)	 20.960	 Q(PSF) n	43.871 PO/PSF	 2129.1 RUN NO =	 176.00
.	 SECTION	 ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/6ML .0760. .3100	 .5820 B530
X/CML
.050 .4337 .6333	 .7193 .5172
.230 .3569 .5053	 .5238 .3731
.410 .2965 .4931	 .5023 .4375
.590 .2781 .4725	 .4879 .4426
.770 .1604 .3856	 .4347 .5135
.878 .0089 .1983	 .2105 .2300
BETA
	 ( 6) =	 5.030	 ALPHA 11) .000	 Q(PSF) =	 43.320 PO/PSF =	 2129.2 RUN NO	 177.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 ,5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7075 -.5941	 -.5815 -1.0592
.230
-.0582 .0161	 .0140 -.0883
.410 -.0770 .0325	 .0069 -.0542
.590 -.0593 .0510	 .0417 -.0507
.770 -.1883 .0202	 .0776 .0479
.878 -.4172 -.1644	 -.0895 -.2237
BETA	 ( 6) 5:030
	
ALPHA ( 2) W	 2.110	 Q(PSF) =	 43.320 PQ/PSF =	 2129.2 RUN NO a	177.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-( DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7483 -.5477	 -.4708 -.9609
.230 -.0509 .0478	 .0437 -.0541
.410 -.0499 .0734	 .0489 -.0I66
.590 -.0311 .0909	 .0678 -.0013
.770
-.1600 .0458	 .1021. .1267
.878 -.3762 -.1455	 -,0935 -.1372
i
fr
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRE=SSURE DATA - OA183 ( NAAL-751 )
OA1G3 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 6) -
	
5.030
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.110	 0(PSF) = 43.320	 PO/PSF - 2129.2
SECTION ( I)MA1N LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	
.0760	 .3100	 .51320	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.7221 -.5327 -.4901 -.6122
	
.230	 -.0249	 .0807	 .0766	 .0003
	.410	 -.0208	 .1187	 .0981	 .0359
	
.590	 --.0012	 .1330	 .1299	 .0553
	
.770
	 -.1280	 .0797	 .1289	 .1528
	
.878	 -.3319 -.1082 -.0895 -.1061
BETA ( 6) =	 5.030
	
ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.190	 Q(PSF) = 43.320
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-1
	
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	.050	 -.6556 -.4935 -.4330 -.3178
	






.590	 .0(20	 .1570	 .1580	 .0888
	
.770	 -.1137	 1015	 .1498	 .1899
	
.878	 -.3130 -.0867 -.0720 -.(IBEs
BETA ( 6) =	 5.030	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.230 O(PSF)	 43.320






	.050	 -.6102 -.4335 -.3358 -.1700
	













	 .12U6	 .16BB	 .2169
	
.878	 -.2921 -.0707 --.0571 -.0769
PAGE 1351
(R1: FFEB)
RUN NO u 177.00
PO/P5F o 2129.2	 RUN NO w 177.00
PO/P5F = 2129.2	 RUN NO - 177.00
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - CA163 ( NAAL-751 )
DA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 1 6) -	 5.030 ALPHA ( 61 =	 8.330	 Q(PSF)	 a	43.320	 PO/PSF =	 2129.2
SECTION ( I MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4759 -.2939 -.1244 .0464
.230 .0492 .1945 .2048 .0976
.41.0 .0368 .2234 .2213 .1590
.590 .0440 .2285 .2378 .1751
.770 -.0805 .1636 .2162 .2708
.878 -.2688 -.0313 -.0136 -.0282
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.030 ALPHA ( 73 =	 10.3380	 Q(PSF) =	 43.320	 PD/PSF -	 2129.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0810 .2529 .2632 .1315
.410 .0501 .2704 .2715 .1997
.590 .0512 .2664 .2807 .2185
1770 --.0731 .1984 .2519 .3240
.878 -.2486 -.0023 .0234 .0275
BETA	 ( 6) W	 5.030	 ALPHA ( B) =	 15.630	 0(PSF) =	 43.320	 PO/PSF 2129.2
SECTION ( MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3I00 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1704 .3662 .5498 .3660
.230 .2011 .3974 .4158 .2491
.410 .1387 .3903 .4046 .3186
..590 .1224 .3749 .3974 .3185
.770 -.0074 .2921 .3484 .4097
.878 -.1577 .0897 .1040 .1163
PAGE 1352
(RFFF28)
RUN NO m 177.00
RUN NO * 177.00




DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-731 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF28)
BETA ( 6) s
	5.030
	
ALPHA ( 91	 20.910
	 Q(PSF) - 43.320
	
PO/PSF a 2129.2	 RUN NO - 177.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-]
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




	 .7603	 .7951	 .5681
.230	 .3283	 .5453	 .5658	 .4003
.410
	 .2413	 .5095	 .5320	 .4664
.590	 .2239	 .4859	 .5105	 .4613
.770
	 .0980
	 .3918	 .4460	 .5085
.878
	 -.0436	 .1650	 .2044	 .2095




Q(P5F1 = 43.330 	 PO/PSF - eIR9.3	 RUN NO - 178.00
SECTION l 1)MAIN LND OR.DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
XICML
.050
	 -.9187 -.6543 -.6135 -.5492
.230
	 -.0805 -.0054. -.0146 -.0733
.410
	
-.0721	 .0378	 .0028 -.0630
.590




.878	 -.3878 -.1850 -.1724 -.2111
BETA ( 7) -	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.060 Q(P5F) - 43.330	 PO/P5F - 2128.3	 RUN NO - 178.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML
	 .0760	 .3100 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050
	 -.5699 -.4118 -.409H -.4840
.230	 -.0736	 .0550	 .0376 -.0251
.410
	 °.0728	 .0899	 .0622 -.0115
.590
	 -.0603	 .1022	 .0878	 .0037
.770
	 -.1705	 .0448	 .0714	 .0981
.BIB
	 --.3422 -.1404 -.1425 -.1809
0DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB-oOP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.150	 Q(PSF) a	 43.330 PO/PSF =	 2I29.3
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 --.0468 .1382 .1351 .0274
.410 -.0635 .1659 .1474 .0750
.590 -.01+89 .1679 .1508 .0784
.770 -.1613 .1023 .1290 .1536
.878 -.3268 -.0999 -.1009 --.1446
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.190	 0(PSF) =	 43.330 PO/PSF =	 2129.3
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2622 .0889 .2305 .0886
.230 -.0333 .1935 .1905 .0665
.410 -.0697 .2100 .2028 .1225
.090 -.0551 .2089 .2100 .1259
.770 -.1717 .1351 .1689 .1987
.878 -.3382 -.0749 -.0728 -.1165
BETA	 ( 71 =	 10.080 ALPHA ( 51 =	 6.230	 0(PSF)	 43.330 PO/P5F	 2129.3
SECTION ( 1)K%IN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2136 .1517 .3161 .1482
.230 -:0250 .2329 .2452 .0904
.410 -.0792 .2483 .2513 .1584
.590 -.0698 .2390 .2583 .1652
.770 -.1969 .1610 .2051 .2472
.878 -.3543 -.0562 -.0510 -.0771
PAGE 130-1
(RFFF281
RUN NO n 178.00
RUN NO o 178.00
RUN NO = 176.00
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI53 ( NAAL -751 )	 PAGE 1355
CA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	 (RFFF28)
BETA ( 71	 10.080	 ALPHA t 6) =
	 8.330	 Q(PSF) - 43.330	 PO/PSF - 2129.3	 RUN NO - 178.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN	 LND OR
	 DR--1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	















.590	 -.0883	 .2804	 .3111	 .2275
	
.770	 -.2255
	 .1953	 .2588	 .3213
	
.878	 -.3679	 -.0270	 -.0145 -.0053
BETA ( 7) =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 7)	 10.440	 Q(PSF) = 43.330	 PO/PSF 5 2129.3	 RUN NO = 178.00












.230	 .0264	 .3459	 .3757	 .1874
	













BETA ( 7) =	 10.080	 ALPHA ( 81	 15.670
	 Q(PSFI - 43.330
	
PO/PSr' = 2129.3	 RUN NO - 178.00








	 .7300	 7495	 .4972
	
.230	 .I421	 .4750	 .5036	 .3039
	
.410	 .0427	 .4360	 .4627	 .3700
	
..590	 .0171	 .4104	 .4453	 .3513
	
.770	 -.1174	 .3101	 .3595	 .4186
	
.878	 -.2348
	 .0868	 .0980	 .0571
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULAT
BETA [ 7)	 10.080
	 ALPHA ( 9)








.050	 .5034	 .8571	 .8919
	
.230	 .2657	 .5972	 .6269
	
.410	 .1562	 .5430	 .5747
	





.878	 -.1162	 .1665	 .1675
ED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE




















	 -11.700	 SPOBRK -
	
.00C
PHI-N -	 66.000 THETAN -	 I09.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM -	 98,000
RUN NO - 179.00
DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO. FT.	 XMRP = 1076.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8100 INCHES YMRP =
	 .0000 IN. YO
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0405
BETA 111 = -10.080 	 ALPHA ( I) _
	 .120	 QIPSF) - 43.177	 PO/PSF - 2127.0
SECTION 111MAIN LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0750




	 -.5213 -.5308 -.7580 --1.2100
	
.230
	 -.5.193 -.4439 -.3863 -.3601
	
.410	 -.1497 -.0879 -.1507 -.1661
	
.590
	 -.0743 -.0722 -.1947 -.2519
	
.770
	 -.1026 -.1172 -.1895 -.2293
	
.878	 -.2439 --.2272 -:2481 -.2156
BETA 111 = -10.090
	
ALPHA (2) =	 2.210	 Q(PSF) - 43.177
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1







	 -.4727 -.4549 -.6761 -1.0172
.230 -.4947 -.3354 -.2756 -.2368
	
.410	 -.1016	 .0121 -.0660 -.1010
	
.590	 .0069	 .0162 -.1079 -.1611
	
.770
	 -.0188 -.0482 -.1090 -.1551
	
.878
	 -.1729 -.1740 -.I991 -.1603
BETA ( I) =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.260
	 Q(PSF) - 43.177
SECTION 11)MA1N LND OR OR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4389 -.3743 -.5850 -.8305
	
.230









	 .0860 -.0250 -.0885
	
.770
	 .0213	 .0182 -.0344 -.0802
	
.B78
	 -.1355 -.1147 -.1407 -.I063
PO/PSF - 2127.0
	 RUN NO - 179.00
PO/PSF - 2127.0	 RUN NO - 179.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 11 -	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 41 -	 5.330	 Q(P5F) -	 43.177	 PO/PSF -	 2127.0
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML 0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4184 -.3287 -.5123 -.7731
.Z.a0 -.3527 -.1941 -.1262 -.0629
.410 -.0155 .1272 .0408 -.0013
.590 .0707 .1180 .0151 -.0440
.770 .0367 .0491 .0028 -.0448
.878 -.1179 --.0835 -.1095 -.0751
BETA	 (	 1) _	 -10.090 ALPHA ( 5) 5.380
	 Q(PSF) -	 43.177	 POIPSF a	 2127.0
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3804 -.2853 -.4599 -.7452
.230 -.2843 -.1505 --.0773 -.0133
.410 .0265 .1511 .0759 .0241
.590 .0985 .1449 .6594 -.0013
.770 .0584 .0852 .0450 -.0074
.878 -.0982 -.049I -.0773 -.0449
BETA	 (	 11 =	 -10.090
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 8.470
	
O(PSF) -	 43.177	 PO/PSF n 	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CmL
.050 -:3383 -.2025 -.3539 -.7085
.230 -.1169 -.0668 -.0064 .0615
.410 .097- 1798 1499 .0752
.590 . 11-i1 .1-1421 . i tt 1 -7 .0718
.770 .1160 .15.41 .1479 .0923
.878 -.0407 .151 .0110 .0192
PARS 1370
(RFFF29)
RUN NO a 179.00
RUN NO a 179.00
RUN NO - 179.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751. )
OA163 ORS+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE IRFFF29)
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.090	 ALPHA 1 71 10.590	 O(PSF) -	 43.177 PO/PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO -	 179.00
SECTION 11)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 18530
X/CML
.050 -.2685 -.1338	 -.2383 --.5892
.230 .0594 .0440	 .0934 .]239
.410 .I789 .2346	 .2140 .1453
.590 .2232 .2480	 .2201 .1504
.770 .1717 .2129	 .2243 .1681
.878 .0110 .0708	 .0800 GB42
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 8) -	 15.640	 1](PSF) =	 43.177 PO/PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO -	 179.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.I6BI .0316	 -.0002 -.2187
.230 .2909 .3063	 .3145 .2575
.410 .3259 .3506	 .3362 .3018
.590 .35.16 .3629	 .3650 .332E
.770 .28BB .3320	 .3722 .4082
.878 .1314 .1952	 .2281 .2240
BETA	 1	 I) =	 -10.090	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 21.050	 O(PSF) =	 43.177 PA/PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO -	 179.00
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .0787 .1793	 .1547 1IO22
.230 .41I3 .4421
	 .4349 .3809
.410 .4?67 .4503	 .4492 .4149
.590 .4410 .4535	 .4759 .4472	 .
.770 .3712 .4277	 .4759 .5303
.878 .2295 .2953	 .3250 .3343
PAGE 1359
PAGE IZ80DATE 17 MAY 76
	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF29)
BETA ( 21 4	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 1)	 .130 Q(PSF) = 43.188	 POIPSF - 2I26.9	 RUN NO	 190.00
SECTION I i)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.050	 -.5518 -.4559 -.8843 -.8567
	
.230	 -.4068 -.3140 -.1399 -.1347
	
.410	 -.04BO	 .0110 -.0594 -.0971
	
.590	 .0141	 D141 -.1074 -.1398
	
.770	 -.0386 -.0417 -.I169 -.1575
	
.878	 -.2065 -.1763 -.2003 -.1711
BETA ( 21 = .-5.050
	 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.200	 Q(PSF) - 43.168	 POIPSF	 2126.9	 RUN NO	 180.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




	 -.5571 -.3803 -.5841 -.9557
	
.230
	 -.7:622 -.2246 -.1160 -.0732
	. 1+10	 .0162	 .0512	 .0007 -.0681
	
.590	 .0625	 .0677 -.0261 -.0715
	
.770
	 .0120	 .0316	 .0018 -.0721
	
.878	 -.1672 -.1118 -.1013 -.1557
BETA ( 2) _ -5.060
	 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.270 Q(PSF) - 43.158 	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 180.00







.050	 -.4830 -.3150 -.4767 -.8533
	
.230	






.590	 .113B	 .1149	 .0665 -.0099
	
.770
	 .0532	 .0891	 .0922	 .OI6I
	
.878
	 -.1293 -.0573 -.0250 -.1012
sDATE 17 MAY 76 Tt.JLATE'.i PRESSURE DATA - DA163 t NAAL-751
	
1 PAGE 1361
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF29)
13ETA	 t 21 -5.060	 ALPHA ( 4) 5.350
	 O(PSF) -	 43.168	 PO/PSF 2126.9 RUN NO	 180.00
SECTION t MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530 r,^
X/ CML
O .050 -.4455 -.2786	 -.4246 --.8654Q .230 -..0084 -.0782	 .0151 .0139
.410 .1128 .1231	 .1015 .0275
.590 .1375 .1416	 .1056 .9241
Fb .770 .0706 .1138	 .1303 .0645
.878 -.1168 -.0334	 .0059 -.0521
H BETA
	 ( 2) =	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 5) 6.380
	 OIPSFI =	 43.168	 PO/PSF =	 2126.9 RUN NO	 180.00
SECTION 1 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4103 -.2464	 -.3696 -.8403
.230 .0573 -.0250	 .0656 .0309
410 .1355 .1489	 .1335 .0667
.590 .1592 .1574	 .1396 .0633
.770 OB61 .1396	 .1664 .1108
.878 -.1033 -.0105	 .0347 -.0126
BETA
	
c 2) =	 -5.050
	
ALPHA f 61 8.460
	 Q(PSF) =	 43.168	 PO/PSF 2126.9 RUN NO	 180.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 0760 .3100	 .582V .8530
X/CML
.050
-.3425 -.1927	 --.2776 -.6386
.230 .1535 .1040	 .1525 .0755
.410 .I7S3 .19B9	 .1886 .1251
.590 .19BS .2185	 .2113 .1422
.770 !174 .1897	 .2361 .2256
.878 -.0754 .0317	 .0916 .0606
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 2) -5.060 ALPHA ( 71 -	 10.550	 Q(PSF) n	 43.158
	
PO/PSF =	 2126.9
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
`,/BML .0760 .3100	 .58c0 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2714 -.1550	 -.1928 -.5769
.230 .2042 .2124	 .2197 .138B
.,410 .2155' _2465	 .2300 .1832
.590 .2321 .2672	 .2682 .2055
.770 .1453 .2341
	 .2899 .3178
.878 -.0429 .0740	 .1329 .1474
BETA
	 ( 2) _	 -5.050 ALPHA ( 9) =	 15.850	 Q(PSF)	 as	 43.168
	
PO/PSF 2126.9
SECTION ( I MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 .2997 .3399	 .3440 .2768
.410 .3007 .3565	 .3574 .3075
.590 .3100 .3708	 .3894 .3417
.770 .2141 .?306
	 .3915 .4523
.878 .0409 .1801	 .2193 .2358
BETA	 ( 2) =	 -5.050	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 21.070	 Q(PSF) -	 43.I6B
	
PO/PSF =	 2126.9
SECTION ( l)MAIN LNO OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .4211 .4714	 .4848 .3832
.410 .4057 .4797	 .4858 .4376
.590 .4005 .4776	 .4971 .4512
.770 .3039 .4221
	 .4785 .5506
.878 .1549 .2690	 .3019 .3162
1RFFF29)
RUN NO w 180.00
RUN NO - 180.00'
RUN NO = 160.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 3)
-2.000 ALPHA (
	 1) =	 .130	 O(PSF) =	 43.171 PO/P5F -	 2125.9
SECTION ( ])MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6099 -.4286 -.6319 -.9995
.230 -.2200 -.2494 -.1163 -.0889
.410 .0OBO .0152 -.4220 -.0924
.590 .0389 .0369 -.0377 -.1009
.770 -.0293 .0080 -.0002 -.0807
1878 -.2263 -.1362 -.1058 -.1886
BETA	 (	 3) _	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 2) 2.220	 Q(PSF) -	 43.171 PO/PSF -	 2126.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5325 -.3689 -.5357 -.9892
.230 -.0677 -.143B -.0136 -.0474
.410 .0531 .0654 .0387 -.0303
.590 .0716 .OB49 .0428 -.0337
.770 -.0064 .0623 .0808 .0007
.878 -.2105 -.0896 -.0364 -.1157
BETA	 ( 3) _	 -2.000 ALPHA ( 3) =	 4.290	 Q(PSF) -	 43.171 PO/PSF -	 2I2S.9
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4614 -.3236 -.4395 -.9224
.230 .0491 -.0177 .0779 -.0167
.410 OR22 .1170 .0995 .0343
.590 .1046 .1355 .1201 .0360
.770 .0151 .1098 .15I0 .1016
.878 -.1910 -.0511 .0151 -.0584
PAGE 1353
(RFFF29)
RUN NO - lBI.00
RUN NO - 181.00
RUN NO - 181.00
- J
PACE 1364DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
tRFEraw
BETA ( 3) m	 -2.000	 ALPHA ( 4)	 5.330	 Q(PSF) Q 43.171
	
PO/PSF w
 2126.9	 RUN NO - IB1.00
SECTION I [)MAIN LND OR OR-]







.050	 -.4304 -.3145 --.3970 -.8049
	


















BETA ( 3) -	 -2.000	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.360	 Q(PSFI - 43.171	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 181.00







.050	 -.4022 -.3061 -.3542 -.7723
	






.590	 .1365	 .1871	 .1820	 .1009
	
.770	 .0378
	 .1562	 .2129	 .2067
	
.878	 -.1671 -.0105	 .0594	 .0131
BETA ( 31 =	 -2.000
	 ALPHA ( 61 =	 8.470	 0(PSF) = 43.17I	 POIPSF a 2125.5	 RUN NO - 181.00
SECTION ( 1)MA1N LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML	 .0760
	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.3494 -.2772 -.2605 
-.6498
	
.230	 .1554	 .1956	 .11353	 .1027
	












	 -.1402	 .0337	 .0884
	 .0708
PAGE 1365DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF29)
BETA ( 3) .	 -2.040	 ALPHA ( 7) =	 10.550	 Q(PSF) a 43.171
	
PO/PSF = 2126.9
	 RUN NO = I81.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760' .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 -.2716 -.2171 -.1804 -.4244
	
.230	 .1795	 .2333	 .2323	 .1697
	






.770	 .0876	 .2385	 .2995	 .3408
	
.878	 -.1038	 .0731	 .1205	 .1227
BETA ( 3) =
	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 8) =
	
15.850	 Q(PSF) = 43.171	 PO/PSF - 2126.9
	
RUN NO - 181.00







.050	 -.1243	 .0121	 .0739	 .0787
	
.230	 .2830	 .3602	 .3695	 .2681
	
.410	 .2655	 .3767	 .3798	 .3278
	







	 .I635	 .2026	 .2170
BETA ( 31 =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 9)	 21.080	 Q(PSF) = 43.171	 PO/PSF = 2126.9	 RUN NO = 131.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-I 	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
X/CML
	
.050	 .3148	 .3937	 .5718	 .5425
	
.230	 .4111
	 .4961	 .5094	 .3900
	







	 .41.62	 .4684	 .5401
	
.878	 .1164	 .2535	 .2791	 .2934
r
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 41 a .020 ALPHA ( 1)	 a	 .100	 Q(PSF)	 t	 43.177	 PO/PSF a	 22126.9
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/C.ML
.050 -.5952 -.4347 -.5161 -1.0339
.230 -.1021 -.1887 -.0281 -.0799
.4r0 .0100 .0295 -.001 . 2 -.0652
.590 .0285 .0521 .0038 -.0748
.770 -.0583 .0326 .0459 -.0375
.878 -.2679 -.1240 -.0636 -.1657
BETA
	 ( 4) = .010 ALPHA ( 21 =	 2.200	 Q(PSF1 =	 43.177	 PO/PSF -	 2126.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5196 -.3964 -.5154 -1.0416
.230 .OI61 -.0511 .0573 -.0526
.410
	 - .0419 .0820 .0614 -.0013
.590 .0552 .1036 .0830 -.0013
.770 -.0396 .0799 .1221 .0573
.878 -.2545 -.0855 -.0157 -.1085
BETA
	
( 4) _ .020 ALPHA ( 33 =	 4.260	 Q(PSF) =	 43.177	 PO/PSF -	 2126.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML 10750 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4738 -.3914 -.4248 -.8553
.230 .0789 .0984 .1055 .0020
.410 .0555 .1293 .IOB7 .0463
.590 .0840 .1530 .1437 .0616
.770 -.0240 .1231 .1797 .1522
.878 -.2390 -.0469 .0233 -.0469
L'a--
RUN NO . 182.00
i
r,.
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAI63 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 41 .020	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5,350	 O(PSF) =	 43.177 PO/PSF =	 2125.9
SECTION I MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4649 -.3824	 -.3698 -.8237
.230 .0903 .1366	 .1253 .0327
41'1 .0821 .1552	 .1336 .0770
.590 .0975 .1758
	 .175B .0906
.770 -.0136 .1480	 .2077 .2128
.878 -.2277 --.0282	 .0450 .0048
BETA	 ( 4) = .030	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.350	 Q(PSF) -	 43.177 PO/PSF	 2126.9
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4597 -.3531	 -.3166 -.739B
.230 .0996 .1562	 .1490 .0599
.410 .0944 .1748
	 .1562 .0992
.590 .1099 .1995	 .1995 .1213
.770 -.0033 .1655	 .2283 .2530
.878 -.2152 -.0095	 .0584 .0471
BETA	 ( 4) = .030	 ALPHA ( 6) 8.460
	 O(PSF) =	 43.177 PO/PSF	 2i25.9
SECTION ( !)MAIN LNO GR.DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 ^.3741 -.2997	 -.2368 -.5099
.230 .1195 .1949	 .1959 .1285
.410 .1195 .2228	 .2124 .1576
.590 .1370 .2434	 .2496 .1967
.770 .0224 .2052	 .2692 .3064
.878 -.1771 .0327	 .0885 .0802
PAGE 1367
(RFFF29)
RUN NO - 182.00
RUN NO = 182.00
RUN NO - 182.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 OR$+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	 ( 4) A .030 ALPHA ( 71 -	 10.560	 Q(PSF) =	 43.177 PO/PSF a	 2126.9
SECTION ( H MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3106 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3393 --.2314 -.1696 -.2984
.230 .1535 .2350 .2422 .1695
.410 .1463 .2660 .2608 ,2019
.590 .1607 .2835 .2939 .2361
.770 .0461 .2402 .3062 .3630
.878 -.1403 .0678 .1163 .1277
BETA
	 ( 41 = .030 ALPHA (8) =	 15.786	 Q(PSF) x	 43.177 PO/PSF	 2126.9
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR Oft-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0648 .0770 .1811 .2153
.230 .2687 .3666 .3748 .22562
.410 .2419 .3800 .3810 .3143
.590 .2398 .3769 .3872 .3279
.770 .1337 .3151 .3635 .4295
.878 -.0198 .1471 .1666 .1790





SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .3897 .5416 .8925 .5322
.230 .4041 .5221 .5334 .4036
.410 .39199 .5077 .5221 .4625
.590 .3476 .4913 .5170 .4744
.770 .2419 .4164 .4759 .5406











PAGE 1369DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - 0AI63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE	 (RFFF29)
BETA ( 5)	 21040	 ALPHA ( I) =	 .080
	
Q(PSF) w 43.213
	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO r 183.00
SECTION,( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
0	
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820	 .8530
0	 X/CML





.410	 -.0064	 .0501	 .0254 -.0321








	 --.3164 -.1148 -.0449 -.1483
BETA ( 51 =	 2.040
	 ALF.1A ( 2l =	 2.170	 Q(PSF)	 43.213






.050	 -.5463 -.4671 -.4900 -.9297
.230	 .0305	 .0716	 .0747 --.0303
.4I0	 .0141	 .0953	 .0737	 .0I05





	 -.2992 -.0802 -.0064 -.1074
BETA ( 5) =	 2.040	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.210
	
Q (PSF) = 43.213












	 .0410	 .1402	 .1206	 .0636
.590	 .0555









POIPSF = 2126.9	 RUN NO - 183.00
PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 183.00
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1370
OA163 ORB+GP
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RF'FF291
BETA ( 51	 2.040	 ALPHA ( 4) =	 5.290 Q(PSF) - 43.213	 PO/P5F = 2125.9
	
RUN NO - 183-00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






-.5496 -.3963 -.3296 -.7316
	.230
	 .0501







	 .0706	 .1837	 .1859	 .1075
	
.770






BETA E 5) =	 2.040
	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.350 Q(PSF) = 43.2I3	 PO/PSF - 2126.9	 RUN NO - 183.00
SECTION ( 1IMAIN LND OR DR-I
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP


















	 .0817	 .2027	 .2058	 .1395
	.770
	 -.0364	 .1648	 .2274	 .2512
	
.878
	 -.2362 -.0074	 .0428
	 .0243
BETA ( 5) =	 2.040
	
ALPHA ( 6) =	 8.420 Q(P5F) = 43.213	 PO/PSF
	
2126.9	 RUN NO - 183.00
SECTION E I)MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





	 -.45RO -.3173 -.2557 -.3745
	
.230
	 .0933	 .1942	 .1931
	 .1195
	













PAGE 1371DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF29)
BETA	 ( 5) 2.040	 ALPHA ( 7) -	 10.520	 Q(PSF) -	 43.213 PO/PSF w	 2126.9 RUN NO =	 183.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3815 -.2159	 -.1520 -.0425
.230 .1319 .2456	 .2465 .1508
.410 .1164 .2714	 .2621 .2021
.580 .1299 .2745	 .2786 .2226
.770 .0245 .2146	 .2621 .3210
.878 -.1394 .0420	 .0555 .0627
BETA	 ( 51 =	 2.040	 ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.770	 Q(PSF) =	 43.213 PO/PSF	 2126.9 RUN NO =	 183.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .0778 .2290	 .3935 .4208
.230 .2619 .4049	 .4223 .2982
.410 .2198 .4090	 .4182 .3595
.590 .2084 .3987	 .4223 .3664
.770 .0912 .3308	 .3684 .4514
.878 --.0584 .1488	 .1745 .1951
BETA	 ( 5) =	 2.030	 , ALPHA ( 91 =	 21.050	 Q(PSF) =	 43.213 PO/PSF x	 2126.9 RUN NO +=	 183.00
SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/COIL
.050 .4853 .6790	 .7425 .5397
.230 .3901 .5376	 .5530 .4023
.410 .3327 .5171	 .5263 .4668
.590 .3173 . 10397	 .5171 .4719
.770 .2087 .4177	 .4659 .5345
.878 .0693 .2405	 .2548 .2702
PAGE 1372DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
CA163 OR8+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(RFFF291
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.070	 ALPHA ( 1)	 _	 1090	 O(PSF)	 -	 43.219 PO/PSF =	 2127.0	 RUN NO a	 184.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR D13-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6987 -.5512	 -.5104 -1.0030
.230 -.0387 .0502	 .0471 -.0476
.410 -.0460 .0677	 .0440 -.0133
.590 -.0272 .0935	 .0832 -.0065
.770 -.1485 .0625	 .1203 .1018
.878 -.3519 -.1119	 -.0397 -.1537
BETA	 ( 61 =	 5.080	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 2.190	 D(PSF) =	 43.219 PO/PSF	 2127.0	 RUN NO =	 184.00
'	 SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7185 -.5071	 -.4290 -.8585
.230 -.0250 .0756	 .0726 -.0149
.410 -.0218 i0B5	 .0838 .0190
.590 .0007 .1290	 .1228 .0410
.770 -.1166 .0869	 .1341 .1618
.878 -.3I55 --.0926	 -.06E4 -.0979
BETA	 ( 6) =	 5.060 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.260
	
0(PSF) =	 43.219 PO/PSF a	 2127.0	 RUN NO =	 184.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP






-.0012 .1179	 .1190 .0445
.410 .0089 .1570	 .1395 .0803









RUN NO n 164.00
RUN NO 6 184.00
RUN NO m 184.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 6) 5.060	 ALPHA ( 41 5.300	 Q(P5F) n 	 43.219 PO/PSF -	 2127.0
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.592I -.4232	 -.3263 -.1705
.230 .0182 .1435	 .1455 .0649
.410 .0223 .I815	 .1682 .1057
.590 .0439 .I949	 .1939 .1279
.770 -.0698 .1435	 .1877 .2298
.B78
-.2512 -.0375	 -.0229 -.0344
BETA	 ( 61 =	 5.060 ALPHA t 5) =	 6.360
	 Q(PSF) -	 43.219 PO/PSF -	 2127.0
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND OR DR-1 CEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5421 -.3596	 -.2335 -.0662
.230 .0408 .1744	 .1774 .0836
.410 .0346 .2083	 .1959 .1330
.590 .0572 .2155	 .2185 .1551
.770 -.0563 .1600	 .2052 .2514
.878 -.2304 -.0198	 -.0074 -.0239
BETA	 t 61 =	 5.050	 ALPHA t 61 =	 8.450
	
Q(P5F) =	 43.2219 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION t A MAIN LND OR nR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3852 -.2098	 -.0240 .1297
.230 .0820 .2384	 .2477 .1332
.410 .0604 .2621	 .2621 .1945
.590 .0727 .2662	 .2744 .2098
.770 -.0417 .2055	 .2559 .3114
.878 -.2067 .0192	 .0429 .0328
PAGE 1374DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULAT
BETA ( 6) m	 5.050	 ALPHA 1 71
SECTION I Il MAIN LND OR DR-1
Y/BML	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML
	
-05J	 -.1873 -.018B	 .1162
	
.230	 .1193	 .2947	 .3029
	
.410	 .0632	 .3091	 .3070
	
.590	 .0643	 .3039	 .3132
	
.770	 -.0261	 .2348	 .2833
	
.878	 -.1789	 .0492	 .0636
BETA 1 6) =	 5.050	 ALPHA ( 8)






.050	 .2669	 .4996	 .6299
	
.230	 .2350	 .4412	 .4597
	
.410	 .1750	 .4308	 .4453
	






.878	 -.0952	 .1420	 .1534





SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1
Y/BML
	 .0760	 .3100	 .5820
X/CML
	




















=0 PRESSURE DATA - OA153 I NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+SP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE 	 IRFFF29)
	




























DATE 17 MAY 78 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 : NAAL-75I 1
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 7) d	 10.1,50	 ALPHA	 (	 11 a	 .120	 Q(PSF) =	 43.I97 PO/PSF Q	 2127.1
SECTION ( [)MAIN LND OR DR-i DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7931 -.5839	 -.5315 -.5658
.230 -.0554 .0348	 .0244 -.0322
.410 -.0502 .0729	 .0440 -.0184




.878 -.3233 -.1297	 -.1234 -.1559
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150	 ALP14A ( 2) =	 2.200
	
Q(PSF) =	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( IIMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4348 -.2482	 -.2096 -.3023
.230 -.0490 .0994	 .0829 .0054
.410 -.0479 .1313	 .1056 .0309
.590 -.0271 .1395	 .1251 .0479
.770 -.1230 .0829	 .10B6 .i354
.878 -.2795 -.0907	 -.0907
-.1209
BETA	 ( 71 =	 10.150	 ALPHA	 ( 3) =	 4.300	 Q(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR--I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 13100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2267 .1026	 .2066 .0821
.230 -.0157 .1932	 .1891 .0702
.410 -.0418 .2138	 .1953 .1213
.590 -.0219 .2138	 .2139 .I264
.770
-.1191 .1490	 .1747 .1953
.878 -.2663 -.0418	 -.0418 -.0825
PAGE 1375
(RFFF29)
RUN NO a 185.00
RUN NO - 165.00
RUN NO - 185.00
PAGE 1376DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE CRFFF291
BETA	 ( 7) =	 I0.150
	
ALPHA ( 4) -	 5.320	 Q(PSF)	 .	 43.197 PO/P5F a	 2127.1 RUN N0 m	 185.00
SECTION ( IlMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.410 -.0491 .2541	 .2490 .1640
.590 -.0313 .2510	 .8531 .1691
.770
-.1379 .1779	 .2150 .2469
.878 -.2780 -.0240	 -.0219 -.4533
BETA	 ( 71 =	 10.150	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.370	 QtPSF)	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1 RUN NO -	 185.00





.050 -.1431 .2251	 .3878 .2031
.230 -.0033 .22745	 .2869 .1281
.410 -.0574 .2849	 .2941 .1980
.590 -.0501 .2746	 .2910 .2048
.770 -.1608 .1994	 .2457 .2879
.878 -.297'7 -.0064	 -.0012 -.0177
BETA	 ( 7) 10.150	 ALPHA ( 6) =	 9.460	 QtPSF) =	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1 RUN NO a	 185.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0064 .3458	 .5096 .3141
.230 .0193 .3303	 .3612 .1776
.410 -.0512 .3324	 .3551 .2578
.590 -.0606 .3149	 .3468 .2578
.770 -.1829 .2304	 .2933 .3540
.878 -.3093 .0182	 .0337 .0430
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OAt53 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 l 71 10.150 ALPHA ( 71 -	 10.580	 0(PSF)	 s	43.197 PO/PSF =	 2187.1
SECTION ( I) MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 lasts .3617	 .4127 .2293
.410 -.0230 .3724	 .3992 .3046




.878 -.2912 .0482	 .0506 .0730
BETA	 ( 71 =	 10.156	 ALP14A	 (	 8) =	 15.8;0	 Q(PSF) -	 43.197 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













.770 -.0603 .3452	 .3966 .4293
.878 -.1685 .1309	 .1432 .0417
BETA	 ( 7) =	 10.150	 ALPHA ( 9) =	 81.070	 Q(PSF) a	43.197 PO/P5F =	 2127.1
SECTION ( !)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP













.878 -.0821 .2078	 .2140 .0766
PAGE 1377
(RcFF291
RUN NO = I85.00
RUN NO = I85.00
RUN NO = 185.00
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF - 	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
LREF a	 474.8100 INCHES
	
YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO




BETA ( 	1)	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 11	 -.130	 Q(PSF) - 43.151









-.5783 -.5877 -.8528 -1.3277
	
.230	 -.5270 -.5511 -.4505 -.3655
	.410
	 -.2472 -.2221 -.2577 -.2745
	
.590
	 -.2095 -.1906 -.3464 -.3B27
	
.770
	 -.2409 -.2231 -.2933 -.3248
	
.878





ALPHA ( 2) =	 1.950	 Q(PSF) = 43.151
	
SECTION 	 1 I) MAIN LND OR DR-I








	 -.5288 -.5403 -.7827 -1.1576
	
.230
	 -.4888 -.4627 -.3200 -.3437
	
.410	
-.1679 -.0965 -.1815 -.1940
	
.590
	 -.08B1 -.1049 -.2130 -.2835
	
.770
	 -.1469- -.1563 -.2109 -.2486
	
.878




















	 -.5077 -.4629 -.6860 -.8664
	
.230
	 -.4306 -.3639 -.2033 -.1825
	
.410	 -.1074
	 .0254 -.0896 -.1124
	
.590
	 -.0260 -.0219 -.1167 -.1637
	
.770
	 -.0792 -.0844 -.1324 -.1657
	
.878
	 -.2356 -.2273 -.2408 -.I9lB
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751
	 ) PAGE 1370
(' 4163 ORB+GP MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF30)	 ( 03 FE13 76	 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH a	 .170 ELEVON a	 - 10.000
SDFLAP -	 -11.700	 SPD8RK -	 .000
PHI-N -	 66.000	 THETAN -	 108.000
PHI-M -	 88.000 THETAM -	 98.000
PO/PSF a 2127.1
	
RUN NO - 186.00
PO/PSF a 2127.1	 RUN NO - 185.00
PO/P5F = 2127.1
	
RUN NO - 186.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1 PAGE 1379
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF30)
BFTA	 (	 1) _	 -10.100	 ALPHA ( 4) -	 5.090	 O ( PSF) -	 43.151 PO / PSF 2127.1 RUN NO n	 186.00
lt5 PC
r^ SECTION ( t)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CPb ^
Y/8ML . 07s0 .3100	 . 5920©
X/CML
.8 3 _
.050 -.4974 -.4283	 -.6282 -.9184
^J .230 -.4702 -.2859	 -.2251 -.1782
t`D 410 -.0984 .0627	 -.0282 -.0768
y n .590 .0059 .Ott41	 -.0639 -.1249
.770 -.0356 -.0324	 -.0837 -.1257
P
878 - . 2 l 26 -.1864 	 -- . 2147 -.1655 
BETA	 (	 I) =	 - 10.100	 ALPHA t 5) 6.120	 OtPSF)	 =	 43.151 PO/PSF 2127.1 RUN NO a	 186.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP








.410 -.0637 .0872	 .0079 -.0424
.590 .0264 .0779	 -.0208 -.0852
.770 -.0177 -.0012	 -.0396 -.0898
.878 -.1963 -.1534	 -.1816 -.1388
BETA	 t	 1) =	 -10.100	 ALPHA ( 61 -	 8.250
	
0(PSF1 a	 43.151 PO/PSF s	 2127.1 RUN NO A	 186.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP












.978 -.0115 .0800	 .1294 .0800
PACT 1380DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA)63 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFEF301
BETA	 (	 1) -	 -10.100 ALPHA ( 7) -	 10.320	 0(PSF)	 =	 43.151 PO/PSF	 2127.1 RUN NO	 186.00




.050 -.3745 -.2207	 -.3473 -.7030
.230 -.0559 -.0638	 -.0074 .0549
.410 .0894 IsBB	 .14'72 .0703
.590 .1420 .1781
	 .1420 .0703





	 (	 I) =	 -10.110
	
ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.570	 0(PSF)	
-	
43.151 PO/PSF g	 2127.1 RUN NO	 186.00









.410 .2599 .2928	 .2815 .2404
.590 .2846 .3010
	 .3031 .2642
.770 .2167 .2599	 .3031 .3329
.878 .0357 .1036	 .1447 .18I7
BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.110	 ALPHA	 ( 9) =	 20.810
	
O(P5F)	 -	 43.151 PO/PSF -	 2127.1 RUN NO -	 185.00




.050 -.0375 .1136	 .0921 -.0064
.230 .3569 .3908
	 .3867 .3351
.410 .3805 .4011	 .3970 .3606
.590 .3949 .4124	 .4236 .3963
.770 .3189 .3672	 .4185 .4842
.878 .1547 .2204	 .2512 .2594
F
t	 l
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA -- OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA ( 2) _
	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 11 =	 -.110
	
Q(PSF) w 43.222	 PO/PSF = 2127.0
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR OR-I






.050	 -.6271 -.5602 -.7913 -1.0195
.230	 -.5059 -.4139 -.234( -.2327
.410	 -.119) -.0575 -.1348 -.1675
.590	 -.0616 -.0669 -.1933 -.2241
.770
	 -.1275 -.1359 -.2237 - . 2+35
.878	 -.3:04 -.2843 -.3198 -.2780
BETA ( 2) =	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 1.970
	
Q(PSF) s 43.222
SECTION ( MAIN LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML




.050	 -.6028 -.4745 -.7040 -.9181
.230	 -.4078 -.3129 -.1699 -.1603
.410	 -.0626 -.0043 -.0688 -.1124
.590	 -.0105 -.0012 -.1064 -.1518
.770	 -.0751 -.0679 -.1356 -.1721
.878	 -.2680 -.2263 --.2472 -.2336
BETA ( 2) =	
-5.070	 ALPHA ( 31 =	 4.020
	
Q(PSF) = 43.222




	 .0760	 .310:1	 .5BP0	 .8530
XICML
.050	 -.5743 -.3947 -.5BB9 -1.0014




	 .0295	 .0017 -.0200
.:,90
	 .0419




.878	 -.2255 -.1639 -.1420 -.2005
PAGE 1381
(RFFF30)
PUN NO a 187.00
PO/PSF = 2127.0
	
RUN NO * 187.00
PO/PSF - 2127.0	 RUN NO - 187.00
DATE	 17	 '' -.F.Y 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 I PAGE 1344
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFFSO)
BETA	 1 2) -	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 4) 5.050	 O(PSF) .	 43.222 PD/PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO -	 187.00








.410 .0379 .0564	 .0327
-.0493
.590 .0689 .0709	 .0224 -.0562
.770 -.0023 .0327	 .0358 -.0366
.878 -.2083 -.1361	 -.1026 -.tell
BETA	 [ 21 _	 -5.070	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.110	 OIPSFI =	 43.222 P0.PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO A	 187.00













.770 .0162 .0594	 .0790 .0141
.878 -.1923 -.1108	 -.0648 -.1348
BETA	 [ 21 =	 -5.070	 ALPHA t 61 =	 8.190	 0(PSF)	 43.222 PO/PSF -	 2127.0 RUN NO -	 IB7.00




.050 -.4336 -.2654	 -.3699 -.8135
.230 .0749 -.0126
	 .0594 .0088








DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -	 -5.070 ALPHA ( 7) -	 10.280	 0(PSF) -	 43.222 POIPSF m	 2127.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.3681 -.2169 -.2795 -.6631
.230 .1436 .1210 .1456 .0734
.4.3 .1631 .(857 .1724 .1160
.590 .1785 .2022 .1970 .1313
.770 .0809 .1600 .2145 .2320
.878 -.1335 -.0187 .0480 .0501





SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML ,0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1634 -.0936 -.0947
-.2692
.230 .2469 .21338 .2767 .2211
.410 .2520 .3002 .2920 .2381
.590 .2633 .3126 .3259 .2839
.770 .1577 .2633 .3269 .3B64
.878 -.0406 .0941 .1351 .1464
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.070 ALPHA 1 9) a	 20.800	 O(PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF -
	
2127.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/9ML .0750 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
1050 .0724 .1256 .1890 .1968
.230 .3591 .4131 .4203 .3205
.410 .3548 .4234 .4264 .3632
.590 .3517 .4203 .4408 .4036
.770 .2433 .3599 .4244 .4991
.878 .0611 .192I .2289 .2381
PAGE 1393
(RFFF30)
RUN NO - lE7.00
RUN NO - 187.00
RUN NO - 187.00
DATE 17 MAY 75 TABULATED PRESSURE VATA - OA163 I NAAL-7551 1
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 131 n	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 11	 -.110	 o(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF Q	 2127.0
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6694 -.5159 -.7624
-.9980
.230 -.3540 -.3425 -.1483 -.1708
.410 -.0699 -.0480 -.1023 -.1537
.590
-.0313 -.0355 -.1368 -.1911
.770 -.1044
-.0077 -.1462 - .2026
.878 -.3112 -.2444 -.2475 -.2663
BETA	 ( 31 -2.01'
	
ALPHA	 ( 21	 ti	 1.940	 O(PSF)	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LNO GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 -.6365 -.4567 -.6428 -1.0332
.230 -.1902 -.2477 -.1181 -.1093
.410 -.0105 -.0023 -.0313 -.1093
.590 .0100 .0162 .0366 -.1178
.770
-.0710 -.0219 -.0105 -.0909
.878 -.2926 -.1892 -.1432 -.2404
BETA	 (	 31 -	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 31 r,	 4.040
	 0(PSF) :	 43.250 PO/PSF r	 2127.0
SECTION i I)MAIN LND OR OR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5575 -.3915 -.5408 -1.0696
.230 -.0438 -.1336 -.0146 -.0680
.410 .0326 .0511 .0275 -.0406
.590 .0470 .0665 .0357 -.0458
.770 -.0469 .0306 .0555 -.0012







R'.]N NO . 188.00
. . . . . . . . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ) NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB}GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 c 3) -	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 4) 0	 5.070	 Q(PSF) n 	 u3.250 PO/PSF •	 2127.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5CO2 -.3687 -,4857 -1.0018
.230 .0028 -.0700 .0254 -.0527
.410 .0491 .0759 .0584 -.0065
.590 .0655 .09?4 .0769 -.0065
.770
-.0365 .0553 .0965 .0532
.878 -.2643 -.1243 -.0574 -.1232
BETA	 t 3) a	 -2.010	 ALPHA	 1 5)	 6.100	 O(PSF)	 a	 43.250 PG/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION 1 AMAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X / Cr1L
.050 -.4851 -.3526 -.4413 -.8640
.230 .0501 .0048 .0614 -.0355
.410 .0696 .1046 .0850 .0122
.590 .0809 .1190 .1097 .0258
.770 -.0240 .0799 .1354 .1179
.878 -.2535 -.1032 -.0323 -.0866
BETA	 t 31 =	 -2.010	 ALPHA ( 6)	 8.180	 Q(PSF) a	 43.250 PD/PSF -	 2127.0
SECTION 1 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4237 -.3277 -.3527 -.8023
.230 .1487 .1211 .1252 .0360
.410 .1x136 .1488 .1314 .0735
.590 .1159 .1653 .1853 .0905
.770 0007 .123I .1879 .2126
.878 -.2246 -.0626 .0100 .0100
PAGE 1365
(RFFF30)
RUN NO . 188.00
RUN NO - 188.00
RUN NO • 18B.00
OA''E	 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 I PAGE 1366
OA163 OR5¢GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE ((•YrFF30)
BETA	 1	 3) a	 -2.010 ALPHA ( 71 4	 10.300	 O(PSF)	 0	 43.250 PO/PSF a	 2127.0 RUN NO	 188.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3600 -.2840	 -.2622 -.6308
.230 .1371 .1791	 .1699 .0936
.410 .1371 .1955	 .1812 .1293
.590 .1463 .2120	 .2171 .1548
.770 .0274 .1668	 .2314 .2776
.878 -.1904 -.0156	 .0346 .0243
BETA	 ( 3) m	 -2.010
	
ALPHA ( 8) =	 15.560
	
Q(PSF) =	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2127.0 RUN NO *	 188.40
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.1979 -.1094	 -.0698 -.1140
.230 .2277 .2885	 .2965 .2145
.410 .2143 .3180	 .3109 .2521
.590 .2112 .3252	 .3345 .2893
.770 .0860 .2636	 .3304 .4064
.878 -.I083 .0808	 .1240 .1383
BETA
	 ( 3) -2.010
	
ALPHA ( 9) 20.790
	 Q(PSF) ffi	 43.250 PO/PSF	 2127.0 RUN NO =	 16$.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1511 .2390	 .3955 .4321
.230 .3556 .4333	 .4466 .3288
.410 .3?29 .4364	 .4425 .3881
.590 .3085 .4251	 .4456 .3982
.770 .184B .3505	 .4139 .4885
.878 .0130 .1684	 .2032 .2247
{
f
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 1 NAAL-751 l
CA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA
	
1. 41 0	 -.030 ALPHA 1 1)	 n 	 -.140
	
OIPSFI =	 43.222 PO/PSF =	 2127.0
SECTION t IIMAIN LND OR DR--1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.6941 -.5101 -.7203 - 1.0642
.230 -.2289 -.2969 -.1348 -.1436
.410 -.0501 -.0366 -.0721 -.1453
.590 -.0303 -.0230 -.OB15 -.1590
.770
-.1223 -.0512 -.0460 -.1295
.878 -.3533. -.2153 -.1756 -.2739
BETA	 c 41 -.030	 ALPHA t 21 -	 1.970	 Q1PSF1 w	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION I IIMAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
XICML
.050 -.6127 -.4608 -.6127 -I.t580
.230 -.0801 -.1716 -.0301 -.1053
.410 -.0115 .0140 -.0105 -.0780
.590 -.0002 .0335 -.0002 -.0849
.770 -.1030 -.0002 .0356 -.0374
.878 -.3381 -.1758 -.1134 -.1956
BETA	 1 41 -	 -.030	 ALPHA 1 31 -	 4.010	 Q(PSF) =	 43.222 PO/PSF	 2127.0
SECTION I IIMAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0193 -.0219 .0368 -.0715
.410 .0182 .0666 0471 -.0235
.590 .0295 .0831 .0739 -.0133
.770
-.0867 .0471 .1017 .0677
.678
-.3261 -.t4ll -.0648 -.1505
PAGE M7
CRFFF301
RUN NO + 189.00
RUN NO = 189.00
RUN NO = 189.00
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-75I ) PAGE ISSO
OA163 ORB 40P 	 MAIN GEAR DOOR lW ER SURFACE 1R7FFSO)
BETA	 ( 41 0	 -.030 ALPHA ( 4) a	 5.060	 Q(P5F) =	 43.222	 POIP=•F	 2127.0 RUM NO	 [89.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0469 .0521	 .0665 -.4337
.4I0 .0305 .0911	 D695 .00x7
.590 .0439 .1105	 .1045 .0217
.770
-.07BI .0706	 .1322 .12,1
.878 -.3158 -.1209	 -.0417 -.10 c-
BETA	 (4) _	 -.030	 ALPHA [ 51 =	 6.110	 0(PSF) a	 43.222	 PO1P5F =	 2127.0 RUN NO =	 189.00
SECTION t ))MAIN LNO OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.5068 -.4192	 -.4181
-.8955
.230 .0524 .0994	 .0891 -.0047
.410 .0090 .:158	 .0932 .0343




B78 -.3034 -.1022	 -.0240 -.0490
13ETA	 ( 4) _	 --.030	 ALPHA ( 6) 8.190	 4(PSF1 =	 43.222	 PO/pSF =	 2127.0 RUN NO	 189.00
_	 SECTION ( 1)MATN LNO GR DR-1 D£PENDI:NT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4834 -.3729	 -.3271 -.7188
.230 .0829 .1404	 .1342 .04'79
.410 .0"788 .1599	 .1424 .0836
-	
.590 .0890 .1783	 .1855 .1074
.770
-.0385 .1321	 .1999 .2410
.878 -.2677
-.0583	 -.0012 -.0177
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 f PAGE 1389
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF30)
^] 1 BETA	 ( 4) a	 -.030 ALPHA ( 7) n	 10.280	 Q(PSF)	 -	 43.222 PO/PSI- =	 2127.0 RUN NO =	 189.00
SECTION ( ))MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
`.	 BML .0760 .3I00
	 .5820 .8530
X/CMLro
►^ .050 -.3964 -.3178	 -.2580 -.4932
.230 .1041 .1765	 .1765 11098
.410 .1020 .2044	 .1930 .1338
.590 .1134 .22I9
	 .2312 .I749
.770 -.0157 .1682	 .2395 .2964
.878 -.2391 -.0230	 .02B6 .0421
BETA	 ( 41
-.030	 ALPHA ( 81 =	 15.510	 Q(PSF)	 43.222 PO/PSF =	 2127.0 RUN NO ++	 189.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2352 -.0690	 -.0054 .0088












BETA	 f 4 3 =	 - . 040	 ALPHA (9) =	 20.800	 Q ( PSF) -	 43.222 PO/PSF =	 2127 . 0 RUN NO =	 189.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .2689 .3805	 .5607 .4850
.230 .3518 .4604	 .4747 .3444 x-=--.-
.410 .3068 .4553
	 .4655 .4071
.590 .2653 .43B9	 .4624 .4155




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB*GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
	
(AFFFS0 1
BETA	 ( 5) -	 5.020 ALPHA ( 1)	 -.130	 Q(PSF)	 -	 43.212 POJP5F m	 2127.1	 RUN NO	 190.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
1050 -.7056 -.6188	 -.6282
-1.1139
.230 -.0669 -.0105	 -.0054 -.1110
.410 -10941 .0038	 -.0198 -.OB18
.590 -.0826 .0254	 .0110 -.0801
.770 -,2195 -.0095	 .0450 .0079
.878 -.4568 -.2070	 -.1285 -.2592
BETA	 (	 51 -	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 1.950	 QIPSF)	 -	 43.212 PO/PPF r	 2127.1	 RUN NO -	 190.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN LNO GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML 0760 .3100	 .5220 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7657 -.5738	 -.5133 -1.0278




.590 -.0563 .0645	 .0614 -.0269
.770 -.1930 D192	 .0809 .0963
.878 -.4288 -.1805	 -.1168 -.1879
BETA	 ( 51 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 3) -	 4.020	 Q(PSF)	 43.212 PO/PSF -	 2127.1	 RUN NO -	 190.00
SECTION I ])MAIN LND OR DR -I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7600 -.5593	 -.5198 -.7412
.230 -.0405 .0550	 .0489 -.0268
.410 -.0395 .0929	 .0683 .0037
.590 -.0260 IO63	 .1032 .0257




DATE I7 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OAI63 t NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 51 5.020
	
ALPHA ( 4) -	 5.110	 O(PSF)	 s	 43,210 PO/PSF -	 2127.1
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7185 -.5315	 -.489B -.4346
.230 -10282 .0820	 .0779 .0(05
.410 -.0261 .118E	 .0995 .0379
.590 -.0126 .1304	 .1283 .0582
.770 -.1514 .0707	 .1232 .1613
.B78 -.3634 -.1316	 -.10e6 -.1190
BETA	 ( 51 =	 5.020	 ALPHA ( 5) =	 6.110	 O(PSF)	 43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP





.230 -.0136 .1087	 .1087 .0275
.410 -.0105 .1437	 .1314 .0650
.590 .0028 .1550	 .1581 .0654
.770 -.1346 .0902	 .1437 .1952
.878 -.3434 -.1117	 -.0887 -.1012
BETA	 ( 5) =	 5.020
	
ALPHA ( 67 8.200	 0(PSF)	 =	 43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5347 -.3526	 -.2208 -.0407
.230 .0286 .1657	 .1781 .0786
.410 .0152 .1957	 .1905 .1266
.590 .0255 12029	 .2132 .1488
.770 -.1151 .1327	 .1895 '.2431
.878 -.3150 -.0711	 -.0481 -.0659
PACE 1391
(RFFF301
RUN NO - I90.00
RUN NO A 190.00
RUN NO - 190.00
J
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA1G3 { NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+OP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFP30)
BETA	 ( 5) 5.020 ALPHA 1 71 10.280	 Q(PSF)	 s	 43.212 PO/PSF d	 2127.1 RUN NO	 190.00
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND OR BR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CIS
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3651 -.1982	 -.0751 .0394
.230 .0634 .2280	 .2372 .1075
.410 .0285 .2465	 .2444 .1773
.590 .0315 .2434	 .2598 .I943
.770 -.1053 .1683	 .2310 .3061
1878 -.2942 -.0365	 -.0125 .0017
BETA	 1 5) 5.020 ALPHA ( 8) s	 15.540
	
0(PSF!	 a	 43.212 PO/PSF	 2127.1 RUN NA -	 190.00
SECTION I ])MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.059 .1119 .3146	 .4752 .3377









.878 -.2046 .0522	 .0686 _4026
BETA	 ( 5) -	 5.020 ALPHA t 9) 20.620
	
Q WSF)	 43.212 PO/PSF -	 2127.1 RUN NO -	 190.00












.590 .1991 .4634	 .49422 .4446






DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 ) PAGE 1393
OA163 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF30)
BETA	 ( 6) 10.100	 ALPHA	 1	 I) -.110	 O(P5F)	 =	 43.232 PO/PSF s	 2127.2 RUN NO s	 191.00


















BETA	 ( 61 =	 10.100
	 ALPHA	 l 21 1.980	 D(PSF)	 43.232 PO/PSF =	 2127.2 RUN NO =	 191.00
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7055 -.5304	 -.4929 -.6131
.230 -.0696 .0274	 .0069 -.0508
.410 -.0906 .0623	 .0295 -.0457







BETA	 i 6) =	 10.090	 ALPHA ( 31 4.020	 OIPSF) a	 43.232 PO/PSF	 2127 .2 RUN NO	 191.00
SECTION l 1)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3949 -.1292	 -.0364 -.1482
.230 -.0729 .1086
	 .0952 -.009B
.410 -.0792 .1363	 .1137 .0360
.590 -.D656 .1383	 .1281 .0462
.770 -.1907 .0634	 .0942 .1240
.878 -.3730 -.1406	 -.1438 -.1771
DATE 17 MAY 76	 TABULACED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 I NAAL-751 I	 PACT 13S')
OA163 ORB4.GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INMER SURFACE 	 (R FF30)
BETA l 61 0	 10.100	 ALPHA ( 4) a	 5.080	 OIPSF) a 43.232	 PO/P5F d 2127.2	 RUIN! NO m 191.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN	 LND OR OR-1







.050	 -.3231	 .0007	 .1497	 .0360
	
















.87B	 -.3783	 -.1125 -.1136 -.1469
BETA ( 61 -	 10.090	 ALPHA (5) -	 6.130	 QE(PSFI	 43.232	 PO/PSF	 2127.2	 RUN NO	 191.00
SECTION ( I)MAIN	 LND OR DR-1
	 DEPENDENT VARIABLE: CP
Y/BML























	 -.0896 -.0854 -.1198
BETA ( 63 -	 10.090
	
ALPHA t 6)
	 8.190 O(PSF)	 43.232	 PO/PSF	 2127.2	 RUN NO	 191.00
SECTION ( 1)MAIN
	 LND OR DR-I









-.1564	 .1806	 .3993	 .2335
	













.878 -.4245 -.0636 -.0469 -.0375
iDATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL -751 )
OA153 ORB+GP	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 6) 10.090 ALPHA t 71 10.%80	 O(P5F) -	 43.232 PO/PSF =	 2127.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
050 .0110 .3638 .5170 .3392
.230 .0007 .3155 .3463 .1672
.410 -.0855 .3124 .3360 .2472
.590 -.1054 .2908 .3257 .2472
.770 -.2546 .1941 .2640 .3473
.878 -.3986 -.0365 -.0240 .0089
BETA	 ( 6) A	 10.090 ALPHA ( 8) 15.530
	 O(P5F) n 	 43.232 PO/PSF	 2127.2
SECTION 1 IIMAIN LND OR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3109 .51320 .6530
X/CML
.050 .3703 .7193 .7214 .4742
.230 .1140 .4495 .4774 .2713
.410 .0141 .4136 .4434 .3460
.590 -.0167 .3866 .4218 .3361
.770
-.1650 .2808 .3466 .4094
.676 -.2966 .0450 .0646 .0625
13ETA	 1 61 =	 10.091 ALPHA (9) =	 20.780
	 DIPSFI w	 43.232 PO/PSF n 	 2127.2
SECTION 1 I)MA1N LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .6530
X/CML
.050 .5791 .8462 .8791 .5008
.230 .2350 .5822 .6089 .4017
.410 .1158 .5247 .5555 .4715
.590 .0901 .48I5 .5144 .4392
.770
-.0385 .3655 .4219 .4692
.878
-.1626 .1343 .1415 .1158
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RUN NO n 191.00
RUN NO - 191.00
RUN NO n 191.Da
DATE 17 MAY 75	 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751	 ) PACE 1396
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE (RFFF31)	 111 MAY 76	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA





LREF	 - 474.8100 INCHES




BREF	 w 936.6B00 INCHES	 ZMRP =	 375.0000 IN. ZO PHI-N	 n 66.000	 THETAN -
	
10B.000
SCALE n .0405 PHI-M	 - 88.000	 THETAM -
	
98.000
BETA	 (	 11 -	 -10.080	 ALPHA 1 11	 =	 .000	 Q(PSF)	 -	 44.092 PO/PSr -	 2117.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760
	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050




	 -.1264	 -.1694 -.1864
.590 -.1172	 -.1202
	 -.2267 -.2838




BETA	 (	 1) =	 -10.080	 ALPHA i 2) =	 5.210	 OfPSF) n 	 44.092 PO/P5F	 2117.2
SECTION 1 131MAIN LND OR OR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750











	 .1172	 .0426 -.0034
.590 .0598	 .1092	 .4053 -.0302





BETA	 1	 1) _	 • 10.070	 ALPHA	 1	 3)	 10.420	 0(PSF'	 44.092 POIPSF	 2117.2
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760
	 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3147	 -.1611	 -.2584 -.5574
.230 .0305
	 .0164	 .0729 .1001
.410 .1525	 .2152	 .1950 .1301
.590 .1980
	 .2273	 .2011 .1301
.770 .1456	 .1930	 .2031 -.0006
.878 -.0178
	 .0467	 .0618 .0386
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS
	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 1) a	 -10.070 ALPHA ( 41 i3.660	 0(PSF) =	 44.092 PO/PSF =	 2117.2
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR OR-[ DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050
-.2023 -.0017 -.0301 -.3546
.230 .2598 .2750 .2841 .2323
.410 .2982 .3224 .3113 .2757
.590 .3204 .3355 .3366 .2958
.770 .2608 .3093 .3517 .0861
.87B .1013 .1669 .2154 .2245
BETA	 1	 1) =	 -10.070 ALPHA 1 5) =	 20.880	 0(PSF) -	 44.092 PO/PSF	 2117.2
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0057 .1509 .1218 .0098
.230 .3768 .4120 .4050 .3540
.410 .4040 .4220 .4170 .3889
.590 .4200 .4341 .4451 .4188
.770 .3527 .4009 .4451 .1710
.878 .2031 .2684 .2975 .3055
BETA	 1 2) =	 -5.030 ALPHA 1	 11 =	 .000	 0(P5F) =	 44.004 PO/PSF -	 2115.0
SECTION I I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5766 -.4575 -.6721 -.8674
.230 -.3999 -.3116 -.1699 -.1347
.410 -.0497 .0114 -.0631 -.1044
.590 .0023 .0084 -.1103 -.1415
.770 -.0559 -.05I8 -.1216 .2493
.878 -.2356 -.1863 .2017 -.1976
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DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA16S ( NAAL-751 l
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 21 -5.030 ALPHA ( 2) 5.200	 Q(PSF) m	 44.004 PO/PSF a	 2115.0
SECTION ( A MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y ► 6ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
7(/ CML
.050 -.4527 -.2882 -.4352 -.7772
.230 -.0118 -.0868 .0053 .0032
.410 .1016 .1137 .0,915 .0166
.590 .1249 .131.0 .0945 .0116
.770 .0530 .1026 .1259 .3447
.876 -.1495 -.0477 .0104 -,0713
BETA	 ( 21 -	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 31 -	 10.410
	 Q(PSF)	 +	 44.004 PO/PSF	 2115.0
SECTION ( 11MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2849 -.1565 -.2037 -.6214
.230 .1926 .1956 .2047 .1155
.4.1.0 .2077 .2331 .2158 .1708
.590 .2199 .2523 .2503 .1825
.770 .1298 .2179 _2776 .4021
.878 -.0713 .0569 .1278 .1248
BETA	 ( 2) w	 -5.030 ALPHA ( 4) n	 15.650
	 Q(PSF) a	 44.004 PO/PSF Y	 2115.0
SECTION t I7MAIN LID OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/CML
.050 -.0815 -.0383 -.0424 -.1293
.230 .2638 .3232 .3201 .2504
.410 .2809 .3403 .3353 .2939
.590 .2989 .3554 .3665 .3240
.770 .1960 .3151 .3776 .4120
.878 .0164 .1617 .2112 .2212
(RFFF3II
DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 f NAAL-751 I
OAIG3 ORB+GP • SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 2) _	 -5.040 ALPHA ( 5) g	 20.890	 O(PSFI =	 44.004 PO/PSF =	 2115.0
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5920 .8530
X/CML
.050 .1278 .1780	 .2634 .3358O
.46D6CD ,410 .3880 .4452	 .4502
.590 .3799 .4452	 .4613 .4289
770 .2805 .3970	 .4553 .39004 .878 .1208 .2463	 .2855 .2956
BETA	 131 - .000	 ALPHA (	 1) -.010	 Q(PSF)	 =	 44.164 PO/PSF	 2114.8
SECTION I i)MAIN LNO GR OR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0750 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5556 -.4392	 -.6202 -.9074
.230 -.0894 -.1773	 -.0198 -.0771
.410 .0033 .0265	 -.0037 -.0637
1590 .0114 .0456	 .0013 -.0755
.770 -.0873 .0265	 .0557 -.109B
.878 -.3072 -.1262	 -.0434 -.1467
BETA	 ( 31 = .000	 ALPHA ( 2) -	 5.150	 OIPSF) *	 44.16} PO/PsF =	 2114.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.4612 -.3835	 -.3825 -.8662
.230 .0798 .1231	 .1090 -.0034
.410 .0'708 .137E	 .1161 .0582
.590 .0798 .1564	 .1553 .0715
.770 -.0392 .1241	 .1955 .0859
.878 -.2609 -.0494	 .0416 -.0016
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DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 t NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS
	
MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (	 3) - .000 ALPHA 1 3) 10.360	 Q(P5F)	 -	 44.164 PO/PSF a	 2114.6
SECTION ( i)MAIN LND GR DR-] DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.3497 -.2540 -.1990 -.3324
.230 .1426 .2221 .2191 .117B
.410 .1426 .2492 .23132 .1876
.591) .1508 ..2663 .2713 .2176
.770 .03I4 .2221 .2874 .2030
.678 -.1654 .0484 .1087 .1037
BETA	 ( 31 - .000 ALPHA 1 4) -	 15.640	 Q(PSF) -	 44.164 PO/PSF	 2114.8
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/$N .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.0987 .0265 .1234 .1669
.230 .2475 .3424 .3465 .2271
.410 .2243 .3555 .3515 .2956
.590 .2203 .3525 ..3526 .3040
.770 .1093 .2919 .3434 .2960
.878 -.0567 .1214 .1527 .1537
BETA	 ( 3) - .000 ALPHA ( 5) -	 20.910	 Q(P5F) -	 44.164 PO/PSF -	 2114.8
SECTION t 11MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/13ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .3889 .4934 .6400 ;1621
.230 .3759 .4894 .4994 .3707
.410 .3307 .4803 .4864 .4272
.'590 .3096 .4653 .4844 .4305
.770 .1941 .3910 .4472 .3548
.878 .0475 1	 .2172 .2443 .2574
PAGE 1400
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DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 1
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 ( 4) 5.030 ALPHA t 1)	 -.GIO	 Q(P5F)	 =	 44.108 PO/PSF	 2116.3
SECTION ( I)HA1N LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 13100 .5820 .8530
XfCML
.050 -.7128 -.5525 -.5126 - 1.0234
.230 -.0487 .0438 .0357 --.0791
.410 -.0528 .0569 .0357 -.0219
.590 -.0415 .0802 .0721 -.0252
.770 -.1718 .0458 .1075 .3199
.878 -.3915 -.1349 -.0528 -.1698
BETA	 1 4) x	 5.030 ALPHA 1 21 -	 5.200	 O(PSF) =	 44.108 PO/PSF =	 2116.3
SECTION I i1MAIN LND GR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.5989 -.4311 -.3595 -.1913
.230 .0134 .1324 .1324 .0366
.410 .0174 .1666 .1535 .0900
.590 .0295 .179B .1808 .1100
.770 -.0935 .1283 .1787 .3270
.878 -.2930 -.0587 -.0280 -.0597
BETA 14) =	 5.020
	
ALPHA t 3)	 10.410	 O(PSF) =	 44.108 PO/P5F =	 2116.3
SECTION I I)HAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
YIBML .0760 .3100 .51320 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2300 -.0701 .0487 .0901
.230 .0952 .2649 .2699 .1303
.410 .0539 .2821 .2770 .2055
.590 .0639 .2780 .2861 .2222
.770
-.0629 .2103 .2659 .3326
0-70 - Mzzn n i ac ni.a.7 m. , -F
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DATE 17 MAY 76
	
TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NA41..-751 )
OA163 ORB+GP+SS	 MAIN GEAR MOR INN-7R SURFACE
BETA
	
( 4) 5.020 ALPHA 1 41 -	 15.650	 (](PSF)	 -	 44.108 PO/PSF a	2116.3
SECTION ( 1)MAIN LND OR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y18ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
%/CML
.050 U59 .4315 .5727 .3252
.230 .2089 .4054 .4185 .256B
.410 .1504 .3963 .4064 .3235
.590 .1282 .3902 .3963 .3252
.770 .0043 .2996 .3540 .NOGG
.878 -.1446 .1020 .1182 .1303
BETA	 ( 41 =	 5.020 ALPHA ( 5) 20.900
	
O(PSF) a	44.108 PO/PSF	 2116.3
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR OR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y1BML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
x/cML
.050 .5490 .7452 .7702 .4656
.230 .3367 .5369 .5520 .3878
.410 .2585 .49B9 .5169 .4509
.590 .2386 .4"169 .4959 .4541
.770 .1244 .3898 .4398 .2426
.878 -.0147 .1665 .2105 .2105
BETA	 t 5) =	 10.060 ALPHA (	 1) _	 .000	 Q(PSF) -	 44.045 PO/PSF n	2116.4
SECTION ( l)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.7126 -.5924 -.5369 -.6725
.230 -.0795 .0185 .0063 -.0725
.410 -.0765 .0590 .0256 -.0455
.590 -.0662 .0732 .0550 -.0286
.770 -.1762 .0175 .0469 .3052




DATE 17 MAY 76 TABULATED PRESSURE DATA - OA163 ( NAAL-751 )
OA163 ORB*GP •SS	 MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
BETA	 (5) =	 10.060	 ALPHA ( 2) =	 5.200	 O(PSF) -	 44.046 PO/PSF +	 2116.4
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND GR DR-I DEPENDENT VARIABLE C'
Y19ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 -.2220 .1297	 .2813 .0852
.230 -.0199 .2196
	 .2247 .0751
.410 -.0609 .2308	 .2267 .1404
b+n .590 -.0548 .2196	 .2277 .1404




BETA	 ( 5) =	 10.070
	 ALPHA (	 3) =	 10. 1130	 O(P5F)	 -	 44.046 PO/PSF	 2116.4
C'
L34
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP




.230 .0416 .3369	 .3581 .1634
.410 -.0342 .3228	 .3379 .2468
.590 -.0526 .2936	 .3177 .2418
.770 -.1691 .1918	 .2543 .3560
.878 -.2970 -.0301
	 -.0127 .0033
BETA	 ( 5) -	 10.070	 ALPHA 1 4) 15.660	 Q(PSF) =	 44.046 PO/PSF +	 2116.4
SECTION ( I)MAIN LND OR DR-1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
Y/8ML .0760 .3100	 .5820 .8530
X/CML
.050 .3994 .7098	 17119 .3920
.230 .1615 .4478	 .4609 .2485
.410 .V59 .4034	 .4175 .3186
.590 .0507 .3631	 .3863 .3069
.770 ,0832 .2502	 .3067 ­ 15c
.878
-.2111 .0355	 .0507 .0355
PAGE 1403
(RFFF31I
DATE 17 NAY 76	 TASULAT
BETA ( 5) a	 10.070
	
ALPHA t 5)







.050	 .6089	 .8162	 .8172
	
.2 30	 .2950	 .5525	 .5556
	






.770	 -.0037	 .3262	 .3666
	
.878	 -,1300	 .1250	 .1321
ED PRESSURE DATA - OA153 ( NAAL-751 I
OA]63 ORB+GP+SS MAIN GEAR DOOR INNER SURFACE
20.900
	 0(PSF) n 44.046
	
PO/PSF m 2116.4
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CP
.8530
.4429
.3330
.4029
.3896
.4D57
.0757
PAGE I404
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